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The novel is fiction. It is as purely a fantasy as are the daydreams in society about a 

world of peace built on military power, and financial riches built on stealing rather than 

producing.  

What sets the fiction in the story apart, is its daring to look beneath the surface and 

explore the brighter aspects of our humanity that have been kept artificially dark. The 

exploration is powered by a deep-reaching honesty with oneself in numerous interlocking 

dimensions with a thread of sex and romance running through, and also a touch of the 

erotic.  

The novel is focused on politics and marriage as both become overlaid with the 

Principle of Universal Love. - The novel is Episode 5B of the epic series of novels, The 

Lodging for the Rose. 

  



Chapter 1 - A Road to Connect   
  

       The winter had lingered longer than usual this year. The weather was still icy at 

our rock by the sea when I returned home from the brooding heat of India that I had 

nearly become accustomed to. It seemed that nothing had changed while I had been 

away. Ross appeared to be more alert though. Perhaps he had contemplated the great 

constitutional principle that we had to confront, that we had explored together before the 

India project came up, though most of it had been done by him in his own way. It may 

have been for that reason that he became the second person to notice the deep mote that 

had unfolded between Heather and I, that my trip to India only made deeper. I could 

sense that he didn't like what was happening between us. Maybe he felt that the blame for 

it all fell on him. Or maybe he also noticed that the growing tensions between Heather 

and I had soured the relationship between everyone else, too, which had been totally open 

at the beginning, including between Ross and I. In order to bridge the widening mote, he 

proposed one day that we build a proper road between our respective houses. He came to 

the house one day and suggested that a connecting road would cut the distance between 

us from thirty minutes going by trail, or seventeen minutes by driving out to the highway 

and back in, to two minutes by a direct road. He told me that Fred had already agreed to 

supply the materials for the road if we supplied the labor. 

      I agreed, of course, and so did Sylvia. 

      I was tempted to tell Ross about the closely knit family that Indira and I had set up 

in India, but I remembered that I couldn't talk about that since the model for what we had 

achieved in India had not been established at home among us, including the principle 

itself that the model has brought to light. Our situation at home was different. The 

challenges were so much greater. I could only talk to Ross in wide general terms about 

the principle that we had built on in India against the background of India's more 

spiritually oriented culture. Nevertheless, the principle that Indira and I had recognized 

and utilized was fundamentally the same principle that Ross had discovered, which we all 

had explored together on Christmas day, though superficially. What had unfolded in India 

appeared as but another expression of it, though a more advanced expression. It seemed 

that Ross' proposal for building a road between our two houses was as step towards 

getting closer to that expression. The principle for bridging a gap that had became 

evermore isolating was definitely a step towards getting back the close intimacy of our 

early days together. 

 

      The way Ross had arranged things, the entire cost of the road construction, from 

bulldozing, to grading, to laying down the gravel, would be paid for by the government in 

exchange for Sylvia and I agreeing that our attic would be used by the government to 

house the latest coastal scanning equipment. The equipment in our house would be 

designed to become 'massively' linked up with Ross' equipment, via special optical 

cables. Ross idea about the road was that it would be designed in a manner that would 

make it an integral part of the project. In this case everybody would win. The cables 



would be placed into a channel that would be buried deep under the new roadbed and 

thereby be hidden. 

      It was easy for us all to agree to the arrangement, especially since I would have 

agreed to host the new equipment anyway, as there was a pressing need for modernizing 

the coastal scanners. 

 

      Within a month the construction started. The new road was built in a week. The 

cables were threaded into an underground pipe a week after that. The equipment itself 

was installed in the weeks following. All that was left from then on were a few days of 

'tuning.' The result was a system so sensitive that it could detect the flight of a sea gull 20 

miles away. The obtained information from the scanners was electronically correlated 

with corresponding data from Ross' scanners of the same type to be interpolated by a 

dynamic spatial mapper, a very fast computer that sees the world in an amazing kind of 

spatial image as one would see if one's eyes were separated by a mile. With the obtained 

super-stereoscopic 'vision' the fast computer could track hundreds of flight patterns 

simultaneously and automatically separate the flight patterns of birds from the fight 

patterns of any potential cruise missiles or low flying aircraft, or rockets of any kind. 

      The new scanning system worked so well that not a sparrow could approach our 

coast undetected, while the sparrow would never trigger an alarm. The combined spatial 

images were stored locally, and were also automatically transmitted to NORAD Center in 

Boulder Colorado, where they were combined with the same kind of data coming from 

all the other stations up and down the coast. The end result formed an impenetrable 

screening shield, with which the strategic people in Denver would be able to detect and 

isolate potential targets for Ross to investigate optically. The alert would reach us usually 

long before Ross could detect the slightest sign of an approaching intruder on his own, 

which were typically pleasure boats. 

      Technologically, the new system was a marvel that even the people who designed 

it regarded it to be some kind of a miracle, considering that a system of such an immense 

complexity worked at all. Billions of things had to work perfectly for the entire thing to 

function at all. 

      The biggest benefit of course was for us. The new road brought our two families 

closer together, slowly, a bit at a time. The inner separation diminished that the road was 

primarily intended to bridge across. Still, in spite of it all the efforts on both sides, a 

lingering sense of separation remained. It lessened as time passed, even as time had 

passed to build it up in the first place. It seemed, though, that much more was needed 

than we had dared to acknowledge to us. 

 

      The long-time problem that had developed between Heather and I, that Ross had 

become drawn into, became often the topic for discussion whenever Ross and I were 

alone doing our regular maintenance work on the new road. Ross told me at one point 



that he would love to be married to Heather, and always had intended that, but that he 

couldn't dare think of it with those tensions remaining in the background that had created 

a barrier against him, too. He told me that he had spoken to Sylvia about it while the road 

was being build, but that she couldn't think of an answer either, except to say that this sort 

of problem has to be resolved by all of us together. She agreed that all the precedents in 

the past did not contain an applicable solution, as the platform that had been built in the 

past had fallen apart. There had evidently been something spiritually lacking, which 

suggested that a different kind of healing was needed than merely stepping back into the 

past. Her point was that we needed to step forward, but how? Nor would a solution be 

found by anyone surrendering their love for the sake of another, which wouldn't be 

possible in any case in the real world. 

      Ross said that Sylvia told him that love must build its own precious world. She 

said that all we can do is to make certain that we don't impose more barriers against its 

flow, and that we don't declare a war against those barriers and boundaries that other 

people rely on for their self-protection. 

 

      Ross' analysis was that we had drifted into a rut, of the same type of rut that Russia 

had drifted into after the Soviet Union collapsed. Russia's honeymoon with the West 

came out of a shotgun marriage in which the West was looting the country into abject 

poverty and impotence. He said that this might be reversed over night if Russia would 

align itself with China, with the possible addition of India, in a large and comprehensive 

mutual-development pact. Ross said that all those countries should cooperate along the 

present Chinese model. He said that the Chinese model is the one model in the world that 

is the most distant from the imperial model. He said that if the USA were to join this 

union in the context of a universal development model, the empire's model for 

international looting and global war would be defeated in short order. Ross said that such 

a joining of hands across long standing divisions would also create a union for the 

common good of all mankind, the kind of which has never been seen before on this 

planet. 

      "Unfortunately, nothing of that sort has happened so far or is likely to happen," 

Ross added after a few moments of silence while we were clearing the road of branches 

knocked down by a nasty storm. "We ourselves are the evidence of this dilemma," he 

said. We are building evermore-sensitive scanners that are feeding into fear-bound 

strategies that are so precariously balanced that a flock of gulls might set it off and cause 

the system to trigger a holocaust if the software responded incorrectly. And the irony is," 

he added quietly, "is the simple fact that we ourselves face the same problem socially 

between us on this rock, as we find ourselves just as edgy, and just as impotent, to solve 

the problem." 

      "And that's why we can't just walk away from the problem," I replied to Ross. 

"What we are facing is bigger than just a personal problem between two families with 

tensions between them. The principles for solving both problems are the same. Finding a 

solution, a healing for us, is therefore of global significance. Obviously, the solution is 



related to universal love and universal sovereignty. This requires an acknowledgement of 

the reality of our universal marriage to one-another as human beings. Ah, but these 

principles that once meant something in the past seem to be nothing more than just 

watchwords representing lofty theories. We need practical solution. The watchwords 

were spoken far too many times, and without actions following, like words written on 

paper. Consequently, their meaning was lost. Paper is patient. Nothing was written in the 

heart and engraved in the mind." 

      "I suppose, this should tell us where to find our solution in principle," Ross said 

after thinking about it. "There really is no other solution possible that offers a way out 

except to get on with what we had once started and should have advanced further all 

along so that it would become engraved in the mind. The alternative to going all the way 

is to stay in the kind of rut we are in, which is the same rut the world is in today as 

society remains isolated from one-another. Except the concepts that we once cherished 

are deemed hopelessly esoteric now. We tend to mock them as impractical and idealistic. 

Perhaps we do this, because they demand so much more than we are willing to give." 

      "There exist two models that people relate to that," I said to Ross. "We have the 

Aristotelian model that takes the esoteric truths and lowers them to the lowest standard, 

down to a level that is circumscribed by traditions, emotions, fears, and shallow thinking. 

Then, when everything is lowered into the sewer, Aristotle says with a sneer, what you 

see is what you get. That is real, he says, because you can see it, smell it, touch it, but you 

cannot see, sell, and touch love. So don't bother with that. And the world loves him for 

that. However, by the time this is done, love becomes a myth, truth becomes an opinion, 

and the opinion becomes an arbitrary personal thing. That's the rut we are stuck in, Ross. 

The whole society is married to opinions that an elite has imposed upon it, like Aristotle 

once did and still does. Truth is no longer a factor. Adam Smith and Hobbes have been 

put on the pedestal of truth. Aristotle would celebrate our 'achievements' if he could see 

our world today. Greed-based economics, hate-driven violence, power-driven terror - 

these become our modern truth." 

      "This means that the Aristotelian model works as it was designed to work," said 

Ross. "It was designed for empire in its war destroy a civilization. It doesn't work for 

building anything. Instead of dragging the truth down to the sewer level, we have to raise 

ourselves up to Truth's level. That's the Platonic model in which the truth is primary and 

we become the discoverers of it as it unfolds in the mind and becomes lodged in it. This 

means that we have to test our axioms, Peter. Are they valid? Is any form of marriage 

below the level of our universal marriage as human beings, valid? If our love for one-

another is really a response to what we value within ourselves of the humanity, which we 

all share, then love really unfolds from the universal dimension." 

      "So, why would we want to stand in denial of it?" I said to him. "Why don't we 

accept it? That's a challenging and frightening thought, isn't it?" 

      Ross agreed that this was a challenging thought. He also said that it is paradoxical 

that all the great nations in the world, which have it within their means to create the 

brightest future for themselves ever imagined, allow themselves to be destroyed by the 



fundi’s model - the model of empire, the model for imperial looting - rather than 

respecting the sovereignty of their humanity that is in their heart though it challenges the 

mind. "It is as if everyone is afraid to venture into the unknown 'country,' even if the 

known 'country' is killing them," he added. "That's a paradox. The paradox must be 

resolved. This goes without saying. But how can we help the world towards such a 

solution if we can't even help ourselves?" 

      "Indeed, how, Ross? How?" 

      Ross shook his head. "The, how, is not important," he said moments later. "The 

important thing is that we do it, that we set our mind at it. The 'how' will unfold if we 

endeavor to succeed. The human world is about choices. We make choices, but we don't 

know the outcome. We explore the principles and let them guide us, but we don't 

understand all of the aspects of the principles, and so we remain afraid. Nevertheless, we 

have to make choices. Even standing still is a choice, unwise as it might be. And so we 

choose by faith and intuition most of the time and test the Universe and see how it 

responds. But in the end we know that we have to succeed with what is required, which 

our freedom in life depends on. Freedom is not arbitrary. It is not something another can 

give to one. It is something one must claim. I can give you a ladder to get out of a pit, but 

you have to take the step. Freedom is derived from moving with the power of principle. 

And that involves discoveries and choices." 

      "Maybe we can succeed," I said to him, "if we endeavor to focus on becoming 

more spiritually human, whatever that may mean specifically. Let this be our choice and 

our challenge. Yes, let's poke the Universe with this stick and see how it responds. 

Should its answer not hold the key for the next choice? Do you remember the scientific 

discovery that you told me about on Christmas day, Mary's proposition of marriage as a 

science, and our discovery of the Principle of the Universal Marriage of mankind?" 

 

      I told him that I knew a woman once whom I had developed a warm and intimate 

personal relationship with. I had talked with her about our respective names, and about 

our common habit to forget the names of others. We even talked about our feeling for 

one-another. It was remarkable how close we became to one-another that way. And all 

this had been accomplished in only three minutes. "She worked as the checkout person at 

the supermarket on N-Street, in Washington D.C.. Her name was on the nametag. She 

had wondered how I knew her name. So we started to talk, mostly about ourselves, like 

how it is that other people sometimes recognize us without us being able to recognize 

them, meaning that one must be getting old to be so forgetful, and so on. 'Please come 

back any time,' she had said with a gentle smile when the purchase was completed, 'and 

be sure to come to my line again.' This I promised, though I never saw her again. Her 

name is Liz. 

      "And the point is?" said Ross. 



      "The point is, that it just might be that this woman and I in the simple honesty of 

the conversation had come closer to one-another on a personal level, even on the intimate 

level, during those 200 seconds that we had faced each other across the checkout counter, 

then all of us scientific folks had come to one another during the last 2000 days. Did I 

make the right choice? I poked the Universe and it responded in a way that no one could 

have foreseen. I think the choice was right. I could have walked away. That would have 

been as sad as scientists sometimes get when they must choose between two unknown 

dimensions and pull back rather than test the waters." 

      "That's a sad state of affairs, isn't it?" said Ross. 

 

      It seemed that this admission, all by itself, brought us closer to one-another that 

day, but is also seemed woefully insufficient. 

      I remembered that day after our chores were done that I have had this strange 

dream that kept recurring like an unresolved puzzle that demanded to be solved. It 

seemed that the recurring dreams began before the road project was even on the table. 

The dream was a puzzle itself. It wasn't about myself, or another person, or situation, or 

thing. It was about a concept, an image in the mind that seemed quite clear at first, but 

instead of being understood it became foggy and grew in size into a gray mist of ideas 

that I resolved in my dream I must deal with in the real world where everything should be 

clearer. But it wasn't dealt with. It was simply discarded as but another night vision that 

seemed to have no relevance in the daylight. Except the vision kept recurring and the 

background became darker. Something ominous loomed behind it in the distance. 

      I mentioned the dream to Ross one day. "What stands behind this puzzle that I 

can't see?" I asked. "It starts as something profound and then becomes a mist. I resolve to 

deal with it, but I never do, and so the dream keeps repeating itself." 

      "I don't think the dream comes from you," said Ross. "You are touched by a cry 

for help. I think it is about something big, something that most people ignore, but you 

can't, so it becomes a challenge that keeps haunting you. It won't go away, but evidently 

you don't want to look at it. Maybe the challenge is so monumental that you are scared to 

face it and therefore look away, but as you look away you can't even see the challenge 

and the whole scene becomes a sea of mist. This means you have two options. When the 

scene turns gray, stop the dream if you can. Don't let the challenge drift out of sight. The 

other option is to stop the dreaming and look at this thing in the daylight of science. If 

this is a big cry for help, as it evidently is as almost the whole world is crying in pain 

today for countless reasons, having become a sea of poverty, starvation, and terror, and 

war. Maybe it is that weight that is bearing down on you. You hear the cries and feel 

impotent to help. So you say to yourself, I must solve this puzzle, I must solve this 

puzzle. Your mind wouldn't make this demand if you didn't have that capacity and the 

resources for it. In this case look for something that you try to shy away from. How many 

times have I left a task undone, because I thought I couldn't to it? This happened more 

often than I dare to acknowledge." 



      The recognition of what this missing element might be, dawned that very evening 

when I felt myself compelled to dig up all of my old Beethoven's piano sonatas that I had 

stashed away on CDs. I remembered especially the great Beethoven sonatas that Steve 

had played as background music during our last time together in Leipzig; the Pathetique; 

the Moonlight Sonata; the Waldstein Sonata; and as I recalled, the Appassionata Sonata. 

Their endlessly cycling powerful melodies suddenly reflected my dream that likewise 

seemed to be endlessly recycling, but Beethoven's melodies were always fresh; ingenious 

in their composition; unpredictable; always fast surging ahead at times; powerful at times 

and at times punctuated with deeply moving slow passages. And most of all, there was 

this sense of joy and power and peace threaded though these great works of music. The 

musical themes were bubbling over with interlocking ideas. Also there was a passion for 

life reflected in them, especially in the Appassionata Sonata that never seemed to end. 

When it appeared that a climax was reached that would lead to a finale, the music 

recycled back to the beginning once more with still another variation on the theme. There 

wasn't a trace of impotence reflected in it, but an endless resource that was as wide as the 

sea of the mind. I saw this reflected in what I had come to value about Ross, and even 

what I had come to value in myself. 

      It appears that Ross had a similarly uplifting experience that day, that brought back 

to light his research effort that he had almost forgotten, which had become his Christmas 

present for us all. He called me late that very night. "I found the answer to your puzzle," 

he said excitedly. "The answer is the Christ, the Christ within you. You were demanded 

to look that deep into your soul, but you refused. You refused to look at it because the 

Christ is the light of our deepest intimacy with ourselves and with God that is the 

Intelligence of the Universe and the Love that is reflected in its harmonizing principles. 

You are afraid of this deep intimacy with yourself. And to be honest, Peter, so are we all. 

We see the snipers in Palestine, the tragedies. Every week a child is cut down, families 

are shot, houses bulldozed to the ground, when do we become concerned enough to take 

action and start the healing that ends these tragedies. These are attacks on our humanity. 

When do we begin to defend ourselves? How many cases do we know, Peter, of military 

planes armed with nuclear missiles and bombs that were already in the air for their 

appointment with Armageddon to be unleashed in Iran? We know of four such cases. 

They were stopped along the way. We came that close. But when do we become 

concerned enough to devote all that we have towards a healing? We can't escape the 

consequences of a nuclear war. Can we call ourselves human beings then as we sit idly 

by? We see food being burned, while 900 million people are starving. When is it time to 

start the healing? We see uranium bombs already pre-positioned by the tens of millions of 

kilograms, standing ready to poison the air with alpha radiation that is destined to kill 

entire countries with cancers and horrible diseases. When do we feel ourselves impelled 

to start to heal and change the world so that we can live without those dreams, the dreams 

that are already becoming nightmares while the nightmares threaten to become real for us 

all? When then do we stop being afraid of the deepest intimacy with ourselves from 

which alone this massive needed healing can unfold?" 

      I couldn't answer when this would be. 



      "What is the Christ, Peter, if it isn't the deepest, most intimate love there is, a love 

so wide and divine that it reaches even ourselves and with it the whole world - a love that 

heals?" 

      We parted on this note that day, but not for long. We met the very next day, almost 

spontaneously. It was a sunny day in early spring. We met at our lookout point, but was it 

really by chance. We had both gone for a walk that day. I loved walking when the air was 

crisp, but not icy. One could see father across the water in those days. The sun shone 

thinly through the cloud-cover when the left the house. The sea below us lay calm. Ross 

spotted a heron in the kelp bed when I met him at the lookout point. The kelp bed 

covered a large stretch along the edge of our bay towards the open sea. Seeing a heron 

among the floating kelp was a rare and welcome sight. Normally the scene is dominated 

by the ever-present seagulls that had chosen our bay for their home base. This time the 

scene was dominated by a single heron. 

 

      The world seemed fresher and greener this morning, even though spring had barely 

begun. Or maybe it was the green quilted jacket that Ross wore, which inspired the 

impression that spring had come. Heather had given it to him at Christmas. He was proud 

to wear it. It was the first thing that Heather had bought with her paycheck after Fred had 

been able to get her onto the coastal surveillance team. The coastal defense system was 

constantly being expanded and upgraded at this time. Ross had joked about it one day, 

saying that we were preparing ourselves for a major war for which there existed no 

enemy. But that wasn't what we talked about that day. 

      "Do you think that anyone 'heard' what you were saying last Christmas when you 

'unwrapped' my present to everybody?" Ross asked. 

      "Sylvia did hear it," I replied. "Heather? I don't think so. Tony? I think he felt that 

it didn't concern him." 

      "And what about you?" Ross asked. 

      "I did the talking, remember?" I replied. 

      "Yes you did, but you didn't answer the question you raised yourself, the one that 

Sylvia had asked you, the question concerning me. Sylvia had asked you whether you 

were seeking the same intimately loving relationship with me that you were seeking with 

Heather, the kind you had once established with her. You didn't answer her question that 

day. You talked around it. I think you owe yourself an answer, Pete. But if you reach 

deep enough, Peter, the Christ in you will demand a universal answer, because God is 

Love, Universal Love, or else the Universe would not exist. There are no contrary and 

contradictory principles in the Universe. If there were such, the Universe would not exist. 

The Christ appears to be our link to that Truth, and our intimacy with what we ultimately 

cannot ignore." 



      "I don't have an answer yet, Ross," I replied, "because I know what the answer 

must be within the flow of our love for all that is beautifully human, for all that comes 

out of our humanity. It seems I don't know how to get there from the platform that we're 

at. Things were simpler for me in India. There were no complex lines of demarcation that 

kept Indira and I apart. Here, the platform for our unity appears to be much more 

complex. It also seems simpler at the same time in some respects. It appears to be 

anchored within the flow of our love for all the good and beautiful and their immortality. 

This is the flow that brought us together. I know this means embracing all that is good 

and beautiful in all aspects of our humanity and in our world. But how does one get into 

this 'something' that is so exceedingly rare that it is almost deemed to be illegitimate, 

something that very few human beings have ever experienced? I don't know what this is. 

Sylvia says that what isolates the two of us from one-another is an easy problem to 

overcome. I believe its roots go much deeper." 

      "How deep, Peter?" 

      "It is being said that Tchaikovsky was a homosexual man," I replied, "and that this 

nearly destroyed him in the environment of the time in which he lived. It has even been 

suggested that this was the real cause for his death. His was an isolating passion, Ross, 

because the platform had not been established for it to exist openly. In fact, it still doesn't 

exist. It doesn't exist even when there is no passion involved. Thus, the isolation goes on 

and on until the required platform is established. And still, his problem was easy. We are 

facing a more profound pioneering type of challenge here." 

      "How would you define this challenge, Peter?" 

      "Oh, it's easy to define, Ross, but not so easy to master. Look at us, we have been 

close friends for a dozen years, but we treat each other as if we were not born as sexual 

beings but had arrived on the earth from Mars - as if we weren't part of humanity. A 

friend of mine had counseled a black girl once who had an identity crisis. My friend fell 

into the same kind of trap. She told that struggling girl, whom she wanted to help, that 

she didn't see her as a black person at all. I think we are saying much of the same to each 

other, Ross, in the sexual context. I can well imagine what pain that girl must have felt 

when her worth as a black person was denied. She wanted to hear that black is beautiful. 

In a sense we are doing the same thing to each other. What is worse, this is happening 

throughout the world. We allow so many things to become a barrier." 

      Ross nodded. 

      "What should be our heart to heart honest affection has been replaced with power 

games. We human beings have become engaged in Olympian competitions of all sorts, 

all over the world, even imperial quests, such as in games of stealing from one-another. 

The whole of the financial community steals from one-another. This process all by itself 

is literally destroying our world, and we don't know how to let go and become truly 

human. Sharing the bed with Heather, as we had done so long ago, appears easy in 

comparison, even though that too, isn't possible anymore. Nevertheless, this challenge 

appears to be an easier one to master, because the whole world is somewhat rooting for 



us. It is more open on that issue, than the issue of stopping wars and stealing, and all the 

other terrible things that are being done." 

      "The sexual desire and sexual unity has been bred into us, so it seems, even 

between males," said Ross. "But the Christ intimacy demands more." 

      "This means that I should love to have the same close and intimate relationship 

with you that I had with Heather and hope to have again, but how to pull it off? And even 

then, this is still a lesser challenge in comparison with the big challenges. But even this 

lesser challenge is big. The whole world would hate us if we were to master this 

challenge, Ross. And we probably would, too. And yet, the principle is so paramount that 

it cannot be ignored. So, it all comes back down to the same old question: How can we 

lift ourselves out of the trap we are in, not into depravity, but to a higher level of 

appreciating the good and beautiful of our humanity that we represent with our being 

alive? That seems to be the heart of the problem. The two of us have never shared a kiss, 

rarely embraced each other, and sexual sharing seems to be totally out of the question. 

Why are we denying so much of ourselves to one-another?" 

      "We do this, because we deny the Christ," said Ross. "I think the Christ is our third 

sex. We are not merely male and female beings. We are also Christ beings. We have a 

profound spiritual quality that makes us creators, scientists, technologists, artists, poets, 

musicians, and a whole lot more. All of this stands above the male and female scene. If 

we deny our third sex, we deny the other forms too, and the whole thing becomes 

problematic. Suddenly we become divided into this and that. We become Jews and 

Palestinians, Christians and Muslims, rich and poor, military powers and helpless 

victims. We will never find a solution at this level of thinking. But stepping up to our 

intimacy with the Christ is not exactly easy either, because we have no traditions to fall 

back onto, or moral rules. It's all wide-open virgin territory." 

      "The Christ may be a simple thing in theoretical religion," I added, "whereby it 

became an irrelevant abstraction, but in practical Christianity the Christ has no meaning 

without healing. It becomes a complex and demanding issue." 

      "It becomes a scientific issue," Ross interjected. "The name has no significance. In 

fact, the Jews hate the name, Christ. But there lives not human being on the planet who 

exists without a deeper root that goes past all the artificial stuff and reaches down to 

where mankind's intimacy with the infinite begins to unfold. All religions have this 

center, where it is known by many names. If Christianity is to be seen as our link to God, 

the divine idea must be coming to light in human consciousness. The proof is in the 

pudding. All cultures have these types of spiritual concepts that people gave many names. 

I like to simply call it our third sex, which is a universal term that encircles the whole of 

humanity. This means that Jesus' Christianity links the term, Christ, primarily to the 

achievements in healing that were specific to Jesus' actions and serve as examples. I think 

this is how Mary might have seen it. She started a science to explore the Christ-type 

intimacy expressed in healing, who also saw it as but a starting point. I think we have 

barely started to scratch the surface in exploring the science of our third sex, or in 

practical terms, the science of our deepest intimacy with our spiritual humanity and 



thereby all humanity. Under the sheltering wing of this deep and universal love we honor 

with ever-greater honestly all the myriad individual identities that make up our humanity, 

including the national, ethnic, religious, political, and corporeal-sexual elements of it. 

When these identities are tarnished, the need for healing unfolds. When the healing 

doesn't unfold, chaos unfolds. We have been endowed with enormous powers that afford 

wide freedoms, and the power to keep both in perfect health. In order to maintain this 

health, we need to maintain our intimacy. If we loose that our freedom becomes our 

grave." 

      "With that we face quite a challenge," I said to Ross quietly. "If the two of us 

became intimately involved with each other, as would be natural for human beings, 

Heather would never look at me again. I am certain of that. I think she hits the same 

barrier towards other women. This means we have to lift her out of that rut, too." 

     "That is why universal love and universal sovereignty appear to be such an esoteric 

concept," said Ross. "But you are right. We cannot change the truth. We can only change 

ourselves and bring ourselves into an honest relationship with it. However, Peter, sex isn't 

the key issue in what divides and isolates mankind. It's a side issue that has been blown 

up to hide the real issue. As the Christ idea represents the divine Principle of absolute 

universal intimacy, and is a part of it, it actually becomes an element of healing. If you 

take the scientific approach and look for what shatters the universal intimacy of mankind, 

one factor stands out like a sore thumb. It has become a disease that has shredded the 

fabric of civilization almost since civilization began. It is a disease that has spread 

darkness across the world, the one disease that disserves to be named, the Anti-Christ. 

The disease is called, wealth. It is the power-tool for the destruction of civilization. There 

has never been a war fought in the history of civilization for the question of sexual 

intimacy, except at the individual level. The big wars that destroy nations and devastate 

entire continents are fought in the quest for wealth and the power to control wealth. 

Wealth is a trap that destroys the intimacy of society. It is the Anti-Christ. A wealthy 

society is a society of thieves and of the madness that honor's thieves. A society of 

billionaires is a society in mortal danger, a sick society that celebrates its disease rather 

than aiming to heal it. A rich society, in contrast, is a society of universal good. The 

Peace of Westphalia that ended a century of war was built on the Christ principle, which 

they called in those days, the advantage of the other. This single Christ idea gave the 

world the nation state and the recognition of the principle of universal sovereignty that 

became the foundation for modern civilization. Both elements are presently being 

targeted for destruction by the masters of empire, the masters of wealth, in their war 

against civilization. The very concept of empire, the citadel of wealth, is a madness that 

hails the Anti-Christ. Wealth is a slap in the face of God more vicious than hate. This 

viciousness is what we have to heal, Peter. To the degree to which we do this, the sexual 

division and isolation will heal itself, being a symptom of the larger disease." 

      "Are you saying that Mary's Christ Science is really the divine Science of absolute 

intimacy, the Science of universal Intelligence to break the Anti-Christ," I said after a few 

moments of contemplating his surprising statements. 



      "Isn't that what all healing is about, breaking the Anti-Christ, the divinely 

unnatural, or unintelligent living?" said Ross. "Healing is intelligent living. Intelligence is 

touching the omniscience, omnipresence, and omnipotence that we see as the Spirit of the 

Universe. Intelligence is the primal and eternal quality of infinite Mind, of the triply 

divine Principle that is expressed as Life, Truth, and Love, which Mary identified with 

the name God. Living in a rut as we do isn't intelligent living, Peter. It drives us into 

madness. We see the same all over the world." 

      "Tony keeps pointing out to me that we are as stuck as the rest of the world," I said 

to Ross. "He keeps joking that we live on a bus that is stuck to its axles in mud, but 

instead of digging it out we climbed onto the roof to have a party." 

      "The mud is the Anti-Christ," said Ross. "It's wealth and whatever goes with it. 

Tony is right. Having a party on the rooftop isn't intelligent living. It's and admission of 

impotence, the very opposite of omnipotence. We should strife for omnipotence. Our 

future lies in that direction. If it isn't found there we won't have a future." 

      "Are you aware of the work of Nicolas of Cusa, the great Renaissance genius, and 

his scientific work on the squaring on the circle?" I asked Ross after a long period of 

silence. 

      He said he never heard of the man. So I explained the concept of the squaring of 

the circle. I drew a square on the ground with a stick of wood, and a circle around it, and 

pointed out how different both of these forms are from each other. Then I erased the 

square and drew an octagon within the circle and pointed out that an eight-sided polygon 

resembles she shape of the circle much more closely than a square. I then suggested that a 

thousand-sided polygon would be visually indistinguishable from the circle, though it 

would still be a polygon so that the two figures would never be the same. The polygon 

would always remain to be but an approximation of what it is intended to emulate, but it 

would remain fundamentally the opposite. It would never be a circle. A circle is one 

single whole that has no beginning and no end, while a polygon is a profusion of 

discontinuities in the form of countless little straight lines that all have end points. The 

end points delineate them and cause a break in the continuity. 

      I suggested to Ross that our challenge involves nothing more than seeing ourselves 

as human beings, which means seeing ourselves as a manifest of life that is as radically 

different from any other species as a circle is from a polygon. "We are not creatures of 

discontinuities," I said. 

      "Wealth causes discontinuities," said Ross. "As human beings we have the 

capacity to become responsive to the higher principles. Isn't this what defines us as being 

human? It defines us with a quality in creativity and self-development that is not native to 

any other species known to us in the Universe. And that is what defines our third sex. By 

what madness do we deny it? We deny ourselves. We deny our spiritual dimension. 

Nevertheless, every successive renaissance that has unfolded over the course of 

mankind's history has brought us a step closer to that recognition. The time has come to 



take that last daring step for a radical paradigm shift. We need a total sea-change in our 

self perception." 

      "But what does this mean?" Ross asked. 

      "It means that in order to heal the madness we have to stop living in a polygon 

world," I answered. "We need to switch the models that we live by. The circle is the true 

model for mankind. It is the model for intimacy. It contains no discontinuity, no broken 

lines. In a circle each point is sovereign but is also a part of an indivisible whole. This 

should be our model. It should also be the model for the whole of mankind. It is the one 

model that doesn't support empires. In fact, it's principle makes the concept of empire 

impossible to implement." 

      "Of course, Peter," said Ross. "It's elementary, isn't it? Empire is the common 

name for organized thievery, the legal form of organized crime. For as long as mankind 

lives divided into countless isolated lines, each with its own end that becomes its 

boundary of its concerns, the thieves have a field day. They, the thieves, steal from the 

little lives of people and deem the stolen loot to be their wealth. That is why you don't 

ever get a penny from the wealthy. Wealth is a one-way street of thievery by which 

everything is dragged into the sewer, because the model of the polygon doesn't support 

anything else. In the sewer, the loot is ruled over by the kings of the sewer. Some of these 

kings are the managers of the giant funds of the stolen loot." Ross began to laugh. "That's 

what the masters of empire are: Kings of the Sewer. That's their real title." 

      "Unfortunately the necessary changing of the model that would close down this 

scene of madness is not a simple task to accomplish," I said to Ross. "It's simple as a 

theoretical philosophy, but hard as a wholesome practicality." 

      "Oh yes, Peter. These two poles are as far apart as theoretical Christianity and 

efficient, practical, scientific Christ healing. Even Mary couldn't bridge this gap in her 

time. In 1902 the membership of her church voted to build a giant edifice in Boston, the 

greatest and grandest, an edifice large enough to seat five thousand. The old modest 

edifice had been overflowing. But instead of the church spreading out across the 

communities as would be the natural expression of the principle of intimacy, the 

members voted to build a giant show case of wealth, pomp, and glory, and committed the 

field across the world to pay for it. And it was fully paid for by the time it was completed 

four years later. It was also duly admired by the public in this context, when a great mass 

of thirty thousand people came to Boston for the dedication. But Mary never set foot into 

the building for any official function. She might have sensed that mankind stood at a 

turning point with the tragedy of empire gaining momentum that her own church was 

playing into, as its model was changed in the minds of the membership from the circle to 

the polygon." 

      "Actually the year of the turning point for the world was 1901," I interrupted Ross. 

"The turning point was the assassination of President McKinley, a project of empire. The 

target was the principle of intimacy and its model. In case anybody didn't get it, the 

assassination was carried out in the Pavilion of Music at the World Exhibition, the 



showcase that displayed mankind's universal inner riches. In the shadow of the 

assassination agents of empire came to power. Soon the Ku Klux Klan was promoted 

from the White House; the nation's currency was handed to the empire; the income tax 

was set up to tax the productive expression of society, and World War I happened. World 

War I was started for the destruction of Europe, but the target there again was to destroy 

the principle of national intimacy, especially the American System of Economics that the 

1901 World Exhibition had showcased for the world. This principle had spread through 

all of Europe and had brought economic development and prosperity into the Eurasian 

landscape. 1901 was the turning point for all that. But World War I had failed to be 

destructive enough for the masters of empire. Germany had managed to rescue itself. It 

had managed to shut the war down and had offered peace. That's when Woodrow Wilson 

was blackmailed to bring the USA into the war. This intervention, on behalf of empire, 

based on blackmail and lies, completed the destruction of Europe in an utterly devastating 

manner. The blackmailed Traitor-President forced the USA to destroy all across the 

Europe what had been America's most profound gift to the people of Europe. The war 

destroyed also America's gift to the world, its principle of economic intimacy also known 

as the Principle of the General Welfare. 1901 was the turning point for that. The trend 

had even brought the USA to its knees. The great depression resulted from it. It was 

engineered as a part of the war of empire versus civilization. Roosevelt tried to recover 

society from this trap. He succeeded enormously while he was alive, but as soon as he 

was dead the empire was in control again. Hiroshima happened. Nagasaki happened. The 

Korean War happened. And in the background the USA sank ever deeper into the rut of 

wealth, fascism, brutality, and poverty. Now, we've got nothing left but billionaires and 

an exploding poverty, homelessness, unemployment, and insanity in politics as we have 

never seen before. Kennedy was the last President who fought to break this trend to hell. 

He almost succeeded with the Moon Landing project that spread a new wave of cultural 

optimism around the world. It started a global trend towards society's growing intimacy 

with its humanity. But the empire killed him for that. He had ordered the withdrawal 

from Vietnam. After his assassination the Vietnam War was exploded and the Apollo 

Space program was canceled. It was stopped before its completion. No man ever set foot 

on the moon after that. This was forty years ago, and it may take us decades now to get us 

back to that. When Kennedy was assassinated, society's intimacy was assassinated. Many 

progressive leaders in the Third World were assassinated in the same time frame, together 

with Dr. Martin Luther King and Malcolm X. Nor has the trend stopped." 

      "The war against intimacy hasn't stopped, but has been accelerated," Ross 

interjected. "The war goes on. It has become a war against science, reaching down to 

ever-deeper levels. Science has been trashed to enable the global warming hoax that has 

been used as an excuse to shut down the world's productive industries, demolish electric 

power systems, to demand the burning of food as motor fuels in a starving world. This 

goes on all the way to waging war on animal protein that is an essential element in the 

human diet. A pregnant woman refusing to eat animal protein generally kills her baby. 

The global warning hoax is being used as a driver to radically reduce beef production, the 

number one source of animal protein. The empire's excuse its that cows belch out 

methane, a fifty-times more powerful greenhouse gas than CO2, and the its manure emits 

nitrogen oxide that is a 300-times more powerful greenhouse gas. But the scientific 

intimacy with the truth ahs been so deeply trashed that the public is prevented from 



knowing that all the greenhouse gases that the global warming hoax is built on add up to 

but 3% of the total greenhouse effect, and that a mere 3/100th of that is manmade. The 

perversion of science has cut so deep that the public is not allowed to realize that 97% of 

the greenhouse effect that moderates our climate is the effect of water vapor in the 

atmosphere, which is enormously influenced by cosmic factors. And even the science of 

these factors is totally perverted, Peter. I have worked in the scientific community for 

years as you know. The empire has promoted a completely perverted cosmology to hide 

the truth. As you know, our Sun is the only light source in the solar system, but it is also 

an intimate part of our galaxy. It has been recognized as far back as the 1920s that the 

Sun is powered electrically by plasma currents that are a major part of any galaxy. 

Mountains of evidence exist that this is so, including evidence that the galactic 'weather' 

effects the intensity of the solar activity and its solar weather, which in turn effects the 

climate on Earth by effecting cloud formation. All of this evidence is pushed aside with a 

cosmology that denies the Sun's intimate connection with its galaxy, and even denies the 

Earth's intimate connection with the solar activity. This deep perversion of science cuts 

us off from the Universe and renders all climate changes the effect of human activity, 

which it deems catastrophic built on countless lies in order to shut down mankind's self-

development. The empire cuts this deeply, Peter, to destroy the principle of universal 

intimacy in its war to destroy civilization." 

      "Didn't the masters of empire start this war against intimacy already aeons ago on 

the platform of religion as a war against sexual intimacy?" I interjected. I pointed out that 

such intimacy isn't allowed unless it is specifically authorized, which is only authorized 

on the smallest scale and in the most confined and controlled manner, especially in the 

Muslim world where such intimacy isn't even permitted by sight so that the women have 

to be covered head to toe. If she were a western woman, of course, she would be totally 

visible right down to her birthday suit, as is the case on a nudist beach. But I pointed out 

that even there the sexual intimacy would end at the line drawn into the sand across 

which nobody would dare to venture." 

      "This is forced by an ancient fear," said Ross. "The fear is that intimacy opens the 

door to depravity, violence, rape, exploitation, abuse, degradation, and so on, even 

murder. No human being should ever be exposed to these. Thus humanity has become 

divided over sex, out of fear. A Muslim man is told that he must fear intimacy, because 

he is told by his masters that he lacks the mental and spiritual resources to stay out of the 

domain of depravity. And so, the principle of intimacy is trashed. But the real cause is the 

false model. If the polygon is the model, no basis for intimacy exists as in the model of 

the circle. Under the model of the polygon everyone should be afraid. It furnishes a 

model for marriage in which all the abominations are allowed, including rape, violence, 

neglect, and so on. We see a lot of that in western marriages as Heather has experienced 

quite bitterly. Which means that the polygon marriage model offers no protection. The 

protection can only be assured when we begin to see ourselves as human beings on the 

platform of our third sex, as you pointed this out, Peter. If the platform is the circle, there 

exists no artificial limit. Here the safety of another is assured by respect for one-another's 

sovereignty. We have to learn the principle of sovereignty, Peter, which is really an 

element of intimacy. I believe that when this unfolds naturally we begin to cherish one-

another to such a degree that we become grateful for one-another's very existence." 



      I pointed out that something interesting happens at this point. "When this platform 

is established," I said, "then the entire moral platform in sexual domain becomes uplifted 

into the spiritual realm. The moral principles become superseded by scientific principles 

that bring us closer to our humanity and the freedom that lets it unfold. Thus the path lies 

open for our mutual appreciation of one-another for whatever reflects this love. Under the 

circumstances of this kind of gratitude riding on the wings of real intimacy, nothing will 

ever happen that would cause another harm, or would cause one to be ashamed. I think 

that this honest, open, love-defined relationship, which is naturally manifest in a deep 

gratitude for one-another, is the only valid relationship that corresponds with the 

perception of ourselves as human beings. It would be the truest perception, governed 

completely by fundamental principles as by a universal constitution. It would enable the 

maximum of good with the maximum manifests of love unfolding in total safety. A need 

for abortions would never occur, nor a need for power plays and wars. All that we need to 

achieve then is that paradigm shift from a polygon model to the circle-model that causes 

us to recognize ourselves as human beings." 

      "Right now, we are much too square to even look like a circle," said Ross and 

began to laugh. "We are committed to the process of squaring the circle," so it seems, 

"rather than to getting away from living under the model of the polygon." 

      "Squaring the circle," I repeated and began to laugh. "I agree, getting away from 

that is our greatest challenge."  

      "You are alright Pete." 

      "Maybe we shouldn't have canceled our nudist beach project," I suggested to Ross. 

"Maybe we should restart it." 

      Ross shook his head and laughed again. "That's not enough. That's only good for 

three months of the year. I have a better idea," he said and began to smile. "Let's build a 

Jacuzzi instead. Let's not build it at your house, nor at mine, but right here where we 

stand, at the lookout point, half way between our two houses." 

      I hugged Ross for that. "That's a wonderful idea," I said. "Maybe Fred will chip in 

something towards the cost of it if we put another scanner on top," I suggested, and 

laughed again. 

      "He should do better than that," Ross replied. "He should arrange to get Sylvia 

onto the coastal surveillance team, and get her trained. She is doing more and more of the 

work anyway. Since the demands on her are going up, she should really be on the 

payroll." 

      "But let me add one more idea, without which the project probably won't 

accomplish much," I said to Ross and began to grin. "I think we should make it a project 

to get everyone on the rock here to become intimately familiar with the principle of 

economics, which after all is built on the principle of universal intimacy." 

      Ross volunteered to get this project started on both counts. 



 

      Naturally, the idea caught on like wildfire. Sylvia, Tony, and Fred all loved it and 

pledged their support, only Heather was reserved about it. To me, it seemed that we had 

come to another turning point. It seemed as if a new era had started. Everything came 

together so easily and naturally. Sylvia was on the payroll within a week. Fred solved the 

water and power supply problem for the Jacuzzi project. The coastal defense department 

had been planning to install its own independent power generating capacity to run all its 

facilities on our rock. Fred merely convinced them to select us as a test station. The 

cooling requirement for the plant, he felt, would be more than enough to heat our Jacuzzi 

forever. Things really took off from that point. 

      Within days we had the project designed. The structure to house the Jacuzzi was to 

be made of glass brick walls. Two large patio doors would be leading out to a porch, 

slightly above the level of our lookout point. The roof would be constructed as a geodesic 

dome of the type that could be bought in kit form. 

      The whole project seemed to move forward with lightning speed. From the 

moment the idea was brought up one could feel an excitement in the air. The exuberance 

became infectious. Even Fred came down from Washington on some weekends to help 

with the building, in exchange for a standing invitation to enjoy the Jacuzzi in perpetuity. 

He even brought a couple of girls along from the office, which wanted to get away. So it 

was that gradually, the old atmosphere from a dozen years ago began to return, only this 

time on a higher platform, the platform of the circle. Only Heather, for some reasons, 

held herself back. 

      In the shadow of this otherwise new dynamic unfolding of life, I became less and 

less envious of Steve and Ushi who had involved themselves deeply at the leading edge 

of whatever was moving ahead in China, especially considering those kinds of 

developments that would be enriching the Chinese nation, which I was sure, both would 

be involved with. I had been envious, because too little of this had been happening on our 

front. Now something was beginning to move us again. Whether it was by some miracle, 

or whether Fred had a hand in it, something strange happened that got Heather interested 

in economics, and more strangely than that, it happened with Nicolai's help. While our 

Jacuzzi project was unfolding Nicolai started a brief lecture series in which he let us 

know what had been happening over there in terms of economics, both in Russia and 

China.  

  



Chapter 2 - From the New Worlds  
       

      It wasn't difficult to recognize Ushi's involvement in the deep recesses of China. 

The good things were of course hidden in the press, covered over with slander. Still a few 

things had leaked out through the cracks over the years.  At first we didn't know what to 

expect from Ushi's work in terms of her special interests. Ushi had so many interests. As 

far as I knew, all of her interests usually came together into one single focus that reflected 

her respect for humanity. Her whole life seemed to have been devoted towards honoring 

the dignity of the human being and the vast potential of humanity as a discoverer and 

creator, with a focus oriented towards universal good. Her affection for humanity had 

been evident in her writings as a journalist about the struggles that people had endured, 

and the victories they had achieved. 

      In respect to China, Ross had suggested from the beginning, that this meant that 

we would find her at some leading edge position in China's struggle to respect the real 

human rights of society to the fullest extend possible. This assessment seemed to be 

correct. I had seen a picture of her once some time earlier in one of the Chinese papers 

that I had found at our embassy in Iran. Someone who could read Chinese told me that 

she was reporting on the progress of the Eurasian Land-Bridge development project and 

the benefits it would bring to all of humanity. She was speaking about human rights in a 

new context that the West didn't understand, the context that makes it every human 

being's right to have the means to live and to develop its potential to the full for the 

advancement of civilization and the welfare of all people. It seemed to me that only 

someone like Ushi could have written an article like that, so totally unpolitical, yet so 

totally in line with the real political objectives of China as far as I was aware of them. 

      "The human rights issue has a broad front," said Heather whenever we talked 

about this dimension in connection with Ushi's work. "Do we really know what it 

means?" she asked. "Sure, it means providing enough food for people to eat, and decent 

housing in which people can develop spiritually and universally, and for them to have 

access to advanced education that enables them to live up to their potential. But there is 

more to it than that. It should also include freedom from fear, the freedom of expression 

without having to worry about legal, judicial, and political persecution. Our own nation 

should be free of these things, as all nations should be free," said Heather. 

      I agreed with her. We all did. Even Fred did who came visiting us more frequently 

again. He said he liked to come down to us just to get away from Washington, which he 

said, was fast becoming a madhouse. 

      Heather had reminded us in the early days that she had referred to only the most 

basic human rights in connection with China. She said we should add the concept of unity 

to the list, and freedom from isolation, and then she had added quietly that Ross might 

not agree that it was appropriate for a nation to go quite that far. Obviously, Ross hadn't 

recognized in those days what Heather had meant, or didn't want to. Maybe Heather had 

foreseen the isolation that would soon engulf us, that none of us had been prepared to 

deal with until we had become quite isolated from one-another. 



      Personally, I felt that Ross hadn't understood in those days what Heather had been 

driving at in this regard. It had created a paradox for him that he hadn't been prepared to 

deal with. He hadn't made the connection yet between us and those principle-oriented 

human rights that are an issue only at the higher levels. Whenever the subject came up of 

gaining freedom from isolation, he had always steered the conversation back to the 

political realm where the concept had been narrowed down to mean nothing more than 

freedom from unjust incarceration or persecution. 

      Heather had often pointed out to him that in this narrow focus the cry for human 

rights didn't even include the right of society to protect itself from destructive financial 

speculation. Speculative looting was becoming increasingly more destructive around the 

world. That was something that Ross had been vaguely aware of as a form of imposed 

isolation. But it seemed to create another conflict for him. It made him a hypocrite in a 

sense. Some of that hypocrisy was for personal reasons, concerning Heather. He didn't 

like Heather to talk about freedom in this kind of context that challenged the legitimacy 

of privatization. He was evidently, fully aware that once one opens Pandora's box and 

began to look at isolation and the curtailment of freedom, one would have to address 

every aspect of it, which he hadn't been prepared to do. 

      Heather's words had reflected my thoughts, then. Ross had also said that he didn't 

know much about the aspirations of China. He only knew that the Cultural Revolution 

had ended and that some of the western mentality had filtered into China, by which the 

people there became focused onto acquiring vast personal riches. He reminded us that the 

slogan had become popular in China: "Being rich is glorious." 

      "This isn't the real China," Heather had reminded him. "It's a fad that will fade 

away." She said that China was doing more in regard to respecting human rights, in the 

real sense, than any other country in the world, for the simple fact that China was 

feeding, closing, and housing its people, while in the rich nations more and more people 

were starving to death and were forced to live in the streets, and were even denied access 

to medical care. "What about the right of human beings to live?" said Heather. "This right 

is grossly violated all over the world, especially by the governments that cry the loudest 

about human rights violations, like ours in America. We cry about human rights with a 

gun in one hand making war, and a pencil in the other hand making poverty." 

      Heather told Ross that China was doing more towards protecting those human 

rights than all the loud-mouthed complainers do. China is providing food for a quarter of 

the world's people with a mere 15% of the world's arable land, and it still has food to 

spare to help other nations. "Now compare this to many of the world's richer nations," 

Heather had said in those days. "They have vastly greater agricultural resources available. 

But in those countries countless people are forced to die of starvation while huge profits 

are made by the food cartels. Now do we hear outcries about human rights violations in 

those cases, directed against them? No, we don't hear a word. The reason for this is, that 

the human rights hysteria has little to do with respecting human rights. It's nothing more 

than a geopolitical tool created by the China-Bashing Society that aims to isolate China 

from the world in order that it can be destabilized, divided, to be eventually conquered." 



      "Maybe killing people by starvation and war isn't deemed to be a violation of 

human rights in the West," I had suggested to Ross sarcastically. 

      Heather had quietly agreed. Nevertheless, she had to admit she had no specific 

facts about China to substantiate what she recognized to be happening there, nor had she 

had any inside knowledge about Ushi's involvement in China. She only knew what is 

generally available to society if one makes the effort to look beyond the politically 

generated hysteria that is so obviously based on lies. 

 

      In situations such as these when access to real information about the East seemed 

to be blocked, especially now that things were moving again on our rock by the sea, 

Nicolai's name came to mind. Anton had respected Nicolai, and I had respected Anton. I 

also suspected that Nicolai was closely linked to Steve. Nicolai always seemed to be in 

the background, somehow, when important things were unfolding. I felt that Nicolai 

might know where the border lies that separates the reality of the eastern world, from the 

fiction that the media feeds to western society. The fact that Anton respected and honored 

Nicolai was more than enough reason for me to trust him. Besides, I remembered that I 

had heard one of his lectures at the Suchumi conference. In this way Nicolai had made 

more that just a small difference in my life already. 

      "Maybe Nicolai is a part of Steve's inner network," I suggested to Ross when we 

met for the Jacuzzi project. Of course, we all knew that we couldn't even ask Nicolai any 

direct question about Steve. Still, the thought emerged that we might dare ask Nicolai 

about China, without mentioning Steve's name. Ross and I both remembered that Heather 

has shown more than just a vague interest in economics before we had so rudely turned 

her off with our own ignorance on the subject. We thought we might ask Nicolai about 

the Chinese government's commitment to the billion and more people who labor in its 

fields, in its factories, who man the fishing boats, who staff China's industries, and so 

forth. I really had no idea what to expect. 

      Heather doubted that Nicolai would even respond. Fred helped by providing us 

with Nicolai's official address. But would a man of his importance even bother to concern 

himself with our little group and our petty concerns? Fred thought that the idea was rather 

hilarious to ask a Russian for information about China, which the mighty USA wouldn't 

divulge. 

       

      Nicolai's response came in the mail a month later in the form of a copy of the New 

York Times in which a lecture had been advertised with the title: "China's Aspirations for 

Human Rights." The speaker was Nicolai Vasily Berendeyev. He had also arranged a 

lecture on Russia for the following day. Naturally, we secured tickets to both events. 

Even Fred came with us to New York for the occasion. He joined us, though he disliked 

staying in New York. It seemed to me as if he felt duty-bound to attend, as if he had 

helped to arrange the lecture package in the first place. 



      When Nicolai arrived in New York harbor he made a huge show of it. He arrived 

in New York harbor on a Tuesday afternoon, the very day before his lecture. He arrived 

aboard a Typhoon submarine, the most feared weapons platform of the Cold War era. He 

arrived in the style that suited his rank, which lend a certain authority to his lecture. 

 

      His lecture on China was totally devoted to our specific questions. He spoke like a 

person who had been there, who had been right in the middle of it all. He spoke with a 

noticeable excitement that was also reflected in his voice. He spoke about China's 

struggles and hopes. He spoke of China's great need to expand the nation's food supply 

beyond what it was, in order to raise the daily diet of the vast population of China to 

something more substantial than the basic bowl of rice, chicken, and vegetables. Nicolai 

also spoke about the great need in China to protect the countless millions of people 

whose lives become routinely devastated by the ever-recurring floods along China's 

major rivers. He presented the statistics of one single flood that had killed a thousand 

people, ruined 33 million hectares of farmland, destroyed 800,000 houses, and damaged 

another 2.8 million homes. What such a disaster means in human terms was beyond my 

comprehension. Nevertheless, Nicolai tried to make the scope of it comprehensible.  

       After addressing the scope of the ever-recurring natural devastation, Nicolai spoke 

about the Chinese government's response to prevent such catastrophes in the future. He 

spoke about the Three Gorges Dam project that took sixteen years to built and became 

the largest single construction project in human history, comparable in scope to the Great 

Wall of China itself, or the Pyramids of Egypt. He said that this project, together with a 

few secondary projects, puts an end to the dangers of flooding along the lower Yangtze 

River that had endangered China's most populous region throughout China's long history. 

      By the way Nicolai spoke about these huge projects, I sensed that Ushi would most 

certainly be involved in these gargantuan undertakings that will eliminate for all times to 

come those cycles of devastation that untold millions of people have suffered, and all that 

in addition to generating 30,000 megawatts of electricity that has begun to transform this 

power starved nation into a power rich nation. Nicolai told us that the power generating 

capacity of the Three Gorges Dam, amounts to the combined generating potential of 23 

large-scale nuclear power plants, all operating at full capacity. Nicolai said that this 

single civil engineering project now enables vast new economic developments to take 

place along Asia's longest river on a scale that challenges one’s imagination. He said that 

most of this economic development has so far been prevented by the ever-recurring 

floods. Nicolai pointed out that the water storage lake behind the dam now enables the 

most massive water diversion project in world history to go forward. When completed it 

will irrigate the dry north of China, including the Gobi Desert and much of lower 

Mongolia. Nicolai told the audience that together with other water diversion projects, 

China has the near term potential to bring new areas into agricultural production of a size 

equal to that of all of Germany. 

      Nicolai was talking about projects of the most massive dimensions. He even 

presented some statistics as to what this means in terms of the nation's commitment to 



itself. He gave the example of a single case, the water diversion project that is being built 

from the Tree Gorges dam all the way to the dry north of the country. He said the canal is 

going to be more than 1,200 Km in length. It will be carried over bridges and through 

tunnels. On its way it will be traversing 219 other rivers including the giant Yellow 

River, and 44 railway lines and countless highways. It was as if Nicolai was saying to us, 

this is heaven for someone like Ushi and Steve. 

      My problem was, that I couldn't figure out which of the many projects would 

inspire them the most, to become involved in. 

 

      Nicolai also spoke of other great development projects that the government of 

China had committed itself to, some 10,000 major infrastructure projects, altogether, 

many of which were already completed. One of these, which he talked about, was even 

more needed to fulfill the human needs of China's people. He spoke of a commitment to 

create new development corridors, thousands of kilometers in length, reaching deep into 

the sparsely populated interior regions. Each of these development corridors would 

involve the building of a modern rail transportation and highways system, a complete 

communications system, the building of transportation terminals, and new cities for 

people, each linked to a network of power plants, water supplies systems, and other 

economic infrastructures that will be required to enable the development of the vast 

surrounding regions. 

       Nicolai also spoke about an even bigger project. He spoke about China's 

commitment to build over 200 completely new cities over a timeframe of several 

decades, each with a planned starting population of a million people. 

      Ross nudged me as we heard this. Ross said that we should start projects like this 

in North America. "But what do we do instead? We let our cities decay, our 

neighborhoods become torn apart, and our people to become dehumanized by slum 

conditions and utter poverty that has become a death threat for many." 

 

      Nicolai told us about another great project that the Chinese were engaged in. He 

talked about China's plans to double its national railway network, which was already the 

world's largest at 90,000 Km in length. 

      Ross just shook his head. "We can't even keep our bridges repaired," he said. "We 

let the railways disintegrate whenever they don't make a profit." 

 

     After this, Nicolai spoke about a still larger project that was only a dream at the 

time. He said that China had committed itself, together with Russia, to extend its 

development corridors right across the Asian continent, reaching deep into Europe and 

Africa. This larger project, that he called the Eurasian Land Bridge Development Project, 



was designed to create a bridge for civilization extending right across all of Asia in the 

form of a modern day silk road. In fact, a whole network of such development channels 

were planned. And these would not only connect China with Europe, but would also link 

the land-locked Central Asian republics with the world. 

      Nicolai told the audience that there were three separate routes planned between 

China and Europe: one across the north of Russia; one across central Asia, and one across 

the South. The southern route is designed to cross the northern part of India into the 

Middle East, with links extending all across Africa. In addition to all that, other 

intercontinental links are planned to connect the Eurasian Land-Bridge network across 

the Bearing Straight into North and South America. 

      Nicolai pointed out that these giant projects are not just a dreamer's fantasy. He 

said that he visited some of the construction sites where work was already in progress. He 

said that he also visited the strategic planning offices and talked to the country's 

leadership. He said that he was convinced that everything that he had presented would be 

built and in the time planned for them, if not sooner, unless China was once again 

destroyed by a war from the outside as it has been destroyed so many times before. 

"This," Nicolai warned, "is a definite possibility, considering the way things are shaping 

up in the world outside of China." 

      

      When Nicolai's presentation was over, he disappeared through a side door and was 

gone. We rushed to the back of the stage, but came too late. I would have loved to chat 

with him. I had so many question, about Steve, and especially about Ushi, if he knew 

where they were, what they were doing, and also about Anton. Perhaps he felt it too risky 

to answer those questions. Still, he had answered the most pressing question of all. Ushi 

was living in a country in which her journalistic background would give her a chance to 

participate in the most exciting developments ever undertaken in human history. She 

would be able to contribute to the cultural optimism in China that made the people proud 

of their achievements and their country. She would certainly tell them that they lived in 

the most progressive country on earth, even though they still had a lot of problems to 

solve. 

      Also, there was something else that had intrigued me about Nicolai, from as far 

back as the Suchumi conference. He was always on the front stage and the central 

attraction wherever he appeared. He knew a lot, he had access to a lot of places, but at the 

same time he was equally as invisible if he wanted to be. Just as it had been impossible to 

meet him in Moscow, so it had been impossible again in New York. Still, we thought we 

would have a second chance the next day. His lecture on Russia was scheduled for the 

following evening. 

      This time, however, we met a totally different Nicolai. He acted more like a 

comedian. He showed little respect for the leadership of his own country and for that of 

the West. He opened his presentation by comparing China with Russia. He said that 

China has over 10,000 major infrastructure development projects planned and in 



progress, while Russia, with the help of the western Mafia, was set on destroying 

whatever the Russian people had built throughout the Soviet era. "China," he said, "is on 

the fast track to becoming the most advanced nation on the planet, while Russia is on the 

fast track into the toilette. Moscow has become one of the leading capitals of millionaires 

and billionaires in Europe, the mark of a country that is doomed by thievery and 

obstruction." He said that Russia presently utilizes a mere 10% of its economic 

development potential, at par with India. He said China ranks higher, with its present 

utilizing of about 20% of its potential, while America's utilization amounts to about 5% 

of its potential with an inverse relationship in the number of millionaires and billionaires, 

and he added quietly that Europe is worse of than that. 

      He pointed out that Russia had been on the fast track to accomplishing with the 

help of the International Monetary Fund, what Hitler had only dreamed of, but had never 

accomplished. He said that Hitler had destroyed 40% of the nation's industries during the 

most brutal war that has ever been launched against Russia in its entire history, while the 

IMF had wiped out 85% of what had remained of Russia's industries after the Soviet state 

collapsed. He said that this destruction was accomplished by means of an outrageous 

economic shock in the form of an open door policy to every form of foreign looting, the 

same kind of looting that the whole world is now subjected to under the banner of the 

empire's "Open Society" project. 

      "An Open Society is a nation that had opened its door to the thieves of the world 

for unhindered looting," said Nicolai. "The slightest protection of a nation's industries, 

farming, and finance, brings the label of a Closed Society upon it, and that of a Failed 

State. A nation in which the people are protected from the robbers is deemed a Failed 

State, which simply means that it is a State the empire has so far failed to break open." 

      Nicolai said that by this definition Russia has been the world leader of an Open 

Society. He said that vast segments of industries were shut down all across Russia, as 

they supposedly would not be able to compete on the world markets against the great 

industrial giants of the West, or against the slave wage maquiladoras of the sweat shop 

nations of the world. He said the Russia nearly died as an Open Society country. 

      "Nevertheless," he said sarcastically at one point, "Russia is undergoing an even 

deeper openness that put even the moral barriers aside. It became a social overturning 

that is creating a new stratum in society in Russia, that has never existed in Russia before, 

the strata of the super-rich that became known for its conspicuous wealth and wasteful 

squandering with an intensity that has not even been seen in the days of the Czars. In the 

shadow of this new strata millions of people were starving to death. Russia became a 

pioneers in genocide once more, but this time not under Stalin order, but under the 

dictum of the West's New World Order. This gloriously westernized stratified social 

environment," he joked, "will make Russia one of the richest investment heavens in the 

world where more and more of the nation's physical assets are put onto the auction block 

for privatization at the tune of a tiny fraction of their real worth. But why should we 

complain. This is everybody's fate now in the brave new world of the globalization of the 

empire's misery." 



      I raised my hand in protest. 

      He waved me off. "No, hear me out. I know for a fact that Russia will supersede 

the USA in this regard," Nicolai promised, "we already have. We are also on the fast 

track of leading the world in another important area. Russia will soon have the highest 

per capita rate of incarceration in the world. Incarceration is highly profitable, as you 

might know, for the prison labor industries." He laughed and added sarcastically, "with a 

bit more of this type of economic reform, Russia will be able to repay the West all of its 

Soviet-era debt, complete with accrued interest." 

      Nicolai suggested jokingly that this unexpected Open Society response to the West 

should help to create strong investment confidence among the international money 

lenders and the currency speculators, especially after the foreigners have been assured of 

the government's commitment to let the ordinary people of Russia pay with their lives the 

price for the financial looting of their country. 

      Nicolai quoted some scientific projections about the impact that the collapse of 

Russia's industries and agriculture was expected to have on the population. He quoted a 

study by a German research institute that projected in the late 1990s that malnutrition 

would take its toll in such a deep-cutting manner that Russia's population would soon 

decline at a faster rate than it did during World War II, and that the accompanying death 

rate would increase with no end in sight. He said the study showed that the average life 

expectancy in Russia would drop to 50 years, or less. The report also stated that the 

population was so under nourished that over 40% of the people were already suffering 

from critical protein deficiencies. Nicolai suggested that these statistics should gladden 

the heart of every environmentalist who lobbies evermore vehemently for the empire goal 

of world-population-reduction genocide. He said that the study also showed that if this 

trend is not reversed, the mortality rate would climb fifty-fold with pandemic diseases 

begin to spread in the weakened population. 

      "Fortunately this won't happen," said Nicolai, "because Russia has oil. We've got 

the largest reserves in the world, drawn from deep sources. With the West now giving us 

a world price of $130 a barrel, we can buy all the food in the world and live like kings we 

no agriculture of our own. But we won't let this happing either, because Russia has the 

capacity to be a net exporter of food as well as of oil. We have made a commitment to us 

to become a pioneer for the world to help it to double its own food production. As soon 

as we get the thousand pound flee off our back, which the old British Empire has become, 

we will be able to help heal the wounds that it has inflicted on mankind. Right as we sit 

here, countless people are dying of hunger around the world. The equivalent of a small 

city of 24,000 people are dying from chronic hunger every single day. Of these, 16,000 

are children. They are not dying passively. They dying because the ruling empire of the 

world is forcing many nations to take food out of the world food supply and burn it. The 

amount of food that is turned to motor fuel and burned in cars is staggering. The current 

amount that is burnt could feed 130 million people, and that amount is set to increase. 

Russia will fight this as a voice of reason. And that is just the beginning. Two billion 

people around the world have no access to electricity, and a full one billion have no 

access to even remotely safe drinking water. Russia has a project under way to utilize its 



nuclear power expertise to mass produce floating nuclear power plants that can be towed 

to where they are most needed and quickly be brought on-line. This principle may also be 

applied to rapidly supply nuclear-powered water desalination plants. And this too, is just 

a small part of the help that Russia aims to provide to create a richer and more human 

world." 

      Nicolai said the Russian and China were committed to not only increase their own 

food production, but to also help the poor nation in Africa to pull themselves out of a rut 

the world empire has forced them into by preventing their economic development for 

long periods. Nicolai pointed out that of the more than 1.4 billion farmers in the world, 

only 25 million have tractors available and other technological inputs, such as proper 

seeds and fertilizers, while 400 million of the poorer farmers use oxen and horses to 

power their work, and the remaining one billion farmers have not even those luxuries, but 

labor with their bare hands.  

      "This vast discrepancy is reflected in difference of productive yield," said Nicolai. 

"Modern agriculture yields an average of 20,000 quintals per hectare per harvest. In 

comparison, primitive agriculture yields only 10 quintals. This means that hand-worked 

farming yields 2,000 times less then motorized farming. Understand this waste and 

preventing it opens up the potential for vast improvements in the availability of food for 

mankind with relatively minor capital investments." 

      Nicolai said the Russia and Chine were committed to helping the world to realize 

this tremendous untapped potential. He suggested that just a few basic improvements 

could easily double the world food supply. He added the Russia and China were also 

committed to improving the quality of the food supply for their own people and all 

people. "Animal protein isn't a luxury food to augment the basic bowl of rice, it is a 

necessity for proper nutrition. What we call proteins are essentially amino acids that 

combine into millions of different structures. But they are all combinations of only 20 

different amino acids, the only ones that seem to exist. Of these 12 are constructed by the 

human body. The remaining 8 are called "essential" because they have to be brought into 

the body from outside for the body to function. If you don't introduce them, you have a 

problem. That is why nutritional starvation makes people looking old and worn out like 

the concentration camp victims we've seen from World War II. In the long run they are 

also often stunted physically and mentally. That's not a good way to build a civilization, 

is it? That's why its beef, what's on the dinner table. Animal protein, such as meat, fish, 

eggs, milk, and so on, contain all the 8 vital essential amino acids in their proper 

proportions. Sure, most vegetables have some of the essential amino acids, but never the 

full combination of the vital 8. Combining beans and maize, as the Mexicans do, is a step 

in that direction, but it remains insufficient. If you have a protein with only seven of the 

eight indispensable amino acids, that protein will be far less usefulness for your body 

than the one that provides full nutrition as animal proteins do. That's why animal protein 

is obviously the most efficient way to feed humanity. If the goal is to create a well-

developed civilization, that is the only option that we have until science and industrial 

processes can replicate what the cow offers to us free of charge. Until we get there, 

animal protein is the living gold that Russian and China aim to make available for all 

people by helping them to develop themselves." 



      He also said that Russia was going to pioneer another major breakthrough for 

mankind. It is going to pioneer the technologies that are needed to see the world through 

the coming Ice Age cycle. And in order to get there, Nicolai said, Russia was also 

pioneering the breakout for mankind from the global warming stranglehold in which it 

became dangerously entangled. He said that mankind has already gone through twenty 

Ice Ages in the last two million years, spaced slightly over 100,000 years apart. For most 

of that time the Northern Hemisphere was largely covered in ice, especially Russia as one 

of the big northern countries. He said that the current climate is deceptive, because we are 

actually living in an anomaly, a brief interglacial warm period, called the Holocene, a 

kind of holiday from the ice. He said that since this holiday of warm climates is about to 

end, Russia will be one of the first countries on Earth to become devastated by the return 

of the Ice Age deep freeze. Against this background Russia will forge a working alliance 

with the African countries, to help develop them into the breadbasket of the world as a 

necessity for its own survival. 

      He said in a warning tone, "The transition to a New Ice Age might not be far off. 

In fact, it might have already begun. The timing for it is unknowable. All we know that it 

is governed by forces deep within the galaxy. We know from physical evidence that for 

the last two million years, glaciation cycles have occurred with clockwork regularity, so 

that it is reasonable to assume that the glaciation cycles will continue in their historic 

pattern. The failed start of solar cycle 24 may be an indication of that. The Sun should be 

peppered with sunspots right now, but its face has remained largely blank. The start of 

solar cycle 24 is almost two years late. An abundance of sunspots is an indicator of 

intense solar activity, which always coincides with a warmer climate on Earth. Inversely, 

when we see only a few sunspots, or none at all, the solar activity is low and the climate 

on Earth gets substantially colder." 

      Nicolai laughed. "The sunspots are somewhat like the canaries the coal miners 

took with them into the pit. When the canary died, the miners knew that there was deadly 

gas in the mine. It was then time for them to get out in a hurry. On the larger scale, the 

sunspots are our canaries. When the sunspots 'die,' it's time for people to get ready for 

colder climates. There was a time when the face of the Sun was spotless for almost thirty 

years. This was the time of the Little Ice Age, the time when the River Thames froze over 

and the Dutch developed the ice skate, the time when the great artists of the day became 

fascinated with the winter landscape. The growing seasons in England and Continental 

Europe became short and unreliable, which led to food shortages and famine. The Irish 

Potato Famine occurred in this timeframe. Conditions of course were far worse in the 

more northerly countries. There, glaciers advanced rapidly, like in Greenland, Iceland, 

Scandinavia and North America. The ice thereby made vast tracts of land uninhabitable. 

The Arctic pack ice is said to have extended so far into the South at this time that some 

Eskimos were reported landing their kayaks in Scotland. That's when Finland's 

population collapsed by a third, Iceland's by half, and in Greenland the Viking colonies 

were abandoned altogether. The cold also hit North America where the New York Harbor 

froze so deeply one winter that people could safely walk from Manhattan to Staten 

Island, which was their only way to get there." 



      Nicolai said that the theory is actually quire simple as to why the observed 

variances of the sunspot cycles occur. "The simple answer is," he said, "is the much 

disputed fact that the Sun is not powered by a mighty nuclear fusion furnace with it, so 

that it glows in its heat like a star. The practicality for this to happen is near zero. No 

evidence supports it. Instead, a vast bulk of real evidence supports the perception that the 

Sun is electrically heated from the outside, powered by electric currents flowing in the 

galactic plasma. When the energy flux density in these plasma flows is high, lots of 

sunspots happen in the patterns of the Sun's own internal magnetic cycles. As a 

consequence, the Earth gets warmer. By the same token, if the galactic plasma flux 

density is low, the sun burns less intensely and he Earth get s colder. Such variances can 

easily account for the Ice Age cycles, just as it explains in the opposite extreme the 

extremely rare occurrences of Supernova flares. In other words, our climate is created 

and modulated by extremely powerful and remote galactic forces that we have no control 

over. All the manmade global warming crap is nothing more than a politically 

orchestrated fiction that is presently strangling mankind for the greater profits of a few. 

It's tragic fiction. It's monstrous fiction. But it remains fiction." 

      Nicolai began to laugh. "The story of manmade global warming actually reads like 

a far-flung combination of badly written novels all rolled into one, covering everything 

that stirs the imagination, from crime investigation, to double agents in international 

intrigue, including the far out fantasies of bad science fiction. And surprisingly, 

somewhere in all of that appear a few traces of reality, except those appear more fictional 

that the fiction does, while the fiction of the story of manmade global warming is 

desperately hyped up in a mighty effort to give it the appearance of reality, that it does 

not have. Are you confused yet?" 

      He laughed again. "Well, a good fiction writer never gives the plot away on the 

opening page," he said. "That's reserved for the last page. In between unfolds a tale that is 

intentionally written to keep the reader confused and 'spell bound' with fantasies that keep 

the story under wraps until the final piece falls into place. The fantasy story opens with 

the proverbial cries, the sky is falling: the earth is 'cooking;' the polar ice is melting; the 

sea levels are rising and flooding all the low-level areas. In real terms we are in the 

boundary zone to a new Ice Age. Already the Greenland Ice Sheet is getting thicker, and 

the ocean levels aren't rising as criers predict with the facts being plainly visible. Instead, 

the earth is getting colder. But who cares about reality when fiction is on the table? 

      "In order to be able to fully appreciate the magical insanity of the global warming 

fiction," said Nicolai, "a brief look at reality might be in order. The basis of the fiction is 

that our Sun operates with unvarying consistency, so that all changes in global climate 

are the result of local effects. This, of course, isn't true. We have seen two major steps 

towards colder global climates in 'recent' geologic history that are so large that nothing on 

Earth could have caused them. The first down-step occurred five million years ago. This 

single down-step caused Antarctica to freeze over, which has remained frozen ever since.  

This step was so large that it started a totally new epoch, the Pliocene Epoch. The second 

down step occurred two million years ago. It started the Pleistocene Epoch, the Ice Age 

epoch that we are currently in. The Earth had suddenly become radically colder once 

again. The colder climate spread glaciation over much of the Northern Hemisphere and 



added to the ice mass of Antarctica. Fortunately for mankind, the Pleistocene glaciation is 

periodically interrupted for brief epochs lasting approximately 11,500 years in which the 

Earth is 'bathed' in extremely warm climates, like the current one that we are in that has 

already run its course. In other words, the dreaded Ice Age conditions are actually the 

normal state of the Earth, and have been that for about two million years, with the 

interglacial warm spells being the anomalies. 

      "We have also seen large temperature changes occurring over shorter timeframes," 

said Nicolai. "For example, 14,700 years ago, the Ice Age deep freeze has been 

interrupted with an enormous warm spell. In the brief span of only 50 years the climate 

warmed up by a whopping 22 degrees. Then, a few decades later, just as abruptly, the 

climate reverted back to Ice Age conditions for another 3000 years until it warmed up 

again, just as abruptly, to usher in the current interglacial period. We are talking about 

huge changes here that could not possibly have happened if the Sun had remained a 

constant factor. But we know that the Sun isn't a constant factor. When the Sun's activity 

decreased in the 1600s so that the sunspots almost disappeared for 30 years, the Earth 

went through a little Ice Age - a less then two-degree cooling. We have evidence in that, 

of a strong interconnection between the solar activity states and the terrestrial climate. 

What we don't have, is any type of record of solar activity that goes back into the Ice 

Ages. However, the pattern of the solar-terrestrial interaction has been well established 

by the few records that we do have. They tell us unequivocally that climate changes on 

earth are responsive effects of solar changes. 

      "Since the Sun has thereby been proven to be constantly changing," said Nicolai, 

"it is not unreasonable to assume that the long-term climate changes are effects of similar 

major, long-term, solar activity variances. Modern plasma physics defines such variances 

as the most natural occurrences in the Universe with the Sun being electrically powered 

by the same plasma currents that power the galaxies, which also have their own 

associated 'weather' patterns, which the Sun and therefore the Earth are invariably 

subjected to." 

      Nicolai laughed again. "Against this background of an ever-changing Universe in 

which enormous fluctuations are normal, we find the modern fear-illuminated theatre of 

manmade global warming being staged. In this fantasy play the Earth is literally taken out 

of the Universe in such a manner that the galactic influences are blamed on human 

activity. This monstrous fantasy play would be a comical one if the consequences of the 

play were not so intensely devastating to economic activity and the welfare of mankind. 

In the flow of this fantasy theatre large parts of mankind's economic activities are being 

viciously curtailed and in some cases shut down altogether, all under the hype of saving 

the planet.  However, the inconvenient truth about this fantasy play is that the planet is 

not in danger by the climate conditions that the Universe is imposing on it, which 

mankind has no effect on, while mankind itself is the one that is very much in danger by 

tying itself into knots over a fantasy play, even while it ignores at the same time its urgent 

need to prepare itself for the coming next Ice Age cycle that might have already begun. 

The fantasy play, of course is a political one that the ruling powers know to play well, 

and have made immensely profitable for them. By all accounts the hyped-up story of 

manmade global warming is an extremely clever one that puts many a fiction writer to 



shame. Also it is of a slightly different type of cleverness, in that it is intended to 

encourage the reader to throw the book away long before the final page is reached, in 

order that the fiction, which is foremost in the story, is taken away and is 'consumed' as 

reality." 

      Nicolai said that Russia is determined to put an end to this horrific fictional theatre 

that is wrecking the world and threatens Russia's future.  

      Nicolai concluded by saying that Russia had come a long way since the Soviet 

Union fell and the subsequent years when the country was being looted by the West. He 

also warned that this had been a time when the only thing that Russia had committed 

itself to preserve of its past was its vast store of nuclear weapons and the weapons 

delivery systems. Everything else was fast becoming history in the flow of this crisis, 

including the people who created these weapons.  

      "The point is," he said, "the people of Russia were driven into a situation where 

they had nothing left to loose, which had created a dangerous situation for the whole 

world. Russia's deprived state of existence in those days might have been the most 

serious security threat that humanity had ever faced. This point should be remembered, 

together with a fact of history that Russia has never been defeated by anyone, and that it 

will fight when it is forced against the wall. When the West continues its threatening 

posture towards Russia, the threshold might be crossed," said Nicolai. "When this 

happens, Russia's resources, with which it now aims to help the world, will be applied to 

its self-defence in the most efficient asymmetric manner possible. Thus, Russia will 

survive, whereas the West might not. Therefore, the question presents itself, can the West 

afford to pay the price of the game it intends to be playing?" 

       Nicolai pointed out that a single submarine of the type in which he came to New 

York carries enough destructive force to eliminate every major city of North America in 

less time it normally takes for most people to drink their morning coffee or tea. "And 

what will China's position be in a similar situation?" he asked. He never answered that 

question. He left it hanging in the air, something for us to agonize over. 

       

      Nicolai disappeared from the stage the moment that his lecture was concluded, just 

as he had after his first lecture. The next day, on a Sunday, precisely at noon, the great 

Typhoon submarine was seen leaving its berth in New York harbor. The event, a much-

publicized event, was witnessed by tens of thousands of spectators, including us. I 

wondered if anyone who looked at this marvelous ship could mentally see the rows of 

missiles locked inside its belly, and their warheads that had the names of more than a 

hundred million people attached to them whose fate was linked with an invisible thread to 

this single ship? 

       

      Ross suggested, when we were back home, that the second lecture was equally in 

response to our enquiry, concerning Steve and Ushi in China, because it reflected on 



China's vulnerability. I also saw it as a plea for help. It was a plea to the world to help 

Russia get the empire off its back for the world's sake, and for the sake of China. In this 

regard, however, we seemed to be totally impotent. We had solicited his help. Now he 

was asking for our help and in a big way. We couldn't even help ourselves. How could 

we help Russia? We were caught in the same trap. The whole U.S. nation had impotence 

written all over it. Or was his call for help a call on us to save the USA? 

      Fred's comment had been that he could see great dangers unfolding on the horizon 

to which everybody turned a blind eye and did the opposite of what would have been 

prudent. Our problem was that we couldn't do anything about it. Nothing was happening 

anymore on our own front as if we had all been retired. The kaleidoscope of the 

superlative had stopped turning a decade ago. 

       Sure, Ross got new hardware for his surveillance mission, and I been on 

assignments abroad that sometimes lasted for months, usually to provide vacation backup 

for a low-level ambassadorial assistant or for other equally useless jobs. Tony had been 

kept on the payroll mostly to arrange transportation for Fred, me, and others in the 

department, utilizing existing Air-Force services in an effort to curb costs. Sometimes 

Fred came along on a mission, but even this was a far cry from the olden days. With 

Steve gone, we weren't fighting at the leading edge anymore. We hadn't even bothered to 

try restarting our once so daring-seeming nudist beach project that we had embraced 

wholeheartedly nevertheless. 

  



Chapter 3 - Starting the Bus Again  
 

      In order to get our 'bus' moving again at home, between Heather and myself -- the 

bus that had been stuck to its axles in mud, as Tony has said so many times before -- I 

staged a shocking event that was totally centered on Heather and her relationship to me. 

      Our Jacuzzi project was well under way by then. Also the new electric-power 

development project, the installation of the generator that was to power the coastal 

surveillance equipment, was nearing completion around this time. We were fast 

becoming self-sufficient on the rock. That's when Tony announced that he had finally 

made plans to build a house of his own on the rock, not far from ours. He promised that 

his house building project would soon be under way, as soon as the power plant was up 

and running. Everything that had been stalled for years suddenly started to move ahead. 

Only my relationship with Heather had remained stuck. It was as deeply stuck in mud, so 

it seemed, as it had been for all those years. Something explosive appeared to be needed. 

      It appeared to me that all of the projects, which now started to move ahead, were 

intertwined with what grew out of Ross' Christmas present to us all from the previous 

year. Tony, especially, was exited by the development that was unfolding. One could see 

it on his face. Still, he wouldn't admit that the whole development had a scientific 

foundation, in the way he understood the role of science. Nevertheless, he was deeply 

affected by the freedom it had enabled. 

     Tony had come to know Alisa and Dag at the office back in Washington when he 

was dealing with logistical problems for Fred, especially the transportation problems 

when swift reactions were required. One day the two girls came to the rock with Fred 

when he came to 'inspect' the construction effort when Tony's house was being built. Fred 

had reservations about the house not being big enough, and suggested that it should be 

made much larger to accommodate what he called "future requirements." One could see 

that Tony had a crush on both of the girls. Apparently, he had known them for a long 

time already, for as long as he had known Fred, but hadn't been able to decide between 

them during all this time. It just didn't seem possible to shut one of them out. Suddenly, 

after my Christmas speech, the need for choosing between them didn't seem to be 

important anymore, or even desirable. He loved and embraced them both. He introduced 

them to Ross, as Alisa and Dag, when they came that day with Fred. Dag was his short 

version for Dagmar. Both girls evidently were fond of one-another and had been close 

friends for most of their lives. They were beautiful persons, though they weren't exactly 

front-page models in the physical sense. They were beautiful in the human sense. They 

were beautifully loving, gracious, open hearted, kind, free. It was a joy to see that Tony 

had fallen in love with them, though he rarely talked bout them. I certainly fell in love 

with them when they came to visit, for what they termed, "a holiday on the beach, getting 

away from the stuffy office environment. 

 



      In all this unfolding excitement I felt a certain sadness for Heather who still kept 

herself isolated from it. Suddenly the idea came that I should shock her, in order to cut 

through this isolation. 

      To me, being daring meant setting a goal three steps ahead of where I actually 

wanted to go. I recalled that Heather was fond of Mexico, that she loved this country 

more than any other. So I dared one night during supper when we were all assembled for 

dinner to unleash the shock. Sylvia had invited Ross and Heather to our place. And what 

a shock I unleashed! A Number Eight shock on the Richter scale. 

      I invited Heather to join me on a private tour of Mexico, just the two of us, as soon 

as the projects were finished, not for any special business reasons, just to tour the country 

for two glorious weeks in much the same style as we had traveled together to Key West, 

years ago. 

      Yes, Heather was shocked. Oh, was she ever shocked. She refused to speak to me 

for an entire week. Not a word crossed her lips. Then another week went by in silence. 

Finally, when I nearly lost hope, a faint movement began, but on her own terms, of 

course. 

      It occurred during another dinner, this time the dinner was at Ross' place. Heather 

received us at the door. She was exquisitely dressed, like for a formal reception. She wore 

a light silk blouse that revealed every feature of her shapely breasts. Later, when she 

noticed, while serving the appetizers, how affected I was by her, she smiled. As she sat 

down across from me at the dinner table, she symbolically crossed her arms over her 

breasts for a moment, without looking at me, but with a smile just the same. It was as if 

she was acting out some kind of native Mexican ritual. 

      There was no doubt in my mind that this intimate exchange was a one-way 

conversation in which she was able to express herself without me being able to argue 

back. 

      It was obvious what she was saying. "You have seen my breasts. You have 

touched them; touched my nipples and all the rest of me to the most intimate detail, and 

tasted me to the full. You know what I look like, what I feel like to your touch, what our 

kisses are like. All this still exists deep inside of you in the golden recesses of your soul 

as a memory of the golden days that we shared. None of that you will ever loose. This is 

where our love is secure. This also means that you can let me be and feel no loss, and feel 

assured that I still love you as I always have. You gave me love as no one ever had, and I 

know you always will. I will always be your lover, not just a friend, and you will always 

be the same to me. It is for this love that our intimacies must end. I love you too much to 

let your world become endangered that you have built yourself here. How can I risk all 

this, and for what? With all this considered, our world is safer, and our love easier to 

bear." 



      After the appetizers, as I helped clear the dishes away and bring the dinner to the 

table, our paths crossed briefly. By then her blouse had been replaced with a sweater that 

was buttoned up to the neck. Again, she didn't say a word, but smiled and nodded gently. 

      With this nod she was saying, or confirming, "Yes, Peter, what you 'heard' me say, 

you understood correctly. Or maybe you didn't understand me at all. We faced a bright 

world together when we first met. We played in its sunshine. We loved, had joy, and 

lived at the leading edge. But then we stopped moving forward, the leading edge receded 

into the rut of the common world. The platform on which our love stood doesn't exist 

anymore. So we must wait until it is rebuilt. End even then, what would we gain by 

walking in the old shoes, retracing the old footsteps. If this is all there is, Peter, why 

would we bother? What good would it do? In that case let's uncork the booze and get 

stoned and have a dull party together if this is all there is to love. Isn't that what we've 

been saying for twelve years by becoming too lazy to get back to the leading edge and 

push it forward to ever higher grounds. That is where the vitality lies that feeds all love, 

where love isn't a thing to be desired, but is the sunshine that surrounds us that we can't 

get away from no matter how hard we try. We need to move forward, Peter, and unless 

we do we find ourselves boxed in with trivialities that we wouldn't even have considered 

in the bygone days of the sunshine in which our world was bright." 

 

      It was during the main course that I suddenly realized that the glass sculpture that 

we had bought together in Italy, had been removed from its traditional shelf above the 

fireplace. Was she saying, "My dear it is not right for us to display in public the love 

letters that are dearest to our hearts, because the environment no longer exists in which 

they can be understood and be appreciated. That which is held in secret to be protected 

from the erosion of so many dead years must be kept in a secret place or else all might be 

lost." 

      After dinner, she steered the conversation to a theme that appeared to be closely 

related. She served a fine liqueur, a Grand Mariner, as an after dinner drink and spoke 

about celebrating the New World that was unfolding. She celebrated that the Soviet 

Union had collapsed long ago, that the Cold War had collapsed, that the danger of a 

nuclear war had collapsed into nothing. She said that we have a kind of world now that 

had been the object of our dreams just a few years ago, and yet life was richer in the days 

of those trials when the balance of the world depended on our own balancing act of 

searching our soul of what the right footsteps were that nobody had dared to take before. 

"We have the kind of world now," she said, "that we had fervently hoped for, and had 

struggled for. Now it is here, and we are glum. Perhaps we had something to do with 

transforming the world," she added as she raised her glass, "or maybe we hadn't and in 

failing ourselves the world became darker. Where is the light in Russia that we should 

see, that should have uplifted this struggling nation from its communism that didn't work, 

into a new renaissance that might have had the power to uplift the whole world with it? 

We see deeper darkness instead. We see a nation being looted and its industries raped and 

its people dying of starvation. Sure we can celebrate that the nuclear-war nightmare is 

over, if indeed it is over and hasn't just been pushed into the background. We tell 



ourselves that nothing more needs to be done. And so we sleep with open eyes and drink 

Champaign and fine liqueurs." She raised her glass. 

      "No, no, no!" I protested, "the danger has not passed. It is greater now than ever, 

and the world is in a deeper mess." 

     Now it was my voice that was drowned out by the cheering of the others as they 

responded to Heather's toast that she gave in honor of our brave new world that we all 

knew in our hearts was fake. 

      I touched on the subject of our brave new word once more in conversation later on, 

to show that nothing had changed in terms of eliminating the dangers that we had once 

tried to eliminate. "The fundi’s oligarchy is now more strongly in power than it ever 

was," I said, "and is more intensively creating divisions and wars all over the world. The 

nuclear genie is not back in its bottle either, nor has the urgency been removed for our 

efforts to be carried forward for building a broader basis of unity among people, 

beginning with us." 

      Actually I didn't get half way through of what I wanted to say when I was stopped 

by Heather raising her hand. But she didn't add anything to what I had said. 

      "Why are you always so negative?" Sylvia said to me later. "Accept what has 

happened." 

      Tony just grinned when he heard this and shook his head. He said that he had 

nothing to do with any of that. 

      Ross came to my rescue. "You are as much of a scientist as I am," he said, "and 

that makes you a better one than you give yourself credit for. And what do we both see 

when we take our eyes off these little things that appear so big? We see a Universe that is 

One. It always comes down to that. Every atom of the countless billion worlds in our 

galaxy and in the countless trillions of galaxies that are spread across the Universe are 

constructs, not of matter, but of harmonizing aspects of Principle reflecting a profound 

Intelligence with a Spirit that is Love. Take away one aspect and the Universe ceases to 

be. Thus we can say Universal Intelligence and its Principle is One, and this One IS the 

Universe with a Spirit that is Love. This is the Universe, and the only Universe that 

exists. The Universe combines all phenomena, and it is spiritual not material. There exists 

not a single speck of basic matter in the Universe. Everything is the construct of 

Principle, Energy, and Intention, ordered by Universal Intelligence that IS all. The 

physical Universe, therefore, is a spiritual Universe, the construct of ideas rather than 

accretion. Intelligence and its ideas Is One, and this one is Love. This is the bottom line, 

Peter. This is something we cannot get away from, but have to learn to live within, no 

matter how challenging this appears to be. We have come to the stage in the unfolding of 

Life where Love becomes an ever-greater factor as we are able to touch the fringes of 

Intelligence. On these two pillars we have the resources to beat the coming Ice Age, but 

will we pass the test? Maybe we will flunk the test. We have made Love too small and 

seem to be unable to make it Universal. On the other hand, in times of great crisis with 



large portions of mankind perishing, mankind routinely fell back to the Principle of 

Universal Love and recovered. If we can manage to open our eyes to the approaching Ice 

Age and recognize it as the greatest unfolding crisis in the history of civilization, we 

might yet inspire us to pull all the stops out and allow Love to flourish. I think we should 

pass the test, somehow, and not fail. The Ice Age test is on the horizon. So let's become 

leaders and prepare the world for the coming exam."  

      "This means we have to pass the test ourselves first," said Heather quietly. 

      Ross nodded. 

 

      I didn't recognize until much later that our private world had actually begun to 

change that night, though not in the way I thought it would. I realized that Heather and I 

had drifted still deeper into the rut, instead of getting out of it. I was puzzled by what she 

had been saying and had not been saying. What more was she demanding of us? 

     + + + 

 

      Ross' response was to give us all a thorough grounding in the science of economics 

and in the contemporary state of the world as if he had conferred with Steve on the 

subject, as we had done once routinely those many years ago. He told us that we were all 

wrong, because the world was definitely getting blacker as he saw it, with a momentum 

in the collapse of the financial system that we had not seen in all the years we had been 

together. In real terms we had absolutely nothing to celebrate. I had my doubts however, 

that Ross' approach in educating Heather, and all of us, about the principle of economics 

and the precarious state of the world would be of any help. 

 

      I recalled that when our grand the dinner party of the week before had ended that 

day, I had briefly met Heather on the porch in the dark. 

      "I know what you have said without words," I assured her. 

      "I know that you have, Peter," she answered, "but you understood me only in part. 

Please ponder what I was really saying." 

      "I can assure you that I will protect our love and protect you," I said in return. 

      "Can you truly promise that?" she asked. 

      "I will do everything that is required for you to feel save among us, as well as 

loved, no matter the cost," I replied gently. 



      She had answered quietly, "Thank you Peter," and went back inside. 

      Her smile struck me, then. It was not a smile born from a deep moving excitement, 

but one that reflected a deep-seated peace. What was she telling me that I hadn't 

recognized before? 

      "Thank you, Peter," I heard her say. "Thank you for telling me that the Sand Castle 

experience will not need to be repeated, not this time. Thank you for your promise to 

protect me from demands that neither of us is able to fulfill to the nth degree until we can 

do it in a manner so that everyone concerned becomes enriched thereby. Thank you for 

loving me enough to give me that assurance." 

 

      I suddenly felt ashamed. Of course she understood how precarious the world 

financial and economic situation had become, and that it was imperative for us to move 

forward. And in her peculiar way she was pushing us forward. Except this move forward 

towards unity had to be supported by its own principle, rather than by an artificial 

urgency. Maybe that is why she had stopped my political ranting without adding a 

comment of her own that day. Why hadn't I recognized that?  

 

      As Ross lectured to us, I suddenly realized that Heather understood better than any 

of us that nothing will work unless it is founded on something that is real, true, Universal, 

and is universally demonstrable, and that this is where the leading edge has to be driven 

forward. 

      I knew that I couldn't promise that I would succeed in that. Not then. We had been 

stuck in the mud for far too long. The basis for that hadn't been developed yet in real 

terms, in spite of the wonderful Christmas present that Ross had given us at the height of 

winter, through his research that had opened many doors in India for me, the result of his 

research seemed too ideal to be practical at home. It seemed too wonderful to be 

attainable. And so, nobody bothered to try. Still, I knew that Ross' scientific research held 

the key to the solution to our problem. We just hadn't learned to use it yet to the full. In 

India I had come onto the scene as a genius. Here I was seen as but an ideological fool. 

All that I could promise Heather was some vague assurance that what we had achieved in 

our little group when we stood in the sunshine would not become totally lost. This 

promise had to be kept. But I also knew that I couldn't stop there, that I must never stop. 

Her deeper demand was that a platform be established in which everyone's love for her 

could stand, and this in such a manner that everyone's life would thereby be enriched. 

That seemed to be a far greater challenge than the one I had faced in India. 

      I had the distinct impression that Heather was the most advanced among us, and 

that she understood far better than Ross' did, who was teaching us the science of 

economics, that our world was in a terrible shape and was fast disintegrating, because we 

had not yet built the needed foundation for love on a universal scale among ourselves. I 

felt that she knew what was required to prevent the final slide of the world into hell; and 



that she also knew, that until the foundation had been thoroughly established for an 

expanded love to exist on the home ground, no advanced steps towards such a broader 

unity among the nations can be taken. 

 

      The next time that Ross and I worked on our construction project again, I told him 

about my perception of the Heather paradox, which indicated that Heather was really the 

smarter of us all, even while we believed that she was hung up on something by isolating 

herself from all of us. 

      "She is telling it to us straight in the face," I said to Ross, "that the mere 

accommodation by consent that we might be willing to extend to her, would be a cure 

worse than the disease, since the real disease would thereby remain untreated. Her 

challenge to us," I said to Ross, "is that we find an initiative based on fundamental 

principles that defines anything lower than what she demands, as total poverty." 

      Ross grinned as he looked up from his work, "Do you know what this means? She 

is asking us to be rich in scientific breakthroughs before she can meet both of our hands 

half way. She detests poverty of which she has already experienced far too much. Yes, 

you may be right, Peter, she is smarter than all of us put together," Ross agreed, 

"especially the two of us. We have become champions in poverty. The whole world has 

drifted into the same rut in this regard. Each month a million children die around the 

world before they reach the age of five. They die of causes that can be prevented for a 

few pennies per child. But this aid, this minuscule aid to save the life of a child, is being 

withheld by people around the world, by people like us, while huge bubbles of wealth are 

being created that are meaningless in themselves. Heather is asking us to put the axe onto 

all that. She demands from us an axiomatic breakthrough by which our love for her can 

become uplifted to something that can no longer be defined as exceptional, but comes to 

light as a universal standard, the standard of real love." 

      "Yes, she is the smarter," I agreed, "but how does one go about fulfilling this kind 

of a request? She is telling us that she can wait until we are ready to meet her on this 

platform, but can we afford to tarry and drag the process out? Can the world afford this 

waiting?" 

 

      At the end of our next road-maintenance job, filling in a few potholes, etc., we 

decided to celebrate. The celebration was to be for nothing more than the completion of 

our maintenance job, and it was to take place at our lookout above the bay where the 

Jacuzzi building was now taking on some rather impressive dimensions. 

 

      Ross raised his glass of apple juice that he had brought in his bag of snacks. "Let's 

drink to Heather," he said. "She is the most remarkable woman that we both have ever 



known. We don't know how lucky we are to have her here among us. She keeps us 

honest." 

      "Does that make the two of us a bunch of fools in comparison?" I asked. 

      He shook his head. "No, that does not follow," he said. "Just look at us. We sit on 

the top of the world in very real terms. What is happening between us is also most 

remarkable. We are both in love with the same woman." 

      I answered that this has happened before and that the poets had written poems, and 

plays, and operas about it. 

      "Yes, this has happened before," said Ross, "but never on a universal scale as she 

demands, on the kind of platform that we must become committed to create. This 

breakthrough has never happened before. Nor has it happened before that those two men 

are wracking their brains to assure that each one's love for her and for one-another will 

unfold to the fullest extend that human love can possibly unfold. This, my friend has 

never happened before, or has ever been sung about in any opera where the theme was 

touched on. But we are in the middle of the process of doing it." 

      "You forget that we have not accomplished it yet. We may not be successful," I 

replied with a smile. 

      "You doubt that we will get there?" Ross grinned. 

      "Because this has never been done before, Ross." 

      "Remember what Helen would say," Ross replied. "She would say, what has this 

got to do with anything? What does it matter that it hasn't been done yet? Does that 

change the principle involved? It will be done, Peter. It will be done. Give us a year, 

Peter, and accept the fact that we are both remarkable people too." 

      "We may not have a year," I replied. 

      + + + 

 

 

      The security that we had established between us did not reflect the state of the 

world. Humanity had become more and more isolated from itself and its humanity, with 

dire consequences emerging on the horizon, while few people heeded the signs, and those 

who didn't, included even us. We pretended that we didn't have time to worry about the 

things we couldn't see, especially during the Christmas season, and during all the exciting 

weeks that followed. 



      In real terms our continued withdrawal from reality was not justified. While the 

world had been moving towards chaos, our isolation from it had caused us to dream 

wonderful dreams about a peace and prosperity that did not really exist. We had been too 

tightly focused on one-another and on our tiny little world. 

      Our homes on the rock by the sea were too much like an oasis from the storm, the 

storm of the world-financial disintegration that Steve had urgently warned us about, 

through Nicolai. He had warned about a great catastrophe that threatened to devastate the 

world when the world's four-hundred-trillion-dollar bubble would go pop. 

      The message that Nicolai had conveyed to us from Steve was scary. I understood 

Steve, Ross understood him too, and so did Heather, but the others found it hard to take 

Steve's collapse scenario seriously. Sylvia reminded me that I had fallen into this kind of 

trap once before when I had sold all of our stocks and bonds and turned the proceeds into 

food. Indeed, she was right, nothing much had happened on this front during the 

projected crisis, except a for a glitch in the system that was quickly overcome. But this 

was then. 

      The world had become darker since then, not brighter, while we ourselves, had 

become oblivious to the truth with the rest of the world. Sure, we had talked about the 

coming crisis, theoretically, in long discussions with Nicolai. Nevertheless, not to be 

caught empty handed; we restocked our food supply on the rock in response to Steve's 

latest warning. We found this to be wise under any circumstances, because of the great 

distance we had to travel to buy food. For this reason, we tried to keep large stocks of 

food on hand. In addition, the surveillance station protocol required us to maintain a 

minimum of a half a year food and fuel supply. Topping our supplies up was just about 

the full extent of our response to Steve's warning. After all, Steve was far away. 

 

      The part that Nicolai couldn't understand about Steve's warning, as he confided in 

us, was Steve's urgent plea to the leaders of the world to create a new world-financial and 

economic order, one that could revive the sagging economies and restart the scientific 

and technological development that was needed to reindustrialize the world, which alone 

could prevent a total breakdown crisis followed by a New Dark Age. 

      I could see why Nicolai was puzzled. He was thinking in terms of a hundred years 

for rebuilding the world economy, bringing nuclear fusion energy on-line, and then to 

learn to use this energy to separate the rocks of the earth into their constituent elements in 

order to build that vastly brighter new world that advanced technologies inherently make 

possible. Nicolai could not understand that we couldn't wait a hundred years, that we 

needed the new energy resource now, that we needed a new financial system now. Steve 

alerted us that everything was falling apart evermore rapidly. 

      Nicolai couldn't see that reality. He couldn't see the evidence. He was blinded in 

this regard by the glitter of the western world, that we all knew was artificial, that was 



created for hiding the real crisis that was evidently infinitely larger and much more 

immediate than he or us realized, except Heather. 

      Heather had seen the evidence of these types of crisis when everyone was 

dreaming the dream of a great delusion when everyone expected a recovery. She had seen 

it everywhere in the farming regions where she lived for a brief period, when agriculture 

was beaten into the ground by insanely low prices and high capital costs. 

      Heather, in her simple and direct way had made an impact on Nicolai that I didn't 

think was possible. With a few phone calls, speaking to Nicolai directly, she may have 

contributed something towards a new direction for humanity, because Nicolai was an 

influential man with connections that enabled him to influence Russia's economic and 

financial policies. 

      She asked Nicolai one day what he felt was so good about the glitter of the western 

system. He answered with the old cliché that any person with the right stuff could 

become a self-made millionaire. 

      She asked him why he believed that. 

      He answered that in the West anybody could become rich by studying the markets 

and making prudent investments. He said that he had hated the Soviet system for that 

reason, for its lack of such opportunities. He even told us that this was the reason he was 

still basically a soldier. 

      Somehow that didn't sound like Nicolai to me. Something didn't add up. Was he 

playing a game with us to draw us out? This wasn't the Nicolai who has had long 

discussions with us about the coming Ice Age. 

      Heather countered Nicolai by telling him that his boyhood dreams were sheer 

fantasy. She asked him one simple question: "Do the markets produce wealth?" When he 

hedged about, she asked again: "Have the markets ever produced wealth?" Since he still 

hedged about, she put the onus on him: "Give me one example in which the markets have 

produced wealth," she demanded. "Don't tell me about people getting rich," she added, 

"because people can get rich by stealing, and they do get rich that way. Tell me, what 

wealth have the financial markets physically produced?" 

      It took Nicolai not long to agree that the markets have never actually produced 

anything. The markets shuffle things around, he conceded: "Some loose their shirt, and 

others claim it as their profit, which means that the profits are actually stolen." He freely 

admitted that. 

      "The financial people, of course, don't want you to see this," I added to the 

conversation, to spice it up a bit. "That is why some people call them the Flat Earth 

Society," I said to him. "They want to hide the reality behind a myth. They want you to 

believe that the earth is flat, when it isn't, or that the markets produce wealth when they 

don't produce a damn thing." 



      Heather told him that this was basically right, "in a naive sort of way," because it 

didn't explain why the markets were going up and up, while the physical economy, which 

is the only place where real wealth is actually produced, was collapsing exponentially. 

She asked Nicolai to tell her why this might be so, why the markets had gone sky high 

while the real economy was falling apart. 

      Again, Nicolai couldn't answer. So she asked him once more: "Where did the 

wealth get generated that the sky high markets represent?" 

      Nicolai presented many answers except the one that corresponded to the fact that 

market values do not represent any real wealth at all, but a gigantic illusion. Heather 

explained that the vast sums that are poured into the markets become other people's 

profit, which thereby makes the market appear more valuable than it was before. Heather 

then asked him if today's printing of new money for the purpose of pouring new liquidity 

into the financial bubble would ultimately enrich society in real terms. 

      It took Nicolai some time to agree that any new money devoted to financial 

speculation makes the speculative system hyperinflationary, because nothing of value is 

being produced that corresponds to the increased values in the financial system. When 

Nicolai agreed to this idea, he said that he was shocked to learn that the major portion of 

the new liquidity that was being poured into the speculative markets was first clawed out 

of the real economy. He said that he was shocked to note that this clawing away actually 

increased the rate of collapse in the physical economy that the entire value system is 

supposed to represent. He said that he was shocked to learn that the entire value system 

thereby becomes valueless. Nicolai finally agreed that homelessness, poverty, and 

unemployment were all pre-indicators of the inevitable result of this ongoing process of 

looting the physical economy. 

      Heather praised him for that, and said that he was basically correct in a naive sort 

of way. His perception was naive, because he failed to recognize that the financial and 

economic deprivation was killing people as they were shutting down their future. She 

pointed out that more people were now dying around the world as the result of financial 

and related budgetary policies, than were dying from the leading diseases such as cancer, 

heart disease, AIDS, and so forth. She added that all this physical economic collapse was 

happening at the same time that the hyperinflation in the financial markets was becoming 

so huge that the whole thing was about to disintegrate. 

      "Now tell me," she asked Nicolai, "what would the effect be if the newly created 

money were pumped into the physical economy instead of into the speculative financial 

markets? Would this type of process cause inflation? Would it be inflationary to use the 

newly created money to build economic infrastructures, new industries, new cities, and to 

cause a vast expansion in scientific and technological development?" 

      Nicolai answered that this would not be inflationary, because the new money 

devoted to such purposes would be matched, or be superseded, by the value created in 

physical terms, which thereby sets the stage for a richer life for society. 



      Heather answered him that he was basically correct, but that he still missed one 

more crucial point. He had missed to recognize that the new money that is required to 

recover the world and to develop the needed infrastructures for our future will have to be 

created as credits from nationally owned banks instead of from usurious institutions that 

operate on behalf of feudal money estates. "For what reason," she asked, "should a nation 

be required to 'rent' its economic life blood from the oligarchy's estates at prohibitive 

prices?" She pointed out that any form of economic development is doomed at the outset 

by the looting that this rentier process involves that has become the hallmark of our 

modern feudal financial system. She was adamant about that. She pointed out to Nicolai 

that in earlier centuries the feudal lords would rent out their estates to peasant farmers in 

exchange for royalties that the lords would demand in the form of a major portion of their 

labor. She pointed out to him that this land based looting system was inherently limited 

by the available land, which caused the feudal oligarchy to create money based estates 

that could likewise be rented out for a king's ransom in royalties. Then she alerted Nicolai 

of the fact that the world still operates on this feudal platform of privately owned money 

estates, although wrapped up in modern names, like "income generating bonds or loans, 

etc.." She said, the whole system should be called legalized stealing. She pointed out to 

Nicolai that the needed economic, scientific, and technological development of the world 

couldn't be achieved on a platform that is designed for stealing instead of causing 

development. 

      Heather became quite worked up over this whenever she talked with Nicolai on the 

phone. "This is why humanity must create for itself a totally new world-financial 

system," she said during one of the phone calls. "We have to scrap what we have now 

and go back to the kind of system that existed in the early years of the USA, which had 

made our country the richest in the world and the envy of every nation, that is, until the 

feudal system was allowed to re-assert itself." After she finished telling him that, she 

blushed, and apologized for being so brash. 

      Nicolai calmly accepted what she said. 

      Usually we were all participating in the phone calls. "I hear what you are saying," 

Nicolai replied to her request for a new system, "but what you're asking won't happen. It 

won't happen, because the foundation has not been established to make that happen. The 

world has sunk too deeply into the rut." 

      Nicolai addressed me on the phone and said, "The world should have listened to 

your Byzantine speech in Moscow, Peter. Things would be different if they had. That was 

the best speech that I have heard in all my life." 

      "Oh, I thought everyone hated my Byzantine speech," I replied to him. "Everybody 

said that I made a mess of things, that all of Russia felt insulted. Antonovna wouldn't 

even speak to me afterwards, and then only to scold me." 

      "That's because they didn't hear what you said," Nicolai answered calmly. 

      "That's quite a compliment," I replied 



      He spoke to Heather after that. "I have a confession to make, he said to her. 

Everything that you said about economics is totally correct. As you might have guessed, I 

was aware of all that. But I needed to hear from you people what you understand about 

economics." 

      He addressed himself to me next. "The reason for this probing is actually quite 

simple. I may need some help with a project I am thinking about, that may make a 

difference in the world. There are not too many people left who can think straight," he 

added. "Oh, and your Moscow presentation has something to do with that." 

      Nicolai addressed himself once more to Heather. "About that speech, Heather; 

Peter was the first person in modern history to expose and attack the hierarchical model 

of what is deemed to be love. Peter explained to the world that there are two models for 

love, of which only one is true. The one that is true is the Platonic Christian model in 

which love between people is essentially a lateral flow of appreciation. The flow is the 

expression of people being in love with themselves, with their humanity. In the overflow 

of that love they enrich one-another. This is a natural flow. They see what they value, 

reflected in others. They embrace one-another laterally out of the riches of their hearts." 

      He paused, then sighed. "As you might have guessed, Heather, the opposite model 

is the Byzantine Christian model, which is a hierarchical model in which God sits at the 

top and reaches down to poor humanity to control its existence through an intermediary. 

Some people call that love. A lot of people do; even otherwise intelligent people do so. 

Even Antonovna sees love that way, and protests. That's why she refuses to marry me. 

Whenever I reach out to her she pulls back. I bought her a wonderful summer dress for 

her birthday. The dress is of an exquisite design that really brings out her beautiful female 

nature, but she won't wear it. She told me that she doesn't appreciate being exploited. She 

sees everything in terms of the hierarchical model, as indeed the whole world does." 

      "I can understand how she feels," said Heather. 

      "Oh, can you now?" Nicolai responded. "Let me tell you, you are not alone. The 

whole world can understand that. That is why your plan to replace our defective world-

financial system won't work. The system that you want to replace the dying system with 

belongs to an era of real love that I have been talking about, the lateral flow kind of love 

that no longer exists. That's the platform that your country was created on. That platform 

doesn't exist anymore. Lateral love has become a rare thing. The world has embraced the 

Byzantine model of top down control, in which there is no love, except by name. 

Everybody is out to control another, to control to exploit, to steal, even to murder. I agree 

the present world financial system has become a legalized system for stealing from one-

another, but Heather, that's exactly what everybody wants. Just go into the bars and the 

coffee shops and listen to what people say to each other. They brag to each other about 

how many tens of thousands of dollars they have stolen from mankind during the last 

month. They won't use those exact words, of course. They'll talk about pulling profit, but 

it all adds up to the same thing. Should I be angry with them for that? No, I can't, because 

that's the way the whole world thinks. It's the Byzantine model that I see, the model of 

top down control, the rich over the poor, the clever over the unwary, the strong over the 



weak, that's what causes their actions. That's the rule of the strong, the rule of might 

equals right, that once caused eighty years of war and wiped out half of the population of 

Europe. The intermediaries, in today's case, are the mighty financial, legal, civil, and 

religious organizations that facilitate the top down domination and exploitation. Your 

country's news and entertainment media is a perfect example of such a hierarchical 

intermediary that supports the rule of the strong where might is right." 

      "So what are you saying?" I interrupted Nicolai. 

      "The Byzantine model has been created by the oligarchy as a tool for gaining 

control over humanity," Nicolai answered me. "They want to control the whole world 

with absolute power, as they must if they want their despicable system to survive. They 

even have come out publicly, stating that they aim to destroy four fifth of humanity in 

order to maintain their control. That is what they mean when they talk about depopulation 

and claim that the world is too full." 

      "That's hard to believe," said Heather. 

      "Believe it, Heather!" Nicolai continued. "Your own country is spending thirty 

billion dollars a year on covert operations and the institutions that carry them out. That 

amount is larger than the budget of many a nation. And what is worse, the institutions 

that operate under that budget, operate totally outside the law. They are protected by 

secrecy laws under the rubric of National Security. Here you have an example of the 

biggest top down control ever created. These people go into countries around the world 

and divide the populations, or stir up ethnic conflicts, destabilize their governments, and 

assassinate their leaders should they dare to promote the development of their nation or 

humanity as a whole. They are even prepared to go against their own country, as they 

have done so in the past to provoke violent reactions that open the door to war." 

      Nicolai concluded that the Byzantine model runs much of the world and is killing 

it. He said it has poisoned the minds of the people to the point that they can no longer 

rescue themselves, or care to do so. 

      He addressed Heather again, "So you see, there is no real love left in the world, 

Heather, not much anyway, because the ruling model assures that there remains not a 

spark of it. The control is so strong that love itself, becomes labeled, exploitation. That is 

ironic, isn't it? That's the mess you have clean up, Heather, before you can even hope to 

replace the defective present world-financial system. The point is, you can't hope to 

succeed if you aim to cure just a single symptom of the disease in isolation from the 

disease itself. It can't be done. You can clear up the symptoms only when you address the 

disease itself." 

      "All right," said Heather, "you may be correct that we, that is society, have to 

address the whole thing. If this is so, then we've got to do whatever it is that we must do. 

If we don't, we are already dead, at least economically we are. This means we have to 

change people's thinking. People can change." 



      "I agree, people can change," Nicolai came back, "but how fast, Heather, how fast 

can people change? I have been waiting for more than a dozen years for Anton to change, 

but she refuses to fall in love with herself, with her own humanity, by which we could 

share our love. She keeps holding on to the Byzantine model. She was hurt by it, but 

that's all she knows. She grew up in an abusive family where she was exploited. I know 

she still struggles with that. She wants to step away from it, but that model is preventing 

her from developing her humanity. She won't be free until this model is scrapped." 

      "Don't worry, she'll break free of it some day," said Heather. 

      "I know she will win her freedom," Nicolai replied. "I don't even mind waiting for 

that to happen. She is really a beautiful and intelligent person. She is like a precious gem 

to me that one simply can't let go. Unfortunately, I can't be that patient with the whole 

world that is bent on destroying itself, because we are all a part of that world. Steve's 

warning is that we are globally in an extremely critical situation. The world financial 

system is coming down at the same time that there is a race under way to start a global 

religious war before the breakdown will occur. Steve says essentially the same that 

Heather is saying, that we should hope the financial system will disintegrate before they 

can start their big war from which humanity may not recover for a long time to come, if 

ever, especially with the Ice Age now approaching." 

      "Isn't that what I've been telling you?" Heather came back. "We've got to do 

something, Nicolai. We've got to at least try. It that means we have to scrap the Byzantine 

model, then let's do it. So what that Pete has failed in Moscow on the same project? So 

what that he insulted all of Russia? What has this got to do with anything, Nicolai? That 

happened a long time ago. We can't quit that easily. We've got to try again and again, 

even if it means insulting the whole world to make a mockery of the system that is killing 

it." 

      "Are you prepared to help?" Nicolai asked. 

      "I am prepared to do what it takes," she replied. 

      "Then I may take you up on that offer some day soon," said Nicolai. 

      With that he concluded the phone call abruptly. 

  



Chapter 4 - Ice Ages.  
  

      We enjoyed certain advantages that gave us a slight edge on Ross' rock, over the 

rest of the U.S. population. Since Ross' surveillance station was hooked into the 

international strategic communications network, Ross and I were able to bypass a lot of 

closed door to contact Nicolai directly, once we had figured out how to do it. We thanked 

Nicolai for the lecture, but expressed our frustration with the blindness of our own nation 

that has the resources to rescue the world, but chooses not to apply them, but chooses to 

put itself to sleep instead. 

      Nicolai suggested that this calls for a big chill and he offered to deliver the 

message once he would figure out what it should be. 

      Tony suggested that the answer was really quite simple. He asked Nicolai which 

single future occurrence promises to be more dangerous to humanity than the old Cold 

War confrontation with nuclear weapons. 

      Nicolai suggested that a total, global, financial disintegration would fit such a 

description, or the outbreak of a deadly virus that spreads as fast as the 1918 flu did. 

      Tony told him that this wasn't the worst. "Every one of these can be avoided," said 

Tony. He suggested that this makes them less dangerous. "Please try again." 

      There was a long silence on the phone. "I am not check mate," Nicolai came back, 

"my knight can block your queen." He hesitated momentarily. "It's got to be something 

related to the Ice Age," he added. "Have I forgotten something? The coming Ice Age isn't 

something that one can avoid." 

      Tony affirmed the answer with a nod that Nicolai couldn't see. "You forgot 

economics," said Tony. "With proper economics the Ice Age can be avoided. At least it 

can be made of none effect. We've been saying this way back in Venice, already, but 

nobody listened." 

      Nicolai promised to deliver a lecture some day on the impact of economics on the 

coming Ice Age. He praised Tony for his insight. "We may indeed survive the still 

continuing nuclear arms confrontation if we find the wisdom to do so," he said. "You are 

right; this problem can be resolved. In fact, it can be resolved in the space of a single day 

when humanity puts its mind to it. We know where all the nukes are kept. We know how 

to dismantle them. But why don't we do it? The reason is empire. The masters of empire 

own them. Their target is mankind. However, there exists no natural law or fundamental 

principle that dictates that we must kill each other with these terrible things. And so, I'd 

say that nuclear war can be avoided. Empire can be stopped. However, the coming Ice 

Age cannot be avoided. The next Ice Age cycle will come with the precision of the 

unvarying astrophysical clock of the Universe in which we live. Nevertheless, we can 

learn to take the cold and prosper in spite of it. Is this what you call economics?" 



      Tony congratulated Nicolai. "We may not be able to avoid the coming of the Ice 

Age itself," said Tony, almost repeating what Nicolai had said, "but we can certainly 

avoid the worst of its impact on human existence if we begin to make preparations soon, 

preferably now." 

      Nicolai agreed, "but what, then, makes that more dangerous than a nuclear war?" 

Nicolai asked. 

      "The danger lies in the simple fact that one can see no indication on the horizon 

that anyone in the world has the slightest intention to create the kinds of infrastructures 

that will be required to enable humanity to survive in an Ice Age world in which a large 

portion of the Northern Hemisphere gets covered over with a sheet of ice thousands of 

feet thick. It will be a world in which the global mean temperatures drop 22 degrees 

below what they are now," said Tony. "Humanity will then have to rely almost totally on 

indoor agriculture to maintain itself. We'll have too little land in the tropical regions to 

feed the world with what we can grow there. Powerful new technologies will be required 

to make the necessary economic transformation possible. But those have not yet been 

developed." 

      "That's what I referred to in New York," said Nicolai. "Those technologies aren't 

extremely difficult to create, but they cannot be created under the present private 

monetarist system where everything is focused of profit, which actively prevents 

scientific discoveries on the scale that will be needed to fulfill the future needs of 

mankind." 

      Tony said to Nicolai on the phone that humanity must create for itself a totally 

different mindset if it wants to survive in the long run, especially if it wants to survive 

during the more demanding times of the coming Ice Age that will soon be with us for the 

next 100,000 years. Tony suggested that preparations for humanity's future survival 

should begin now, which are not even being talked about, though the transition towards a 

New Ice Age may have already begun. "The world has cancer," said Tony, "and this 

cancer is empire, private monetarism, fascist madness; and this cancer needs to be taken 

out. The world needs to be healed of its cancer. The healing process is called economics." 

      I expected Nicolai to protest. He didn't. "Maybe the healing has already begun," he 

said quietly. 

      "How do you heal cancer?" asked Tony. "Don't you remove all the tissue that has 

gone wildly out of control, that doesn't resemble anything normal and human anymore? 

Isn't that what needs to be done politically? To heal society means cleaning out the trash 

that prohibits its normal development. Right now the world is choking under this trash. 

The trash is the baggage that comes with empire. If you want to heal Russia, which 

means also healing the world, you got to get rid of the trash. So get on with it, Nicolai. 

You are in a position to do it. This is your task as a person of influence. If you can't do it, 

who will?" 

 



      This tiny confrontation sort of ended out phone conversation that day. We talked 

about little things after that. I wondered if Tony's comment about taking out the trash 

might have been taken as an insult and ended our relationship altogether. Well, it hadn't. 

Heather called him up one day. She put him onto speakerphone again so that we could all 

be a part of the conversation. "If healing means taking out the trash, then we should begin 

with cleaning our own house first," she said to him. "This also means that in order to do 

this, we need to explore what economics is. If economics is healing, and healing is a 

process of developing our intimacy with ourselves as human beings and with one another 

and with the Universe, then we need to explore economics in terms of intimacy," said 

Heather. 

      Nicolai liked the idea. He invited us to meet him near the end of the month in 

Marietta Georgia where he had a business meeting to attend to. "Check in at the Marriott 

on the 28th," he said. "I'll make the reservation, and meet me for dinner that evening, let's 

say at seven. There is a neat place nearby. It's called, Ray's at the River. But let me warn 

you, the theme will be Earth shaking. The theme will be: Mankind is sleepwalking at the 

edge of a precipice. What must we do to heal it?" 

       "We'll be there," I answered for us all. 

      This promise to meet ended another phone call, but it opened a big door. 

      I started to smile. Nicolai was a man of my heart. 

  



Chapter 5 - Ray's at the River  
 

 

Ray's at the River turned out to be a neat restaurant with large windows looking onto a 

park-like setting of trees larger than the building itself. The only thing that I couldn't see 

was the river. Maybe the river was behind the trees, but who cared? We, ourselves, were 

they key attraction. I expected to meet Nicolai dressed as a naval officer, though that 

wouldn't have been appropriate in America. Instead he came dressed in a black suit, 

white shirt, a bow tie, his hair neatly combed. He bowed to Heather when I introduced 

her in the dim light of the restaurant, surrounded by a sea of green that provided a most 

intimate setting for a restaurant, though still widely open to the outside. It also came with 

that puzzle in the air of where the river might be. Heather blushed when Nicolai bowed. 

      He bowed once more to Heather when the background music system played an old 

familiar and nostalgic song. "Let's dance," he said. "I love this melody." 

 

Now at last I know 

What a fool I've been 

For have lost the last love 

I should ever win 

 

      "Do the lyrics fit the theme that we are here for?" said Heather, and smiled, 

reaching her hand out. 

      Nicolai nodded slightly. 

 

 

Now at last I see 

How my heart was blind 

To the joys before me 

That I left behind 

 



     Sylvia and I joined their dancing in our private little corner in the restaurant, as 

much as there was room for dancing. 

 

When the wind was fresh 

On the hills 

And the stars were new in the sky 

And the lark was high in the still 

Where was I 

Where was I 

 

When the spring is cold 

Where do robins go 

What makes winter lonely 

Now at last I know 

 

      "It is more than just nostalgia," said Nicolai. "The melody is beautiful. The lyrics 

are also right on the mark. That's why I had brought the CD along and had them play this 

song. It's from the mid-1970s. Do you remember the times when the world was still 

bright, though the dark clouds were already on the horizon? Why didn't anybody hold on 

to these days in America? And the same goes for us in Russia. What a beautiful world we 

had then, though we barely knew what we had. We thought the summer would never end. 

Little did we know then how easily the most precious is lost and how hard the struggle 

will become to get it back, which we haven't even come close to in spite of our best 

efforts." 

      "Oh yes, the song is right on the mark," I said and reached my hand out to him for 

a handshake. "Now at last we know what fools we have been. But the future doesn't lie in 

the past." 

      "Yes, I agree," said Nicolai, "but it starts by recognizing where we failed in the 

past and why, so that the failures can be put behind us whereby we become free to move 

ahead." 

      Tony looked at Nicolai with a questioning look and the shook his head.  "I am glad 

you are not one of those perverted gangsters of the Warming Earth Society of that 



period," said Tony to him and began to laugh. "1974 was the infamous year in which the 

Global Warming hoax was invented and cast across the world like a smothering blanket.  

      "Ah, I see, you noticed that I am not wearing a pinstriped suit," said Nicolai and 

began to laugh too. 

      "No, you would be too smart to qualify," said Tony. "Nor do you qualify for 

membership in the modern day Flat Earth Society," Tony added. "You are a man with a 

smiling face. Those people don't smile. Their faces are grim. In order to gain membership 

in that society one would have to renounce one’s humanity. That, all by itself disqualifies 

you." Then Tony started to laugh as if this were a joke. 

      He said to Nicolai moments later that the Warming Earth Society, or Flat Earth 

Society as it should really be called, has been very successful in getting the people of the 

world to believe in their lies, which they desperately want the world to subscribe to. 

"Like the people of the Flat Earth Society in times past, they are fully aware of the truth, I 

mean about the coming Ice Age, but they don't want anybody else to accept this reality," 

he said. "In real terms, this means that these people of empire are scared of the 

consequences should humanity begin to recognize the truth and respond to it in real 

economic terms. This would mean, good bye oligarchy. It would mean humanity would 

marshal its resources to prepare itself for the changing conditions brought on by the 

natural astrophysical cycles of the Universe. Thus the Flat Earth people of today have 

created a set of double lies. They draw the public's focus unto a myth so that people won't 

be tempted to even talk about the coming problem of an Ice Age. In fact, they have 

forbidden discussions on the subject and related subjects. The second lie, of course, is the 

myth itself." 

      Nicolai liked Tony's analogy with the Flat Earth Society. "The reality is, there is 

no global warming, and there won't be any for the next 100,000 years until another 

interglacial period comes around again. The Warming Earth Society may be successful in 

achieving the economic austerity it wants to create by convincing the world to voluntarily 

shut down most of its fossil fuel energy production on which people's livelihood depends, 

and to burn food as fuel. But no matter what they do in their lying insanity, the Warming 

Earth Society can't alter the fact that humanity cannot live without energy, and that the 

major resource for energy right now exists in fossil fuels until nuclear energy is more 

fully developed. Of course the Warming Earth Society cannot forever hide the fact that 

they are forcing humanity to lay itself down to die at the very moment when its economic 

mobilization is essential. They want people to believe that this is the right thing to do. So, 

they lye about the truth, but they can't change its reality. Neither can we evade the fact 

that we have to live up to our responsibility of facing the truth. It is not possible to run 

away from the Ice Age, but we can become intimate with it, and find ways to live in its 

shadow." 

      "And that means real living," said Heather, looking Nicolai in the eye. "It means 

intimate living. Economics is an intimate thing. No one stands alone. We either work 

together and support one another in developing our individual potential, or else we die 

together." 



      "This goes for science, too," said Nicolai to Heather. He turned towards Tony. 

"There are two types of science in the world. One is real science, which is becoming 

increasingly rare. The other is empire science, which rules the minds of society." He 

turned back to Sylvia. "Empire science is a funny game. It works in mysterious ways. For 

example, when empire decides that the sky is green and the grass blue, it becomes the 

task of Royal Science to prove that this is so. This is really how it works. Whoever fails 

to comply is a bad scientist and looses status and funding, which is passed on to whoever 

is willing. Individuals with the greatest personal needs tend to become the most eager 

servants, and the empire is given what it wants. 'Lola gets what she wants.' The empire 

wants the coming Ice Age hidden, so the little servants scurry about and invent the global 

warming lye, and cry, the sky is falling. Under this lye they demand the most extreme 

sacrifices to 'save the earth,' all nicely tailored into processes the enriches is coffers. The 

real scientist simply laughs at the farce. He simply points to the magnetic compass that 

has guided ships for twelve centuries. The compass is proof of the Electric Universe. The 

compass aligns itself with the Earth's magnetic field and points to the magnetic North. 

Since magnetism is the outcome of the flow of electric currents, vast streams of electric 

currents need to be constantly flowing in the Earth and in the Sun to generate their 

enormous magnetic fields. We live in an electric Universe because magnetic phenomena 

are visible everywhere. The Sun is vastly influenced by the electric conditions 

surrounding it, so much so that its magnetic field flips in eleven-year cycles, the famous 

sunspot cycles, which in turn affect the Earth's climate. When these cycles are getting 

weaker, the Earth gets colder. The influence is so dramatic that the Earth suffered the 

Little Ice Age a few hundred years ago when the cycles were so weak that almost no 

sunspots were observed for nearly three decades. Our climate is determined by what 

affects the Sun. The little stooges of empire can lye about this till the cows come home, 

but they can't change the Universe with their lies." 

      "That is why they have changed their tune," said Tony. "Since they cannot hide the 

fact that the Earth has been getting colder for almost a decade now, and the moderating 

influence of the greenhouse effect is getting weaker, they have changed the name of their 

tune from 'Global Warming' to 'Climate Change,' while their draconian demands on the 

nations to commit economic suicide remain the same." Tony began to laugh. 

      "Don't laugh," said Nicolai. "The real scientific community is no longer laughing. 

Committing economic suicide is not a laughing manner, especially now that the entire 

world is being forced politically to do the same. Real science is fighting back. More than 

30,000 scientists from all over the world, have signed the Oregon truth Project that stands 

in opposition to the lies of empire. But will they succeed? The Flat Earth Society owns all 

the media." 

      "I see no indication that anything will change," said Tony. "Our government, 

which has become and agent of empire with a commitment to destroy our nation, will 

likely ram its 'Carbon Cap and Credit' trading law through the Congress and the Senate 

before long, just as they did with the law for burning food as motor fuel. I think they want 

us all dead so that they will have the planet for themselves when the next Ice Age cycle 

begins." 



      "We've been given eleven millennia to build ourselves up to the task of facing the 

coming Ice Age climate," said Nicolai. "Now it's becoming exam time. In my book that 

means, action, decisive action, powerful action, the kind of action that enables us to face 

the coming Ice Age and say to it: Where is they sting?" 

      He turned to Heather. "That, Heather, is economics," he said. "But will we pass the 

exam? That is the question that interests me. If we confidently answer, Yes, based on 

what we do and are capable of doing, then we might be qualified to pass the exam and get 

through this challenge alive. The means can be developed by utilizing the principles of 

economics. I see no evidence for this happening. I see mankind walking in darkness at 

the edge of a precipice. The sooner this condition is healed, the greater are our chances 

for survival. And it can be healed. Survival is possible, because we are not facing a lack 

of physical resources. We are only facing a lack of development of our humanity." 

      Tony laughed again. "We are 300 million people in America who have hired 600 

people to transact our affairs according to law, who have thrown the law away and joined 

the ranks of the enemy and are now destroying our nation for their new masters while we 

pay the bill and find ourselves unable to fire them. How is it possible that 300 million are 

unable to dismiss 600 employees who have become traitors? We should have our heads 

examined. It is us, who need this healing, and we need it badly, or else we won't make it 

to even get to the Ice Age." 

      "Are you saying that without this healing there is no survival possible?" interjected 

Sylvia, speaking with a note of astonishment. 

      Nicolai said that this was a good question that everyone should consider for 

himself or herself. "Is it possible to create the political environment for survival, and then 

to build the vast infrastructures that are needed, which cannot be created without a highly 

developed platform of economics?" 

      "The answer cannot be, Yes, for as long as we live in the face of empire," said 

Heather. "Empire is the enemy. It is the only enemy mankind has. It is the enemy in its 

midst. This has been my personal experience. That's not a theory. But can we flush 

empire out of the human system?" 

      "The answer cannot be, No," said Ross. "If we say, No, then we have already lost. 

We then forfeit our future. This leaves us only one option. The option is, to let go of 

empire, to shut it down, to put it into the toilette and flush it down the drain, to purge it 

from our thinking and acting. If we are prepared to do this then we can answer, Yes!" 

      Nicolai nodded and smiled. "The Warming Earth Society may well be able to 

impress most of humanity with its lies," said Nicolai, "but it's lying won't alter the 

astrophysical facts that determine the Earth's future climate. And that is where the curse 

of empire begins. The curse of empire is its lye, and its lye will break its back. It will 

flush itself out of existence. It spews out lies about manmade green house gases that it 

says threaten a catastrophe of global overheating. But 97% of the greenhouse effect is 

caused by water vapor that is enormously effected by what happens in the galaxy. The 



carbon gases that the empire lies about add only 3% of the total, and of that the man-

made contribution amounts to only 5% at the very most. And that's too minuscule to be 

even measurable, in comparison with the galactic influences that are large and always 

changing. The Ice Age cycles are one of the resulting, unavoidable cyclical effects. The 

truth is not unknown that the Earth has been in an extended Ice Age for two million 

years. Its scientific name is the Pleistocene Ice Age Epoch. The epoch's glaciation gets 

interrupted periodically, with warm periods as we one have now. And this is also known. 

It is further knowable that the current interglacial period has run its course and is ending. 

Our climate is presently in the transition zone to getting back to normal. Normal means, 

that Ice Age glaciation is the predominant state of our planet. The brief spells of warmer 

climates that interrupt the glaciation are the anomaly. This means we have to become an 

Ice Age Truth Society. Let's pile up Truth to bury the empire. In a remote sense we have 

been that all along by which the global warming doctrine was interjected to disrupt it. We 

have already done this with our growing intimacy with the Universe. People have been 

searching to discover the cause of the Ice Ages since the mid-1800s. It was around this 

time when it was discovered that the eccentricity of the Earth's orbit around the Sun is 

shifting back and forth by about ten million kilometers in roughly 100,000-year cycles. It 

was thought that this causes the Ice Ages. Some time later three other major astrophysical 

cycles were discovered with a duration of 43,000 years, 26,000 years, and 22,000 years. 

The famous mathematician Milutin Milankovitch added these to the 100,000-year cycle 

to further explain the Ice Age cycles. So, we've been at this for a long time already. But 

these are merely baby steps, which reflect not the actual cause, but a side effect of it. And 

nobody has so far seriously considered how we get through a hundred-thousand-year 

deep freeze with the global agriculture failing, which is barely sufficient now, mostly 

because it is badly managed. If we blow this one chance that we still have to prepare 

ourselves for the coming cold climate, human civilization as we know it will be lost, 

gone, and be forgotten. The challenge that we face is that serious, folks." 

      "We either win this one together, or no one will," interjected Sylvia. 

      Sylvia had come with us. She rarely does for 'diplomatic' business. But this one 

was special. Nicolai had sort of summoned us. Fred didn't even complain about having to 

find backup personnel. Ross had come, too. Sylvia wore a dark blue dress, and I, of 

course, wore the standard pinstriped suit. Ross merely wore a sports jacket, no tie, as 

though he was on his way to teach a class in nuclear physics. 

      "We won't get rid of the global warming hoax for as long as the Big Bang 

Cosmology rules," said Ross. "The rulers of empire need the Big Bang nonsense because 

it breaks up the whole cosmos into isolated little planets and suns which are bound 

together only by gravity, the weakest force of them all. They need the Sun isolated, and 

the Earth isolated from it, so that human activity is the only factor they can blame for our 

climate changes. They need this in order to be able to stop out human development, thus 

to prevent another renaissance that would end the rule of empire forever. The Big Bang 

theory is the cancer in science that is killing mankind." 

      "The Big Bang is a lot of hot air," said Nicolai. "Do you want me to demonstrate 

it?" 



      "What did you have to eat before you came here?" Heather interjected and smiled. 

"You don't have to demonstrated it, but I do hope that the masters of empire will let the 

Big Bang go with a bang and blow the door open for science to explore the plasma 

Universe, which is far more interesting any Big Bang ever could be. Plasma makes the 

Universe an intimate place." 

      "Actually the Big Bang theory explains nothing at all," I interjected. "It suggests a 

primordial explosion that created and expanded the Universe. But where did the principle 

come from that caused it? Did the principle come first? Then the principle would be 

without its expression, and so it wouldn't exist. But the Universe does exist. Since the 

principle and its expression are one, they both existed forever in a constantly self-

developing fashion. One might say that a wind of change swept the Universe and change 

happened spontaneously. The Physicist David Bohm once described the visible Universe 

as but ripples on a vast sea of latent energy. And we are all part of this ever-changing 

pattern of universal rhythms. Life is a step in its unfolding. Mankind is another step in its 

unfolding. Love is still another step. And so, the more we know, the more intimate will 

we become with ourselves and one-another. The galaxies and clusters and clusters of 

galaxies aren't rushing away from each other, but are bound in a continuum that has no 

beginning in terms of a beginning, before which there was nothing." 

      "It's the same with economics," said Heather. "There is one principle and one 

expression, and the outcome is a vast development of good. Now, we've scrapped the 

principle of economics almost everywhere, and the outcome is a big zero. Nothing works. 

Living becomes a pain. Wars happen." 

      "That is the reason why we have to get ourselves moving again, scientifically, like 

Steve did," I said to Nicolai, and us all. "We have to be at the leading edge and bring 

humanity up behind us. Nothing less will do. We have to act with our highest perception 

and literally change the world. That is what's required." 

      Tony, who overheard my words of wisdom to Nicolai, simply laughed. "Didn't I 

hear this before?" he said and grinned. "Didn't you tell me the very same thing a dozen 

years ago at the Sand Castle, on the morning when Heather walked out on us? You spoke 

those fancy words then, about scientific principles, about leading edge perceptions, about 

taking the lead, but your bus got stuck even then, and it has remained stuck, hasn't it? 

You never really got it moving again? Not even the party on the rooftop is as lively 

anymore than it was. Sure, I agree that we have to get the bus moving again, but how?" 

      "This, my friend, is what I am trying to figure out," I said to Tony. 

      "Figure out?" Tony repeated, in a sarcastic tone. "You need to get back to the 

driver’s seat. That's what you should do, for starters. Just do something, and do it right 

for once." 

      I just shook my head. 

      "Oh, is it too hopeless?" Tony replied. "Nobody is responding to us anymore? 

Who wants to be on a bus that is stuck, Pete?" 



       I didn't answer him. 

       "The world has need of us, hah!" Tony said sharply and laughed sarcastically. "I 

think it is the other way around," he added. "Do you remember our time in Venice? You 

had something to give to the world, then. Where is the fire now, Pete?" 

      Ross agreed with Tony. "In those days we had a tremendous response," he said to 

Nicolai. 

      "That's just the point," I argued back. "The principle that was involved is still 

valid. It will always be valid. Nobody owns it. Universal unity is as valid as the Sun that 

is always shining. We can choose to go out into the sunshine and enjoy a richer life, or 

we can isolate ourselves from this principle and pretend that it doesn't exist in the real 

world, as we seem to have done. And unity does begin with intimacy, and this means 

digging down to whatever is actually real. No Big Bangs, no miracles, just science 

looking for reality. Once we find it, we will find that we all live on a lateral plane. And if 

we want the world to be brighter, we simply have to make it so." 

      "If empire impedes us, lets heal ourselves of this cancer," Heather interjected. 

"Let's clear the landscape. But what about us? We sometimes behave a lot like mini 

empires. Maybe the principle of intimacy is an impetus for clearing the landscape. What 

stands in the way, should be let go." 

 

      It seemed that we weren't talking to Nicolai anymore. 

      I suggested to Tony that he was wrong. "The bus didn't get stuck when Heather 

walked out. The bus got stuck the day I came back from Russia. It got stuck when my 

affair with Anton had failed and Steve and Ushi had moved away." 

      I said to Ross that I had held on to the little that has been accomplished in 

Moscow, but didn't go further with it out of fear that even this would go away. 

      "Including Heather?" Ross asked. 

      I replied with a nod. 

      "Is she that precious to you?" Ross inquired. 

      "She is all I have left of what was built up in those days. The intimacy, the little 

there was, is all gone. There isn't enough remaining for building anything on, much less 

the kind of movements that are needed to change the world." 

      "There has never been enough there!" Ross corrected me. 

      "It's like you said," Nicolai replied who had overheard all of this. "You can choose 

to isolate yourself from the real world and wrap yourself up with dreams where nothing is 



real and nothing is moving you ahead, or you can take the faint spark that you still have 

remaining in your heart, and use that spark to light a fire so that humanity will discover 

its riches. What you evidently had discovered was a touch of great riches. Even a spark 

must have seemed like a miracle. But you forgot the principle of economics. A spark is 

nothing if it doesn't create a renaissance." 

      Deep down inside me I knew that he was totally right. 

      "Isn't that also the fate of our country?" Sylvia interjected. "Our country was born 

on the spark of the universal commitment of the nation, to promote the general welfare of 

all. But this spark has been attacked so many times, there is little life left in it. The 

constitution is dead. The heart of America is dead. We have a President and Vice 

President who lye, steal, and rape the nation with terror, who make war, destroy the 

economy, and have committed so many crimes in our name that our language has no 

terms to adequately describe the criminality." 

      "Get rid of the men," said Nicolai. 

      "We can't," said Heather. "Our country has cancer, and that cancer boils down to 

just two men. Those two have already millions of dead corpses to their credit and the 

destruction of our country, and several other countries around the world, but we can't get 

rid of them. The road is blocked. We cannot get them out of their seat of power. We 

cannot heal ourselves of that cancer. Maybe we have a rotten Constitution, Nicolai, which 

makes it too hard for us to unseat them." 

      "No, you have a good Constitution," said Nicolai to Heather. "It raises the bar for 

you. If the nation becomes intimate with itself in what its stands for, nothing in the world 

can hinder its self-determination. You are only impotent, because your people are all 

isolated from one another. That is the cause for which the Soviet Union fell. The Soviet 

Union had no nation standing behind it. The Union had become a club of complainers, 

not builders. America may fall for the same reason. It is already falling. Just look into 

your streets. Look at the homeless. An intimate society cannot have homeless. America is 

far from being an intimate society. In Russia, America has become regarded as a joke. 

You have a criminal running the country and nobody cares to step in to correct the 

situation. Your Congress won't act, because it's owned by the empire. So, why don't you 

get rid of the empire? In an intimate society empire cannot rule. That would free your 

Congress to act. If we had built a platform for intimacy across the Soviet Union, the 

Union would still stand, and stand taller than ever before. The Soviet Union fell in what 

might be described as a mental Ice Age environment. America is its mirror image. So, 

don't blame your Constitution, blame yourself. Blame your lack of intimacy as a nation." 

      Heather almost had tears in her eyes when Nicolai said these things, but then she 

smiled. "We lost our country when we let go of our industries," said Heather. "That's 

when it started. My husband had been a process engineer in a steel mill. They shut the 

mill down. We lost everything we had, and finally our marriage too when the stress 

became too great." 



      "They did the same in science," said Ross. "Science exists mainly to rubber stamp 

imperial policy." 

      "It won't be easy to get real science back," I added. 

      "Unless we pull out all the stops," said Sylvia. 

      "If intimacy is the principle we should be fast learners," said Heather and smiled. 

She looked at me. "We had experience once along this road." 

      "In this case, let's get back to it," said Nicolai. "But let's raise the bar. Let's take a 

five-day trip to Smoky Mountain. I hear they have a great network of trails there. It will 

be three days of tough hiking. Are you up to it? We can rent the camping gear." 

 

      We made plans until our meals were being served. 

      "The blackened steak, Sir," the waiter said as her served us. 

      "Did you ordered this?" Heather asked Nicolai. 

      "It is customary for the host to supply the meal. It also a challenge under the 

principle of intimacy," Nicolai replied. He turned to Tony. "It's pepper steak, Tony. They 

make it as fine here as it gets." 

      "The blackened steak, Sir," the waiter said as he served Tony. 

      "The wine is red, a Cabernet Sauvignon," said Nicolai as the waiter opened the 

bottle. 

  



Chapter 6 - Soul, Truth, and Love  
 

       Long before the meal was concluded, the fading daylight became intermixed of 

with a thousand tiny lights mounted in the trees outside the large window-wall. Candles 

augmented the dim and cozy atmosphere of the restaurant. It gave Ray's at the River a 

private mood. The stakes were followed up in due time with dessert, Vanilla Caramel, 

more drinks, and more conversation. The conversation became more inward oriented. 

      Nicolai picked up a napkin and began to draw on it. "We face the greatest 

challenge of all times, to heal mankind while there is time to do so. Before I left Russia, a 

friend from Germany gave me three keywords for the Sublime. She said that these three 

keywords had actually been developed into a single complex in America, more than a 

century ago. She said that on these three hang civilization. If we let go of them, 

civilization is lost. If we move with them the healing of mankind is within reach. She 

didn't say how this would be. She just gave me the keywords. She said I needed to 

develop them in my own way. The three keywords that she gave me are, Soul, Truth, and 

Love." He wrote the words down. 

      "Now what is this supposed to mean?" said Tony. 

      "All right, let me hear suggestions," said Nicolai. "Give me synonymous terms for 

Soul." 

      "Heart," said Tony. "If I do something with the utmost devotion to the task, I do it 

with my heart and soul. If I understand something with my whole heart, nothing can 

overturn this understanding." 

      Nicolai wrote the term down beside the keyword, Soul. "Anything else? Anyone?" 

he said and looked up. 

      "Intimacy," said Heather, turning to Nicolai. "If I look you in the eye, I see behind 

it a beautiful soul, a heart aglow with wonderful qualities that appear so real that one can 

almost touch them." 

      Nicolai smiled and wrote the word intimacy beside the word heart. He looked up. 

"Is this all?" He looked at me. "There is one more, Peter. What is Anton struggling with?" 

      "This has to be sovereignty," I replied. 

      Nicolai nodded. "Anton was raped by three uncles and also sort of by her mother. 

She knows what it is like to live without sovereignty. Being raped, rips one’s soul out, 

and more so if one is a child and the thing goes on for years." 

      I raised my hand. "Say no more," I said. "She told me. She doesn't know how to 

get her sovereignty back." 



      "Sovereignty prevents rape. This means she was doubly raped," said Nicolai. "And 

that is what the uncles of empire want to do to all of Europe with the Lisbon treaty. The 

treaty is designed to create a World State Empire in Europe without sovereignty for any 

nation so that the nations can be raped at will by the uncles of empire. The goal is to 

eradicate the very principle of the sovereign nation state, to eradicate the national 

parliaments, the national constitutions, and democracy itself. The treaty is designed to do 

to Europe what Anton's family did to her, and to do it without recourse. The treaty may 

fail in Ireland, and in Anton's case the uncles didn't fail in their destruction of a person's 

sovereignty. Anton has been struggling with this ever since I've known her. She wants to 

marry me, but she is afraid of loosing her sovereignty again." 

      "This means that she never really found it," said Sylvia. "If one understands one’s 

sovereignty with all one’s heart and soul, one won't be afraid of loosing it, because then it 

cannot really be lost." 

      "So you see, there is a lot attached to the keyword, Soul," said Nicolai. "But the 

big thing is that you cannot have one without the others. Soul, heart, intimacy, and 

sovereignty all flow together into one, and the keyword, Soul, as a capital term covers 

them all." He turned to Heather. "If you loose your intimacy with yourself you loose your 

sovereignty, and vice versa. But there are also opposites. Sovereignty prevents rape. 

What are the others." 

      "Intimacy prevents fascism," said Heather. "That is why the Dictator State 

dehumanizes and terrorizes everything. Blocking society's intimacy enables the general 

acceptance of fascism." 

      Nicolai nodded and wrote fascism under intimacy, and rape under sovereignty. 

"What blocks the heart?" he said. 

      "Hate blocks the heart," said Ross. "But hate is prevented by spiritual and 

scientific awareness." 

      Nicolai wrote, hate, under heart. "And what is the opposite of Soul? What does 

Soul prevent from gaining a foothold?" 

      "Soul prevents Zion," said Tony. "Doesn't everybody know this. Zion is the term 

for inner emptiness." 

      Nicolai wrote the word Zion under Soul. "All right, let's do the same for my 

friend's second keyword, Truth. You know the pattern. I want to hear three synonymous 

terms in the same sort of order so that they can be interrelated. So, what's synonymous 

with Truth." He looked at Heather. "You should know that," he said. 

      "I would say, economy, honesty, and integrity. All of these qualities express Truth. 

What do you think?" said Heather. 

      "What I think is not important right now. I'm just the scribe. This is your 

exploration," said Nicolai. "But do the three terms match the above?" 



      Heather changed the sequence. "Honesty goes with heart," she said, and economy 

with intimacy. Integrity reflects sovereignty. That's a good match." 

      Nicolai wrote the words down. He turned to Ross. "Give me their opposite." 

      Ross smiled. "Under Truth write lies," he said to Nicolai. "Under honesty write 

property. Under economy write profiteering. And under Integrity, write deceit." 

      Nicolai wrote the words down. "That's interesting," he said. "You are correlating 

Zion with a lie, hate with property, fascism with profiteering, and rape with deceit. That's 

interesting. How about the third keyword, Love?" He looked at me. 

     "Write generosity under heart and honesty," I said to him, "and write healing under 

intimacy and economy, and for the third one write freedom under sovereignty and 

integrity. I don't think we can speak of love without it being expressed in generosity, 

healing, and freedom." 

     Nicolai nodded. He turned to Heather. "What about their opposite? What do these 

qualities block or prevent?" 

     "Love prevents empire," she said cautiously. "In this case Zion, the lie, and the 

empire are all related. This means that they all must be blocked together, or else we won't 

get rid of either one." She pointed to Tony. 

     "The opposite of generosity is poverty," said Tony, "because generosity prevents 

poverty. And that puts poverty into the context with hate and property. That's 

interesting," he said and pointed to me. 

     "Put injury under healing," I said to Nicolai. "Healing prevents injury. And that 

puts injury into the same category as fascism and profiteering. Yes, that's interesting. It 

means that we have to deal with all three, or else we'll get nowhere." I pointed to Sylvia. 

     "That's easy," she said. "Write imprisonment under freedom, because freedom 

makes imprisonment impossible. And that puts imprisonment into the same category with 

rape and deceit. That's interesting indeed." 

     "There should be a forth keyword," said Ross. "There has to be something there 

that represents the 'hell' on Earth." 

     Nicolai wrote down, 'Hell on Earth' as another keyword. "Can you define it?" He 

said to Ross. "What should its attributes be?" 

     "We have already defined them," said Sylvia. "These are the attributes that we have 

written underneath all the attributes of the keywords. These are the elements of our 'Hell 

on Earth,' which the attributes of our Sublime keywords block and eradicate. We have 

taken them out of the hell so that they can be scientifically dealt with in conjunction with 

the powers that can block them. Nothing more is needed. The task that Nicolai has put 

before us is complete." 



      Nicolai nodded and signaled the waiter. He handed him the napkin. "Do you have 

a copier in the office? Could you make me five copies please?" 

      The waiter wore a big smile when he returned a few minutes later. He handed the 

napkin back to Nicolai with an addition he made on the napkin in his own handwriting, 

which appeared also on all the copies. Beside the keyword, Love, he wrote, "Love is 

omnipotence." Beside Truth he wrote, "Truth is omniscience." And beside, Soul, he 

wrote, "Soul is omnipresence. Beside, Hell on Earth, he wrote, an opportunity for 

scientific omni-action." 

      Nicolai looked at the addition, nodded and smiled. "That's interesting," he said as 

he gave us a copy each. 

      "And will there be anything else?" said the waiter to Nicolai. 

      "Oh yes, hot chocolate as a nightcap for everyone," said Nicolai and handed the 

waiter a credit card. "Please put it all on that, and add yourself a tip as well. I leave the 

amount to you." 

      The hot chocolate promptly came, and so did the bill for Nicolai to sign. The tip 

the waiter had assigned to himself was not excessive. 

      "What would you have done if he had charged you twenty percent for a tip?" asked 

Heather. 

      Nicolai smiled. "This never entered my mind. When he served the steak he 

addressed me as, Sir. When he asked if there would there be anything else, he omitted the 

Sir. He spoke like a human being, and so, I treated him as one. A healing had taken place 

that made this possible." 

       

 

      We were late getting back to the hotel that night. As Nicolai had promised we 

were off the next morning for the long four-hour drive to Smoky Mountain National 

Park. We decided not to go camping. There were plenty hotels in Getunburg. That's 

where we stayed for the entire duration, but we loved the trails nevertheless. 

      The trail that we liked, started at the highest point, the lookout point called 

Clingmans Dome. The Dome isn't a dome really, but a 54-foot observation tower at 6,643 

feet. It is accessible by car, of course, except for a steep half-mile trail to the top. That is 

where the Appalachian Trail crosses at the highest point of its 2,144-mile length. We 

came both for the hiking and the view. They say on a clear day, one can see 100 miles in 

every direction, across seven states.  But there wasn't a clear day among the few days we 

had. We had to be happy with a viewing distances of only 25 miles. But what did this 

matter? We were hiking on top of the world. The trail followed the crest line of what 

seemed to be the Continental Divide as far as we could tell. It provided for a tour into the 



wild open, scenic, pastoral, landscapes of the Appalachian Mountains. We were in 

forests, in open spaces, at times high above the clouds, sometimes at the edge of a 

precipice. 

      "We have three days on the mountain," said Nicolai in the car. "We have three 

keywords to explore, and three columns of their attributes. We explored the model last 

night that holds them all together. Now we have time to explore the details." 

      The exploration began that very evening. We all stood together on the observation 

platform of the tower on Clingmans Dome, watching the sunset. Right in the midst of the 

peace of the gentle evening Nicolai reminded us that we hadn't come for a holiday, but 

had come in response to what appears to be the gravest situation in the history of the 

world, a situation that needs a thorough exploration. "The world needs our help," he said. 

"It needs the help of everyone who calls himself a scientific pioneer, who is able to stand 

at the top of the world and is able to see what few people ever bother to look at. As 

scientists we are mountaineers. We stand in the sun, defy the weather, brave the winds. 

Few people do this, or even care to do this. They live in their small house, with their 

small concerns. They say what I can't see won't hurt me, and so they take no interest in 

protecting themselves. Germany was destroyed that way. Hitler wrote is famous book, 

'Mein Kampf,' which means, 'My Fight,' or more correctly, 'My Project.' He spelled out in 

this book his policy of intention. The writing wasn't just on the wall, written with almost-

invisible ink. It was printed in black and white and mass-produced. But tragically, few 

people stood in his way when the madman was set up by the Illuminate Empire to 

become the 'king-pin' for creating their coveted World State Empire of Europe. They saw 

in him the little fool whom they aimed to control. They failed to do so. But the German 

people saw even less. His dream was to steal all the lands of Europe and build an empire 

with the force of raw power. He should have been stopped in his tracks, but he wasn't. If 

the people would have stood on the mountain top like we do, he would have been 

stopped. He wasn't stopped, because people lived with the nose to the ground. Germany 

was being raped by the Versailles Treaty, and then they were raped again by Hitler's 

sophistry and by the money flowing into his coffers from the Illuminati Empire. World 

War II was started in 1933, not 1939 when the first bullets started to fly. The world is 

standing once again at the 1933-type precipice and nobody can even see it, or dares to 

look at it. The writings have all been written. The ink is black on white. The policy of 

intention of the Illuminati Empire is known to every man woman and child. It spells out a 

horror infinitely greater than what Hitler dreamed of. It spells out a future so radically 

unrelated to human living that most people close their mind to it, just as they did in 1933. 

And so the doors remain open for this unimaginable future to unfold. 

      "We are standing in the sunset today," Nicolai concluded his little speech. "What 

remains for us to decide, is whether the sunset is going to be the prelude for the coming 

night, or the prelude for the dawn of a new day. We have the power to decide that there 

shall be no night there in which civilization would likely be lost forever. But will we step 

up to the plate? This is the question." 

 



      Nicolai's little speech had the effect of pouring a cold chill over the happy 

atmosphere at the end of a long journey. We had stopped twice on the way to the park, 

once for lunch and once for an ice cream cone. Finding a nice Motel turned out to be not 

a problem. Everything had gone our way. We even had enough time left to drive to the 

top for the sunset. Nicolai sensed the effect of the shock he had caused, so he said 

nothing more on the subject, not over dinner, nor in the morning over breakfast. He didn't 

touch the subject again until we were on the trail. Of course we all expected it. After all, 

that is why we were there.     

      "The empire is in a crisis," said Nicolai after we were fifteen minutes away from 

the parking lot. "Last July the empire's global financial system started to unravel. It 

wasn't unexpected for those who had eyes to see. Nor is the empire ruled by blind men. 

The unfolding crisis forced then to accelerate their program to consolidate the world 

domination that they know they must achieve in order to survive. The timing of the 

unfolding crisis might not have been expected by them, because it was caused largely by 

their own madness in the financial games they forced upon the world. The accelerated 

timing forced them into a type of end game before they were ready for it. Now they are 

desperate for winning to avoid losing everything. The situation is that critical for them. 

Their desperate effort to ram the Lisbon Treaty through in the parliaments across Europe 

must be seen in this light. But they are loosing control. Their financial foundation is 

crumbling under their feet. As soon as that began, they hastily reached out to start a big 

war that we might not have survived, but that failed too. It was spoiled by American 

patriots. On the financial front they face LaRouche's call to the nations to take their 

currencies back and put the entire, already bankrupt, imperial monetarism through a 

bankruptcy process to save the nations and the chartered banks, but not the gambling 

houses that are also called banks. And now, their last straw, the Lisbon Treaty, their most 

desperate effort to consolidate a World State Empire, is in trouble. It may be rejected. 

That is the light in which you need to look at the oil price increase in the empire-

controlled speculative system, from $50 to almost $150 per barrel, which occurred in that 

critical timeframe, and the even larger increases in the price for basic foods. With the 

empire fast loosing control on so many of their vital fronts, their end game becomes 

evermore paramount for them as their last hope to save themselves. And that my friends, 

looks ugly for us, because there are far too few people opposing them on this front, which 

makes it critical for us to block them, because nobody can survive their policy of 

intention. Their policy of intention is, and they have stated this many times in many 

ways, printed in black and white, to depopulate the planet to less than one billion people. 

With their end game unfolding, their policy of intention is in the beginning stages of 

being implemented." 

      Well, Nicolai, succeeded once again in delivering another shock, because nobody 

spoke after that. It took half an hour at least before Sylvia broke the silence. "I never 

heard of any attempts being made to start a big war that we might not have survived," 

said Sylvia quietly to Ross. 

      "Oh, you would have read about it in the papers if the plan had succeeded," said 

Ross. "Of course you can't expect to read about secret operations in the newspapers 

before they happen, and even then you only get told a bunch of lies. But LaRouche 



warned strongly all they way through July last year, urging the immediate impeachment 

of the war makers. But nobody acted. The empire had blocked the impeachment process. 

The military buildup against Iran went into high gear. Then the word came out near the 

end of August, first from Britain, from the home ground of the empire. An 80-page report 

was released that America has the military might in place to wipe Iraq off the map in 

three hours, or in three days at the most. It said, everything was in place, waiting only for 

the President's command. The very next day the President made a speech before a high 

level foundation in America, saying that, because of Iran's refusal to dance to the empire's 

dictate, the Middle east is now in the throws of a nuclear holocaust. The following day a 

B-52 bomber had 12 long-range stealth cruise missiles mounted under its wings at Minot 

Air Force Base, six of then fully armed with nuclear warheads with the combined 

potential of 90 Hiroshima fires in destructive force. The bomber was flown to Barksdale 

Air Force Base the next day, which it's the strategic jump-off base for bombing runs into 

the Middle East. The next day LaRouche delivered a radio address to the nation, 

appealing to people's patriotism and for society to step away from partisan politics to 

save the nation. He spoke in the context of the financial crisis that is always driving the 

strategic crisis. He never mentioned the B-52 affair. But somehow the message was 

understood. The B-52 was blocked. Five days later its appointment with Armageddon 

was called off. The official story is that it was all merely a mistake made by a few 

airmen. Of course, these things that violate dozens of interlocked regulations and 

safeguards in the extreme, don't happen by mistake. Sure, mistakes can happen, but not 

so many in a cascading fashion and all perfectly timed to huge political events. These 

things don't happen, unless they are ordered to happen." 

      "It shows how desperate the empire has become to advance its end game," said 

Nicolai. "Since patriotism had blocked their game on this round, they looked for the 

Lisbon Treaty to achieve at least a far flung open dictatorship across Europe as a prelude 

for the bigger games. But this too isn't going well. This is why they are so desperate now; 

why they are going all out in reaching for the throat of mankind with the few things they 

still control, which are the commodity markets. They are falling back to what they said 

from the beginning is their prime policy of intention for assuring their survival, the policy 

of depopulation. What is happening on this front is a clever imperial attempt to achieve 

mass-death by profiteering. As soon as the Lisbon Treaty was staring to falter, they 

launched this new madness to assure mass-genocide under the cover of profiteering. 

After all, anything is allowed in the name of profit. This is a lullaby that society has been 

put to sleep with for decades already. Now the killing has begun. 900 million are 

presently starving while the oil and food prices are driven up and up. There are food riots 

going on in 33 countries. But this is only the smallest part of the game of empire. Death 

by profiteering is only one of three elements that we identified according to our three 

keywords. The other two elements are death by injury, and death by fascism. The masters 

of empire are moving full steam ahead on these two fronts as well. What we are seeing 

now in the price-gauging arena is not a natural trend in demand and supply imbalance. 

The world hasn't changed ago enormously in so short a time to justify these vast 

increases. What we are seeing is an intentional process to cause depopulation by genocide 

on the full front. This is mass-murder on a gargantuan scale, all legally implemented for 

saving the empire. It is legal, because the empire now owns the law and society believes 

itself to be impotent in the face of it." 



      Nicolai stopped walking after he said this and put an arm around Sylvia. "We can 

block these games if we are of one mind," he said to her. "It only took a few people to 

block the B-52. We are enough right here in our group to change the world if we are of 

one mind - the mind of Intelligence - because by this the world will feel the substance of 

its own link to this universal Intelligence and become inspired by it to act accordingly. 

We are not impotent as human beings. No human being is impotent. Together we are a 

power that can change the world." 

      "If it is intentional, we can block it," said Sylvia. 

      "We can block it in any case," said Nicolai. "There is nothing we cannot do, if we 

put our mind to it. It is really the empire that is impotent on this issue. They made their 

intention known already half a century ago. But they failed to implement it. In 1951 the 

empire's great 'pacifist' Bertrand Russell wrote that war is not enough to achieve the goal 

of depopulation, that other means must be found. Some time later the empire's prince, 

Prince Philip, the Royal consort to the monarch of the British Empire began saying in 

many ways that he wants 80% of all people in the world eliminated. He wants them gone, 

killed, starved to death, ravished by diseases. He published in a foreword he wrote to a 

book, that if it were possible he would ask to be reincarnated as a particularly deadly 

virus in order to be able to effectively contribute to global depopulation. Since such a re-

incarnation is evidently not possible as everyone knows, he is in effect saying to the 

world: sorry folks we have to do this in some other way. And that is what we see being 

implemented by the policies of the empire that owns him as one of its top agents. It's the 

empire that wants 80% of the people of the world killed and is now pursuing its goal 

through death by injury, death by profiteering, and death by fascism. All of that is now on 

the fast track, but it will fail as it must, because no fundamental principle supports that 

kind of madness. And that is why it hasn't succeeded yet, and never will if we keep our 

heads held high and assure that those planes continue to be blocked." 

      "The prince speaks like Malthus once spoke," said Ross. "Except the policies he 

projects go far beyond anything the deadly hand of Malthus had ever caused to be 

implemented." 

      "Oh yes, we identified the princely process last night," said Nicolai. "The empire 

has moved far beyond Malthus, but so have we. The empire is presently implementing 

the model that we defined as the third category. They are not stupid. They know what 

principles support civilization, and how to undermine them to destroy it. But we know the 

model too. The empire aims to achieve the death of five billion people by means of 

implementing the counter-elements that we identified last night in our third category. 

This means inflicting death by injury, death by profiteering, and death by fascism. The 

process has already begun. But we identified the keyword-attributes of the Intelligence 

that powers the Universe. These aren't our keywords, as though we invented them. 

Nevertheless, we can use their attributes to block the empire's murderous project that 

goes far beyond Malthus. Malthus has failed, and so will the modern Mathusians fail. We 

will assure that, because we can see through their game and draw a line that they cannot 

cross." 



  



Chapter 7 - High Mountain Trails  
 

      We had planned for three rest stops that day, picnic stops actually. A Deli down 

the block from the motel had readymade snack packs advertised, made to order. All we 

had to do, was to oven the wrapping and eat. Rye bread, sausage, lettuce, whatever we 

had specified, everything was there. Juice, extra water, lots of water had been added. 

Water was said to be scarce at the crest on the high trail of the Continental Divide. The 

lack of water was made up by plenty of spectacular vistas. 

       We found a meadow of sorts for the first stop, with a ledge to sit down near the 

edge of a cliff where nothing was beneath our feet so it seemed that were precariously 

dangling over a wide-open space. A breeze of cold air came up from the forest below. 

      "Don't you love the fresh clean air?" said Heather. She closed her eyes and took a 

deep breath. 

      "I would be cautious if I was you," said Nicolai. "The air may not be as clean as 

you may think. The air around the entire world has been poisoned and may never come 

clean again, at least it won't be for a long time. The world has changed since the DU wars 

began. DU is uranium. When packed into bombs the uranium explodes on impact into a 

violent fire that vaporizes the stuff into radioactive dust that is smaller than light so that 

no eye can ever see it. The dust becomes invisible and becomes suspended in the air. 

When a DU bomb is dropped and explodes the uranium simply disappears as if it was 

taken out of the world. But it isn't taken out of the world. It becomes an invisible part of 

the air that people breathe. The radioactive stuff gets stuck in the lungs, causing cancers, 

and pollutes even the cells, right down to the reproductive cells, where its damage results 

in the most unspeakable birth defects. This invisible gas-like radioactive poison remains 

suspended in the environment forever and keeps on killing for billions of years. This 

means that the fresh air that you enjoy may not be clean air. In fact, it may be deadly air. 

Of course, it is more deadly not to breathe at all. Unfortunately, that's what we're stuck 

with for not acting soon enough to prevent this global pollution."  

      "I didn't know that," said Heather, trying to hold her breath, which she couldn't for 

long. "We can't just leave the planet. The planet is our home. That's all we've got. How 

can they poison the only place we have?" 

      "How can they?" Nicolai interrupted her. "That's easily answered. Their intention 

is to kill you. The DU wars intentional. The masters of empire knew exactly what they 

were doing when they packed 2.5 million kilograms of uranium into bombs and dropped 

then onto Iraq and Afghanistan. They knew that this amount is the equivalent amount of 

uranium that would be contained in 400,000 atom bombs. They expected large 

consequences to result from their poisoning of the world. They expected all of the kinds 

of horrors, cancers, and diseases that we now see. Except they expected much more of the 

same. They were disappointed not to get what they hoped for. They only got a ten-fold 

increase in diabetes from 30 million cases worldwide to 230 million cases. It has been 

suggested that they expected twenty times that many. They were even more disappointed 



by the number lung cancers that have so far resulted. They only achieved a six-fold 

increase in the USA where such records are kept, rising from 175,000 new cases per year 

to 172,000 new cases over just two months. I have been told they also were disappointed 

that the global presence of radioactive dust in the atmosphere didn't have radically 

mutating effects on airborne viruses. They expected a great variety of new infectious 

diseases to result, such as the bird flu. The bird flu was expected, since the birds live in 

the air, but they expected more of the kind. They also expected a greater debilitating 

effect on insects and bees, and also on plants, such as the emergence of new types of 

wheat rust. Of course all of these things might yet happen." 

      Nicolai paused for a sip from his juice container. "This thing gets really ugly from 

here on," he said. "I've been told through links across the grape vine that the empire had 

demanded its various agencies to launch the Iraq and Afghanistan wars primarily as an 

experiment to explore what one can 'achieve' with the radioactive poisoning of the 

atmosphere. I was told that they had expected the poisoning effect would be more 

regionally contained, but at the same time be more widely spread at the local level. They 

expected it to be more tractable as a regional weapon. To get an idea what they mean 

with this, just picture in you mind a wide circle drawn around both Iraq and Afghanistan. 

These circles overlap across India and reach deep into China, central Asia, and Russia, 

and of course cover all the oil fields in the Middle East. They were disappointed that 

these regions didn't end up being largely disabled. This is the most likely reason why they 

now have a hundred-times larger dose of the poison put in place for the next war centered 

on Iran and North Korea. In this case the circles shift a bit, but their geographic coverage 

remains essentially the same. Or it might even be a bit wider. So the game gets evermore 

insane the more one looks behind the curtain, meaning that Iran is now set up to be 

destroyed as a convenient target to defeat Russia from the outside without attacking 

Russia directly. Doing this would also be blocking Russia from retaliating. Korea has 

been set up in the same manner to become the target for the destruction of China. We 

know that the empire has 65 million kilograms of uranium built into weapons pre-

positioned at its three Air Force bases in South Korea. If that is the pattern, there is 

probably ten times of that pre-positioned all around Iran. What's stockpiled at the three 

USAF basis in Korea is equivalent to the uranium content of ten million atom bombs, and 

in the Middle East there might be ten times more. All of that adds up to a huge time bomb 

in the empire's war against life itself. While this sounds insane to a normal person, it 

doesn't appear to be insane in the empire's mind, as is evident in the physical preparation 

for injuring the very principle of life itself. The result falls therefore into the category of 

death by injury. However, the empire says: that's not enough." 

      "Of course we can block this madness," said Ross. "If this chance didn't exist we 

wouldn't be here. The B-52 affair has been blocked, probably by quite a few patriotic 

elements working together." 

      "Much more than this remains still to be done," said Nicolai. "The empire won't 

end its war against mankind for as long as the empire exists. If we remain as complacent 

as we all have been for far too long the empire will take us all down into the grave to be 

joined by them. Where insanity rules no one is safe. We have to prevent this. Russia and 



America must join hands to end the age of empires, or else we'll be sharing a common 

grave." 

      When we continued our hike, Ross pointed out to Nicolai that America and Russia 

had joined hands on many occasions, or else neither nation would exist anymore. When 

America was in dire straits in the Civil War, Tsar Alexander II offered Lincoln the 

command of the Russian Navy to prevent the British from entering the war. The British 

were kept out thereby and the Union won. And when Russia was under attack by Hitler, 

America provided logistical support to Russia. In each case the common enemy was the 

British Empire that had arranged the conflicts. To block the impending injury of mankind 

we need to revitalize the principle of healing and that starts by finding our common 

ground as human beings." 

 

      "Aren't you forgetting something?" said Sylvia to Nicolai when we reached our 

next picnic spot. 

      Nicolai just laughed. "That's not possible," said Nicolai. "I am not your guru, 

instructor, teacher, or anything of the sort. We are all in this together. We all face the 

same threat, the same challenge, the same responsibility, as does every human being on 

this planet. I share what I know about the threat, the challenge, and the responsibility in 

the hope that we get something set up to build on. If you have a contribution to make, tell 

us about it." 

      "The process of causing death by injury appears to have another vital aspect to it 

that needs to be looked at here as a parallel process to the radioactive pollution of the 

atmosphere," said Sylvia. 

      "Are you referring to the genetic pollution of the world food supply?" Heather 

interjected. 

      Sylvia nodded. "Nicolai had mentioned this earlier, briefly, but I think he knows 

far more." 

      "Don't we all know far more about it already than we are willing to admit?" said 

Heather. "To admit this puts us to shame for not having done enough to heal the world of 

this madness. We know for example that the huge food cartels, which operate like 

empires, have created certain variety of grains with special characteristics, which they 

were able to register a patent for. We also know that these grains have been genetically 

engineered to cause infertile harvests, so that the farmer can no longer use his harvest as a 

source for seeds for the next crop, but has to buy them from the cartels. We know that 

this breaks the foundation that the entire world-food chain has been built on since the 

beginning of agriculture. We know all of this, but we don't do anything about it. Where 

then do we find the greater madness? When the cartels withhold their seeds, the entire 

grain harvest can be collapsed. We are insane to allow the cartels of the empire have that 

much power that can starve billions of people to death at will. Grains happen to be the 

world's number one food source. It something interrupts the grain harvests, billions will 



die. We have literally given the empire a weapon to kill us with. Tell me we are not 

insane?" 

      "We are not insane," said Nicolai. "That is why we are here." 

      "I see far greater dangers than those," said Sylvia. "I am a gardener, and as a 

gardener I know that cross-pollination happens on a far wider scale than we suspect. We 

know that these terminator seeds cross-pollinate into the wild grains and plants. Are we 

looking at a time bomb here?" 

      "I have asked the experts at home," said Nicolai. "They are scared, but nobody 

really knows. But they do know one thing, and they all agree on that, that we shouldn't 

tamper with the integrity of life that ripened to perfection over hundreds of millions of 

years. Sure, we have power over nature, should we used it? A single person with a single 

match can start a fire that can burn an entire forest to the ground. Fortunately, nobody is 

as insane yet to do this, but we are allowing this very thing to be done with our food 

supply, and potentially with the entire botanical world. There is a massive healing 

required, of this insanity. Re-engineering the botanical world is insanity. We have no idea 

how many Pandora boxes we allow to be built with these arrogant processes. Once they 

are beginning to break open, there is no stopping what comes out of them in terms of 

calamities. Some people in the intelligence community believe that the masters of empire 

do this madness on purpose as a part of their unyielding plan to eradicate over five billion 

people. The plan is officially called population reduction to a level below the one billion 

mark. They believe that a permanent feudal system can be maintained at this level of 

poverty. The intelligence community sees evidence for this in the empire's huge effort in 

building the Svalbard "Doomsday Seed Vault." 

      "The project is called the "Svalbard Global Seed Vault," Ross interjected. "It a 

seed bank built inside a mountain on Spitsbergen Island a thousand kilometers from the 

North Pole. Svalbard is one of the world's most remote spots, a barren rock in the Arctic 

Ocean ceded to Norway. The seed bank has blast-proof doors with motion sensors, 

airlocks, and walls made of steel-reinforced concrete one meter thick. The vault contains 

three million different varieties of natural seeds from the entire world so that crop 

diversity can be restored following a disaster. It has room for 50% more. The seeds will 

be specially wrapped to remain fertile for a century. There will be no full-time staff. The 

required temperature for the vault is passively maintained by the arctic climate inside the 

mountain in which it is located. This leaves one to wonder what kind of future the seed 

bank's sponsors foresee. What would threaten the already well-protected national seed 

banks around the world?" 

      "If this was a U.N. project controlled by all nations on the planet, I would hail the 

effort as an assurance for the future," said Heather. "But as a private effort, run by the 

same empire that produces the terminator seeds, it scares me. My former husband's dad 

was a farmer, who was ruined by these people. Their fascism destroyed our family. Now 

they are about to do the same thing to the family of mankind. It scares me to even think 

of it." 



      "It should scare you," said Nicolai. "My contacts in the intelligence community tell 

me that the arctic seed vault might be a part of the empire's biological warfare project for 

their war against mankind. The empire presently operates over 500 bio-labs with the 

mandate to develop new diseases that can be used for biological warfare, against which 

countermeasures can be applied to protect selected populations. It appears that the project 

isn't going too well, so that genetic engineering might be pursued as a backup option. It 

appears that tremendous 'progress' has already been made on the genetic front. Some 

varieties of corn, I was told, have been developed that excrete a germicidal substance to 

render the men in selected populations infertile for purposes of population control. But 

does anybody know what happens if this genetic mutation that is applied to the corn 

cross-pollinates into other plant species and is carried with the wind over long distances. 

This all by itself could wipe out over 80% of mankind, and it might become irreversible. 

Nor does anybody know what effects on the human body the genetic mutations have 

when the genetically mutilated plants are digested. In a study where rats, and those are 

hardy creatures that often live in sewers, were fed the standard commercially used 

genetically modified potatoes. The test subjects were found to have smaller livers, hearts, 

testicles and brains, and had damaged immune systems, and even showed structural 

changes in their white blood cells making them more vulnerable to infection and disease 

compared to other rats. And it got worse after that. Researchers found enlarged tissues 

and intestines; liver damage and a proliferation of stomach and intestines cells that 

suggest risks for future cancer. And all of this happened after 10 days of testing. Are we 

surprised that more and more health problems are erupting all over the world? The 

genetically mutilated foods saturate the global diet. Most foods sold in supermarket now 

contain genetically mutilated substances. Officially its called the Green Revolution, but 

in real terms it is an open-door policy to an early grave. In a study in Russia, pregnant 

rats were fed a diet of genetically modified soybeans. Half of their babies died in their 

first three weeks of life. That's six times the normal rate. Maybe the food-wars genocide 

of mankind has already begun. And those direct dangers are only a part of the food wars. 

The empire has also been exceedingly successful in modifying the soil microbes, most of 

which are essential to plant life. Again, that's a part of the Green Revolution, but in the 

background the genetic mutilation also developed antibiotic properties which continue to 

propagate even after the microbes die. We may be seeing another time bomb in the 

making here." 

      "The big question then is, do the masters of empire know that they are playing 

with potential time bombs in all of these areas?" said Heather. 

      Ross just laughed. "Of course they know. That's their game. What they dreamed 

off fifty years ago, reaching for ways to wipe out 80% of mankind, is now becoming 

possible. I would say the process has started." 

      "When one destroys the integrity of a well-developed complex system, one 

destroys the system," said Nicolai. "That's elementary. Even kids can understand this. 

Countless films have been shown in recent years how entire areas of the oceans can be 

devastated by over-fishing a single species that is a part of a large complex system. The 

empire merely applied the same process to destroying the integrity of the biological 

world that is our food supply system." 



      "How long will it take than for the time to hit us when people can no longer buy 

food at any price, or would even want to?" Sylvia interjected. 

      Nicolai smiled. "If we do our job, this question won't need to be answered. 

However, for the moment, with the masters of empire being as insane as they are, and 

mankind being as indifferent to their madness as it is, which is insanity in a different 

form, I would say the empire is succeeding. So the day may come. But we can also block 

the process and heal the world of this madness. Since nobody knows how far the game 

has already progressed in destroying the integrity of the natural system, I would say that 

an appropriate emphasis on the needed healing is absolutely essential. And the keyword 

here is Love. We identified death by injury as one of the challenges for healing as an 

attribute of love. Without this attribute of love, we cannot survive." 

      "As I recall we have listed integrity as an attribute of Truth," I said to Nicolai, but 

glancing at Heather. "We have put this attribute of Truth into the third category together 

with sovereignty as an attribute of Soul, and freedom as an attribute of Love. And I also 

think that the attack on the integrity of the natural system that we are a part of is as old as 

the hills. It's not a modern phenomenon. We have evidence of it happening already in the 

very earliest of biblical times. Only then it may have happened unintentionally. 

Nevertheless, it happened, and we still feel the consequences of it. In fact, the 

phenomenon of empire itself may have been a consequence of it." 

      "What on Earth are you talking about?" Heather interjected. 

      "I am talking about something that appears to have happened in the tri-river valley 

of Mesopotamia," I said to her. "It may have happened in the aftermath of the great flood, 

of which there were probably many in the early times during the interglacial optimum 

when we had rivers flowing in the Sahara. As the people were recovering from one of 

those floods, having been devastated, loosing everything they had, one of their spiritual 

leaders, perhaps a person like Abraham, might have counseled to move to higher ground, 

and not just physically, but also spiritually. He might have pointed out that the human 

being is something greater than a breeding machine or an animal that is limited to certain 

resources for its living. He might have suggested that the human being is a highly 

intelligent being and they therefore have the capacity to develop other resources for 

living that are more secure. He might have counseled them to let the old ways go, to cut 

them off, to start a more spiritual type of living, and he might have added that this would 

please God and would make them special to God. Except the leader appears to have 

created a grave problem with that approach. It appears that the people were not 

sufficiently spiritually minded to hear what the leader was really saying. They perceived 

themselves as material beings in search for spirituality, rather than as spiritual beings 

with the capacity to uplift their material surroundings with spiritual ideas. By perceiving 

themselves as material beings in search for spirituality they went into the opposite 

direction and sought spirituality by cutting away the most treasured aspects of their 

material existence as a sacrifice to their God. I believe this is how the practice of the 

circumcision started. As Nicolai pointed out, cutting away the foreskin of a man's penis 

turned his sexual dimension into a world without color. It takes away something that goes 

very deep and is a part of a much larger complex system. The resulting mutilating 



incision into the integrity of the human system evidently had large ripple effects in social 

relationships, sexual relationships, family relationships, even national relationships as the 

circumcision became a national trademark. It appears that the destroyed integrity of the 

human system caused some enormously ugly fascist reactions. The first victims of this 

trend of self-mutilating cultures were recorded in the Bible to have been viciously 

violent." 

      "Oh yes, I remember that story," Ross cut in. "I remember it well. It has always 

puzzled me why a spiritually minded people would commit such horrible atrocities as 

have been recorded. I remember the story of a family of twelve children. One of the girls 

fell in love with a man from another village were circumcision wasn't practiced. This so 

enraged some of her brothers that they went into that village and slaughtered all the males 

and ransacked the village. This wasn't the result of political conflict. This was sheer 

madness, caused by something much deeper. A deep breakdown of the integrity of 

something as complex as the human psychological system might have caused this, and is 

still having the same effect." 

      "Isn't this what the movie, Serenity, is all about?" said Heather. 

      Nicolai shrugged his shoulders. "I'm not familiar with that." 

      "It takes us five hundred years in the future," said Heather. "Serenity is the name 

of a spacecraft filled with a ragtag crew that makes a living by taking jobs of varying 

legality in the Outer Rim. The plot is a long story that takes us to a planet whose 

existence has been carefully stricken from the archives, and for good reason. The planet 

had been colonized, but being somewhat remote the people there had been subjected to 

an experiment to create better and more efficient human beings. They did some deep 

incision into the integrity of the people there, and the results were devastating. The last 

record that the people from the planet left behind indicated that most of the people lost all 

interest in living. They didn't come to work anymore. They stopped eating. They simply 

died. But a small group was inversely affected. They became immensely violent and went 

on rampages raiding other planets and killed and presumably consumed the killed people 

as food. Isn't this the same as what Ross has just been saying, except for the eating part? 

The movie is saying loud and clear that it is insane to mess with the integrity of a perfect 

design that developed over billions of years, trying to improve it. But this is what the 

circumcision is for." 

      "And the results are still being felt," said Ross. "Look at the 1948 Deir Yassen 

massacre that shaped the State of Israel into what it became, I see the same pattern there 

as I see in the biblical story. I see absolute brutality and depopulation. And again, the 

circumcision stands behind it. I see both reflected in the term Zion. The term had been 

defined long ago as emptiness and desolation. I couldn't understand the definition for a 

long time. Now I can. It reflects perfectly what Nicolai described as a world without 

color, without humanist color, without a basic sense of humanity. It pains me when I read 

about the holocaust in Palestine. Some say the Deir Yassen massacre hasn't yet ended 

after sixty years. And how can it end when the destruction of the human integrity at the 

deepest level continues to be maintained and even celebrated. The Israeli clergy now calls 



for an even greater massacre: an act akin to a service to God, to kill Palestinians. They 

call for the bombing of Palestinian cities, as if this wasn't done already. It should surprise 

no one that the Internet blogs are blaring about those many misdeeds attributed to the 

Zion mentality. The mutilated integrity that Zion represents stands firmly behind the 

Illuminati, the very center of the modern empire, with its vast reflections in national 

catastrophes from the war of 1812 to the very day, including the founding of all the 

counter cultures from communism to today's globalism and the Open-Society dogma. 

The Zion mentality that demands the deep destruction of human integrity also demands 

the elimination of protection against incursions from without under the Open Society 

doctrine, especially the destruction of the integrity of the farming system. This two-

pronged approach of destruction from within and without has always been central to the 

war of empire against mankind. It is the key element in H. G. Wells' cherished concept of 

a World-State Empire, perceived as a state without true human beings, except for the 

ruling elite. This is about as deep as one can drive the intended destruction of the 

integrity of the human system. I think this is the war we are facing, and the challenge we 

are facing. The Zion mentality now rules our governments, certainly the White House, 

the Congress, and the Senate. We have become a nation of disabled people ruled over by 

a brutal empire." 

      "No, we've become brutal ourselves," Tony interjected. "A disabled people tend to 

become that way. Look at the holocaust in Palestine, the holocaust in Iraq, the holocaust 

in Afghanistan, the ongoing holocausts in parts of Africa. War breeds holocausts." 

      "That's just the surface," Nicolai interjected. "Look at your own legislature." 

      "Yes, we have 300,000 people kicked out their home every month now, in 

California alone as the mortgage rates are jacked up," Tony agreed. "That's a holocaust 

too, protected by government. Nobody protects the people anymore. We loose our 

industries, but nobody protects the workers. We loose our hospitals, but nobody protects 

the sick. We burn our food, but nobody protects the hungry. Protection has become a 

crime almost." 

      Nicolai nodded. "You are looking in the right direction, but not far enough," he 

said. "The brutality that comes with the mutilation of the human system pervades 

everything. It rips apart the human bonds at the deepest levels, especially where the 

mutilation has been going on the longest, where it has gone on for so long that it has 

become tradition that nobody even remembers how it started, while it continues to tear 

the human fabric apart." 

      "Yes, that's what we need to heal," said Sylvia. "We need to heal society of what it 

cannot see, and do this by looking up high to what we can see to be the truth." 

  



Chapter 8 - Deep Valleys  
  

      "Look to Africa," said Nicolai. "Look at the Dark Continent that is still struggling 

in a Dark Age environment. Or look at the Middle East where the wars rage on and on. 

War seems to have become a tradition. But there is another tradition intertwined with all 

that. 'Sunna' means tradition in Arabic. For many women this tradition involves a deep 

tragedy that is as ancient as the hills, that goes back the Pharaohs of Egypt. The tradition 

is sometimes called the 'Pharaonic cut.' The tradition is that of sexual mutilation, but not 

just a simple mutilation as the male circumcision. For women the tradition an 

unspeakably brutal sexual amputation. It is a torturous 'surgical' operation that was 

already recorded in Pharaonic times in Egypt more than 4,500 years ago. Just to remove 

the prepuce of the clitoris is a highly delicate operation, and more so when it is done on a 

child. It requires great surgical skill, good light, surgical tools, an anesthetized, 

motionless body, and an extensive knowledge of anatomy. But in the dark reaches if 

Africa none of that is available. The scene there is a scene of struggling, screaming 

children held down by force, often onto the ground, with the cutting performed on them 

with crude knives in dark huts and without anesthesia. And those aren't simple 

operations. The most frequently done operation throughout Africa, consists of the 

removal of the entire clitoris, usually together with the adjacent parts of the small lips and 

often all of the external vulva with the exception of some parts of the large lips." 

      "Why are you focusing on this utter inhumanity?" Sylvia interjected. "Aren't we 

exploring the breakdown in Western economics and how to heal society of what causes 

it? Why are looking at Africa. Africa is so remote and so backward in many ways that it 

shouldn't have any bearing on what is tearing our world apart." 

       "What I have to tell you is a part of the face of mankind that hasn't been healed for 

45 centuries. It is about a disease of intention that festers and is getting worse, and is 

affecting every person on the planet with consequences that are now echoed in ever wider 

circles in our modern world," said Nicolai. 

      Sylvia shook her head and said nothing. 

      "I have read a story of someone who observed the 'circumcision' of a little girl in 

Somalia," Nicolai replied. "It took place in the home among women relatives and 

neighbors. At the time all girls, without exception, were required by tradition to undergo 

the sexual mutilation. It was a requirement for marriage. This wasn't a ceremony. This 

was torture. It was butchery. The naked girl was put on a stool. A number of women 

spread her legs apart, wide. Then one of the elder women sat down facing the child with a 

kitchen knife in hand, separating the girls outer and inner lips. She pierces the hood of the 

clitoris and cuts it open. Then she begins to cut the clitoris out. Another woman wipes off 

the gushing blood with a rag. Then the older woman puts the knife aside and digs with 

her sharp fingernail a hole the length of the clitoris, to detach it and then to pull it out 

while the little girl screams. Scream is all she can. Being held down, she can't move. All 

she can do is scream, but no one pays attention to her pain. Every one of the women in 

attendance has been on that stool. They all know that the procedure must be done no 



matter what the cost, and they know why. They know that the pain must be endured 

somehow, and will be endured though it seems unendurable at the time. The other women 

keep wiping the blood away while the elder woman finishes her job, pulling and cutting 

the detached clitoris out of the girl, then making the last cut to the bone with her knife. 

Once done she removes the remaining flesh, digging with her finger to remove any 

remnant of the clitoris among the flowing blood. Eventually the neighbor women are 

invited to put their probing fingers into the bleeding hole to verify that every piece of the 

clitoris has been removed. But this isn't the end. The most important part of the butchery 

is just beginning. The woman cuts off the inner lips of the child's vulva and discards them 

as the helpers continue to wipe the blood away with their rags. Next the older woman 

begins to scrape the skin away off the inside of the large lips of the girl's vulva until the 

remainder of the bleeding lips are ready to be tied together and be held in place with 

thorns that must remain until the wound is healed. The operating woman leaves only a 

tiny opening, kept open by a small tube of bamboo, just large enough for urine to pass 

through, and later the menstrual flow. At this point the girl can't scream or cry any longer, 

being too exhausted, but only vomits. A concoction of plant juiced is forced down her 

throat. Then she is made to sand up. The women in attendance pour water over the wound 

and wipe it with their rags. Then the other women immobilize the girl's thighs by tying 

them together with ropes and apply a bandage of goat skin from her knees to her waist, 

which must remain in place for two or three weeks while she remains lying on a mat. 

      "This kind of torturous tragedy has been the fate of many of the hundred million 

girls and women that are now living in a sexually blinded world," Nicolai continued. 

"Many of them are now struggling with various complications that frequently leave them 

crippled and disabled for life. The mortality is evidently high, but no records are kept. 

Death in childbirth later on, due to obstructed labor, is never admitted to have been 

caused by the mutilation, nor will the depth of the woman's psychological trauma that is 

lifelong, ever be known to anyone, but to the woman herself, if indeed she can fathom the 

depth of it. Many the countless reasons given for this supreme sacrifice are as cruel as the 

procedure itself, which deepens the psychological trauma still further. It is said that a 

woman is considered dirty and polluted unless she has been mutilated, and that a woman 

is incapable of controlling her sexuality so that a girl who is not mutilated will run wild 

and disgrace her family. Women who have not been mutilated are considered prostitutes. 

It is also said that women's external genitalia are ugly and must be removed to make her 

acceptable to a man. It is hard to imagine this mental torture. 

      "While some progress has been made to halt the practice, much more needs to be 

achieved," said Nicolai. "Too much secrecy, too many myths and games of status, and 

plain economic pressure still prevail that keep the blood flowing. Female genital 

mutilation has been outlawed in some countries, but while infractions are rarely 

prosecuted doctors and clinics shy away, which drives the practice back to the woodshed. 

The extent of the procedure has also become reduced over time. Some forms are far less 

radical, although the full infibulation is still on the agenda and is generally admitted as 

the only guaranteed means to make sexual intercourse impossible. Because of the 

importance that Muslims attach to virginity, infibulation continues to be performed 

primarily to guarantee that a bride is 'intact.'  The smaller her opening is, the higher will 

the price be that can be demanded at the sale of a bride. The girl is often inspected before 



the price is paid. Many African men continue to refuse to marry girls who are not 

excised, at least in part, and for many women being married is still the only career 

available in most parts of Africa." 

      "That's absolutely insane," said Tony. "Why would anyone want to marry a 

severely damaged girl?" 

      "Of course it is insane," I said to Tony. "Steve asked me once a long time ago, 

would anyone go into a car lot and say to the car dealer, you have nice cars here, I like 

the red sports model of there; I'll buy it, but first you have to go and hire a street gang of 

thugs with baseball bats to get them to mutilate the car - do it, I'll pay the price; do it 

thoroughly and I'll pay you double - but the warranty must still apply. I answered that 

nobody would buy a car like this." 

      "Nobody you say?" Nicolai interrupted. "Didn't you listen? A hundred million 

such mutilations are on the streets. A broken car maybe useless, but a broken person 

makes a willing slave. Let me illustrate how this works. There was a Jewish boy living in 

Hungary at the time of the Nazi holocaust. In order to protect his family his father 

persuaded a German friend to adopt the boy as a member of his family, by which he 

escaped being a victim of the persecution of Jews. However, he didn't escape the 

holocaust entirely. He still became a victim of it. His new father was being recruited into 

the 'economics' division of the SS, where it became his task to confiscate all Jewish 

properties; anything from land, to jewelry, to gold teeth, even people's hair. The boy was 

required to help. He was later asked about his involvement in the deadly looting of his 

own people. Did he find it disgusting, agonizing? Did he feel remorse? His answer was 

that these concepts didn't apply to him, because as he said, it wasn't he who was doing 

these things. He said he got caught up in the Nazi machine. It was the machine that was 

robbing and killing the victims, not he himself. He said that if he refused he would 

become a victim himself and somebody else would do the work. So he did what he did to 

stay alive, and he said that he found a great deal of freedom in the realization that the 

machine was doing the crimes, not he himself. He said he became absolved from feelings 

of remorse and the like. He even said that these years of his newfound 'freedom' became 

the happiest years of his life. He the experience changed his character. It evidently stood 

him in good stead, as he joined the masters of the Western Empire and their 'machine' 

after the war, where he continued his craft of looting society without remorse. In his new 

position as a slave to a machine, he spearheaded the destruction of industries and national 

economies, the looting of currencies, creating financial crises. He achieved for his 

masters what no unmutilated person would ever dream of doing. And he was only one of 

many of such slaves that are now destroying America and the world. So you see, Tony, 

mutilated persons are in high demand today, and are sought after by the masters of 

empire for their qualifications of remorseless slaves. Of course the process wasn't 

invented by them. They merely made use of it. This is the process that the infibulation 

women were serving too, who were crouched at the feet of the little girl, knife in hand, to 

inflict the infibulation. They had no remorse. They were serving a machine. The cultural 

'machine' was demanding the infibulation. The machine demanded the process. They 

were serving the machine, and serving a machine absolved them of remorse. And so it 

will always be for as long as people are willing to surrender the humanity by contribution 



almost no value to it. On this path civilization itself is being destroyed, and not just 

cultures and nations." 

     "But this isn't a case of economics," said Heather. 

     "No, no, you are wrong, this is very much a case of economics," answered Nicolai. 

"The economics are in a different context than you expect. Just look at the parts of the 

world where this is happening. Female mutilation happens mostly in North Africa, the 

Southern Sinai, and in Indonesia. Look at the economies in those areas. This is all crisis 

territory. A mutilated civilization does not function well. It's been hollowed out and made 

unproductive. Then look at male circumcision in the same way. You find the major male 

mutilation again in North Africa, the Sinai, with additional territory extending north to 

Turkey and all the way to Kazakhstan, including the entire Middle East, and again 

including Indonesia. There is a complete overlap. The female mutilation falls into the 

same area where the male mutilation is prevalent in a big way. The entire area where this 

is happening is economically barren or nearly so. The only difference is that the male 

mutilation is bigger in scale and covers more nations including the USA, and covers more 

religions and traditions. The most male mutilation victims are Muslims, some 500 million 

of them. The USA comes in second with 100 million, with the big upswing happening 

during the time of the Cold War. The Philippines are third with a quarter of the U.S. total. 

South Korea clocks in with 14 million, and the Jews with half that. And guess where all 

the political trouble spots are, and where the economic breakdown cuts deepest. You will 

find that the mutilation of society and the decay of civilization go hand in hand. Do you 

know when the political and economic disintegration of America began? Do you realize 

that it began when the circumcision began? A broken people are far more readily 

enslaved by the empire than a whole people. That is how the USA has been lost, and how 

Africa has been so easily turned into becoming an imperial playground, which it became. 

And so I must ask myself what happens when the next glaciation cycle begins that is 

already overdue? Will America have the strength to survive? The evidence stands against 

that. Will the Muslims have the strength to survive, or Israel? That's highly doubtful. 

Then look at the map again and observe where you won't find that mutilation of society 

in progress. This gives you Europe. It gives you Russia, China, India, Malaysia, South 

America, Mexico, and possibly also Canada and Australia. That, Peter, is where we will 

likely find the economic strength in society that will enable it to survive the next Ice Age, 

provided that these countries won't be destroyed by the madness of the masters of 

universal Zion, who are projecting their raging emptiness in waging wars across the 

world. The USA doesn't have any strength left. It only can kill. A 100 million mutilated 

males in the USA adds up to 70% of its entire male population, and that covers all those 

who should be economically active. The uncircumcised male population is dying out in 

your country, Peter. The circumcision isn't optional anymore. It's universal. It's 

automatically applied at birth." 

      "In this case the economic and political decay in our country and the growing 

madness to become a world empire, matches the growing ratio of mutilated people in our 

society," I said to Nicolai. "The Jews in the world lived a for a long time under the 

shadow of their religiously mandated male mutilation at the near 100% level. The 

resulting cultural degradation has opened the door to the kind of total fascism that 



America now aspires to emulate. The more that this tragedy unfolds, the more will 

economic development and the general welfare principle fall by the wayside. Israel is 

already totally dependent on handouts from us for its very existence, jus as we have 

become dependent on looting the world for our existence. But now we are stuck. With 

nothing left in the world to loot, the entire empire apparatus is collapsing, including its 

American extension. America is no longer a world of producers. The American society 

has become thieves. We are in a war against ourselves and we are winning. What else did 

we expect? What we see is a natural reflection of the near mandatory male mutilation in 

America. The closely-knit society that Franklin Roosevelt had been able to inspire to 

rebuild the nation no longer exists. The intimacy that inspires cooperative economic 

development and a sense of a nation with a general welfare focus has been torn away 

from America society by the mass-circumcision of its people." 

      "What worse thing could anyone do to a baby in the first week of life than to 

impose the immense pain that is associated with the circumcision?" Sylvia interjected. 

"Babies are often deemed too young for anesthesia, consequently they are operated on 

without it. It is deemed that babies are too young to feel pain. The opposite is true. They 

feel pain more intensively. The reason they don't scream in pain is simple. They go into 

shock. They go into a coma, but this has lifelong consequences. It demolishes the deep 

sense of intimacy the baby would normally feel towards its mother and later towards 

society. Instead of closeness and comfort the baby feels torture. And why shouldn't the 

baby feel the torture of this invasive process that is so severe in nature that even the 

surgical procedure in some cases has caused death. Also, in the few cases when 

anesthesia is used for the circumcision, the torture is still felt severely by the infant, 

because anesthesia doesn't cover the weeks-long healing process. The Post Dramatic 

Stress Disorders tend to become a lifelong burden with effects that are even now barely 

understood. They are said to include learning disabilities, helplessness, tendencies 

towards sado-masochistic behaviors, impotence, lost of trust, avoidance of intimacy due 

to fear, rage, domestic violence, rape, child sexual abuse, suicide, and a vast range of 

psychosomatic disorders that only now beginning to be associated with Post Dramatic 

Stress Disorders and the sexual mutilation that caused it. In later life, the diminished 

sexual sensitivity also inhibits the deep social bonds and social trust, and the development 

of the creative and productive capacity of the individual mind. Any nation that imposes 

this tragedy on a national scale is destroying itself from within. Of course, if the goal is to 

impose religious domination with a society locked into slavish obedience and a cultured 

brutality towards other people, then this inner destruction is a perfect pathway to get 

there." 

      "Most empires, as far back in time as the Egyptian dynasties, going back almost 

4,500 years, including most of the great religious empires in later millennia, have used 

this tool to develop a slavish society," said Ross. "A vast range of myths were created by 

the enslaving rulers to justify their desired demolition of the integrity of the human 

system. Even a lot of medical myths have been created for this purpose. I would be very 

much surprised if the modern rulers of empire wouldn't impose this social demolition 

process on our society in America, since they have been trying to destroy our USA as the 

greatest threat to empire since the USA was formed. So, am I surprised that circumcision 

in America has become increasingly universal in the postwar period, to the point that it is 



barely optional anymore? No, I am not surprised. Am I surprised that now 100 million 

American men have been sexually mutilated? With the empire bearing down on us, I am 

not surprised. Am I surprised that in some cases the saturation has reached over 90%? I 

am not surprised. The effects are clearly visible. We see our industries being destroyed, 

and nobody stops the process. We see millions thrown out of their homes and the leaders 

protect the system that tears the social and economic fabric apart. It appears that any 

atrocity is now possible in the name of private profit or private property, and no one 

protests, because most people don't feel themselves as being a part of a nation anymore. 

The connecting intimacy is gone. We see our Constitution torn to shreds and trillions 

poured into war to destroy foreign nations, while nobody holds the criminals accountable. 

We have become isolated from our humanity, and our sense of society. It seems the 

reason why the rule by terror is so effective in America, may be its power to reawaken 

the dramatic terror of the circumcision. We see our soldiers coming home from war so 

physically and psychologically disabled that more veterans commit suicide at home than 

are a killed on the battlefield. None of these are normal symptoms, but they are 

symptoms of a mutilated society, the very symptoms the masters of empire desire." 

      "I think the reason why the effects are so dramatically visible in our country," said 

Heather, looking at Nicolai, "is our historic success in illustrating to the world what a 

normal society is able to accomplish. We were once the bastion of freedom, the 

technological innovator, the economic pioneers, the moral giant that stood against 

slavery, the champion for the general welfare. Having been there, the loss of that 

achievement is more painful as if it might be if we had never seen what a normal human 

society can accomplish. Other societies don't have this history of humanist achievement. 

In Judaism, the dehumanizing circumcision became a religious command that assured 

near 100% compliance over long periods. And so, should the world be surprised that 

Judaism has had a rocky past with its people becoming victims of persecution for 

countless reasons and in more modern days becoming the masters thereof themselves, but 

it rarely has been a champion for economic development. Judaism of course is loved in 

the halls of empire, if indeed it didn't become the driving force of empire itself, and at the 

same time becoming its victim." 

      "Russia has had its share of social consequences of this mutilation, far more than 

you may realize," said Nicolai. "So, am I surprised? No, I'm not. But I am surprised how 

Islam became infiltrated. The holy Koran demands neither male nor female mutilation. 

The way I understand Mohammed, the practice of mutilation violates the prophet's high 

standard of spiritual integrity. It became gradually adapted by the Muslim world as a 

religious edict built on the long standing Arabic tradition that goes all the way back to the 

Pharaohs. What I find really surprising is that the practice of sexual mutilation occurred 

in several isolated cultures in very ancient times. The aboriginal Australians are known to 

have circumcised long before they had any contact with the outside world. Likewise, 

some aboriginal cultures in the Peruvian Amazon had practiced Pharaonic infibulation of 

females long before the Spanish conquest. In either case there is no known trace of 

contact that one can point to explain these practices, other than original developments. 

And that supposedly includes the female infibulation. Of course we have no way of 

knowing if or not any of this is true, since the truth doesn't rank very high in politically 

motivated archeology. But neither is it illogical to assume that the circumcision was 



discovered in several isolated societies to have a powerful enslavement effect that the 

rulers of these societies, just like the Pharaohs, might have valued, and which the modern 

masters of empire still value. In any case, the general pattern if fairly simple. The male 

sexual mutilation developed as a means for social control and domination by inflicting 

injury. The resulting loss of the natural intimacy increases the social isolation and gives 

rise to homosexuality and lesbianism. Researchers now suggest that lesbianism is a safety 

valve to enable the expression of intimacy that is no longer found in the male-disabled 

world. It is also suggested that the female infibulation had imposed as an increasingly 

insane response in the male dominated world intending to suppress the unfolding 

intimacy among women. The goal might have been to keep the women under male 

domination and enslavement. The bottom line is that where circumcision is prevalent, 

homosexuality and lesbianism are also prevalent, and where this prevalence is extreme, 

female mutilation is added to the scene of social mutilation and enslavement. In most 

cases religions is not the driving factor, but stands in the background as the enabling 

factor. The driving factor is always empire. Religion, of course is often used to heap 

shame and slander on the victims who struggle to live the best way they can in the 

mutilated environment that is imposed upon them, with the slanders and persecutions 

making an already bad scene worse, increasing the psychological victimization and 

control over people, which the mutilation enables. In the past, America stood apart from 

this scene. Now it is dragged into it in a big way to enable the economic disintegration 

that normally follows. So, it's all a game of empire. It would be surprising if America 

wasn't dragged into this. The sexual mutilation of society is one of the empire's most 

potent weapons." 

      "And so we have become a Samson shorn of its strength, lured into this trap by 

deception," said Heather. "As soon as Franklin Roosevelt was in the grave, they got to us, 

gradually and imperceptibly. Now the mutilation of the entire society is almost complete, 

and I mean the entire society, because when the social integrity becomes undermined all 

women are dragged into the disintegrating social world where intimacy is rapidly 

disappearing and can't be gotten back. No counter-legislation can reverse what has been 

lost. The natural foundation on which our nation has been built is blowing away with the 

wind." 

      "It seems we were as ignorant about what was happening to us," I interjected, "as 

the woman likely was in the infibulation story. The woman probably thought she knew 

why she was crouched before the trembling girl, holding her kitchen knife in her hand, 

ready to cut the clitoris out of her body. In real terms, the woman didn't have a clue why 

she was imposing this torture that would remain with the girl for her entire life. The 

woman was as ignorant as we were in America. She did it for religion most likely, just as 

we are still controlled by religion. Sexual myths used for social control have caused the 

death of millions already. After all it was sexual blackmail that brought America into 

World War I at the time the empire had lost the war. It wasn't after that the war became 

the horrid mess that it ended up with and in addition enabled the great flu epidemic that 

killed 50 million people worldwide, and also enabled the Bolshevik Revolution against 

which World War II was fought and the Cold War. If Woodrow Wilson would have been 

half a normal man he would not have yielded to the sexual blackmail. He would have 

laughed and said, so what? Then none of the horrors that followed would likely have 



happened. That too is a part of understanding history and revolution. If World War I had 

stopped when the empire was defeated in 1916, the Bolshevik Revolution would never 

have happened. Lenin waited until there was chaos on the streets due to hunger and 

economic collapse. He said power was laying in the streets. He merely picked it up. If the 

critical chaos had been prevented, the world would have unfolded totally differently, 

perhaps starting a new phase of development instead of a new phase of destruction. An 

entire century was wasted this way, by just a little thing. We are back to that with 

America trapped 75% into circumcision. And this trap is deeper and harder to deal with. 

But we must deal with it and affect a healing, or else we loose everything and the empire 

wins its war against us." 

      "Yes, I hear you," said Nicolai. "It appears you are saying to me that once the 

recognition is made, which you just made, a consciously directed scientific approach for 

society's individual self-defence can block most of the consequences that now endanger 

us. Yes, I agree. Intimacy can be built up on a scientific foundation. It doesn't all have to 

originate biologically. We are human beings. We are not animals that are stuck with 

instinctive reactions and whatever controls them. We can become our own controllers. It 

may take a bit more effort to break the barriers that the mutilation has erected, but we, as 

a society of human beings, can gain our freedom from those artificial barriers. Can't we 

do this? America can reach back into its past and use it as an example, and thereby scrap 

its slavery to empire and build itself an economy again. With this it has the resources to 

face the next Ice Age without fear or deprivation. When this happens, Russia, China, 

India, and even Iran will be standing at America's side as fellow human societies, 

regardless of the fact that the masters of empire now threaten those nations with 

extinction. The principle of intimacy and the general welfare are universal principles that 

any society can resort to if it is serious in healing itself on a scientific platform. It can 

heal on this platform even its most deep-cutting mutilations." 

      "This won't be easy," said Heather. 

      "I didn't say it will be easy," said Nicolai. "I said it is possible with the right 

dedication and effort. Zion is not an ironclad trap as some have made it out to be, or even 

want it to be." 

      "Who could possibly want to be in this trap?" Heather interjected. 

      "Whoever gains from it," said Nicolai. "And this includes almost the whole 

empire. Look at the empire's financial front man, George the financier. He was 13 living 

in Hungary when the Nazi overran his country. As a Jew he would have been shipped off 

to the concentration camps with the rest of the Jewish people, but his father bought his 

children a way to freedom. In his case, it was done by convincing one of the non-Jews to 

make George his adopted son. Under this cover he served his new master, who in turn 

served the Economics Department of the Nazi SS. And so he helped his new master and 

masters in confiscating all the Jews properties in Hungary while his fellow Jews were 

being sent to their death. He was later asked if he had felt any guilt for supporting the 

notorious Nazi thugs that stooped even as low as breaking out the gold filling of the dead 

Jews' teeth, and collected their body fat to be made into soap, and cut off the women's 



hair to be shipped to mattress factories. He said that he felt no guild whatsoever in taking 

part in this department since it was him doing these thing, even the things he had a hand 

in, but that instead it was the Nazi machine that was doing these things. He said he felt 

totally free from any guilt, and that this freedom had made those years of his Nazi 

involvement the happiest years of his life. Now he no longer serves the Nazi machine. He 

serves the machine of empire instead, but with the same freedom in swindling enormous 

profits out of the enslavement of mankind globally. The oil-price gauging, for example, 

that is killing so many people now all over the world with hunger and economic 

deprivation is a huge source of profits for his masters by his hands, but he sees himself 

guiltless of the pain and death he is causing. He sees himself totally free in doing that, 

since it is the imperial machine that stands behind the atrocity. Without the intimacy in 

humanity, the debilitating and murderous process is expanded without limit. When an 

IDF pilot was asked if he felt anything that night when he dropped a 500-pound bomb 

onto a 5 story apartment building in the middle of the night in order to assassinate one 

single man, his answer has that he felt the plane lurch when the bomb was released, but 

nothing more than that. He was free of guilt. The war machine was guilty. That is how 

Hiroshima was wiped out. And this is how a woman can squat before a girl, knife in 

hand, to cut her clitoris out off her living body while she is screaming in pain. The 

woman is able to do this torture, because she tells herself that the 'machine' instead of she 

herself, is doing it. And so the horrors will likely continue until the deep human intimacy 

in society is restored, by which the horror would be blocked. Until then we will likely see 

the horror-shows getting worse and worse, and bigger and bigger, especially in the age of 

nuclear war." 

      "Of course the specter of nuclear war won't go away on its own, but will be 

increasing for as long as America remains locked into a war against itself," I interjected. 

"We are loosing on all fronts since America became showered with the circumcision. The 

humanist quality that America was founded on no longer exists. The cause for America's 

deep loss is the mutilation of its people. The effect is correspondingly deep. And I agree, 

it was done on purpose. Why would anyone intentionally rip into the integrity of the 

human system that has been developing and self-developing over millions of years across 

twenty ice ages, with an 'economic' strength that has enabled mankind to overcome the 

greatest obstacles that the natural world has imposed. The deep-reaching tempering with 

the integrity of this highly successful system is evidently not intended to improve it, but 

to subdue it for social, political, and economic control. In many areas in the world this 

tampering can be traced back to almost the very beginning of the recorded history of 

civilization. None of the affected areas ever saw any progressive social and economic 

development on a platform of freedom, sovereignty, and intimacy as a people and a 

nation. Some groups of people have completely vanished out of sight. What so many 

nations had suffered since time immemorial, and had likely been imposed by the various 

empires, has now been imposed on America. The big upswing of the circumcision in 

America started with the end of World War II when the British Empire re-established its 

control over America through the infamous conduit of Atlanticism. This is also the 

timeframe when the nuclear war madness began. The American commitment to the 

insanity of universal holocaust coincides with its loss of intimacy with its humanity and 

with one-another as a people and a nation in the shadow of the circumcision. This trend is 

getting worse. I see no healing. We are now singing the same old 'woodshed' song that 



disabled many a girl in the dark places on earth with the knife of the infibulation. This 

song is now sung by the mightiest of the rulers of the vulture funds, and by the grand 

masters of speculation, the masters of the greatest rings of organized crime the world has 

ever seen, and by the architects of the greatest now impending economic and financial 

collapse in history. The circumcision was imposed on us, but we are now singing its song 

just like the empire is singing it. We have become culturally one with the empire. We are 

singing its song. We are not victims of empire in this sense. We are victims only in the 

sense that our society allowed itself to become mutilated at its deepest level, which has 

dragged us down to the level of insanity that the empire is built on. We were once the 

light of the world and the beacon of liberty. These descriptions no longer apply. We have 

become the world-example of a broken people. The world should rightly fear us. We 

ourselves should fear us. We, in America, are the champions of the chariots of nuclear 

war, and biological war, and the champions in DU-warfare, the global warfare against 

mankind and all life with radioactive invisible dust that we are prepared to poison the 

world's atmosphere with for all times to come in a pointless war. This train of horrors 

won't end until we heal ourselves of the mutilation that has caused it." 

      "Society's spiritual strength can be rebuilt," said Nicolai. "We can build it up again 

with the resources that are mankind's forever-existing spiritual foundation. The 

debilitating effects of the still increasing biological circumcision, which itself cannot be 

reversed, can be negated by overcoming the loss scientifically. This can be achieved as 

people begin to reclaim their natural humanity on a ground above biology. The deep cuts 

into the integrity of the human system can be overcome by society recognizing how 

deeply it has been deceived and injured in the war of empire versus civilization, thus 

making the requisite scientific efforts in stepping up to higher ground for the recognition 

of itself as human beings no matter what, seeing itself as a society of workers, artists, 

engineers, creators, builders, the builders of civilization on a platform of intimate sharing 

and cooperating, manifest in mutual support and the principle of the general welfare."  

      "This higher platform has always been the traditional platform of mankind and a 

constantly expanding one," said Ross. "The tragic exceptions from this rule, which are 

presently endangering the whole world, are the anomalies no matter how far back in time 

they originated. The science for rebuilding the platform of humanity is a spiritual science 

that stands on higher ground than mere intellectual proficiency and is therefore within 

reach for all mankind to recognize, to acknowledge, and to express, uniting and uplifting 

all religions, cultures, and aspirations." 

     "Ultimately there is but one Truth, and one Soul and one Love," said Nicolai. "The 

Truth that we are all human beings, the tallest development of life on this planet with an 

integrity, honesty, and economy, second to none, cannot be disputed. The Soul of 

mankind, not the emptiness of a trashed Zion, defines the future on this planet, expressed 

in intimacy, sovereignty, and a spiritual understanding that comes from the heart. Our 

Love is forever a principle that eradicates poverty with generosity, injury with healing, 

and the world's countless form of imprisonment with freedom. My friend who gave me 

these keywords also gave me a verse of a poem that sums it all up: 

 



No blight, no broken wing, no moan,  

Truth's fane can dim;  

Eternal swells its music-tone,  

In heaven's hymn. 

 

      "For causing death by injury, the prince's empire is implementing its program by 

inflicting large scale biological injury onto the world's agriculture by means of genetic 

engineering on the entire front of life, re-writing its blueprint, re-engineering plants, 

animals, and even genetically re-engineering soil microbes. They are leaving no stone 

unturned. They are staging a time bomb of unimaginable proportions. This is one of the 

fronts where thy are inflicting injury beyond repair. 

      "Their second front for inflicting injury is also already staged in large measure. 

The goal is total genocide by means of total war. Of course you already know where this 

type of injury comes from. It is inflicted by DU weapons that vaporize uranium into an 

invisible radioactive dust. Death by Injury is the empire's favorite game. It started with 

death by profiteering, followed with death by starvation -- the prince of empire is 

committed to making food inaccessible for large segments of the world population. It is 

being done by means of price manipulation, causing mass starvation, pandemic diseases, 

culminating into the inevitable biological collapse of the population. This particular part 

of the project of Death by Injury is already in progress. We have food riots happening in 

over thirty countries as the result of imposed starvation. With the oil price manipulation 

added, the deadly effect will soon be multiplied. The huge oil price gouging that is 

orchestrated by empire has a huge debilitating effect on food availability, affecting the 

farmers' access to fertilizer that is impacting agricultural production, with ripples going 

down the food chain all the way to transportation. The oil inflation is deadly. But the 

supposed right for private profiteering excuses every pain and every death, even 

genocide. And still there is one more form of genocide possible that we have identified 

last night. 

      "The third front in the game of empire is Death by Fascism," Nicolai continued. 

"This one is immensely strongly promoted. It is implemented by burning food in a 

starving world, and by actively preventing more food to be produced. The empire 

demands the wholesale burning of food in the form of bio-fuels. The amount that is 

presently being burned could feed 130 million people. And even this vast murder by 

intention is evidently not enough. The empire demands more genocide. It is presently on 

an intensive campaign to prevent large scale water development projects for irrigation. 

Mexico, for example, has an enormous potential to increase agriculture by a water 

development project to bring the stuff of life to the dry regions. Prince Philip, as head of 

the Worldwide Fund for Nature, demands that no water is taken from the rivers, but must 

remain in the river to be flushed out to sea, unused. And so, the food production remains 

low. That's death by fascism. And so the war continues for eradicating 80% of mankind. 



That's all a part of the end game now. They are desperate and unrelenting. They are 

committed. But how committed are we to block their game and save mankind? We have 

already identified the attributes that are the blocking factors for each of the deadly 

processes. We identified the principle of healing for blocking injury, and economy for 

blocking profiteering, and intimacy for blocking fascism. Do we need more? I think the 

time has come to implement what we already have at hand for the task, instead of holding 

out for more."  

 

 

      The fifth day of our excursion was reserved for driving back to Marietta where our 

journey had begun. We arrived just in time for a swim to freshen up and then to meet at 

the bar for happy hour. Happy hour was a weekdays-only event that catered to the local 

after-work crowd, the people who needed a drink, a snack, and a get-together with 

friends. Some snacks were free. The drinks were sold at a discount. And there was live 

music, at least that night there was. The feature artists of the evening were a drum trio, all 

playing simple conga drums, no percussion. The music was rhythm, but a rhythm that 

had its own subtle melody, a rhythm that one could dance to, with a melody that would 

not be discovered unless one actually did step onto the floor to dance. Then suddenly, as 

the rhythm provided the movement the subtle melody came to the foreground that gave 

expression to the dancing. 

      Another dinner at Ray's at the River followed the happy hour. Ray's had no 

dancing. It was an oasis for quiet moments for reflections, recollections, making plans, 

commitments, celebration of achievements, even achievements yet to be made. 

      "We came here with a commitment to terminate the age of empire," said Nicolai 

for his pre-dinner speech that promised to have the same kind of rhythm as we had just 

danced to an our earlier, which was still echoing in the mind: a commitment to terminate 

the age of empire, wow! What an opening sentence! What power! There was a certainty 

carried in his voice that gave the unmistakable expression he meant every word of it. 

      "It has been reported that by looking a tiger fearlessly in the eye, a great naturalist 

had sent the tiger that threatened him, cowering back into the jungle. A man's gaze, 

fastened fearlessly on a ferocious beast, often causes the beast to retreat in terror. This is 

what we are about to do with all forms of empire. Such action represents the power of 

Truth over an intrusion into the order of civilization. It represents the might of 

intelligence exercised over empire-lies to destroy them. Empire is powerless. Empire is 

not an intelligence to dispute the sovereign Intelligence of the Mind that is the order of 

the Universe, or to dethrone that Mind that is alive in every human being and to take the 

government of the world into its own hands. Empire is not a God-given. It believes itself 

to be a self-constituted power as it copes astutely with Mind in an attempt to conquer it. 

But God never endowed empire with such power, as it claims, to disable Life and to chill 

harmony with a long and cold night of discord, terror, war, and genocide. Such a power, 

without divine institution is inconceivable, since discord, a phenomenon of failure, is not 



an element of harmony or a force to overturn it. If God would give empire such power as 

it claims, then this divine government would manifest less wisdom than we usually find 

displayed in the worst of human governments. Empire has never wrought one iota of 

good in all the history of mankind. From whence then would it derive its authority? The 

real jurisdiction is derived from Infinite Mind, reflecting the harmonizing principles of 

the Universe and their expressions in the minds of men. If empire could attack and 

control civilization without the consent of society, then the Universe would have no law 

and no order, but be a sea of errors that supposedly existed from the beginning. And here 

is where we begin to unravel all false claims. The scientist who is also a Christian, 

meaning a person devoted to expressing Soul, Truth, and Love, finds authority only for 

effects that reflect these key-qualities of humanity. There are no other real causes. The 

real jurisdiction of the world is in Mind, controlling every effect and recognizing all 

causation as measured in universal good and as vested in infinite Mind. 

      "Many years ago an alert scientific researcher made a spiritual discovery, the 

scientific evidence of which has accumulated to prove that infinite Mind, or universal 

divine Mind, produces health, harmony, and immortality in society when rightly reflected 

in the minds of mankind," said Nicolai. "This evidence has gained momentum and 

clearness, and our determined healing action will enhance this momentum until it reaches 

its culmination in absolute scientific statement and proof, meaning a world without 

empire. Empire is a disease, the worst disease ever invented, but its hydra-arrogance does 

no exempt it from the apostolic duty to mankind to eradicate disease of every sort and to 

heal society of it. And so, I would say, let's get serious. We do have the power to heal and 

the warrant to heal, no matter what form this process may take. Nothing is more 

disheartening than to believe that there is a power opposite to the Universe, to universal 

Intelligence, or God, or good, and that God endows an opposing power with strength to 

be used against it, against Life, health, harmony, against Soul, Truth, and Love.  

      "God is the lawmaker. Ignorant of its God-given rights, society submits to unjust 

decrees, and the bias of education enforces this slavery. But this shall be no more. It shall 

go no further. The puck stops here! The Intelligence of the Universe is not the author of 

barbarous codes; so why should anyone obey them. There is no circumcision, emptiness, 

desolation, isolation, domination, murder, or genocide engendered in infinite Mind or 

authorized for human society. In the realm of Soul, Truth, and Love, no space exists for 

empire and its fascism, and death for mankind by intention. Let us banish these as 

outlaws and abide by the universal rule of perpetual harmony, which is after all the law of 

the Universe. It is man's inalienable right to oppose and to annul the unjust sentence of it, 

having to live under the thumb of empire, a sentence never inflicted by divine authority. 

Mankind's birthright is boundless freedom. Never surrender this birthright. Isn't that also 

what Christ Jesus counseled? He must have counseled this routinely in healing disease of 

every sort, including the worst of the diseases, that of empire, because he is quoted in 

Revelation as having said to the churches, to him who keepeth my works unto the end, to 

him will I give power over the nation - to heal and uplift the nations - and I will give him 

the Morning Star. The Morning Star did not fall from heaven as the Illuminati claim, and 

become Satan, their God, by whose 'light,' which is darkness, they claim the right to rule 

the world. There is no fallen star, no power in darkness, no might in an illusion, no 

luminance in a lie. The Morning Star is and remains the Christ, the spiritual idea of God, 



of universal Intelligence. And so, we can look the would be tiger, empire, fearlessly into 

the eye and have him coward before us and retreat into its jungle, its native nothingness." 

 

      When Nicolai finished speaking we applauded, but there was no discussion, or any 

need for it. He spoke, as we also felt. He all had felt its rhythm and danced to it and 

discovered its melody. We had danced for five days and had touched the pinnacle of the 

world. Now we could go no further, but rejoiced in the achievements as riches that we 

could take home with us. Nothing more needed to be said or was said. 

      "How about the Blackened Fish?" said Tony to the waiter. 

      "A fine choice," said the waiter. "And a glass of Gewurztraminer?" 

      "Make that a bottle," said Nicolai. "That should do for six." 

 

 

      Nicolai was the first of us to leave the next morning. He had to be on the nine 

o'clock flight to Kennedy airport to make the connection with Aeroflot's flight back to 

Moscow. We all came to the car with him. Before leaving he rolled down the window 

and handed an envelop to me from which he had removed one page. 

      "Let me recite to you a poem about Love that my friend had sent to me who had 

also sent the keywords," said Nicolai. "Her poem, she said, isn't really her own, but is an 

old poem that she merely added to. She said that this is how culture unfolds and 

civilization. Yes, we take the brightest ideas of the past and build with them, and build on 

them, and as we do this, our entire civilization becomes a brighter heaven, taking on 

evermore the shape of Love. Here is her poem, a poem abut generosity, healing, and 

freedom: 

 

Our Universe is Love, unchanging Love, 

How could we ask for more? 

Our prayer for Love's increase is vain; 

T'was infinite 'before.' 

Ask not the heart of Love with breath of praise 

For more than we accept; 

The open fount is free to all, 



Love's promises are kept. 

 

Our Love is Mind, the perfect Mind, 

Intelligence divine; 

Shall mortal man ask Love to change 

Its infinite design? 

The heart that yearns for righteousness, 

With longing unalloyed, 

Is love's desire that is a prayer 

That ne'er returneth void. 

 

O loving Love, well do we know 

That words alone are vain, 

That those who seek Love's will to do, 

Love's intimacy shall gain. 

Then may our deeds, our love's desire 

For growth in grace express, 

That we may know how Love divine 

Forever waits to bless. 

 

      "We will see each other again," he said, and drove off. 

  



Chapter 9 - I Was There  
  

      "I was there," I heard a woman say behind me. The voice sounded vaguely 

familiar, but I couldn't place it as if it was spoken from a dream. "I was at the lecture in 

New York," the woman said. The voice sounded familiar, a voice from the distant past 

that had been gradually put out of mind. 

      "Helen," I said as I turned around. My God, it was Helen indeed. I couldn't believe 

my eyes. I stared at her. "What brings you to Cape Cod, to this windswept wilderness? 

Are you here on vacation?" 

      She grinned at me. "You didn't expect to see me," she said and kept on grinning, 

somewhat more wickedly now. 

      "There are better spots for vacation than this outpost at the end of the world," I 

said and began to laugh. 

      "I came to see you," she said, and began to laugh too. "Actually, I had you 

summoned to come here to meet me?" 

      "You summoned me?" I began to smile again. "How? Why?" 

      "Peter, how long has it been since we met in Leipzig? How many years?" 

      "Too many years to be sure. But I thought I'd would never see you again. You had 

kind of vanished from the landscape. The last time I was in Leipzig I came to look you 

up, but you were no longer at your old place. I had asked the caretaker of the building. He 

told me that you had moved. But you hadn't moved out of my thoughts." 

      "Did I make such a big impression on you?" she said, and laughed again as if this 

was a silly question. 

      I nodded. 

      "From what I was told you made an even bigger impression on Nicolai. Did you 

know that? It turns out that Nicolai knows Steve, as do I. So you see, the world is not that 

big after all." 

      "The top of the world is a narrow place it seems," I replied and kept staring at her. 

"That's where the geniuses meet," I said jokingly. 

      "It isn't quite that simple," she said. "But I do recall a conversation in New York at 

the time of Nicolai's lectures, where your name came up and where Nicolai asked about 

Steve as if it were in connection with you. I couldn't tell him were Steve is, I don't know, 

but Nicolai knew how to locate you. He said he would arrange a meeting. He said, and 

began to laugh, that he would summon you to meet me. I kind of took it as a joke. A 

month later I got a message from him requesting me to come to this place. All expenses 



are paid by him, officially that is. Still, I think there is more to it than this. The message 

said something about a mission. It said that I wouldn't know what it is until I got there. 

The message said that it was important for both you and me that we meet here on the last 

Sunday in May and that I should be prepared for what he called a two-week mission." 

      "You are speaking in riddles," I cut her off. 

      "I was afraid you would say this," she said. Nicolai's note also said that I should 

report back to him, personally if possible, reporting on the outcome." 

      "The puzzle gets rather fuzzy," I interjected. "What mission? My boss ordered me 

here, but his instructions were just as vague. He didn't even set a time limit. He simply 

said I would know." 

      "Nicolai told me in New York that you had a long conversation with him during a 

dinner cruise on the Black Sea, over a bowl of borsht. He indicated that it had something 

to do with World War II. Apparently you had said to him that the Soviet Union was in 

imminent danger of collapsing, and that you had said it again a year later in Moscow, and 

that it all came true in the manner you had warned it would. He told me that you had 

urged that certain steps should taken to prevent this. Maybe Nicolai is curious how you 

knew. Or else he might be sensing a rumbling in the background that he can't figure out, 

which might be far bigger in scope than what collapsed the Soviet Union." 

      I shook my head. "This can't be it. I wrote it all down for Antonovna, what I 

thought the bigger danger was. Nothing much has changed on this front, I think. Did he 

mention Antonovna to you? They were about to be married, I think." 

      Ushi shook her head slightly. "So you don't know either why you are here?" she 

said. 

      "I think you are here because you are a healer," I said to her. "I remember you for 

that. I think Nicolai wants you to help us to heal America, maybe heal the world. I told 

him that if the Soviet Union falls, America would follow close behind in the same track. 

But what has this got to do with World War II? What does this reference mean? Was he 

there? He couldn't have been. He is too young." 

      "I was there," said Helen. "I grew up in the midst of it. I was born in Leipzig on 

July 19, 1937, an event of which I have no recollection. But I do remember a time of 

great fear when I was just a little girl and the war started. I remember a visit with a friend 

of our family to the barracks. Her husband was drafted into the German Army. We had 

come to see her husband one last time before he was sent off to war. It was in the early 

1940s. I was just a little kid in those days, and as we children where, I was more 

fascinated with toys and childish games than anything else. One of the games that we 

loved involved soaking tiny transfer posters in water so that they could be transferred 

onto the appropriate pages in a game book. We called them pull-off pictures. When we 

entered the Parade Square that day, me holding the woman's hand whose husband we 

were trying to find, I wound myself surrounded by tall buildings. High up on the center 

wall of one of the buildings, facing the courtyard, hung an enormously large portrait of 



Adolf Hitler, the "great Fuerer." In my astonishment I drew attention to it in a loud voice 

and exclaimed that that this is the biggest pull-off I had ever seen. I don't remember the 

exact words that I had used, but I do remember that I had caused an enormous fear in the 

woman whose hand I was holding. I was immediately silenced and scolded. I had been 

scolded before, but this was different. What I remember most strongly, was the 

bewildering sense of horror that I had done something unspeakably terrible that had put 

our friend and all of us in great danger. As I recall, we left the grounds immediately 

without seeing her husband for this one last visit. I had admired the man for his amazing 

skills in making wooden kegs. I wanted to see him. We never saw him again, ever. We 

received a death notice some time later. For years we had hoped that the notice had been 

sent in error. 

       "I just don't know how this can this help to heal America or the world," Helen 

broke off her story. 

      "Fascism is a timeless sword," I said to her. "It doesn't matter who wields it and 

when. The effect it always the same. And that is where the difficulty begins. Mankind 

feels the sting, but it is hard to tell who wields the sword. In your days this was easy. 

Hitler was the man. His face was everywhere and his screeching voice made the nation 

tremble. But this doesn't happen anymore. We feel the sting of the sword, but no one 

knows who wields it. That makes healing the world a difficult challenge." 

      "What are you getting at, Peter?" Helen interrupted. "We know who started all the 

wars in modern time and cries for more. We know their faces." 

      "Oh do we? Do we really know that, Helen? I think we don't. That is where the 

problem starts. Look at today's world at what might happen right now. Suppose three 

Israeli F16 jets take off with a nuclear bomb each, strapped under their wings together 

was a long-range fuel tank. Their destination is some place downtown, meaning Iran. The 

three aircraft get stopped over Iraq as they attempt to cross a line dawn into the sand that 

no one crosses without authorization. The aircraft turn back. In this case we can say with 

certainty that the American military turned them back, who control the airspace over Iraq. 

But we would never know who would have ordered the mission. Would the Israeli 

military order such a mission, or perhaps the President of Israel, or the American 

President, or would the order come from higher places in the circles of empire whose 

faces nobody knows since the real controlling force is a vast conglomeration of secret 

societies, bloodline connections, and power structures dominated by rules that everybody 

is committed to obey and nobody survives who doesn't? We are in a war today, Helen, 

that we only see maybe 10% of." 

      "We saw a lot of pictures of the war when I was a kid," said Helen. "We saw them 

mostly in movie theatres. But nobody was interested. We kids, certainly weren't. There 

were always those war pictures before the movies started. They were evidently 

meaningless to me, because I remember nothing of them. But I do remember those little 

round black posters that were pasted up everywhere. They appeared when I was a bit 

older. They had three letters on them, PST, meaning, hush up! The subscript on the poster 

said, "The enemy is listening!" Everybody had evidently been a fast learner. We had all 



learned to live in silence. Nobody spoke about the war. We went to school; it wasn't a 

topic there. We heard nothing about the ongoing holocaust, the concentration camps, the 

forced labor camps, the extermination camps and the killing fields where the battle were 

waged in far off Russia. The airwaves were filled primarily with Hitler's voice. It seems, 

nobody listened to that either, though everybody had a radio, of course. The most popular 

radio was a cheap brown box. The box was called the Volks-receiver. It was just 

powerful enough to receive the local station. Fascism as I remember it, had created a 

world of fear, indifference, and silence. The fascist force itself had been kept carefully 

out of sight." 

      "But you couldn't escape its policies," I interjected. "Unfortunately the world is 

worse off today. There are things we should be afraid of but which nobody can see. 

Suppose in my airplane story the three jets that were turned back are send out again two 

weeks later with improved tactics of how to break through the American barrier, and 

suppose that they get turned back again, but on the third try they get through. They get all 

the way into Iran, but before they reach their target they are recalled by the Israelis 

themselves. Who would have caused the cancellation of the mission? Would some 

American patriots caused a diplomatic firestorm to convince the Israeli not to go this 

route? We would never know, would we? The empire isn't omnipotent, but neither is 

humanity. To heal the world, we need to tip the balance. And this hard, because fascism 

weighs heavy on that balance." 

      "That's an understatement if ever there was one," said Helen. "My younger sister, a 

cute little girl, had the misfortune to suffer from a headache. My family took her to the 

city hospital, hoping that they could help. What a mistake that was! We brought her home 

dead a few days later. One of the doctors had informed my dad that my sister had a brain 

tissue infection that might have future consequences, and that in such cases the policy 

was to 'close the case.' The doctor said that they did something to the spinal cord or the 

spinal fluid or whatever, to put her gently to sleep, which was likely a lie. We buried her 

in a graveyard not far from home, and paid frequent visits to it, but we never spoke of 

what caused her death. We reacted like most victims of rape usually do. We remained 

silent. Perhaps my parents didn't understand what stood behind the family tragedy, or 

they were too ashamed to have let the madness happen when they could have stopped it, 

but didn't as they were too busy with their little lives of baking bread. There might have 

been warnings voiced at the time Hitler, the monster, was rising, and was being groomed. 

Evidently there had been a time when he could have been stopped. Maybe that is the 

lesson you need to learn, Peter, to help America. Fascism is a cultural disease that causes 

fear, silence, ignorance, lies, and also death. But maybe a far worse disease is 

indifference. And as with any disease, indifference has its consequences. One of the 

consequences that I couldn't get out of my mind in later years, as a tragedy of this 

indifference, was the sad realization that most kids in my circle of friends and 

schoolmates had no father at home. All of their fathers were shipped off to war. But when 

the war ended they didn't return. Only a few kids were willing to talk about it. One of my 

friends showed me pictures of the airplane his father had been flying in the war. I sensed 

the same shameful silence again later on when the realization took hold that there had 

been concentration camps operating in which millions of people were worked to death or 

otherwise killed, or were killed before they even got there. A sense of unreality 



overshadowed this unimaginable horror. Maybe Nicolai felt the same thing in Russia 

when he had to digest the ugly truth that the renowned leader of his beloved country, 

Joseph Stalin, has 40 million corpses stacked up in his closet. When Lenin died, Stalin 

took over and rammed through the collectivization of agriculture. The farmers in the 

Ukraine rebelled. They wanted out of the Union. Stalin brought in the Army and the 

secret police, mostly Jewish people, who confiscated all food, livestock, and equipment, 

shot the elite, the teachers, the farmers who were landowners and so on. They shot them 

by the thousands and tens of thousands, and starved nine million of the remaining 

population. The resulting famine of the breakdown of agriculture killed another 30 

million, as history records. I bet Nicolai never spoke about this vast genocide, and what 

happened to the dissenters, the few that weren't shot, but were slowly worked to death in 

the Gulags and work camps. I'm sure that Nicolai wished that none of that had ever 

happened. But it happened. It happened because a fear-struck society allowed it to 

happen." 

      "Nicolai didn't have to mention this," I countered Helen. "It's common knowledge. 

Perhaps he should have mentioned it, and hit me over the head with it and made a big 

thing of it, because it would have been justified, Since the time of our meeting on the 

Black Sea, America has built itself its own network of mass detention centers. We now 

have 600 concentration camps in America, all standing empty still, ready for something. 

They are scattered across the American landscape as if Hitler had come for a visit and 

needed to be impressed. The average camp has a holding capacity for 20,000 to 30,000 

people. Apparently all the camps have full rail access and the all have guard towers. 

Some have triple-layer fences surrounding them. The biggest of them is said to have a 

holding capacity of 2 million people. It's located in Alaska. Apparently the laws are all 

firmly in place to populate all of them. The only thing that I see missing is the logistical 

support structure for the expected mass-relocation and mass-imprisonment of an 

estimated 20 million people for which that holding capacity has been built. Providing 

food, sanitation and medical services almost instantly on such a vast scale is a huge task 

for which the infrastructures don't exist. Just think of the chaos involved in populating 

and maintaining a single 2-million-people detention center in far off Alaska." 

      "They'll starve them to death, Peter," said Helen. "The services cannot be provided 

to maintain them, especially in a crisis situation. They'll subject the victims to an 

unspeakable nightmare that only a few will likely survive. I bet the intention is that they 

won't survive." 

      "That is the new age of fascism dawning," I said to Helen. "Hasn't the British 

Empire been crowing about mass depopulation all the way through the postwar period? 

I'm sure you heard their song, 'The earth is too full.' They want 80% of all people living 

today eliminated. But how do we rescue us from this fate? I think you knew the answer 

already way back in the days when I met you in Leipzig. You opened up a world of 

intimacy to me that seemed magical at the time. It still does. You gave me intimacy. You 

gave me sovereignty. You opened up the curtain to universal love. I'm still struggling 

with these." 



      "You are struggling, because you don't know what these three represent; intimacy, 

sovereignty, and Universal love," said Helen. "You are also a hero, because you are one 

out of countless thousands, because they wouldn't have a clue what you are talking about 

if they heard you. What is intimacy to them, sovereignty, love? Who even uses these 

words anymore? In my world they are profound. In the world of spiritual science, or 

divine Science, Soul is reflected in intimacy, Truth in sovereignty, and Love in universal 

love. These are the triad of civilization, the attributes of God becoming manifest." 

      "Would you say that God is the Intelligence that is the Universe, manifest in 

intelligently arranged harmonizing principles that construct the world we live in," I said 

to her. "That's my perception of God." 

      She nodded slightly. 

      "I think my perception is profound," I defended myself. "It makes us a part of it 

all. We are part of the Universe, are we not? The challenge then is to become more 

intimate with ourselves and with one another, and that demands a recognition of 

sovereignty. From this flows love. That's how I see it. It all becomes one single package." 

      "I didn't say anything of the sort, when we met in Leipzig," Helen interrupted me. 

      "Oh you did, not in words, but you did, and what came out of it became constantly 

brighter over the years than it was then," I said to her. I got up and moved my recliner 

closer to hers. "You can't imagine how often I wanted to tell you this," I said, "and here 

you are. I must have spoken your name a thousand times in conversation with people, 

saying, Helen said this, and Helen said that, and this and that is what Helen might have 

said." 

      "You, fiend," said Helen. "I hope it was all for the good." 

      "What else could it have been?" I said. "You laid before me a new Universe with a 

brand new world order and a way to counter the insane New World Order of empire. 

"They want to depopulate the planet to below the one billion mark, but it won't happen. 

You made it quite clear that the principles of intimacy, and of sovereignty, and of 

universal love, set up a barrier that they can't cross. They may try and make a big mess as 

they did when they collapsed the Soviet Union, but they will ultimately fail. When they 

cross this line they push mankind against the wall and mankind will stop them. That's 

when the mouse becomes a giant." 

      "What makes you such an optimist, Peter? If you had seen what they can do, as I 

have it in Dresden, you might not think of the challenge lightly. You should take their 

announced policy of intention seriously and fight like hell to prevent its unfolding, Peter. 

I can almost guarantee you that they will follow their policy through, and in America too, 

if you don't wake up. In fact, you will likely even help them. America always has helped 

them in the past." 

      "Are you saying that you survived the firestorm in Dresden?" I interjected. 



      "No one survived those firestorms, Peter. But I have seen the aftermath. I was 

there accompanying an aunt. We were looking for a relative who had lived there. When 

we got to the address there was nothing left there but a sea of crumbling ruins. 

Everything was burnt white. A few people were attempting to salvage whatever bricks 

were still useful to start the rebuilding. It seemed so utterly hopeless to me." 

      "You probably didn't know at the time when you saw the ruins what the eerie 

scene was the result of," I cut her off. 

      "I didn't find this out until many years later," said Helen. "It didn't change what I 

remember seeing. History tells us that a single 14-hour air strike had killed half a million 

people in an orgy of fire in the last days of the war. Dresden was a city of 600,000. It was 

chock full of refugees fleeing the war-front. It had swelled to 1.2 million. I read there 

were celebration in the streets, because the Russian Army and the Americans where just a 

few dozen kilometers away. The people celebrated that in a few days the war would be 

over. Some children were dancing in the streets and apparently a makeshift circus had 

been organized to get smiles back onto people's faces. They all had reasons to celebrate, 

because they had survived the worst war in history when many had not. An attack on the 

city seemed unlikely at this point. The city had no military importance. In fact, it was so 

unimportant that it was left undefended. That night the celebration quickly turned into a 

nightmare. At around ten the bombs began to fall. 250 heavy bombers emptied their load 

in the first wave. In less than half an hour the entire central city was a raging inferno with 

a single giant flame. They say the smoke was seen as far away as London. Explosive 

bombs had ripped through roofs, had blown out windows, all was calculated to maximize 

the air circulation to feed the fire. The explosives were mixed with incendiary bombs that 

set everything on fire. The city burned hotter than a steel furnace until everything 

burnable was consumed. The in-rushing air that fed the fires became a howling tornado. 

People were picked off the ground by the wind and hurled into the inferno. And while all 

of this was happening, three hours later, when the first faint rescue operations began, the 

second wave of bombs, carried by 500 heavy bombers, hit the city again. The few people 

who had been lucky enough to get away fast enough from the inferno had found refuge in 

the great central park, the Grosser Garden. This had been expected by the masters of this 

madness. The second wave hit the people in the park as well. The third wave hit the city 

at noon the next day. Over 300 American B-17 bombers dumped another 700 tons of 

bombs onto the city, some aiming for the railway yard. The American bombing continued 

on and off through the next day. The statistics are horrid, but quite meaningless, since 

what they pertain to is unimaginable. All I saw was the ruins left behind, not burnt black, 

but white. Altogether 1,300 heavy bombers had played a part in this 'theatre' as the 

military calls this hell of genocide. All told 700,000 phosphorus bombs were dropped. 

Close to 25,000 houses were destroyed, 75,000 apartments. That's 90% of the inner city. 

In addition, 70 schools were demolished, 60 administration buildings, 30 department 

stores and roughly as many hotels. 20 hospitals were hit and an equal number of 

churches. Oh yes, I remember the numbers because the ruins couldn't tell the full story. 

More than a quarter-million bodies, or residues of bodies, had been counted, nameless 

bodies. Only in the central city no bodies were collected, where everything was burnt. 

Before the war ended the city was hit twice more with 400 and 500 heavy bombers, all of 

them American B-17s. And what was it all about? 



There was no military reason ever cited for eradicating the city, killing twice as many 

people in one single act of madness than were killed in Hiroshima and Nagasaki 

combined." 

      "I think you know what it was all about," I interrupted her. "The giant massacre 

was staged to impress on Stalin that a new era had begun. It was to show off the face of 

the New World Order as it would be called from then on. It was a message for Stalin, and 

the message was received. Stalin understood the message: Resistance to the New World 

Empire is futile. He understood the message well. He just didn't buy it. He understood the 

message even better when ten days later four square kilometers of Tokyo was set ablaze 

in the same manner. And he understood the message better still when three days after 

that, Franklin Delanor Roosevelt was laid in the grave. Stalin insisted that Roosevelt had 

been poisoned. He even sent his own doctor to examine the body, but he wasn't allowed 

to see it. Officially, Roosevelt died of his chronic health problems. Unofficially, his 

coffin was just another message to Stalin that a New World Order was dawning. Stalin 

stood in the way of the World-Empire dream of the old Anglo/Dutch/Venetian Empire-

crowd, those infamous 'they' who have no face, no human face anyway. They had 

America in their clutches through Truman, but they didn't have Stalin. Stalin was their 

last stumbling block. That is what Dresden was all about." 

      I watched Helen's face as I said this. It caused her pain. "Surely, you must have 

realized this too, by now," I added. 

      She nodded slightly. "I knew it, I felt it, but I didn't want to admit it. I kept hoping 

that it wasn't so." 

      "Did you know it already when we met in Leipzig?" I asked. 

      She nodded. "Do you remember the professor of history? You met him too. You 

spoke to him in the pub. I told you that he knew nothing about love. I meant that he knew 

too much about history. It had consumed him. I came close to suffering the same fate. 

Luckily I had found my refuge in intimacy. The gentle touch of intimacy saved my 

sanity. There was something powerfully human about that, which made the cold hand of 

empire seem evermore surreal. It pushed it outside the sphere of the real world into the 

sphere of illusions, the only place where it can exist." 

      "Is that why you invited me into bed with you that night?" I interjected. 

      "I didn't just invite you, I dragged you in, Peter. You needed this intimacy for your 

own reasons, but you didn't want to admit this to yourself. We both needed it. So I helped 

both of us as we helped each other. I told you I would help you, didn't I? And I did help. I 

just didn't want you to know that the teacher needed help too. But this was a long time 

ago. I can talk about these things now. I can even talk about Stalin. Besides, I have my 

rescuing angel with me now." She began to laugh. 

      "There are certain things that Stalin understood that you might not be aware of," I 

said to Helen cautiously. "He understood alright that the tide had turned. He understood 

that Dresden was the dawn of a new phase of ugliness, another dawn of empire. He also 



understood that the war wasn't Roosevelt's war anymore. The phase shift towards hell 

made it quite clear to him that Roosevelt wasn't in control, because he knew that 

Roosevelt had threatened Churchill repeatedly, saying that in the postwar period the 

British Empire would be taken out of its miserable existence. All the colonies would be 

given their freedom back and be helped to develop. The huge American logistical and 

industrial machine would then be deployed towards helping the whole world to develop 

itself economically. The age of empire would come to a close. That was Roosevelt's 

promise. But this wasn't reflected in what Stalin saw in Dresden. That's not what Dresden 

represented. It represented the opposite. It showed loud and clear that a new page of 

history was about to be written, a page of empire. Look at the postwar history, Helen. The 

'bombing of Dresden' is still ongoing in so many ways and in many areas in the world. 

Dresden was the poster that advertised the New World Order. It proclaimed that the 

Roosevelt order of humanity and of economic development is dead. It died in Dresden. 

The bombing of Dresden advertised to the world the empire's policy of intention for the 

new era." 

      "Are you trying to scare me into inviting you back into my bed?" Helen 

interjected. "What you are saying is scary, even if it is true. But is it true for you, Peter? 

Is the Roosevelt order dead in your heart too?" 

      "What are you getting at?" I said astonished. "You know that it isn't dead in my 

heart." 

      "I know this was the case when we met in Leipzig," said Helen with a serious face. 

"When I told you of the tragedy of my friend the pianist, who had lost the tip of his 

fingers on one hand in an accident, you didn't hesitate to help rescue that man from his 

fate and give him his life back. Music was his life. You made a commitment to move out 

of your five-star hotel and live in a shack by the highway for the duration of your 

mission, putting the difference on my kitchen table for me to give to him to buy a violin 

with, the second love in his life. What you did this day made my heart jump. I saw a 

human being behind the smile. I felt a sense of intimacy erupting that I was drawn to 

respond to and let it unfold. So it was really you who started it all back then, but are you 

still the same man, Peter? Back then was long ago. Is the Roosevelt spirit still alive in 

you?" 

      "I hope so," I replied. "I have been fighting the battle that Roosevelt started ever 

since the day we met. It is a hard battle to fight. It is mostly a battle of ideas." 

      "Let me rephrase my question," said Helen. "I saw a picture on the Internet last 

week, of an eight-year-old little girl in Palestine. She had come home from school, 

completed her homework, and asked her mother if she could go out and play in the 

garden. Her mother had no objections. Others had. While she played an IDF apache 

helicopter hovered overhead. Her mother saw that the girl noticed it and then kept on 

playing. Moments later a missile tore into her little body and ripped it into a thousand 

tiny shreds. How deeply are you involved, Peter, in closing this page of history? Is your 

commitment still the same as it was in Leipzig?" 



      "What kind of answer do you expect, Helen?" I replied quietly. "I was in Chicago 

years ago. I had to change planes at O'Hare. At the hub were some of the long corridors 

converge, I saw a table set up by the LaRouche organization. The people were fighting 

for an idea that could have stopped the Cold War. Humanity stood at the brink of its self-

annihilation. It had 65,000 nuclear bombs, mostly in huge ICBMs, pointing at each other. 

The LaRouche organization proposed that a defensive shield be built on the basis of new 

physical principles that would be ten times more powerful than the offensive technology, 

but which would be developed jointly by all nations. The idea was that the needed 

technological development effort would jumpstart the dying world economy, and more 

than that, it would bring the nations together cooperatively for their common survival. It 

was a wonderful idea. It addressed the heart of the question you just posed. Guess what 

the response was that I observed at the airport. The response was pitiful. It was a glaring 

example of indifference, even disdain. As I watched, I asked how much they had 

collected in donations in support of the idea. They showed me the near empty can. It had 

a ten in it and a few coins. That is how much the survival of mankind is worth to society. 

I added a fifty, but I also knew that this too falls far short of what was really needed. 

Them man who had proposed the idea held long meetings with Soviet representatives on 

this issue. But instead of his idea being accepted the man was railroaded into prison by 

the concerted effort of numerous forces of empire who saw the cooperative uniting of the 

world as a threat. But even from prison, LaRouche fought for a massive project of 

economic development that would be spanning the entire Eurasian continent, extending 

also across Africa, and via a tunnel under the Bering Straight across all of the Americas. 

Being out on parole after five years of being gagged as it were, he is still fighting today 

for this badly needed development, and other Roosevelt-type policies. Also, the 

collection tin is still as empty today. The collections are even sparser today. I am still 

donating what I can. This hasn't changed. Also the indifference in the world remained. 

What you saw on the Internet is an image of that that still rampant indifference. My heart 

cries for that mother who lost her girl. It cries for us all. It cried for the millions that lost 

their life in the ravishing poverty after the Soviet Union collapsed. LaRouche had urged 

the Soviet officials when they rejected his proposal, to reconsider, as it was their only 

hope of saving their dying economy. He warned that otherwise it would be dead in five 

years. They laughed at him. Six years later the Soviet Union ceased to be for that very 

reason. The western vultures came in, following the collapse, and gorged themselves on 

the carcass. Untold millions of people paid the price with their life. Yes, I failed Helen. I 

did my best as did LaRouche. No person on this planet is omnipotent. We can all fail. But 

neither are the masters of empire omnipotent. Their money is but paper-thin. So the fight 

goes on. We are in the great end game now, Helen. For the Russian people the end game 

that brought the Soviet Union to its grave was an intensely bitter experience. For many it 

became their own grave. But the big end game now engulfs the whole world. It is just 

now unfolding. The Russian experience mustn't be allowed to become our experience. 

We are in the end game in the contest of empire versus mankind where everything is at 

stake. Tragically we still see the same indifference in society as I saw it in Chicago. Only 

the stakes are infinitely greater today. Economic collapse is worse than nuclear war. It 

will be the end for 80% of mankind and for civilization for decades to come if it is not 

stopped. To stop it, means to force the ending of empire and its fascist madness as 

Roosevelt had proposed as a necessary solution. It is half a century overdue by now, but 



it remains the only option for survival. The fight for our survival remains largely a fight 

against universal indifference. One person donating a thousand dollars in this 

environment of indifference will never add up to more than just a pittance, while a 

million people donating a hundred will be enough to change the environment of the 

world. Is this the intimacy that you seek, Helen, the intimacy of a universal humanity?" 

      Helen grinned, and nodded slightly. "It will do," she said. "It will do." 

      "Did you realize that Stalin had eagle eyes in comparison with today's society?" I 

said to Helen. "We became a society of closed hearts, because we first closed our eyes. 

Stalin was a rat, but he had eyes to see with. He was probably more scared than you were 

when he saw the ruins of Dresden. He evidently understood from what he saw that Russia 

was the target of empire from this day forward, just as it had been in the past. Dresden 

bore the full hallmark of the fascist rage of empire. He saw the satanic blood-lust of 

illuminatizism written all over it. He understood this one thing, because he himself was 

an Illuminati. He understood in this ironic way that the existence of Russia as a nation 

was at stake, and he committed himself to move heaven end Earth to assure that this 

would not happen, and he succeeded. In this respect he did infinitely more than this 

pathetic crowd that I saw at the airport in Chicago. And he did save Russia that way. He 

may have saved the world. Before the West had enough nukes built to blast Russia of the 

face of the earth, as had been planned with the nukes becoming mass produced, he fired 

up the scientific community that started from scratch and leaped forward and created the 

hydrogen bomb, a thousand times bigger bomb in potential yield. Russia's rapid 

achievement put a stop to the policy of empire. Can you imagine what a bright 

renaissance world we would be living in if society acted as resolutely in its self-defence?  

The only thing that Stalin didn't understand was the simple fact that the ideology of 

communism that he clung to was fascism that had to be scrapped. He failed to recognize 

that communism was an invention of the very same Illuminati Empire that had suddenly 

become his enemy. He didn't know that communism was a pig grown in England, born 

and reared in the stall of Lord Palmerston and the Russian-hater, David Urquhart. Marx 

and Engels were nothing more in this operation than two little puppet-idealists who gave 

their name to the pig so that it could be used as a Trojan horse. Stalin might have been 

aware to some degree that Lenin and Trotsky had been richly financed by the Rothschild 

Illuminati from New York at the hand of Jacob Schiff, the grandson of Mayer Rothschild. 

Schiff had put up two million in gold coins for Trotsky to buy the 'forces' with that did 

the Bolshevik Revolution. Stalin himself, appears to have been handpicked by the 

Illuminati, a mistake that came to haunt the empire, just as Hitler has been handpicked for 

a job he later refused to do. Communism was never meant to be an ideology that would 

fight in support of the people. It was invented as a typical Illuminati operation that would 

be staged to divide the nation, then to break the nation, and thus to destroy its people. The 

artificial famine that Stalin had unleashed in the Ukraine was evidently a lingering 

leftover of the original Illuminati policy for Russia. It may have been meant to stage a 

replay of the Illuminati's original game of that sort in India that the British Empire 

succeeded with to loot the continent for a hundred years. Today's Illuminati still sing that 

old song that Stalin had sung for them, calling for depopulation. Except in today's empire 

game the target is worldwide. They, whoever they are, are living in dark secrecy, ruling 



the world, want the planet depopulated back to below the one billion mark to the very 

level of misery and poverty, where feudalism reigned supreme. 

      "When Stalin saw Dresden going up in smoke," I continued, "he understood what 

he saw as a signal that echoed his upbringing. He knew that the old game was back on the 

front burner. However, I am certain that he didn't realize at the time that by playing the 

role he was brought up to play, he himself became the chief instigator of the fall of the 

Soviet Union. When he began years earlier, to unleash his war of terror to eradicate the 

farmers of the Ukraine, and later eradicated everybody who was opposed to his rule, he 

took a huge chunk out of the productive and creative capacity of the Russian society, 

since the human being is the real wealth and power of any society. From the day on, 

when Stalin started his rampage, the welfare of Russia was doomed. It was further 

doomed by the Illuminati drawing America into the war in supporting Russia logistically. 

He didn't see that the war was protracted in the West on purpose under the British 

strategy in order to give Russia and Germany more time to wipe each other out on 

Russian soil. For this reason, that war shouldn't have been called World War II. It was not 

primarily a world contest of nations against nations. It was essentially a contest between 

two killing machines. The game ended when one of the two, the one that had been 

supported from the outside, had destroyed the resources of the other. In the process 

Russia lost an enormous amount of manpower and so did Germany. The rest of the war, 

the war in the West and in Asia where so many nations were involved, was comparatively 

a sideshow. When Dresden burnt, Stalin new that the Illuminate were in again in total 

control, and that Russia would be their next target without fail. That much was plain to 

see, because fascism had not been eradicated at the war's end. It had become bigger than 

ever. Stalin, as an Illuminati man, understood fascism. He understood the rule of terror 

and the blood orgy that goes with it. When he saw more than 60 Japanese cities going up 

in smoke, with many of them 80% eradicated in countless firestorms, Stalin understood 

what the coming New World Order was intended to be the fate for Russia. It appears to 

me that Stalin was gripped with such fear that he instigated new round of political purges 

that included the brutal wave of terror directed against the returning prisoners of war. 

      "Roosevelt, had evidently understood the New World Order likewise," I added. 

"He should have been afraid of it just as Stalin was. In this case he might have been 

afraid enough to stop it. Of course we will never know what went on behind the scenes 

and behind the closed doors in those days. He might have tried and failed. We only know 

that Roosevelt was delivered to his grave two months after Dresden was burnt. The 

torching of Dresden singled the beginning. It was the opening fanfare blast of that New 

World Order that Roosevelt didn't fit in. Officially Roosevelt died of a cerebral 

hemorrhage, but we will never know if what caused it was or was not artificially induced 

with 'unwise' medication or 'unwise' treatment since Roosevelt had suffered from polio 

for twenty years already and required care for that. The political timing however suggests 

that Roosevelt was delivered to the grave on purpose in some fashion. That too is what 

stood behind the horror that you saw when you visited Dresden. It is not surprising that 

you couldn't make sense of it at the time. I don't think anybody understood at the time 

what the white-burnt ruins were a monument of. Nor did you likely realize that this scene 

would be seen again and again in different forms, and not only in the burnt cities of 



Japan, but also in the horrors of the Korean War and all the other wars that followed with 

no yet in sight." 

      "I saw an exhibition in Leipzig," said Helen, "of bacteriological bombs that were 

used in Korea. The government displayed unexploded containers with American 

markings. Supposedly they contained disease-infested lice. We all saw this exhibit. I 

think it was mandatory in some way. We all thought at the time that it was just 

propaganda." 

      "It probably wasn't propaganda. It was the New World Order, the continuation of 

the old Illuminate game. What you saw was but a replay of the old tactics that had been 

used during the Indian wars in America where disease infested blankets were distributed 

that killed vast numbers of the native population. But the Korean war was mostly a terror 

war that focused on killing the civilian population with napalm. Many cities were 

destroyed with firestorms, and countless villages were totally eliminated with nothing 

remaining but a heap of yellow ashes. Napalm was the new weapon of mass destruction 

in those days. An armada of over 3500 heavy long-rage bombers had been built in 

America for the destruction of Japan in World War II. Many of the aircraft were deployed 

in this terror war to eradicate North Korea and parts of South Korea. Also huge dam-

buster bombs were used to destroy the agriculture in the North. Officially the war was a 

war against communism. It was imposed to halt the spread of communism. The fighting 

started over an election dispute, but the line was drawn long before. In real terms it was 

just another message to Stalin as part of the Cold War, in case Stalin didn't get it: 

resistance is futile. But Stalin was resisting once again. The Empire had developed the 

hydrogen bomb in 1952. The Mike explosion had illustrated its potential. The atom bomb 

was puny in comparison. But Russia also had the hydrogen bomb in its grasp. That's 

when the campaign to eradicate the Soviet Union appeared to have been cancelled, as it 

was no longer winnable. There were plans afoot to drop thirty nukes on North Korea. The 

plans were cancelled too. The Korean War became a side issue. Of course, the campaign 

to wipe out the Soviet Union had only been put on hold, and not totally scrapped. The 

American B-29 bomber was a big airplane with a long range, but it wasn't big enough to 

deliver the large and heavy hydrogen bombs across the vast expanses of Russia. The B-

36 bomber was being built for that purpose, a ten-engine airplane that could carry a single 

one of these big 20-foot long monster bombs weighing over 40,000 pounds, together with 

two smaller bombs, and to haul them far enough to cover every inch of Russia without 

refueling. We built close to 400 of B-36 in America. Korea became vital in this respect 

for the Empire's big game plan. Korea was vital for its location. Stalin knew this. China 

knew this also. They couldn't allow Korea to fall. Japan didn't allow nuclear bombs on its 

soil. The Korean War was about Russia, really, and China, and India. The game was 

bigger than Korea. Stalin knew it and China too. But the Empire gained the upper hand. It 

won the Korean War, but it didn't really win anything. The big B-36s were built and 

operational, but they were never used. Technology had made them obsolete, and maybe 

that is what saved the world. The big birds were sitting ducks in the sky." 

      "Are you saying that the Korea War was for nothing? All those cities and millions 

of people were sacrificed for nothing. Is that what you are saying, Peter?" 



      "I am not saying this at all," I countered her. "The massacre in Korea remains a 

vital component of the Illuminati's strategic plan, just as the Deir Yassin massacre by 

Israel, tiny as it was in comparison, stands a 'vital element in the forming of the State of 

Israel,' as its Prime Minister in later years pointed out who had been a leader in the 

massacre. A gang of thugs stormed the village Deir Yassin in early morning and went 

house to house killing everyone they could get a hold on. They killed 250 that day. A few 

were captured and put on a truck and paraded through Jerusalem, which were later shot in 

a quarry. The terror caused the Palestinians to flee. It created 700,000 refugees. Once 

they were gone, the Israeli destroyed their homes. Some 120,000 houses were 

demolished. The refugees were never allowed back. The terror atmosphere remains to the 

very day. The Illuminate will never relinquish their control of South Korea for a similar 

reason, and for that reason the North-South division will be kept alive. It is a part of the 

larger plan, a part of the end game. In comparison with that, what you saw in Dresden, 

looking at the ruins, was a scene of paradise." 

      "You must be insane, Peter. How can you say such a thing?" 

      "I am saying it, because it is true. You said yourself that you saw people among 

the ruins cleaning up burnt bricks that remained intact to rebuild the city. And that is 

what they did. Dresden was rebuilt. When the fire stopped and war stopped the killing 

ended. That's what made it possible for the city to be rebuild and have a life again. That 

won't happen anymore under the New World Order that deploys the third generation 

nuclear bombs that keeps on killing forever. The newest bomb is called the DU bomb, the 

Depleted Uranium bomb. But as an atom weapon there is nothing depleted about it. It is 

uranium, mostly the nuclear-waste left over from making atoms bombs and nuclear 

reactor fuel. This waste is expensive to store. It could be recycled into new fuel, but that's 

not allowed. Instead, the stuff is now put into bombs. Uranium ignites on impact the and 

burns with a fire that is several times hotter than the Dresden fire was. The uranium is 

vaporized in this heat. It becomes an aerosol of tiny spheres that are smaller than the 

wavelengths of light. They are so small that they can't be seen with anything except with 

the most advanced electron microscopes. Some of the particles are only ten nanometers in 

size. Sixty percent of the uranium in the weapons becomes that small or nearly so, 

whereby it becomes a part of the air we all breathe. It remains suspended in the air and 

remains radioactive for all times to come. This is the air that we inhale into our lungs. 

And so, the killing won't stop. The uranium-polluted air already encircles the world in 

minute concentrations. So far only a few million kilograms have been vaporized over 

Yugoslavia, Iraq, and Afghanistan. There the horrors that we unleashed are truly 

unspeakable, ranging from the most grotesque birth defects to over 90 different types of 

diseases, including many types of cancer and also diabetes. The illuminati plan calls for a 

hundred-fold increase in the DU bombing. With that they are targeting China, India, and 

Russia, and possibly also Africa. That is where North Korea becomes important as the 

future bombing ground for the obliteration of China, India, and Indonesia, and of course 

Eastern Russia. The Middle East is likewise being set up to become a major dumping 

ground for DU bombs for the obliteration of most of Western Russia, including all of the 

oil regions in the Middle East, and parts of Africa. With the DU bombs that spread their 

radioactive poison far and wide, the Illuminati don't have to actually attack a targeted 

country directly. It is enough for them to dump the stuff nearby. North Korea appears to 



have been chosen to be that target in Southeast Asia, just as Iran is the target in the 

Middle East. The two targets are geographically central to all of South Asia. Tens of 

millions of kilograms of DU bombs are already pre-positioned, sitting on the ground, 

ready for use in the upcoming 'theaters' of war as they call the killing fields. This means 

that attacking Iran has nothing to do with Iran. The real target is Russia and India. But 

Stalin is dead, of course. So, who defends Russia now?" 

      "Are you saying that the intended destruction of Iran is for the purpose of 

destroying Russia, and North Korea for the destruction of China. That's monstrous! I can't 

believe that, Peter." 

      "Oh, Helen, that's not you speaking what I hear. I know you better than that. You 

are not a paragon of indifference. When people are in trouble you fight for them. When 

all of mankind is in mortal danger, I can't see you walking away from it, shrugging your 

shoulder. I know you will fight this great danger to prevent the greatest catastrophe ever. 

You can't risk being indifferent. No one can. Those days are over. The bombs are sitting 

on the ground. Become a patriot with me and assure that these bombs stay on the ground, 

and then are banned and sent to the scrap yard. I know, Iran's role that is cast for it in this 

end game is unimaginably big, and so is North Korea's. You should ask yourself, is your 

commitment just as big? Iran is currently set up to play a part in the permanent 

depopulation of large parts of the planet. That's the Illuminati's game, Helen. You better 

believe it. Yes, the game plan is preposterous. Yes, they, empire, or whoever they are, are 

insane to even contemplate this unspeakable game, much less to build the bombs for it. 

But they are contemplating it. They have built the bombs. There are 67,000 tones of 

uranium contained in bombs and munitions sitting on the ground at the three U.S. Air 

Force bases in South Korea. How can China not be the intended target? There is enough 

uranium contained in these bombs to built ten million atom bombs with. That is their 

uranium equivalent. Most of that mass will be pumped into the air. We have the same 

situation in the Middle East. Except in the Middle East the figures will likely be ten times 

higher." 

      "It can't be that bad," Helen interrupted. "I don't hear anything in the media about 

it. I only hear it from you. Maybe you are insane." 

      "The evidence isn't in what I say, but in how the world reacts," I said calmly. "The 

subject is forbidden. We have half a million veterans disabled from this stuff, and no one 

is allowed to call it for what it is. This evidence alone is compelling. And there is more. 

Back in 1991 the USAF had a fire at one of its munitions dumps in Kuwait, in which 

some of the uranium bombs burnt up. I guess that so many people have died from this 

small contamination over the years, that just recently the Kuwaiti government has made 

the U.S. Air Force clean the mess up. They scraped together almost 7000 tons of sand, 

loaded into 300 containers and shipped the sand home to the USA. The Kuwaiti couldn't 

live with this stuff that contained only ten parts of DU per trillion. But the real evidence 

comes from Russia and China. Can you blame the Chinese when they get 'concerned' 

about the Illuminati's plan to dump 65,000 tons of vaporized uranium in its atmosphere at 

the border, threatening a billion people? Oh yes, the Chinese are 'concerned.' I posted a 

blog on this issue at one of the Chinese Websites. Their response showed that they are 



scared to death. Someone posted a blog two weeks later saying that China just completed 

a crash program to develop the Heng-Feng-301 ICBM system: a light ICBM, truck 

mounted, with enough range to hit the North American West Coast almost any place. It 

comes in two flavors, with either a single 3-megaton warhead, or three 90-kiloton 

warheads. The Chinese have no choice, but to develop the capability to disable the USA 

in a single strike should this become necessary to stop the uranium bombing at their 

doorstep when it begins. They know that if they do not react, they cannot survive. They 

also know that the USA is vulnerable to be disabled in this manner. When the West Coast 

is hit with a few of the 3-megaton explosions, and the fallout is injected into the high 

atmosphere where is carried east with the jet streams, the deadly mess will likely be 

deposited all across the populous East Coast. Within a few hours the USA will become a 

has-been. The whole USA is a sitting duck in this way. No missile defenses exist to 

protect the West Coast, and the few defenses that have been built probably don't work 

anyway in a real contest. In principle of kinetic missile defense is a gamble with 

extremely high odds stacked against it, like winning a lottery. The ABM system is a scam 

to keep us all vulnerable. The Illuminati want us to be wiped off the map. They have 

wanted the USA wiped off the map the moment the USA was born. And later, when 

Roosevelt threatened the Empire with extinction, in return, the Empire's resolve became 

firmer than ever to wipe us out. That is why the postwar period is so filled with cries for 

depopulation. The Illuminati hope that in a nuclear exchange the USA has enough 

capacity remaining to wipe out Russia and China for them. No country can hit us so hard 

that we can't retaliate. Somehow the patriots of mankind have managed to keep the lid on 

this hopeless war game for half a century, successfully. But now that we are in the 

Illuminati's end game with the DU war on the horizon the lid is about to be blown." 

      "But why, Peter? That's insane. It makes no sense." 

      "Oh, it makes perfect sense to those living in the darkness of the Illuminati," I said. 

"Their light is darkness. Utter darkness. They see no real way out, Helen. This chaos is 

built into their way of life. The Illuminati exist by looting. They can't see beyond that. 

The process of looting wrecks every economy they touch. Empire is a counter-economic 

system. Economics is a platform for building. Empire is a platform for destroying. Their 

globalized looting practice has already destroyed the world. They know it, but they know 

no way out. Empire is a trap, which they don't want to leave. They aim to maintain 

themselves by robbing the world blind. However, the Universe doesn't work that way. 

They are beginning to recognize that the money they looted becomes increasingly 

worthless. Their power, which is rooted in money, is fading. They know, they cannot 

allow their looting system to go bankrupt, even though it is already technically bankrupt. 

They know, that as soon as they admit their bankruptcy the sovereign nations will step in 

and shut them down and out. They can't tolerate the thought of the end of empire. In their 

dark dreams they see a faint hope for their continued survival on a largely depopulated 

planet, a planet without nation states, without democracy, without honest science, without 

civilization, and society of begging slaves living in a totally feudal system that they 

dream they will rule as the have in the dark ages; the kind of misery in which they can 

play king. That is their game plan. That is their end game. That is what depopulation is 

intended for. But it won't happen, Helen. They forgot that mankind is waking up. They 

forgot that what was once easily done a few centuries ago is no longer possible. Mankind 



has begun to fight back. Mankind is no longer a mouse or a monkey. When they say in 

their cruel ways, 'resistance is futile,' people no longer bow their heads. At least some 

people don't. The new watchword that is spoken now is, 'resistance is possible,' 'freedom 

is possible,' 'the end of empire is possible,' 'a new renaissance is possible.' I think our 

assigned task here is to assure somehow that what is possible for building a new 

civilization is being put into the foreground. This is said evermore forcefully now and it 

is becoming backed up with deeds. I think this is why we are here. Don't you agree? Fred 

gave me all the time I need. You have been given two weeks. Don't you think two weeks 

should be enough for us to change the world? You are the healer. I know a little bit about 

politics were healing is desperately needed, even though I see some real light on the 

horizon. The Illuminati night is far spent. The day is at hand, I would say." 

      "Now I know why Nicolai brought us here," said Helen. "He brought us together 

here, because you are a fighter and I am a healer." 

      "Is there a difference between the two?" I replied. "A healer is a fighter, a fighter 

for good. And a fighter is a healer, overturning what is wrong. Jesus was a fighter. He 

overturned the tables of the moneychangers. He threw them out of the temple. My fight is 

to see to it that the imperial moneychangers and robbers are cast out of the kingdom 

altogether. He healed in the temple and in the people's villages. I hope to be a healer too. 

If I could heal the world of indifference a great victory would be won. So I would say 

there is no difference at all between you and I. We are both fighters and healers as we go. 

We are birds of a natural intimacy." 

      "Birds of a natural intimacy," Helen repeated and laughed. "You know what this 

means?" 

      "This means that the time for talking has been far spent. It's bed time, Helen," I 

said and laughed with her. 

      "How about dinner first, Peter?" 

      "Oh dinner, yes! I know just the place. There is this place a dozen kilometers down 

the highway, a fish place. On Cape Cod it's fish, that's for dinner." 

      "You mean that old shack down the road with the neon sign over top in huge 

letters, saying: Seafood?" 

      "No, no, Helen. Father down the road, the one with the sign, 'Temple of Abundant 

Life."" 

      "Are you sure it isn't a church, Peter?" 

      "No, no, it said something about fish and bar and had a ship's wheel hung in front. 

It can't be all bad. Fishermen are honest folks. And when the winds are tough they are 

fighters to." 

      "I think that is so, that's the place I want to be, Peter. Give me ten to get dressed." 



  



Chapter 10 - No Mass for Me!  
 

       "I think your assessment makes sense," said Helen the next day on the way to the 

beach behind the sand dunes park off the highway. "Do you know why your assessment 

makes sense?" she added. "A verse of a poem comes to mind, 'Truth pleads to-night: Just 

take me in! No mass for me!' It puts into words what I have been trying to live by for 

most of my life. We need ideas based on valid principles, not mass. And now you are 

saying the same thing, but in different words." 

      "I didn't say anything like it," I said. 

      "Oh yes you have. You said to me, 'two people are enough to change the world.' 

You didn't say anything about organizing a mass movement. There is no intimacy in a 

mass movement, no sovereignty, and no universal love." 

      As she still spoke I got a shock. I realized that I didn't have the car keys in my 

pockets. "Do you have the keys?" I asked. 

      "Don't you have them?" she asked. 

      "No," I said. "We must go back," I added instantly. "Maybe they slipped out of my 

pocket." 

      We found nothing on the trail. But we did find them still stuck in the ignition lock. 

Now what? The door was closed, the windows rolled up. Even our shoes were in the car, 

and there was no one nearby to help. 

      "What do we have in the house?" Helen asked. "Elisha asked this question once in 

times of a great famine. So, what do we have on us?" 

      "All I have is the shirt on my back, the pants I wear, and a belt the keeps the pants 

in place." That's when I noticed that one of the Windows wasn't all the way up." 

      "There you have it," said Helen and laughed. "There is your opportunity." 

      I dangled the belt buckle down to the locking pin and yanked at it. It slipped off 

three times, but at the third try it worked. 

      "There you see," Helen said and laughed some more. "We need to rely on 

intelligent movement, not mass movement. That's a hard one to get used to. A mass 

movement has no place in the temple of Soul, Truth, and Love. Mass movements are 

easily built, but they are built on sand. Truth pleads tonight: No mass for me! Every 

empire that ever was, was built on its own hidden mass movement, a movement for mass 

manipulation and deception, an avalanche against Truth. Its marching song is: In lies we 

trust. But my song is, Truth pleads tonight, no mass for me. Civilization isn't a mass 

movement. It is a renaissance of profound ideas. Whatever is created in the world comes 



from the power of ideas. That's the song of intimacy, real intimacy, isn't it? You have just 

experienced the power of it." 

      "That was a poor analogy," I said and smiled. 

      "Oh, was it?" said Helen. "Didn't it work? We got the car open. It worked for 

Elisha too. He saved a family from starvation that way. He illustrated a principle that 

works, and it worked for us too." 

      I nodded. "Actually I can't think of anything that would have worked better," I said 

quietly. 

      "There you have it," said Helen and laughed. "And don't forget that what we have 

experienced here in a small way applies everywhere. If the truth of our humanity is its 

own power, we don't need a mass force, do we? Why would we need a mass force if we 

already have all we need? All what remains to be done then, is that we promote the 

development of our intimacy with what is real. That's intelligence." 

      "One of the chief flanks in the Illuminati game is to dumb the population down, to 

destroy education," I interjected. "They made education hollow and made it extremely 

expensive at the same time. They put the kids into debt for long parts of their future and 

give them nothing in return. At the end of the line the kids find that their diploma is 

largely worthless and not only because there isn't an economy left in the world that 

produces much anymore for which a diploma would have value. Frustrated, the young 

people sign up for the army and get killed, or get disabled for life as most soldiers now 

end up in the DU-war environment. Or they and up psychologically killed. The military is 

a mass movement. War is a mass movement of insanity. The sooner it is stopped; the 

sooner society can breathe again." 

      "The takedown of education began in 1951," said Helen. "It began in Germany, in 

Berlin, with the Congress for Cultural Freedom, which means freedom from culture, 

since culture is freedom." 

      "You were there?" 

      Helen shook her head. "The congress was organized by the CIA in the first two 

years of its existence. I'm glad I wasn't there. I might have been brainwashed. When 

culture is destroyed, sovereignty is destroyed, what then remains, Peter? What remains to 

build love on? The process of the takedown of culture and been extended since then. We 

have created a culturally empty generation. The emptiness is now reflected through much 

of the entire society." 

      "What else would you expect from the rule of an Illuminati Empire in which 

darkness is hailed as light and Satan as God?" I said to Helen. "They've taken intelligence 

and crushed it and turned the resulting insanity into a mass movement. Hitler did the 

same thing with his speeches. I can understand his speeches now, considering that he was 

trained by the Illuminati in England before he was put in power. I can also understand 

now what the Illuminati did to you in Germany after the war. They tried to crush your 



entire nation. The renaissance is a cultural movement that goes into the opposite 

direction. It built up the nations. It built great and beautiful cities and set the stage for 

wonderful works of art. But it wasn't a movement of force. No potentate degreed under 

penalty that society focus on beauty, art, literature, science, sublime music, and so forth. 

The renaissance was a movement of the heart, a one by one movement with each person 

moving sovereign in its realm, but they were united in principle and in a budding sense of 

universal love. There was no mass movement pushing the scene. They moved with the 

heart." 

      "A renaissance is a movement of healing," said Helen. "Healing is a movement 

without mass. It is active in its intention and passive in its process. Christ Jesus said of 

his healing work. I just do what I see my father do." 

      "Isn't that how you healed your friend who was in hospital for a big surgery, but 

who had a weak heart?" I interjected. "You told me back in Leipzig that shortly after the 

surgery was scheduled to begin you felt a great sense of urgency, a cry for help as it were, 

and that in this moment of crisis in which there in no time left for scientific reasoning, 

you saw in your mind a vast lattice of human hearts all arrayed laterally, all connected by 

strands of light, all sending a bit of their light of strength to the heart in great need. What 

a wonderful sense of intimacy you had experienced. No wonder it became a healing 

experience for you all." 

      "Oh it was a profound intimate experience alright with the whole of humanity. 

Each time this happened a sense of peace displaced the sense of urgency. All of this 

happened three times at various intervals. In the end a great peace remained that marked 

the entire experience. When I saw my friend that day in late afternoon, I saw him in bed 

sitting up, smiling and glowing with a sense of joy over a great victory. There was the 

peace again and the same kind of intimacy. That's the kind of intimacy I have been trying 

to get into with my friends ever since that day. That's the standard I set for myself. It's not 

an easy one to reach every time. Still it started quite an amazing adventure with all kinds 

of opportunities for healing along the way. Some were successful. Some failed, and even 

those were growing experiences." 

      "I guess our meeting that night wasn't a total failure then," I interjected. 

      "I bet it wasn't for you either," said Helen and grinned. "I bet it was an experience 

of peace, and joy, and power - not 'mass' power, but 'sun' power. If it was, you 

experienced the essence of the fundamental triad of civilization. Like all roads lead to 

Rome, all healing experiences take us back to the center where everything that is true 

comes together, to the great triad of Soul, Truth, and Love. Soul unfolds into peace, Truth 

into joy, and Love in the love that is universal. If you feel like floating in air, the love that 

inspires this, is universal. I find this quite often coming home from the theatres. I also 

find that this triad in us needs to be build and then be protected. I learned this quite early 

after the war. What is precious is like a chain that must be kept together. There was once 

a large aircraft plant located in the suburbs near where I lived. The plant had remained 

undamaged all they way through the war. Then one day, after the war had ended, I 

watched with a strange sense of disbelief all the machinery of the plant being hauled out 



and loaded into box cars to be shipped to Russia for reparation. I could faintly understand 

the concept of reparation, even as a kid. But it didn't make any sense what I saw. A man 

who watched the event with me told me that a factory is like a living thing. All parts 

work together, machines, the skilled workers, buildings, supplies, and so on. He said that 

machines by themselves don't make a product. But that's all they took, the machines. The 

man said that the machinery by itself was likely useless outside the context in which it 

was used. And he added that the factory that was now left empty was useless too. The 

buildings had remained intact, but nothing was being produced in them. He said it was a 

tragedy, because a chain had been broken. He said that if one breaks a link of a chain the 

entire chain becomes useless. It took me some years to figure out that he had been talking 

about a nation and its economy. And it took me even longer to realize that this also 

applies to ourselves." 

      "Congratulations!" I said and reached my hand out to her. "You have discovered 

something that we in America haven't learned in half a century. Maybe the Congress for 

Cultural Freedom was designed to break those links so thoroughly that no one even 

bothered to repair them. What the CIA did throughout the world in the shadow of this 

broken chain became a global tragedy that has not yet ended." 

      "So, you see Peter, all you have to do to repair the damage, is repair the broken 

link," said Helen. "If it was broken with a lie, the truth will do just fine, and the truth rests 

on intelligence. Intelligence is native to every human being. It may be dormant in most, 

but it is there. Of course I didn't know any of that when I was just a kid, nor did most 

anyone else, so it seemed. It was all a big puzzle to me. It was the same with the food 

supply. In the early postwar period the food supply was almost non-existent. I didn't 

know why. Still we little kids were luckier than most. The empty aircraft plant had large 

facilities that were utilized in the days after the war to serve us kids a hot meal. They 

appeared to have left the tables and chairs behind. I was impressed by the elegance in 

which our school lunches were now served. Our school had nothing comparable to those 

facilities. Of course the school wasn't designed to serve meals, but those free lunches 

were possibly the only hot meals that most of the kids in those days ever got. 

Unfortunately, the lunch program was short lived. We were told that the factory buildings 

were to be dynamited. It was madness. We played in the ruins after the demolition was 

done. The central pillars in many of the buildings were blown away so that the rest of the 

building caved in and became useless. In one of the buildings only the walls were blown 

out. We played in the ruins for some years until there was enough of an economy rebuilt 

in the country so that the new society could muster the resources to clean up the mess that 

the demolition had created. It took years of work afterwards to eradicate the demolished 

factory, but it was accomplished. Farming was restarted on the same site were the aircraft 

plant had one stood. Eventually a new plant was built on the very same spot. It produced 

farming equipment." 

      "Well, are you surprised?" I interjected.  

      "Not all of the industries were destroyed that way, Peter, though apparently the 

best of them were. I couldn't understand as a young girl why anyone would heap revenge 

on an empty building which could serve as a great place for building new things. This 



was a time when the world was in need of healing, of rebuilding. Of course they had their 

excuses for preventing the healing, but those were all lies. The real reason was the policy 

of intention of empire to deprive a defeated people of the potential to rebuild their 

potential for living." 

      "Now you are beginning to understand what is happening to us in America," I said. 

"We see the same process that you saw, now happening at home, only on a larger scale. It 

began in the USA with the takedown of the steel industry. Steel was made in China by 

slave-wage laborers. The same happened to shipbuilding and then farming. Now the 

automobile industry is on the road to oblivion. The openly stated goal of the big 

American automakers is not to produce anything at all in the USA, but to import all 

products from cheap-labor countries. Most of the cars are now imported with the 

American labels on as though they were made at home. The big automakers will have 

their machines auctioned off; much of it going for scrap. The skilled workers are thrown 

onto the scrap heap or diverted to useless low-paying jobs. That is what you saw when 

the aircraft plant was demolished." 

      "Maybe I sensed something like that back then, as I watched with this man the 

machinery from the aircraft plant being loaded onto open box cars," said Helen. "I had a 

sad feeling that the machinery wasn't meant to be reused at all, but was taken away from 

us to prevent them from being used again for productive purposes. The man who watched 

this with me might have been a worker at the plant who understood vaguely what we 

saw. He might have cried without tears at what he saw. A large crane had been set up 

inside the plant near its fence. The crane lifted the equipment over the fence and into a 

long train of open boxcars. The man appeared to have sensed that a tragedy was in the 

making beyond the immediacy of the scene before us." 

      "Fascism is the face of the war of empire against mankind," I interjected. "It is 

waged for destroying civilization. But how does one reverse this sad history that keeps 

repeating itself? How does one fight this insanity?" 

      "Evil has no intelligence and power to perpetuate itself," Helen cut me off. "If it 

repeats itself, the reason is that society makes the same mistake over and over anew. Just 

as the man had said that the machines, the buildings, the engineers and workers, and all 

the infrastructures in support of the complex are parts of a larger living chain, I saw in 

like measure an entire nation coming to light as a living unit, even the whole of mankind. 

The man said, that by taking one link out of the chain, the whole chain becomes useless. 

Isn't that what you saw happening with the takedown of your steel industry and so on? 

The tragedy that the masters of empire imposed on us after the war, implemented your 

own people, rather than being rejected as inhumanity, became your own tragedy that you 

are now suffering. And this will be the trend for your future and for future of the world. A 

mistake appears to become repeated again and again until it is corrected. Then, and only 

then the cycle stops. With the stroke of the pen the financiers in your country broke the 

industrial chain of your nation. Ironically, society stood indifferent. It let it happen. 

Fascism has taken on the form of a financier's sword that is wielded to break the physical 

economy, and society remains indifferent." 



      "Now the same sword is being sharpened again to soon claim all the remaining 

infrastructures as well," I said quietly and with a sense of shame. "They are claiming our 

roads, bridges, ports, airports, even food. Food is now on the fast track of being patented 

as an intellectual property. A New Age of fascism is beginning that leaves little room for 

human living." 

      "But it is all driven by the same mistake, Peter. The war of empire against mankind 

drives it, the war of its fascism, because the conditions for is continuing are constantly 

created anew by the old mistakes becoming repeated." 

      "I wonder what the man's response would be today at seeing what is now 

happening in the world," I said to Helen. "Would he be wise enough today to say that 

what we see now is the same as what he had seen already 60 years ago? Would he say 

that it is the same fascist process with the same goal to break apart one more link in the 

chain of civilization?" 

      Helen nodded. "Being a wise man, as he evidently was, he might add that fascism 

wears different masks at different times, but that its face underneath is always the same. 

He might also add that fascism is but an element of the war of empire versus mankind, 

and will always be an element of it whenever any organizational system which has no 

natural basis to exist, such as empire, tries to maintain its illegitimate existence by force. 

Fascism becomes its tool then, because its goal can only be accomplished by force. In 

this case society will always be its target, because the masters of empire know that a 

developing society will inevitably be able to recognize the truth and free itself. All it 

takes is one breakthrough, Peter, one right idea, and the world can change. The masters 

fear that." 

      "They also fear the development of intimacy," I added. "If one takes that away 

cultural failures result. When there is no intimate connection between people, then there 

is something spiritually lacking in society, and as a consequence society falls into mortal 

danger." 

      "Didn't Jesus already warn about this trap 2000 years ago," said Helen. "I think it 

became a saying around this time that if there is no intimacy with one another, how can 

one then be intimate with God? And if this isn't happening, how can one be intimate with 

oneself? Intimacy, in this context, is often translated as love, but I suspect that's an error 

in translation." 

      "On the lateral plane, intimacy is love," I interjected. "What else could it be? Take 

that away, and you take away culture. Take away culture and what have you got left to 

build civilization on?" 

      Helen nodded. "This emptiness was amazingly evident after the war Peter. A 

strange phenomenon was happening all over the city. It didn't last long, but it was 

happening. The demolished aircraft plants had stocks of explosive aluminum rivets left 

behind among the ruins. We kids found them fascinating, because they went off with a 

loud bang when put onto the streetcar tracks or into the campfires. When the rivets were 



used up some of the older kids with chemical know how made their own explosives by 

mixing a certain weed killer with a fumigating compound and stuffed the mix into narrow 

gage aluminum tubes that had been left behind in the rubble of the demolished aircraft 

plants. Those homemade devices became large firecrackers. Strangely, this thing 

happened also in other parts of the city where industrial plants had been demolished. A 

few horror stories kept surfacing from different parts of town. One kid had lost his hand 

while hammering a metal tube closed. In another case someone had put one of these 

larger devices under a streetcar and blown off a wheel. It is hard to imagine now that such 

a thing could have been happening after years of a horrible war. But for some reason, 

blowing things up seemed to have become a cultural background that had lingered on. No 

one living in this city had escaped seeing big buildings on fire near the end of the war, or 

experience bombs going off when the war was brought home to Germany. However, as 

fast as this strange phenomenon started the insanity ended. The end seemed to coincide 

with social programs becoming set up for the youth with a focus on rebuilding the 

cultural base. Fascism seems to flourish in a culturally empty society. It also breeds 

further emptiness. This emptiness apparently can be overturned. One of the early 

rebuilding projects in the city, as far as I can remember, were two gleaming new 

buildings. One was a new opera house, and the other a new symphony hall. And for us 

kids many cultural centers were established, centers for dancing, sports, and so on. 

Mostly the centers were attached to factories, those few that hadn't been destroyed in the 

war, or had been demolished afterwards. Also we had wonderful movies in those days of 

gently growing love affairs of people in different factories that became infective as 

people began to respond to the glow of it, or of similar thing happening in the arts. I can't 

remember a single movie from my childhood in which a shot was fired or a person was 

murdered." 

      "We were driven in the opposite direction," I interrupted her. "The destruction in 

the U.S. started with shutting down one industry after another. Oh yes, shots were fired in 

the movies. The shots became louder. The war against society began slowly, almost 

unseen, but it gradually turned the cultural stage into the opposite direction, towards 

breaking the nation, link by link, and much of the 'free' world. What the Empire imposed 

on you, it imposed on us, but on a deeper level. It is now hitting home. The target has 

become the home itself. A home is fast becoming unaffordable. Homelessness, 

unemployment, cultural pessimism and cultural insanity have become the new western 

standard. We are moving towards a social catastrophe interwoven with crime, drugs, 

anger, violence and the use of force that altogether seem to have no limit in the sewer.  

Nor can anyone foresee the full extend of the interlocking social, political, and economic 

consequences when the living chains are being broken as we see this happening. 

Considering the kinds of games that are played on the chessboards of empire, the collapse 

processes that is now wrecking the living of our people, and the processes of civilization 

as a whole, is evidently intended just as the destruction of Germany after the war had 

been intended. The only difference that I see between then and now is that there was far 

less indifference to the human equation in the immediate years after the war. There was 

more intimacy among people. It seems to me that when intimacy is vacated indifference 

takes its place, followed by disdain." 



      "By this the healing focus becomes plain," said Helen. "Did America ever 

experience a bit of that kind of healing in the immediate postwar years, as we had 

experienced it under communism?" 

      I shook my head. "It wasn't allowed, Helen. We had Trumanism. Many people 

called it McCarthyism. It was a hate explosion against communism. It was an attack on 

the very intimacy that you had relished. It became a fear campaign. Fear isolates people. 

Fear builds indifference, the very indifference that the criminals in high places desire, 

some of which has already regressed into disdain, and beyond that, into terror. Let me tell 

you a story of how the West was won, of how intimacy was foresworn into indifference, 

which quickly became disdain, followed by absolute terror. It is the story of an Hungarian 

Jew who was still in his teens when Hitler invaded Hungary. His father had bought 

forged identity papers with a name that completely hid the boy's Jewish identity. Under 

the new name, attached to a different father, the boy became instrumental in confiscating 

many of the Jewish estates and properties after the Nazi invasion. The boy stated in later 

years that this was a lawless occupation in which the normal rules of humanity didn't 

apply. Survival and getting ahead, even at the expense of the deaths or others, became the 

foremost factor in his life. On this basis he began his genocidal legacy, by working for 

the Nazi's killing machine that slaughtered 500,000 Hungarian Jews, his own people, 

during the Holocaust. He became a part of the Nazi Economic Department in Hungary 

that was in charge of looting the properties of Hungarian Jews even to the point of 

removing the gold fillings from the teeth of the murdered Jews; or cutting off the hair of 

the Jewish women before killing them, that would then be shipped in bales to mattress 

factories; or such activities as converting the fat of dead Jews into bath soap, and in 

figuring out effective methods of torture to induce the Jews awaiting death to reveal 

where they had hidden their last possessions. History tells gruesome tales of this period. 

A lot of them are probably true. He was interviewed in later years. He said it was a 

tremendous evil, a very personal experience of evil, an experience that shaped him. When 

being asked if it was difficult for him seeing so many of his people shipped of to the 

death camps. He said it wasn't difficult at all. He said it was the Nazi machine that did 

these things, not him. He merely lent his hands to the process. After the war he continued 

his craft, applying his hands in aiding the Western machine of empire. He became the 

most successful financial raider in world history, working directly for the very top in the 

circles of empire. His fund of raw financial power became legendary. His personal 

income for his service to the new empire is said to be in the range of 150 million dollars a 

week, while oil and food price gouging by the invisible empire makes living almost 

impossible for billions of people, forcing close to a billion of the poorest around the 

planet into genocidal starvation and millions of families, even in the rich nations, out of 

their home under the weight of the empire's economic crimes. This goes far beyond 

indifference, even beyond disdain. The difference is on the side of the population. The 

Nazi trained raider of the wealth of society, and others like him, who are forcing death 

upon society in an ever-widening scene of despair, own most of the politician in the 

world. They own the U.S. Democratic Party completely, evidently also the Congress and 

Senate. Others own the White House, which is far from being white anymore. The whole 

world is now threatened by these agents of agents of empire, the hands greasing the 

machine, but society doesn't care, does it? If it does, I don't see it. All I see is 

indifference, and even the beginning of disdain. Evermore people are rushing into the 



financiers' market to make a 'killing' without raising a finger, regardless of whom the loot 

is stolen from in the process. That's disdain. We've been pushed so far away from the 

intimacy that should enrich our living, that our families and our very culture are 

collapsing to the point that civilization falls by the wayside and the world scene has 

become a scene of perpetual war with banners strung in the background idealizing 

depopulation. Killing has become a sport. We are even burning food now while people 

are starving to death under the arrangements of greed. While this is happening, people 

hail the insanity and defend it. How can we ever heal society of this tragedy?" 

      "In Germany, for a brief period, the process was reversed, Peter. This can happen 

again, and it can happen all over the world. I think it began to happen for us when we hit 

bottom. Suddenly people started to care for one-another. In East Germany, where I grew 

up, everyone was poor. We all felt equal that way. We felt less isolated. We respected 

each other more. There was a natural intimacy in the air. The key obviously wasn't 

poverty. Poverty isn't a virtue. I think the key comes to light when all the superficial stuff 

is peeled away, even by default as it was then, and a sense of humanity comes to the 

surface that tends to be hidden under the false glitter of greed that shifts the attention to 

things that don't really matter. I think we were richer in our poverty than we are now. He 

had no unemployment then. Even with all the bombed out houses all over the city, 

homelessness was unknown." 

      "In comparison with that, the light, which the Illuminati praise, is really utter 

darkness," I said to her. "A society with many millionaires is in real terms a poor society 

with little happiness and little security, a society of indifference and little real power. And 

the Illuminati are the poorest of them all. They must be. They are so insecure that they 

are constantly waging war to save their existence, since they have no real basis to exist. 

Oligarchism is a fraud unto itself. This tells me that you were somewhat fortunate to have 

grown up in East Germany where society was rich in things that actually count. In real 

terms illuminatizism is a platform for suicide. Way back in 1775 Mayer Rothschild 

commissioned a priest to create a tool to break the church with. The priest invented 

illuminatizism. He reached back to Isaiah who compared Babylon, the whore of empire, 

to the Morning Star, the mystic Lucifer, who fell from heaven and became Satan, but 

retained his luminance. So it became said that only he who has the light of Lucifer that 

became the heart of Babylon is fit to rule the world, creating and ruling empires. Mayer 

used this platform to organize a political sect of blood-rites and Satanism to undermine 

the role the church played in society that maintained a sense of humanity and fairness, a 

barrier against the raw force of looting that is only possible without a sense of humanity 

prevailing. But with it the Illuminati lost their own sense of humanity. It only took 15 

years from this point on that the masters of empire began to demand radical depopulation. 

This became their harp song as they lost their soul. The same song is still on the agenda. 

The harp plays louder now. The weapons for implementation are sitting full ready on the 

ground. But even as they reach for the throat of mankind their empire is collapsing. Their 

money turns to dust. Their roar becomes a peep that attracts laughter. Maybe we don't 

have to heal anything, Helen, as the great menace is already on the fast track of 

destroying itself. The Illuminati have been compared to a hundred-pound flea on the back 

of a five-pound dog. The flea will likely starve to death long before the dog dies. Then 

the dog can live again. Of course we are not a dog, but sovereign human beings, and as 



such we may yet shrug off the flea, the Rothschild Illuminati, and all the many secret 

temples of hell that the empire is made of. This would be the result if society would heal 

itself of its indifference." 

      "Maybe we should make this healing our goal," said Helen, "and let the healing 

forge a New Renaissance World Order. But can this be done? As I grew up in the postwar 

communist world the intimacy that began to develop was rapidly becoming offset by an 

emerging political apartheid. I remembered a time when I had applied to enter the 

country's advanced technological 'college' for electronics that I was well qualified for. 

However, as I came to register for the entry exam I appeared before the registrar as the 

daughter of the owner of a bakery. I went there with a friend whose father owned a radio 

repair shop. We were met with such a sense of indignation that I never forgot this day. 

'Why do you even bother coming here?' we were greeted by the registrar. 'This is a school 

for the sons and daughters of workers, not for the sons and daughters of the exploiters of 

workers.' Obviously we were not accepted. Little did we realize that the apartheid that 

was reflected in it was a facet of the New Fascism that would in time determine the fate 

of the world. Those words with which we were greeted, 'why do you even bother coming 

here?' would be spoken again and again to anyone who would dare to enter the American 

and European political arena as a declared enemy of empire. There would be no place for 

such a patriot of humanity." 

      "This was the experience of Lyndon LaRouche," I interjected. "He was fighting on 

the historic platform of the American System of Political Economy, the platform of 

Alexander Hamilton, Abraham Lincoln, Mathew Carey, Henry Clay, Franklin Delanor 

Roosevelt, the platform that President Kennedy tried to get back to, who was assassinated 

for it by the assassins of empire. A patriot for humanity necessarily stands as an enemy of 

empire, and he get shot down as such. LaRouche also stood on the great scientific 

tradition that every empire fears, the tradition of Cusa, Kepler, Leibniz, Riemann, Gauss, 

and others. He was fighting for a new age of honesty in science. LaRouche also stood on 

the foundation of classical culture in art, architecture, music, and education, a grave 

impediment to empire. With his tall standing in all of these areas he stood up for election 

to the presidency of the USA to help the nation to get out of the swamp of the fascism of 

empire that it had been dragged into. But he stood isolated. The entire political system, 

which was by then totally owned by the fascism of empire that had become the New 

World Order, was doing everything possible to keep LaRouche isolated. I'm sure he had 

heard the song a thousand times in different ways, 'Why do you bother coming here?' He 

ran for the office of the President eight times, mostly on the Democratic ticket, the old 

FDR ticket, and constantly he was told in essence, 'Why do you bother? We are in control 

now.' But he did bother, because it was and still is necessary to fight for civilization, to 

save the nation and all nations, to break through the mantle of fascism and bring life back 

into the dying world. He fought, because FDR had fought and had succeeded. In 1913 a 

bunch of traitors in the USA had sold out the nation to the London Bankers and their 

American stooges with the founding of the Federal Reserve as a private central bank. The 

traitors then promptly bankrupted the nation. Franklin Delanor Roosevelt had fought to 

get the nation back and to give it a chance to rebuild itself. He had thereby enabled the 

USA to build itself up into the richest and most powerful economic force on the planet. 

But as soon as FDR was in the grave, the citadel of freedom and prosperity that he had 



enabled to be built was being wrecked again. And the wrecking ball again was empire, 

fascism. That is what we face in healing indifference. We are facing disdain." 

      "And this is what the Titanic was sunk for," Helen interrupted. 

      "Oh yes, this too was disdain. It was a crime of disdain," I said quietly as if this 

theme shouldn't be touched upon again. "A well-reasoned theory is that the sinking of the 

Titanic was the first 911 event in history, and the most profitable of them all. The stakes 

were immensely huge. What was at stake was nothing less than the private takeover of 

the entire financial system of the USA. The project was so threatening to the nation that 

number of the most powerful men of the U.S. business elite were staunchly opposed to it, 

and would have spared no effort to stop it. Among those opposed were the well known 

industrialist Benjamin Guggenheim; the famous owner of Macy's department store, Isidor 

Straus I believe, and also John Astor the builder of a number of great New York hotels 

such as the Astoria. Astor served on the board of several major U.S. corporations.  These 

people weren't stupid, and by no means indifferent to what was spewing forth from the 

hell of empire. They could sense what was happening and what would result from the 

effective hand-over of America to the British Empire that ruled already much of the 

world. These men were among the richest men in the world. But they were also patriots 

to some degree. They stood totally opposed to the enslavement of America by the British, 

which the British had attempted for over a hundred years. They would have used their 

wealth and influence to oppose the Federal Reserve project by all means possible. They 

would also have opposed the launching of the empire's World War I project, and they 

would certainly have opposed the blackmail scheme that President Woodrow Wilson 

submitted to, which dragged the USA into World War I to save the empire.  As I said, 

these three men who were standing in the way of the objectives of empire, were quietly 

coaxed to board the floating palace called the Titanic for its historic maiden voyage. The 

rest is history. None of the three survived. 

      "As a mere conspiracy story the sinking of the Titanic makes no sense," I 

continued. "But as an empire story it bears all the hallmarks of the face of empire and its 

disdain that became the new fascism that would be mirrored again and again in many 

ways right to the present time and continue for as long as fascism rules. Once the three 

men were on the ship and the ship was sunk, the only viable opposition to the 

enslavement of America to the private imperial monetarism of empire and America's 

subsequent bankruptcy was thereby removed. The imperial takeover of America became 

a reality a year and a half later, on Christmas day in 1913. The actual sinking of the ship 

was a mere technicality that could have been easily arranged by the masters of empire. It 

could have been arranged with the appropriate falsification of iceberg reports, the 

intentional staging of a race through ice-infested waters, the hype of an unsinkable ship, 

and so on. Some theories have it that Captain Smith was ensnared in a religious spider 

web of the old Jesuit fashion - the Soldiers of God who had originally been set up by the 

Venetian Empire to break the Golden Renaissance with religious wars. Out of it came a 

mess that ended in the Thirty Years War. The captain was linked to this religion. It is 

believed that he, as a devout Jesuit, was ordered to sink the ship as a service to God in the 

context of a religious conflict. As an experienced North Atlantic mariner for 26 years, the 

captain would not have charged into ice infested waters at full speed in a moonless night. 



But with religion serving at the altar of imperial fascism for a span of history that goes 

back to the 1500s, the unlikely seeming, seems imminently possible. We saw these 

arranged 'happenings' many times after that in various ways. Also, in case anybody didn't 

get it, that it is futile to oppose the Empire, the Titanic was sunk on the historic 

anniversary date of the assassination of Abraham Lincoln in 1865. The probability for all 

of these things to be coinciding so precisely as they have, and purely by chance, is 

infinitesimal. The anniversary date Lincoln's assassination was likely chosen to drive the 

point home that resistance is not tolerated. Abraham Lincoln had won the Civil War on 

the basis of the American System of Political Economy that the private Federal Reserve 

System was intended to wreck. He was killed for his victory, and the Titanic was sunk in 

celebration of his assassination.  

      "This is the background that FDR stood against and had overturned," I continued. 

"That is what Lyndon LaRouche has been fighting to repeat in modern terms to save the 

world from further fascist intentions. Sinking the Titanic was the first 911. The age of the 

911s cannot be considered closed until the day when the fight against empire is won. We 

have seen many 911s since the night of the Titanic. The steamroller of empire won't stop 

until it is put out of the way. The Assassination in Sarajevo in 1914 that opened the door 

to WW I. The Reichstag fire in 1933 opened the path for Hitler to become the Nazi 

dictator and who was hired to launch WW II. The assassination of President Kennedy 

opened the gate to the Indo-China war. The Gulf of Tonkin event ignited it. Then came 

2001. The modern 911 titanic event said it again: resistance is futile. When will the next 

911 take place? Will it take out an entire city in the middle of the night, as in the night 

when Dresden was burnt, or in the morning hour when Hiroshima was murdered, or the 

noon day when Nagasaki became a nightmare and so forth? When fascism rules and the 

stakes are large for the world of empire, the means are always justified by the goals, no 

matter how horridly ugly they become. This is also still the background that we and the 

whole world stand against. Many patriots have raised their hand in recent years and stood 

up against the brunt of empire and have proclaimed: Resistance is Possible. We know of 

a number on nuclear bombing projects where the nukes were on the plane. History 

records that their appointment was Armageddon was prevented. Several people were 

fired over this. Half a dozen lost their life in mysterious way, within days of the affair." 

      "But why does society let it get that far, Peter? The writing has been on the wall 

for year. History has also shown that the longer a solution is delayed, the worse the 

consequences become. World War I could have been prevented; World War II likewise; 

the Cold War too. They all happened, because people didn't care to prevent them, or 

waited until it was too late." 

      "In Chicago the LaRouche organizers had a four by eight-foot poster set up. I can 

still see the writing. 'Mankind is in mortal danger! Here is the solution.' No one at the 

airport could have avoided seeing this poster. They couldn't be bothered to spare a 

minute. They didn't give a dime. Only a very few did. And this is still our tragedy. 

Society is more prepared to risk the life of billions, than to remove one person from the 

throne who wields the sword." 



      "An entire continent was ruined because of that," said Helen. "Just look at 

Germany. Europe's pearl of culture, science, and engineering lay in ashes. But the Empire 

was saved. We children had played among the ashes of that war. But did we fight to stop 

the next war when we became adults. We didn't. We played among the ruins of the 

demolished aircraft plant and gardeners planted gardens among the ruins of the once 

great industrial enterprise. I remember a garden that had been surrounded by a fence 

made of a few dozen aircraft antenna posts. The aircraft plant also had a tall chimney that 

was a part of the plant's power system. They had remained undamaged by the initial 

demolition, and likewise a large office building that stood beside it. The three structures 

had remained standing intact amidst the rubble and remained like that for some years. 

They were a part of our playground. I remember that admired the ingenious brickwork of 

the chimney that had enabled the tall stone structure to be free-standing, proudly reaching 

into the sky, holding his own against the storm and ice and whatever the weather would 

bring. It stood like a monument of the kind of skilled workmanship and humanity that 

was fast fading away. Of course for us kids it stood mainly as but a challenge in climbing 

its iron ladder on the inside wall which nobody had the courage to take to the top. One 

day a huge explosion could be heard that rattled the windows far and wide and broke 

quite a few of them. The explosion had brought the chimney down. I felt sad for the loss 

of it, but little did I realize that it was but symbolic of a vastly larger explosion that is still 

going on. They blew the chimney perfectly. It collapsed onto its own footprint. Isn't that 

the pattern of the cultural ratcheting down that we saw repeated many times? It was 

repeated when the American Apollo Moon Exploration project was terminated to shift the 

focus from our inner rebuilding to the killing fields of the Vietnam War. The whole world 

was effected like that. The process was repeated again in France when the Super Phoenix 

nuclear breeder reactor project was shut down under the fascism of monetarism. It was 

repeated again in America when the Fast Flux Test Facility was wrecked in the State of 

Washington for the same reason. It was echoed in 1974 in an enormously big way when 

truth in science was put onto the chopping block with a project to enable the monumental 

hoax of manmade global warming. The hoax inspired a form of anti-economic fascism 

that probably has already killed more people than Adolf Hitler had killed in the entirety 

of his fascist holocaust. The point is that fascism is a disease, which when left untreated, 

inevitably destroys all that is human. What I saw as a child was merely a spark of the 

horror, nor have we seen the end of it yet." 

      "We haven't seen anything yet if we don't stop this soon," I said to Helen. "The 

terminal stage is still unfolding. What none of us could have imagined sixty years ago is 

now on the agenda. The already ongoing total global financial collapse is even now 

unimaginable, except by a few, and some of those are speaking out with dire warnings. 

LaRouche is no longer the only one warning about it. The retired head of the largest 

hedge fund in the world is warning of a social Armageddon erupting out of the financial 

system being globally bankrupt, with a bottom of it that even he can see yet. He is 

complaining that there is nothing remaining in the world that has any form of true value 

left that can be looted. He should know. He was the world's foremost expert in finding 

whatever remained that is of value, and who was then taking it out. But he doesn't talk 

about healing anything, as if this wasn't possible. And so, everybody just complaints, but 

is short on solutions. Some gangsters pretend they can save the dying system by stealing 

society's highways and bridges, and privatize even the water to be sold for profit. But 



when the economic system is dead, those dream castles are worthless too. One economist 

predicts fifty million home foreclosures being served, and that fifty million of the poorest 

of the citizens, together with the political dissidents, would be ending up in concentration 

camps -- a twenty-fold increase over Hitler. Sure, we once said, 'Never again?' But those 

words have been long forgotten. One thing that happens in a fascist society that drifts 

from indifference to disdain is a creeping insanity by which the very sense of a future 

becomes imperceptibly lost. We are moving deep into this loss of a future when jobs 

vanish and money has no longer any value. Then the stores remained closed. The entire 

food supply chain begins to simply fall apart. We are moving towards hunger and 

starvation in the streets, and countless deaths resulting from the breakdown of what is left 

of civilization." 

      "I've been there already," said Helen. "When the war stopped we had no currency, 

no food. Our family was fortunate. We had come under American occupation. The U.S. 

forces needed bread. Our family had a bakeshop. A cooperative partnership was 

established. We were able, as a part of this deal, to get some food for ourselves and also 

the kitchen scraps and leftovers from the Army canteen. The scraps were dumped into a 

big barrel, soup, bread, meat, everything. It was destined to feed our pig. The family had 

always kept a pig, chicks, and geese, in what used to be the backyard garden. It became 

my task in those days to transport the barrel for the big on a little handcart from our 

school, the U.S. Army base, to the house, the distance of a city block. It was a daily 

affair. The brief transport was a Shangri-La for all the kids that knew about it. The barrel 

stopped and stopped again many times along the way while the kids fished through the 

soup for scraps of sausage or meat or whatever else they could get their hands on. And 

those were the lucky ones. As I found out later, others were far worse of. I heard years 

later from a friend who had lived in another city in Germany. He said that they had so 

little to eat that he scraped charcoal from the wood of burned out buildings just to get 

something into his empty stomach, even if there was no food-value in it." 

      "The hell that you went through will appear like paradise soon if the current trend 

is allowed to continue," I said to her. "When oil hits $250 a barrel the entire economy 

grinds to a halt. Agriculture stops. Oil is needed to till the land, to sow the seeds, to 

fertilize and to irrigate, to harvest the crops, store and clean them, to mill the grains, bake 

the bread, and transport the products for distribution, and even to bring them home. When 

oil doesn't flow at affordable prices, everything stops." 

      "I think this is what Nicolai expects us to find a way to counter," said Helen. "He 

lamented to me back in New York that the world is full of complainers, but it has too few 

who can heal it. I think he was saying that complaining without healing is a hidden form 

of indifference. He didn't suggest that the healing would be easy. I think, however, that he 

feels the world can't go through the kind of hell on the global scale that Russia went 

through when the Soviet Union collapsed. He may have felt that you, Peter, might be one 

of the few who understand this completely. He also knows that you are aware of Mary 

Baker Eddy's work, and that you and your friend Ross worked on decoding her science. 

He even knows why you went to India. You went there because you and your friend Ross 

got your boss convinced that there is something amazingly powerful imbedded in Mary's 

science, because her entire career of developing this science coincided with the only 



major window of relative peace in the world in the last 600 years. I think Nicolai was 

more impressed to hear this than your boss had been who told him about it. He was even 

more impressed when I told him what had happened to us in East Germany after the war. 

When the war ended something had happened that didn't seem extraordinary at the time. 

In the brief window of freedom between the collapse of the Nazi fascism and the renewed 

rise of fascism under the Communist regime, an amazing spiritual focus began to unfold. 

It wasn't a religious revival by which the churches were filled. This didn't happen. Instead 

a spiritual focus brought a kind intimate inner revival. My mother had been in need of it. 

She had a deep wound on one of her legs that simply wouldn't heal. The medical 

profession, such as it was, wasn't of any help. The war had probably consumed the best 

people. Alternate methods didn't help either. Then someone said that this can be healed 

spiritually by a scientific method discovered in America more than half a century earlier 

by a woman named Mary Baker Eddy, a scientific platform for spiritual healing which 

she had called Christian Science. The church meetings that we kids went to with her, 

were large. The gathering consistently filled a large theatre right to the last seat, so it 

seemed. The essence of the message was simple. If God is the author of man, then there 

is no imperfection in the system, and that whatever imperfection manifests itself is but an 

error in perception which can be reversed on the principle of the fundamental unity 

between God and man that mandates power, freedom, completeness, perfection, and so 

forth, because God, cannot be perceived in any other context. It was a healing religion as 

far as I could tell. It had no ceremonies or rigid dogmas attached. It was built on 

underlying, demonstrable principles. It didn't take long for my mother's wound to heal 

and for other cases of healing to follow. Little did I know at the time that what I was 

witnessing was part of a process that may have shaped the world more deeply than we 

can imagine even now. The meetings were soon banned in East Germany, because the 

science originated in America, the Cold War enemy. But they couldn't ban the science. It 

was all I had left from this amazing period. I kept working with it over the years, but it 

was Nicolai who got me to look at this again more deeply and more seriously. He 

suggested that I should be interested in this as a healer. He said that the period of Mary 

Baker Eddy's healing activity, from 1866 to 1910, had brought to light remarkable 

capabilities in individuals. He said it had also been a remarkable period of peace and 

prosperity for society. I remembered that Mary's tall image of mankind as spiritual and 

Sublime, attributed to mankind all the qualities of God. Nicolai had the same sense of it 

and said that we shouldn't be surprised that this tall image of mankind that swept the 

world in this period coincided precisely with the historic period in which the march of 

empire and its fascism was halted for 44 years. He said that it seemed as if the train of 

horrors had suddenly come to a halt. The Opium Wars against China had ended. The 

Spanish Inquisition had been terminated. The Civil War was over. All in the same 

timeframe. While the masters of empire and fascism remained bent on revenge for 

loosing the Civil War, their rampages in various parts of the world didn't amount to 

much. But after her death in 1910 the whole process reversed itself. The Titanic 

happened, the Federal Reserve, the income tax act, World War I, all happened within four 

years of her death. Then the Russian revolution happened, World War II happened, and 

so on and on. It didn't take any time at all after her death to get the train of horrors 

moving again. And the train hasn't stopped rolling to the present day. Nicolai demands 

that it be stopped." 



      "Doesn't Nicolai expect a bit much?" I interjected. 

      "Maybe you expect too little from yourself," she replied quickly. "Nicolai 

predicted that you would say something like that. He asked me to remind you of the 

Treaty of Westphalia that had established a whole new direction for peace based on 

nothing more than a single profound principle for the advantage of the other. He 

emphasized that this one idea changed the world: It ended 80 years of war; it established 

the institution of the sovereign nation state; it gave us the USA as the first fully sovereign 

republic; it gave us Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Beethoven and others; it set up the foundation 

for modern civilization. Nicolai said that we need to go beyond even this, because the 

need is so great. We need a new breakthrough. We need to move forward by an order 

magnitude. I think he meant to say that the world has been pushed beyond indifference 

and disdain all the way to hopeless slavery, which now threatens Russia and the whole 

world. He said that the Maastricht Treaty on European Union is an example of this 

slavery that rests on an insecure society giving away its sovereignty to a supranational 

agency that now exercises dictatorial power over the nations. It makes 80% of their laws 

and makes their parliaments obsolete. It created the European Central Bank as an echo of 

the U.S. Federal Reserve. It rapidly bankrupted all of Europe. Now the empire wants to 

set up a supreme dictator over all of Europe, as an agent of empire, with the power to 

control all the military of Europe without a veto provision for anyone, and the power for 

determining everyone's foreign policy, even to impose the death penalty on nations that 

don't have it. Nicolai sees this as the writing on the wall for World War III against 

Russia, China, and India, backed by the USA. He calls the Lisbon Treaty, a treaty that 

turns the nations of Europe into slaves to a central king and dictator. He said that in a 

richly self-respecting society of sovereign Sublime beings, both of these enslavement 

pacts would never have been considered, much less being almost ratified. He said that in 

very ancient times in Hebrew history, before the time of Moses, this profound, sovereign, 

spiritual foundation that the Peace of Westphalia was founded on, was already 

understood to some degree in those very early times. He said that a custom had been 

established that whenever the high priest came before the face of God he had to wear two 

precious stones on his breast, the Urim and the Thummim. The Urim signified 'light,' a 

form of spiritual consciousness. In modern terms we might call it a scientific awareness 

and understanding of the Sublime nature of man reflecting the Divine Being. With that 

stone on his breast the priest wouldn't come as a beggar to the temple, but to celebrate the 

profound union of God and man. He said that in like manner the Thummim is said to 

have signified Truth, or acknowledged perfection. Evidently, once a priest stood on this 

platform representing the Light and Truth of the Universe, he was able to uplift the entire 

relationship of society as a people facing each other man to man. Slavery or self-

enslavement would not be possible on this platform. He said that neither should it be 

possible today."  

 

      We stayed at the rocky beach all day till way past sunset and made it back to car in 

the dark. We stopped talking about our mission after Helen had laid out Nicolai's 

expectation. We talked about little things. It seemed as if we decided we needed a 

vacation. We went to the 'Palace' of Abundant Life and had a bowl of thick clam chowder 



with freshly baked bread. Afterwards we went to the sand dunes that glowed in light 

shades of gray in the moonlight. We listened to the wind whistling through the grasses. 

Helen resided a poem that she remembered that fit the setting of the eternal seashore with 

surf rolling in since long before the dawn of man. We sang a song that Helen had learned 

in far off Norway with a melody that sounded more Finnish, reminiscent of the music of 

Sibelius. On the way back we stopped at the 'Palace' once more for a nightcap consisting 

of beer and pickled fish served on special bread. The fish tasted four times better than 

they looked. We looked at each other at the pleasant surprise and laughed. 

      Driving home across the moonlit landscape, slowly as it to make our 'vacation' last 

as long as it could, we decided to share my room for the night. 

  



Chapter 11 - The Time Machine  
  

      It was a ray of sunshine that woke Helen and I. The curtains hadn't been fully 

drawn. Below our windows, that metal roof that covered the coffee shop reflected the sun 

like a mirror. Lighting up the ceiling from below. I opened the curtains and the patio door 

to let the morning air flow in. 

      "Do you want to get up?" I asked her. 

      She answered, "nay." It sounded like no and yes rolled together. I decided that it 

meant, no, and went back to bed with her. But in time, the smell of bacon filtered through 

the open door. 

      "Maybe it is time to get up," I said as the smell made me hungry.  

      She agreed. 

      As it was it took us almost an hour to get downstairs. Luckily the place wasn't 

crowded. "Eggs over easy, double bacon, on a stack of pancakes with maple syrup from 

Quebec," was the fare I ordered, the #1 on the menu. 

      Helen giggled. "I can live a week on that," she said. 

      "I could have this, every day for a whole week long," I replied. 

 

      This set the tone for the silliness that prevailed for the whole time of the breakfast. 

It seemed as if we had a conspiracy going between us not to speak one single syllable 

about the mission that had been assigned to us. 

      After the bellies were filled I strolled to the car, opened the door, and invited her 

in. 

      "Where are we going, Peter?" 

      "Thataway!" I said and pointed in the direction of the windshield. "We are going to 

Provincetown, a three-mile paradise of beach serenity, a harbor full of boats, gulls, a 

crescent cove with endless ocean vistas, ice cream, whale watching, and if we are lucky, 

a bookstore." 

      "A bookstore?" Helen repeated. 

      "I think we should get a copy of Mary's famous book," I said quietly. "Nicolai 

expects a report from you." 

 



      Apparently I said too much. She didn't answer. So it became ice cream time and a 

time for just strolling down the beach with it, wading through the surf, trundling barefoot 

across long stretches of soft sand. 

      "I thought you want to get a book," she said when it was almost lunchtime. 

      We did find a bookstore on Commercial Street, the 'only' street. Everything was on 

Commercial Street. 

      "You want what?" replied the storekeeper after I asked. "I haven't sold an Eddy 

book for years. The last one sat on the shelf for ages. No one wanted it. I gave it away. 

But you can get them in Boston. However, I have a few on the shelf from the same 

timeframe. Its from 1890: The Time Machine, by the English author, H. G. Wells. I have 

several. I have his movies too. Wells sells. Nobody wants Eddy anymore." 

      "Now isn't that something," said a man with a Texan accent. His voice came from 

the back of the room. He came towards us, dressed in white, with white shoes. "Wells 

sells!" he repeated, but in a sarcastic tone. You wouldn't also have Adolf Hitler's book, 

Mein Kampf, on the shelf. I wouldn't be surprised if you had, because that's the kind of 

patriot you seem to be, a danger to this community." He spoke fluently. He stood tall and 

erect, poised like a man of authority. He spoke firmly and with a sense of power that 

demanded respect. "This little, insignificant seeming book, The Time Machine by H. G. 

Wells, is Wells' version of Hitler's Mein Kampf. This man, Wells, the great philosopher 

of empire, is about the worst and most dangerous fat scumbag that ever walked on this 

planet. He is an enemy of our country. He is an enemy of all mankind. His name should 

not be spoken, except in the halls of infamy. A mass murderer he is." 

      The man turned to me. "Don't buy the book. No American patriot should waste his 

time on that crap. It's not even honest. And it's unreadable. It wasn't meant to be 

readable." 

      "You better leave," said the storeowner. 

      "Oh, I gladly leave," said the Texan. "Why would I want to remain in this temple 

ruled by a priest of insanity? There are three books that that have shaped history more 

than any other. One is Hitler's Mein Kampf that contained the blueprint for the 

destruction of Europe and the universal race hatred that became the Holocaust, which still 

blackens the face of mankind after all these years, for the holocaust of race hatred 

continues. H. G. Well's Time Machine is worse. It contains the blueprint for the 

destruction of all mankind, a global holocaust with a class-hatred that does deeper, 

infinitely deeper, than the worst race hatred. This book renders President Wilson's 

promoting of the Ku Klux Klan from the White House a benign affair in comparison. 

And that is what you are selling here!" he said to the storeowner. "Be ashamed! And be 

ashamed for what you don't have on your shelves. The third book that shaped the face of 

mankind more than any other is Mary Baker Eddy's book, Science and Health with Key 

to the Scriptures. It is her version of Mein Kampf. She was a fighter for the healing of 

mankind. The book contains the blueprint for the healing of the very image of mankind 



that the other two books have trampled into the dirt. Of course the book doesn't sell. It is 

Science that doesn't sell, because it is not yet understood. Nor is the book meant to be a 

money machine. But it is meant to heal. The way I see it, this bookstore has all the 

characteristics of a concentration camp for the extermination of the spirit of humanity. It 

even bans the healer. No, I won't just leave. No, no, I'll hasten to escape this hell." 

      We left with the man. "Maybe I should buy the book to learn to understand its 

danger," I said on the way out. 

      "Don't," said the man. "I'll tell you why. I'll even buy you lunch if you don't buy 

the book. That's the least I can do to protect sanity in this town." 

      We took him up on the offer. He pointed out that there is a hamburger place down 

the street, a place where one can build one's own in whichever way the heart desires. He 

said that they have it all, from onion rings to mushroom piles, sautéed or raw. He pointed 

to a green and red sign far down the street. 

      "I have a place like that in San Anton," he said as we came closer. "I have several 

of them. They are The Angus. If you ever come to San Anton by my guest a one of the 

Angus. My prices are far better than they are here. I have my own ranch. I raise my own 

beef. I have my own butcher shop. My customers don't pay world market rip-off prices. 

They pay real-cost prices plus a little bit for me. The world market food prices are like 

the oil prices now. Saudi Arabia gets three dollars a barrel at the wellhead and the 

refinery pays a hundred and thirty. Between the well and the refinery the price goes up 

forty-fold. It's not quite as bad yet with food, but the process is the same. I don't sell my 

beef to the Chicago traitors anymore and buy it back for double the price. The whole 

town supports me on that, and I support them. But in the World State Empire of H. G. 

Wells, what I do would be illegal. The laws would be made in Brussels, not San Anton. 

You wouldn't be allowed to do anything, really. It would be illegal for you to repair your 

own car, fix your own plumbing, replace a defective light fixture, sing unauthorized 

songs, think forbidden thoughts, eat unapproved foods, pursue the scientific discoveries 

of unrecognized truths, and to let your lawn grow beyond a prescribed maximum grass-

blade length. It might even become illegal for a person to live beyond a certain age limit. 

There are 107,000 laws prepared to govern every soul in Europe from the cradle to the 

grave, with twice more to come. The Nazi occupation wasn't half as harsh. It is already a 

criminal offense in Europe to criticize the European Union government, even to criticize 

a single form of the vast array of authorized immorality, or to dare to engage in 

unauthorized expressions of love. Wells made it essentially illegal to be a human being. 

And your neighbor will be required by law to spy on you and may be rewarded for his 

detecting your punishable transgressions. This, incidentally, is already happening on a 

small scale in the European Union. And guess what this would do as a universal platform 

to every business on Commercial Street on this waterfront. It would shut them all down. 

A business enterprise, in its truest sense, is built on the freedom of people meeting the 

needs of people in the most efficient and mutually beneficial and enriching manner 

possible. It is a platform of intimacy and universal love. There is little of that left now. 

This principle is a poison pill for the masters of empire, which they cannot swallow and 



survive. Consequently, they are committed to stomping it out. This is what Wells 

represents. Do I need to say more?"  

 

       "This is your luck day," said the Texan as we came near the place and began to 

laugh. "But Wells is no laughing matter," he added. 

      "Who really was Wells?" said Helen. 

      "Oh, H. G. Wells was the British Empire's empire-man," said the Texan. "He 

published a very bad small novel with the title, The Time Machine, which had a large 

impact on history. It wasn't just no good. It was a philosophical crime, the worst crime 

possible, which society should become alert to and protect itself from. He was far 

different than Shakespeare. He was the opposite, really. Shakespeare was concerned with 

social justice. Wells was a socialist of a different sort. He was a socialist for the imperial 

class, a socialist for the welfare of empire, a champion of the World State Empire. For a 

time, he was a member of the Fabian Society, but he found the Fabians not radical 

enough. The Fabians named themselves after the Roman military 'genius' as they refer to 

him, a meat grinder in reality. His name was Quintus Fabius Maximus. He earned his 

fame for his strategy of grinding an opposing superior enemy down through a war of 

attrition, never facing him face to face, but grinding away the logistics that support life, 

denying the opponent food, water, and so on. The Fabians now target mankind in the 

same manner, grinding it down, down, and down, to enable the empire to have its victory 

and rule over the world. That's the World State Empire dream of the Fabians. But Wells 

said that they were not radical enough. His political ideal was a totally subservient World 

State: a world without nations, without democracy, without unique cultures; a corporate 

world in which every facet is privately controlled. He envisioned a planned society with 

planed science, planned truth, devoid of nations and nationalism. Working on the United 

Nations Charter, Wells opposed the very notion of democracy. He opposed the average 

citizen becoming educated enough to become aware of the major world issues. He 

wanted them dumb and not be interfering and fighting for their interests. He fought for 

the right of empire to control the world and society to be subjected to the whim of a small 

noble elite of authorized scientists, authorized organizers, authorized engineers, and 

others traits or traitors as required. In exchange the citizens would have as much freedom 

as possible to decide the remaining mundane issues of their personal choice, like the 

color of their clothes or hair. Wells idealized Lenin as a powerful leader, one who might 

have had the 'qualification' to lead the world towards the Wellsian hell of the universally 

dominated planned World-State, but which Lenin had failed to fully envision. Wells 

disliked the Marxists socialism, which he said lacked the imperial cosmologist ideal. He 

liked Stalin better for this reason. He wrote about Stalin at one point, "I have never met a 

man more fair, candid, and honest." Except he found him too restrictive, too 

conservative, relative to his own grand ideals of the imperial World-State. Well's novel, 

The Time Machine, published in 1895, reflects all of this. It's chilling if you read it 

correctly. In all respects it really sets up the blueprint for the Lisbon Treaty for the 

European Union that is to become a European World State without democracy, without 

national parliaments, without nations, without the people having the lightest say in 



shaping their foreign relations, without the slightest control in shaping their laws, and the 

slightest chance to direct and protect their economic living, even their own military. The 

World State will be a prison for them all, ruled by the heavy thumb of those 100,000 laws 

and regulations, all of them with penalties attached, and with the USA being integrated 

into this empire as but another slave. The European World State means nothing less than 

the full wartime occupation of Europe by the forces of empire, living under the heels of 

dictatorship, total warfare, indefensible against the empire's whim, subjected to 

irresistible food controls for genocide, and poverty, social control, and the inevitable final 

end of civilization. You asked who Wells was. Just look at the world. Look at what is 

already unfolding before your very eyes of what Wells idealized, and you gain a glimpse 

of who he was, or as some say, he is." 

 

      The burgers measured up to our fancy. In a way there was too much to choose 

from. In order that I would have to limit the choice too much, I ordered both, the onion 

rings and the mushrooms, together with a patty wider than the bun, and a load of 

sauerkraut on the side. 

      I thanked the man for his invitation, who paid for it all without even looking at the 

bill, including the extras and drinks. "You are here for the Time Machine," he said as we 

sad down. "On the surface it's just a simple novel with rather a simple plot. That's typical 

in the games of empire. The protagonist is an inventor who believed that time is just 

another dimension that one can travel in, so he builds a machine to prove that this is 

possible. He enters his time machine as soon as it is ready and steps out having traveled 

800 centuries into the future. He finds a pastoral society in this future, a society of happy, 

simple humans who speak no identifiable language, but seem to call themselves the Eloi. 

They are small people in stature, four feet tall at the most, pink-skinned and frail-looking, 

with curly hair, small ears and small mouths, but with large eyes, fair in complexion, and 

quite beautiful in appearance. The males and females are so equal that they're barely 

distinguishable. Both of them have high-pitched, soft voices and appear to be quite 

unintelligent and child-like in nature, living without any apparent quarrels and conflicts. 

      "The Eloi are communal beings," the Texan continued. "They live in small 

communities. Their homes are enormously large for their size. They are futuristic in 

design, but appear dilapidated. The time traveler finds that the Eloi do not work. 

Apparently they have no need to work. They are living of a variety of fruits that are found 

in abundance in a vast garden that London has become in their time. The garden is more 

like an untended wilderness filled with a profusion of fruiting and flowering plants of 

unusual shapes and types of blossoms and edible things. This wilderness of a garden 

thrives amidst broken down buildings and enormous structures that had no purpose and 

remained unused. The time traveler sees no evidence of agriculture or technology, which 

he feels the Eloi would be incapable of implementing anyway. 

      "The time traveler is greeted by the Eloi without fear, though with some curiosity 

roused by his appearance. But the curiosity quickly fades. In order to explore their way of 

life the traveler disables the time machine and follows them around. He visits their 



commune, eats a meal of fruits with them, all-the-while trying to communicate with 

them, which turned out to be a futile task because of their apparent lack of intelligence. 

Frustrated the traveler explores the landscape on his own. He supposed that the Eloi's 

lack of intelligence was the result of humankind's past struggle to transform and 

subjugate the earth through technology, politics, art and creativity, which failed and came 

to a dead end through overpopulation. So, in response mankind stopped all progress, all 

science, all technology, even agriculture, and let the hungry simply die until life was easy 

again and required no work at all to be maintained. The traveler sees in them a society 

that devolved, that became unimaginative, dumb, small, even physically small and quite 

weak. With no one fulfilling any specific task the sexes therefore blended in a drab 

uniformity in which the people lost all passion and distinctiveness. He also supposed that 

medicine had advanced as he saw no sign of disease. He sees in them an 'empty' society 

with no hardships to overcome and no work to do. He sees a non-hierarchical society, and 

it being non-cooperative in nature. He sees a society existing with no apparent leaders 

and social classes, and no war and no crime. For the lack of a better explanation he 

attributes their relatively small numbers to some rigid implementation of birth control 

measures that eliminates all problems that are associated with large populations. The 

abandoned structures around him suggest to him that prior to these 'achievements' as he 

calls them, the population had been larger and more productive, toiling furiously to find 

solutions to make their dream of a new utopia a reality. 

      "One day the traveler discovers that his time machine has been stolen. He panics. 

He becomes desperate. He searches for it everywhere.  He suspects at first that the Eloi 

have merely moved it, perhaps to one of their shelters, but doubts this, knowing that they 

would be incapable nor even inclined to do this. He tries to ask them for information, but 

confused they shy away. In desperation he sets out to search for it on his own. In his 

search he soon discovers the other side of Utopia.  He discovers that the human race has 

diverged into two branches. The wealthy leisure classes have devolved into the not very 

bright Eloi, and the downtrodden working classes have evolved into a bestial breed that 

call themselves the Morlocks. They a breed of cannibal hominids resembling human 

spiders. They are mean creatures. They toil underground. They maintain the machinery 

that keeps the Eloi - who are their flocks - living serenely in a docile and plentiful herd. 

With both species having become adapted to their routines, they have become distinctly 

sub-human in intelligence and devoid of creativity. As soon as the traveler manages to 

get to his time machine, even while the Morlocks battle him for it, he activates it and 

escapes them. He then travels into the far future, roughly 30 million years ahead. There 

he sees the last living things on a dying Earth. The rotation of the Earth has ceased. It 

stopped with the site of London viewing a baleful, red sun that is stuck at the sunset 

position. In his trip through time he has seen the red sun flare up brightly, and then again 

as if Mercury and later Venus had fallen into it. Menacing reddish crab-like creatures 

slowly wander the blood-red beaches of the Earth, and the world is covered with 

intensely green vegetation. The traveler continues to make short jumps through time. He 

sees the red giant that the sun has become grow redder and dimmer. Finally, the world 

begins to go dark as snowflakes begin to fall, and silence falls upon Earth. In the very 

end, life no longer exists on the Earth, other than the lichens that precariously grow on 

rocks. A kraken-like creature, roughly the size of a football, slowly moves onto shore. 



      "Feeling giddy and nauseated about the return journey before him, he nevertheless 

boards his machine and puts it into reverse. He arrives back in his laboratory just three 

hours after he originally left. He enters his dining room begins recounting to his 

disbelieving friends and associates what he has just seen happening. This brings the story 

back full circle. The following day, the narrator of the story returns to the time traveler's 

house. He finds the traveler ready to leave again. This time he is taking a small knapsack 

and a camera along. He promises the narrator that he will return in half an hour. Three 

years pass. The time traveler still remains missing. What happened to him? Where did he 

venture? All that remains a mystery." 

      "What's so terrible about that?" said Ushi. "Sure, it isn't a great story, but..." 

      "As a story it is junk," said the Texan, between bites into his hamburger with the 

special sauce dripping out at the end. "You have to look behind the story," he said. "You 

have to look at the story written between the lines. You have to look at the policy of 

intention. You have to look at the writer and his ideals. Then the character of the story 

begins to change. The center of the story is Well's ideal of the World State Empire 

modeled after the Dutch/Venetian/British Empire. Wells faced the challenge to explain to 

his class how a World Empire that is totally alien in the human world, as any empire is, 

must react so that it can exist and endure. For this he takes a leap into the future and 

hypothesizes what an empire that has no natural basis to exist, would eventually look 

like. The Eloi represent the oligarchy, the elite, the masters of empire. Well aims to 

terrorize the elite of his day. He is saying to them, you pathetic bunch of clowns, wake 

up, an empire is not a passive thing where the wealth flows in like apples growing in a 

tree. You'll be eaten alive by the active society that is not standing still, but is always 

developing itself. Of course, Wells couldn't admit what the real nature of mankind is, or 

else the story could not have been written as there would be no empire. as will inevitably 

be the case. So, Wells commits a fraud upon himself and creates the Morlocks, a 

wretchedly demoralized humanity addicted to machines, mean spirited, fearfully hiding 

under ground, aggressive, spiders that eat the beautiful people. He is telling the elite; you 

clowns are too soft. In order to be an empire you have to control everything, force 

everything your way - you can't even allow the underclass to have the 'freedom' that the 

Morlocks have. It was a wakeup call for the masters of empire, and the master's 

responded. You have to judge Well's work by the effects that were intended and the 

effects that resulted. That's what shaped the entire Dutch/Venetian/British Empire into 

what it is today. Its operations are secret, clever, deceitful, brutal, dishonest. They reflect 

everything that is characteristic of humanity, but turned upside down. Its centers for 

policy are institutes of psychological warfare. It puts a chokehold on science by financing 

the development of lies and the building of vast networks around them, as in the case of 

the global warming doctrine and other such nonsense. It turns truth upside down with 

empty philosophies. It turns economics upside down, promoting de-industrialization. It 

turns the financial credit system upside down, promoting the wholesale looting of society. 

It turns the principle of fair trade upside down, promoting the universal freedom of the 

thieves, called free trade. It turns freedom itself upside down with the imposition of a 

police state power structure that makes Hitler's SS gangsters look like humane amateurs 

in comparison. And it promotes total dictatorship on the widest possible scale as the 

Lisbon Treaty is intended to establish over all of Europe. Its modus of operation is to 



create division, isolation and chaos around the world, on as wide a scale as possible, 

tearing away the human fabric of society, organizing fascism. It's second tear of operation 

is to promote genocide whenever and wherever possible, such as we now see with the 

dawn of the bio-fuel weapon that burns society's food, and the oil-price weapon that 

promotes genocide by poverty, as well as the food-price weapon that promotes genocide 

by starvation. That is the policy of empire that is shaped by the shock that Wells hit the 

elite with at the time when Mary Baker Eddy was raising the image of mankind to divine 

heights equal in quality to the nature of God. Wells' shock shaped the empire. In turn, the 

empire shaped America with ever-deeper incursions into its culture. The whole world 

now looks at America as the ruling, blundering, babbling empire. But America isn't that 

at all. Empire is not an element of American culture. America is a victim of empire. 

America is not even a junior partner of the Dutch/Venetian/British Empire. It is merely 

the lackey of it, the enforcer, the muscle and financier of the empire's policy of intention, 

which is looting, dehumanization, domination, and war. Without its lackey the empire 

would be nothing. But the lackey is disposable if a more foolish lackey comes along 

which the Lisbon Treaty is intended to forge out of the European block of nations. Once 

this is done the USA will be discarded or absorbed, and World War III is on to capture 

Russia, China, and India. They will do it by hook or by crook, or by threats, 

assassinations, and by total war. War is most likely as these nations are not unlikely to lay 

themselves down to be run over by the masters of empire as the European nations have 

already capitulated. Russia has never been defeated, and China and India won't allow 

themselves to be defeated again." 

      "It seems to me that the European nations are beginning to wake up to the 

realization that they have been defeated once again and are about to be occupied," I 

interjected. 

      "Are you referring to the Irish referendum vote that is about to become a landslide 

victory of the patriots of Ireland against the Lisbon Treaty?" said the Texan. He never 

told us his name. "Is that what you mean with Europe waking up?" 

      "If what you are saying is true, then the Irish are about to deliver the empire its 

first big defeat," I said to him. "The empire is flooding the place with money to promote 

the Yes vote, but the polls put the No vote miles ahead. This means to me that a lot of 

people are beginning to wake up." 

      "I wouldn't put it that way," said the Texan. "What you see is the emptiness of 

empire shining through. At first the empire wanted to impose its dictatorship status on the 

platform of a European Union Constitution. Most national laws require a referendum by 

the people for this attack on their nation to be implemented. The intended attack in the 

form of setting up a dictatorship Constitution was immediately defeated by referendum in 

France and another country. So, the empire regrouped its forces and tried to impose its 

dictatorship status through the back door by means of a treaty that doesn't require a 

referendum in order to be ratified, except in Ireland. And what do we see happening? So 

far, 18 national parliaments have ratified the treaty, often against deep opposition in 

society. But when the people are given a voice in the matter, the ratification of the 

dictatorship treaty doesn't stand a chance. That's what I see. This tells me that the empire 



owns only the pathetic prostitutes that it can buy, which offer their services for a price in 

the national parliaments. But the empire doesn't own the people, not yet anyway. By law, 

the Irish vote should kill the Lisbon Treaty. But the empire won't buy this defeat. The 

empire already screams in the face of the impending defeat, 'to hell with the law, we'll 

change the law, we'll ram through the ratification in all the European parliaments that we 

own. If we can't win with the law, we'll win without the law.' We are hearing this kind of 

speech also in America in respect to the presidential nominees. With the empire's 

financial system disintegrating under their feet they are in a race to consolidate their total 

control over America no matter what it takes before their system goes up in smoke. They 

know that their system is also the world system and that the patriots of mankind have no 

option but to put the empire's private monetarism into bankruptcy as mankind's only 

available option to save civilization. They know that a patriotic America can, and will do 

this. That is what they aim to prevent, no matter what it takes. They have got to get their 

man into the President's office or else they will loose the entire end game. But they have 

come against the same brick wall here in America as they face in Ireland. The voice of 

America's patriots says no. They truly are in a panic. In spite of the huge flood of 

financing the empire poured into their man's campaign, and the brutal and monstrous 

threats and plain vote fraud and other forms of thuggery to knock down America's 

patriotic candidate, they haven't won anything yet. They couldn't knock down the 

people's choice. With their most cunning games by their most powerful stooges they have 

achieved nothing more than a shaky tie. They are so terrified now by the people's voice, 

especially considering the empire's defeat in Ireland that's written on the wall, that the 

Democratic Party officials - which the empire owns lock, stock, and barrel - stood up 

boldly and announced that they'll scrap their own laws requiring ballots in a democratic 

process of voting as a means for selecting a nominee at the nominating convention. They 

announced their intention to scrap the convention altogether and simply appoint their 

man, or scrap the ballots and vote by hand signal that is open to anyone's interpretation. 

As Wells put it, the World State is not designed to operate on a democratic platform. It is 

designed as a state without democracy. Wells fought for a world without nations and 

without democracy, a world in which the people have no voice, no rights, no freedom, 

and no life. This is what Wells fought for, and what we now see being cobbled together 

by the masters of empire. They are prepared to flood the world with money to win this 

game. This is their end game. Civilization ends if the patriots of mankind loose. Do I 

need to say more to justify what I said in the bookstore? Every word that I spoke is rooted 

in history unfolding as a tragedy in our time. As patriots we must fight this. Everyone 

should be as rigorous about this as I was in the bookstore. And so I put the question to 

you: are you people up to the task? I invited you here for this one simple question: Are 

you up to the task to protect mankind against the greatest threat in the history of the 

world? The Irish vote against the empire can't be counted as a victory. The empire will 

try and try again. They'll simply attach the dictatorship provision as a hidden rider to 

something as simple as an admission bill to let another nation join the Union. That sort of 

thing is already common practice. And so the war against mankind goes on. The Irish 

people may buy mankind an extra day in which to fight, but the war won't be won that 

way. The war of empire against mankind is far from over. This means that the fight has to 

go on and demands all that we've got, because all is at stake, and what we've done so far 

is not enough." 



      "This is why we are here?" I said to him. "We are here to find a way to raise the 

platform for this fight to a more effective level. Helen and I have been summoned here by 

the greatest patriot in Russia that I had the good fortune to meet. We are summoned here, 

not for a vacation, but for a brainstorming session to find out ways to heal mankind, to 

help society to claim its power back. This fight for this healing is our life. We are 

committed to this, even though hardly anyone else is even looking for a healing. At the 

very best, most people who think they are fighters, just complain. My experience so far 

has been that the ranks of those who are fighting for a healing are actually rather thin. We 

count ourselves among those few, which are far too few. That's a tragedy. If the healing 

isn't achieved, mankind is lost. The healing that we are fighting for is the biggest and 

most urgent issue on the plate today. Everyone's life depends on this healing. Everyone 

should support us, but few do. The only concrete support we got so far came from Russia, 

and for myself from a few people in India. In comparison the USA is as dry and lifeless 

as a desert, except for the help of a few friends. This too, is a tragedy." 

      "This is about to change," said the man. "Give me your address and I'll organize 

some financial support for you. Supporting you may be the best investment I can ever 

make. I have some friends who might also help." 

      "But money doesn't buy freedom," said Helen. "It's the healing that buys the 

freedom." 

      "But if the healer is loaded down with trivial concerns, then the healing might be 

in jeopardy," countered the Texan. "I'm not a rich man. So don't expect too much. But 

give me your address, please." 

      Helen took a napkin to write her address down. "But you may be lying to 

yourself," she said to him. "All my friends who are supporting me in this effort don't have 

much money, but in real terms they are the richest people in the world. Only those are 

poor who don't give a penny to assure their freedom and survival. The world is full of 

those. Many have huge bank accounts. I pity them. They have become imprisoned by 

their money. The song that empire has taught mankind to sing is: my money, my money, 

my money - money over everything. It's a prison song." 

      The man began to smile. He took her napkin and folded it carefully, and mine too. 

"Maybe inviting you here was the smartest thing I have done for myself all year," he said 

and began to laugh.  

 

       + + + 

      "Let's go to the beach," said Helen after we were on our own again, "let's find a 

real beach on the open ocean." 

      "A real beach?" I asked. "Sure, why not. Let's find a gas station and ask them." 



      I pulled in for full service at a Shell station. "Are there any real beaches around 

here," I asked the boy who served us at the pump. "I mean one not facing the harbor, with 

some sand dunes perhaps, and if possible a bit secluded." 

      His face lit up. "You are looking for an honest beach are you? In this case follow 

route 6A to the bicycle parking lot and follow Moor's trail to the Herring Cove beach. 

Follow the beach south. The farther you go the more honest it gets." He paused and 

smiled. "We have the only honest beach that exists in the entire state of Massachusetts. 

But don't be too honest, it might cost you. Honesty is against the law, even here. Most 

people, though, don't care. Sometimes the police sneaks in and hands out fifty-dollar 

fines to those who are too honest. If you can't afford the price, hide under the cover of 

obscurity." He began to laugh. 

      I laughed with him, and let him keep the change. 

 

      There was a tidal lake at the end of the trail. The lake was warm, though the ocean 

wasn't. He was also right about the rest. Far down the beach there were a few 'honest' 

folks. 

      "You are not from here, right?" said one of the men as we came by looking for a 

place where we could lean against the sand. "Come join us, you are welcome here," he 

said. 

      "I am a visitor from Germany," Helen introduced herself while we undressed to 

matched the prevailing scene. 

      "I am from North Carolina," I said. 

      "Ah, a distant neighbor," said the man. "Distant means that you are living on the 

other side of the fault line," he added. 

      "What fault line?" said Helen. 

      The man pointed to me. "You tell her." 

      "I think he means Washington," I said to her. 

      He turned to Helen. 

      She raised her hand. "I know, I've come from beyond a fault line too, from beyond 

the world's number one earthquake epicenter as we have just been informed by a man 

from Texas who had a few words to say about H. G. Wells," she said and laughed. "I 

have come here on a mission to explore with Peter what we can do to help get the world 

out of its current mess. The key here, I think, is intimacy. It seems that intimacy is a 

natural principle that opens the door to the Principle of the Advantage of the Other, the 

principle of the Peace of Westphalia." 



      The man nodded. It appears he understood what Helen said. "I am a visitor too," he 

said. "My name is Henry. I am from Texas." He introduced us to his three companions, 

Brandy, Kim, and Terra, and then explained to them the significance of the 1648 event 

that led to the Peace of Westphalia. "I am not a historian, though," he added. "I am an 

electrical engineer working with a couple of front-of-the line cosmologists." 

      He turned to Helen. "Do you really want to know how important intimacy is, as a 

principle?" he said and grinned. "You wouldn't exist without it; none of us would; not the 

beach, the ocean, the world, the Universe. Intimacy is everywhere! Did you know that? 

The Universe is not mainly a vast sea of stars and planets and trillions of galaxies. It is 

99.999% made up of plasma. Plasma is a primitive state of the physical Universe. In 

plasma the atomic particles are not bound into atoms, bur are free flowing, and they all 

carry a positive and a negative electric charge. The Universe instigated a rule by which 

particles of unlike charge attract each other. This electric attraction is one of four basic 

forces of the Universe, and a very strong one at that. It has an infinite range like gravity, 

except its force is several orders of magnitude stronger. Plasma is drawn together over 

great distances across intergalactic space. So, what happens when the opposite charges 

come together? Do they cancel each other out? Do they crash into each other? No, they 

don't. They come extremely close. They get very intimate. Then they stop. The Universe 

made another rule that keeps them closely separated. The plasma comes together and 

stops. It forms a vast double-layer sheet of electricity. Often these double-layer sheets are 

wrapped into gigantic filament structures in which electricity flows. When sufficiently 

large structures of these electric filaments come together, galaxies are formed. The 

plasma currents then surround the galaxies and power all of its stars, of which each is a 

sun. The magnetic fields that are generated by the electric currents keep the galaxies 

rotating and its stars bunched together. And all of this happens, because of the intimacy 

that we find between the double-layer sheets. The particles come together, very close, but 

remain individual. They support each other's current flows, but remain sovereign. This is 

the model for the human world too, which we have not yet learned to implement." 

      He paused and looked at Helen again. "Does this answer some of the questions 

you might have had?" 

      "I was aware about some of that," said Helen. "One of my close friends back in 

Leipzig, a long time ago, was teaching theoretical physics at the university. I recall him 

mentioning something like that. Of course, as I said, this was a long time ago." 

      "I know a woman who already understood this a century ago," said Ross. "Her 

name is Mary. She wrote the book that you had asked for in the bookstore. I was there. 

You probably didn't see me. It's a small world, isn't it? And science is even narrower. 

You've got to be on the mark, and Mary was on the mark. She created a foursquare 

pedagogical structure for scientific and spiritual development. The structure has four 

levels and four columns. She divided the whole thing smack down the middle into a right 

half and a left half. I have come to recognize that in the first half she is dealing with the 

concept of Temple. In the Temple one is always alone -- alone with oneself and alone 

with God. The two columns represent each a specific intimacy, with also a close intimacy 

between them. Her second half appears to deal with her concept of Church. Her concept 



of Church appears to be that of a workhouse where the task is to uphold and advance 

civilization. In the Church one becomes drawn into intimacy with mankind, and also into 

an intimacy with God's divine metaphysics, the order of the Universe. So, we have a 

double intimacy here, too, and in addition we have a global intimacy of the two halves 

with each other." 

      He looked at me. "That's big, Peter," he said. "The amazing thing is that she put all 

of this in place a hundred years ago, long before the principle of the double layer plasma 

sheet was recognized to exist, much less was it known that this principle was the 

backbone of the physics of the Universe, without which the Universe would not exist. We 

see it reflected even in the structure of an atom, just as we see it reflected in intergalactic 

space. If you look for the key to the Universe, intimacy is the principle that you will find. 

You may even call it the most basic model. If you want to heal anything, you've got to do 

it on the basis of this model. You've got to apply it also to politics. If you try to fix 

politics on any other platform you make a mockery of God. You mock the Universe." 

      Henry paused. "You cannot mock God and hope to get away with it. You can only 

live with God; otherwise you mock yourself. And this is precisely what you do when you 

mock the principle of Intimacy." 

      Henry paused again. "Look around you," he said to both of us. "Look how empty 

this beach is. There are five of us. There may be a few more further down the way." 

      "And this is the only beach of its kind in the entire State of Massachusetts," said 

Helen, repeating what the boy at the gas station had said. 

      Henry nodded. "It's a pittance," he said. "But why is it so? Why is it so at least in 

part? Is everyone mocking God?" 

      "The circumcision mocks God," I said quietly. "Cutting anything away from our 

humanity mocks God. Maybe that is why Adam is portrayed with a fig leaf in the Adam 

creation myth. Adam was a circumcised man. He lost his intimacy and his honesty. I 

think the author of this story was portraying the outcome of the circumcision. Adam 

mocked God. He had ripped up the double-layer model and blamed others. The author of 

the story then banished Adam from the face of civilization. He had mocked himself. He 

had literally exiled himself into the empty and primitive world of an isolated existence. 

The Adam story was probably a theatrical tragedy performed in dance." 

      "Whoever composed this story evidently had an inkling of the depth of the tragedy 

that was unfolding with the circumcision," said Helen. "He might have tried to heal it, but 

he failed, and the story still continues. It has more than half a billion victims standing in 

its shadow. Entire nations have exiled themselves from civilization in this manner." 

      "The circumcision mocks God," Ross repeated, "because it makes a mockery of 

the most fundamental model of the Universe. And more so, because it is done 

intentionally by society. The process slices away a person's intimacy with itself and 

another. Natural sexual intimacy unfolds like a double layer structure in which the power 

of the Universe flows. The Universe is filled with vast networks of filaments of double 



layer structures. This is the basic model of the Universe. It should also be the basic model 

of mankind. The circumcision is designed in defiance of this model. It is a mockery by a 

person of itself. The circumcision is designed to rip an entire group of people out of the 

Universe, from all across the world; to disable them functionally." 

      "This is fascism," interjected Terry, a lovely looking girl with almost red hair and 

freckles. "Fascism doesn't profit anybody anything. It simply doesn't work. It never has 

worked. The result has been, over and over again, that it puts the affected people into an 

inhuman trance that inevitably becomes their doom." 

      "This is the model of empire," said Kim. 

      "Empire is the model that aims to stand in defiance of the model of the Universe, 

but it never succeeded," said Ross. "It can't succeed, because this model doesn't work. It 

never has worked. The masters of empire have attempted to implement their insanity for 

the last 5000 years, again and again. It never worked. The masters of empire demand that 

power shall flow without the structure that enables it to flow. They demand to be 

showered with wealth while they destroy the wealth producing structures of society, such 

as the physical economy, the supporting financial system, the supporting sciences and 

technologies, including high-density nuclear power systems, efficient health care, 

housing, and food. That's the reflected arena of mankind's intimate living." 

      "The masters of insanity want to turn our planet into a lifeless rock," said Terry 

and laughed, "and they have the audacity to expect to reap wealth, pomp, and power by 

this process." 

      "Can anyone climb Mt. Everest without food provisions, fuel, oxygen gear, and 

without shoes, clothing, tents, robes, and so on?" interjected Kim. "Can you hear them 

crying in their nakedness, we don't want no damn protectionism? Would an athlete shoot 

himself into the foot before the Olympic race begins?” 

      "The masters of empire do all of this," said Terry. "They are insane, but they are 

few." 

      "Nor do they have the power to force society to follow in their tracks," said Henry. 

"They can't escape the fact that society is a society of human beings, in spite of all its 

failings. We wouldn't have sovereign nations if it wasn't for that. A nation is a structure 

of intimacies, sexually, socially, economically, civilly, and politically. Hitler, the stooge 

of empire, may have owned Germany with the snares of countless lies, but he didn't own 

the whole world. In the end, the empire process was prevented. Now the masters of 

empire cry, we don't want no damn Nation States that stand in our way." 

      "But will they ever have their wish?" said Terry. 

      "There will always be human beings that have an intimate connection with their 

humanity," said Henry. "When those inspire a nation, amazing things can happen." 



      "The masters of empire own England, of course," said Helen. "They turned it into 

a police state. After that it became a fascist hell. They may also own America soon. The 

concentration camps already exist that are needed in the special relationships that flow 

from the fascist model that opposes the natural intimacy in society." 

      "They may turn the planet into a burnt out cinder," said Henry, "But they will 

never own the whole world. This is not possible. That is why it hasn't happened in 5000 

years." 

      "We are a society in America of 300 million, shackled hand and food by a mere 

600 people that we hired to manage our affairs," Terry interjected. "How is this possible 

that a society of 300 million cannot control a group of 600 employees?" 

      "What you are saying is not true," Henry interrupted her. "I wish it was true. The 

reality is that America is a nation that is littered with 600 concentration camps built by a 

functionally dead society. America has 100 million of its males functionally 'disabled' in 

the crucial sphere where the development of its intimacy as human beings is located, so 

that the social, economic, scientific, and humanist power that would normally flow from 

this rudimentary development does not flow. What used to be a river, called the Principle 

of the General Welfare, no longer flows. Also, it takes two to tango. The 100-million-

person circumcision effectively 'disables' 200 million people, so that the resulting 

debilitation appears to have disabled the entire country. We have become a defeated and 

isolated nation, a nation of slaves that have been reduced to a herd of zoo animals in the 

imperial zoo. We have lost the sense of national intimacy. America has very few people 

who are deeply and actively alive as a natural patriotic humanist force. Are we surprised 

then that the 600 clowns that we hired to serve us have sold us out to the masters of 

empire? They are acting no different in this than society now acts to one another. Steal 

from your neighbor. Screw the other guy. Become a millionaire and billionaire. Be 

greedy. Grab what you can. Being rich is beautiful. These are the songs that are now 

sung; the songs of an isolated society." 

      Henry looked a Terry and raised a hand as to if to emphasize a vital point, and 

continued. "The 600 servants that we hired, who sold us out, are not traitors as you have 

suggested they are. They are as dead as society is itself. They are the mirrors in which 

society sees its own face. They serve our country according to the model that society has 

itself chosen. Society has become a zoo of mutilated slaves that were once free human 

beings, but who no longer breathe that noble air. Just listen to their speeches. They bah 

and whine like zoo animals and make threatening gestures and let the bullets fly in words 

and deed, but make no effort to uplift themselves above the platform of the zoo. America 

has become a defeated nation, defeated by empire. Nevertheless, society as a society of 

human beings, has the potential in its very Soul to rouse itself and become human beings 

again. It can step up to higher ground where its humanity is anchored. It can step up into 

the noble air of its innate intimacy with itself, with its Soul, its humanity, its productive 

and creative potential, its sense of beauty and sublimity and power and thereby begin 

anew to live in accord with the model that we see reflected in the Universe that is also the 

model of the human being and the model of God." 



 

      "You should come and join us," I said to Henry when he stopped speaking. 

"Maybe your friends should come too. We have come together here to discover what an 

individual can do to help save the world." 

      Henry laughed. "You want to discover how to become the mouse that can cause an 

elephant to tremble and make it run away in fear. Love can have this effect on empire, 

and this begins with an honest intimacy with our human soul. That's all we've got to work 

with. But this is gigantic. It reflects the divine Soul, the Soul of God, the animus that 

some call the Intention of the Universe. You want to be a giant, because you can be 

nothing less, even though the world may see you as but a mouse." 

      "Come an join us," Helen repeated my suggestion. 

      "That won't be possible," he said and smiled. "We could form an intimate working 

unit like a double layer structure. Except this isn't possible either, because that structure 

already exists. I am already booked into the same motel that you are booked into, with the 

bill going directly to Fred." 

      "Fred?" I repeated, and stopped with my mouth hanging open. 

      Henry nodded. "I will also be going to Boston with you, did you know that?" 

      Helen laughed. "It has all been pre-arranged," she said. 

      "Except my friends can't come," said Henry. "Terry and her friends live here and 

don't have the time. Terry is the captain of the cruise shuttle between Provincetown and 

Boston. I met her here. She likes to come here on her days off." 

      "Would you join us for dinner?" I said to Terry and motioned also to Brandy and 

Kim. "I have discovered this wonderful fish restaurant a few miles down the highway." 

      "Let be guess," said Terry. "You are referring the Palace, The Palace of the 

Abundant Life. Am I right? I know the owner of the place." 

      "You know the owner?" I repeated astonished. 

      "You know her too," said Terry with a wicked grim. "The owner is Brandy." 

      Brandi nodded and smiled. "Let me invite you," she said. "But you shouldn't come 

too early. If you are interested in real politics, you should be there around eight when the 

fishermen drop in for a beer. If you want to hear honest politics, not the stuff you hear in 

Washington, you should talk with the fishermen. The people of the circus in Washington 

aren't living in the real world at all. Take a map and draw a fifty-mile circle around the 

Washington Monument and you've mapped out the biggest circus on earth that makes 

everything in Disney Land appear totally real in comparison. In the circus people lye to 

each other and to themselves, and even believe their own lies and act on them. You won't 



find any of that in my Palace. The fishermen are honest folks, and they talk politics a lot 

when the day is long. They talk to each other on the radio. That is how they help each 

other to find the best spots. They also talk of other things, such as the weather and 

women. But how long can one talk about the weather? Politics, in comparison, is an 

endless subject. Come to the Palace and let yourself be surprised," said Brandy and 

smiled. 

 

      We promised to be there and thanked her for the offer. 

      Terry nodded. "I have to make some preparations for tomorrow first," she said and 

stood up, getting herself ready to leave. 

      Helen suggested that we needed to make some preparations ourselves. "I would 

love to have a bath first," she added. 

      We left the beach together with Terry. "Eight o'clock," I said to Brandy. 

  



Chapter 12 - Healing History  
 

      "To heal history one has to tell the truth, Peter. One has to fight for honesty," said 

Helen as we were in the car again. "History and honesty rarely match." 

      "Of course they don't match," I said to her. "The victors write the history books, 

Helen. How else can the Illuminati cover their dirty tracks? According to the history 

books only 20,000 people perished in the fires of Dresden. And so, the worst single 

massacre in history is turned into a minor affair. Does anyone in Germany really believe 

this brainwashing crap?" 

      "This is what I mean," said Helen. "This is also why I am looking forward to talk 

with the fishermen," she said. "The prospect reminds me of my time in Munich. You 

wouldn't believe what happens when a couple of mugs of beer wash away the superficial 

barriers." 

      "Oh I can imagine," I said. 

      "No you can't," she countered. "But let me tell you about it in preparation for 

tonight. I will tell you about it while I have my bath. I think what happened there is 

important all of a sudden, given the new developments coming up. I had long believed 

the official myth that the common folks believe everything they are told, Peter. Sure, 

many do, but there is a groundswell in progress by those who are beginning to wake up. 

After a few beers the facade fades away and what people really think is beginning to 

show. That's when the pub turns into a free thinkers’ club. It didn't used to be that way. 

People used to gather at the pub to drink and play games and forget what is gnawing at 

their soul. Now, more and more, they gather in the pub to drink and to dare to remember, 

and to acknowledge that they are not alone. A rare kind of intimacy begins to unfold. The 

free-thinkers find healing in recognizing that they are not alone in having been raked over 

the coals with the constant streams of lies about the past and the present, and the future." 

      "Yes, I can believe that," I interjected. "It is natural that this should happen. "Why 

shouldn't people be able to wake up? We were asleep for a dozen years on our rock at the 

sea in North Carolina," I added. "Something happened. Something woke us up."  

      "Not too long ago a wonderful boyfriend of mine took me to one of those free 

thinkers clubs every Wednesday that spontaneously formed in one of the pubs," said 

Helen. "He told me that it was a great place for dancing, to get me interested. Indeed, 

there was always some dancing at first. Then, on our second evening there, as we had 

stayed later than at the time before, the lead singer of the band made some innocent 

seeming remark after we sang Happy Birthday to somebody. She was asking if anyone 

had a birthday on February 15th? Immediately the band began to play a tune that sounded 

like the funeral march by Mahler. I was there when this happened. Suddenly someone 

shouted, 'we all had a birthday that day. When Dresden burned we were reborn. Before 

then we had thought that Hitler was the enemy of mankind and the world came to liberate 

us. That day we learned that our real enemy, and the real enemy of all mankind, were the 



men in black who stood behind Hitler; the men who made him; the men who used him; 

the men called the Illuminati who have the heart of Satan, who call darkness light; the 

men who feed us lies and call this crap the truth.' Everybody in this room knew that the 

real death toll in Dresden was half a million, and not just a few thousands. This history 

was rooted in their heart. 'I have family among them that burnt to death that day,' said 

Gretel, one of the waitresses. 'The city was crowded with refugees. Many were huddled 

in the streets in the cold. Then they turned the city into a sea of fire that stretched across 

40 sqkm where nothing escaped the orgy of destruction. And now they say that only a 

few thousands were killed. We cried for days after the official figures were released that 

over 260,000 dead bodies had been counted and everybody knows that just as many had 

been turned to ashes without a trace remaining in the fires that had melted steel.'  

      "The 'discussion' went from there, Peter. Many people remembered. Talking about 

it started a healing. One could see it in their faces. Someone said that holocaust denial is 

akin to tyranny. It makes a people small and impotent. Some large guy, semi-bald, whom 

everybody seemed to know stood up. He plunked his 'half-gallon' beer mug onto the table 

and suggested that a Dresden Holocaust Memorial should be built. Then somebody else 

added that a Nazi Holocaust Memorial should be built right next to it, and it should be of 

the same size. 'And an Israeli Holocaust Memorial should be built as well, to form a 

triangle,' said a bearded man. "Except this one should be built ten times taller.' A third 

man stood up. He was the local comedian Heinz Hubert, that everyone knew. He 

suggested that a gravestone should be placed at the center with the inscription, 'here lies 

buried the truth.'" 

      "But did they know the truth?" I asked Helen. We had arrived at our motel by then. 

Helen started to fill the bathtub. 

      "If this wasn't such a tiny tub I would ask you to join me," she said as she stepped 

into the foam-covered water. "But you don't have to leave. I haven't finished my story. It 

just gets interesting, because the more serious discussion didn't get going there until after 

midnight. By the time the clock struck three that night, everyone in the pub knew the 

truth. Of course, many knew the truth anyway, but not all, and those were deeply affected 

as if a stone had been lifted from their grave. And even those who knew the truth, by just 

being able to voice the truth, experienced a healing effect flowing from the openness of 

just talking about it. There were tears in quite a few people's eyes. Holocaust Denial, but 

only the denial of the Nazi holocaust against the Jews, had been made a Federal Crime in 

Germany in recent years. A big show trial had been going for months at the time in the 

Federal Court of Germany. The same happened in Austria. In both of these countries a 

renowned historian had been put on trial for the crime of denial of aspects of the 

holocaust for which no evidence existed, though the fact of the missing evidence had 

been kept out of the trial, which would have exonerated them. The trials became a fascist 

show in with the truth was put on trial and convicted before the trial began. Their crime, 

officially, was that they suggested, based on the available hard evidence, that the mass 

gassing of the Jews never took place as the story had been told, because what was said to 

have happened is physically not possible. Cyanide poisoning is too deadly, too persistent, 

and too much of a logistical nightmare for the Nazies to have used this method for mass 

executions. Nor did the gas chambers that have become museum items have the facilities 



needed in them for the Cyclone-B activation. In fact, the gas chambers that are shown to 

the public in the concentration camps, which were turned into museums, where built after 

the war. The historians on trial had merely suggested in their statements that the whole 

hoopla of the mass gassing is fake. Of course, the physical evidence was not allowed in 

the trial, because the trial wasn't about the truth. The men were convicted and jailed for 

having voiced their doubts about the official holocaust story. 

      "I think," Helen continued, that this is what Heinz Hubert meant that night in the 

pub when he said that a description should be engraved on the tombstone at the center of 

the holocaust memorials, saying in bold letters, 'here lies buried the truth.' In this pub that 

night they debunked the myth about the Dresden Holocaust and about the Nazi 

Holocaust. No one doubted that there had been a holocaust. When fascism rules 

holocausts happen in the flow of the madness of any lack of humanity. Still the free 

thinkers in the pub had their doubts the Nazi holocaust was anywhere near as big as 

advertised. It might have been a million or two, but not six million. Some suggested that 

the six million figure has been chosen to accord with Illuminati numerology. It is the 

number of Satan. They might as well have said that the Nazi Holocaust had claimed 

6,666,666 victims, six sixes plus one. In a way that is what the official liars said, 

admitting in their dark humor that the official figure is purely symbolic and is therefore 

essentially a lie. That the official lye is a gross distortion of actual history is evident by 

the fact that the lie has to be defended with the fascist force of legal penalties. The truth 

requires no defense, but lies must be defended lest anybody doubts them and learns the 

truth. In any case the Nazi Holocaust, as horrid as it evidently was, wasn't anywhere near 

as intense and ferocious as the Dresden Holocaust had been in which half a million 

people were murdered in the space of 14 hours. The Nazis may have killed twice as many 

people, but that horror was spread out over six years. And in Hiroshima the holocaust 

was even more intense. Eighty thousand people were killed instantly there, or over the 

space of a few minutes. The people in the pub knew that. This is why they cheered when 

the bearded man suggested that an Israeli Holocaust Memorial should be added, and that 

it should be made ten times taller." 

      "But did they know, Helen, why the man was wrong in saying this? Did anyone 

suggest that they, the Jewish people, did it to themselves all the way through modern 

history by them becoming the willing playthings of empire? Did anyone say that the Jews 

were victims of the Illuminati and the like, and thereby became tragic victims by the act 

of their playing along as stupid fools do, just like America does now? Did anyone suggest 

that the third holocaust memorial in their triangle should therefore not be named, the 

Israeli Holocaust Memorial, but be named instead, the Illuminati Holocaust Memorial, 

and that this one be made a hundred times bigger, so big that it encapsulates the two 

lesser memorials in it?" 

      "One person had an inkling," said Helen. "A university girl with a pony tail 

brought up some historic details that few people in the pub were aware of, if indeed 

anyone was. 'Does anyone here know why we lost World War I, which paved the world 

for Hitler?' she had said. 'Does anyone know why the Titanic was sunk on the anniversary 

date of the assassination of President Lincoln in America? Buy me a beer, and I will tell 

you. Buy me two and I'll tell you a story you have never imagined in your wildest 



dreams, a true story that has been hidden by denial though the truth is shining through. 

The truth has a way of asserting itself when the lies get thinner and thinner.'" 

      "'Are you going to tell us about Woodrow Wilson's mistress?' a well-dressed 

gentleman asked, sitting at the table with the bearded man. The girl nodded. 'The whole 

story?' he asked. The girl nodded again. 'I will buy you three beers and pay for your taxi 

home," said the man. Everybody cheered, Peter. They all could feel in their heart and soul 

that Germany should not have lost World War I, which it got dragged into. 'World War I 

wasn't our war said a man. It was King Edward's war, who was already dead when the 

war was unleashed. It didn't start in Sarajevo, it started in Edward's court. The Kaiser said 

when it started that Edward had turned out being stronger, even being dead, than he the 

Kaiser was, being still alive. So it wasn't our war, was it? We defended ourselves, and we 

had won. The Italians, the French, the Austrians, were all defeated, and so were the 

British. Our submarines had sunk the supply lines to Britain. We offered Britain a peace 

treaty to let bygones be bygones, to just stop the madness. But some Jew intervened who 

became later the Prime Minister of Israel. The Jews managed to bring America into the 

fight. That is when we began to loose, and another fifty million paid the price with their 

life. There was no way we could defend ourselves against the whole world. We were 

under the gun from all sides, but we defeated them until America was brought in. 

Bringing America in was a treachery, a betrayal, and it was done with blackmail.' 

      "The girl just laughed, and the man applauded. 'You know something, 

congratulation,' said the man. 'But what you know is just the tip of the iceberg. The 

downfall of Germany was set into motion long before the war even started. And you are 

right, America was at the center, but in a different way. America was the victim. For 135 

years the Illuminati had wanted to destroy America, but they had failed every time on the 

battlefield. It became clear that America could only be destroyed from within. For this 

covert attack a plan was hatched to snatch away America's financial foundation by 

privatizing its currency and credit creation into its own hands. The plan was to create a 

private central bank that would own the currency and the right for credit creation. 

America was to be swindled into giving its money away. The private central bank was to 

be called, The Federal Reserve. The name was a swindle in itself. Three of America's 

richest men stood opposed to this. Their names are legendary.' He knew all their names. I 

think I told you the names before, Peter. One was the well-known industrialist Benjamin 

Guggenheim. The other was Isidor Straus, the owner of Macy's department store. The 

third was John Jacob Astor the builder of a number of great New York hotels including 

the Astoria. Jacob Astor also served on the board of several major U.S. corporations. 

These people were not as easily fooled as the public was that was kept in the dark. They 

probably sensed what was happening behind the scene and what would result from the 

hand-over of America to the British Empire. They were among the richest men in the 

world, but they were also patriots of a kind who stood totally opposed to the economic 

enslavement of America by the British.  They would have joined hands and have used 

their wealth and influence to prevent the Federal Reserve project by all means possible. 

They also known to have been opposed the launching of the empire's World War I project 

that everybody who had connections could see was under way.  But they had 

underestimated the real devils behind the scene, the rulers of empire who had long ago 

become the power base under an ideology called the Illuminati. The terms refer to the 



light of Lucifer, the star that fell from heaven and became Satan, the light that became 

darkness, that justified fascism, that demands blood sacrifices. 'yes, that is what the three 

men were standing against,' said the girl. 'But the devils were clever. Since the three men 

were standing in the way of the objectives of empire they were each individually and 

quietly coaxed to board the brand new floating palace of the Titanic to take part of its 

historic maiden voyage. The rest is history. None of the three men survived.' 

      "The girl caused some laughter. A few people raised their beer mugs in approval. 

A few shook their head. No one seemed indifferent though. The girl raised her hand. 'As 

a mere conspiracy story the sinking of the Titanic makes no sense,' she said. 'It isn't 

supposed to make sense. If their had been the slightest notion of a conspiracy the three 

men would never have set foot on the Titanic. No one would have dreamed that the 

Illuminati would sacrifice a capital ship to achieve and then hide the murder of three men. 

But the stakes were infinitely greater than the price of a ship. Thus, as a fascist story, this 

conspiracy bears all the hallmarks of the face of fascism that would be mirrored again 

and again in many ways all the way to the present and will continue so for as long as 

fascism rules. The Illuminati knew, that once the three opposing men were on the ship 

and the ship was sunk, the only viable opposition to the enslavement of America to the 

private imperial monetarism, and America's subsequent bankruptcy as a nation, was 

thereby removed. The imperial takeover of America became a reality a year and a half 

after the Titanic was sunk. America's defeat became law on Christmas day in 1913. The 

actual sinking of the ship was a mere technicality once the plan was hatched to do it. 

That's the kind of pattern that we saw reflected again and again in various ways in all the 

big events of our time. We saw it in the murder in Sarajevo, in World War I itself, in the 

Reichstag fire, and in the attack on Pearl Harbor, with far more yet to come. Sinking the 

Titanic for these kinds of objectives was really a rather small thing, comparatively. It was 

novel only as the first event of a chain. Now these things don't surprise most people 

anymore. That's why they had to rub it in, back in 1912. In case anybody didn't get it, the 

message was: it is futile to oppose the Empire. That is why the Titanic was sunk April 

14th, the historic anniversary date of the assassination of Abraham Lincoln in 1865. The 

anniversary date was likely chosen to drive the point home that resistance is not tolerated, 

considering that Abraham Lincoln had won the Civil War, resisting the empire on the 

basis of the American System of Political Economy that the private Federal Reserve 

system was intended to wreck. A good chess master knows that the game is played 

several layers deep, so that what appears on the surface is not what goes on in reality. 

And that is why few people know why Germany has lost World War I, why America had 

intervened against its friend. Germany had been America's example in Europe. The 

Bismarck reforms were built on the American System of Political Economy. This system 

was built into the American Constitution. It was implemented for the first time on this 

planet by Alexander Hamilton in America, copied by Lincoln, copied by Bismarck. They 

were going against the grain of empire. Germany was winning the war in Europe in the 

strength of that system. It had offered peace to Britain. But the Illuminati that started the 

war in the first place didn't want peace. They knew that bringing in America would keep 

the war going. So they mobilized one of their loyal stooges to intervene. They hired a Jew 

to make a deal with the British. They offered to arrange America's entry into the war to 

save Britain, in exchange for getting Palestine for a new all-Jewish state after the war. 

The British accepted. They had nothing to loose. The Jews gave the contract to one of 



their lawyers in New York to find some dirt on Woodrow Wilson, which wasn't hard. 

Wilson has had an affair during his university years with the wife of a teacher there. The 

Jews used this affair to blackmail Woodrow Wilson." 

      "You are missing something," interjected a small Chinese woman, interrupting the 

girl. You make the Jew a villain. You don't know how wrong you are. The Jewish people 

are the most victimized people in history. The real villain is the British Empire, the 

Illuminati. They use the Jews as their playthings because they are conveniently 

conditioned for that role. They are a clearly identifiable visible minority with an 

extremely close-knit social identity and unique cultural identity. They are the most ideal 

agents ever developed for cultural warfare, for dividing societies and setting the factions 

against each other. The Illuminati are masters of this game. China suffered vast tragedies 

under this game of divide and conquer, the game of cultural warfare. Thirty million 

people were killed in China by this game that set a people against one-another, and then 

the British came in to harvest the dead. It's an Illuminati game. The Jewish people are 

chosen by the Illuminati as perfect playthings in their game. Where you see a Jewish role 

in the blackmail of Woodrow Wilson, I see a people being used to play a role for a game 

designed by the Illuminati. There has never been a more abused people in the history of 

the world than the Jewish people. Of course they were used to start World War II as well. 

They are the Illuminati's chosen people, chosen to be hated, chosen to carry out 

incredibly dirty operations and to become victims themselves as the game plan requires. 

And so, my friends, they became set up to become the center for hatred that led to the 

destruction of much of the world. The engineered hatred is the destroyer, and that game 

won't end until people around the world begin to recognize how it was started. For that 

they have to listen to the message delivered by one of the key intelligence officers of the 

Illuminati who was put in charge of protecting the Empire. The message was delivered 

with his novel, The Time Machine, published in 1895. If you want to cure the hatred in 

the world you have to listen to this message. It was in response to this message that the 

Jewish people became the chosen people to play the role they played in the game of 

protecting the Empire." 

      "Of course the Illuminati were involved with the blackmail of President Wilson. 

The Rothschild Empire that invented the Illuminati played a role in this blackmail 

operation, just as it had played a role in financing the Bolshevik Revolution that had 

foisted Communism on Russia." 

      "No, no, no!" the Chinese woman interrupted her again. The Rothschild Empire 

didn't invent the Illuminati. They simply used it as a tool. It is not a thing, or a religion, or 

a people, or an institution. It is a way of thinking, a fellowship in secrecy, a counter-

culture gibberish that is used as a battering ram to break humanist thinking. It is a divide 

an conquer policy. If anyone 'invented' illuminatizism that honor probably belongs to the 

Persian Empire, or the Aryan/Brahmin Empire in India that started the Vedic dark ages 

3,500 years ago. The Persians used illuminatizism to start the Peloponnesian War. The 

Romans used it, and so did the crowd of financier oligarchs that ran the Venetian Empire. 

They used the Jewish people even then as a victim of their games. The Venetian used the 

Jews as victims for breaking down the economy of Spain by means of instigating the 

murderous Spanish Inquisition. It was set up under Isabelle in the late 1400s. But it was a 



Venetian organized Illuminati operation that set people against people. It led to the 

expulsion of the Jews and Moors from Spain. The rest were burnt by the Inquisition. Tens 

of thousands were burnt at the stake. Spain became an economic wreck after that, which 

left Venice in total control of the European region.' 

      "It is from this woman that I had first heard about the Time Machine by Wells. She 

said that when the Venetian Empire infiltrated England and became the British Empire, 

the Jews were again chosen to play a role in the Illuminati games, but this didn't get 

started in full until after The Time Machine had set up the new dimension for the 

'necessary' games to protect the oligarchic empire that used the power of Great Britain 

just as it used the Jews. She said that H. G. Wells had laid it all out for the oligarchy, that 

it had to take unusual and radical steps to protect its oligarchic lifestyle that has no 

natural basis to exist." 

      The girl nodded as the Chinese woman sat down. "Illuminati means also secrecy," 

she said. "Illuminatizism is a kind of communism designed to protect the empire. The 

blackmail of President Wilson was covered with secrecy. Deals were made. The extortion 

money that Wilson couldn't pay, lacking the resources to do so, was 'paid' in exchange for 

Wilson appointing a certain Jew to the U.S. Supreme Court. The judge then had a 

justifiable basis for maintaining a close contact with the President. Through this channel 

the President was informed that the German U-boats had sank an ocean liner with many 

Americans having been killed. With that information Wilson went before Congress, 

calling for an American intervention in the war to protect the honor of America. Thus 

America became Britain's ally. The war was restarted. Europe was devastated. By the 

time it was over, more than 50 million were dead. Britain paid its debt to the Jews with 

the Belfour Declaration that promised the Jews a homeland state within the territory of 

Palestine. The blackmail had been an Illuminati success, and mostly it was based on a lie, 

because no ocean liner had been sunk by the U-boats and no American lives had been 

lost. The Supreme Court judge had been transmitting a lie." 

      "But the war didn't stop there," said the Chinese woman. "The next war was 

already being set up, and the Jewish people were chosen once again as the facilitator. The 

Illuminati put all the blame on Germany and demanded un-payable war-compensations. 

The Illuminati knew that Germany had no choice but to hyper-inflate its currency, so it 

organized and financed its chosen agents, the Jewish people, to buy up vast tracts of 

property, industries, newspapers, publishing houses, entertainment businesses, and to buy 

their way into leading positions in government. The loans taken in German marks were 

easily repaid with the hyper-inflated currency. The U.S. dollar increased in value from 80 

Marks for a Dollar, to ten trillion Marks for a Dollar. When the dust settled the Jews 

owned much of the country and the Germans were mere guests in their own home, 

economically. The Illuminati used this engineered division as a battering ram, not to 

break Germany, but to set it at war with Russia that would have assured the destruction of 

both. Fifty percent of the Bolshevik revolutionaries in Russia were Jewish, though the 

Jewish population amounted to but 5% in the country. It was easy to inspire Hitler to hate 

the Jews and to then direct this hatred against the Bolsheviks. Hitler was a dumb fool 

who was easily played. He was politically 'educated' in Britain by the Illuminati. He 

admired the British for it and even protected them. The Halt-Order at Dunkirk was just an 



example. The Holocaust was a part of the Illuminati game that justified the war with 

Russia. The Jews were chosen by Illuminati to play a multi-purpose role in this, both as 

victims and as facilitators. It was a Jewish publisher that first published Hitler's book, 

Mein Kampf. Of course the Holocaust assured the postwar setup of a Jewish State in 

Palestine. The victim-syndrome, which was hugely played up, allowed the Middle East 

atrocity to happen, injecting an all-Jewish State smack into the middle of Palestine. The 

Middle East is the oil center, and the Jewish role is to keep the caldron boiling, dividing 

the entire region into warring factions so that the region can be easily controlled." 

      "This does not mean that the Jews are allies of the Illuminati," interjected a black 

man from the rear of the pub with a deep southern voice. "By their own statements the 

Illuminati have no permanent allies, only a permanent objective. They use people for all 

they can, and then throw them away. They have done this with the Jews before, and they 

will do it again. They will use them and throw them away. Their permanent purpose is to 

prevent another renaissance from happening anywhere in the world. They are even using 

the African American people in the USA to play into this game, but never allowing us a 

chance to develop. No one is allowed a chance to develop. That's the real goal of 

globalization, isn't it? The countries of the world are no longer to even develop their own 

agriculture to become self-sufficient in feeding their own people. It is taken away from 

them. All agriculture now goes through the world-market, or soon will be, and at world 

market prices that the Illuminati control, in order that they can starve the world to death if 

they so wish. And they will do it. Mark my word. America is used as a slave and a victim 

in this game, just as the Jews are so used. Some people point to physical evidence that the 

Jews were dragged into the 911 game in some way, to facilitate it. The Bali bombing 

illustrates how it was done, with micro-nukes. In Bali an entire concrete floor was 

vaporized fifty feet from the blast, leaving the bare re-bars dangling as if C4 had been 

used on contact. This was done fifty feet from the blast. In New York much of the 

concrete of the two towers was vaporized. Only advanced nuclear demolition munitions 

can do this. That is why the State of Israel was so richly supported in its secret nuclear 

weapons program, building a world-class capability. There is evidence of EMP effects 

setting cars on fire some distance away off from the towers. The Israeli are known to 

have had the means for such operations, but only the Illuminati can play so many people 

in an organized fashion to pull this thing off, including the cover-up and masterminding 

the effect for which the whole thing was staged. The world is now littered with victims 

that were drawn into this game, some to facilitate it, some to die by it, and some to be 

terrified by it. And God only knows what vast blackmail operations this game enabled 

further in the aftermath, some to make good on promises, and some for pure extortion 

engulfing entire nations and regions. Political blackmail is evidently a big factor in the 

Illuminati games, with hate always flowing in the background to obscure the tracks." 

      The black man sat down. 

      "Not all the victims are Jews," said another man. 

      "No, we are all victims," said another. 



      "The Jews were likely chosen as strategic victims in order to break the Jewish 

Renaissance," interjected the Chinese woman. "The Jewish Renaissance was typified by 

Moses Mendelssohn the great German Jewish philosopher who had promoted ideas of a 

new renaissance to which European Jews were already richly contributing, culturally, 

heralding a new era in the history of the Jewish people. It really was a period of light, a 

light of universal humanity. But some Jews were also frightened and saw this trend as a 

trend towards assimilation and a loss of identity for the Jews and the dilution of their 

treasured historic traditional Judaism. It appears that the Illuminati recognized this 

strategic weak flank and then played it up for all they could get from it. But this didn't 

happen until after Wells published his book The Time Machine. The story in the book 

was a thinly hidden political story that was intended to mobilize the British Empire into 

an extremely aggressive form of self-defence. Wells' novel was a horror story that must 

have deeply terrorized the largely docile oligarchy as it roused the most aggressive form 

of self-defence imaginable. The Jews were given quite a different role to play than Moses 

Mendelssohn had pioneered. Their first major role was to implement communism in 

Russia. Communism had already been created by Marx and Engels in England under the 

guidance and dictate of Palmerston, Urquhart, and other agents of the Empire and masters 

of its psychological warfare workshops. But the Jews were put to the task to help 

implement it. Of the seven members of the inner leadership of the Bolshevik Party, four 

were Jewish, Trotsky was one of them, and the rest were servants of the Illuminati in 

some other form. Nor should one be surprised. After all, the Illuminati that played the 

Jewish people like a fiddle had financed the whole operation. Lenin was an Illuminati 

boy. He and Trotsky were given two million in gold to get the operation going, 

generously provided by Jacob Schiff of the Rothschild Empire. It seemed that the hired 

Jewish faction was likely in charge behind the scene. Trotsky was the key man at first. It 

also seems that the Jewish faction ran the huge famine genocide in the Ukraine for the 

Illuminati, in which nine million were starved to death. We are told that the implementing 

hands were mostly Jewish. Stalin's control over the Soviet Union might have been far 

more limited than we might think, especially in the pre-war days before the American 

influence freed him to some degree from the ever-present agents of the Illuminate empire. 

Once Roosevelt was dead, this 'free air' of course was gone. His handlers then played him 

like a fool again, as they did before. 'Resistance is futile,' he might have been told." 

 

      As for Helen and I, there was no resistance on the agenda against the intimacy that 

was unfolding between us. With our respective baths completed, while our conversation 

had continued all the way through, unhurriedly, we were ready to go, to be at the Palace 

by eight o'clock. It was as if the clock 'obeyed' us, rather than us obeying the clock.  

  



Chapter 13 - Healing the Heart  
 

      Every one of our group from the beach was at the Palace when Ushi and I arrived, 

and as Brandy had promised, the words of political rhetoric were abundantly in the air. 

Four tables had been drawn together in a kind of round-table setting, upon the suggestion 

of the fishermen. Apparently Henry had inspired it. The topic, as far as I could make out, 

was centered on the fishermen's perception of the movements that were driving the world 

towards the brink of a catastrophic collapse of the operating financial system of the 

world, and the consequent disintegration of the physical economy that supports society's 

living. The fishermen weren't talking about the remote historical stuff that Helen and I 

had talked about. The fishermen were talking about the down-to-the-earth stuff that 

affects putting food on the table, having a roof overhead, and having gas at the pump for 

the fish boats. 

      "Can you imagine what it means when you go to the pump and nothing comes out, 

and go to the store and the door doesn't open?" said a bearded man that the others referred 

to at times as, "captain." 

      "I was on the road once," said Henry. "I was going to Spokane. I should have 

topped the tank up in Billings. When I came to Butte the tank was half empty. I was 

going to top it off there, but the entire area had a power failure. Without power, the 

pumps don't run. I barely made it through the mountains. I didn't get gas until I got into 

Idaho. If the main infrastructures break down, nothing works anymore." 

      "That's what I mean," said the captain. "When the financial system breaks down, 

the infrastructures stop operating. When the money system breaks down the power plants 

won't get coal, or won't get it delivered. And when the electricity stops, almost everything 

stops. You won't even be able to flush your toilette," he said and laughed. "Without 

electricity the water-supply system stops and the sewage system doesn't work. Of course 

you wouldn't need a toilette then, because you wouldn't eat. Most people would run out of 

food in a week." 

      "I would have enough to eat," said another fisherman. "I would take my sailboat 

out and live on fish." 

      "You would still need power to cook the fish," said Terry to him. 

      "That's not a problem," said the man. "I've got a hundred-pound tank of propane on 

the boat that I keep topped up. This keeps me and my family going for months. I just 

have to stay far off shore for a while so that the pirates won't get us. Those who keep 

fishing close to shore will likely get shot for the fish they might have. When things get 

desperate, hell will reign." 

      "We can't let it come to that," said Henry. "That's why I am fighting to change the 

system." 



      "I sincerely hope you succeed," said the captain, "but where is the evidence that 

any movement is on the horizon? Is anything happening in that direction? The evidence 

that I see is to the contrary. The whole world is riding this train to hell, and it is going 

faster and faster. The world is disintegrating. There are signs to that affect visible 

everywhere. The evidence that I see is that the whole system is failing. But what do I see 

being done in response? People are complaining. Nobody is talking about correcting the 

systemic failure. All that I hear is a chorus of experts screaming to society that it must 

intensify the free-market system of stealing from one another that caused the crisis in the 

first place, which is now before us." 

      Terry laughed. "That's like attempting to heal a dead horse with a still bigger bullet 

than the one that killed it." 

      "We are the dead horse," said the captain, "and the masters of empire want to make 

sure we remain dead for all times. That is why they prescribe the bigger bullet as a 

healing medicine. But in doing so they lye through their teeth. Their blood-curdling 

bubble of thievery is popping. It's becoming unglued at the seams, and they are scared 

that society will point the finger at them for its misery. They want us all dead, therefore, 

before we can point the finger at them. Their empire-machine has wrecked the world. 

They now intend to hide the crime by killing evermore people. They are doing this with 

terrorism. They are doing it with starvation. They are doing it with war and absolute 

butchery. And even as they kill, they hold their hands out to steal more. They want to get 

their bubble back. They want the U.S. taxpayers to foot the bill. But none of that can 

work. They killed the goose that laid the golden eggs. No threat, no intimidation, or sheer 

demand by arrogant will can force the dead goose to keep on producing the golden eggs.  

This is what I see them doing." 

      "How did we get into this mess?" said another one of the fishermen, shaking his 

head. 

      "That's easy to explain," I said to him. "This topic is something that I am qualified 

to talk about. The banking system is the most efficient open door for legal stealing that 

has ever been devised. This is the reason why the masters of empire own most of the 

banking system in the world. Their thievery caused the great collapse in the 14th Century 

that eventually killed a third of the population of Europe. When the thieves demanded to 

be given the key to the financial house of America and succeeded to get it in 1913, they 

bled our country so badly that the great depression became inevitable, which eventually 

happened in 1929. When Franklin Roosevelt was elected, he inherited a mess that was 

rapidly collapsing the nation. But in order to recover the nation he had to first deal with 

the driving force behind the collapse. For this he enacted the Pecora Commission with the 

mandate to investigate the grand financial banking crimes that had brought the nation to 

its knees. A lot of people went to jail as the result. But the bigger goal was to take the 

criminality out of the system, to create safeguards against future potential abuses. The 

lessons learned were formalized in the Glass-Steagall legislation. The legislation 

separated the commercial banks that people deposit into, which support the local 

communities, from the investment banks that profit from financial swindles. It also 

prohibited the depositor's banks from engaging into a large range of risky investments, 



and it prohibited interstate banking so that the individual states could not be exploited or 

be robbed blind. All of this was thrown into the wind when Franklin Roosevelt died. The 

Federal Reserve simply allowed what the legislation prohibited. It allowed more and 

more of it. Of course it wasn't prosecuted. It owned the courts. Eventually, in order to 

clear the slate, the masters of the Feds had their stooges, that they also owned, to simply 

repeal the legislation. With this done, the road was cleared for the big merger of the 

banks to begin, forging the big banks of which it was said that they were "too big to fail." 

The phrase meant that they were too big for the government to allow them to fail, so that 

the government would step in to bail out their losses. Backed by this assurance the 

gambling orgy grew wild and wilder in a giant menace of financial derivatives gambling 

that is now 1,500 trillion in size. That is what is killing the banking sector right now. 

When the winnings will have to be paid in this insane gambling orgy, the gambling debts 

quickly mount up into the tens of trillions. In this case the banks will go to the 

governments and demand that taxpayers pick up the tab for the gambling debt. That's 

built into the system, as the bankers freely admit. They will say to the governments, we 

are too big and too deeply tied into the economy for us to be allowed to go bankrupt, 

because when the banks go under the economy goes under. And so, grudgingly, and 

gradually the governments comply. They put up a few hundred billion at first to bail out 

the banks, then this grows into trillions, and soon thereafter into tens of trillions. A blind 

man can see that this will inevitably sink the U.S.A. as a nation. The national budget is 

roughly 3 to 4 trillions, which is already insufficient to support the population. How can a 

nation squeeze tens of trillions more out of this kind of budget that is already too small? 

And so the entire system is doomed to disintegrate, and the nation with it that takes on 

this huge gambling debt. With a gambling orgy in the range of 1,500 trillion, and which 

is still growing, the gambling debts will soon be counted in the hundreds of trillions. The 

entire global house is set up to disintegrate this way. And this is what the masters of 

empire are aiming for. They have been crying for half a century already that the earth is 

too full of people. They have been crying on many occasions that they want mankind to 

be murdered back to less than a billion people in order to recreate the golden days of 

feudalism that brought stability to the empire." 

      Henry applauded me. "Peter wasn't joking when he said that the crisis we now face 

is a crisis built on the failure of feudalism," said Henry. "It started with landed feudalism 

by which the lords became wealthy in the process of stealing from the peasants of the 

land. But the process couldn't be expanded. It was limited by the available land. At this 

point money was created as an estate that could be rented out for a ransom called profit. 

The money estates were less limited in their expandability than the land estates were. But 

this process wasn't fast enough for the greedy rich. Consequently, the gambling orgy was 

begun. The stock markets became gambling casinos. Soon, this too became too small. At 

this point the investment houses offered the investor to 'rent' them stocks, which they 

could gamble with for a small margin of the price. This became highly volatile as the 

game suddenly expanded. It caused the 1929 crash, and so on. And still, in spite of being 

so volatile, the stock gambling orgy wasn't big enough to meet the demands for profits by 

the rich. They wanted more. After the next big crash, the chairman of the Fed offered a 

solution, by which the game could be expanded even more. He suggested that there really 

wasn't a basic need to have any type of physical asset tied to the gambling process. He 

was saying in effect, that if an insurance company that sells residential fire insurance can 



sell a protection policy for a price, why shouldn't anyone be able to buy such a policy for 

a designated area without actually having to own a house. If a wildfire broke out in the 

designated area the investors should be able to collect on the policy as if the house had 

burned to the ground. On this basis the chairman of the Fed opened the gambling orgy up 

to anything that was in any way related to money without anyone putting up anything of 

equivalent physical value. The new rules enabled the gambling scene to explode, as all 

limiting factors were thereby removed. The orgy mushroomed into the trillions and 

hundreds of trillions, and now stands as a monster that is 1,500 trillion big. No real 

money goes into the orgy, except for a small fee collected by the banks, although the 

winnings are paid out in real money. Since the banks controlled the game it worked for 

their advantage for a while. But a small crack in the system, a minute tremor turned the 

game against them. Since the banks are now all technically bankrupt, society will soon be 

called upon to pick up the gambling debts. But this can't possibly work, since the 

gambling orgy is now 30 to 50 times larger than the gross domestic product of the entire 

world. This system is hopelessly gone over the edge. LaRouche suggests that while the 

system cannot be saved, it is not too late to save society and civilization from the 

consequences of the impending tragedy by putting the whole system into bankruptcy in 

order to write of all the gambling debts and reorganize the system back onto the tried and 

proven Glass-Steagall foundation, and of course with the private Federal Reserve being 

turned into a national bank for national credit creation. On the sideline he demands that 

all the home mortgages should be protected against foreclosure until the whole mess can 

be sorted out. He demands that no family should be thrown out of their house, because of 

rampant criminality in the mortgage markets. He demands that fair prices should be 

established and foreclosures be prohibited as needed until the American economy 

recovers. Of course, the masters of empire scream that this is 'protectionism' and 

'communism' and unfair 'interference in the free markets.' They scream that nothing 

should be implemented that protects society against the madness of empire. And since the 

masters of the moneybags own all the governments, lock stock and barrel, who have 

prostituted themselves for money, nothing will happen on this front of protecting society. 

Society is set up to die by the hundreds of millions. Mark my word. That's the game that 

is already in the early stages of playing itself out," said Henry. 

      "Are you saying that the governments support this intended destruction of society 

and actively blocks all efforts by anyone to get the country back onto a platform that 

worked?" Kim interjected. 

      Henry nodded. 

      "That's fascism," said Terry. 

      "That's what private imperial central banking is," said Brandy. "It's fascism." 

      "The elite of the empire don't care what you call them," said Henry, "but they do 

demand that they be given the freedom to manipulate money in whichever way they 

want, regardless of the consequences for society." 

      "That's fascism," Terry repeated. 



      "It's actually worse than fascism," said Brandy. "What else would one call it when 

they scream that the little people of society have no right to stand in their way, screaming 

that big money must be free to control everything, even to the point of looting society to 

death. That's worse than fascism. It is forced fascist dictatorship." 

      "It's bankers pushing and implementing fascism," said Helen. "This isn't anything 

different than what Hitler did, or Mussolini. I thought we had put this all behind us." 

      "It is being expanded," said Henry. "What is on the agenda now wasn't possible in 

Hitler's days. The push is now on to create a single global world-currency, which is to be 

effectively owned by the empire through its private banks. But it won't be called a 

currency. It will be given some technocratic name, something like an international 

drawing facility, a borrowing facility in effect, controlled by the empire. By this facility 

the entire world becomes beholding to the empire by which every form of national 

economic development is effectively prohibited. And this is just the tip of the iceberg. 

Once this is facility is implemented, the dollar is no longer needed and simply 

disintegrates. As the result 75 trillion in dollar denominated debt, which is counted as an 

asset on the books, evaporates in a landslide crash, and the dream of 75 trillion in assets 

evaporates with it. This bubble is almost twice as big as the entire world's gross domestic 

product. Collapsing this bubble has the potential to shut down the entire global economy 

so that every form of physical economic function simply stops. This is what is on the 

agenda now." 

      "The resulting catastrophe would go a long way towards implementing the 

empire's long-demanded world-population reduction to less than a billion people," said 

Terry. "Fascism is too soft a term for that." 

      "Hopefully this single world-currency facility will be blocked," I interjected. "It 

must be blocked and it will be blocked, because the very idea of a single world-currency 

violates the fundamental principle of economics. In the real world, the value of a nation's 

currency is determined by the nation's creative and productive power. The physical 

economic product that is being produced is the only factor that gives a nation's currency 

its value. This factor is specific to the degree of a nation's accomplished self-

development. A factor that is so specific cannot be universalized, just as the price of 

automobile cannot be universalized and be the same for all makes and models. The 

national currencies must therefore remain sovereign and under sovereign control so that 

the individual nations can affect their self-development. A single world currency would 

strangle this potential. This reason, all by itself, should be sufficient to prevent the single 

world-currency from being implemented. Besides, who needs an imperial world-currency 

anyway? It is to no one’s advantage and addresses no one’s need. Whenever it is to a 

nation's advantage to cooperate with other nations on a fair and mutually beneficial basis, 

that cooperation will happen naturally as it always has in the past. The imposition of a 

globally forced system can therefore only mean one thing, that the principle of universal 

fairness is being forcibly scrapped." 

      "This is precisely the reason why the national currencies are being demolished by 

the masters of empire," Henry interjected. "They want economic development to stop 



everywhere on the planet. National intimacy is the only factor in existence that powers 

this development. That is why empire is at war with the Nation-State as an institution. 

How else would they be able to break the U.S.A. as a functioning economic powerhouse? 

They dollarized the world by forcing the oil-trade to be denominated in dollars. Now that 

the whole world has built the dollar up into a universal reserve currency that is traded far 

above its value, they now announced their next move in the game, which is to let the 

dollar go to hell by replacing it with an universal world-currency. Their lips tell us that 

they want to save the world. Any chess master who understands the empire game will tell 

you that their move is made with the intention to cause a global economic meltdown. 

Tanking the dollar that has been so deeply pushed into the economic fabric of every 

nation invariably causes a global economic meltdown. This effect can't be avoided. Once 

you jump off a cliff, your landing on the rocks at the bottom cannot be avoided. And with 

it, the depopulation will happen. How deep it will cut into the human fabric, nobody 

knows. The only certainty that one can see is that the meltdown will cause unspeakable 

chaos and that the empire intends to feed on this chaos." 

      "That's their already-announced plan," I interjected. "That's been their plan from 

the beginning. They made this brutally clear to me a dozen years ago in Venice when 

they thought they could recruit me to their game. They said that nobody would be able to 

stop them, especially a bunch of little people like us. Yes, that is in essence what they 

said. Empire breeds chaos, they said. That's their plan. They intend to pick up the pieces. 

They said that 'divide and conquer' has been the key-plan through all the ages whenever 

empire has ruled the world. This is ultimately the significance of their 1,500 trillion dollar 

derivatives-millstone that they hung on society's neck to sink it with." 

      "Are we doomed then?" said Brandy and shook her head. 

      "No we are not doomed," I said and laughed. "All we need to do is cut the string 

and let the millstone go and sink itself." 

      "Right now they cry to us that we must keep the millstone afloat all cost," 

interjected the captain. "They cry, you must save the banks and their profitability no 

matter what it takes and how many millions perish in the process. They cry, don't 

interfere in the private market, but bail us out until the market corrects itself. They cry 

that we must do this, because greed and monetarism is the only thing that keeps an 

economy rolling along. They cry that we would be able to afford the cost easily by 

cutting healthcare and social entitlements, such as pensions, saving thereby hundreds of 

billions a year. They cry that such a step would be beneficial for society as it would weed 

out all the useless eaters like Hitler had done by refusing treatment of the chronically ill, 

the infirm, the elderly, and all those whose illnesses would be too expensive to heal, and 

of course the mental cases too, and the lazy bums. If we go this road the millstone that we 

attach ourselves to, will sink us. But how do we cut it off?" 

      "This is easily done in bankruptcy reorganization," I said to the captain. "One only 

needs to declare the entire private imperial monetarist system to be bankrupt and shut it 

down. LaRouche is fighting for this very thing to save America from a total collapse. It is 

already bankrupt. It's dead. A dead horse cannot be healed. The bailout demand that they 



are crying for is their own admission of the universal bankruptcy of the imperial 

monetarism that they had used to loot the world with. That's the bankruptcy that 

collapsed Rome. Rome fell because of its leader's insanity in refusing to acknowledge the 

bankruptcy of the system it was built on. Rome fell, because a dead horse cannot stand. 

We are at the same threshold again. The global society should accept the declared 

bankruptcy of the imperial monetarist system and shut it down. The governments should 

take the entire empty shell into receivership and instantly fire the bank directors that 

created the mess, and replace them with appointed receivers under the bankruptcy code 

that is designed to keep the nation functioning, wages paid, food produced, pensions 

continued. Then each nation should provide itself federal credits for the immense task of 

rebuilding itself and its world. This must happen throughout the world. And for this to be 

effective mankind needs big initiatives with great wealth-producing potentials, which at 

the same time meets its most crucial needs. Housing is a mess. It is expensive and of poor 

quality. Slum living and homelessness must end. The food supply is in a mess. Africa, the 

great undeveloped continent, must be developed. The whole continent has been ruined at 

the hands of empire. We need to build a floating bridge from Florida to Morocco as a part 

of a project that puts Africa at the center of world development. We need projects on this 

scale to bring some life back into the now collapsing American economy. For this to 

become possible we need massive developments in nuclear power. We need to commit 

ourselves to mass-produce the high-temperature gas-cooled nuclear reactor, and not only 

for electricity production. We need this power source badly to enable the introduction of 

directly fed high-temperature processes, such as for efficient steel production, or to 

facilitate molten basalt processes, to for example, create universal free housing with 

automated industrial production methods, or to create the modules for the intercontinental 

floating bridges that we must build. Once we cut the millstone of empire off our necks, 

all of this will become possible." 

      "We need to make such projects our goal as a stepping stone towards the renewal 

of ourselves as human beings, which alone will enable us to cut the millstone of empire 

off from our neck," Helen interjected. "I read a story in a science fiction novel in which a 

highly advanced society is facing a large invasion force, advancing towards it in space. 

The people were warned by other world that the invaders destroy every civilization the 

encounter and enslave everyone. Now, with the people being an advanced society, and 

having been warned of the invaders, they had built themselves a huge stock of weapons 

that could obliterate the approaching threat long before it came close to harm anyone. But 

they also realized that they could never use those weapons. They realized that their 

civilization would much more likely withstand the onslaught of violence and 

enslavement, even the enormous destruction the fleet would most certainly cause, than it 

would be able to survive the introduction of violence into their own culture. Thus, they 

couldn't allow it, not even if it was vital for their physical defense. They knew they had to 

find another way. On this note the people were fighting for their survival before the war 

had even begun. They were sitting on an arms cache so huge, that a fraction of a percent 

of it could obliterate the oncoming fleet in deep space, and this with complete safety and 

long before the fleet came into range to harm them. But they couldn't use any of it. The 

consequences to themselves would have been too great." 



      Helen paused. "This puts a different twist on what self-defence really is, doesn't 

it?" said Helen. "This is the core issue today on every front, even in health care. The issue 

is whether a people as a nation crosses that line beyond which it looses its humanity, its 

most precious, and thereby looses itself. This should be the foundation for mankind's 

defense against the attacks of empire. Empire demands the killing of people. That's the 

heart of monetarism. That's its color. Killing is its song. We cannot cross this line any 

further than it has already been crossed, or else we loose the most precious we have, our 

humanity, ourselves. Mankind has crossed this line too far already." 

      "We cannot go further down this road for also another reason," I interjected. "We 

face the near return of the Ice Age. Until the coming Ice Age cycle is fully upon us we 

must have Africa developed. It must be the breadbasket of the world by then, and we 

must have the capacity developed to gradually shift the global agriculture into indoor 

facilities. When the Ice Age resumes the agricultural potential of the world will likely 

diminish towards near zero throughout much of the world. If we get our act together as 

human beings and utilize the potential we now have, we won't be doomed by the coming 

Ice Age. But we do have the responsibility to take the necessary steps to develop our 

humanity so that we can do this." 

      "We must develop our humanity in order to develop our economy," said Helen. 

"Both are necessary to protect and support ourselves physically. One enables the other. 

This includes free universal housing, like the highways are free in most parts of the 

world. And it includes building the transatlantic bridge and the development of Africa." 

      Terry shook her head. "Aren't you asking a bit too much?" she interjected. "I can't 

imagine how any of this can be done." 

      "It needs to be done, and so it will be done," Brandy countered her. "Evidently the 

process is already starting, and it is starting here at the Palace of the Abundant Life." She 

added and began to smile. "Our building of all these things should be seen as the smile of 

our humanity. When we smile like this we can say to empire, where is thy sting? And 

likewise we can smile when the Ice Age returns and say to it, so what?" 

      "Isn't the term Palace a contradiction in conjunction with the concept of Abundant 

Life?" interjected Kim. "Isn't a Palace an imperial structure?" 

      "No, no, no!" Henry interjected. "It isn't that at all when you look for its spiritual 

sense. In ancient biblical texts we see the spiritual identity of mankind being referred to 

as a people of 'kings and priests unto God.' This context defines the native air of the 

human being as a divine being, with a face far above in stature than a slave and 

downtrodden serve. The term Palace then refers to a structure of light, and I mean 

spiritual light such as intelligence, honesty, creativity, generosity, and so on." 

      Henry turned to Brandy. "Is this what you had in mind when you named your 

restaurant the Palace of the Abundant Life? It seems to function that way." 



      "We have a power on our side that the masters of empire can never have," I 

interjected. "We have the principles and the Spirit of the Universe on our side. These are 

our light."  

      Brandy simply nodded and smiled. Moments later she turned to Helen. "How did 

the people in the novel solve their problem?" she said to her. 

      Helen grinned. "They solved it in a science fiction fashion and vacated the planet," 

said Helen. "Someone from outside of their world caused them to look deeply into 

themselves where they would discover that they were creators and builders at heart. And 

so they recognized that if the invading force would destroy their entire world, they would 

simply rebuild it and become more intensely alive thereby, but if they destroyed their 

soul by resorting to killing themselves, they would commit suicide. On this basis they 

vacated the planet. When the marauders arrived they found an empty world, which they 

really had no use for. Advanced technologies are useless to those who lack the 

intelligence to operate them. The marauders became frustrated and simply left." 

      "The people were running away from the problem. That's not an intelligent 

solution," protested Kim. 

      "In principle, that is the most intelligent solution there is," said Brandy. "Don't you 

see? Nobody was killed. Their culture was not compromised, but was actively protected. 

This was not a passive solution. Protecting life is never a passive thing. How else can you 

have life abundantly? When you accept assisted suicide, as in Nazi Germany, for the 

potential cost savings from legalizing the new hype of Physician-Assisted Suicide, then 

you become trapped into passive modes that are paraded as viable solutions. Defending 

life by defending our humanity is never a passive thing." 

      "Passive freedom is Nietzsche regurgitated," interjected Helen. "I know what this 

means. I've been there. The Nietzsche concept of the supremely human translates into 

'free death' or 'the wish to die at the right time.' Listen to this insanity. 'My death, I praise 

you, the free death, which comes to me because I want it in order to avoid the withered 

hand -- oh patient death don't let me wait until the last day of autumn to become ripe, 

yellow, and shriveled -- grand my active, extraordinary, heroic death, an earlier, self-

willed death of which, I, as an extraordinary man, are capable.' The Nazis understood 

Nietzsche. From this understanding came the Killing Center for the euthanasia-murder of 

the unfit and those who are deemed too costly to society, the useless eaters. This is the 

direction in which the modern healthcare policy trends where healthcare is privatized and 

profit oriented. The goal of empire in its greed is to 'inspire' the costly cases to 'accept' 

their heroic will to kill themselves so as not to live an unworthy life. With this single step 

the policy is once again on the table for the elimination of the old, the poor and the sick, 

with movements fully afoot under the rubric of cost-efficiency research towards creating 

universal policies for the mandated withdrawal of medical care, imposing murder if 

necessary to eliminate healthcare expenses as much as possible. That's passive healthcare. 

That's insanity. That is what I call society running away from its humanity. This is today's 

leading edge healthcare policy." 



      "This is treason," said Brandy. "Our Constitution guarantees the right to life as a 

fundamental right of every citizen." 

      "The people in the novel extended this right to life as a principle applicable to all 

people," said Helen. "A principle is universal. If you destroy an enemy, you trash the 

principle, and on this road you destroy yourself. Mankind went already much too far 

down this path. This is what the new healthcare reform will extend further and society 

will bow to it. Mankind got pushed down this path and continues along merrily, 

thoughtlessly until it dies. That's passive living." 

      "Let me contrast this with what an active response looks like that corresponds with 

the principle laid out in the novel," I interjected. "This example happened in the mid-

1980s. The world had 65,000 nuclear bombs deployed. The policy of defense was the 

readiness to wipe an opponent off the map. This intention was killing us then, and still is. 

The famous American economist Lyndon LaRouche stood up and proposed a solution 

that would involve no killing at all. He proposed that the whole of mankind should unite 

in a technological development effort to create an effective defense against the delivery 

missile systems. He proposed that it should be based on new physical principles that 

would be orders of magnitude more efficient, thereby eradicating the threat by rendering 

it useless. He proposed a far-flung human development effort, the only one of its kind 

ever proposed to obsolete war. The proposal was rejected and the man was marched off 

the map and into jail, where he was kept for five years. Mankind wasn't ready for an 

active solution in its self-defence. Now we are paying the price, because we failed to 

protect ourselves against the masters of empire who are still crying for war and for the 

killing of evermore people." 

      "Is there no principle we can use to counter and heal the current trends?" 

interjected the captain. "Sure we missed the boat. But there must be something that can 

be done to turn the ship around, even at this late date." 

      "Ah, this principle has already been put on the table," said Henry. "It has been put 

on the table twenty years before H. G. Wells published The Time Machine, in 1895. 

Wells was demanding that mankind becomes subjected to a Word-State imperial 

dictatorship, the ultimate form of tyranny that would leave no room to escape for anyone. 

Twenty years earlier something happened here in New England that countered that before 

it was even born. That is when Mary Baker Eddy put her discovered science of 

Christianity onto the plate of mankind with the publication of her textbook on it. Then, 

twenty years later, in 1895, in the very year when Wells published his Time Machine 

with its brutal assault on the Spirit of mankind, Mary Baker Eddy dissolved her church 

and re-established it on a revolutionary constitutional form of government, a government 

by universal principles without the rule of democracy. And she put this on the plate of 

mankind in conjunction with the dedication of a brand new Church Building for it. It took 

an enormous effort all the way through the year 1894 to complete the structure for the 

dedication in the first week of 1895, and this fully paid for. But it was done. Evidently 

she was aware that a major assault on mankind was in progress and had to be countered 

with the erecting of a Palace of Light, a Palace of the Abundant Life." Henry smiled as he 

said this and looked at Brandy. 



      "Wells wanted total domination," said Helen. "That's what we were told by a man 

from Texas whom we met in a book store. Mary evidently countered that. She did it by 

setting up a platform for the universal self-government of mankind that stands without 

the scourge of domination of any kind. Wells wanted a docile society that would have no 

political freedom and would bend its head to the winds of imperial rule. Mary established 

a counter-platform that was designed as a platform for total individual freedom built on 

individual responsibility and alertness to scientific facts. Wells promoted a doctrine of a 

political utopia for imperial power. Mary created a global structure that promoted no 

doctrine at all, but provided the scientific platform for the individual development of 

spiritual power, reflecting the omnipotence of divine Truth, Life, and Love." 

      "And why didn't she apply this platform to save the world? Why are we in such a 

mess now?" asked the captain. "She could have saved 150 million people that were killed 

because of this failure, who should have remained alive. These people should not have 

been killed in the Wellsian wars of imposing imperial global tyranny? Why didn't she 

apply herself what she put on the table for society?" 

      "Who is to say that she didn't?" said Henry. "She didn't just apply her scientific 

perception and her presentation of it. She constantly upgraded it. She had published 88 

editions of her church manual and over 300 editions of her textbook before she died. 

Also, nobody can honestly say that this immense effort had no effect. The difficulty is 

that it is impossible to determine in retrospect what the world would have been like had 

she not acted and intervened against the Wellsian madness. Sure, 150 million people have 

died in wars that followed, and most of that happened after her time. The world remained 

at peace till her death. But ask yourself what might the world look lie today had H. G. 

Wells not been countered and had won the world and had realized his hopes for creating a 

global imperial tyrannical dictatorship. The imperial demand was then, and still is, to 

depopulate the planet to below the one billion mark. If Wells had been unopposed, not 

merely 150 million would have died, but several thousands of millions would no longer 

be alive. That's the difference. If mankind had been even slightly supportive of Mary 

Baker Eddy's scientific platform for the universal self-government of society in a 

framework of universal sovereignty, those 150 million would not have died either. And 

all of that is still the challenge in today's world, which society refuses to face today. The 

choice before us is still the same choice, a choice between some form of imperial World-

State expressing universal tyranny and depopulation, and a world of sovereign nation-

states, individually self-governed on a platform of universal principles and scientific 

development coming to light in a worldwide renaissance of community of principle. 

There is no third option. The choice is between empire and survival." 

      Henry turned to the captain. "LaRouche's proposal at this late date is put the 

private monetarist looting system that empire lives by into bankruptcy reorganization, to 

rebuild it without empire having a hand in it. That's synonymous with cutting the string 

and let empire sink itself with its own millstone, its monetarism and greed." 

      Henry turned to Brandy. "That's an active solution towards abundant life." 



      "We may will get to this," I interjected. "What is inevitable will happen sooner or 

later. We only have to decide how soon we want to live that way." 

      "We have failed so far, because almost nobody understood the scientific platform 

that America's spiritual scientist had established for mankind's freedom," said Henry. 

      Helen just nodded and smiled. "Why don't you explain to Peter what those 

principles are?" she said to Henry. 

      Henry waved her off. "That's not possible to convey in a short form. There are 

eight principles involved with two dimensions each. One dimension reflects the concept 

of church, and the other the concept of temple. Church is the workhorse where 

development takes place. The temple is a place for celebration. That makes things 

difficult to get a handle on. And to understand the nature of the connection you really 

have to look into plasma physics where we have a corresponding phenomenon in the 

form of the double layer sheet where the electric currents in space are drawn together, but 

remain functionally separate." 

 

      "So?" said Helen. "What has this got to do with anything? Does the difficulty 

change the demand that these principles be expressed?" 

      "Few people are aware of the principles she had put on the table," said Henry. "In 

addition they are all specific for the government of her church, but being a part of her 

pedagogical structure for scientific development, they also represent a model for the 

universal self-government of society. The first principle defines the church officers. She 

puts them in relationship to the whole, and in doing so she puts them into the lowest 

position, akin to servants and servants of servants. In today's world, corporate and 

government officers see themselves as gods, and the oligarchy turns its nose even higher, 

demanding the power of God to wipe out 80% of mankind at their whim, which they 

have been crying for, for decades and centuries, from the 1790s on. She has put the 

challenge onto the table for society to turn all of that upside down. And in conjunction 

with that she puts another charge onto the plate of society, which she calls, guardianship 

of funds. In contrast with that H. G. Wells says to society, finance is not your concern, 

leave it to the private bankers, the elite, and to the speculators, and let them determine the 

value of your money for you, and the price of your daily bread and everything else. Mary 

says, NO! She says this is each person's responsibility. In real terms it is the creative and 

productive power of society that determines the value of its money. Money has no value 

in itself, but derives its value from what is produced, which constitutes the real wealth of 

society and thereby the value of society's currency. It is society's responsibility to assure 

that its productive and creative power is developed to the highest degree possible, and 

that includes shutting down looting, theft, slavery, profiteering, greed, wealth, fascism, 

war, penalization, unemployment, slum housing, homelessness, murder, war, destruction, 

etc., which are all counterproductive impositions. Mary puts this task onto society's plate. 

She thereby disables the rule of oligarchy and the war of empire against mankind. And 

she makes all rulers servants of this principle. Wouldn't this bottom line principle change 



the platform of government so deeply that no oligarchy would remain standing, nor any 

its endless cycles of war would ever soil the human landscape again. She puts forth a 

very simple universal principle that honors humanity as a divine reflection, the image of 

Intelligence. But nobody wants to hear of it." 

      "Are you surprised?" said Helen. "Everybody wants to be a king and be filthy rich; 

well, almost everybody. They just don't see the downside." 

      "They don't see that their wishes contradict the nature of the Universe and its 

harmonizing Spirit," I interjected. "The Universe is built on Love. Love and Intelligence 

are one. A society that is rich on billionaires is a very poor and downtrodden society, a 

kind of dark-age society." 

      "What Mary has put on the table is not an option," said Henry. "It is not an option, 

because there are no alternatives for one to choose. Perhaps she didn't expect this to be 

understood. She suggested that future ages will declare what the pioneer has 

accomplished." 

      "Perhaps she might not have been talking exclusively about a future in time, but 

was talking metaphorically, referring to the inevitable," said Helen. She turned to Henry. 

Tell Peter about her second principle in the line of progress." 

      Henry laughed. "It's about membership. What defines our membership with the 

human race? What qualifies you to so recognize yourself? What she sees developing 

here, she termed a Christian Science Publishing Society. In the universal sense the term 

Christian signifies a commitment to Truth and Love. I see it as a universal unifying 

designator for all that it spiritual and true. I see the same Truth and Love as the heart of 

Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, Semitism, and so on. The name isn't that significant. In 

ancient language Truth and Love was once referred to as that which has no name or all 

names. The key as Mary put it on the table is a scientific dynamism to discover and 

embrace truth and also love. That is what makes this specific principle for universal self-

government so profound. It turns today's upside down world, right side up. Today's 

universal watchword is, 'In Lies We Trust!' Who cares about universal truth? Who cares 

about universal love? Mary says we have lost the concept of science being founded on 

truth. Isn't that why we have global warming scams, bio-fuel genocide, artificial famine, 

wars built on fairy tales, looting being called economics, and on and on? Who really 

cares about anything real these days? Modern society is as docile as a rock, just as Wells 

had wanted it to be, asleep in comfortable beds of lies. Mary saw an active society, 

scientifically alert, consciously giving voice to the Truth, publishing its majesty in grand 

achievements and examples, publishing the colors of the landscape of Love. That's what 

Mary puts on the table for our membership in the family of man." 

      Henry laughed again. "Mary also puts a principle on the table that combines 

'discipline' in conjunction with teaching the science of Truth at the leading edge. The 

freedom to live as human beings requires discipline. But real discipline isn't passive, 

focused on arbitrary rules and penalties. Real discipline is an active process. It is akin to 

the discipline in sports that enables grand achievements. Without it one falls into self-



denial and the race is lost. But what defines discipline in teaching at the leading edge? 

Who is the teacher at the edge of the unknown? Is it the one who waves a wad of 

certificates and diplomas, or is it the one 'lives' at the leading edge and is known for this 

fact? Society seeks diplomas, and in so doing it starts a game of one person authorizing 

or approving the achievements of another. Shouldn't that approval come from one's own 

honesty, one’s own recognition that the work has been done in coming to terms with the 

truth? In Mary's world certificates apply only to bachelor type decrees. For the Doctor 

decree no certificate can be given. Of course with that ruling she turns the world upside 

down in which the elite is king. She seems to suggest that one better be cautious when 

facing those who claim to be master and are often but masters of lies and deception. Of 

course, nobody really pays much attention to her. Society loves to be ruled. It loves to 

pass its own responsibility onto others, and its own discipline. Of course no athlete ever 

won an Olympic race that way, however society wants to built a whole world on that 

platform." 

      "If Mary's principles for self-government are so great, why is her church fading 

into oblivion?" I interjected. 

      "The answer is that virtually nobody in her own church heeds them," said Helen. 

      "You can see this for yourself when we go down to Boston next week to watch the 

spectacle," said Henry. "Mary's fourth principle in the line of progress is focused on 

'meetings.' In the context of her church she sets the date for the annual meeting of the 

members of her church, but she states that no other than the officers shall be required to 

be present. Civil law requires such meetings, but spiritual law does not. You'd be 

surprised what became of it. This meeting that serves no spiritual purpose has become a 

three-day Nuremberg-type mass rally, largely filled with speeches from the elite, carried 

on from morning to evening. That is what you will see. But keep in mind that what you 

will see contrasts starkly with her statement on the question of 'Truth versus Error' where 

she says emphatically, 'No mass for me!' If truth is true it requires no mass enforcement. 

Of course her membership isn't alone, being caught up in this trap. Giant mass meetings 

have become the mark of the time. I've been at the Million Men March in Washington, 

one of the greatest political demonstration of mass-power. It accomplished nothing. In 

Hitler's world the mass hype became the rallying platform for war. After 911, which was 

labeled a foreign terrorist attack, almost the entire mass of the country called for revenge. 

In a euphoria of hyped up fear the dogs of war were unleashed that decimated two 

countries and killed several million people in a crippling rage. But it was all built on lies. 

The USA did this thing to itself. Instead of advocating mass-movements Mary opened the 

door in the opposite direction. She said in essence that civilization is built on ideas, and 

ideas unfold in the quiet sanctuary of scientifically touching the truth. She had created a 

college for this purpose, with her being the President of it. She closed the college and 

then reopened it as an appendix to her church, but without a specified function for it, 

while she retained the office of the President, which she never relinquished. That's a 

paradox isn't it, a college without a function and with a deceased President leading it in 

perpetuity. But in real terms, that is where the opposite lies to the mass meeting circuses. 

In the college that remains as but a symbolic spiritual institution, one is always alone. 

And who is the leader in this college. She said of herself after decades of grand 



achievements, she still finds herself at the heavenly gate waiting for the mind of Christ, a 

declared readiness to gleam more the divine Truth in which true freedom is anchored." 

      "If H. G. Wells had read her book of principles he would have flipped and 

denounced her as a danger to his coveted World-State, his dream of globalized tyrannical 

dictatorship," I interjected. 

      "He might have read the book," said Henry. "The book was published in the same 

year he published his novel, The Time Machine. But he wouldn't have understood a word 

of what he read. He wasn't a man of principles. He was a man of empire, of raw force, 

dominance, and fascism that he called power. Fascism isn't a principle; empire isn't a 

principle. Look at how his dream empire raped India. Millions were starved to death to 

maximize the looting of the country. The weapon with which they ruled India was the 

worst ever invented. Their weapon was artificial famine, the most potent weapon of mass 

destruction of all times. The atom bomb was nothing in comparison. The atom bomb only 

destroyed and killed. Their weapon destroyed and killed for profit. That is what Wells 

wanted to see applied to the whole world. The term, principle, doesn't apply to this 

madness. Principle isn't an invention. It is reflected in the creative, harmonizing forces of 

the Universe, without which nothing would exist. That is the quality of principle. The 

process of looting society doesn't reflect a principle. It is an expression of madness, a 

platform for suicide. Empire is a suicide pact. Wells didn't understand this, so he wouldn't 

have understood Mary's book of her scientifically recognized eight natural principles. He 

felt that the Fabians were too soft, empire was too soft, Stalin was too soft. He might 

have said the same thing about Hitler. Bertrand Russell who came out of the same stall 

lamented that Hitler didn't kill enough people - that wars in general are inefficient in that 

they don't kill enough people - saying that Hitler was too soft. Killing people is the policy 

of empire. That is why the killing of people was so liberally applied at the bombing of 

Dresden. Mary closed the door to these so-called principles that are but processes of 

madness. She applied the term Principle to God, to the harmonizing intelligence that is 

good and is reflected throughout the Universe, and applies it thereby to all good." 

      "That is what she designed her church to develop scientifically, and to bring to 

human comprehension, and then to celebrate it in the 'temple' of daily living," said Helen. 

      "Her church services were designed to celebrate Truth and Love," Henry agreed. 

"They were designed to bring light to the temple. Her principle regarding church services 

was that the prayers in church shall be for the congregation." 

      "That's an ancient principle," I interjected. "It was put on the table in the early 

1600s as the principle of the advantage of the other. It had a powerful effect. This 

principle was the key-impetus of the Treaty of Westphalia that ended the Thirty Years 

War in which a third of the population of Europe was wiped out. The discovery of that 

principle ended the madness. I am not surprised that Mary put it onto the table again to be 

focused on at least once a week. But was it done?" 

      Henry shook his head. "The principle still isn't understood, nor is the institutional 

correlative understood. She created a board of lectureship for the benefit of the public, 



but it became applied for indoctrination rather than the development of this one key-

principle that seems so totally alien in the modern world. Thus society insists on building 

an economy without its key-principle. The principle of the advantage of the other is the 

key-principle of economics. Without it there is chaos, nothing works, hell rules, wars 

rage." 

      "This is what makes Mary the world leader in economics," I interjected. "What she 

put on the table buries Milton Friedman, and Adam Smith, and Hobbes and the entire 

crowd of likeminded disciples, the Illuminati of darkness." 

      Henry smiled. "You are catching on," he said and grinned. "But this is serious and 

involves a serious responsibility. Mary puts a principle on the table that promotes this 

sense of responsibility. One might call it the principle of protection. If society is 

vulnerable to the machinations of madness that are so destructive to it, alertness becomes 

protection. Mary set up an institution for this purpose for the benefit of the public in the 

form of Reading Rooms, an oasis of peace centered on the spiritual dimension of being 

and of the Truth. And in the organizational context she set up a committee of publication 

whose job it is to correct falsities, to correct errors in perception about the Truth that she 

represented. She gives the manager of this task the highest salary in the church, saying 

thereby that the function of protection is the most important function in civilization. That 

is what today's free-trade globalism has been designed to eradicate in order to open the 

door to the madness of empire, the rule of fascism for the breakdown of civilization. 

Civilization is a precious gem that needs to be protected, especially against thieves with a 

murderous purpose. This gives her institution of the Reading Room great symbolic 

importance. It puts the onus on the individual to be alert to the extreme to what goes into 

his or her personal reading room. The world of literature is a vast sea that has become 

polluted with mountains of dangerous trash that should never be brought into the 'house' 

or be allowed to pollute one's thinking. The protection of consciousness is the most 

solemn responsibility one can name, with the deepest consequences if one fails, and with 

the greatest benefits when the task is performed well. The national protection of 

productive industries, including food production and the nation's currency is but a 

reflection of the necessary principle of protection without which civilization is 

vulnerable." 

      "Isn't it amazing that Mary understood this already a hundred years ago?" said 

Helen. "Society didn't listen, and now it is suffering the consequences, and even as the 

nations are dying, the empire cries, we don't want no damn protection put up by any 

nation or any individual - saying to the world: open your doors wide and allow yourself 

to be raped. Mary says no. She says: protect yourself, your life depends on it. That's a 

critical principle." 

      "She was a genius, wasn't she?" I interjected. "Building a civilization is a serious 

and critical pursuit. If we call ourselves intelligent beings, we better master those simple 

principles that she put on the table." 

      "Mary goes one step further," said Henry. "She put a principle on the table that 

renders her as a historic link in the chain of civilization. It makes society's relationship to 



her a critical element for building civilization. She called this development process, 

Church-building. She gave herself the title of the Pastor Emeritus of her church, 

symbolically. She is saying in essence that the dimension of spiritual science is of crucial 

importance to the advance and security of civilization and should be considered of 

primary importance over all other aspects. The empire says the opposite. The empire says 

that civilization is an abstract that the individual should not be concerned about. In fact, 

the empire wants to trash it. The architect of the Lisbon Treaty, who wants an imperial 

dictatorship established over all the nations of the European Union, aims for the complete 

removal of civilization and a return to the feudal world of impotent city-states subservient 

to the rule and penalties of private global corporations. That's the hell we are moving 

into. The European Union is already a step too far in that direction, as is the World Trade 

Organization that is now killing people all over the world with its market-force 

domination of global agriculture, staging artificial starvation. NATO is likewise set up to 

join the killing game by a proposal to use the military of the world to enforce the radical 

deindustrialization of the world that the global warming doctrine demands as the most 

horrifically-genocidal scientific hoax ever invented. Mary's principle is: you don't want to 

go there - building a civilization is a divine responsibility that should have priority over 

everything." 

      "But she didn't set herself up as a dictator," said Helen. "In fact she is emphatic 

that her book of principles presents only a model and should be copied and applied 

universally. She is emphatic that each individual institution should have its own form of 

government that is essentially democratic and is built on the individual's understanding of 

the principles involved. He who merely copies does not understand what is involved." 

      "Obviously this has nothing to do with copyright laws that create a world of 

intellectual property that can be applied for profit and control," I interjected. 

      "The human intellect is not a personal property, and neither is that which results 

from it," said Henry. "Any intellectual creation is a product of the common culture of 

mankind as a whole, developed over the ages. Empires aim to restrict this development 

with the tool of property rights designed for that purpose. In Chinese culture it was 

deemed an honor if society would copy individual achievements and contributions for the 

common benefit of all. It wasn't deemed theft, because what a thief steals is worthless to 

the thief. Mary wasn't concerned with that. She was concerned with the development of 

society. By setting her book of principles up as a model she set the stage for the further 

development of these principles. The book applied in its specifics to one church only, 

commonly called the Mother Church, which she set the principles up for. She stated 

clearly that this church is unique as should be any other church or institution with its own 

form of government. She didn't even suggest that the principles that she laid out should 

be adopted to these individual forms of self-government. There was no need for saying 

so. If the principles are understood. They make their own demands for their adoption. 

And if they are not understood, they are worthless." 

      "That these principles are presently deemed worthless is evident by the fact that 

our world is choking under the smothering blanket of intellectual property-rights issues," 

I interjected. "The self-perpetuation of agriculture, for example, is already being wrecked 



with terminator seeds and genetically modified food in the name for squeezing profit out 

of food." I began to laugh. "They have even patents on the pig. The pig is now the 

intellectual property of a corporation that claims to have improved it." 

      "The next thing they will do, is put a patent on sex," said Helen and began to laugh 

too. "Then every time you gentlemen ejaculate, you have to ejaculate a shilling for the 

masters." 

      "Oh, they do already control it," said Henry. "They have controlled it for centuries. 

They have restricted it with dogmas so that the public flocks to the houses of prostitution 

to get it, where its is free for a fee, and the fee is taxed of course. They are trying to do 

the same thing with water. They are trying to shut down all large-scale water 

development across the planet as a means for restricting access to water, which then can 

then be sold and be traded as a commodity for profit. It's already done successfully with 

energy supplies. Oil costs on average $3 a barrel to produce and is sold for $130. It's an 

extension of the property rights game. The only thing the Illuminati haven't been able to 

privatize yet; is the air we breathe. But that's not far off. They are already set up to 

massively poison the air with radioactive pollution injected by DU bombs and munitions. 

Then they can set up elaborate filtration plans and sell breathable air, provided there 

remains anybody alive to pay the demanded price." 

      "So, where do you propose to start to stop that?" I asked. 

      "Mary's principles offer the solution. Yes, where does one start?" said Henry and 

nodded. "There is one aspect that Mary hinted at as being critical. That aspect is sex. 

Mary puts this aspect on the table in conjunction with the principle concerning Reading 

Rooms, which is also a project for protecting the public by fighting for the publication of 

the truth. That is where Mary has put her focus onto sex." 

      "Why would she do this?" I interjected. "That's where one would least expect it." 

      "No, Peter, that is where it has to appear," Henry replied. "The principle of 

protecting the public and oneself from lies and distortions by focusing onto the naked 

truth is a native element of the moral domain. She defined the moral domain as 

transitional and with a fine line drawn through the middle. If you drop below you enter 

the chaos of hell, slavery, self-destruction, and so on. If you remain fixed on the line you 

remain spiritually in a kind of suspended animation, a kind of lifeless state. So you only 

have one option, to step upwards, to work your way out of suspended animation and 

move with the truth, to make Truth the center of your life. That is where Mary puts her 

focus on sex. She created an illustrated poem that presents a verse and a scene for each of 

the sixteen elements of her pedagogical structure. That is where her focus on sex is 

found. The scene shows the angel of science knocking at the door of the palacious 

dwelling of mankind. The doorknocker is in the shape of a man, perhaps in the generic 

sense, with his hands folded in front of him to form the clapper. That's a powerful 

metaphor, because folded hands are unproductive. Nothing is achieved with one’s hands 

tied into a knot. The angels of science grabs the clapper by the folded hands to knock at 

the door of mankind. And guess where the folded hands of a person will hit as a clapper. 



They will hit the genitals, male or female. Furthermore, the angel in the scene is a 

woman, clad in white robes, but her right shoulder is completely uncovered and free, all 

the way down to her breast, obscured in part only by her long hair. Her right hand holds 

the scroll of science. Her left shoulder, in contrast, is heavily covered up and her left hand 

holds the clapper at its folded hands and hits the genitals. The scene bears the title, Truth 

versus Error. So, what is she saying, Peter?" 

      "Isn't is obvious?" Helen interjected before I could answer. "Sexual honesty is the 

most critical factor in the defense of civilization. Civilization isn't a political project. 

Thank God it isn't, because most people are as political as a stone. Most people that I 

know - and I know a lot of alert people - haven't got a clue about what shapes a 

civilization, even their own existence, and what forces are at foot to destroy entire 

economies and nations for private profit. I tried to reason with them, but they find it 

difficult to think in terms of universal principles and a universal humanity. They live their 

tiny little lives, encumbered by their tiny private concerns focused on their tiny little 

families and comforts and rather meaningless pleasures. An earthquake wouldn't move 

them out their small and rigidly circumscribed sphere. But sex is a subject that raises a 

few eyebrows, that cuts through the smog as it were, because it is something that every 

human being relates to in some way, that's built into our design as sexual beings and is 

designed to bring people together. If one is honest with oneself, it has that effect. It then 

breaks the ice, even thick ice that has been built up over centuries, layer by layer made up 

of frozen mythologies and doctrines. Sex opens the horizon up. It gently demands the 

acknowledgement of the truth that we are all divinely human beings together. Tradition 

has turned sex into the great divider, setting up a platform of universal isolation that 

enabled the devils of empire to have free reign and play with societies at their whim. But 

in real terms, sex is the greatest uniting impetus of mankind. It is the only factor that I 

know that dissolves the divisions that have become increasingly dangerous to civilization. 

In my perception Mary was a pioneer who is yet to be recognized. Remember that sexual 

scene was painted way back in 1895. The bare shoulder, the almost bare breast, and the 

hand on the clapper hitting the genitals, were probably all revolutionarily daring for the 

starched society back in 1895, just as her manual with the eight principles were, which 

was published likewise in 1895, as was Wells' The Time Machine. What Mary put 

forwards with her two coordinated books stands a powerful counter-force to the H. G. 

Wells' madness of aiming to build a dictatorial World-State empire." 

      "And sex is a key factor in that counter-force," I interjected. "I think I always knew 

that," I added with a smile. 

      "Not always," said Helen. "When I invited you to my home in Leipzig on that 

night you went to a pub to find answers and couldn't, remember I tried to help you. But 

you were so scared of sex. You were both fascinated by it and scared of it." 

      "Oh I remember," I said with a smile. "That night started a healing. It opened 

many doors. We wouldn't be coming together here if it hadn't been for that." 

      "Sex is an aspect that needs to be both protected and advanced," said Henry. "But 

the protection mustn't be of a kind by which it is choked into starvation. It must be of a 



kind by which it becomes alive so that we can benefit from it." He turned to Helen. "We 

need to re-enact the sexual scene of the woman with the bare shoulder having her fingers 

on the clapper hitting the genitals. Mary says that this is the way to open the door to 

humanity. So how about it? Are you willing to be as daring and vital as Mary was in 

1895?" 

      "What are you getting at?" Helen interjected. 

      Henry began to grin. "Would it hurt you to wear a short dress and no underpants so 

that your vulva is not hidden. I think Peter would have agreed that we men seem to be 

sexually designed to be fascinated by the sight of a vulva. So, why should it be hidden? 

The Universe that set this thing up, did arrange this as an expression of universal 

intelligence. Why then should we go out of our way to counter the design of Intelligence? 

Why should we shun the unfolding of a universal natural principle, especially if it is one 

that is designed to bring people closer together? Love is something intimate and at the 

same time something universal? It needs to be expressed, and its expression needs to be 

universal as much as possible. Mary put the woman in her scene in the public domain, 

facing society universally. Mustn't we do the same? Are you willing to be as daring to go 

in public with the vulva just barely hidden, maybe with the hemline just an inch or two 

below the vulva, just enough to keep the modesty police at bay, but enough of it 

protruding now and then as to make the clapper hit? I wonder how many individuals are 

out there who would understand such a scene." 

      "Why do you call this daring?" said Helen and began to grin. "What's so difficult 

about that? And even if it was hard to do, would the challenge change the principle 

involved?" She turned to me. "What do you think, Peter? Would you be offended by 

seeing a woman's vulva, or even a hint of it, considering as Henry indicated that all men 

seem to be designed to be moved in some way at the sight of a vulva? If you were 

offended that would be a paradox, right?" 

      I nodded. "Did you know that what Henry suggests has already been done, and this 

far more openly and intimately, and before hundreds of thousands of people in quite a 

few parts of the world? Also, this was done in modern times in the early 1980s by an 

American artist. Is the name Judy Chicago familiar?" 

      Helen shook her head. 

      "Surely, you must have heard of The Dinner Party," said Henry. "Judy put on the 

table for mankind exactly what Mary had put on the table with her scene and what it 

represents. Only Judy did it more openly, and more bluntly."  

      Helen shook her head again. 

  



Chapter 14 - Healing the Future  
 

      "To heal the future you have to tell the truth in the present, Peter. You have to fight 

for honesty in the here and now," said Helen. 

      "But we won't find any of that left in Boston," Henry interjected. "The Boston Tea 

Party is over. The city is asleep. Good night; good rest - there is no life there. What put 

the city on the front pages of history is all gone. Even Mary's church has been put upside 

down and has been lulled to sleep. The theme of this year's Annual Meeting is one of 

those lullabies. The theme is: The Simplicity of the Christ. The theme is a betrayal of 

Mary Baker Eddy who founded the church, who was first and foremost a scientist, 

perhaps the world's leading scientist in her time. The theme should have been: The 

Science of the Christ." 

      "This theme would not have been allowed by the masters of empire," I interjected. 

"It would go 100% against the Wellsian World State Empire doctrine that the current 

empire-crowd aims to build and control. Honest development of science is not allowed. 

Science has to be made a joke, be confused, twisted into impotence, made contradictory, 

be demolished from within so that it can be controlled and made ineffective. That's the 

face of science made simple. It is the death knell of science. The next step is to have no 

science at all, to rip it out of the human fabric, to rip it out of the heart of the Christ. What 

you are saying tells me that Mary's church is now 'owned' by the empire too. It seems to 

aspire to become a temple of emptiness, as everything else does that the empire 

consumed." 

      "The theme that proclaims the myth of the simplicity of the Christ is obviously a 

lullaby by calculated intention," said Henry. "It could not have been chosen accidentally. 

Such gross mistakes are not made unintentionally, not when they shred the very heart of 

what Mary stands for. The theme is a denial that flies in the face of the very name of 

Mary's church, which she called the Church of Christ Scientist. Mary called Christ Jesus 

not a simple man, but the most scientific man that ever trod the globe. If the Christ was a 

simple thing, so simple that healing follows the magic on incantations, why has the world 

gone through two millennia of hell instead of healing? And now that the world is facing 

the shadow of nuclear war and the radioactive poisoning of its air with DU weaponry, 

and with the next Ice Age cycle already on the horizon, the leading component of the 

Christ proclaims that the solution is simple: close your eyes; see no evil; hear no evil; 

there is no evil. Sure, there is no evil in Truth. God, the intelligence of the Universe, is 

not contradictory to itself. But to get from a theoretical to a practical Christianity involves 

more than just time-honored incantations. It takes nothing less than the development of a 

scientific understanding of the principles involved that bring the light of Intelligence to 

bear on a darkened world." 

      "It takes honesty to do that," said Helen. "It takes especially honesty with oneself 

as a spiritual being. Most aspects of our humanity are spiritual qualities, such as 

intelligence, creativity, honor, generosity, productivity, art, music, literature, sublimity, 

and so on and on. That's our third sex that sets humanity apart as creators of worlds, and 



creators of evermore-powerful resources in an ever-richer and more beautiful world. We 

haven't even started the development cycle yet. Our civilization is only 7000 years old. In 

this brief span we have stepped onto the moon, reached for the stars, and have seen the 

Universe as no other living being on this planet has before us in its entire history of 

billions of years. We need a science to understand ourselves and our quality and our 

potential, and to heal the mistakes we have made." 

      "This science begins with integrity," said Henry. "And this is no longer allowed," 

he added. "It is trampled into the ground in the march of empire. We will likely hear this 

proudly proclaimed at the Annual Meeting of the church that exists to uphold it. The last 

great achievement in Mary's life is her founding of the Christian Science Monitor as an 

institution to bless all mankind, a newspaper that has the mission to speak the truth. This 

year is the hundredth anniversary of its founding. The paper will carry a Millennium 

Series of articles. But will the focus be on the truth? It has already been pre-announced 

that the opposite will happen. A part of the series will focus on the subject of 'climate 

change.' The phrase has been cooked up in the workshops of the psychological warfare 

machine of the masters of empire whose motto it is: In Lies We Trust! The song started 

as the song of 'global warming.' Mankind is being blamed for global warming. The 

greatest imaginable sacrifices are being demanded to inhibit carbon emission. A project is 

under way to demand that society distill food into alcohol to be burned in cars while 

millions will thereby be forcedly starved to death. But the whole thing is a hoax designed 

for killing people, since it actually takes more carbon energy to produce the alcohol fuel 

made out of food than the fuel gives back in usable energy, while dangerous alcohol 

related pollutants are added in the process. In any case, carbon isn't a pollutant. It is the 

stuff that biological life is made of. In real terms the global atmosphere is carbon 

deficient. Nor can carbon in the air, in whatever form, increase the greenhouse effect, 

since water vapor produces 97% of that effect and carbon gases a mere 3%, and of those 

the manmade contribution is a mere 5% of that, which is actually insufficient to increase 

the global carbon levels to where they should be for a healthy biological environment. 

And so the entire manmade global warming song is a lie. The Universe certainly isn't 

cooperating with it. We are in a cooling trend that may in effect be the beginning of the 

start of the next Ice Age cycle. The sunspot cycles are getting weaker. The solar 

reduction has already dragged the world into a cooling trend that wiped out 30 years of 

warming in a single year. This means that the lie is in danger of being uncovered. In 

order to keep the lie protected, which the global warming doctrine has been from the 

beginning, a new phase is now being used. The song is no longer 'global warming,' but 

'climate change.' The new phrase has been invented to hide the physical reality in order 

that the sacrifices can be required that the masters of empire demand, and demand with 

ever greater vigor. The phase 'climate change ' must be seen as the same kind of linguistic 

lie as the 'weapons of mass destruction' phrase that had been used to pound Iraq to 

smithereens. The mythical phrase 'weapons of mass destruction' was used, because it 

didn't need to be defined, or it couldn't be defined, since every intelligence organization 

in the world knew that Iraq had no atomic or biological weapons. They had searched for 

decades and couldn't find a trace. And so the mythological phrase, 'weapons of mass 

destruction' was used, because it can mean anything that imagine allows. This tactic 

accords with the overall doctrine of covert warfare, which is officially called the doctrine 

of plausible denial. In other words, you can lye to your hearts content, for as long as the 



lie is deniable. That's what the phase, 'weapons of mass destruction' has been created for, 

and is still used for. The phrase 'climate change' is used in the same sense and for the 

same purpose. It the cover for a project built of a lie. The Christian Science Monitor has 

thereby announced that it will speak up the 'climate change' lie and bury the truth as the 

grand masters of empire demand. The truth will be buried in the process. Not a world will 

be said about what really causes the actual climate change that is making the world 

progressively colder, such as the galactic influences on the Sun, and the Sun's influence 

on our climate, and their influences on the cyclical return of the Ice Age. Nor will a word 

be printed about the food-supply challenges that a twenty degree drop in global 

temperatures will bring once the transition to the next Ice Age begins." 

      "The world is dancing around a lie, trampling on the truth," I said. "But who is 

cheated by hiding the truth? On this train mankind dies." 

      I turned to Helen. "Judy Chicago did the opposite. She danced around the human 

truth and trampled on the lies. She started a dance with society around the vulva," I said 

to Helen and paused as if to solicit a comment, then continued. "Judy's dance was badly 

needed in the 1980s to highlight a profound element of Truth at a time when the Cold 

War doomsday clock stood at but minutes to midnight. Something had been urgently 

needed to roll back the built-up isolation in society from its humanity, from its spiritual 

dimension. Judy Chicago had created an art installation that had this very effect, whether 

the effect was intended or not. Her stated intention was to create a visual project that 

would raise an awareness of women's achievements through the ages, which was sadly 

lacking. To do this she raised an awareness of the hypocrisy in society's sexual isolation, 

its isolation from women, from their worth, their power, honor, beauty, and quality, and 

with that she highlighted society's own isolation from itself. By raising that kind of an 

awareness, Judi Chicago highlighted society's isolation from itself and its own humanity 

in the universal sense. For this project she set up a dinner party to which all the women of 

great achievements in history were invited. For her art project Judy Chicago brought 

together a team of over 20 researchers that probed the pages of history for 999 such 

women. From these, 39 were selected as guests seated at her art installation that she 

called The Dinner Party. She created a large triangular table to represent the three distinct 

periods in society's relationship with its women. Each side of the triangular table 

represents one of these periods. The first side represents the very early period beginning 

at pre-history and ending with the Greek Classical period. Throughout this early era, 

women were revered, some as goddesses. Then came the dark era extending onward from 

the start of the Christian era into the Dark Age of religious wars, crusades, genocide, 

terror, and persecution. When seen from the starting point, the second side is the back 

side of the triangular table, representing the dark ages in which the status of women was 

trashed along with everything else that is human. The third side connects up to that and 

links back to the starting point. It represents the modern period from the 17th Century on, 

in which countless women struggled to reverse the isolating trend that had forced all the 

women of society into the background, which had been largely devastating to women and 

correspondingly also to society as a whole." 



      "The 39 women that Judy brought together as guests for The Dinner Party," said 

Henry, "all share one common table in the celebration of their achievements and of 

women in general." 

      Henry spoke excitedly about the details, which he had evidently seen himself. "In 

the symbolic sense the 'Dinner Party' is more than just a history celebration," he said. "It 

is a real dinner party that society as a whole is invited to. Judy Chicago has created a 

unique place setting for each of the 39 women. All the place settings are lavishly laid out 

on the large dinner table. Each setting is meticulously highlighted with an uniquely 

painted porcelain plate that bares a symbolic image that represents the nature of the 

individual woman that is honored. She is honored both in terms of her achievement and 

in terms of her being a woman. The connection is unmistakable. The resulting installation 

presents in this manner an invitation to society to come to this table and 'eat' from each 

one of the women's plate and thereby to 'nourish' itself with the substance of her 

achievement and her contribution to the larger development of mankind and civilization. 

And it is here where Judy Chicago becomes 'deliciously' daring. The images that she 

painted on the woman's plates feature an image that is both symbolic of the butterfly and 

of the vaginal central core. She created a symbolic image of each woman's vulva and put 

the vulva on society's plate. She puts the vulva into the foreground, demanding society to 

deal with it. The complexity of the vulva symbolism evolves throughout the entire series 

of plates, plate by plate, and side by side. It begins with a simple soft vulva-image to 

represent the primordial goddess of prehistory. The series of plates ends 38 images later 

with the most deeply sculpted and most anatomically expressive image of the vulva. The 

final place setting represents Georgia O'Keeffe, an outspoken artist of the 20th Century, 

standing foremost in the fight for the universal recognition of the equality of women as 

human beings across the whole front of our humanity. Judy thereby puts the dimension of 

humanity and Truth on the plate just as Mary had done. The logical step therefore is to do 

this in a living manner; to do this in a real-life setting; to do this perhaps at the edge of 

the great reflecting pool of the Christian Science Church Center in Boston at Annual 

Meting time when thousands are congregating there." 

      "Judy is raising a point that the whole of mankind has to learn," I interjected. "Sex 

isn't the mistake of creation that it is made out to be. We wouldn't exist without it. So it 

has a purpose that reflects the Intelligence of the Universe. In order to make our living 

happen the creative Intelligence of the Universe produced a complex arrangement with 

which the male sperm may reach the female egg, at which point the process of conception 

begins. To enable the sperm to fulfill its mission a gland has been created, the prostrate 

gland, that supplies the transport medium and nourishment for the sperm. For this the 

gland collects a lot of heavy elements from the blood and concentrates them hundreds of 

times. Of course it also latches on whatever heavy pollutants may be present in the blood 

stream, some might be carcinogens, and concentrates them as well. Since it might 

become problematic to keep these around for long, the creative Intelligence of the 

Universe made provisions for regular cleaning cycles to happen. It created impulses that 

assure that the stale stuff gets ejaculated at regular intervals. Mankind is also a 

technologically cultured species. Our physical existence depends on vast industries and 

infrastructures that no one can operate alone. For this to function we need an intimately 

cooperative social structure, which the Universe appears to have provided for with the 



intimacy of sexual interaction. Without the intimacy of interaction society is in danger of 

becoming isolated and dysfunctional, as we see this already happening. The bottom line 

is that sex is far from being a mistake of creation, or a mistake of God, but is instead a 

'gift from heaven' that facilitates the close unity in interaction that enables our 

technological society to exist. If one wrecks this dimension civilization is doomed." 

      "Are you suggesting that the writer of the Adam and Eve satire had this in mind?" 

said Helen and smiled. "It seems to fit well. This renders Adam a circumcised man, 

someone whose 'gift from heaven' has been amputated. Wouldn't he be ashamed then and 

hide the mutilated remains? Mutilated men tend to react that way. They still do. I don't 

blame them, really. Adam didn't say to God, Look I improved on your design. He took a 

fig leaf to hide his betrayal of God, hoping that God wouldn't notice. So, God kicked him 

out of the garden of civilization. The writer of the story seems to suggest that the 

expulsion of Adam from the garden was assured by his self-amputation, a consequence 

which even God couldn't avoid from this point on." 

      "In the allegory, Eve isn't really a woman," I interjected. "She is the voice of 

empire, of the priesthood, of the Pharisees, of the rulers on high thrones who cry, stone 

humanity, burn the patriots, murder the passionate for life. The writer was saying with 

this story, watch out folks, if you wreck the intimate dimension of sex, civilization is 

doomed." 

      Henry nodded. "The Intelligence of the Universe and its idea IS One," said Henry. 

"At least this is what Mary tells us. But there is nothing miraculous about it. Principle is 

the face of Intelligence. It is its expression, and it Spirit is Love, its Soul is Life, its 

essence is Truth. Principle is expressed in physical creation. Its Spirit is Love; its 

outcome is good. Sex is a lovely spiritual idea. It falls into this category. If we block it or 

wreck it, we are looking for trouble. If we deny the Intelligence of the Universe, we deny 

God; we slander God. Society calls this denial of God moral, while it legalizes murder, 

theft, lies, inhumanity, hate, destruction and so on. We need to overturn this trend, and 

we might be able to do this by putting sex back into the 'divine' light." 

      "We men cannot avoid this anyway," I said to Helen. "But we can invite you 

women to take part in the celebration of our 'gift from heaven' and move with its 

demands. Are you up to it?" I began to grin. 

      Helen started grinning too, but raised a finger as if to scold Henry. Then she 

opened her hand and said, "challenge accepted!" 

      "Is this really a challenge?" I asked. "Judy Chicago invites society not only to 

'nourish' itself with the profound achievements wrought by the women represented at her 

table, and by proxy she honors the achievements of all women as she invites society to 

'eat' of their vulva, of their womanhood. In so doing Judi Chicago invites society to 

acknowledge to itself that it already does the very thing in real terms in its sexual 

practice. She thereby invites society to acknowledge to itself that the entire sexual 

isolation that has isolated the woman in society and pushed her into the background for 

centuries, is a myth, something artificial, something without a real foundation. She drives 



the point home that the sexual isolation that relegates women into the background is a 

myth by the simple fact that countless people throughout society lovingly and joyously 

'eat' off their vulva day by day, both men and women. This fact that Judy lays bare has 

been confirmed in surveys. A large number of sexually active women who had answered 

a recent survey had indicated that 'eating' off a woman's vulva is in their experience the 

most enjoyable sexual interaction they know and is, according to the tallied up numbers 

also statistically the most widely practiced sexual interaction. In other words, the self-

isolation of society that has been engineered over many centuries, which resulted in the 

most deeply cutting sexual division of society that one can imagine, is nothing more than 

a myth. The myth also renders every other form of isolation in society likewise a myth, 

including our political, ethnic, and religious isolation and the resulting violent divisions. 

These prevailing divisions belie the fact that we are all human beings together, spiritual 

beings of the one Spirit that we see reflected throughout the Universe as nuclear physics 

informs us. Judy Chicago demonstrates with her work, and with a 'delicious' irony, that 

society's countless forms of isolation and division, no matter how time-honored they may 

be, are basically nothing more than just hypocrisy. Judy simply dares to point out that we 

are sharing universally a common humanity and a common universal Soul. This should 

reflect itself in a universal sense of identity and of a common mission to enrich 

civilization." 

      "The idea of The Dinner Party began to unfold in Judy thoughts as far back as 

1971," said Henry. "This was the time when great banner headlines were strung across 

the world that proclaimed that "the Earth has cancer and that this cancer is mankind. The 

year 1971 was also the year in which the Bretton-Woods world-financial system was 

wrecked by imperial demands in order that the nation's national currencies could be used 

as private gambling chips for an imperial oligarchy that squeezed enormous profits out of 

the nations' currencies, causing social consequences that have not yet been repaired. The 

world became looted to the bone in this manner while the image of mankind was being 

trashed simultaneously. Judy Chicago might not have been consciously aware of this 

trend that began in parallel with her unfolding idea for uncovering the growing isolation 

of mankind from its humanity. Nevertheless, her idea unfolded against this kind of 

historic background that became a trend that is now wrecking our civilization. The actual 

construction work on The Dinner Party project began in 1974 and took 5 years to 

complete. Those years were a time of intense creativity for her with the glow of an 

unfolding universal love that is evident throughout the project. But this same timeframe 

also brought to light a number of political movements that are totally opposite in nature 

and effect. That is why I said we must use Mary's platform and Judy's initiative and take 

them one step further and make them into something that is alive." 

      "The year 1974 was a hellish year in politics," I interjected. "It is the year in which 

the Illuminati madness started the most massive assault on mankind and civilization that 

has ever been launched, a virtual three-pronged devils fork thrust into the belly of 

mankind; a three-pronged depopulation policy with all aspects coming to light 

simultaneously in the year that the Dinner Party project was started.  One prong of this 

'devil fork' was the first-ever world conference on depopulation. It was held in Bucharest 

in 1974. The second prong was America's NSSM-200 policy, which defined Third World 

population growth as a national security threat to the USA. This policy likewise began in 



1974. The third prong was the "manmade global warming" doctrine that is now used for 

genocidal projects, such as the burning of food as bio-fuels, and the shutting down of 

economic development in many parts of the world. It likewise had its beginning in 1974. 

While it is impossible to determine if and to what extend Judy Chicago's efforts, to 

counteract the isolation of society from its humanity, had an effect on thwarting the 

empire's depopulation travesty, it is nevertheless interesting to note that her 'healing' 

effort coincided with the emergence of this extremely dangerous period of political trends 

that has not ended to the present day."   

      "Hardly anyone of the public has any sense of what is at stake here," said Henry. 

"Had Judy's efforts been 100% successful the NSSM-200 policy for the destruction of the 

Third World populations, especially in Africa, might have been avoided. The more than 

25-million AIDS deaths might not have occurred, including the future deaths that are yet 

to come until the disease is arrested. Nor would the hundreds of millions have died a 

horrible death, who died of malaria after the DDT ban. That's the genocide the ban was 

staged for. The manmade-global-warming hoax promises the world an even bigger horror 

show, beyond anything we've ever seen or imagined, should this hoax be allowed to play 

itself out as proposed. The hoax is designed to prevent the needed new renaissance from 

emerging that is essential for enabling all mankind to seriously prepare itself for the next 

Ice Age that looms like a dark shadow over our near future. We need to build the 

infrastructures for large-scale indoor agriculture, or else nearly all will die. We can't live 

without food. Millions are finding this out already, who are staving in the shadow of the 

imperial market madness. And so I put to both of you, perhaps without being aware of it, 

Judy Chicago had placed her art on the line and her name and reputation, in a powerful 

manner to help roll back the increasing isolation of society from its humanity that would 

normally be deeply reflected in all of these areas. I see Judy Chicago now standing before 

us with a monumental challenge. She has been almost 'shrieking' through her work, to the 

blinded eyes and the deafened ears of society, saying, 'You fools, can't you see your 

hypocrisy?' - can't you see that the lies of countless types that you have swallowed, which 

made you all small, are now killing you? This is what we must be saying again against 

the background of the present world-scene, and say it louder than ever before. That is 

what our own advanced vulva project must become. A kind of trumpet blast." 

 

      We went for a long hike the next day, on a trail that wound its way for hours 

through a dense forest ending on the beach with a long rocky spit going far out into the 

sea. 

      "Let's hike to the end of it," said Helen. "Maybe we can see some fish in the 

shallows." 

      Well, we didn't get very far. A flock of small birds had claimed this territory as 

their own and were defending it. Perhaps their interest was more in protecting their young 

than in the fish. They were determined not to let us pass beyond a certain point. They 

came in squadrons for a high-speed attack, clearing our heads by barely a few inches. 

They came with long beaks that featured sharp pointed ends. Their message was clear. In 



case we didn't get it, they turned and came back at us for a second run until we started to 

run. 

      "Resistance is futile," said Helen and began to laugh. 

      We all began to laugh. Except this wasn't a laughing matter. If one of them had 

accidentally hit us, the impact might have cause serious injuries. Also we faced a two-

hour hike back to the car. A serious head injury might become fatal in this time. Without 

the infrastructures of our civilization we were suddenly vulnerable to even a flock of 

birds. 

 

      The next day we went to Boston, not for the safety of the city, but to face a bigger 

challenge. 

      "The birds certainly weren't timid," said Helen. 

      "Neither should we be," said Henry. "Maybe the birds set an example for us." 

  



Chapter 15 - Meeting at the Reflecting Pool  
 

      Boston was a zoo the day we arrived. We had left the cars in Provincetown and 

come in by air. It wasn't vacation season yet, but the place was crowded. We were able to 

get a hotel room at the city center, but only for two nights. We soon found out why. 

      "Starting Monday, Boston will house four conventions simultaneously," said the 

desk clerk. "You might find something farther out, like Salem or Quincy." We thanked 

the man and took the room for two days. 

      It seemed we had aeons of time to find something. We didn't even bother to hit the 

phones right away. We went for lunch and then went shopping for the new outfit, which 

Helen would need. The 'mission' seemed all-important. The rest seemed secondary, like 

the mundane stuff of finding a place to stay. It turned out that the important stuff was also 

had to find. The challenge was to put the vulva on the plate in a big way, but none of us 

knew how to do this. Henry's idea of Helen wearing a short skirt with no underpants 

seemed totally impractical for sanitary reasons. We dreamed up all kinds of alternatives. 

Most of them were silly, of course, and those that weren't, weren't workable. 

      "Let's scrap the idea," I suggested. "It's probably too dangerous anyway. People 

don't like to be challenged, or be startled out of their dream. They may tolerate vulva art, 

but not the real thing." 

      "No, no, no," Henry interrupted. "You don't scrap a profound idea. The 

challenging part is but an added challenge. How else can we hit the Illuminati at a weak 

flank that they don't control or even know to exist. What we are up to is big. We aim to 

inject some light into the Illuminati darkness, of a kind that darkness cannot comprehend, 

but which those with human hearts will celebrate. To know the Truth and to respond to it 

in celebration is a human quality, a scientific quality, a divine quality. We can't scrap a 

valid idea; Christ Jesus never did. If we wish to follow Truth, it must be in the way of 

Truth's appointing. When it comes to Truth we cannot compromise. The Universe isn't 

built on compromises, but on principles. Its Spirit is Intelligence and Love. We can't go 

into the opposite direction and run, and still call this love. Intelligence bids us to be 

intelligent. On this course it will open a way. Time honored processes, like running away, 

benefit us nothing. They may offer an easy way out, which is usually a lousy way, and a 

costly way in long-term consequences." 

      "It's about the dividing line," said Helen. "The dividing line is in the moral domain 

that may be defined as being transitional. Mary drew a fine line right through the middle 

of it. Below the line the trail has many names and leads us ever deeper into hell. Above 

the line the name of the path is science and Christ, Truth, which takes us ever higher into 

heaven and beyond. Mary has put us on the dividing line on the issue of sex. We know 

that sex is a profound idea of an incredible Intelligence. It is reflected in all higher life 

forms on this planet. This makes it more than just a process. It is a profound principle 

with a profound expression. We certainly wouldn't exist without it. Few forms of life 

would. It is a profound, spiritual, divine idea that is worth celebrating as an idea, together 



with all the aspects that come with it. This recognition and celebration happens on the 

upper path. Lust, rape, hypocrisy, greed, and so forth, happen on the lower path that no 

one should tread. One doesn't drop below the line without consequences. Neither can one 

stay locked onto the line. At this lifeless state nothing happens. There is no joy there, no 

vitality, no passion, no creativity, no life. And so the battle will have to be fought, of sex 

versus greed, love versus rape, and be won. The battle has to be won, because the higher 

we move away from the dividing line, the closer we come to discovering our third sex 

which defines us not only as men and women, but also gives us a grand spiritual identity 

as discoverers, creators, scientists, builders, artists, musicians, engineers, economists, 

farmers, astronauts. The male and the female identity we share with many forms of life, 

but this third sex is uniquely human as a profound spiritual reflection of the Intelligence 

of the Universe. The third sex sets us apart with a unique quality, and the outcome of it, is 

culture and civilization. Unfortunately, we cannot have built this 'house' from the top 

down. We have to build it from the bottom up and respect our humanity and develop it, 

and unite around it. Sex as a unifying factor sets up a foundation that we can built on. It is 

a profound idea that must be developed. We can't scrap it and run away from it without 

denying the Intelligence that created it." 

      "This means that Judy Chicago didn't take her research far enough," said Henry. 

"There is nothing found in her work related to the Dinner Party that specifically opens 

society's horizon to the Universe of Spirit in which all life is anchored and is an 

expression of it. Her work remains stuck with the male and female type of sex that is not 

easy for one to get away from. This doesn't mean that we can't go the extra mile 

ourselves, individually, in honesty with ourselves, all the way to the point that the 

Universe itself is coming to light as being totally spiritual, with humanity as the highest 

expression of it coming to the foreground with a unique 'third sex' that is not physically 

defined in terms of male and female, but which is expressed in ideas, principles, beauty, 

art, music, and whatever is immortal and is not specific to the male of female duality, 

which nevertheless includes these biological aspects as constituent elements of something 

far greater, of something that takes us deeper into the world of Spirit, beyond the physical 

elements of the' mortal coil' to the immortal sphere of ideas and discoveries of universal 

principles and our understanding of them and their expression through human culture. In 

the immortality of cultural achievements our 'third sex' unfolds in ever greater 

expressions of art, beauty, harmony, music, literature, science, technology, economics, 

creativity, productivity, which are neither male nor female, but are dimensions of our 

developing culture that we all share in, where mere physics is raised to metaphysics, and 

the physical expression to profound spiritual ideas. Do I make any sense? My point is that 

if we don't recognize the grand physical aspects of our humanity as the reflection of 

spiritual ideas and celebrate them, how can we reach for the greater?" 

 

      And so we decided that day that quitting isn't a good idea, that the 'cost' of quitting 

is too great. 

      Helen came up with a solution to our problem. She decided that she would let the 

professionals decide how to best meet our needs, even if that meant going from store to 



store till someone could be found who would understand the principle involved. "And 

you gentlemen can man the telephones in the lobby while I am gone, to find us another 

place to stay. Let's see who is the first to be successful." 

      Henry and I accepted the challenge, "an easy way out for us," so I thought. It 

would have been an easy challenge to find a place at any other time, but not for the week 

following the first Sunday in June. Sunday was till OK, but for Monday and the next 

three days the vacancy rate was zero for any price range, from the fleabags to the castles. 

      "There is no way we are going to give up," said Henry. By the time Helen arrived 

back we had nothing to show for our effort but a long list of phone numbers with tick 

marks beside them. Some had as many as three tick marks. 

      Helen was all smiles when she saw us, herself being dressed in her new outfit. I 

don't think that Henry or I smiled. I think we were too stunned for it. The dress was 

elegant, long, of an oriental style patterned with an organic looking array of shapes and 

complex needle work. It suited her well. It also matched the color of her hair and was 

sheer enough that if one looked closely one could make out the glow of her vulva and the 

also the aureoles of her breasts if one searched to find them among the flowing pattern. 

      "Are you for real?" I asked. 

      "Finding this dress wasn't hard," she said. "I told them that I wanted something 

that I could walk around in, feeling totally undressed, while being respectfully dressed at 

the same time. I got a few raised eyebrows. Except in one store they said it was their 

specialty. She said I wouldn't belief how many women were looking for this sort of dress, 

mostly for parties, many of them secretly. They were so nice that I also bought a red 

jump suit that fits like a glove. And it all came within the price range that Fred can afford, 

who pays all my expenses." 

      "You mean Fred, my boss? You know Fred?" I interjected. 

      "Are you surprised, Peter? Who do you think got us your ticket for the Annual 

Meeting of the Mary's worldwide Church? You are invited as a diplomatic observer? We 

still have to register of course, on Monday morning," said Henry. 

      "That's when the interesting part begins," said Helen. "My impression is that the 

dress works. I got a few curious looks in the shopping mall, were the store was. A few 

looked away so that they wouldn't have to deal with what they saw, especially the men 

when they had their wife with them. But on Monday we will face the elite when the 

masses gather outside the church, the crowd of 5000 or more that shouldn't be there. 

What do the 5000 come for that shouldn't be there since only the officers need to be 

present at the Annual Meeting? Do they come from thousands of miles away to listen to 

the Treasurer's report that they can read about in the periodicals? Or do they come as 

beggars, begging to be fed a spiritual feast at their Mecca? Mary said that they wouldn't 

need to be there, obviously because that is not where it's at. The feast comes hourly, 

daily, quietly, and individually. That's the kind of crowd that we will meet, a crowd of 

beggars who don't even know that they are beggars. How will they react to the vulva on 



the promenade by the reflecting pool? Will they look away like the men in the mall who 

had their wife with them? Or will they raise eyebrows? Or will they perhaps nod and 

smile?" 

      "I suspect that we will see few nods and smiles," said Henry. "And that is the 

danger. They will likely react as society reacted to H.G. Wells' ideal of the imperial 

World-State with no nations and no democracy. The field comes here each June to 

endorse their leaders and to be fed by them for three days in brainwashing sessions. The 

field wants its World-State, complete with kings to rule them. They will come as 

underlings to be ruled like underlings. They cannot react to the vulva because doctrine 

dictates them otherwise. Nevertheless, the woman will wear deep-cut blouses and tight 

fitting jeans that show off their figure perfectly except in color. So it's all about doctrine." 

      "No, Henry, they are coming here to seek unity," Helen interjected. "They seek the 

artificial unity of a mass meeting. This tells me that they lack a true sense of unity, or else 

there would be no need for their coming. What they don't know is that what they really 

seek can't be found inside the halls listening to the revered speakers, but can be found 

outside at the reflecting-pool promenade. The symbol for this unity is the vulva. For 

millennia the whole of mankind has come together around the vulva. The vulva is a part 

of a vast array of harmonizing principles that is greater than us, that we don't even 

understand, but simply move along with. Some say that sex is for procreation. But it is 

more than that. We are not breeding machines. We all know that sex begins long before 

the sperm flows and doesn't really end. But we know by its effect that it brings us 

together, and it has to be that way, because the newborn requires the kind of care that 

necessitates a community effort. And it doesn't end there. To meet the needs efficiently 

mankind creates a civilization, and strengthens it, and advances it. Between the sperm 

and the birth, the development process is out of our hands and unfolds with a complexity 

that is beyond our comprehension, which reflects the design of an incredible intelligence. 

The vulva and the human response to it is a part of this larger complex. Considering how 

we respond to it, its primary role is to develop the strong bonds of unity that a civilization 

requires no matter what its shape or form may be. If that unity fails civilization 

disintegrates. If it is strong, a renaissance unfolds. And that is, I think, why we are here in 

Boston for the Annual Meeting of the Mother Church of Christ Scientists. We come as 

ambassadors of the Science that they seek for the natural unity that comes from within as 

an unfolding idea of the design of God. Do I make sense?" 

      Henry grinned and nodded. "It will do," he said and laughed. "Yes, let's be the 

ambassadors of Truth for the Truth seekers." 

 

      With Helen being back, we quit the fruitless phoning and went for a stroll in the 

Commons, and then in search for something to eat. In the Commons, Boston's famous 

park, Henry stopped at an intersection surrounded by flower gardens. "Maybe it was 

here," he said, "where Mary healed the crippled man that I read about some years ago. 

Apparently she talked to him for a few minutes about God and then went her way. As I 

recall, the encounter healed the man. Maybe the incidence healed society too, in a small 



way. He wasn't a beggar anymore, but became a productive member of society. The case 

might have even been reported in the press, even though such cases weren't that unusual 

in those days. Mary added a hundred pages of people's statements of being healed of 

countless different diseases by merely reading her textbook of her science of man's unity 

with God." 

      "Probably thousands upon thousands of such pages could have been written," said 

Helen. "In today's world they are mostly blank." 

      "The war of empire against mankind swallowed up any practical sense of unity 

that might have remained from that time," I added. 

 

      We had dinner in a lively basement restaurant that we were told is famous for fried 

fish. The fish was Dover Sole, a local delicacy, a priced flatfish with a mild buttery, 

sweet flavor. The fish wasn't imported from Dover as the menu pointed out. The fish got 

its name, because it had been most-landed in Dover England in the previous century. We 

got a history lesson while waiting for the fish-dish, which when it arrived, filled the entire 

dinner plate so that the rest of the dinner had to be served on a side plate. 

      After dinner, with the night still young, a visit to the famous Boston Pops was in 

order, a symphony orchestra performing in a beer-hall setting. By the time we got back to 

the hotel it was too late to man the phones again, searching for a place to stay. 

 

      "It's breakfast time," Helen announced the next morning. "The coffee is ready. The 

biscuits are heated. I found a basket of butter and jam in the fridge. The sun is shining." 

      "Ah, a CSB breakfast," said Henry. "Coffee, sunshine, and biscuits." 

      "Maybe not," I interjected. "As I know Helen from way back, the CSB might stand 

for coffee, SEX, and biscuits." I glanced at Helen. She turned with a grin, wearing the 

white robe the hotel had provided and a T-shirt that stopped just short of the belly button. 

      "The door is open," she said still grinning. "If that is what you gentlemen wish. I 

also think that Henry was equally correct in calling the offer a coffee-sunshine-and-

biscuits breakfast. Sunshine and sex are synonymous terms, aren't they?" She began to 

laugh. "The source is the same. The effect is the same, for each in its own way. That 

means that Henry's acronym has quite a profound meaning." 

      Henry looked astonished. Rubbed his eyes. Looked at Helen and gradually began 

to smile. "Oh, yes, it is that," he said. "It's a call for celebration." Moments later he said, 

"this celebration adds a whole new meaning to what John saw as "a woman clothed with 

the sun, wearing a crown of twelve stars, the stars of rejoicing!" 



      "Maybe we aren't pioneers at all," I commented. "Maybe John predated us by two-

thousand years." 

      Helen didn't say anything, but kept on smiling and started to pour the coffee. 

 

      After our pioneering Morning Celebration something akin to brunch was on the 

agenda. Henry suggested than an outdoor restaurant might exist somewhere in the city. 

He said it wasn't right after a grand celebration to be 'locked up' indoors. Were told that a 

fast-food open rooftop restaurant was within walking distance. The bellboy seemed to 

understand. He smiled and said, "who wants to ride the subway on a sunny day?" 

     "Being outdoors is less confining," said Henry. 

 

      The subject of finding another hotel room came up while we were eating. 

      "Don't worry," said Helen, "we still have a day. It is right for us to be here 

together. It is a profound idea to for us to be putting the foundation for unity on the table, 

symbolically. We will have achieved a great accomplishment if we succeed at inspiring a 

sense of unity, even for just a few, so that they realize that the sense of unity they seek, 

they already have in their heart and only need to be honest about it with themselves. With 

that in mind I would say we are involved with a profound divine idea and that every 

divine idea is inherently complete, containing within itself all the substance needed for its 

fulfillment. My point is, we don't need a thousand free hotel rooms to find something, we 

only need one. And we don't need this one room available days in advance, we only need 

it at noon tomorrow when checkout time rolls around." 

 

      Henry and I didn't wait till the next day. We manned the phones again in the lobby 

and added more tick marks to the marks already there. We stopped short of offering 

bribes. We were fully prepared to take the costliest rooms, even the presidential suits, but 

there was nothing available. Helen was right, we didn't need the room that day, so why 

fret it? We went to the Commons to enjoy the sunshine, where Helen told Henry about 

her discovery of the lateral lattice that came about in the process of a healing of a friend 

who was undergoing a substantial surgical operation in hospital that day. She saw before 

her a vast lattice of human hearts all arrayed laterally, bound to one another by strands of 

light that were strands of out-flowing love. "Unity is out-flowing," she said. She said that 

she felt a great urgency for helping her friend. She felt it at three different times during 

the timeframe of the surgery. Each time the image of that lateral lattice had come to 

mind. Then there was a sudden peace. She said that when she saw her friend in hospital 

later that day, contrary to all expectations, he was awake and greeted her with a face that 

was radiant with a big smile as if in celebration of a great victory. "And that was a 

healing for me, too," she said. "Unity was no longer an abstract to me after that 

experience, or something small, but encompassed the whole world. It changed my life." 



 

      The next morning Helen greeted us with her mandolin in hand. She sang a hymn, 

which she later said she had modified to make it more correct and to correspond with her 

discovery of the lateral lattice. She sang it to a melody that was also her own. She began 

very softly: 

 

In heavenly Love abiding, 

No change our heart shall fear; 

For safe is such confiding, 

As nothing changes here. 

The storm may roar without us, 

Our heart may low be laid; 

But God is round about us, 

How could we be dismayed? 

 

Wherever He may guide us, 

No want shall turn us back; 

Our Shepherd is beside us, 

So, nothing can we lack. 

His wisdom ever waketh, 

His sight is never dim; 

He knows the way He taketh, 

And we will walk with Him. 

 

Green pastures are before us, 

Which yet we have not seen; 



Bright skies will soon be o'er us, 

Where darkest clouds have been. 

Our hope we cannot measure, 

Our path in life is free; 

Our Father has our treasure, 

And He does walk with all and me. 

 

      We lined up for registration that morning, right after a hasty breakfast. We had 

lined up for two hours when I felt a sudden urge to call one of the hotels once more that 

we had already called three times in vain. I went to the nearest phone. "Oh yes, we just 

received a cancellation, you can have the room for a week," said the voice on the other 

end. I paid for the whole week. 

      "I told you we didn't needed until just about now," said Helen and grinned. She 

looked at her watch. "We have enough time to get through the lineup and check out by 

noon on the dot." 

      The only delay that we suffered was a lineup at the checkout counter. The luggage 

was stored for us till the evening. We didn't even have to miss lunch. 

      Our new place was far out of town at the airport, but right at the tramline. The 

place was bigger, the windows larger, and the atmosphere was surprisingly quiet for an 

airport hotel. And the price, surprisingly, was but a fraction of what we would have 

gladly paid the day before. 

 

      The first full day of our vulva project was quite unexciting. The general response 

was less than we expected. 

      Henry alerted us that we had actually expected this failure. He pointed out that 

Helen had said in the beginning that IF we were to get a correct response, then a positive 

movement might result. Henry pointed out that the proper term should have been WHEN. 

The term, when, would have stood as an acknowledgement that productive results are 

inevitable whenever a right idea is unfolding. He said that we had defeated our own 

efforts by doubting its outcome. He said that this is rather widely done, because people 

are not alert to what is motivating their actions. 

 



      Henry was right. The response that we got that day reflected what he said. 

Nevertheless, I had found it interesting to watch people's reaction. The reactions that we 

had seen by the people in the crowd had been dishonest, mostly. Since Helen's exciting 

'features' weren't easily recognized, those who had seen something kept a stare fixed on 

Helen until they were able to verify that they had seen correctly. At this point they 

usually looked away as though they were offended by what they had strained their eyes to 

recognize. 

      I told Henry and Helen about a cartoon I had seen a long time ago, in respect to the 

nudist beach that was allowed at this time in Vancouver. The cartoon showed a man on a 

balcony of a hillside apartment. He had a large telescope trained onto the nudist beach. 

The beach was located on the other side of a rather wide bay. His wife is seen in the 

cartoon in the background, asking the man, "oh dear, of dear, are the beach people 

offending you again?" 

      I commented that we had this kind of paradox quite through the day during the 

breaks between the speeches when the thousands that had come had gathered around the 

reflecting pool. We saw only a few smiles as a response, an a very few people actually 

nodded. Most of the others, those who had recognized anything at all, would stare at first, 

astonished, and then look away. 

 

      "What we experienced is the normal reaction of a people who are empty inside, 

who have lost much of their humanity," said Helen. "They can't celebrate. They are too 

empty to celebrate. They see a sense of incompleteness in themselves and cannot deal 

with that. They expect others to be as empty as they are, and are startled, even offended, 

when someone confronts them with a sense of self-appreciation that they lack." 

      "The irony is that this is the reason why they have come here," said Henry. "They 

shouldn't be here at all. But they are here. They have come to find a sense of unity in this 

mass meeting. They are seeking to get back what they lost, that they had failed to rebuild 

from within. In doing so they come as beggars. They are aiming to gleam a sense of unity 

from an external source, rather than from the riches of their humanity that are reflecting 

the omnipresence of God, Love, universal good." 

      "They are looking for unity in the artifice of the World-State," I commented. 

      "They always have," said Henry. "Mary had told them in her book of principles 

that they need not to be here. But they said, no, we want to be here, we want to feel the 

mass-sense of the Annual Meeting. And so they had a huge gathering in 1902 in which 

they all voted to build a huge edifice as an extension of the original church edifice. The 

Extension is all they ever called it. We see the result of their action before us: a huge 

domed structure that seats 5000 people. To most people it represents a miracle. Four 

years after the vote was taken that structure was not only completed, but was also paid for 

by donations from the field. Thirty thousand people had come to the dedication service, 

which had to be repeated all day long. Everyone was there, so it seemed. Only one person 



was absent from the festivity, and that was Mary herself. She merely sent a message to be 

read, with the title, Choose Ye. In this message she spoke of the Adam dream. She said 

that whatever is not divinely natural and demonstrably true, in ethics, philosophy, or 

religion, is not of God but originates in the minds of mortals.  It is the Adam-dream 

according to the Scriptural allegory, in which man is supposed to start from dust and 

woman to be the outcome of man's rib, - marriage synonymous with legalized lust, and 

the offspring of sense the murderers of their brothers! That wasn't exactly a celebration 

message, was it? She said that wholly apart from this mortal dream, this illusion and 

delusion of sense, Christian Science comes to reveal man as God's image, His idea, 

coexistent with Him - God giving all and man having all that God gives. That is the 

lateral spiritual unity that the people were running away from She praised the people for 

their accomplishments. She said to them in her message, you have dexterously and wisely 

provided for The Mother Church of Christ, Scientist, a magnificent temple wherein to 

enter and pray.  Greatly impressed and encouraged thereby, deeply do I thank you for this 

proof of your progress, unity, and love.  But she added: The modest edifice of The 

Mother Church of Christ, Scientist, began with the cross; its excelsior extension is the 

crown. Its crowning ultimate rises to a mental monument, a superstructure high above the 

work of men's hands, even the outcome of their hearts, giving to the material a spiritual 

significance - the speed, beauty, and achievements of goodness; an edifice which most 

prefigures self-abnegation, hope, faith; love catching a glimpse of glory." 

      "Mary spoke gently when she called the structure a temple instead of a church," 

said Helen. "She said that it stood far from the original idea of church that is rooted not in 

mass-power, but in the power of divine Principle, Truth, and Love, the lateral power, the 

unity of spiritual intimacy. The people had laid their heart at the portal of empire instead 

of at the altar of unity in Spirit and individual self-completeness from which this unity 

flows. Since the people in the field had moved into the opposite direction with their 

building of the empire-temple, building a temple of spiritual emptiness, Mary never 

entered into the building for any function. In my estimation this tragic historic event of 

building the empty temple became the fulcrum for the downturn of her church. The 

building stands mostly empty now except during the annual pilgrimage parade to it at 

Annual Meeting time. I think the building should be rededicated as a concert hall for 

organ recitals and classical music performances for the benefit of the local community. 

Then, when the fulcrum for the downturn is removed, the original idea will likely 

recover." 

      "The building stands empty," said Henry, "because it is built on the platform of 

empire. It signifies the ancient war of mass versus love, reflected in the war of amassed 

private property versus the principle of the general welfare. Empire is a temple to mass, 

but this temple is empty from its inception, because mass equals emptiness. Its temple is 

devoid of everything that is spiritually real. The grand master of empire said 'I don't care 

who makes the laws of the world so long as I make its currencies, because with that I rule 

the world. So, it's a contest of mass, that is emptiness, versus God, the Intelligence of the 

Universe and its Principle. God is Love, the Spirit and substance of the Universe. 

Without it, there would be no Universe. The worship of mass, of the empire of emptiness, 

takes us away from that. Mary warned about this danger in her message to the annual 

pilgrimage in 1900, I think the fulcrum for the downturn was already being set up. In her 



next message to the pilgrimage in 1901 she focused on the substance that the emptiness 

stands in contrast to." 

      Henry turned to me. "These are historic messages," said Henry. "Let me read a few 

sentences to you to give you a flavor of what she said in 1901." He searched through his 

luggage for a book of her writings. "That's for 1901," he said. 

      "Beloved brethren, to-day I extend my heart-and-hand-fellowship to the faithful, to 

those whose hearts have been beating through the mental avenues of mankind for God 

and humanity; and rest assured you can never lack God's outstretched arm so long as you 

are in His service.  Our first communion in the new century finds Christian Science more 

extended, more rapidly advancing, better appreciated, than ever before, and nearer to the 

whole world's acceptance that God is the infinite person. We hear it said that Christian 

Scientists have no God because their God is not a person.  Let us examine this. The loyal 

Christian Scientists absolutely adopt Webster's definition of God, 'A Supreme Being,' and 

the Standard dictionary's definition of God, 'The one Supreme Being, self-existent and 

eternal.'  Also, we accept God, emphatically, in the higher definition derived from the 

Bible, and this accords with the literal sense of the lexicons: 'God is Spirit,' 'God is Love.'  

Then, to define Love in divine Science we use this phrase for God - divine Principle. By 

this we mean Mind, a permanent, fundamental, intelligent, divine Being, called in 

Scripture, Spirit, Love. It is sometimes said: 'God is Love, but this is no argument that 

Love is God; for God is light, but light is not God.'" 

      "What she had said, became the universal target of empire," said Henry, putting 

the book down. "Less than three months after she said the things, America's President, 

William McKinley, was assassinated in the Temple of Music at the Pan-American 

Exposition in Buffalo, New York. The exhibition has a showcase of an advancing 

civilization, of people working together with the power of their intellect and love to 

enrich the world for human living. McKinley wasn't the real target, however. The real 

target was God and the divine Principle of Universal Love and its reflection in humanity. 

That was the fulcrum for building the empty temple in America." 

      "What I saw in the lateral lattice that came to mind when an urgent healing support 

was needed for a friend in surgery," said Helen, "was the opposite of an empty temple. I 

saw an array of hearts linked with countless strands of light, Light manifesting Love, all 

intimately connected in a flow that wasn't massive, but was universally individual. I think 

that in those moments I had a glimpse of what God is." 

      "Mary's message was focused on love in 1902," said Henry. "As God is Love, love 

one-another. God is not mass-love, but intimate individual love in universal 

manifestation. This message wasn't heard. The mass-project was voted up. The line was 

crossed thereby to the world of empty temples. The dedication of the mass-project 

occurred in 1906 and brought an asymmetric response from her. She never entered the 

mass-hype temple. Instead, two years later, she launched her newspaper on the mission to 

benefit all mankind with the Truth by highlighting its unfolding in universal society. 

Truth is Love. She staged a newspaper to facilitate the lateral lattice of Truth in the 

thinking of society. She enabled society to break the advancing isolation of itself in the 



world's empty temples. The newspaper became an international paper. Its mission 

remains yet to be fulfilled. It stands as a model that remains yet to be recognized." Henry 

paused. "Will we see its fulfillment?" 

      "I think the answer depends on us," I interjected. "Our vulva project could be a 

step towards that, just as the vulva itself is designed for fostering intimate closeness 

among people, without which civilization is but an empty shell." 

      "In this case, let's expect better results tomorrow," said Helen and began to grin. 

"But is it reasonable to expect monumental results on a scene where nothing has been 

happening for a long time?" 

      "Maybe there is a scene where things are moving again," I said to her. "There 

exists a temple that has the vulva at its center, and this one predates Mary herself by 

almost a thousand years. I saw movements happening there. I am talking about the Taj 

Mahal, the greatest temple to love ever built." 

      "The Taj Mahal is a tomb," said Helen. "It is a queen's burial place." 

      "Actually, that's not possible," I interjected. "An Islamic tomb is a contradiction in 

concept. The Taj Mahal is supposed to be a Muslim shrine, but there is no such thing as 

conspicuous burial in the Muslim world. Islam is a religion of Life. It doesn't support 

conspicuous burial places. Nor is the Taj a temple of Islam. It is a Hindu temple. It was 

built many centuries before Shaw Jehan, who supposedly built it. Some say it was a 

temple dedicated to the Hindu god Shiva, the god that took the esoteric notion out of sex 

and made it human through the Kama that represents the fullness of creation and is 

celebrated in the male and female union. The Shaw couldn't have built a temple like the 

Taj Mahal. He knew nothing about the spiritual beauty of Hinduism. Scholars suggest 

that the Shaw conquered the Taj and then plundered its riches as a great temple. He took 

the golden statue of Shiva and the golden fence that had stood around it, and melted them 

down into a pool of 'empty' metal that his 'empty' empire had largely been built on. And 

to hide his crime he converted the Taj into an Islamic temple. Since there isn't such a 

thing as an Islamic temple he created one. He converted the temple into a tomb, 

supposedly dedicated to his beloved Mumtas Mahal who was a myth herself. She was 

supposed to have been the light of his kingdom, the beloved of the Palace, but strangely, 

her name never appeared in the palace records that were filled with far less significant 

details. In this sense it has become a temple to emptiness. The Shaw emptied it and then 

covered the void with plates of marble with Islamic inscriptions. But he couldn't hide the 

scam, because the new marble is different. The British then apparently tried to solve the 

dilemma before it became too big, by simply demolishing the Taj Mahal. It appears that 

some patriots intervened. The official excuse was that the world market price for used 

marble wasn't high enough to justify the cost of the demolition of the Taj Mahal and the 

transportation of the spoils. In this sense it remains shrouded with lies to the present day - 

a temple of emptiness. But if you look closely it is the most significant temple in the 

world today.  

      "But how can this be if the whole thing is a lie," said Helen. 



      "As a lie it is a tomb indeed," I said to Helen. "It is a tomb dedicated to the burial 

of the truth. It enshrines a grand lie. It proclaims to the world: Here lies the truth buried 

by lies. It stands as the greatest attempt in history to bury God who is Truth. But if one 

looks past the veil of lies, the Taj Mahal come to light as indeed the greatest temple to 

love ever built, of course not in the way it is advertised. It was built as a Christian 

Science temple more than half a millennium before Mary put Christian Science on the 

map. The garden of the Taj is made up of 16 square beds of flowers, each containing a 

different kind of flower. The resulting 16-element foursquare structure is the foundation 

of Mary's church. Mary built everything on that foundation. Every major work that she 

created is made up of 16 parts or multiples thereof, and those 16 parts were separated 

vertically into two halves and horizontally into upper and lower regimes. All of what 

Mary laid out is accurately presented at the Taj Mahal, though evidently independently 

derived, representing the natural order of all that is real. But do you see any part of it 

associated with the Christian Science temple here in Boston? No, there is nothing there. 

You can't see a trace of it. There is nothing there that symbolizes the scientific platform 

that Mary has designed and built her church on. Nothing of it is symbolized, but in India 

it is all there. And so the temple that was built here in Boston is an empty temple. The 

real Christian Science temple stands in India, in Agra, at the banks of the Yamuna river. 

Its four pools can be deemed to represent the four biblical rivers that flow out of the 

paradise of Eden, the rivers of Genesis 2 that Mary descried in terms of four 'rivers' for 

scientific and spiritual development. You have to go to ancient India to see the four rivers 

symbolized. They should be symbolized here in Boston, and this more profoundly, if this 

temple here is to be a Christian Science temple. Mary also describes the four rivers in 

terms of four geographic directions of flow, going northward, eastward, southward, and 

westward, according to the sequence of the sun traversing the sky. And again, you will 

find this symbolism accurately presented at the Taj Mahal. The four pools in its garden 

are exactly aligned north, east, south, and west, and since the pools are supplied from a 

central source, the source is called at the Taj 'The Celestial Pool of Abundance,' The 

waters in these pools do indeed flow northward, eastward, southward, and westward, 

watering the surrounding gardens. Nowhere in the world is Mary's symbolism more 

accurately presented, than it is in India at the Taj Mahal." 

      "This is symbolism that is rooted in science and evidently transcends all times and 

religions," said Henry. "Still, it could not have been presented in Boston in 1902, because 

the foundation that Mary had built her church on, which is reflected in this symbolism, 

had not even been discovered by anyone and would remain undiscovered for quite a few 

decades yet to come. Also, the actual plan in Boston in 1902 had been, to build a temple 

to emptiness - not to an idea but to a mass movement." 

      "The correct symbolism couldn't have been added in more modern times either, 

because it simply isn't allowed today," I said to Henry. "At the Taj Mahal the 16 squares 

of the garden are separated by the four pools, while the pools themselves in their layout 

are symbolic of the vulva. It just isn't politically possible in an empty society to overlay 

Mary's profound foundation with the symbolism of the vulva." 

     "Mary might have suspected that an empty temple would be built here in Boston," 

interjected Helen. "They defined it as a monument to something that was deemed 



insufficient. They actually called it, 'The Extension.' Mary provided something that will 

some day break the barrier of that perceived smallness. She had reserved three terms of 

her synonyms for God, which she hadn't included into her 'garden' of 144 terms that she 

provided for the 16 squares of her foundational structure. These three reserved terms for 

God are: Love, Truth, and Soul. Mary appears to have reserved these terms to define the 

nature of The Celestial Pool of Abundance at the center of the universal vulva, thereby 

presenting with them a profound symbolic definition for the vulva as a whole and its 

function. Some day when Love, Truth, and Soul begin to mean something, then the entire 

still-hidden structure and its symbolism will be brought to light. Until that day, of course, 

one has to travel to India to see it symbolically expressed, because the ancients in far of 

India were more advanced in understanding the deep issues of divine Science than the 

world gives them credit for. They were definitely more advanced than modern society is. 

The great vulva temple there in India also symbolizes the intimate oneness of the sexes as 

a part of a single structure. The Taj contains, incorporated into its design, 16 male 

symbols such as the four minarets, and sixteen female symbols such as the great dome 

that is built in the shape of a breast complete with an areola on top. In this sense the Taj 

represents something scientifically spiritual that is vital to civilization." 

      "This tells me that the vulva won't be welcomed here in Boston," said Henry, "as 

indeed almost nothing is that Mary Baker Eddy had created and stood for and built all of 

her achievements on." 

 

      Henry was right. The vulva wasn't welcome, but nobody called the police either to 

have Helen arrested for being underdressed. Nor did anyone scold her, suggesting that 

her fig leaf was insufficiently obtrusive. Nobody gave her the finger. People simply 

pretended not to notice so that they wouldn't have to deal with the challenge. Most of 

them simply looked away. Only one person greeted us. He greeted us with two thumbs 

up. He stopped, smiled, and said casually to Helen, "aren't you in the least bit shamed? Or 

are you trying to undo the mistake for which Adam exiled himself from the Garden of 

Eden?" He began to laugh. 

      "Ashamed?" repeated Helen emphatically, the shook her head. "I allow myself to 

be seen as I was born, a woman of God's creating, why should I be ashamed to allow 

myself to be seen as that? Why should I deny myself and cover up parts of myself that 

90% of the world can't deal with?" 

      She paused. "Let me tell you what is really shameful in this place right here. It's 

this huge mass meeting that shameful. It stinks, I tell you. Christian Science is a religion 

that proclaims that God is All-in-all, is therefore ever present, and is reflected in man and 

mankind; that God is Love, universally expressed in mankind. So tell me, why are the 

people coming together here from all parts of the country, to feel a sense of togetherness, 

like strength in numbers, and getting a sense of comfort from being among like-minded 

people? If God is omnipresent and is reflected in all, as Christian Science proclaims, why 

then would the church leaders organize mass rallies to give people something they don't 

find in themselves, and the field want that? What we see here is a grand orgy in denial of 



what they believe as the fundamental reality of their being, and the nature of God. People 

living a lie to the very bottom of their soul is the most shameful thing I can imagine. And 

that's happening here. Adam didn't sink that low. Only one person sank lower than even 

that, and this was Hitler at Nuremberg. As for myself, I actively stand for what they deny, 

and this proudly and openly. The shame is not on me then is it?" She began to laugh. 

      The man applauded her. 

      "I think we are trying to undo the tragedy the Pharaohs set in motion with the 

infibulation of their slave-women," I said to him in a serious tone, casually, but then 

began to laugh too. 

      "Actually we are trying to protect and advance civilization," said Helen. "It's 

symbolic of course. The vulva is symbolic for mankind coming together for a Love feast. 

Didn't Christ Jesus say, if we cannot love one-another openly whom we can see face to 

face, how could we love God whom we cannot see, but who is reflected in all of us? 

That's the challenge of civilization, isn't it? Mankind meets at the vulva, from pauper to 

king. There is at least some honesty shining through." 

      The man just smiled. "As a medical doctor I agree with you," he said quietly. "Sex 

is the heart of civilization. The sexual stimulus unlocks the creation of certain enzymes 

that among other things signal specific functions in the brain to develop pair bonding and 

possibly also more universal forms of bonding, such as into communities and nations. It 

is a complex process that involves many levels of intimacies. Casual sex confuses the 

bonding process. It is destructive to it. Customs have been developed over eons to protect 

the bonding process. But once the bonding has been established it needs to expand and 

grow and become enriched or else it becomes rigid and lifeless. If this doesn't happen, 

other processes fill the void, such as alcohol intoxication or hallucinogenic drug 

intoxication. In fact, these diversions counteract the pair-bonding process. Few people 

realize that the worst thing they can do for themselves socially, is have their social 

gatherings flooded with alcohol and drugs." 

      "Isn't that why every empire that ever was has promoted drugs and alcohol?" said 

Henry. "By breaking the pair bonding process they break the development of the 

Principle of the General Welfare. The ancient Pharaoh's didn't have the sophisticated 

means for boozing and doping available to them that the modern empire has developed to 

prevent the Principle of the General Welfare from unfolding in society. They had to 

resort to the cruder method of mutilating the sexual foundation directly by slicing the 

foreskin off the penis of the male slaves and scraping the vulva off their slave women. 

While the male circumcision is still being promoted the infibulation of women is no 

longer tolerated, nor is it needed anymore in the age of booze and dope. That is why the 

British Empire used opium as a means for destroying China and nearly succeeded after 

two opium wars." 

      "Now the opium wars have become a global phenomenon under the cover of the 

modern empire's dope legalization campaign," said the doctor. "That's the face of the big 

world war that is presently raging against mankind. Back in the olden days the Empire 



waged war against China twice to pry open the door for its opium to be flooded across 

the nation. This force is no longer necessary in a widely circumcised society. In a 

circumcised society the bonding process has become so superficial and the sexual 

satisfaction so thin that the booze and dope doesn't have to be imposed at all. In fact, 

people are now demanding it as their right to become boozed and doped to fill the void 

that the mutilation of the natural process left behind. It's a slavery building process, 

really. It turns society into a zoo of willing slaves." 

      "I would say that the zoo already exists," said Henry. "Whatever the empire wants 

the empire gets. That's today's world. They want to steal our money, we give it to them 

with no strings attached, by the wheelbarrow full. They want to have our sons and 

daughters as soldiers to slaughter other people in their endless wars for breaking up the 

nations, and we comply. We put a flag in their hand and sent them off with hugs and 

kisses for this wonderful chance they will have to be taught some patriotism and 

discipline. The empire also wants our industries destroyed, so we do it for them and 

arrange it in such a fashion that they will reap a profit as well. We do everything the 

empire wants. For years they have been crying for mass genocide to reduce the global 

population. Now they merely have to ask and we take the food away from millions and 

burn it in our automobiles in the form of alcohol fuels. We do everything they want. They 

want us to go green, and guess what we do. We shut down our electric power 

infrastructures bit by bit, and our transportation infrastructures, and farming, to the point 

that we look back nostalgic to the past and turn green with envy for what we once had. 

We have become such perfect slaves that we built our own concentration camps already 

for the next big holocaust to begin when the empire dictates that the time has come for a 

new increment in fascism to sweep the world. The empire's cries for human rights is a lie. 

The goal is to make a farce of the concept. The only rights that slaves have is the right to 

obey." 

      "Is this what you are protesting against?" said the doctor to Helen. 

      "I am not protesting against anything," said Helen. "I am a healer. I have come 

here to heal the church. This church, Mary Baker Eddy's church, is the only institution in 

the world that I know of that acknowledges the lateral platform as the reality of 

mankind's being. On this platform all mankind is standing side by side with one-another 

and with God. It totally denies the legitimacy of empiricism. That is what I am 

acknowledging, and standing up for, even if the entire church crowd of today stands in 

ignorance and denial of it, and is thereby denying itself. I am here to inspire a healing. 

And maybe the healing process has already started. You seem to have a faint sense of 

what is involved here." 

      The doctor shook his head. He looked at the Church Center buildings, the fountain, 

the reflecting pool, the Extension edifice, and continued shaking his head. 

      "Don't look at this and try to make sense of it," said Helen. "There is nothing here 

but denial. There is nothing here to indicate that Mary bridged the ages with a scientific 

revolution. This is about ideas and the discovery of universal principles. The trend that 

the Pythagorean started to recognize universal principle in geometry, which others carried 



forward like Plato and so forth, which the Apostle John had utilized in his days, is what 

Mary has brought to the scene as an element of modern science. John had developed the 

concept of a city foursquare that he gave some vague definitions for, which he put on the 

plate of mankind with his vision of an end of all evil. Mary had picked the foursquare 

structure up and gave it an extensive and profound scientific face. She turned it into a 

structure of four rows, pertaining to four conceptual levels. She divided the lower three 

down the middles and called the dividing line the moral ground. Everything below the 

line represents the sewer of empire with its numerous levels of traps, lies, denials, and 

deprivations. Anything above it pertains to scientific development, the discovery and 

recognition of universal principles. This leaves the top row reserved for the actual 

spiritual reality that science brings to light. There everything exists laterally, God and 

man on the same platform. Below that, the structures are vertical, meaning progressively 

developmental, or regressional and hierarchical as in the sewer of empire. Her church 

represents the scientific recognition of what is real, and the demonstration of it, and the 

recognition of what is garbage and the healing of mankind of it." 

      "So, she was some kind of a pioneer then," said the doctor. 

      "Actually the unfolding of the idea had a long history," said Helen. "The most 

profound visual expression of it is found in India in the Hindu temple called the Taj 

Mahal. Its garden is constructed in the shape of the city foursquare and high above the 

top row towers the great monument that represents the unity of the sexes and the unity of 

God and man expressed in forms of exquisite beauty. But this too, is being denied in 

today's world, ruled by the forces of empire. Still, I think a healing is possible of that too. 

I also think that a lot of that has to do with the unity of the sexes expressed in the 

intimacy of Soul or expressed in the process of pair bonding as you have pointed out." 

      "I see the process represented in the Taj Mahal that is laid out symbolically in the 

shape of a vulva," I said to the doctor. "The vulva plays an undeniable role in the 

development of social intimacy and stability. Judy Chicago, an artist of our modern 

period, has put the vulva on the dinner plate and has invited society to eat of every plate 

of the thirty-nine historic women of achievement that have become lost in history. She 

has put their vulva on the plate where the intimacy in society begins and takes off from, 

but also where it is being denied for the setting of the stage for a great unfolding 

tragedy." 

      "The tragedy is real," said the doctor. "We know that the circumcision has a deeply 

debilitating effect on the intimacy in society, and more so with booze and dope added, 

opening the doors to the kind of modern slavery that we already see. But we don't know 

yet if the resulting debilitating mutilation becomes propagated genetically, and if so to 

what degree it becomes propagated; and to what degree it is accumulative, which 

according all evidence it appears to be; and if so to what degree the degeneration might 

be reversible if indeed this is possible. I don't think anybody has any idea how vast the 

scope of this tragedy is that mankind is facing in this regard, that it brought upon it by 

bowing to empire. Actually nobody really wants to know. There is no medical research 

being conducted, if indeed such research is possible. In this respect I find the Bible a 

scary book, because it suggests that the healing involves nothing short of a radical 



purging of society. Look at the story of the exodus of the Hebrews from Egypt. We are 

told that the escaping slaves were kept in the wilderness in quarantine for thirty years 

until the original generation of the mutilated slaves had died out, possibly to minimize the 

genetic dispersal of the induced 'disease.' While the story might be just symbolic, 

reflecting a story writer's recognition of a process or his fears, it might have also reflected 

a reality that we don't want to look at today, or are not allowed to look at in the present 

world ruled by empire." 

      "Do you realize what you are saying?" I said to the doctor. "There are 700 million 

circumcised men in the world. You can't turn an entire world into a quarantine camp." 

      "I am not saying that," said the doctor. "What I am saying is worse. I am saying 

that mankind has conditioned itself by this folly against its own survival. I can't imagine 

how we can possibly survive the transition to the coming Ice Age the way we presently 

are, if indeed we will survive that long as we are. Instead of strengthening civilization, we 

are shutting it down. We are shutting down everything on which our future depends, and 

all this to save an empire that has no natural foundation to exist. We don't even dream 

about affecting a healing. Just look at Lyndon LaRouche, the famous American 

economist and statesman. He is saying to America, 'keep the agents of empire out of your 

government.' He is saying, 'keep the British Empire out of every international forum 

where you expect to make progress for the benefit of mankind, because if you don't the 

empire's agents will wreck every effort and kill every chance you might have to succeed.' 

He is like one saying to society: keep the rapist out of your bedroom. Of course that's 

impossible to implement. It is not possible to keep the traitors away from the conference 

tables that are infested by agents of empire, who are in effect but hired slaves. And so he 

is saying in essence that society has no choice but to heal itself of the disease of empire 

and its infections or it will indeed die out by the effects of its self-destruction. If the 

exodus story tells us anything at all, it tells us that a passive healing is not possible. The 

radical quarantine process that story is about turned out to be not sufficient. Nothing short 

of an active healing will be required, carried on the wings of science bringing a new 

peace and a new human face to mankind." 

      "In this case Mary's church offers a solution," I said to the doctor. "The solution is 

built on discovering the lateral platform as the reality of mankind's being. That's a huge 

task. It poses a tremendous challenge, and the vulva is symbolic of it." 

      The doctor shook his head. "In this case we may have already lost," he said. He 

said that he heard a woman giving testimony in church some time ago, who had been 

sitting in a Reading Room of the church when an attractive man came by, looking into 

the window. "The woman said in testimony that she felt a connection happening; she 

wanted to invite him in; she wanted to start something, an affair perhaps with some sort 

of intimacy. But she said she immediately healed herself and put that thought out her 

mind. She didn't even see the tragedy of this lost opportunity to take a step against the 

flow of a vastly divided world. And that my friends, has become the tragedy of mankind. 

We have become divided not only against each other, but also against ourselves." 

      "Does anyone really want to be healed of that?" I asked the doctor. 



      The doctor just smiled. He turned to Helen. "How many thumbs-up did you get 

today, besides mine." 

      "None," said Helen. 

      "There is your answer," said the doctor. 

      "So you are saying that a healing is possible and might have already begun," I 

interjected. "How many more people does it take to start the ball rolling than a movement 

of one?" 

      The man just nodded and reached his hand out to Helen for a handshake. 

      Helen answered with a kiss. 

      Henry said that if the power of the movement of one had been recognized by the 

people of Mary's church, the giant Extension edifice would not have been built. "They 

were looking to build a mass movement of tens of thousands when the members voted for 

the Extension in 1902, but they were looking for something that is by its very 

measurement too small. That is why nothing resulted from it. They should have been 

looking for a movement of one, the power that can move the world if it unfolds a 

profound idea of truth." 

      The man just nodded and thanked us and turned away. "I think we are on the right 

track," he added as he walked away. 

      "Do we need more of a victory celebration that one we just had?" said Helen in a 

loud tone, waving to him. 

      He waved back and smiled. 

      "Indeed, one victory is sufficient," said Henry. "We achieved what we came for." 

      We made plans that night to leave Boston in the morning. I suggested to Helen that 

she should visit Fred on the way home and invited her to come to Washington for it. 

      Helen accepted the offer, though Henry opted out and went back home. Fred in 

turn invited us out to a Brahms concert at the Kennedy Center, the First Symphony of 

Brahms, the symphony of an unfolding love affair that apparently went on without end. 

      "I wonder what Brahms would have said if he could see what an empty temple the 

world has become, so devoid of love," said Fred. 

      "Maybe he had an inkling," said Helen. "His Fourth Symphony was like it was a 

farewell symphony to a gentler world that was fast fading away. He wrote it in the 

Austrian Alps and said on the place that the cherries never really get ripe there. The 

Fourth sounds a bit like that, like a celebration of something that has already stopped 

reaching its full potential." 



      "I don't think he could have imagined the emptiness of today's money-loaded 

world," said Fred. "Nobody could have imagined this then." 

      "Oh yes, monetarism is an empty temple," said Helen to Fred. "The bank accounts 

have become temples of emptiness. I keep mine as close to zero as I can," she said and 

began to laugh. "I keep it in contrast with what I keep in my love account, which I 

endeavor to always keep full and overflowing. I discovered that there exists a simple 

relationship between the two that is easy to maintain, which is an inverse relationship. 

And somehow the vulva stands at the center of the rich aspects of this inverse inequality 

of the money versus love accounts. It is also a natural barrier that prevents the balance 

from ever swinging towards the temples of emptiness. If the temples of emptiness 

dominate, civilization collapses into the sinkhole of empire, because emptiness breeds 

hyperinflation, and hyperinflation breeds death. When there is no love currency in 

circulation people cannot buy bread no matter how much money they have, and 

consequently they starve to death as many did during the Weimar hyperinflation. Few 

people realize that only one's love currency is worth anything, and for that the money 

accounts, the temples of emptiness, must be kept empty. Whenever currency flows into 

my bank accounts I quickly turn the money into love currency so that it will do some 

good." 

      "In this case let me settle you with a huge problem," said Fred and began to grin. 

He gave Helen an envelope with a $50,000 check. 

      Fred turned to me and whispered. "I gave her the entire cultural development fund 

that I got left, which is still under my jurisdiction. Never has so little been spent to honor 

a person who had done so much to restore to us our nation's true currency. We have spent 

billions on lawyers who only have made matters worse. And Helen didn't even ask for a 

penny, while she gave us something the lawyers are too blind to even recognize." 

      "What do you think she will do with the money?" I asked Fred. 

      "Does it matter how love currency is spent?" said Fred and laughed. "It will have 

an effect for uplifting civilization no matter how it is spent. Nobody is more qualified for 

this than she is. In this case, isn't your question a bit silly, then, Peter?" Fred paused and 

the laughed. "Oh, I see you are just testing me with this question," said Fred. "Did I 

pass?" 

      I nodded. "None of this would have been possible without the two weeks you gave 

us," I replied. 

      Fred began to grin. "This shows who the master of diplomacy is in this office. 

      "Oh be honest Fred," I countered. "You couldn't have known what the outcome 

would be." 

      "Oh yes, I knew. For that I have to thank Nicolai," said Fred with his special 

wicked smile that he smiles when his game has been found out. "Nicolai has put the 

entire package together, I just signed you on to it. Nicolai called this package an 



opportunity that mustn't be missed. Nicolai had quoted Schiller and then said 

emphatically that the time has come when it must no longer be true that the great 

opportunities in history meet a little people." 

      Helen joined our laughter. "That's what Nicolai kept saying to me too," she said. 

She thanked Fred for the money with a kiss. 

      "Now this is the first time that my making trouble for somebody earned me a kiss," 

he said. 

 

      We saw Helen off the next day for the noon flight to Frankfurt. 

  



Chapter 16 - Sunshine to Wake Up To  
  

      "What was the meaning of all this?" I asked myself. I hadn't seen or heard of Helen 

in years, and suddenly, there she was, bright as ever, and with a smile on her face and her 

long-remembered openness to universal Love, as she put the vulva onto the table as an 

expression of it at its most intimate dimension. This perception and her determination had 

clearly been intertwined with her becoming a healer. Suddenly she came back into my 

life at this critical juncture for the world. Was this an invitation to heal the world? I asked 

Ross. He had no explanation. Steve, of course, was still too far out of range to be asked. 

Nicolai had hinted that healing had something to do with economics. Fred had just smiled 

when I queried him. "Isn't it obvious?" he said. "The vulva is the cradle of mankind. The 

vulva is Africa. The Universe wants you to poke your nose into something that has been 

sadly neglected, something that needs healing, and that critical element is Africa. 

Archeologists tell us that mankind's development began in Africa, but why Africa, Peter? 

Why indeed? Isn't the answer rather elementary? It is plain. It is staring us in the face? 

More than 85% of mankind's development over the last two million years has occurred 

during the glaciation cycles of the Pleistocene Ice Age that we've been in for all this time 

and still are. Sure, we had a few interglacial warm periods in between the ice periods. 

The current warm period is drawing to the close. During the cold cycles when the global 

average temperature drops by as much as twenty degrees, the world shrinks for mankind. 

It shrinks from the poles towards the equator. Much of the landmass of the Northern 

Hemisphere becomes covered in ice when this happens. The world might only have had a 

narrow band north and south of the equator that had remained useful for agriculture in 

those periods. Most of that critical area is in Africa with a bit also located in northern 

Brazil and in Indonesia and possibly northern Australia. This is the kind of future we are 

facing once again. In such times the heart of mankind's survival is Africa. Africa is the 

vulva, its life-giving face. I suspect the Universe wants us to get ready for the coming Ice 

Age transitions," said Fred and began to laugh. 

      He paused and then corrected himself. "I think the Universe wants you, Peter, to 

get the world ready for the transition. It seems to have been poking us in that direction for 

some time, Peter. Before Helen went back to Germany, she had asked me a question that 

I haven't been able to answer. Helen had asked me if I had any idea why Mary's 

discovery of her scientific platform for spiritual development would have occurred in the 

specific timeframe in which it came to light. This happened roughly 150 years ago. I told 

Helen that I didn't know the answer. Afterwards I found her question intriguing, so I had 

asked around if anyone knew of a globally significant development that started around 

this timeframe. Of course, as we all know, her discovery happened right after the Civil 

War ended. But Helen said that she was looking for something bigger. I was told in my 

poking around in the scientific circles that the 1860s was the general timeframe in which 

the Scottish scientist and astronomer, James Croll had brought the Ice Age cycles onto 

the front burner with his startling theory that the 100,000-year cyclical shifting of the 

center of the Earth's orbit relative to the Sun should have a dramatic effect on the climate 

on Earth, enough to cause the Ice Age cycles. With this discovery he put a problem 

before us that we can't get away from, for which Mary may have presented the answer. It 



appears that a greater impetus may have been to put the Ice Age cycles to govern the 

agenda for mankind. Almost independent from James Croll, in the same timeframe, the 

St. Petersburg-born meteorologist Koeppen began a study of the astrophysical origin of 

the climate cycles. The Ice Age cycles and their effects on plant growth were no longer 

just distant myths from then on. They were real scientific concerns at this time. And all of 

this happened quite suddenly. Then much later, years after Mary's time, the Belgrade 

mathematician Milankovitch extended the climate theory along the same line. I think we 

are looking at something huge, something that is still greater than that, something 

explosive, something as explosive as Mary's sudden discovery of the divine Principle of 

scientific mental healing. Mankind needs a deep-reaching healing to face the greatest-

ever challenge that is now before it. People that I talked to seem to think that the 

observed astrophysical variations in the Earth's orbit are not the cause of the Ice Age 

cycles, but are merely associated secondary phenomena of a still larger cause. From what 

I have been told, the Ice Age cycles begin and end far too rapidly to be effected by slow-

changing long-term variations. These variations appear to be themselves just side effects 

of a larger common cause. But what this cause is, nobody seems to know? It is a puzzle 

for which answers need to be found. Now you seem to be asking the same question in a 

different, though related context. What is this larger cause? I don't know the answer to 

this yet, Peter, but it appears to be big. Too many trail seem to merge at this point as in 

the proverb that all roads lead to Rome." 

      "I think I know where we might find an answer," I cut Fred off. "Sent me to 

Russia, to the city Irkutsk in the mountains north of Mongolia. Send me to Russia's 

Institute for Solar Terrestrial Physics. I was impressed by one of their people speaking at 

the conference in Suchumi that you had sent me to. Let me ask a few questions at the 

Institute." 

      Fred began to laugh. "What do you expect to learn there in Russia that you cannot 

learn from NASA? But if you think that you can help save Africa by going to Siberia, be 

my guest. Maybe you should go to London where the global warming hoax was invented 

at the very meeting that the scientific community had wanted to explore the impact on the 

world of the impending next glaciation cycle. That was in 1974. Somebody in empire 

knew the answer that I am looking for, and they were scared that the world would 

discover the scope of the challenge and create a worldwide renaissance to meet the 

challenge." 

      "No, Fred, the answer is hidden in secrecy there. Nothing will be revealed in 

London, and asking the question there will stir up a rats' nest. Irkutsk is nicely off the 

beaten path. Nor is it near the arctic. It is much farther south than Moscow," I countered 

him. "Nobody will suspect anything when I quietly ask a few questions there. Also, 

Africa is critical for Russia's survival. It is as critical for Russia as it is for the survival of 

mankind. Over 90% of Russia's territory will become unusable as soon as the cold cycle 

begins. Too much is at stake with the Ice Age question for Russia that warrants their 

every effort. And here in the USA the doors are all closed. NASA won't help us. Our own 

leading-edge institution appears to be locked down on this issue. NASA would have 

helped us by now if it could, but it remains silent. Science at NASA is a political game. I 



think there are certain aspects of Truth that NASA is not allowed to touch. I think the 

remnant of science, whatever is left of it, has more freedom to speak the truth in Russia." 

      Fred nodded his approval. 

 

      I came to Russia at the height of summer. The main part of the Institute was 200 

miles from the city, located in the mountains, in a wide valley. Radio astronomy seemed 

to be the big thing there. Still, I remembered someone from the Institute speaking about 

Ice Age cycles during the conference many years earlier at the Black Sea, at Suchumi 

where I had met Nicolai for the first time. I had felt a sense of dynamism in their interest, 

something that caused me to remember the Institute that he represented. I was surprised 

therefore that when I asked my question about that larger cause that Fred had referred to, 

that I hit a blank wall when I got there. I kept poking from different angles, but always 

came back that that wall that seemed to be as solid as steel: an iron curtain of a different 

kind. 

      I finally gave up and asked where I could rent a boat to spend the time I now had 

in abundance, suddenly, till my return flight, time for a holiday on Lake Baikal. With this 

question the tension eased. 

      "I have a boat. Let me invite you as my guest," said one of the scientists of the 

solar physics department. "I must warn you, though, I am not a fisherman. I just like to 

sail." 

      "I'm not fisherman either," I replied. "I just like to be on the water or nearby. My 

home is on top of a cliff at the edge of the Atlantic Ocean." 

      "Right on the beach?" the scientist said. Since I couldn't pronounce his name I 

never used it. "I have a cabin at the lakeshore, with some sand near a park, like a beach, 

which many people use in the summer. Would you like to see it?" 

      With his offer gratefully accepted we took the train back to Irkutsk and a taxi to 

the tiny marina where his boat was moored. "That's Russian-built. It's ten meters long," 

he said proudly. He had good cause to be proud of it. It was spotless, gleaming white, he 

even supplied the shoes that were required with sufficient traction, but which would leave 

no marks. 

      Once we ere out on the water the conversation changed. On the train he asked a lot 

of question about the beach back home and how I built our house on top of the cliff, and 

how we came to the beach in the first place. I tried to steer the conversation onto Africa 

and Helen, but he always veered away from this topic. Now, on the lake, he asked bout 

my interest in Africa, which led to Helen, which in turn led to Boston and the big 

question that Fred and I couldn't resolve. 

      "You are onto something that is not popular in the world of science," he said. "It's 

not a forbidden subject, but it is something that few scientists want to talk about at the 



dinner table of science, just as the vulva is not a subject that people want to address at the 

dinner table in the presence of noble company. The politically correct cosmology is the 

Big Bang theory and a Universe that started 13 billion years ago and hangs together 

exclusively by mass interacting with gravity. But is this true? Many people question this 

primitive way of looking at the Universe. But if one steps up and questions it, one puts 

the entire scientific establishment on the offensive. That is what Kepler did. He ran his 

head against the wall, because in order to get at the truth he had to overthrow the one 

fundamental false axiom that all the astronomer prior to his time were stuck with. The 

axiom was that the heavens are perfect, because everything on Earth is corrupt and 

imperfect. The havens being higher than the corrupt Earth had to be perfect, which meant 

that the orbits of the planets had to be perfect. This meant that they had to be perfectly 

circular, or be related to perfect circles. The trouble was that the evidence didn't support 

this perception. To make the theory work the astronomers before Johannes Kepler went 

through great contortions to explain why perfect circles cause imperfect orbits. They 

invented epicycles, which are imaginary circles upon circles, and invented epicycles upon 

epicycles, which altogether actually came quite close to match the observed reality, but 

the methods of inventing excuses to make a bad theory fit the observed facts is of course 

hilariously insane. However, all the big-name astronomers did this, such as Claudius 

Ptolemy, Nicolaus Copernicus, Tycho Brahe. Kepler changed this game. He overturned 

the false axioms and presented the simple and elegant truth. Kepler laid the foundation 

that enabled us to step onto the moon. But we are still stuck with false axioms," said the 

scientist. "All evidence points to the fact that the Universe is primarily a plasma Universe 

with large electric currents flowing throughout the galaxies and even in intergalactic 

space. Plasmas are perfect electric conductors, as every lightning bolt illustrates. The 

evidence for this is visible everywhere, on the smallest to the largest scale, from the 

lightning bolt to the Sun. The observed evidence is that the Sun is powered electrically 

from external galactic sources." 

      "You say that this perception is scientific heresy?" I interjected. 

      He nodded. "It is getting more and more risky to speak about these things, even if 

the evidence is all around you. Every Sunspot presents the evidence. sunspots occur when 

a chunk gets ripped out of the photosphere and get hurled into space in the form of solar 

flares. The center of the Sunspot is a hole where you can see down to the lower layers. 

We call it the umbra, but the umbra is dark. This tells anyone with eyes to see that the 

Sun is not heated from below, otherwise the umbra would be brighter than the surface. 

Since the umbra is darker, the evidence tells us that the bright surface of the Sun is but 

skin deep and is heated electrically from the outside. But nobody, in what is called 

respectable science, wants to acknowledge that." 

      "Did you ever read novels by H. G. Wells?" I interjected, changing the subject. 

"Wells was in many respects the intellectual father of the modern British Empire. He 

idealized the World-State as a global empire ruled by a small elite, a world without nation 

states, without democracy, and with science allowed only to the degree that it serves the 

empire, but being tightly controlled in its pursuit, including what is scientific truth. The 

goal is to prevent another renaissance of free thinkers and the real discovery of the truth, 

which became a mortal threat to the empire. Can you imagine what a renaissance would 



erupt if the electric Universe would be accepted and technologies be developed to simply 

extract electric energy from space? The empire would collapse. It would upset the entire 

oil circus that the empire controls and extracts a king's ransom of loot from. That is why 

you are not allowed to talk about it." 

      "The official word is that it doesn't exist," said the scientist. "But it does exist. A 

child can prove it. My dad showed it to me once. He took me to the electrical room in 

school where the big amps were located for the sound system of the auditorium. He 

cranked the sound up as high as it would go and asked me to watch the vacuum tubes. 

The anodes became red hot. He turned the sound down and the anodes cooled down 

accordingly. He told me that what makes them red hot is the effect of intense streams of 

electrons hitting the metal. Then he said that this is what lights up the Sun, with much 

larger electric currents of course." 

      "And that is how you became interested in solar physics?" I asked. 

      "Not exactly, Peter. Something else happened. My dad took me out on his boat al 

lot. One day we got caught in a rainstorm, and I mean a really heavy downpour." 

      "I know what you mean," I said. "We were caught in Hawaii once in such a 

downpour. While walking through the surf, the ocean seemed drier than the air. It rained 

so hard the water was coming up my nostrils." 

      "Exactly, Peter, that is what got me interested in solar physics. My dad asked me 

to imagine that each rein drop becomes a giant lightning bolt. 'That is what heats the 

Sun," he said. "I have learned a lot of things since that day that he didn't know. Did you 

know that the solar winds increase in speed the father they get away from the Sun, and 

they get hotter, not cooler? They start at 5,800 degrees at the surface of the Sun, and in 

their flight away from it the solar winds heat up to a million degrees while they accelerate 

their speed to 500 kilometers per second and more. I have my fun with this, needling my 

boss with this, the great Rostislav, poking at his thick hide. I keep asking him if he has 

discovered the antigravity machine yet. If you throw a rock into the air, it slows down 

and then drops back, right? Every kid knows that. But the solar wind particles don't slow 

down. They accelerate. Something powers their acceleration. The disciples of the gravity 

model, like Rostislav, say the cause is unknown. They have to say this, because their 

model provides no basis for it, but in the electric Universe the phenomenon is totally 

natural. It is expected. It would be surprising if it didn't exist." 

      "So you keep poking Rostislav to get him to look beyond his doctrine," I said. 

"Are you pushing him into a direction he cannot go?" 

      "Somebody has to wake these guys up. It can't be fun for them, Peter, to live in 

their dark world. I don't have all the answers either, but I do have the answers he is 

looking for. He is like Ptolemy in the 2nd Century BC, who was stuck with imposed 

axioms that he couldn't get away from, but had to make the Universe fit to them. The 

axioms were based on the religious doctrine that the Earth is the center of the Universe, 

and that the Sun orbits around it, and so do all the planets in orbits determined by perfect 



circles since the heavens are perfect. Since the Universe doesn't work that way, he made 

the evidence fit the doctrine. He came up with a remarkably ingenious solution. He 

invented the epicycles. His solution almost worked. It must have been agonizing for him 

that the Universe didn't cooperate and be fully compliant. It took fourteen centuries until 

the stranglehold of this doctrine was broken and Copernicus recognized the Sun as the 

central stillness with the Earth and Mars orbiting around it, but he still couldn't make the 

evidence fit without a bunch of highly imaginary explanations. The evidence didn't 

correspond with the doctrine of circular orbits, so he too had to fudge things that make 

the evidence fit the doctrine. Then came Tyco Brahe a few decades later, bowing to 

pressure so it seemed. He put the Earth back at the center. He also had the Sun orbiting 

the Earth. But he was allowed to have the planets orbiting around the Sun.  That is the 

kind of confusion that Kepler faced, who courageously said to hell with the doctrine - the 

Universe doesn't respond to doctrines but to principles - so let's look at the evidence alone 

and gleam the truth from it. He was able to do this, probably, because all of Europe was 

in a hell of a mess by then. The thirty years’ war had broken out. People were murdered. 

The doctrines didn't seem so important anymore. Kepler exploited the weak flank and 

made scientific history. The irony is that he didn't destroy the ancient concept of a perfect 

Universe. He made it more beautiful than it had ever been perceived. He recognized that 

the orbits were not simply circular, but elliptical and that they followed the amazing 

universal principle of equal area being swept out by its arc in equal time. He put on 

record that the Universe was much more lawfully arranged than anyone had ever 

imagined, and more beautiful too. Kepler discovered the harmonics in the ordering of 

planets, but not as a function of size or mass, but rather as a function of principles of 

harmonics. I keep telling Rostislav he needs to become a Kepler in astrophysics and let 

go of his Big Bang theory of the Universe that is full of contradictory evidence." 

      I just smiled. "The problem is, that those who own him won't allow him to have 

this freedom. We have the same problem in the U.S. Congress. The population wants the 

President and Vice President impeached, but the financial oligarchy, the bankers who 

own the money and with it own the parties and Congress, won't allow this to happen. The 

poor Congressmen get needled from both sides. The people demand impeachment, while 

the bankers hold out their wallet and scream at the Congressmen, don't do it! And so the 

country goes to hell. The whole country seems to be dragged into the temple of empty 

monetarism that affords no good to anybody, but tears everything down. So, tell me, what 

would happen to Rostislav if he followed your advice? He would kiss his job good bye, 

wouldn't he? The Keplers are outlaws in the world of empire." 

      The scientist nodded. "That is why we have to flee to the open waters of this giant 

lake before we can talk about anything real. I am an outlaw in this sense, and proud to be 

one. It doesn't make any sense to be anything else. The real Universe is too beautiful for 

one to close one’s eyes to, as Kepler knew very well. I asked Rostislav what causes the 

Ice Ages. He couldn't tell. We know that Antarctica began to freeze over some 5 million 

years ago. What caused it? Did the nuclear furnace inside the Sun begin to dim? The 

Earth has been hit with enormous Ice Ages in the distant past. What caused them? And 

then in modern times, three million years after Antarctica froze over the Earth became hit 

with an even deeper Ice Age that hit also the Northern Hemisphere in a big way, 

interspersed with these cyclical interruptions every 100,000 years that give a brief 



holiday from the cold, lasting for 10,000 years at a time. I asked Rostislav to explain the 

reason. He comes up with these wild theories, which I am sure he doesn't even belief 

himself, that are as strangely unreasonable as Ptolemy's epicycles. But in the electric 

Universe these puzzling questions are easily answered. The electric Universe is extremely 

reasonable since it is already acknowledged in physics that 99.999% of all the so-called 

matter in the Universe exists in the plasma state, as electrically charged particles. Matter 

exists in four states: as a solid, a liquid, a gas, or plasma. In the plasma state, particles are 

not bound into atomic structures, but are free flowing. 99% of the Universe exists in that 

form. The galaxies are vast structures of plasma, like immense streams of flowing electric 

currents, organized by various harmonizing principles. Our Sun, like all the other Suns 

attract the plasma flows, which in turn powers the electric plasma-fusion processes that 

make the Sun luminous. Ice Ages and climate cycles are easily explained as shadows in 

the galactic plasma flows." He looked at me questioningly, "Do I make any sense yet?" 

      I shook my head. 

      "It's so simple," he said, "but few people realize that it is. When I said that 

99.999% of the Universe is plasma, that was actually a gross understatement. Let me give 

you a sense of tiny we really are. Our Sun is a giant to us. It is almost 1.5 million 

kilometers in diameter. But with all its monstrous size it is but a tiny speck in the galaxy, 

as is our entire solar system, which is but one of 200-400 million solar systems in our 

galaxy. If I were to draw the solar system in its true scale on a piece of paper with the 

distance between the Earth and the Sun, which is roughly 140 million kilometers, 

measuring one centimeter. On this scale the finest dot that I could make with an 

extremely sharp pencil would represent the Sun. The Earth would be too small to be 

visible. Its orbit would be a mere 2 centimeters in diameter. Pluto, being the farthest 

planet, would be located on an orbit about a meter across, about as far as a person can 

reach with both arms stretched out. On this scale the nearest neighboring solar system, 

which is over 4 light years distant, would be six kilometers away and would be 

represented by another one of those faint dots that only a sharp pencil can make. That is 

how 'empty' our galaxy really is, Peter, which incidentally is considered a moderately 

dense galaxy. Because the numerous stars in the galaxy are so extremely small relative to 

their separation, the plasma flows in the arms of the galaxy remain relatively unaffected 

by the stars themselves, but not so by the surrounding solar 'weather' patterns. Galactic 

variances do happen, because the galaxy is constantly in motion. The disk of the Milky 

Way galaxy is a huge place, approximately 100,000 light years across - that's 160,000 

kilometers respective to our model. The galactic disc is about 1,000 light years thick. In 

this relatively thin disk, bout a hundredth of its diameter, all of the 200-400 billion solar 

systems reside, which all have their own 'weather' patterns that interact with the galactic 

plasma. As the spiral arms of the galaxy rotate, minor changes occur in their relative 

positioning which affects the plasma-flow pattern, similar to the moving shadows in a 

forest. These 'shadows' are reflected as variances in the plasma density that cause changes 

in the intensity of the plasma 'fire' surrounding the Sun. In times of great intensity, the 

surrounding plasma containment sheet raptures and portions of the photosphere are 

thrown out into space, forming solar flares and magnetic storms that shield our tiny Earth 

from some of the cosmic background radiation that ionizes the Earth's troposphere and 

causes cloud formation. When there are few sunspots, few solar flares, we experience 



increased cloudiness and colder climates as more of the Sun's energy is reflected back 

into space by the white clouds." 

      "Right!" I said. "I know about that. "In the middle of the last Little Ice Age, we 

had almost no sunspots." 

      "That's called the Maunder Minimum, Peter. The climate history of our planet is a 

roller coaster ride of big changes. 7000 years ago we had it so warm, with so much 

moisture in the air, that we had rivers flowing in the Sahara. But the changes don't follow 

smooth patterns. We have seen large variances of short duration, none of which the 

standard models can explain, just as they can't explain the long term patterns of the Ice 

Ages. These kinds of large, long term, and random short-term fluctuations are hard to 

explain within the framework of the solar fusion-furnace model where everything is 

controlled by gravity. The electric model presents to us a vastly more complex Universe 

of interacting forces, all acting on the Earth's climate, than we could have ever imagined. 

Now in the age of space probes and space telescopes we begin to see things that no one 

had any reason to suspect in earlier times.  We are now able to observe the 'solar 

weather.' The Sun creates its own weather systems. It creates its own plasma 'atmosphere' 

that extends twice as far into space than the Sun's distance to Pluto. But our Sun is a 

small and rather mediocre star in galactic terms. Some larger stars are 5000 times brighter 

than the Sun, each with their own correspondingly larger solar 'atmosphere.' Their 

'weather' patterns might represents huge balloons in our model, with some being tens of 

thousands of feet across on the scale of our galactic ballpark filled with hundreds of 

millions of such balls. In their multitude they do cast a fast sea of ever-changing 

'shadows' on the fabric of the galactic plasma flows that power our Sun and change the 

patterns of the cosmic background radiation emanating from those countless other Suns. 

All of these effects collectively affect the solar activity and the ionization of the 

troposphere on Earth, which affects cloud formation and variances in solar heating and so 

on, and thereby changes of the temperature on Earth. Climate changes are easy to 

explain, Peter, but hard to predict." 

      "The current Ice Age cycles seem to be predictable," I interjected, "occurring with 

clockwork regularity. Some say the time has come for the glaciation to start anew. Some 

say the start is already 500 years overdue. Others predict that the transition may begin in 

50 or a hundred years, or might have already begun. My concern is that when the 

transition begins we will be hit with a food crisis such as has never been seen on this 

planet. Our agriculture is keyed to the present warm climate. There is not enough land in 

the tropics to feed 6-10 billion people, or whatever the population may be at the time." 

      "If it's a consolation," said the scientist whose name I tried to avoid, "you are not 

alone in this dilemma. I had a big discussion on this very boat with one of our chief 

researchers on solar cycles. According to his observation the Sunspot cycles are getting 

weaker. The Sun goes through cycles of Sunspot activity as the result of the Sun flipping 

its magnetic polarity ever 11 years on average. The change in the magnetic field naturally 

affects the plasma flow. Magnetism and electric currents interact, as you know. Now the 

Sunspot intensity of these cycles is getting weaker. The current cycle started normally, 

but a third the way through it started to stutter and diminish. The next cycle may be 



delayed and then only develop partially. We simply can't predict what happens deep in 

the galaxy that affects us this way. It might be a blip. We have something like that 

recorded, dating back the 1700s, where it didn't last long. But it could also be the start of 

the major transition that is due. The only thing that is certain is that the transition will 

happen. The, when, is not predictable. But why should this matter, Peter? The writing is 

on the wall. Why aren't the preparations made to save civilization and potentially the very 

existence of mankind? They say the preparations are too expensive. In fact, living has 

become too expensive. Is money so important that we throw away everything for it, even 

life itself?" 

      "Now you are beginning to understand why I am here," I said quietly. "Do we have 

the century of warm climate left that we need to make the preparations." 

      "What a question is that?" said Bash. His friends seemed to call him, Bash, 

according to a card that I saw. "What does it matter how much time we have left if no one 

is prepared to start the work to prepare the world for the cold climate? And the hindrance 

is money. The blocking factor is money. The capitalist propaganda always has been and 

still is, that money is an asset that enables one to build things. The reality that I see, is 

that money is a bottomless hole that drains the entire civilization into its abyss. I am 

trying to say with this, that if you are seriously concerned about the dynamics of Ice Age 

cycles, you should be even more intensely concerned with revolutionizing economics in 

order that the preparations can be made to switch the world over to indoor agriculture. 

The tropics might support some outdoor agriculture, but not enough to feed 6-10 billion 

people, by a long shot.  Indoor food production is the only option we have, and for this 

we need a huge platform of productive economics. There is no room for the empty games 

of the moneychangers in an efficient economy. One simply cannot achieve large-scale 

production on a platform of emptiness. The temples of emptiness need to be closed. This 

must be the first rule of the principle of economics. The second rule is energy intensive, 

automated, industrial production, designed for the least possible labor input, because 

human labor is precious. It mustn't be wasted, but be developed and efficiently utilized so 

that there is room left over for culture, education, creativity, and individual self-

development. That is what it means creating a renaissance, Peter. But monetarist banks 

have no place in this world. Profits become redefined. Looting for profit ends." 

      "Of course, Bash, the world of economics requires a new face. The banks have 

become temples of emptiness. But the real fault lies not with the banks, as I see it. It lies 

not there, but in ourselves. We have become as isolated from one-another as are the stars 

in the heavens, and so no one fights for humanity anymore. Most people only fight for 

money. They fight to get more of its emptiness into their pockets." I began to laugh, then 

grin. We need to rebuild our native sense of intimacy and let it unfold into a strong unity 

again, provided we ever got that far. We need to do this now. That is what the Universe 

seems to have mapped out for us, and has made provisions for. We can't get away from 

that." 

      "And what might this be?" said Bash. 



      "It is something that might have come out of Africa," I said. "It is also that you 

cannot speak of at the dinner table. It is the vulva. A woman's vulva appears to be 

designed more for intimacy than for the process of procreation. Its most pleasurable 

element is located far from the entry point of the penis so that for many women vaginal 

intercourse doesn't rank very high. It is as if the Universe was saying to us: pay attention 

to the evidence and the principle it reflects. Isn't it saying to us that the intimate is 

essential for a deeply functional unity in society, and that this unity is essential for 

civilization to exist? We have become too isolated, as isolated as all the Suns are in the 

Universe, but we are affected by one another, just as the Suns appear to be so also. This 

means that unity is important, and for that the principle of intimacy is important. Thus the 

Universe has put a biological feature onto the table that is designed primarily to facilitate 

intimacy. The development of intimacy must have been key to our survival, because it 

appears to have shaped our genetic makeup with a profound element that is reflected in 

the vulva. This element was built up over millions of years. Many doctrines demand that 

one does not even speak about that, just like the truth was taboo in astronomy until 

Kepler came around, as you said, and discovered that the truth that had been denied for so 

long was actually amazingly beautiful. I can't help wondering if we might have profound 

parallel in astronomy to the vulva. On can't get anywhere without intimacy, either in 

looking at the Universe for its truth or looking at one another as human beings. 

Unfortunately, intimacy appears to be the very principle which science and civilization 

are built on, but which the builders of civilization and science have cast aside, while 

society can't escape the consequences of them doing that." 

      "Maybe you are not the first to say this," said Bash. "We had a cartoon in one of 

the local papers that you would have enjoyed seeing. It covered almost two pages. It 

starts with a giant trashcan labeled toxic waste. It had a skull and bones symbol above the 

label, and a list below of the kinds of toxic waste accepted for disposal. The list has 

communism on top, followed by monetarism, militarism, imperialism, cartelism, 

monopolism, globalism, Zionism, Catholicism, enlightenism, politicism, religism, 

fascism, and so on. The next scene shows the collection truck, heaped up high with trash 

and a crane dangling a rope down to the trashcan. The worker fastening the rope says, 

this might be the straw that breaks the camel's back. The next scene shows the truck with 

the can on top of the heap and the tires blown out and the workers sitting in front of it 

playing cards. A child comes along and puts a sign into the ground: Roadblock Ahead! 

The next scene shows an agricultural combine coming up to the sign and stopping. The 

farmer looks at it and shakes his head. The next scene shows the truck again with a young 

boy placing a second sign beside it: Repair Crew Needed! Far behind the combine we see 

a wall of ice on the horizon labeled: Ice Age. The next scene shows the farmer joining the 

card game. The ice mass is closer. The field behind the combine is withering. A grown 

man approaches, thin as a spindle, his shirt in tatters, caring another sign that he places in 

front of the sign that is calling for a repair crew. The new sign says in capital letters: 

EMERGENCY - SCIENCE WANTED! The next scene shows the crew and the farmer 

looking at the sign and looking up at the trashcan and at each other. It's a systemic crisis 

said one of the workers, because the last sign should have been posted first.  In the next 

scene an old man appears, a cane in hand, with another sign: Cleanup Crew Wanted." 

Bash laughed. "I think the cartoonist tried to say that science should have prevented the 

toxic waste in the first place and that it might yet prevent the entire scene from 



happening. It can easily help in doubling the world's food production. I think the cartoon 

stirred up a bit of serious thinking. Someone had even pasted the cartoon at the bulletin 

board at the institute." 

      "The cartoonist should have included ethanol in the list of toxic waste," I 

interjected. 

      Bash said it was included under the heading of fascism, as was false 

environmentalism, like the global warming hoax or the opposition to nuclear power. 

"Maybe you should look for fundamentals of sanity in Africa where the Ice Ages didn't 

break the continuity of mankind's long-term development. Maybe you still can find some 

traces there of the principle of intimacy that has become so widely rejected," said Bash. 

He began to laugh. "Unfortunately you face quite a challenge in this regard in Africa too. 

It appears that the British Empire recognized the importance of Africa in this regard some 

decades ago and wrecked the evidence. It took steps to wipe it out with AIDS, the Kiss-

of-Death disease that is specifically designed to target the principle of intimacy." 

      "I see you are aware of this," I interjected. 

      "Aware?" Bash replied. "This is a case of looking at the evidence. Of course you 

won't find a smoking gun, though some evidence suggests that it was put into vaccines 

and given to millions. This is as close you get to any real smoking-gun evidence. You 

find it by looking at the timeline. It's all in the timeline. In 1974 the entire Third World 

was declared a national security threat to the USA, especially the developing nations in 

Africa. With this declaration a policy was put forward by the USA to 'encourage' 

depopulation so that the developing nations won't use up their resources, which the 

empire claims for its own future needs. The study became policy in 1975. Three years 

later the first wave of the AIDS epidemic begins in the homosexual community in the 

USA in the wake of targeted vaccinations. A year after that a different type of AIDS 

explodes in Africa, a type that is designed to be most deadly in the heterosexual 

community. Then the propaganda machine gets rolling and blames a green monkey from 

the jungles of Africa for the entire mess. How did the monkey infect the homosexuals in 

Los Angeles and New York an entire year before the infections hits Africa? Do you 

believe in fairy tales, Peter? The entire AIDS project was deliberate from the start. In 

every case the target was sexual intimacy. The real target in Africa, the primordial cradle 

in the development of intimacy, was the principle of intimacy. Just ask yourself, Peter, if 

AIDS had a natural origin that is rooted in Africa, why did it erupt after two million years 

of human habitation there in precise synchronism with America's NSSM200 document 

that defined Third World depopulation as an official policy of intention. Mankind has 

existed in Africa for two million years, then suddenly, within three short years after the 

intention for depopulation is stated, AIDS happens in a big way and continues to happen. 

Kepler would call this timing coincidence physical evidence that shouldn't be ignored. 

Even Ptolemy would have seen this as evidence." 

      "I agree, they knew what they were doing," I said quietly. "They learned from the 

best, from the ancient masters of India that had created a religion that demanded female 

infanticide. The Vedas that demanded this, were written by the Aryan invaders back in 



1500-BC, and they were written outside the country, probably in Southern Afghanistan or 

Persia. The goal was to keep the population impotent and isolated from one-another so 

that it could be controlled by a tiny minority. The intention of the game was to rip the 

heart out of people. Can you imagine a mother murdering her infant at birth, or have 

others do it? That tears her heart out. I had heard from a historian that some warrior tribes 

made a game of it, throwing the infant in the air and cutting it the pieces with their 

swords as it fell. If that doesn't rip a people's heart out, what will? That kind of tragedy 

went on for two millennia that became known as the Vedic and Brahmanic Dark Ages. 

Civilization was nearly destroyed in this time. In fact, the wound is still bleeding, and it 

won't be completely healed for a long time yet. That is the background in which The 

British Empire cut its teeth, starting in the mid-1700s. Yes, Bash, they knew what they 

were doing in Africa, and their agent who guided the American hand was knighted for his 

success. AIDS was designed with the vulva principle for its target, the primordial 

principle for developing intimacy and unity. This principle always stands in the way of 

empire. The Aryans knew this. The British learned it from them." 

     "By targeting Africa they weren't really concerned about preserving minerals and 

other resources, were they?" said Bash. "They were after a bigger fish that threatened 

their existence and the dealt with it. But how did we get here? How did we to this from 

astrophysics? Did we get sidetracked into something irrelevant to it, or am I missing 

something?" 

      I hung my head in shame. "Forgive me. There is a deeper purpose for my being 

here which can't be easily wrapped up in questions. Also it seemed rather irrelevant 

earlier. But there is a link to astrophysics. The question is one of timing. We had a great 

pioneer of spiritual Science in America named Mary Baker by birth and Eddy by 

marriage. Her pioneering work began almost explosively in 1866 and grew into 

something big until her death in 1910. She was a farmer's daughter and a daredevil of 

girl. She was also a quite an extraordinary scientific genius. Even as a child she countered 

many of the ridiculous doctrines of the church of her parents." 

      "Ah, she was a Kepler, then," Bash interjected. 

      "She was a healer, Bash. She made a scientific breakthrough with discovery of 

what she called the divine principle of scientific mental healing. And so, as she became a 

healer she also became an outcast. Every church saw its doctrines threatened by her 

scientific proposition, which she had backed up with healing achievements. So she started 

her own church to promote her spiritual or divine Science. In the course of it she put sex 

onto the dinner table, as it were. Indeed, it appears that the principle of the vulva became 

the center of her work. Of course nobody will acknowledge that. Nevertheless, I found it 

fascinating and profound what she did, considering what we are facing today. So the 

question keeps coming up in my mind, whether or not there is a connection between her 

work and the work of James Croll. Croll was a kind of pioneer in astrophysics working in 

the same timeframe. His claim to fame was that he has put the Ice Age cycles onto the 

agenda for various types of scientific inquiry. The thought keeps coming to me that Mary 

might have been set up by the Universe to warn society to get serious about its greatest 

asset, its humanity, especially the principle of intimacy with our humanity as human 



beings, which is really a spiritual intimacy reflected humanly in countless ways, 

especially in economics." 

      "Wooh!" said Bash and raised his hand. "That's too big a mouthful to swallow." 

      "It is," Bash, "but is there a parallel to this in Plasma Cosmology?" 

      He shook his head. "The Electric Cosmology field is only 60 years old, maybe a 

hundred if you count the small beginnings. It is about as old as the Big Bang that was set 

up as a counter-theory to break the flow of progress. There is a movement alive against 

people looking for real principles. Contrary to popular perception, scientific progress it 

treated like the plague. People disappear off the radar screen that pursue this road." 

      "Ah, the hand of empire!" I said and began to smile. "Yes, it seems to be heavier 

today than in Mary's time." 

      "Freedom in discovering universal principles is not allowed, Peter. Those days are 

over." 

      "That comes from H. G. Wells," I said and smiled some more. "No one fears 

freedom more than the empire that controls us all." 

      "That is why there are so few free thinkers left, Peter, and why Plasma Cosmology 

is slandered as lunacy, as you say was Mary's Science. Did you know that the term 

lunacy comes from the history of astronomy? It refers of the cosmic theory of Claudius 

Lunarius, who put the moon at the center of the Universe and had the Earth, the Sun, and 

the stars orbit around the moon, as well as the planet via epicycles. His theory was 

deemed laughable, though it was no more in error that Ptolemy's and even that of 

Copernicus in a way. The point is that when you are off the mark, you are off the mark. 

What does it matter then how far off you are? But, off course, if lies are deemed the truth, 

then, if you even as much as whisper a word Truth, you're instantly declared a lunatic. 

That is how the slander mill works." 

     "And it works well when it comes to destroying the principle of intimacy," I added. 

"Of course the slander didn't destroy Mary, because she had the evidence of her healing 

work on her side. The proof was irrefutable. On that platform she stood as an authority 

and said some rather profound things, especially about intimacy, things that no one 

wanted to hear. She said under the heading of marriage: There is moral freedom in Soul. 

This is as close as she gets to putting the vulva on the plate for its principle of intimacy 

reflecting the principle of man's intimate unity with God, as a profound quality of being. 

Slander couldn't touch that, because the truth of it is lodged in each person's own heart 

and soul." 

      "Did she know that she defied with her daring the greatest pinnacles of power," 

said Bash. "Did she know how many countless millions of women had their vulva cut 

away or scraped away over the ages, and then the flesh sowed back together or held in 

place with thorns, and how many millions more had their vulva partially removed or 

mutilated? Yes, Peter, a great fear spans the ages that targets intimacy as a daemon, but 



deep behind the shadow of this scene of horrendous tragedy the hand that steers it is 

always the hand of empire with all the insanity this world includes. Mary was right. This 

needs healing. But was she successful in healing the world?" 

      "Who speaks the truth is not a dictator," I said to Bash. "Society has a 

responsibility for itself. Her healing was to open the door. Judy Chicago did the same 

thing. She put the vulva on 39 dinner plates with her art installation: The Dinner Party. A 

hundred years passed between Mary's time and her time. When Judy's Dinner-Party 

project was complete in 1979 it went on tour and was shown in many cities. Several 

hundred thousand visitors found themselves confronted by her invitation and challenged 

by it. It roused outcries and heaps of praise, but left no one indifferent. The vulva was too 

controversial. Intimacy was controversial. It took Judy Chicago 25 years to find a 

permanent home for her world-famous work. Two friends and I did a similar thing in 

Boston. Our lady put her vulva on the plate in real life at the world meeting of those who 

claimed to be Mary's followers. The response was thin. Intimacy is banned from the table 

where it was once a key element." 

      "It is banned, because the science that defines it is superficial," said Mash. "It is 

banned, just as the truth was banned in the days of Ptolemy all the way through to 

Copernicus. Science without Truth is a Universe without principles. Both are superficial. 

Superficial religion has become a terror doctrine that is killing the nations in the same 

manner as superficial science is killing the future. The global warming hoax employs 

both." 

      "Social intimacy is also encumbered by both," I added. "So you see, the wide 

world of astrophysics and the innermost world of intimacy are linked." 

 

      We left it with that. There was a great peace in sailing on Lake Baikal surrounded 

by the charm of green hills bathed in Sunshine, some call it the Siberian miracle. I was 

inclined to call it a pearl of nature. Geographically we were at the center of Asia, but still 

in Siberia. The Ural Mountains were as far to the East as the North Pacific was to the 

West and the Arctic Ocean was to the North where the Lake flows into via the Angara 

River, the river of hydroelectric power. Bash said that more than 300 rivers and streams 

flow into the lake. Sailing Baikal along the shoreline was like sailing between a scene of 

ever-changing mountains and an endless expanse of ripples glistening in the evening Sun. 

We sailed for five days, two to reach his cabin, one for him to show off his special 

paradise. Two more days would be required to get back to the Irkutsk. 

     "On the day of the 'local' excursion Bash said that many people see the lake as far 

more than just a than just a bowl in the ground filled with water. They developed an 

intimate correction with it. He said that some see it as a healer for its ability to heal itself, 

because it is not like any other lake. "Most lakes die out when algae and sludge build up 

into sediments that eventually displace the water. Few lakes live past 30,000 years of age, 

but Baikal is 25 million years old. It has a gentle mysticism about it. The mysticism is 

lodged in people's regard for it. Some see it as a wizard and a health-giver. Some call it 



the Old Man, or simply refer to its as, He! And all this is justified. The lake is special. It 

is alive down to its deepest point at 1600 meters, with special fish surviving there." 

      Bash didn't have to mention that the waters are among the clearest in the world. As 

for food for us, he knew where the fishermen were. "That's how I catch fish," he 

explained, "at the fishermen's store." 

 

 

      "We have to heal Africa," he said at one point. "Mankind has lived in Africa only a 

tenth the time of the age of the lake, just over 2 million years. It should be sprawling with 

life. Instead it is sprawling with death. Africa has the potential to feed the whole world, 

but it can barely feed itself. When I sail the lake, I cry for Africa within. I see its soul 

ripped out. It became a source of slaves, and gold, diamonds, oil, and now its food is 

exported while people starve. If we cannot heal Africa, this will be our future. The 

coming Ice Age couldn't be worse. You showed an interest in Africa to learn how to save 

the world, and I agree that would be a good start, but I also thing we have the train going 

backwards. We need to heal ourselves with the focus on healing Africa for only then can 

we discover what it means to be human. If Africa is not free, no one can be free. If we 

cannot roll back the hand of empire there, the same hand will crush us. Our leaders in 

Russia know this, and the leaders of China, and India, and Japan know this as well. We 

all have felt the heavy hand of empire, and so has America. The current empire is already 

a World Empire. It is hated around the world from bitter experiences. But hate doesn't 

heal. Hate doesn't cleanse any wounds. What will heal the great sea of humanity?" 

      "The answer lies in the evidence, Kepler would say," I reminded him. "Where in 

history did society begin to miss the mark and is still missing it? The Universe defined 

the mark for us. The mark is intimacy with our humanity. We broke that link. The 

Universe gave us a highly sensitive penis and vulva and with it the demand to embrace 

each other - though not as breeding machines - but as a model for greater intimacies with 

what we really are. The model sets the stage, but we act on the stage. Are we bad actors 

or is the stage broken? In ancient India the Aryan imperials burnt the stage down. They 

literally burnt their women alive. They didn't just demand female infanticide. They also 

allowed and encouraged the surviving girls that became women to be burnt to death for 

the slightest reasons. They burned their brides when the dowry wasn't rich enough. The 

burnt their wife virtually at will under the cover of adultery. The burnt the widows on 

demand of the Brahmins who then collected their property. They burnt their women as 

witches and they burnt them in mass rituals in times of war so that the enemy would not 

get them. This insanity was so great that it wiped out entire groups of people whose 

names simply disappeared, never to be spoken again. But most of that ended a thousand 

years ago. So tell me, why is the burning still going on? What is our excuse in modern 

times for burning down entire cities alive with people, or burning their food in 

automobiles, or burning their industries to the ground for free trade slavery as this 

happens in America? What happened to living like human beings? Have we forgotten 

who we are? We weren't born as beasts. Why do so many act like beasts? 



      Bash suddenly became motionless and began to stare at me as if he was made of 

stone. Moments later he used his hands to hide his face as if out of shame. 

      "Forgive me if I stepped out of line," I said quietly. 

      "It wasn't you who caused this," he said. "One of my coworkers recently returned 

early for her maternity leave. It just dawned on me what she had really said, without 

actually saying it. I found her crying in the lunchroom the day she came back to work. I 

sat down quietly beside her. She looked at me, wiped her tears away and then started 

crying again. 'I wish I would have given birth to a girl,' she said at one point." 

      "Why should having a baby boy be a tragedy?" I asked surprised. "My comment 

must have felt her like a bulldozer running through a china shop, as you Americans 

would say. What I said caused her a lot more pain, but why? I told myself to say no more. 

I just stayed with her, not uttering another sound. A few long minutes passed before she 

started speaking again. 'We had this beautiful baby boy. My husband and I had seven 

wonderful days with him," she said to me. Then she started to cry again. She said the next 

day everything that she lived for was suddenly shattered. She looked at me with her big 

sad eyes and said, 'you can't comprehend what I said, do you? I am Jewish. My parents 

and uncles are Jewish. My grand parents are Jewish. I thought a lot of the old traditions 

had been forgotten.' She said that the whole family including the uncles and ants came 

together for the 'ceremony' that started out like one of so many, all celebrating the 

newborn. In the flow of the ceremony, so she said, they took her baby from her arms and 

without warning one of the elders of the church, a retired medical doctor, performed the 

circumcision. She said in the lunchroom with tears flowing from her eyes that her baby's 

screams that day, would likely haunt her for as long as she lived. 'His scream in agony cut 

into my bones," she said, 'and into my soul. His screams sounded like he was being 

butchered, which he was.' She said that the screams stopped suddenly as if he had died, 

though he was still moving. She said that his mind had stopped, but not his struggles. He 

had merely gone into a state of shock when the pain had crossed the threshold to the 

unbearable. She said that an eternity later, when he came out of the shock he started 

crying again, in pain at first, the sad so it seemed, and eventually he sobbed for days. She 

said at the end, that he is quiet now. Only she was still crying. She was crying because 

the deep, intimate connection that she had with her baby for those precious seven days 

was broken, as though her baby had lost all hope. She said that with every look he 

seemed to be accusing her."  

      I nodded. "She cried as we should all cry," I added in a quiet voice. 

      "Fortunately the baby and the grown man later on may never know what has been 

taken from him," said Bash. "He won't miss, of course, what he never had known and 

experienced, but he can't escape the consequences of the loss. I have since been told that 

only men who have been circumcised as adults can recognize the great depth of their loss 

that turned out to be deeper than they had ever imagined, with a contrast, as one pointed 

out, is like night and day. Another spoke to me about feelings that were lost forever that 

had not seemed to be a big thing before, but once they were gone the scar left behind a 

dark empty void. One man said he would give his house away in exchange the get the lost 



feelings back. He said it's like seeing the world without color. I cried without tears for my 

co-worker’s boy for what was imposed on this helpless baby who was robbed of a whole 

world of 'color' at birth. He would never get a chance to experience that world of 'color.' 

It's been cut away. The loss is for the rest of his life." 

      "It's hard to tell what is the greater loss," I said. "Cutting the foreskin away 

weakens the sexual excitement, but before this becomes significant it demolishes the 

intimacy between mother and child, and the child and its family. It demolishes the very 

root of intimacy for the future adult. With largely diminished sexual pleasure, 

relationships tend to become superficial, hard, and brittle, but with the maternal link 

broken as well, the very soul becomes hard, superficial, and brittle. And so the entire 

society looses. The cement for unity doesn't come into play anymore. Cutting the foreskin 

off is similar to cutting out the clitoris and sowing up the vulva as has been done for 

centuries. It appears that these mutilating traditions have a debilitating intention standing 

behind them." 

      "The adult foreskin has several functions," said Bash. "Apart from it being a highly 

sensitive part in itself, complete with special nerve endings, it also serves to protect the 

head of the penis and the mucous membrane from becoming dry, thick, and increasingly 

insensitive from the continued exposure to dehydration and contact with clothing and so 

forth. The practice for cutting the foreskin away has probably been concocted for political 

reasons. The circumcision is demanded in the Bible and the Tora as a condition for the 

individual and society as a whole to be included in the Jewish covenant with God. But 

who wrote the covenant? It is easy for religious writers to concoct a covenant and place it 

into sacred scripts, and with it place it into the courts of God." 

      "Just ask yourself who had benefited from society becoming shallow towards 

another and insensitive in humanist terms," I said cautiously. "Who but the priesthood 

had such an interest, the scheming rulers of the religious empires. The covenant was 

perverted and society was induced into mutilating itself at the most sensitive level and 

wreck its ability to function according to the principle designed for a human being and 

the fullness thereof. It created an empty society, laying the root for a fascist society. That 

is what is wrecking our world today, especially the Middle East. It may be the reason 

why the Jewish people were chosen to do the British Empire's dirty work and why many 

of the major banks are Jewish. The people who have been robbed at birth of a great 

portion of their humanity, would logically become ideal servants for the banks that have 

become temples of emptiness." 

      "This means that many tragedies the world is suffering today have their design-

beginnings made by the hands of some corrupted scribblers of ancient days, breeding a 

nation of desensitized people," said Bash. "They've been breeding empty people as a 

matter of policy. They've been breeding cripples in terms of mankind's intimate humanist 

relationships, which they have been deprived of. My papa was aware of this. He feared it 

like the plague. My grandpa was terrified by it. That is why he fled to this lake and 

became a fisherman. He was a farmer before that time, in the Ukraine. When Lenin died 

Stalin wanted to fulfill the soviet dream and de-privatize the Ukraine. A kind soul with 

connections to the inner circle warned grandpa of a storm coming. He urged him to get 



out, to go far away, as far as possible. It took him years to understand what happened. 

De-privatization meant clearing the land of all those who had an intimate connection with 

the land as the farmers had who had lived with the land, not on it, for generations upon 

generations. Lenin had always feared the deep-rooted intimacy of people with something 

noble that he could not understand. It stood in the way of collectivization. Stalin sent in 

the circumcised to clear the land. He sent in his special secret police made up of empty 

people that had no intimate connection with the human dimension. 

      "My grandpa didn't call them Jews or Semites. These terms appear to have had no 

meaning to him," Bash continued. "He said such terms inspire hate, and that hating is an 

act of spitting in the face of God. He called the inflicted the children of the circumcision. 

He said this term is more correct and inspires a sense of compassion. He said that hate 

prevents healing what requires to be healed. He told me that when the holocaust started in 

the Ukraine thousands of farmers were shot every single day, tens of thousands on some 

days. The children of the circumcision stole the farmer's food and killed the farmers that 

had grown it. They killed them with bullets. They killed them with starvation. When it 

was over nine million lay dead. But in spite of this horror grandpa's heart went out to 

Russia. He cried for Russia, because he knew that the factory farmers who were trucked 

in to replace them had no intimate knowledge of farming and no intimate relationship 

with the land. He said the empty people only knew how to kill, but lacked the soul that 

creates - the soul linked to the cycles of life. Grandpa cried for Russia, because the 

famine that Stalin created eventually killed many times more people than the children of 

the circumcision had shot or starved to death. History puts the total to close to forty 

million. Grandpa observed all of this from afar. He built a house near the lake and 

instructed my papa never to leave the area for as long as Russia lived under the yoke of 

the Soviets. He always said that Sovietism was the design of the children of the 

circumcision, the servants of empire. I laughed at him. He urged me not to laugh. He said 

that Sovietism is a child born in the temple of empty hearts, born in the workshops of 

empire staffed by the children of the circumcision. I made fun of him." 

      "You are not laughing anymore," I said quietly. 

      "I laughed at my pa, too," said Bash. "We were told in school that we lived in the 

most progressive country on Earth, a country of people working for people. Papa just 

shook his head. He said that this isn't possible. He said that communism was brewed up 

in England in the high circles of the British Empire, the empire that became owned by the 

children of the circumcision. He said the empire was taken over by these empty children, 

children without a human heart. He spoke of the Rothschilds who were Jews, and 

likewise Lenin, and Trotsky, and others who were financed by the Rothschilds, who were 

Jews. But he never called them Jews. He merely called them as grandpa did, children of 

the circumcision, because he said the practice was not just Jewish, or even Jewish to 

begin with. He said that Marx and Engels were used by them as weapons for mass 

destruction. The masters of the empire wrote the Communist Manifest, which the willing 

stooges gave their name to. Papa said that even Hitler was 'educated' in the empire's 

temple of emptiness, in the psychological warfare institutions of the children of the 

circumcision. Yes, I laughed at him. I'm laughing no more." 



      "Did your coworkers tragedy shock you that deeply?" I asked. 

      "It was the final straw, Peter. The transition started earlier," said Bash. His face 

became strangely expressionless. "It began in the Science Library of the university in 

Irkutsk, nicknamed the White House. A protest meeting was held there against the 

planned invasion of Iraq. I and a friend had come there to hand out pamphlets explaining 

the principles of economics that a leading member of the of the Russian Academy of 

Science had published which featured articles of an American economist who understood 

the economic rape the British Empire had inflicted on the world. Apparently the enemy 

of Russia had understood this pamphlet better than I understood it myself. We had 

brought two bags of these pamphlets to the meeting. At the meeting, passionate speeches 

were made all ranting about the oppression of ideas in America. One person said, 'ideas 

give freedom to mankind. That is not allowed in America.' Another speaker complained 

that not a word is allowed to be spoken that vilifies profit and corporatism for profit, and 

war, and profiting from war. When I heard this I celebrated that at least someone in 

Russia had the guts to speak about the freedom of ideas, the freedom to speak the truth. 

Oh, how naive I had been to think that. At the end of the meeting, which was a rally for 

peace, I placed myself at the door and handed out my pamphlet filled not with complains, 

but with ideas centered on the development of human creativity and energy-intensive 

productivity that would enable mankind to be more effective in meeting the human needs. 

Wasn't this the real meat for war avoidance, a call for creating a cultural antidote against 

war? While I was standing there, handing pamphlets to people, I was grabbed by a man 

from behind. I was grabbed hard and forced away from the door. 'We do not want this 

anti-Semitic shit here, this poison literature, this slander against the Queen of England!' 

He ranted on and on as he pushed me towards the front entrance, down the stairs. He held 

me in such a tight lock that I couldn't turn around to see his face. I had my hands too full 

to free myself; one holding the bag, and the other holding a bundle of pamphlets. 'This is 

our meeting," he ranted on. 'You have no right to use our meeting to spread your trash. 

You have no right even to be here.' He didn't let go of me. He pushed me outside the front 

entrance. Nor did he let go of me until he had pushed me off the sidewalk. 'Anti-Semite 

swine' was the last phrase he uttered." 

      "You didn't resist him?" 

      "I was petrified, Peter. I was stunned. Never before in my life was I treated as 

someone lower than a human being. Oh yes, I had heard the term anti-Semitism before. It 

had meant nothing to me. From that moment on it did have a meaning. His voice was 

hard like that of the Nazi that I had heard speaking in movies. This was fascism speaking, 

not a man. I experienced fascism. Semitism had revealed itself as fascism. I never saw the 

man's face. He stood too close behind me. And what would I have seen? Fascism has no 

human face. He was honest about that by not showing his face. It was a shattering 

experience for me to be so treated, to be confronted by an empty man. There was not a 

trace of humanity in his voice and in his actions. That was the moment when I understood 

for the first time the awesome emptiness that grandpa had referred to when he spoke of 

the children of the circumcision, the children who had a portion of the humanity cut away 

from them at birth." 



      "And all of that came back to the foreground when your co-worker spoke to you?" 

I interjected. 

      "She was wrong when she supposed that I didn't understand her pain. I understood, 

Peter. What I had leaned at the university in my encounter with the world of emptiness 

also explains a lot of things that had already puzzled me for a long time previously. It 

explained the strange terror phenomena in Palestine where military snipers are frequently 

shooting unarmed kids on their way home from school, as a kind of sport, and where the 

mighty warriors in bullet-proof military bulldozers routinely bulldoze people's houses to 

the ground, often with the people still in them, or the mighty warriors are blocking 

peoples' access to hospitals when giving birth or when being injured, watching them die 

in the streets. That is the work of an empty people who have lost much of their humanity, 

who have become fascist in their outlook and towards other human beings. Their actions 

revealed that they had their humanity ripped away from them by a process over which 

they probably had no control, with consequences that they might not even be aware of. 

That's the tragedy, Peter. That's what I saw when the woman revealed her agonizing 

experience to me in our lunchroom at the institute." 

     "I think the tragedy goes far deeper than that," I interjected. "The tragedy you saw 

is rooted in a greater tragedy. Look at the evidence, Bash. The tears of your co-worker 

were shed for a crime that was engineered almost at the beginning of civilization. The 

crime predates Moses. If I remember my biblical history correctly, this crime was 

attached to the Abraham allegories. Abraham was a great national leader. He was the son 

of Shem, who in turn was the son of Noah, the famous survivor of the flood by the 

guidance of God. If you want to destroy a nation from within you attach the name of a 

great leader to the crime, and of course, above all, you also add the name of God. 

Somebody had understood this recipe way back in time and had used it to gain power 

over society by turning it into a nation of empty people. They did this by the destroying 

the very core of what the Universe has developed for civilization over millions of years to 

serve as a foundation that gives it stability, a foundation that expresses the principle of 

intimacy. The principle enables a lateral unity to be unfolding in society. Circumcision 

targets this core-element of civilization. The travesty of its destruction was perpetrated 

right at the very beginning of civilization, as probably the first act in the war of empire 

versus mankind. The travesty decapitated the deep intimate bond of a child to her mother, 

as your friend has experienced, and secondarily it disabled the development of an 

intimate sense of love in society. Out of this doubly tragic background emerged an entire 

nation that had committed itself to its self-destruction and to the destruction of everything 

around it. The process of the circumcision created a humanistically empty people, a 

people of beggars who are looking for the fulfillment in life in the wielding of power, 

wealth, and the resorting to rape, prostitution and the kind of homosexuality that is but 

slavery. Just look at the evidence, Bash. Circumcision and all of these tragedies go hand 

in hand. Oh, we scratch our head today over the horrendous crimes that are being 

committed in many parts of the world, which are totally alien to any intimate human 

sense of love for humanity. Like Ptolemy, we try to come up with epicycles to explain the 

evidence that otherwise doesn't fit. We call the epicycles Semitism, or fascism, or 

corporatism, and so on. But being weighed down by this toxic waste gets us nowhere. 

Your grandpa had it right. The mess we see today is but the accumulated consequence of 



the circumcision, a tragic error leading to a systemic crisis. It took the world 15 centuries 

until Kepler ended the darkness of confusion with unhampered science. Let's hope it 

doesn't take another 15 centuries again to link the evidence before our eyes to its cause 

whereby we become free once again to look at the Truth. As the cartoonist pointed out, 

we don't have 15 centuries left before the Ice Age resumes and agriculture becomes 

largely disabled." 

 

      "I have an old Bible in my cabin," said Bash. "In fact I have two. I have an old 

Russian one that my papa gave me, and an old English one that I picked up during my 

studies in New York. Can you show me the evidence that you mentioned, about the event 

where the greatest crime in the history of mankind began?" 

      I nodded. "I haven't come here to scare you," I said. "But we seem to be both 

learning something here that is ultimately significant to the recurring Ice Age cycles." 

      Bash turned the boat into the wind. "It won't take an hour to get back to the cabin," 

he said. 

 

      It took just minutes after we got back that to locate the crime scene, presented 

boldly in Genesis 17. The crime scene was less than twenty pages from the beginning of 

the great book, setting the stage as it were for everything that followed. 

      "Go and read the text to me aloud," said Bash "and I mean this symbolically. Read 

it like Kepler would read it. Alert me of the principle involved. Whenever a crime is 

committed a principle is violated." 

      "All right, I will read the text to the world," I said, and took the book to the porch 

that provided a 270-degree view of the lake, facing into the noon sun. "Here it goes: Let 

me read the entire chapter as the fiction writer put it down: 

And when Abram was ninety years old and nine, the Lord appeared to Abram, and 

said unto him, I am the Almighty God; walk before me, and be thou perfect.  

And I will make my covenant between me and thee, and will multiply thee 

exceedingly.  

And Abram fell on his face: and God talked with him, saying,  

As for me, behold, my covenant is with thee, and thou shalt be a father of many 

nations.  

Neither shall thy name any more be called Abram, but thy name shall be Abraham; for 

a father of many nations have I made thee.  



And I will make thee exceeding fruitful, and I will make nations of thee, and kings 

shall come out of thee.  

And I will establish my covenant between me and thee and thy seed after thee in their 

generations for an everlasting covenant, to be a God unto thee, and to thy seed after thee.  

And I will give unto thee, and to thy seed after thee, the land wherein thou art a 

stranger, all the land of Canaan, for an everlasting possession; and I will be their God.  

And God said unto Abraham, Thou shalt keep my covenant therefore, thou, and thy 

seed after thee in their generations. 

This is my covenant, which ye shall keep, between me and you and thy seed after thee; 

Every man child among you shall be circumcised.  

And ye shall circumcise the flesh of your foreskin; and it shall be a token of the 

covenant betwixt me and you.  

And he that is eight days old shall be circumcised among you, every man child in your 

generations, he that is born in the house, or bought with money of any stranger, which is 

not of thy seed.  

He that is born in thy house, and he that is bought with thy money, must needs be 

circumcised: and my covenant shall be in your flesh for an everlasting covenant.  

And the uncircumcised man child whose flesh of his foreskin is not circumcised, that 

soul shall be cut off from his people; he hath broken my covenant.  

      "This text has become the greatest destructive force in the history of civilization, 

and still is so to the present day," I said and closed the book. "Did you notice that in the 

story the circumcision wasn't introduced. The practice was already known and had a 

name. It was merely attached to the policy of the covenant. The writer seems to warn us 

that the whole thing is religious fiction created for a political purpose. Where the practice 

came from is not revealed, only that it pre-existed. Evidently we only see a tiny bit of the 

power flow that it became a part of." 

      "I see already more than I can bare. I see the Deir Yassin massacre," said Bash. 

"That is what the State if Israel is built on, an orgy of murder in which several hundred 

people were butchered to death. The barbarism started early one morning and went on for 

the better part of the day until everyone was dead. In the course of this rampage 25 men 

were loaded onto a truck and paraded through Jerusalem, and then to a quarry where they 

were shot. This is how the State of Israel began. Israel is a State that stands built on a 

crime against humanity, a crime that was staged as an act of terror by intention. The 

massacre of that day, of the Palestinians of Deir Yassin, is one of the most significant 

events in 20th Century, and this not because of its horror and utter brutality, but because 

it stands as the starkest early warning in the 20th Century of the calculated policy of 

intention to depopulate whatever areas the imperial game requires. Against the 

background to the Deir Yassin massacre over 400 Arab villages and cities were 'cleansed' 



in the resulting chaos of the mass-fleeing and expulsion of over 700,000 Palestinian 

inhabitants, all to make room for survivors of the Holocaust and other Jews from the rest 

of the world. The State of Israel was built on the destruction of a people that became 

refugees from their homeland and were forced to remain refugees for half a century 

already while the world did nothing to end the madness. The world saw their houses 

being demolished to prevent their return, and lifted not a finger. I heard that 125,000 

homes were turned to rubble in the orgy of destruction of those days that had the 

codename: 'cleansing the landscape.' And the village of Deir Yassin, where this post-

Hitler fascist holocaust began, was not even inside the U.N. designated area for the 

Jewish State. And so I see a state that is built on a crime against humanity. I grief for 

humanity. I also see that the ringleader of this crime became Prime Minister of Israel in 

later years. That is the tragedy that I see." 

      "Welcome to utopia," I said to Bash. "Welcome to H. G. Wells' brave new world 

of the World-State Empire. What you see is a beginning that is designed to become the 

model for Europe. The currently ruling oligarchy has plans afoot to turn all of Europe 

into its puppet World-State as a precursor for its universal World-State Empire. The 

European World State is planned to be set up on the platform of dehumanization. The 

human intimacy that has created the various nations on a platform of democratic self-

government within the framework of a unique cultural identity is about to be erased. 

That's the policy of intention. The intimacy of democracy ends. The intimacy of self-

government, a government by the people and for the people, ends. The national intimacy 

that took centuries to develop was the pearl of great price that was cultured out of the 

Westphalian Principle, the principle of the advantage of the other unfolding at the most 

intimate level of cooperation. In spite of all its flaws this pearl was a gem. What is set up 

to replace it is the complete opposite. The intimacy of self-government and cultural 

cooperation becomes now replaced with the cold hand of universal dictatorship. There is 

no sovereignty without intimacy, and no universal love expressed without sovereignty. 

The three are one. They are the triad of civilization that can stand securely on any terrain. 

Without them democracy ends. Take away one, and the structures of civilization falls. 

Society becomes criminalized. In the new World State, the citizen is subjected to a vast 

barrage of over 100,000 laws that no person can fully know, understand, and thus adhere 

to, but which all come with draconian penalties attached. The individual person thereby 

becomes a criminal by default, living in constant fear of penalties. Also there will be no 

recourse remaining for a person to defend itself. The age of national parliaments is over. 

The World State has the power to dissolve any national parliament, and why not, since 

the national parliaments no longer control anything. The European World State will 

become a sea of administrative regions run by none-elected bureaucracies. With the 

European World State, the ruling oligarchy gains for itself the largest military force ever 

assembled for the annihilation of the nations of Russia, India, and China. This, my friend 

is the significance of the Deir Yassin massacre. It has set the stage for a theatre of tragedy 

with an outcome that no one on this planet can yet fully fathom. That is what you saw, 

Bash, and what you didn't see. The European World State is not a utopian fantasy any 

longer of a deranged oligarchy. The laws have already been written and have been 

dutifully ratified by most of the European parliaments, which thereby voted for their own 

dissolution. Nor were the citizens given a choice in the matter, to vote for the World State 

or against it. And so intimacy, sovereignty, and universal love dies, and democracy dies 



with it, melting into a dictatorship that criminalizes its own people and threatens war 

against the world." 

      Bash shook his head as if in disbelief. "Are you saying that the Palestinian 

refugees were fortunate in that the had the choice to flee, while the 500-million 

population of Europe obviously does not have this choice. The world isn't big enough. I 

cry for Europe. In fact, I cry for you too. If that is the fate of Europe all of North and 

South America will become integrated into the World State Empire and become a part of 

it, and Africa too. This certainly adds a new dimension to the meaning of Deir Yassin, the 

village that no longer exists, that has been erased off the map like countless others." 

      "I see a still deeper roots beneath this tragedy," I said to Bash. "In order for the 

empire to get the world to commit itself to allow a Jewish-only state to be formed on 

confiscated land, an identifiable nation of brutalized victim had to be created first. 

Towards this end in imperial policy the Jewish people were set up to be abused beyond 

belief. They were betrayed by the masters of empire who understood their built-up 

emptiness within, which could be used for political machinations. Thus the Jewish people 

were drawn into a plot to restart World War I when the war had been virtually over, with 

Germany having had the upper hand militarily, which had offered peace. The Jewish 

people were drawn into the game to bring America into the war, both to destroy Europe 

totally and then to victimize Germany by forcing that nation into economic ruin. It was 

all the game of empire. At first the Jewish people were given the role of the masters of 

conspiracy, then there given the role of the victimizers of a nation, and then the role of 

becoming the victims themselves, all in the greater context of a policy by which they 

became the masters once again of still another hell that the empire wanted to have staged 

in order to keep the Middle East on fire as a target for its control. The Nazi holocaust 

wasn't Hitler's game. He too was but a victim, though one of little intelligence. The 

composer Wagner understood the game. He might have tried to warn him with his Ring 

saga trilogy. Wagner understood something of the larger game that was being set up. In 

the Ring cycle, a dwarf, a little man who had foresworn love, steals the primordial gold 

from the maidens of the River Rein. He forges a ring from the gold that would give him 

the power to dominate everyone, but the giants cleverly take procession of the ring in the 

opera. Thus the opera becomes a tale of power, of heroes, conspiracies, and mythical 

warriors. In the end, all ends up being destroyed and the gold is reclaimed by the 

primordial maidens of the river so that the entire hoopla was for no effect, but to destroy 

those devoted to a game that began with forswearing love. Wagner might have been 

seeing the Jewish people in this context, playing a futile role that would end in their 

demise as the opera had outlined, a game in which Germany too was assigned a role to 

play, a role of utter folly that it might never recover from, as Richard Wagner has laid it 

out." 

      "But civilization isn't an opera, Peter." 

      "Isn't it? It is presently a tragedy unfolding," I said. "The masters of the British 

empire understood the tragedy of the circumcised and played them like a fiddle. The 

masters had learned from the masters before them that had dominated India for millennia 

on a platform similar to circumcision. The Aryan invaders had used the holy Vedas as a 



tool to impose female infanticide that not only decimated a people, but also tore their 

human intimacy out their heart and soul. It took India a millennium to recover, in a 

healing that is not yet complete. The British masters of empire had cut their teeth in this 

tragedy. They learned the game. It would be surprising if they hadn't seen an even greater 

potential in the circumcised who were similarly locked by religious force to their own 

Veda-like holy texts and traditions that are perpetuated under the heading of culture and 

national identity, breeding a culture of empty people. The masters of empire could have 

never created anything as efficient by their own craft, as what had been handed to them 

on a silver platter. The children of the circumcision staged the infamous Illuminati on 

their foundation of unending emptiness. The term Illuminati refers to the light of Lucifer, 

the star that fell from heaven and became Satan, that had retained its radiance, but 

changed its 'color' from the brilliance of light to the creeping expanse of darkness and 

emptiness. The Illuminati was a mysticism turned into an organization devoted to the 

'light of emptiness,' a mythical paradox that promises almost word for word the substance 

of the covenant of the circumcised. The Illuminati say that whoever has the light of 

Lucifer, the light of this emptiness, is thereby conditioned to become the rulers of the 

world. And that came true. That is what we see. They feel no intimacy with their 

humanity as human beings. This is the definition for the fascist beast, the beast men of 

history, the devourer of all that is good and beautiful. They are the heroes that De Maistre 

had idealized in his essay describing the medieval execution of a living man who has his 

bones smashed to a pulp with a mace in order that his limbs could be woven into the 

spokes of a wheel where the man was left to die. That, too, is the face of the 

circumcision, Bash. But the whole empire is hollow. It is not possible to build a 

civilization on emptiness. It seems that Wagner understood this. Building on emptiness 

leads to immeasurable tragedy. The tragedy ends when empire ends, and the gold is back 

in the primordial river of universal love. The World State Empire is an element of this 

tragedy, and it will end by its emptiness. In Wagner's opera the end comes after a dozen 

hours of the most extensive operatic drama ever written. And so, the World State Empire 

dream won't end quickly either. But it will end. The only question remains, is how great a 

portion of mankind will perish in this fate. Does anyone know?" 

      "It seems the only factor that Wagner left out, is the Ice Age factor, the return of 

the Ice Age," said Bash. 

      "Maybe he didn't," I countered him. "Maybe Wagner's entire ring saga is the saga 

of the Holocene interglacial period as he saw it, from start to finish. Of course the saga is 

just a myth. The primordial river of universal love can be the river today, unmarred by 

empire. We are sovereign human beings with the capacity to determine our destiny. We 

are not a stone whose fate is determined by the forces that act upon it. We are the force 

that shapes the world, that makes history. We can be the river of love and develop a force 

out of the riches of our economic creativity that makes the Ice Ages to have no effect on 

us. Love is that force. That is what is at stake here, together with the two principles that 

support it: sovereignty and intimacy. Intimacy with our humanity, including cultural 

intimacy on the wider scene, are expressed in the form of sovereignty, the right to love 

and to love universally. The World State Empire aims to defeat this. Wagner was too 

blind to recognize this, as is most of society now. Wagner was too little a man to 

recognize the potential that we have before us with the triad of intimacy, sovereignty, and 



universal love. The empire stands almost alone in recognizing this potential. It fears it. It 

is determined to stomp it into the ground, to kill it. If Wagner had recognized this 

potential even slightly his ending melody for the scene of the river would have been 

infinitely grander than his starting melody was in the opening scene for the same river. 

But in Wagner's plot in the opera the starting and ending melodies are the same. The 

ending melody should have been vastly more majestic, reflecting mankind's victory over 

empire and the Ice Ages together and the rise of the glory of the principles of intimacy, 

sovereignty, and universal love. But Wagner didn't see this potential at all. This blindness 

renders him a relatively little man in spite of all his achievements." 

      "Now I am beginning to understand a few things," said Bash quietly. "You really 

do speak like Kepler would have spoken on this issue." 

      "Well, I am learning too," I said. "I am beginning to understand what Mary has put 

on the table that hadn't made much sense before, how we can get our humanity back; how 

society can rescue itself from a tragic fate. 

      "Picture this scene from a painting that Mary had commissioned," I continued. 

"The woman-scientist sits in a rocking chair, dressed in black, a crown of thorns is shown 

on her head, a cane in her hand. But the cane and the hand is strangely positioned. It is 

positioned right at the spot of a boy's genitals. The resulting scene appears as though she 

grabs the boy's penis and holds it in her hand. The boy is alive. He holds the book of 

science near her head and reaches it up to old theology. But the old and supposedly wise 

preacher does not reach out to accept it. Maybe Mary did not come to warn us of the 

impending Ice Age. Maybe this was too insignificant a thing. Maybe her task was to warn 

mankind of the tragedy of the mutilation of its penis, its intimacy, its innermost identity, 

which needs to be healed. Of course nobody listened to Mary. Nobody saw the tragedy 

unfolding that we are up to our ears in now, which could have been still stopped in her 

time, which became a century of war, a dance of madness powered by the emptiness 

created with the help of countless children of countless forms of circumcision, all being 

used and abused in the quest of empire to build its infamous World-State Empire 

dictatorship that H.G. Wells had always wanted to have set up." 

      I told Bash that Mary had created a 16-part poem, corresponding to what she may 

have recognized as 16 essential principles. For these she had commissioned paintings as 

illustrations. I told him that the scene that I had described is one of them. 

      "There is another scene associated with this one scene," I added. "The other scene 

shows the angel of Science in white robes, her right shoulder bare to the bottom of her 

breast. Her left hand is at the doorknocker on the door of the house of mankind. The 

doorknocker is made in the shape of a man with folded hands in front of him that are 

serving as the clapper hitting the genitals. Mary called this scene: Truth versus Error. As 

this scene leads to the next scene we see a luminous crown representing Science. We see 

light flooding through its center. The light illumines a dark cross in the foreground. This 

is the cross of the murder of Jesus at the hands of the Jews protecting their empire. But in 

the middle of the painting is another cross. It is the cross of the murder of civilization. 

There are nine black birds surrounding this cross. Correspondingly Mary defined nine 



names of the historic children of Jacob, the first named children of the circumcision. 

They all bear reference to Jacob's own story whose name was changed to Israel. And as 

one might expect from the psychological turmoil that comes with the cutting away of a 

part of a person's humanity, Jacob was a rat. He conspired with his mother, deceived his 

father, cheated his brother, and then fled the consequences rather than facing up to them, 

healing the wounds. In his flight Jacob came to his mother's brother, by whom he was 

cheated in return, who by his own brand of trickery sold him two of his daughters into 

marriage in exchange for seven years of Jacob's labor for each. Out of the resulting multi-

spousal chaos a society with little humanist intimacy results. What would nourish the 

budding relationship to one-another doesn't exist. Altogether twelve children were born 

in this 'empty' double marriage. Mary defined the names of nine of the children. The nine 

names are represented by nine dark birds surrounding the cross of the murdering of 

civilization. But in defining the names Mary presents a healing story that is reflected in 

the competing mothers' search for their identity as human beings amidst this scene 

dominated by emptiness. The healing of the two wives, in time, becomes also reflected in 

the healing of Jacob. The healing becomes indicated by his new name, Israel. Jacob had 

become a new man in the flow of his healing of emptiness. But his personal healing 

hadn't been shared by his sons. The sons of Jacob remained loyal to the emptiness 

imposed by the circumcision. With their swords held high and deceit in their heart the 

empty children chose an empty path. A nearby city, a city of the uncircumcised, though 

the people spoke kindly to the children, fell victim to the children's sword. Jacob was 

appalled at his sons' brutal murdering of the city's men. 'You have made my name to stink 

throughout all the land of the Canaanites,' he scolded them. Apparently the sons were not 

moved. They might have said to him, 'what does any of this matter, we have God on our 

side, we are the New World Order. As Mary had laid it out, the term, Children of Israel, 

did not apply to Jacob's sons, the sons of the circumcised, with the possible exception of 

two, Judah and Joseph." 

      "But was this really all the result of a conspiracy, Peter?" said Bash. "Look at the 

timing. The circumcision is put on the table with Abraham who came onto the scene after 

the great flood that we cannot date or verify, in which most everyone died. There might 

have been a large flood in the three-river basin of Mesopotamia some 7000 years ago. 

This was the time of the Holocene optimum when we had rivers running in the Sahara. 

Floods were probably common. However, a written language might not have existed to 

record such events and the spiritual developments surrounding them. God's covenant with 

the remnant of the people that survived a major flood of this type might have been a call 

put forth by one of the spiritual leaders of the time, such as Abraham is portrayed to have 

been. He might have presented a spiritual platform to the people that would cause them to 

look beyond the material crisis to their spiritual roots. He might have counseled them to 

look past the flesh to the very heart of their being, to what God is and has provided for 

them. Such spiritual calls apparently were not uncommon." 

      "Jesus did this routinely," I said in a matter of fact kind of tone. "Jesus always 

peeled away the material surface and looked deeper for the spiritual cause, and then 

brought it out in healing. Are you suggesting that the ancient counsel might have been the 

same, but was misunderstood? In this case, as the result of a misunderstanding, the 

people turned a spiritual metaphor into a surgical procedure, cutting off the flesh that 



covers the core of their sexual identity. Jesus had often said to the people about his 

spiritual imperatives: do this and you are my disciples indeed. Abraham might have said 

something similar, but the people of the remnant of the flood might have seen this as a 

covenant over time that involved the physical cutting away of the flesh, believing that 

this would make them special to God above all the people on the Earth who did not 

follow this procedure." 

      "That's what I'm thinking," said Bash. "The circumcision was evidently a 

misunderstanding of something that was purely spiritual and profoundly beautiful, but 

which shallow perception gradually turned into a brutal ritual and later on into a 

murderous campaign. I can't see this historic tragedy in any other way than being rooted 

in a misunderstanding. It makes no sense otherwise. God certainly would not have 

counseled his people to mutilate themselves in such a tragic fashion. That would have 

been like an admission by God, the Intelligence that is the essence of the Universe, that it 

made a design error and is humbly required to request the people to apply an engineering 

change to themselves. This paradox would not be in accord with the nature of the 

Intelligence of the Universe. Such a tragedy could only have resulted from a 

misunderstanding. Nor do I believe that the kind of complex conspiracies that would have 

been required to create this tragedy on purpose were on the agenda in ancient times. This 

complex kind of treacherous sophistication didn't likely exist at such an early time. So, all 

of this leaves us with only one reasonable cause standing; namely that it was the result of 

a misunderstanding built on shallow perception. That is how I think Kepler would have 

seen it. Everything that followed this first ancient tragedy became a convolution of role-

playing, myths, traditions, religion, nationalism, and ceremonies all mixed together. The 

Aryan horsemen, which may have crossed paths with the circumcised people on their 

way to India, would likely have recognized the debilitating effect of the tragedy of the 

circumcision. They may have utilized it, but not against themselves. They imposed a 

similar tragedy on their women in the form of female infanticide, which probably tears a 

mother's heart out just the same. Female infanticide and the persecution of women 

became the religion of the Vedas and the religious code for dominating all of India for 

2,500 years."  

      "The tragedy in India has been largely healed by now, but how do we heal the 

tragedy that still lingers on? Zionism is rooted in the ancient joyous dance of the children 

of the circumcised. It is a tragedy that the victims seldom even recognize as a tragedy, but 

see it as bliss. Nevertheless, the psychological emptiness remains upon them in the form 

of a 'life without color' as someone has put it to you, Bash; someone who has experienced 

the difference. This emptiness, whether it was seen or not by the adherents, has effects 

that are tearing our world apart. It became the center of every holocaust, and the center of 

a poisonous acid rain of hate erupting in the shadows of those holocausts, mostly 

becoming a hate against Zion itself. The hate against Zion needs to be halted. The world 

needs to be healed of all hate. We cannot live with hate. And the emptiness that stands 

behind this scene needs to be dealt with as well. For nearly four centuries this emptiness 

has inspired the Anglo-Dutch-Venetian oligarchic, world-devouring Empire. The empire 

became the temple of emptiness in its shadow. We can't live with its dark satanic 

emptiness anymore. It gave us two world wars, a cold war, and a new war that is already 



being set up under the World State, which will likely become a giant war that we cannot 

survive. Somehow the cause for all of this needs to be healed. But how?" 

      "That's easy," said Bash. "You can heal a human being, but you can't heal the 

empire. The empire is not human. You can heal mankind of the disease called empire by 

cutting the tie between the two and let the empire drive itself to oblivion. Thus you heal 

mankind. And with the empire out of your hair, which for centuries has set the world 

against one-another, the human scene will heal itself, which is natural for human beings." 

      "You are right," I said. "Thank you my friend for pointing this out. What we see 

today is not indicative of mankind. Our own tragedy is that we have not seen the face of 

mankind without the hand of empire shaping it. With that hand removed, the healing will 

be quick and natural, and we will likely be surprised by the outcome. But the universal 

healing still remains to happen. We are not there yet. Today's age is still marked by the 

image of the beast that is priestess in the temple of empire, the temple of emptiness. We 

have yet to discover the real human identity. Today's zeal in the shadow of empire is 

moral madness, the clamor for war, the dying sense of humanity that hails the midnight 

and tempest. Who even aims for a healing in this empty world? To whom does the 

looming Ice Age matter? Does anyone care?" 

      "I care," said Bash. "But it is hard to apply science to this healing." 

      "Maybe it isn't?" I said. "It certainly shouldn't be. There was a Mary of old that 

was the mother of Jesus. But between then and now, a new Mary arose, and with her 

divine Science came to the foreground. This gives Science today the potential to become 

the Bride of the Christ. Kepler set up a stage. Now we have the challenge to begin living 

on that stage. As our new home, the stage should be free of toxic waste. Don't you think 

this is possible? Your co-worker’s tragedy aroused a rage that became hate, but is it wise 

to hate a baby who is but a victim of an ancient process carried out by men who were 

themselves abused. Many names have been attached to the process that created the 

tragedy. But in the end when all the names are peeled away, the truth remains that society 

fell into a trap of its own creating, one of many traps, which it is still stuck in and needs 

our help with, the help of science to find a way out of it. Circumcision, or no 

circumcision, a human being is still a human being. If the first step of your front stairs is 

damaged, do you abandon the house? You deal with the damage. The damage that has 

been caused in ancient days can be repaired. And so can the tragedies be overcome 

resulting in modern times from this ancient damage. The modern tragedies are mostly 

artificial anyway, being perpetuated and intensified, through role-playing, brainwashing, 

and the like. The empire maintains psychological warfare institutions for this purpose that 

rank among the most sophisticated brainwashing centers in the world. The empire's 

controlled entertainment and news media falls into this category also. These media 

should be classified as mental concentration camps for the annihilation of a person's most 

intimate sense of humanity. Are we not all victims of this process? Should we hate 

ourselves and one-another for this and cower in fear? Or should we not rather rouse 

ourselves to uplift our most intimate sense of humanity that has been diminished, and 

recover what it takes for us to be primarily human beings, the children of a divine 

humanity, the sons and daughters of God. Mary Baker Eddy defined the term 'son' in the 



sense it was used in ancient Hebrew where a month was called 'the son of a year.' Thus 

the divine sonship is not 'attached,' but constitutes a part of the whole in a deep unity 

between God and man. And that defines us." 

      "In this case the slightest sense of hatred in any context is a hatred of God, a hatred 

of the Universe in which we have our being," said Bash astounded. "Who on Earth will 

agree with you on that?" 

      "What difference does it make who agrees?" I defended myself. "Did Kepler care 

about that? The truth is the truth. The lightest sense of hatred is a slap in the face of God. 

Why would we do this? It makes no sense. So let's stop it. The slightest sense of hate, the 

moment it raises its ugly head, should rouse a sense of love to replace it, to flush it out, 

because love, after all, reflects the principle of the Universe as an element of Truth. The 

Universe wouldn't exist without it. Why should we attempt to do this then? It makes no 

sense. We should walk on this Earth as being clothed with the Sun and uplift one-another 

into this light. And it shouldn't be a process of mental theatrics, but should result from 

our scientifically acknowledging our identity as human beings, endowed with divine 

qualities second to none. Hatred destroys this identity. It is an error, creating other errors 

in a chain-reaction collapse into madness. Intelligent, universal love can reverse this trend 

and cause a chain reaction of unfolding sanity and humanity, because Love reflects the 

Intelligence that is the most fundamental element of the Universe. Love reflects the 

intelligent relationship of God to man as a part of the Universe." 

      "Of course, hate makes no sense," Bash interjected. "If we are more than just 

children of the Universe, but offspring without infancy in an constantly developing 

Universe, hating would be synonymous with slapping our own face. It would indeed be 

synonymous to abandoning the house when a step of the front stairs is broken. This 

means we live in a lateral relationship with the Intelligence that is the Universe. The 

term, offspring, suggest a lateral relationship." 

      I nodded and began to smile. "I wonder how far back in time the astronomers 

realized that the entire solar system exists laterally on a single ecliptic plane, and likewise 

the galaxy, which is essentially a thin disk, a kind of lateral array of stars. It appears that 

the whole Universe is fundamentally lateral in nature on the galactic scale. The quality of 

a profound principle is reflected here, which is also a spiritual quality. Jesus declared 

himself the Son of God, and in the same breath as it were, also the son of man, defining a 

lateral plain of relationships. I see it as a single divine principle being reflected in all 

aspects of being." 

      "Ptolemy's largest error was that he put the Earth at the center of the Universe, 

below the heavens, because the church proclaimed that the Earth is corrupt. 

Consequently, it had to be the lowest place in the Universe, so that the heavens could be 

deemed perfect. This single terrible comment on mankind excused every vice and crime 

as being imbedded in the nature of man. Kepler laughed at this nonsense, Peter, and put 

the Earth into the heavens like any planet orbiting the Sun. With this he didn't degrade the 

perception of the heavens, but revealed a more profoundly beautiful Universe governed 

by perfectly harmonizing universal principles. Now you seem to say that Mary challenges 



us to live up to this scientific truth by bringing mankind into the same picture, thus 

stopping the perception of mankind being inherently corrupt and to see ourselves as part 

of that beautiful and perfect Universe that is governed by harmonizing universal 

principles. Is that what you are saying?" 

      I nodded and almost laughed. "Don't you think the time has come for the 

Ptolemaic nonsense to be purged from the self-perception of mankind? Why should an 

error persist when the truth is known? There is a singular Intelligence reflected in the 

Universe. The Universe and all aspects are one. The Universe is not a circus of 

contradictions or contradictory principles. The perception of contradictory principles is 

Ptolemaic nonsense." 

      "This isn't taught in any school," interjected Bash. 

      "This can't be taught or learned in a school, Bash. This has to be discovered 

individually by looking at the evidence. Kepler looked at the evidence and wrote a book 

about it, and so did Mary. Kepler said that he didn't care whether it would take society a 

decade or a thousand years to agree with him. He simply said that he discovered a 

profound truth and was able to prove it. He sorts of made it plain that he didn't need 

society's certificate of recognition. It was the other way around. Society needed his 

discoveries. Certificates don't mean a thing beyond the level of a Bachelor's degree. 

Anything from that on is one's own responsibility. Mary understood this perfectly." 

      "But this turns the entire education system upside down, Peter?" 

      "No, it turns it right side up," I countered. "Ptolemy was limited by what the elite 

had certified as the truth, just as we now see it in respect to the Plasma Cosmology versus 

the Big Bang. Ptolemy's certificate of education placed a stranglehold on him and on 

science itself. Kepler threw this stranglehold to the wind as did Christ Jesus. Jesus 

recognized himself as being born to speak the truth, to represent God to humanity. And 

he did exactly that. He expressed the highest type of divinity that a human being could 

possibly express. The church saw itself challenged. He spoke with authority without 

being certified by them. How dare he! And more than that, he expressed the ideal man 

that he represented with a great flood of healing, which the certified elite could not. And 

he left it with that. He said, like Kepler did, and Mary did, that future ages will declare 

what the pioneers has accomplished. This is the mark of every pioneer that tore up the 

stranglehold of certification, called popular belief, who becomes certified instead by what 

lifts society's perception of itself into a brighter light." 

      "What you are suggesting requires a great deal of discipline," Bash interjected. 

      "Discipline is another name for freedom," I replied. "Our loving puts us into the 

land of freedom, but discipline defines the way. Science is nothing without it. Jesus was 

called the Christ. Jesus was his common name, like Joshua. What set him apart as a great 

man of profound achievements was his discipline towards the Truth, the Christ quality of 

scientific honesty in respect to the Truth, especially the truth of mankind's divine nature. 

The term, Christ, was not a title, but an acknowledgment by society of his absolute 



scientific discipline in reflecting the unity of God and man that was also their unity. The 

term, Christ, reflects a disciplined commitment, even an awesome commitment, to reflect 

God's spiritual nature. Jesus became the embodiment of this commitment - always living 

at the edge of Truth no matter the difficulties and the nature of the challenges. That is 

why Christ Jesus was called by some people, 'Godlike.' This is also our challenge and our 

opportunity, because the Christ is what we are truly capable of. That's the nature of 

mankind." 

  

       "Are you saying that we are battling a crisis of identity in the modern war-torn 

imperial world?" said Bash. 

      "Maybe not a crisis," I said after a few moments of searching for a way of stating 

the challenge before us. "It's more a challenge of putting the substance where it belongs. 

Two millennia ago the world started a new timeframe that denotes the beginning of the 

Christ era. The masters of empire responded with beating the identity of mankind back 

into the ground. The dark ages were the result. But slowly mankind is claiming its 

identity back. This is ongoing today. With this in mind it is obvious that the Christ idea 

and the acknowledgement of it didn't start at Christmas day at the years zero. As an idea 

it extends through all time. The ancients had gotten a sense of it, but the dawning goes 

on. It crossed a certain threshold two millennia ago, but it has no limits. The same sort of 

thing happened in astronomy. Look at the difficulties the ancients encountered. They 

were looking a cosmic background that was always in motion. Against this background 

they saw some wanderers in the heavens that played their own game. And so the idea 

emerged that there were planets nearby. But the planets didn't cooperate in the way they 

thought they should. It took mankind 1500 years of looking at the sky before the 

recognition dawned that they were observing a Universe seen from a rotating Earth that is 

in an orbit on a path that is always changing pitch and always changing speed, looking at 

planets that are likewise in orbit with a changing pitch moving at different speeds that are 

constantly changing. It took mankind 15 centuries of looking at this puzzling evidence 

until the real nature of the solar system was recognized, which incidentally no one has 

ever seen or could see, which can only be seen in the mind. The same thing happens with 

the dawning of our spiritual identity as human beings of which there is only one reality 

possible. This one stands against a vast sea of false hypotheses. Nevertheless, as progress 

takes us to ever greater discoveries of the quality of God and man the scene gets brighter 

and the horizon clearer. And still there is no end of it. There is always a new point on the 

road of progress, but never an end-point." 

      "That is like getting away from the Big Bang Cosmology into something real 

where the adventure and excitement never ends," said Bash. "The Universe is in an 

unending state of development, and neither are we. I guess this is how out identity must 

be seen, because ultimately the nature of our identity must reflect the developing nature 

of the Universe. We are not moving towards an end-point, but towards coincidental 

being. Science opens the path to that recognition. The identity of the Universe is our 

identity. The identity of God is our identity." 



      "Anything less is self-denial," I added. "That is how we get out of living the dream 

that mankind are the children of mortals instead of the offspring of an unfolding process 

of spiritual self-development. We have already entered the new dimension that is defined 

by spiritual quality. What has been achieved in the brief period of the Holocene, the 

current interglacial period, is proof of that. Sure, we, mankind, rampaged through few 

millennia of that period like mad bulls, wrecking and killing one another, but we also 

discovered the principle of loving that puts us into the land of freedom. The Thirty Years 

War wiped out a third of the population of Europe, but we shut it down with the 

discovery of a single principle, the principle of the advantage of the other. We gave to 

one another what we all most needed, sovereignty, security, respect, forgiveness of 

atrocities, forgiveness of debts. We gave to each other the identity of a human being. It 

created a renaissance." 

     "But, Peter, the British Empire set out to wreck this principle like a mad bull, and it 

is still at it, and has so far succeeded." 

     "Sure they have," I interjected, "but the grand principle that they fight against, the 

Principle of Westphalia, established a new standard that will always be there. Just as our 

loving as human beings puts us into the land of freedom, the structure of empire reveals 

itself as a temple of emptiness. There is nothing there. It is not a power. It creates not an 

iota of good. It can only steal and destroy. Its fascism illustrates its absolute bankruptcy. 

Its illuminatizism screams that wrecking the world is not enough. It has become a temple 

of fear and a temple of terrorism, whose priests fear intensely for their existence. They 

reach for the light of Lucifer, referring to the ancient myth of the falling Morning Star 

that became Satan and retained its radiance, the radiance of death in which the children of 

the Illuminati dance. Illuminatizism is the dance in the temple of hell, the temple of 

looting, the temple of human sacrifice, the temple of depopulation. Illuminatizism is the 

circumcision taken to ever-deeper levels and to the extreme. It is wrecking every step of 

the front stairs to the house of humanity. It is playing the devil's harp, the harp of the 

midnight hour, reveling in the environment of darkness and emptiness, which its priests 

call light and proclaim that this 'light' makes them the only people fit to rule the world. 

They play this harp for all its worth." 

      "Are you referring to the HAARP in Alaska, Peter, the empire's harp for a new 

type of war?" 

      "This is not a harp, this is treason, Bash. What you are referring to is a crime 

against humanity, a weapon of mass destruction and world deception. It is an earthquake 

machine, a weather-warfare weapon, and a weapon for the disruption of the mental 

function of an enemy society. It's already been used for the first two functions. They just 

haven't dared the third one yet. Earthquakes are easily triggered. It has long been known 

in the oil industry that beaming radio waves into the ground at varying frequencies causes 

the underlying mineral formation to resonate. They resonate like a guitar string that is 

plucked. That is how the oilmen find oil-bearing layers. But they only need thirty watts of 

power to get the layers in the ground to resonate at the frequencies characteristic of their 

makeup. The oilmen sent a faint radio signal into the ground that plug the strings of the 

various layer and listen to the tones coming back. That is how they can tell what is down 



there. It's an active-type of exploration. They ping the earth and listen. The HAARP does 

the same thing with a billion watts of power. The resulting resonance causes the tectonic 

layers to become 'fluid' and slip, and release built up tension. Huge earthquakes can be 

triggered that way with ease. The empire uses this active intervention timed to the flow of 

political events to study the reactions of the targeted nations. That's typical for the 

operations of empires. One of the empire's leading agents, in organizing the madness of 

the Vietnam War, is quoted to have said about his involvement, 'what interests me is what 

one can do with power.' He should have said, 'what interests me is what sheer insanity 

can accomplish.' He turned the Vietnam War into a laboratory of active intervention, but 

nothing good came from it. It never does." 

      "I know all of that," Bash interrupted. "That's what the HAARP got its name from. 

The acronym stands for High-frequency Active Auroral Research Project. It is a 

technological platform for ultra-high-power active intervention, which is classified as 

research. But do you know what 'active' really means, Peter? There is a lot of passive 

research done in studying the ionosphere. For example, I conduct passive research when I 

look you into the eye to observe your reactions to the world around you. It becomes 

active research when I take a stick and jam it into your eye to study how you squirm in 

pain and how loud you can scream. HAARP does this with the ionosphere that surrounds 

the Earth and protects us from deadly solar and cosmic radiation. The HAARP hits it with 

a billion-watt stick of radio waves. The researchers watch it 'squirm' in order to study 

how its 'squirming' can be exploited for military purposes, such as deflecting the 

HAARP's radio-wave beam to precisely targeted areas on the planet, thus hitting the 

ground with microwaves to make the Earth Squirm; causing earthquakes to make the 

nations squirm in fear and agony. The HAARP is designed to be used as an earthquake 

machine for political blackmail, Peter. It is an active component of covert warfare, and if 

need be for open warfare, to be used as a kind of blackmail weapon. Suppose the empire 

runs into trouble as one of its financial looting operations backfire. Suppose it needs a 

vast new influx of cash to save the empire from total collapse. Where would it go? Japan 

has a giant piggy bank where the whole nation puts its savings in, called the Postal 

Savings Bank. You can bet on that the empire will reach out to grab it by any means 

possible. It will demand Japan to privatize its Postal Savings Bank. But the government 

can't do this. The postal bank is regarded as an institution held in some form of sacred 

trust. So, Japan refuses to comply with the empire's demand. No government would 

betray its nation that deeply. Consequently, the empire makes some veiled threats with 

references to an earthquake machine. The government doesn't buy the bluff. Three days 

later a devastating earthquake erupts in a high-profile era. The nation squirms in agony. 

Guess what follows. The Postal Savings Bank becomes privatized in a hurry. Japan 

signals that the message is understood: Resistance is futile. That is how the HAARP is 

designed to be used. Now, Peter, are you beginning to understand the meaning of those 

words: What interests me is what one can do with power? That's the meaning of active 

research, the meaning of the HAARP." 

      "Do you have any idea how few people do actually understand this?" I said to him 

quietly. 



      "Nobody knows that," said Bash just as quietly as if this secret shouldn't be spoken 

to avoid facing the shame it inspires. "Consider another case," said Bash. "Suppose that 

Russia, China, and India would somehow dare to forge a comprehensive alliance in 

defiance of the empire's world domination. Wouldn't they enrage the empire with this 

defiance? And wouldn't the empire act in its fury? In this case the partners of this alliance 

would find that a huge earthquake would erupt at the very heart of their most sensitive 

region. And it would hit them within just a few days prior to the conference for that 

alliance. And if the message isn't received or understood, a second quake would surely be 

triggered, and so on. That's how the HAARP is played, Peter. But you know all that, don't 

you? But do you also know that the HAARP with the right tuning can tickle the Earth's 

harp-strings even under water and set of earthquakes that would then be causing 

tsunamis? Tsunamis can be enormously destructive. You can bet that the message they 

carry would be quickly understood and the political resistance to whatever the empire 

wants would melt away on the resulting trail of hundreds of thousands of corpses. It's like 

the old song says, which became famous during World War II, that whatever Lola wants, 

Lola gets. The HAARP is designed to play this tune openly. The tune needs to be played 

quite openly for these purposes so that one wouldn't need to be a Kepler to recognize the 

evidence for what it is. They keep the evidence hidden, but not too deeply. That's what 

makes blackmail effective. If the empire keeps its stick hidden, it can't conduct a war of 

terror. For people to be properly terrorized the people got to understand that the 

catastrophe they squirm under is intentional. That is why the cover-up of these things is 

always thin." 

      "Why else would the empire allow the 911-Truth movement to uncover the plot as 

an inside job and its policy of intention?" I said to Bash. "Knowing the truth, seeing the 

callousness of the masters of empire, and being unable to do anything about it, terrifies 

people more than the event itself. The truth movement shows boldly how big the empire's 

big stick really is, and how protected it is. And so, the empire sits back and smiles and 

watches society squirming and tearing its heart out in fear." 

      "That's part of the design, Peter. It's called plausible deniability," said Bash and 

laughed. "The HAARP is set up that way. It is officially a research tool. How convenient! 

It even has links to universities. Then, when the big earthquakes happen in which tens of 

thousands are killed and hundreds of thousands of houses are destroyed, leaving millions 

homeless, it becomes impossible to prosecute the empire for the lack of a smoking gun. 

The deniability is built into the project. The HAARP is a research project by name. And 

so, it can be played again and again with impunity. Of course the victims will be made to 

understand that they have no recourse. That's the new type of warfare that pre-empts 

retaliation for the lack of a smoking gun. Then, how is a country like Russia, China, or 

India to respond in such a case of blackmail? They see the timing. They hear the 

message. Of course they are told that earthquakes also happen naturally. But deep inside 

they know that these rare natural events, especially the super-large events, would not 

likely happen precisely timed to critical political events of world-shaping significance. 

The odds against such a coincidence are astronomical. The uncertainty factor 

nevertheless makes any retaliation impossible, including accusations. A HAARP event, 

no matter how clear it is, can never be prosecuted for the lack of the smoking gun. And 

that takes us back to Ptolemy. Our hands are tied. Ptolemy would have never been able to 



suggest that the orbits in the heavens are anything other than circular, because that was 

doctrine imposed by popular belief. The HAARP is a research tool. Earthquakes are 

natural events. Those are today's doctrines. And with these doctrines prevailing the 

HAARP plays on; the blackmail goes on without end. It is no secret, however, to any 

country that has eyes to see, that the HAARP is also designed for weather warfare, for 

triggering typhoons and hurricanes. A billion-watt radio-wave oven can easily alter the 

delicate balances in weather pattern. The HARRP does this with a focused array of 

antennas that forces a high-powered energy beam into the ionosphere, which is 

secondarily amplified in power with solar flux energy that is also absorbed in the 

ionosphere. Huge changes can be triggered that way. As a weather modification machine 

the HAARP can become more destructive than an atomic bomb. Of course nobody is able 

to point a finger for the lack of a smoking gun. That makes the HAARP the most 

powerful blackmail tool ever devised." 

      "What did you expect, Bash?" I said to him. "The HAARP is and was created as a 

military project. It is operated by the U.S. Air Force and the Navy and is under the 

control of Central Command. It is a tool in the hands of empire. America funds the cost, 

but the guiding hand is the hand of empire. Blackmail is one of the foundations of 

empire. Its so-called market system economy runs totally on a platform of blackmail. A 

barrel of oil costs $3 to produce. Society pays $130, because society cannot exist without 

oil. The price is blackmail. You pay or you starve. Thus, the blackmailing empire 

succeeds. They say, the price difference of $127 that we demand becomes our profit. We 

earned it. It is the profit of our speculators, the agents of empire. In an empire-free world 

that price difference would be minuscule, and it would be used to develop new energy 

resources, such as clean nuclear power and so on. But that's not done in the empire-

world. This is prevented, because it doesn't help the blackmail process. It's the same with 

the food prices. Society must pay what the blackmailers demand. It is called the market 

practice. As the result the blackmailers rake in huge 'profits' or whatever they call the 

proceeds from their crimes. In an empire-free world those floods of 'profits' would be but 

a trickle that would be used to improve the productivity of agriculture with expanded 

irrigation, mechanization, transportation, fertilizers, and improved storage. The world's 

food production could be easily doubled with the proper capital investment in agriculture. 

Food prices would be a fraction of what they are today. But this isn't allowed, is it, 

because it would hinder the blackmail process, which is mistakenly called economics? It 

has been said by many, that if one takes three economists and locks them into a room for 

a week, they come up with four different economic theories. This is the typical result that 

one would expect when the goal is to determine the most effective blackmail process. But 

that's not economics, is it? What we call economics today is a carefully crafted 

misperception of what economics really is. In real terms there exists only one principle of 

economics. It is the principle that develops the potential of the human being as the core 

creative and productive power on the planet, which gains the maximum effect from 

human labor for the greatest freedom in life and freedom from the need to labor. 

Blackmail doesn't apply here. It takes us the other way. Blackmail is the platform of 

empire, Bash, the platform of slavery. It would be surprising if the platform of blackmail 

wasn't applied in politics too, to force political slavery. In politics, of course, the 

blackmail is counted in terms of the threatened destruction that is put on the table and in 

the masses of people being killed. But the game is essentially the same." 



      "The killing of 100,000 people for a political objective, that's seer madness, Peter, 

That's insane. That is incredibly inhuman. No one can imagine that this might actually be 

done." 

      "That is why they are doing it. Of course it is insane. Every aspect of empire is 

insane. Can you name one that isn't? You can't, because it doesn't exist. And so the 

blackmail continues and gets bigger and bolder, and they will do it again and again," I 

said. "When nobody can believe that they would be that callous as to kill a 100,000 to 

deliver a message, then it is safe for them to do this very thing. In any case, what are a 

100,000 deaths to a bunch of high-minded oligarchs that have a policy of intention in 

their hollow chest to exterminate five billion people from the face of the planet for their 

vain dream of saving the empire? The HAARP is a tool to them. It's just a tool. They 

don't even see it as a weapon for mass destruction, a new-age weapon that is more 

destructive than the atom bomb. It's just a tool for an end. But it is what it is, a weapon 

for mass destruction. And so their fierce weapon being wielded so callously and so freely 

reveals the empire's emptiness. They will use the HAARP more and more, because most 

of the others systems of blackmail that they operate are essentially bankrupt. And this 

puts the whole world into a terrible bind. For as long as the HAARP exists every 

earthquake in the world will instantly be blamed on the empire, including every 

hurricane, tsunami, typhoon and volcanic eruption. That doesn't exclude events on their 

own home ground. The whole of mankind is ground into a sense of impotence that way, 

because it cannot react and free itself. The empire has put itself on record loud and clear 

that it does not even hesitate to kill massively at home if it serves its objectives to do so." 

      "Ah, but there is another side to this coin," said Bash. "All that blame that has been 

quietly accumulated in the form of possible effects of the HAARP, which nobody talked 

about until now for the lack of evidence, might some day trigger an avalanche of global 

indignation that has the potential to end the empire's existence for all times to come." 

      I nodded in agreement. "By its own deeds the empire lays bear before the world its 

absolute lack of a human soul. Oh yes, society will react. Nobody can be ground into the 

dirt that deeply that the crimes of empire will remain unseen forever. The empire lays 

bare before the world its illuminatizism, its dance of hell on Earth." 

      Bash burst into laughter. "What you said is well already understood. Someone 

pasted a poetic satire on the bulletin board at the institute under column: Greetings from 

America. I made a copy of it and changed a few words. It's the yellow poster now that 

hangs on the wall in the biffy. The person who put it on the bulletin board evidently had 

Rostislav in mind, the queen bee of the imperial Big Bang Cosmology that keeps on 

breeding evermore excuses for it in an effort to keep this anti-science empire alive. But 

Rostislav knows he can't escape its doom. The world-empire and the abuse of science that 

it promotes are one. Both share a common doom. That is why the poster hangs in my 

toilet now, lest I forget, or we all forget. Read it, Peter. It is the epitaph of empire that is 

unavoidable. It is wonderfully pointed: 

      "A terrible vengeance is now descending. By her own foul hand, she, your enemy, 

the last enemy of all mankind, bloated by her dearest treasure, the power of her money 



and perversion of all science, has her very existence ripped away from her by those very 

storms which destroy that inflation. It is she, the empire, that queenly she, Babylon 

redressed as the New World Order, she herself, who, with her minions has inflated the 

fires of her own and their destruction. She is Babylon reborn, the whore of the ages who 

devours the world's gold and issues forth famine and death. She is our enemy who would 

destroy us. But it is she who is seeing her power destroyed by her own, cruel hand. Ill-

fated beast that she always was, she brings about her own doom by the very hand with 

which she strikes against mankind, her intended prey. In her doom, there remains a 

chance for civilization to survive. Then let her reign and dance with vigor in whatever 

Hell she has chosen to bring upon herself and her lackeys. But, our world, she shall not 

have for her intended future reign. We, not she, nor her lackeys, are the people of the 

world. It is our world, which she and her kind have soiled too long. Begone! Witch! 

Begone Balylon! Begone Empire, whore! You are surely doomed this time. Heavens 

above and Earth below have caught you, witch, between them. Go witch! Be gone! Be 

gone Empire! And take your stinking lackeys with you as you go." 

      Bash paused and made a flushing sound. This applies to any empire from before 

Rome and to past our own time if there will be such a time - flush! 

      "I think her deadly HAARP is already playing the music for her epitaph," added 

Bash. "America has written the words that go with the music. In the flow of the profound 

loving that inspired those words that read like a new Declaration of Independence, 

science will become free once again - free to serve mankind, and mankind will become 

free; free to meet its needs; free to unleash its potential; free to create a renaissance to 

face the next Ice Age with; and proudly free to have a future. I often read those wise 

words of the new Declaration of Independence as I sit on the potty, and when it comes to 

the phrase, 'Be gone Empire!' I flush."  

       "Mankind is the Lamb that was slain from the foundation of the world," I 

interjected. "That's how the Revelator saw it. But when mankind began to envelop itself 

with a diviner sense of its son ship, its unity with the infinite Mind, then the Christ 

presented a different testimony of the stature of mankind, saying: "I am the first and the 

last: I am he that lives and was dead. I was not recognized in the world. Now, having 

come alive in divine Science I am alive for evermore. Jesus was crucified, but the Christ, 

the spiritual identity of man, cannot be held back and prevented from manifesting itself." 

      "That's a truth," Bash interjected. "Look at the railroad that encircles our lake. It 

started as an idea by Tsar Alexander III in the late 1800s. The idea became reality. It 

became the Trans-Siberian Railroad, the longest in the world, 8000 Km long. Our lake 

became a part of it. The railroad crossed the lake in an icebreaker-type ferryboat. Now 

trains encircle the lake to develop its resources. Initially the Trans-Siberian rail developed 

the fur trade, with links reaching to Europe and China. Now it is a link that enriches 

Siberia with a far-flung string of economic development. It became an engine that 

developed much of central Asia, wherever it reached to. This railroad put the first nail 

into the coffin of empire. King Edward wanted to stop it. He is dead now, but the railway 

was built. The Kaiser was set up to wreck Europe over it, so that it would have no effect. 

This was the reason for World War I. But the railroad rolled on. Hitler was hired to bomb 



the hell out of it. The empire saw its world-dominance threatened. But Hitler is dead too, 

and the railroad was rebuilt. Now the empire has put its very existence on the line to 

destroy Russia, India, and China in a vast Eurasian war. But the empire is dying by its 

own emptiness, by its hate of mankind. Soon it will be gone. It cannot escape its own 

fate, with its hateful spitting into the face of God. And of course, the railway rolls on and 

becomes stronger. Economic development is the modern term for peace." 

      "The Universe is one." I said to Bash. "It is a single construct, a single whole, a 

singularity in Spirit, and so is mankind as the offspring of it. This makes us enduring. 

Mary says, Spirit is God. Obviously, empire is not a part of it. It has no roots. It aims to 

rule in defiance of universal principles, which reveals its emptiness. It has no community 

of principle with the Universe, nor a community of Spirit. There is no evil in Spirit, while 

in by its deeds Empire is the actual name of Evil. And so, our task is to be aware of that, 

to search every newspaper that defies this reality and urge a correction so that the reality 

be known. That's a sacred task. As a symbol for the importance of this task, Mary 

assigned the highest salary to those officially entrusted with it. But it is really a common 

task for us all to take on. And it shouldn't be a difficult task, because the principles of the 

Universe are all harmonizing with one another, which of course also reflects the real 

nature of mankind. What exists in truth invariably stands on the horizon for us." 

      "That is our beacon for freedom," said Bash. "But it involves a sacred 

responsibility. If we don't keep our own house clean the beacon shines in vain. The 

controlled media and entertainment of empire functions like a concentration camp in the 

mental domain. It keeps thought chained behind bars. It is each one's individual task not 

to go there. False science has the same effect. I warned Rostislav that the Big Bang 

theory is a concentration camp for science. That really shook him up." 

      "The mental concentration camp imprisons the soul," I said to him. "The 

harmonizing Spirit of the Universe is its Soul. It is also its creative freedom, and by the 

same token it is our freedom. Only by loosing the false sense of Soul, that allows our soul 

to be imprisoned, can we gain the freedom of our humanity that brings our immortality to 

light. What you achieve for the advance of civilization, Bash, is a living ray with a 

substance that can never be erased. But for this you have guard your thinking and your 

house. You won't aid civilization by being mentally locked into a concentration camp. 

This means that we all have to become alert and selective about what we allow into our 

library and vocabulary." 

      "Are you trying to coin a definition for what defines us as members of mankind?" 

said Bash and began to laugh. 

      I shook my head. "But there is a need for that," I said. "This need might be more 

deep reaching than we think. If we let go of our membership in the family of mankind the 

resulting void invites the rule of empire. Of course empire is a void itself. It never 

elevated the human scene at any instant, building a richer sense of humanity. It only 

steals. It never creates. It has no membership in the family of humanity. Empire is a void 

built on a void in society, which altogether adds up to utter emptiness. I think Kepler 

would say to us, 'it is so elementary folks, why is it that you do not see this? If you want 



to flush empire out of your system, then you better get serious at considering your 

membership in the family of mankind. This membership involves a profound 

commitment.' He might also point out that this is exactly what Jacob of old had done, for 

which his name was changed to Israel. His recognition of that profound commitment was 

the crown jewel of his life-story. He faced his brother in this light, whom he had cheated, 

hated, and feared, and kissed him, and said to him, 'I have seen thy face as though I had 

seen the face of God.' He took a spiritual step that could never be taken by the surgical 

removal of flesh. He came through a profound struggle and gained a more spiritual 

identity of himself than the circumcision could bestow that furnishes the foundation for 

empire. He saw his new identity deeply hurt when his sons ransacked the city of the 

uncircumcised and murdered every male in it in a dawning act of empire. 'Jacob 

becoming Israel sets the standard for society for its membership in the family of 

mankind,' Kepler would have said in exploring this issue of universal membership. 

Kepler might has also have pointed out that Jacob had stepped away from all the mistakes 

and traditions that his name was bound to and declared to the world that he was a new 

man, taking on a new name as his old ego gave way to the divine Ego that is eternal in 

itself and is reflected in all spiritual individuality from the infinitesimal to the infinite." 

      Bash simply smiled. "I think you are beginning to understand the scientific method 

of Kepler," he said. "I think that Kepler might also have pointed out that if we fail to 

value our membership in the family of mankind, that failure would open the gate to all 

sorts of idolatry, such as worshiping money, status, power, and countless limited 

identities with floods of hate and inhumanity pervading the scene." 

      I added that Mary would say that the spiritual man's consciousness and 

individuality are not free-floating, but are reflections of God, of the all-reflecting 

Intelligence that is the singular fundamental element of the Universe. "That defines our 

membership," I said. "That defines our real manhood. And it has to be that way, Bash, 

because God is indivisible while being infinitely individual so that all the world and 

mankind reflects the singular Spirit that forged the Universe and us as well. Allness is the 

measure of the infinite, and nothing less can express God. Whatever inspires hate, 

therefore, is a misperception or the end of a long train of misperceptions that are nothing 

more than subjective states of fundamental errors." 

      "Hmmm," said Bash and added moments later, "if God is the parent Mind, what 

happens to free will? What happens to freedom? Is no one than really free?" 

      "Is anyone really free in the concentration camp of errors?" I asked in return. "I 

think the maximum of freedom is found in the land of universal love. Universal love 

takes one out of the prison camp to the freedom to reach for the infinite, to creativity, to 

productivity, to harmony in action, to peace in the heart. Freedom from that, as cultural 

freedom is sometimes defined, isn't freedom. Mary says in many ways that God, the 

divine Principle of man, and man in God's likeness, are inseparable, harmonious and 

eternal. Wherever we look in the Universe, the principles that construct it are 

harmonizing principles, not contradictory principles. The harmonizing Principle of the 

freedom of Intelligence enabling unbounded expressions. That is the nature of freedom. 

Freedom is lawful, not arbitrary. And so, Mary says that in the order of divine Science, 



God and man coexist and are eternal, with God being the parent Mind, the essence of all 

freedom to soar to the grandest expression, and man being God's spiritual offspring. 

Nothing is limited here. The model IS freedom. Of course we can choose to step away 

from that and imprison ourselves with myriad forms of misperceptions. But this isn't 

freedom. It is a mistake." 

      "HAARP is a mistake," said Bash. "Empire is a mistake. War is a mistake. Famine 

is a mistake. Depopulation genocide, which hasn't happened yet, is a mistake. These are 

all mistakes. Facing the coming Ice Age with the economic strength to say, 'where is thy 

sting?' that is freedom. Facing the empire with the hand on the flush button, that too is 

freedom. I can see this, Peter. And so you say that freedom begins when man reflects the 

perfect God, the Intelligence that built the Universe. I can agree with that too. But you 

also say that freedom is found in the intimacy of the vulva principle. It has long been 

recognized that submission to sensuality isn't bliss, but imposes its own bondage. Isn't 

this what the circumcision might have been intended to cut away? In this case it makes 

sense that a people so committed would make that commitment proudly, and joyously 

proclaim it to the world as their national identity and as an inspiration to others? They 

might even have said that if there is pain involved, we gladly bear the pain as the price 

for freedom." 

      "They might have said this, and might still be saying this, but they might also ask 

themselves, as many evidently do, if mutilating the divine design really is the path to 

freedom. That's an individual decision for everyone to make. Evidence suggest that 

mankind has struggled with this question for most of the Holocene period, if not longer. 

We face a paradox. The Universe including man is seen today as the construct of perfect 

Intelligence, with a quality of interaction in harmonizing processes that we are just barely 

beginning to recognize much less understand. If the vulva principle comes out of this 

background, why would we throw it away and cut off portions of it? Shouldn't we rather 

look at where sensuality and its bondage begins. Theft, murder, envy, strife, domination, 

war, brutality, inhumanity, rage, possessiveness - these are the things that consume us, 

that we should cut away." 

      "Isn't that what Moses said?" Bash interrupted. "That is what his Ten 

Commandments literally demand. He warns about a sense of identity that is destructive, a 

'sensuality' that tares at the soul, the most burdensome bondage that a society can subject 

itself to. Maybe we need to ask Kepler: Is sexual intimacy bondage? Is sexual interaction 

sensuality?" 

      "What do you think Kepler might say?" I interjected. "Look at the evidence. What 

does the evidence tell us? Social researchers were told by many women that the vulva 

intimacy is not only satisfying, but also opens the door to more intimate social interaction 

with an expanded cooperation and a deeper sense of love. If they are correct, then what 

they found reflects the Westphalia principle of the advantage of the other. This principle 

has stood the test of time as the most powerful foundation for civilization to date. The 

masters of empire would have it erased, which proves its worth." 



      "Kepler would say, happiness isn't bondage," said Bash. "Happiness is spiritual, 

born of love and the celebration of good, even the completeness of oneself as a spiritual 

being. People join in marriage not as beggars, begging from one another, but come with a 

sense of being richly endowed to enrich one another. If this is the ideal it can hardly be 

deemed sensualism, but is a celebration. I think Kepler might say that this distinction 

makes a world of difference that should uplift the whole sexual scene. Sexual mutilation 

would hardly enrich this scene, but dim it down. But if the prevailing practice is far from 

the ideal, so that marriage is a union of beggars, I can see that one might want to keep the 

sexual scene artificially dim so that it doesn't become a scene of exploitation. Maybe that 

is how Kepler, the great genius of science, would sort out the paradox." 

      "I think Mary makes stronger demands," I said to him. "The Apostle John of Old 

said that God is Love, and without love one cannot see God, and Mary added that without 

this interplay we cannot really see ourselves. She suggested that love gives us the purest 

idea of God, which is Love, and that in the proportion of this purity we find ourselves 

perfect; and that perfection is the order of celestial being, which demonstrates Life as we 

find it in Christ, Life's spiritual ideal. I think she sees the vulva principle as a stepping 

stone to the real riches of our humanity that nothing can compare to. That makes the 

vulva principle the ultimate principle of economics." 

      "And how do you figure that?" Bash interjected. "Are you suggesting that love is 

the principle of economics? You would say that, wouldn't you? The real America was 

built on the principle of the general welfare. The empire hated you for that." 

      "The hating doesn't alter the principle involved," I said to him, though he 

obviously knew that. "What makes a nation rich, is the power of its productivity and 

creativity. When the focus is to build a rich civilization for a richer life for all, the 

productivity will always be high and the nation be rich. Its money will then be worth 

something. That's the principle of economics. Industrialization is the natural step under 

this principle, because it increases the productive power of labor. Building houses with 

boards, nails, and drywall panels is an intensely laborious process that consumes a lot of 

time and incurs a large economic cost. But if one produces houses in automated, energy-

intensive industrial processes utilizing molten basalt cast into forms to yield ready-made 

building modules, very little labor is required so that the resulting houses become so 

inexpensive to produce that they can be given away for free, or nearly so. In fact, they 

would be given away for free, because quality housing is the foundation for the human 

development of society. Of course the industries would also have to be protected from 

predators. That, too, is imbedded in the principle of economics, which reflects the 

principle of universal love. When we get to this point, mankind will love itself 

profoundly. The Principle of Economics will be in everybody's heart and soul." 

      "Don't you think you are raising the bar far too high?" said Bash. 

      "It all depends on in which temple you wish to serve," I countered him. "Do you 

wish the serve in the temple of love, humanity, celebrating the riches of civilization? 

Then the principle of economics will be in year heart and soul. It's a part of the package. 

You can't separate the two. But if you wish to live in the temple of empire, the temple of 



emptiness, and celebrate war, corporatism, fascism, monetarism, greed, hate, power, 

poverty, famine, and genocide, then you wouldn't care less about the principle of 

economics, because economics isn't a part of your life, a part of what you would 

celebrate. You would celebrate looting, raping, and murdering instead. So it all depends 

on in which temple you choose to serve. In the temple of economics and love you find 

abundant Life. In the temple of empire, you will find emptiness and death. But you have 

already made your choice, as you tell me. When you go to your biffy you face your 

Declaration of Independence from empire. You say to the temple of empire, be gone! 

And you flush. You flush the madness out of your system as it were. Then what have you 

got left to devote your life to, but the temple of love and humanity in which you find 

yourself celebrating the riches of civilization. The battle between the two temples is 

within you. It is not external. You say flush! You press the lever. No one will do it for 

you. Being in the temple is not a passive thing. It never was. Celebration cannot be 

passive. In the temple you are the master, the officer, the executor - not the priest that 

people are inclined to follow passively or hail as king - you are the master of your 

celebration. And if you are wise you celebrate what is eternal, not temporal. Love is 

eternal. Money is here today and gone tomorrow." 

      "But don't they say in America, greed is economics?" said Bash. 

      "They speak a lie. The motto of empire is, 'In Lies We Trust!' Greed cannot be and 

never was a part of economics. Greed is an empty hole, Bash, an asset of empire. You 

can celebrate in only one temple, not in two that are their opposite by nature and 

therefore are a contradiction to each other. You are a scientist, Bash. Science is your 

health. Science is your holiness. Science is demonstrable. If understood, divine Science it 

leads to harmony, because the principles of the Universe are all harmonizing by nature. 

The Universe is not built on contradictory principles. But greed is a contradiction. It isn't 

harmonizing with anything, is it? So, flush it out of your system and never enter its 

temple of empty rage again. Greed is the precursor to fascism, and fascism is absolute 

bankruptcy. Never forget this. If you understand yourself in Science, if you understand 

your creative and productive capacities as a divine being, you cannot allow yourself to 

become sidetracked into greed. Nor will this happen, because your joy, your substance, 

and your life is love." 

      "If this is so," said Bash, "then Kepler would say that empire has no future because 

of its greed, its fascist power, and its phony money. He might ask, how can acid be a 

foundation for any structure, much less one that aims to dominate the world?" 

      "He would say more than that," I added. "He would counsel as Mary did, to be as 

alert and clear-sighted like an eagle not to let the acidic madness of empire become an 

obstruction to you in embracing your spiritual identity. The ancients were aware of this 

and wrote the Adam satire to highlight this danger. Mary pointed out that the very name 

Adam is made up of two parts that together reflect its nature. Adam simply means, a dam, 

signifying a dam between God and man, Spirit and matter or empire. Since the science of 

nuclear physics confirms that there exists not a single speck of matter in the entire 

Universe, the notion of matter is a misperception and so is the notion of empire. The 

Universe, as is mankind, is the construct of Spirit that powers everything. If you take the 



dam out of the way of your unfolding identity towards reality, the scene becomes 

radically transformed. The scene becomes dominated not by empire and emptiness, but 

by the Christ-light, the Spirit of reality, the Spirit that is God for the lack of a better term. 

But even as a dam that stands between misperception and reality, the ancients understood 

its nothingness. The Hebrew name Adama, simply means, red, the color red, the color of 

the red Earth, or simply dust, nothingness. When you flush, Bash, it is misperception that 

goes down the toilette if you're wise. The ancients appear to have had a sense of that 

requirement. They only lacked the terminology. They described it with the mythology of 

the serpent that represents deception and coined a summary term for all deceptions, the 

term, sin." 

      "Then Kepler would say," said Bash, "that the terms for forgiveness are those that 

break the deception, or more correctly, the self-deception. He would say, 'is this not what 

Jesus often indicated after a healing when he stated to the one healed that his sins were 

forgiven?' His comment then was nothing more than an observation of a fact. Kepler then 

would add that Jesus' observation reveals the astonishing proposition that sickness is the 

effect of a misperception, of a dam erected between man and God, or Life, and Truth. 

The process of spiritual healing is then nothing miraculous, is it, but is merely a process 

of dam demolition, a process of making a correction?" 

      "Miracles don't happen in science," I said to Bash. "Nor do they happen in the real 

world. Jesus' miracles in healing were processes that reflected a principle. Mary said the 

same, and she did the same kind of healing work. Today's need is to do the same in a 

world that is choking on all kinds of crap, crap of empire that has become a giant dam to 

hide the reality of humanity as a spiritual being with a profound worth, quality, and 

creative and productive capacities. Mary counsels us to look at this crap, see it for what it 

is, and flush! She says in so many ways, you've got to push the lever to flush. And let's 

face it. What happens if we don't flush?" 

      Bash began to laugh. "The stench will drive us out of the house." 

      "Isn't that what we see already happening?" I said to him. "Mankind has been 

driven out of its native home and is facing death in a brutal wilderness. We face nuclear 

war; economic collapse; financial disintegration; the destruction of the world's food 

supply infrastructure; we even started burning food in cars; we have built earthquake 

machines and hurricane machines; and now the empire is forcing mankind into its World-

State concentration camp prison to prevent mankind's ability to rescue itself. This crap 

stinks, Bash. It's time to flush. We face an Ice Age that is already on the horizon. That is 

why I am here, to solicit your help, to help me flush this crap away. I just can't figure out 

Mary's position in this. She was the world-pioneer in modern time in the science of 

flushing, going back a hundred years. She started her work in the same timeframe in 

which James Croll has put the Ice Age into foreground. She represents a pioneering 

breakthrough in spiritual perception, second to none. I'm wondering whether the 

Intelligence that underlies the whole Universe might not be trying to alert us of an 

unfolding situation in the world that is becoming exceedingly critical. None of the crap 

that is choking mankind today was on the horizon in her time. When her work began, the 

world was riding high on the wings of a major victory over empire and slavery. Now the 



world is in a mess and mankind is in mortal danger, and the Ice Age is coming closer. My 

point is that if the Universe had set Mary up for a purpose we have been betraying 

ourselves by hiding her. I keep wondering if we still have a chance to get out of this alive. 

If the Ice Age was the driving factor, how much time have we got left to get on board 

with Mary and do some serious flushing of all this crap that is choking us?" 

      "You maybe right Peter," said Bash. "The Universe might have sent Mary as a 

warning for the impending return of the Ice Age. You are looking for a coincidence in 

timing. The key that you fail to see lies in the significance of the needed healing itself, 

the healing of that central cross that you told me about, that represents the murdering of 

civilization. Without a strong, restored civilization, mankind cannot survive the return of 

the Ice Age. That's obvious. A few million might, as came out of the last Ice Age, but 

under the lingering crap of empire with nuclear war, and uranium war, and biological war 

thrown into our face, those few millions might not survive either." 

      "This means the end-game has begun," I interjected. "It is either the end-game for 

the end of empire, or the end-game for the termination of mankind as a whole.  We won't 

even survive the transition period to the next Ice Age without us winning this game now, 

before all is lost. And the key element in that, they key-stone that the builders rejected, 

the one thing that always keeps come back to the foreground, is the development of a 

deep intimacy with our innermost humanity. The metaphor for this key towards this 

intimacy and our healing from within, the very key that society has rejected, is the vulva 

principle. It lies in the vulva and the penis. Mutilate that key element and you destroy 

civilization. Hide it behind the mantle of mysticism, slander, and rape, and you weaken 

civilization. The two little things that the Universe has developed for us wisely over a 

span of two million years, the penis and the vulva, are the foundation stones that the 

builders of society have cast aside as a sham and proceeded to attempt to construct a 

civilization without it, without intimacy and Love, which has never really succeeded. Are 

we surprised than that civilization was never built up to any great height?" 

      "In this case the Universe's warning through Mary might not have been liked to 

any specific timing, respective to the return of the Ice Age," said Bash. "The timing 

seems to be secondary. Besides, the timing of the start of the impending Ice Age cannot 

be determined by any insight of science that we possess. The Universe seems to say first 

and foremost, that if we can't get this crucial healing accomplished, of the greatest crime 

in history, we won't even make it to the start of the next Ice Age, whether the start comes 

in a hundred years or a thousand years. If we don't care about the healing of our 

humanity, the coming Ice Age won't matter. It wouldn't make a difference then." 

      "I like to think the question is not if, but when," I interjected. "I'm an optimist at 

heart. I think, ultimately the healing will be achieved, but will we be there to see it? I say, 

we need the healing now. Mary's work was not put up as a feeble attempt by the Universe 

to achieve something that seemed hopeless to begin with. The Universe is built on 

principles that don't fail to have their effect. I say that Mary's work will yet bear fruit, 

because the principle behind it demands that it does. Our recent work in Boston towards 

this ultimate end, as feeble as it was, and as thin as the results were, was nevertheless a 

step towards success. In this sense Judy Chicago fared a bit better. She was more daring 



in pointing at the core of the dam. Well over a quarter million people have seen her 39 

plates of the vulva, all laid out for a dinner party, and not for a dinner conversation. They 

were the dinner plates. Her putting the vulva on the plate as a symbol of intimacy caused 

hauls of protest, but it also caused cheers of acclaim. It seems that no one was not 

affected by her work. Still, it took her 25 years to find a permanent home for it, which is 

now on display in New York, in Brooklyn. This trend of her work fading into oblivion is 

a tragedy too, because there is no one out there carrying the torch today in a big way, 

pushing it into the foreground, hitting society where it is most sensitive at the grassroots 

level." 

      "That is what I said," said Bash and began to laugh. "We need another Kepler. 

Kepler set the stage for modern science. Mary started something on a higher level along 

this line, but the age wasn't ready. The criminals that would destroy science are still 

trying to hide Kepler's work, just as they are trying to hide Mary's work." 

      "No, we don't need another Kepler," I countered him. "After the principle of the 

wheel was discovered it didn't need to be discovered again. Kepler's scientific method is 

still valid, as is Mary's. How do we know that society isn't ready right now to move with 

their accomplishments and built on them?" 

      "Maybe mankind is ready now," said Bash. "Of course we won't know that until 

we poke the world with the big stick that the pioneers have provided for us to see what 

comes out of it. That's what we did in Boston, in a feeble way, to see how society 

responds. Mary illustrated the process in a huge way. She grabbed the penis, hit the 

clapper at the genitals, and put the cross of the murder of civilization on the table in the 

context with sexual intimacy. Judy put the vulva on the table, as did the ancient Hindus 

with the building of the Taj Mahal and the temples of Khajuraho. But where is the limit? 

Can't we do better than this? We've got to become the mouse that awakes the sleeping 

giant," I added and laughed. 

      "Now that gives me a lot of hope," said Bash. "On the other had, a mouse is a giant 

when the opposer is emptiness. So it seems that we don't need a mass movement to save 

the world, or mass power. All we need is a massive movement at the individual level, 

coming from within. It appears to me however, that the time for that has not yet come. No 

woman has ever come to me, asking, 'do you need help, Bash? I have a vulva to offer.'" 

      "I think you may be wrong on this one," I countered him. "I think the time has 

come indeed. I think the time is now. Just two weeks ago a woman had made this very 

same offer to me and to a friend back in Boston. 'Wake up, wake up!' she said. "Wake up, 

I have coffee, sunshine, and biscuits for you." 

      "Sunshine, Peter?" 

      "Oh yes, sunshine, Bash, sunshine to wake up to. But love is not a duty, my friend. 

Love is the soul of mankind. It is its sunshine. Empire may scream that it has the right to 

burn mankind's food while the nations are starving, and kill with impunity whoever it 

deems to be an enemy against it, or might become an enemy, which includes 80% of 



mankind. But my friend laughs. 'What has this got to do with anything,' she says, and 

calls this stinking crap a long-overdue challenge to start a real civilization. She flushes, 

and flushes with determination and with vigor and says emphatically, the only right that 

anyone has as a human being is the right to love: the right to live in the sunshine of love 

and in the land of its freedom. She knows that there is only one way possible to flush the 

stinking crap out of the 'house,' and that is by pouring into the 'house' flood tides of love. 

Oh yes, Bash, my friend represents this very love with every fiber of her being, a woman 

of sunshine, sunshine to wake up to." 

  



Chapter 17 - A Sex Dream Fantasy  
 

      I had a dream after returning from Russia. In the dream, it appeared that one of the 

'big' subject that he had talked about in the bright days on Lake Baikal, became 

regurgitated, though in a totally different context as this happens so often in dreams. The 

context in which the subject re-emerged seemed almost unrelated to what we had talked 

about, and yet it was totally related. The dream unfolded in a way that made the subject 

far more challenging than I had dared to acknowledge to myself that it is. 

      I dreamed that night that I was in a cafe with Sylvia. It appeared to be an ordinary 

run of the mill type cafe. The waitress was dressed in black, as waitresses often are. She 

had long black hair and wore a super-short miniskirt. And that is where the ordinary 

world ended. I became intensely aware that her miniskirt was too short, that it was so 

short that a few strands of her pubic hair protruded below the hemline. I couldn't help 

being aware of it as she stood by the cash register that was placed on a counter with a 

well-lit display case underneath.  

 

      Suddenly the scene changed. It intensified. She turned and walked towards us, 

towards me. I was no longer aware of her face or her expression, but I did see those 

twisted strands of hair. She stopped at our table, almost touching it with her legs, and 

removed the ordering pad from her pouch. In the process of removing the pad she raised 

the hemline still higher, high enough to reveal more of the bush of her hair and what lay 

behind it. 

      "Good morning! Do you like what you see?" she asked, as if she was asking for 

our order. 

      I was stunned. Without the slightest hesitation I said, NO! I was embarrassed, 

unable to respond in any other way. 

      Sylvia existed outside of the sphere of this moment. I couldn't sense the slightest 

reaction from her as if she hadn't heard, or as if she suddenly lived in a parallel Universe 

in which this was not happening. I observed that Sylvia ordered two cups of coffee for us, 

one large, one small, and a couple of Danish pastries. "That's what we like," she added. 

      I looked away from the waitress, afraid of what might happen. I didn't want Sylvia 

to know, or her to have heard what had really been said. 

      Sometime later I saw the waitress again, similarly engaged with a man at the far 

side of the cafe. Evidently, the man had answered differently. I could see his hand under 

her skirt. She was stroking his shoulders, his hair. They were both laughing, even kissing 

at times. At the end, after countless minutes had passed she received what looked like a 

ten-dollar tip from him, which was presented to her with an another kiss, and was 

received in the same manner and with a great big smile. 



      When she walked away, the man just sat there in a daze, still smiling. Moments 

later she brought him his coffee. 

      "Have you been honest with yourself?" I heard Sylvia say to me in my dream, 

from across the table, when the strange affair across the room had ended. "I bet you 

would have loved to trade places with that man." 

      I hesitated. "The answer is both, no and yes, all at the same time." I answered her, 

perplexed. "No," I said, "I have not been honest with myself. And, yes, I would have 

loved to trade places with the man. But how did you know?" 

 

      She simply nodded. As it was, my deeply honest answer to her had startled me so 

much that I awoke. 

  

      Why did I say these things? I pondered when I opened my eyes. What does it all 

mean? I suddenly realized that the whole dream was more related to Indira, than Sylvia. 

She had used similar words that morning on the balcony in New Delhi, asking, "Do you 

love what you see?" I knew that my response to her would have again be a, Yes, without 

reservation and hesitation, and I knew that this response would have stood on a 

foundation that was as rich than the entire manifestation was rich, that eventually 

unfolded from it. There hadn't been a trace of a vertical relationship between us, ever. I 

was puzzled about my dream, therefore. Could the same be said about what had been 

offered to me in my dream? Or was the regret, which I had admitted to Sylvia later on, 

the regret of a beggar who had bungled a great opportunity? 

  

      When Sylvia and I were having our morning coffee in the bright light of a new and 

gentle spring day, I decided, totally contrary to all my fears of being thought ridiculous, 

to tell her about the dream, and about my puzzle. 

  

      We were sitting at a small glass topped table, as we often did when I was at home 

and the weather allowed us to enjoy our sunrise porch in the morning. There is nothing 

like enjoying a coffee in the morning sunshine, looking out onto the sea. We called the 

porch our sunrise porch, because one side of it faces almost directly east, and the other 

west towards the highway. The porch, of course, was accessible from our bedroom, 

which also faced east towards the rising sun. I loved the sunrise over the sea awakening 

us. The curtains always remained open, because of that, and the windows as well. 

      It turned out that the highway never became a problem for us, as I had feared, 

because of the traffic noise. The highway turned out to be too far away for the noise to 



reach us, except on those rare, still nights when not a breath of air stirs the leaves of the 

forest. 

      The view from the porch was towards the ocean on one side and towards a sea of 

treetops on the other. The green of the tree tops merged in the distance that morning with 

the white and gray pattern of cumulus clouds. A whole flock of these, like so many sheep 

or giant puffed pillows, drifted slowly towards us from the horizon, all brilliantly white, 

contrasting against the dark blue of the sky above them. It seemed as though Sylvia and I, 

on our little porch, were the center of the Universe, and the Universe understood that and 

was on a parade to present itself. The rays of the sun, the movements of the clouds, all 

seemed directed in a line towards us to enrich our day. 

  

      "I had a startling dream last night," I said to Sylvia over coffee. "Maybe I shouldn't 

tell you about it, but somehow it fits into the beautiful atmosphere of this morning. It 

sparkled in its own way, as embarrassing as it was. Also, in a remote sense it relates to all 

the 'hot' political stuff that I and a Russian scientist had talked about on Lake Baikal, 

where it seemed safe to talk. The dream was about sex, while our explorations on the lake 

were focused on the politics of science." 

      "That's a paradox," she answered. 

      "No it isn't," I said with a smile. "Scientifically speaking, it was a beautiful dream, 

in a way, although you may not agree. The dream wasn't a paradox, because both aspects 

are centered on honesty with oneself. This thread seems to tie both together and solve the 

paradox. Except the paradox isn't that easily solved." 

      I told her what had happened in the dream, and what my reaction to it had been, 

and how my reaction changed as the dream progressed. "I had been dishonest with 

myself, so as not to offend you?" I concluded when I finished the story. 

      "That's not a paradox," Sylvia agreed. "The only paradox that I can detect, is the 

paradox that you believed I would be offended by your honesty with yourself. That's a 

paradox. In this case you were dishonest with me too, were you not? That's not how our 

love had been when it was new. I loved you for being open and honest. That is what I 

embraced you for. I loved you for being a natural man. You were like a breath of fresh 

air. Do you remember me singing the duet from Samson and Delilah? I sang it for you, 

but I sang is sadly out of fear that my hero would some day be shorn of his strength, and 

by the corruption of the world and its masters become less honest. Samson's tragedy is 

the tragedy of our modern world. Something has darkened the stage of life. Samson was 

shorn, and then couldn't deal with the consequences, so he brought the house down over 

him and all. Samson had been shorn of his honesty that had made him a giant. And look 

at what a world we have created with the process that the story illustrates. The banners 

now read: In Lies We Trust. The governments lye to the people and the people to the 

governments, and they lye to one-another, to their friends, their spouses, and worst of all 

they lye to themselves. You were lying to yourself, Peter, and you weren't even aware of 



it, and consequently you rejected out of hand the possibility that I might love to be 

involved in this happening with you, celebrating an aspect of our human dimension. You 

even were embarrassed about telling me. Why should you be embarrassed to talk about 

it? Sex is the most natural thing in the world. It is deeply anchored in our humanity that is 

a part of us. We are not sexless worms. To the contrary. We are at the highest end on the 

scale of the development of life, where the ordinary elements become extraordinary. 

Instinct becomes intellect, discovery becomes a process of science, sound becomes a 

language that portrays ideas, and ideas become industries. We human beings have 

uplifted everything that is naturally primitive to a height of unfolding that is absolutely 

extraordinary. Should sex be an exception? It wouldn't be if it hadn't been mentally 

stomped back into the ground as something filthy. And so the bigotry of religion 

invalidates the entire human dimension as a sacrifice to the gods that don't even exist in 

the real world. That little harmlessly seeming game of isolating sex is perfectly suited for 

isolating humanity from itself in order to swart its self-development. I am not surprised 

by your dream. This dream is the dream of the world. Your dream was also a protest 

declaration, was it not? In real terms there was nothing daring about it, though you 

thought it was." 

      She paused and began to laugh. "I should nevertheless congratulate you for 

bringing this subject up," she said. "It is about time that somebody protests. I felt like 

protesting for a long time, about our stupid hypocrisy and the games we play behind it. 

We tolerate sexuality as a necessary feature for procreation, while everything else about 

is shunned as immoral. I am sick and tired of it. We are not breeding machines. We are 

human beings. We are spiritual being. We are spiritually defined. All that we are is 

beautiful. I want to get away from this constant focus on mortality that expropriates our 

sex and makes it its own instrument by which life is wrapped in the grave-cloth of a 

beginning and an end. We count the years, we count the birthday, and we put candles on 

our birthday cake, one for each ear. We light them, and then we blow them out 

ceremoniously in a grand celebration of our mortality. That's what's really disgusting. We 

should celebrate our moving away from mortality and take sex right out of the mortality 

domain and give it a higher meaning that reflects the beauty of our humanity and its 

immortality and boundless development. I am a woman. I love to be recognized as a 

woman, and to be appreciated and be loved as a woman, rather than being looked upon as 

a sexless worm, or worth yet, to be segregated." 

      "You are totally right," I said. "Now that I think about it, there was nothing daring 

in my reaction. I was an absolute wimp! Life presented itself in a way that should have 

caused a joyful reaction with a total embrace of it. Instead I said, no thank you, and hated 

myself for it. I hated myself even more when I saw a beautiful unfolding of what I had 

turned down, happening across the way, where the offer that life had provided had been 

graciously accepted as if it was the most natural thing that could be. Still, I am puzzled at 

what the offer was built on. Was I reacting as a hungry beggar, who, being offered a loaf 

of bread, says no? Or was the whole thing a lateral process by intend, with me having 

been too blind to see it and accept it as such?" 

      "Did your heart speak as a beggar?" Sylvia asked, "or did it speak from the 

mountain top?" 



      "I have a hunch that the waitress spoke from the mountain top," I replied. "I have a 

hunch that she was embracing all, and that she was open hearted to everyone, ready to 

generously fulfill a human need that is as valid as that for which coffee and biscuits are 

served. I have a hunch that I looked at this scene with a closed mind and didn't see its 

potential. This sort of things happens sometimes in the field of engineering, where it is 

sometimes said: Well, if this hasn't been invented by us, it doesn't exist. Am I that 

arrogant that I have become that blind?" 

      "Don't hate yourself," said Sylvia. "If we acknowledge a universal principle, Pete, 

we must acknowledge this principle as universally applicable, and this not just in the 

quantitative sense. Doesn't the principle of universal love also imply that we embrace the 

humanity that we all share to the fullest possible extent, externally, as well as internally, 

broadly and universally, and with a full acknowledgment that therefore it does exist 

everywhere and is reflected everywhere, at least potentially so. And why should the 

sexual dimension be excluded from this universal embrace of all that is human, by all of 

humanity? When we talk about the principle of the universal marriage of humanity, 

shouldn't sex be included in this dimension of universality, and be uplifted to something 

uniquely human that takes it far beyond its primitive context related to procreation. In 

many ways we do this already, in the way we dress, and so forth, but why should its more 

naked dimension, the more honest dimension, be excluded from it?" 

      Sylvia refilled her cup and grinned. "Does this solve your puzzle, and I mean, 

puzzle?" she asked and began to laugh. 

      "Yes, and no!" I answered. "It doesn't answer how one can detect the line of 

demarcation between a vertical imposition of domination and a lateral embrace." 

      "Oh, isn't this simple Pete? The two are ninety degrees out of phase. How did the 

waitress strike your heart? Was it 'vertically' or 'horizontally?' Did she stand above you or 

beside you? Did she offer you something that she knew you couldn't accept, or couldn't 

refuse, or did she offer it together with a coffee and with biscuits?" 

      "You are saying I was stupid not to say, yes," I replied quietly. "I think I knew that 

I was stupid. I think this realization caused my dream to end." 

      Sylvia nodded and smiled. "You were more than stupid. What your love for our 

common humanity inspired you to embrace, you should have acknowledged, and you 

should also have acknowledged it as being reflected in my love for the same humanity 

that we are all a part of. I may have declined to join in, or I may have joined in, or I may 

even have enjoyed witnessing your daring to be honest with yourself, but you closed the 

door to all that. It was dishonest for you to assume that I would be repulsed by the offer. 

Being honest with oneself also includes being honest with oneself about the universality 

of the principles that one acknowledges as imperative. That's a tough one, right? But if 

one deviates from that, one does become dishonest. If this happens to you, how will you 

be able to call yourself a scientist from this point on?" 



      Sylvia took another zip of coffee as if this were essential to carry on the 

exploration of my dream. 

      "Now you've got me puzzled," she said moments later. "You say you were 

repulsed by the offer, because of me? Why?" She repeated the question. "Think about 

this, Peter. There might be a deeper reason." 

      I nodded. "I may have been repulsed by the gesture, because I immediately put it 

into the context of the vertical model of top-down domination and control. We had been 

talking about vertical domination on the lake, the domination that kills science and kills 

humanity with it. Suddenly I saw it reflected everywhere, the model for vertical 

domination. I think it was the thought of that, which made the offer of sex by the waitress 

repulsive, especially in your presence. The sex trade generally operates on the vertical 

platform of marketing, which makes the whole thing repulsive. Those who work in the 

trade invariably tell their client: You have a need, and I am willing to exploit that need 

for whatever price the traffic will bear. In most cases, strategically designed, provocative 

clothing enhances that 'need,' which may not otherwise exist at that time. That's the 

model of the vertical so-called love," I said to Sylvia. "It manifests itself in pure top down 

exploitation. I think that's what I saw reflected in my dream, even while no such thing 

existed. That's what I said, no, to. Of course, that's not what I saw unfolding across the 

way. I saw two people having fun, playing and enjoying the morning. They shared in 

what they both loved. It was a lateral kind of love of kindred spirits meting in time and 

space with a daring that allowed for a beautiful moment to be." 

      I added quietly that perhaps the context of their sharing was a bit crude for the 

setting of a cafe, but those things do happen in dreams. In real life, this would probably 

never happen. The vertical model of public opinion prevents this totally from ever 

happening. That's why such daring, lateral kinds of flow, are rarely ever seen, if they are 

seen at all, and appear even perplexing in dreams. 

      "The vertical model determines public opinion," I added, "which has nothing to do 

with the truth, but which determines for us what is civility and a whole lot of everything 

else, especially what is politically correct." 

      "Of course, somebody controls this whole system of top down domination for a 

specific purpose, and a specific game," Sylvia replied. 

      "Yes, and it is that, what is truly despicable and repulsive," I agreed. "Strangely, 

however, that which is really despicable, is totally accepted and everyone bows to it. It 

shouldn't be that way, Sylvia. Maybe the waitress in my dream was my conscience, 

rebelling in my head, knocking my senility that plays into all that. I should have 

embraced her as the daring pioneer that she was." 

      "Your dream illustrates the principles that Nicolai had been talking to us about 

back in Marietta," Sylvia replied. "These principles, reflected in what you found in 

Russia by a daring scientist exploring with you the forbidden subjects of science, 

probably created your dream in the first place. But let me ask you this: How would you 



react now in the real world, if your dream was a real live situation, knowing what you 

now know about it?" 

      "I would likely answer, NO, again," I replied sadly. "I would likely answer, NO, 

out of shame, with you sitting at the table across from me." 

      "You would then be dishonest with yourself, Peter, for my sake, right? Does that 

make sense?" 

      "Can you see now how deeply we are still tied to the hierarchical model? The 

Byzantine model is in control of us to the point that we lye to ourselves and to the people 

we love, rather than kicking that model out of our life." I began to laugh. "But what else 

could I do in such a situation? If I were to say, yes, and stretch my hand out to touch what 

the woman offered me, you would likely leave the room in disgust like any other woman 

would." 

      Sylvia nodded. "I probably would leave, but would it not have been more correct 

for you to have been honest with yourself, and take that chance in the hope that I might 

not leave?" asked Sylvia. "As I said before, could it not be that I might enjoy seeing your 

honesty with yourself, and with me, and enjoy seeing the honest outflow of your self-

love, of your love of our humanity, of the humanity we share, and of your love of us all 

being human? Would I not see this sharing of your love as the lateral flow of love that it 

is, even if it is unfolding in a rather unconventional form? I might even be inclined to join 

in. Would you then be prepared to say, NO, for both of us?" 

      "Would you join in?" I asked. 

      "I might. Can there be any shame involved, Peter, in a lateral flow where people 

touch each other in the flow of their honest self-love of the wondrous humanity that we 

all share? We shouldn't see any shame in that. So tell me, why shouldn't I want to share in 

that lateral sharing if the woman's offer were to extent that far? I even think, Peter that in 

this kind of a lateral flow of love, sex isn't the main factor at all, even if the outcome 

involves sexual sharing. I think lateral love is about joy, about the joy of overcoming 

barriers, the joy of finding a response that echoes our own self-love. Should I shy away 

from that joy?" 

      "Most people would, Sylvia, as I did in my dream." 

      "And so we deprive ourselves of the wonders of our own love for the silliest 

reasons," said Sylvia. "I suppose we haven't been always like that," she added. 

  

      I told her a story from a long time ago. A school teacher friend had taken her first 

year class to the library. She told me how the kids had loved the books and the audiotapes 

of the children's stories they could listen to. She also told me about an incidence that 

happened the next day in her classroom when the kids talked about their library 

experiences. That's when she found out that some of the boys had discovered the adult 



magazine section. One of the boys exclaimed to my friend about their find, waving his 

arms about excitedly as kids do, "Oh, Miss Lisa, Miss Lisa, you should have seen those 

pictures! Those were..." 

      She told me that she cut the boy off before he could say anymore, and then quickly 

changed the subject. "Nevertheless, my friend couldn't suppress a great big smile when 

she related the incidence to me," I said to Sylvia. I told her that I was about to reply to her 

that I would have loved to have seen those pictures myself. "But I didn't say that," I 

confessed. "Maybe if I had, she might have said that there was no need for pictures. It 

was summer time. She wore nothing but a thin shirt and shorts that could have been 

easily taken off, and that would have been worth a thousand pictures. But none of that 

happened, nor is it likely to happen for as long as the vertical model of public opinion is 

in control of us, rather than scientific perception, love, and our honesty with ourselves." 

      "That's why jokes are made about sex during parties," Sylvia suggested, "because 

the vertical model that controls us, doesn't allow us the freedom to acknowledge our 

humanity. All that we are allowed to do, is to crack jokes about it, to ridicule it. That's 

sad, isn't it?" 

      "No Sylvia, it is not just sad," I added. "It is tragic that we find it so very difficult 

to step outside of the mold that has been cast for us. It's like that first step from the Lunar 

Lander onto the surface of the moon, 'a small step for a man, but a giant step for 

mankind.' Becoming honest with ourselves appears to be an even-bigger challenge, than 

going to the moon, which, incidental, we couldn't do anymore even we wanted to. We 

have destroyed the industries that once gave us the capability to go to the moon. In fact, 

we have pursued this destructive rampage with glee, within the sphere of the vertical 

model. Don't you think this has to stop before we destroy the whole economy on which 

our existence depends?" 

      "Indeed, this has to stop," Sylvia agreed. 

      Sylvia stood up after she said this as if she was about to refill the coffeepot. But 

she didn't. Instead of reaching for the coffeepot she reached down and lowered her night 

pants and took them off. "Do you love what you see?" she said with a smiling face and 

came across to my side of the table. 

      "Absolutely!" I answered. 

  

      This daring little gesture added a new sparkle to the brightness of the morning. Its 

brightness filled countless moments. The sparkle of it lasted till lunchtime and beyond. In 

the afternoon we had the urge to explore some of the cliffs we had never explored before. 

We climbed down to the kelp bed, explored the shallow pools, climbed to the farthest 

point, a giant rock that marks the entrance to our bay. We watched the breaker smash 

against its steep face and then explode into a spray that shot high into the air against the 

afternoon sun. 



      "We must have coffee, sex, and biscuits more often," Sylvia commented when the 

sun was setting low on the horizon, when it was time to get back, as we had still a long 

way to go. 

      "Coffee, sex, and biscuits!" I repeated. "Yes, we must make a tradition of it. We 

must make every day a CSB day, whenever the sun comes up in the morning," I added 

and ginned. 

      "Oh, you!" she said, and grinned in return. 

  



Chapter 18 - The Ross/Fisher Station.  
  

      On the superficial level the world was still at peace. The financial markets were 

still growing. At times it seemed best to forget that those appearances did not reflect the 

real world. The lavish ornamentation on Ross' Christmas tree, and the usual Christmas 

decoration throughout the house that always graced Ross' place during the Christmas 

season, had totally veiled the reality that none of us had been inclined to acknowledge, 

year after year. And this included the roots for the excitement that unfolded in the weeks 

that followed our last Christmas, the one with Ross' surprise. 

      The Jacuzzi was finished on schedule and was dedicated long before Tony's new 

house was ready for occupancy. The day we opened the Jacuzzi, only the framing of 

Tony's house was complete. The roof was partially on. The windows had been delivered, 

but had not yet been installed. And that's were things stood. 

      Actually it was remarkable that the work had progressed that quickly. Our plan 

had been more than optimistic. Obviously, the reason for the rapid progress had 

something to do with Fred coming down from Washington now and then, to help us, and 

his bringing Dag and Al along. And that, too, was just a beginning. Before their next visit 

Fred had called us up with the good news that Dag and Al had requested their vacation 

early to be able to help us full time for three weeks, in order to get Tony's place 

completed. No one actually said this out laud, but everyone suspected that Tony was 

building himself a house to provide space for them. We somehow understood that this 

was the reason, and everyone seemed to be uplifted by it. It was as if we understood that 

they planned to become a family together and spend their life with us on the Rock by the 

Beach. The option to establish himself on our extensive property had been offered to 

Tony right from the beginning. Now the time had come for him to exercise the option. 

This, in turn, became another beginning in many other respects. 

      By the time Tony's house was completed, Fred had managed to work things out in 

Washington to get Dag and Al transferred to the coastal surveillance team. He explained 

that Ross, Heather, and Sylvia were far too valuable an asset to the nation for them to be 

constantly tied up with coastal surveillance duties. He had no special assignments in mind 

for which he needed them, but he did say that he wanted to be able to count on their 

availability to assist him when the need arose, like years ago during the Venice situation. 

With Al and Dag living on the rock with us, with both becoming trained on the scanning 

technologies and procedures, Fred would have the staffing required to fill the void that 

might suddenly arise if a situation required for Ross, Tony, and I to be away together. 

      Fred pointed out to us that our team had the ability to make unique contributions of 

a type that the rest of his people would not be able to make. He evidently realized that the 

kind of movement in thought that we had committed ourselves to once again, was not 

something that could be learned in a training school, and was of a kind that could shape 

the world. He didn't come right out with saying this in plain English. That wasn't his 

style. Nevertheless, like Tony, he had a way to let us know unmistakably what he was 

thinking. The long discussions we had with him on politics, economics, philosophy, 



spirituality, love, etc., were channeled by him in a way that allowed him to explore how 

our ideals, our strengths, our perceptions and so forth, could help the nation, even the 

world, to resolve the many impasses that were making the world an evermore dangerous 

place. 

      Sometimes I felt that he was taking an inventory of our capabilities. Diplomacy 

evidently isn't a desk job as he saw it, that one can receive instructions for, but is 

something that has more to do with life itself and moving at the leading edge of it. 

Indeed, this was the kind of diplomacy that we all wanted to be involved in, the kind we 

had been involved in, in the past when we were put into critical situations at moments 

when there were no other options available. Fred's assessing of our capabilities indicated 

to us that he was hoping to be able to give us a chance to do what we always wanted to 

do, to put us into a position where we could make a real difference in shaping the world 

towards it becoming a better place. 

      Also I had the feeling that Fred was proud to have us on his team. Indeed, we were 

all proud to be there for him. Fred had a way to make people proud of themselves for the 

value that he found in them. Al, Dag, and Tony actually thanked him for that. I loved 

Fred for the care and respect with which he treated everyone. That, all by itself, was 

enough for one to fall in love with him. I suppose, in a way, I did. So did Sylvia. As a 

consequence, Fred was always more than just an honored guest in our house, whenever 

he came for a visit to our station by the sea. 

      During the days of the tight squeeze when Al and Dag came down from 

Washington with him, in the days before Tony's house was finished, Sylvia agreed that 

Fred should have the honor to share the main bedroom with her, while I doubled up with 

Tony, so that the girls could have the spare bedroom. Evidently, Fred felt exceedingly 

honored by this arrangement. One could see it on his face. He had always been fond of 

Sylvia, and Sylvia of him. It seemed rational, therefore, to continue that arrangement 

even after Tony's house was completed and Dag, Al, and Tony had moved into it. 

Somehow, I didn't mind sleeping in the spare bedroom alone on such occasions. I felt 

proud of myself to be able to do this for Fred without reservations, and to do it in Steve's 

fashion, in order to allow their love for each other to unfold to a fuller expression. 

      As it turned out, I didn't spend many nights alone. Dag and Al approached me and 

invited me to their house for such occasions, to spend the night with them. They said that 

a person shouldn't need to be alone at night when an alternative is possible, furnished by 

love. 

 

      Strangely, Heather still kept herself isolated during that period, which saddened 

Ross. Eventually, though, he got the nerve up and invited me himself during one of the 

weeks when Heather was away for training. 

      It appeared that Fred's visits had an invigorating effect on all of us that gradually 

began to pull us out of the rut. Fred even invited Sylvia and myself to come to 



Washington for a week, to his place overlooking the river. He knew that Sylvia loved the 

art galleries and museums in Washington. He told Sylvia that he had wanted to invite us 

for a long time already, as a compensation for having taken me away from her for an 

urgent mission at a time when she needed me the most at her side. He told Sylvia that this 

wasn't possible anymore, because that would now be done out of love, and love 

supersedes all else. 

      So it was that Sylvia and I became guests in Fred's home in the high-rise at the 

edge of the Potomac River. Also, the invitation that he extended became a standing 

invitation so that Sylvia and I became frequent guests of his and this not necessarily 

always together, depending on the nature of my missions. Fred invited her to spend 

whatever time she wished, in Washington, especially when I was abroad on assignments. 

He used the same words that Dag and Al had spoken to me, that no one should have to 

spend the nights alone when an alternative is possible on a basis of love. 

 

      Nicolai too, seemed to sense that there was something moving on our rock by the 

sea. He felt the 'tremors' as when Heather surprised him with her keen understanding of 

economics. He had developed a special regard for Heather for that, which seemed to have 

already begun quietly during the days of our bold exchange about the troubles of the 

world months ago on Marietta. In this sense, Heather may have helped to change the 

world. She may even have helped Nicolai to change. 

      Nicolai was a powerful man with high level connections. Also, there was one 

important area in which Nicolai excelled above everything else. This was his ability for 

making speeches that enabled a general audience to comprehend complex 

interrelationships. I wasn't surprised, therefore, when he called us up one day and told us 

that he wanted to set up a lecture tour to present to Russia's government and the military 

the essence of what he and Heather had discussed in Marietta. He told us that he would 

love to have Heather participate in the presentation. 

      I told him that an approach like that might even get the ball rolling in the USA, if 

the subject was well presented by a high level official like him. 

      Nicolai promised that he would think about an American tour. He even said that he 

would come for a personal visit the next time he was in the area. He enquired from Ross 

what the water levels were in front of our bay, at low tide. He said he might bring the 

Typhoon if clearance can be arranged. 

       

      Nicolai gave his lecture a trial run in New York, without Heather participating. 

Naturally, we were all invited. In fact, he wanted us to come so that we could offer 

"suggestions for improvements." Unfortunately, one of us had to stay behind to man the 

surveillance station since Dag and Al were still in training. Ross volunteered. He pointed 

out that there wasn't much point in going to the lecture since we already knew what 

Nicolai was going to say. Of course, he was correct in a naive kind of way, because he 



forgot to realize that Nicolai had a talent to explain the most extraordinary idea in the 

simplest fashion, so that anyone could understand what was involved. That was more 

than evident that day. We could hardly recognize that some of what Nicolai presented 

originated in the discussions he has had with Heather. The whole thing had become his 

thing, his show, and he was proud of it, and rightfully so. He was also proud of Heather 

for "contributing valuable ideas," as he put it, and he acknowledged this before the whole 

world. He even invited her to stand up in the audience and be recognized. 

      This time around, when the lecture was finished, Nicolai didn't vanish as on 

previous occasions. Instead, he expressed a keen interest in meeting us all on Ross' rock 

"where the real thinkers" are, as he put it. Since he had already obtained clearance, he 

gave us a ride home the next day in one of the submarines that in previous years had 

patrolled the area. Evidently, Nicolai had the power to do this, which probably violated 

every security protocol in the book, but then he was the naval security chief who 

probably wrote the book in the first place. That's just the way Nicolai was, a bit of a dare 

devil and a show-off, and I loved him for it. We arrived at noon the next day. Of course 

he stayed for supper. He stayed even for the night. 

 

      Before we ate supper I asked him to join me on Ross' balcony. I wanted to show 

him where the fishing trawler was sunk after the launching of the cruise missile. I brought 

a small dish of olives with me for a special reason. 

      "Would you like an olive?" I asked. 

      "Yes," he said and helped himself to one. 

      "Does the world, olive, mean anything to you as a name?" I asked. 

      "I don't think so," Nicolai replied, "but why do you ask?" 

      "I knew a woman once by that name, a very gentle person, a beautiful soul. I met 

her in Russia a long time ago, in a resort town at the Black Sea. The name of the town is 

Suchumi. I remember this woman as a very dear person who was keenly interested in 

making our world a better place to live in. She was a music student at the time. I 

remember that you were giving a lecture there, at a peace conference on the second last 

day. I just thought you might know her. She was as keenly aware of what was going on in 

the world, and what needed to be done, as you were. So I thought you might know her, 

because of her political involvement?" 

      Nicolai's face became a blank. Moments later he began to smile. Then broke into 

laughter. "You were there, at the peace conference?" he asked. 

      I nodded.  

      "In this case you have met Olive Osipov. That's her name. I remember that peace 

conference. How can I forget?" 



      I began to grin. 

      "You must have met her during the first few days of the conference," he said, 

"after that she wasn't there anymore." 

      "That's right. We met quite early. In the middle of the first week, I believe. So, you 

really know who she is? What a coincidence!" 

      Nicolai paused. His smile faded as though he was searching for something in his 

mind. "Does the following phrase mean anything to you?" he asked. "Humanity exists to 

be cherished..." 

      "...For love exists," I continued the phrase. 

      Nicolai began to grin now. "My dear fellow you have no idea how much trouble 

you have caused me and a lot of other people. A lot of trouble, I tell you. We had to 

change the entire conference schedule just for you, at least the ending of it." 

      "You mean it was your doing to have the symphony perform on the last day? I 

suspected something like that," I said to him, "judging by the powerful lecture you gave. 

The musical uplift and the lecture fitted together, perfectly. They were like an answer to a 

prayer. They opened the way for a solution to a problem that I had been struggling with 

for three weeks, that nobody had been able to help me with. Finding that solution made a 

huge difference." 

      Nicolai began to grin again. 

      "No, Nicolai, believe me, your lecture and your concert in Suchumi made a huge 

difference. We might not be standing here if it wasn't for that lecture and that concert. 

The solution that they had enabled had set events into motion that brought us onto this 

balcony on the very day that the cruise missiles were unloaded from the submarines onto 

the fishing trawler. So my friend, it appears that your lecture and your concert had 

affected world history in a really big way, maybe to a greater extend than we all can 

imagine. Nevertheless, you are mistaken about me having been responsible for getting the 

last few days of the conference shifted around. What was done had helped me a lot, but I 

had nothing to do with the change in plans." 

      Nicolai grinned ever more now, then shook his head. "No my friend, it is you who 

are mistaken. You were involved in a big way, not directly, perhaps, but you were at the 

center of it all. Sure enough, it was my influence that made it possible for the symphony 

to be brought to the conference on the last day. It took some doing to get the funding for 

it. Believe me that wasn't easy. You have no idea what is involved in moving an entire 

orchestra back and forth with all its gear. But that was the extent of my contribution. The 

idea, and the drive to see the project through, was Olive's alone, not mine. Olive 

requested it. She got everyone fired up with the idea that it was necessary. And, Peter, she 

requested it all for you. She told me that there was a most important person at the 

conference who absolutely needed this done. This person evidently was you. She never 

told anyone more than that." 



      "Why do say it was me?" I asked. This came as a shock. I had no idea, but slowly I 

could see the reason for it. "Thanks Nicolai," was all I could say. 

      "Don't thank me, thank Olive," he grinned. "I really don't know what the two of 

you had going, or had come through together, but she was adamant that you needed this 

done." 

      "She found me deeply disturbed and in tears after the depopulation lecture, the big 

one by the woman from India. Perhaps you had heard the woman's presentation. It took 

me a long time to get over what she said. God only knows how much longer it would 

have taken me without Olive's help. I am deeply indebted to her for helping me in this 

hour of a personal crisis." 

      "Now I can understand," said Nicolai, "why she insisted that the Brahms Number 

Four must be performed. She wouldn't take, no, for an answer. She insisted that you 

needed to hear this music since it inspires peace, and joy, and power, all drawn together 

into one. Luckily the orchestra had performed the symphony only a month earlier, so it 

didn't take much to gear up for it again." 

      "And all that was done for me?" I asked. 

      "Olive was the dynamo behind the whole thing. She must have loved you very 

much," said Nicolai. "I told to her afterwards that I hoped it had made a difference. She 

replied that she was sure it had." 

      "You have no idea how right she was, Nicolai," I said to him and hugged him 

briefly. "Thanks for helping her." 

      "No Peter, thank Olive, I involved myself for her sake. She asked for my help and 

thanked me kindly for it," Nicolai replied. 

      "I would love to thank her if I knew where to find her, Nicolai. She quit her job 

with the conference the very next day after we met. I thought..." 

      "No, you didn't think," said Nicolai. "You jumped to conclusions. Do you have 

any idea what it takes to organize a symphony concert? She started lobbying for it 

beginning the very next day, and all this in addition to having to practice for it. She was 

performing with the orchestra, in the violin section, together with her boyfriend. They 

were both performing for you. The concert might have been her fare well gift to you, my 

friend. It also might have had a bigger meaning." 

      "I was looking for her in the audience, and you too, but I couldn't find either of 

you. Although I thought I saw a familiar face on the stage," I said. "I told myself this 

couldn't be her. I was also looking for you after the concert, to thank you for the lecture." 

      Nicolai smiled, "I was in the back organizing the logistics of getting all the stuff 

back to the concert hall for the evening performance." 



      "I really don't know what to say, Nicolai." I replied. I paused. "You wouldn't by 

any chance know where Olive lives, and how she can be reached?" I added. 

      "My friend," said Nicolai quietly, "there is someone out there who loved you very 

much, and still does as far as I can tell. She loves especially what you stood for. I don't 

know what that is, nor do I want to know. But for the sake of this momentous love I am 

going to break my most sacred tradition and let you have her address. She lives in 

Vienna. She has lived there for some time. We get together once in a while when I have 

to be in Vienna. She has got herself a position with the Vienna Philharmonics, together 

with her husband. She told me that her winning auditioning piece was from the 4th 

Symphony of Brahms." 

      "That was the symphony that she wanted me to hear," I said astonished. 

      Nicolai nodded. "We live in a wonderful world, my friend, where wonderful things 

can happen." He added after a few moments of silence, "you wouldn't by any chance 

know a pianist who received a violin a month earlier?" 

      I was shocked. What he implied seemed totally impossible. How could he have 

known? How could he have? "How, how did you know about that one?" I said, totally 

perplexed. "You wouldn't also know Helen, would you?" 

      He shook his head. "But Olive knows her," he said and walked away grinning. 

      At the patio door he looked back to me and added that Helen had lived with Olive 

for a week in Suchumi, prior to the conference. 

      Wow! I could only marvel at how the pieces were falling into place, with a 

beautiful picture emerging in the background. 

       

      We, ourselves, on Ross' rock had been less successful in coming to terms with the 

world. For too many years we had stopped focusing on the heart of the matter where our 

efforts once inspired so much hope and even moved the world once in a critical situation, 

by which perhaps the worst nightmare had been avoided. But this was then. We became 

'political' afterwards and wasted our time with trivial issues of meaningless diplomacy. 

Every action that we had initiated at the diplomatic level had ended up meaningless, or 

fruitless. Every avenue we had pursued to secure something meaningful, like economic 

help for Russia, which we felt was essential to break the mental blockage, had failed. 

Even our most recent project, our food aid program to Russia, which would have made 

such a great difference in uniting our two nations, came to a dead end. We were able to 

help, but only spasmodically, and this only with the help of other nations, such as China. 

      In the unfolding atmosphere of world-wide economic disintegration, most of 

Nicolai's earlier predictions about Russia and China had already come true, both in regard 

to the self-development of China which had rejected the western model and was on track 

with the greatest development drive in its history, and in regard to the destructive 



collapse of Russia which had embraced the western model that China had rejected. 

Economic looting in Russia had ruined the entire country. The consequences of the 

western looting had been claiming a million lives per year from the Russian population, 

with all the newborns factored in. This population decline, or depopulation, became a 

tragedy that is difficult to comprehend. Even Nicolai had difficulties with that, as he 

admitted after dinner. He said, however, that he could also see the beginning of a new era 

of sanity unfolding in Russia and in some of the Asian countries. He said that he was 

going to do everything in his power to advance this progressive development. 

      Before Nicolai left that day, he sent a sailor back to shore with Olive's address as 

he had promised. 

      Nicolai also found more time after his visit for telephone chats. We spoke with 

him about the hopes we once had for a brave new world devoted to global economic 

development as a foundation for peace. He always told us on such occasions that the 

mood had changed in Russia, that there was a gradual movement unfolding in that 

direction. 

 

      Once in a while, Nicolai would come back for a repeat visit. During these 

occasions his submarine would lay at anchor for a day or two in front of our bay. He 

would bring his officers ashore to show them the historic site where the Russian 'fishing' 

vessel had been sunk, the one that fired the cruise missile that nearly caused a war that 

would have destroyed the world. He would tell his people that they must never forget on 

how thin a thread the existence of humanity, including their own existence, had hung on 

that night so long ago without anyone being aware of it. 

      He would also speak to them about the paradox of the event and refer to our 

outpost on the rock as "the Ross/Fisher station." He acknowledged that it had been our 

alertness that day, and ours alone, such as it was, that had saved humanity. The event was 

a paradox to him in as much as it should not have been possible the way it happened, but 

it happened. The fishing vessel shouldn't have been so close to shore as it was, it 

shouldn't have been able to launch the missile on its own, the missile should not have 

been able to pass our defenses unnoticed, and the Air Force should not have been able to 

track it down as fast as it did, but it all happened. "The Ross/Fisher paradox," he said to 

his men at one of his visits, "can only be resolved if one acknowledges a higher platform 

where the human mind comes to light as having a base that is infinitely greater than itself, 

by which this infinite Mind becomes the guiding factor." Then he added that one should 

become more sensitive to the movements of this Mind by learning to love oneself, to love 

without restrictions, without limits, without form. 

      Occasionally one of his men would protest against the "waste of time and effort" 

that was involved in travelling to this site. They would point out that there was nothing to 

see. They would say that our balcony looks the same as any other balcony, and that the 

sea likewise looks just the same in North Carolina as it does in Russia. That's when 

Nicolai would tell them that this was precisely the point they needed to understand, and 



understand it well, because it was here, in this ordinary place, with the involvement of 

ordinary people, that the biggest war plan in the history of the world was prevented. He 

would tell them that every single detail had been worked out for a nuclear offensive that 

would have taken America by surprise, that would have opened a window of opportunity 

to wipe the USA off the map as a strategic force, and probably the Soviet Union along 

with it. All of this was prevented by a few minute occurrences at the grassroots level, that 

no one could have foreseen. He would point out that the occurrence on the American side 

resulted from a sequence of events that included daring developments of love that 

actually begun several months earlier, and that he himself had a part in it without being 

aware of it. By this sequence of events, which the smallest change could have altered, the 

fate of civilization was determined. 

      Nicolai tried to impress upon his people that even the best strategic plan of 

aggression is vulnerable to what happens at the grassroots level by the intelligent 

movements of human beings. He would point out to his people that the arena where the 

world gets changed exists at the grassroots level, in Russia, in Germany, in China, in 

America, everywhere. "If you want to move the world, that's where you have to start." 

He would tell them that the adversaries of mankind, those who claim the ancient rights 

of kings, as the fundi do, as the bankers do, and as the financial oligarchs and the like do, 

are all fully aware that the grassroots level is the arena where the fate of humanity will 

ultimately be determined, and that it is for this reason that this arena is targeted, and often 

most viciously. He would tell his people that this is why the royals' create nationalist 

tensions and divisions in the world, or ethnic conflicts, why they glorify tribalism, and 

why the modern wars are no longer focused on military objectives on the battle field, but 

are focused on the destruction of civilian infrastructures, such as bridges, railroads, power 

plants, power distribution systems, hospitals, schools, water supply systems and so forth; 

and why terrible atrocities are committed in these modern wars which dehumanize 

societies, which tear to shreds the social fabric that normally holds a society together at 

the grassroots level. 

      At this point Nicolai would usually shock his people by suggesting to them that 

Russia's goal must never be again to destroy the United States of America, but to defend 

it as strongly as they would defend Russia. He would tell them that their goal must be to 

destroy the powers that are out to destroy America, Russia, India, and China together, and 

that this patriotic war in defense of humanity must be fought at the same grassroots level 

where the seeds of destruction are planted. Finally, he would point to the great Typhoon 

submarine in front of our bay in which they came, that carried enough destructive force to 

eradicate the entire USA all by itself, and he would tell his people that this ship was 

nothing more than an expensive instrument designed to avoid the real issue, which even 

the most powerful ship in the world could never address. 

      Usually this shock would render them silent, until Sylvia would invite them all to 

stay for a while, for a chat, and have supper with us. After that they would return to the 

sub, just before nightfall, and depart in the dark. 



      I had the distinct impression every time a new crew arrived that Nicolai used our 

rock by the sea for a unique training facility for advanced officers to present a lecture to 

them he wouldn't dare present anywhere else. I was proud that we had earned the kind of 

trust that had made this possible for him. 

      During this period Nicolai's visits became a common occurrence, an occurrence 

that we all benefited from. The people that came with Nicolai were evidently the cream 

of the Russian military, the future strategists, commanders, and Admirals. We would 

enter into long discussions with them. Unfortunately, Nicolai never brought Antonovna 

along. Perhaps this would have violated the security protocol even more, which had 

already been compromised by his coming at all. Still, he always conveyed greetings from 

"Anton." 

  



Chapter 19 - Crossroads in Time  
  



 - Part 1 - Return to Lake Baikal  
 

   Instead of being sent to Africa where the future of mankind would be anchored in 

the coming long age of the Ice Age cycles, I was sent to Siberia. "You need to be there to 

help save Africa," says Fred when he handed me the paperwork for the mission. 

      "What's happening in Siberia that will save Africa?" I interject while Fred was still 

speaking. 

      "A meeting of the minds is happening there, a once in a lifetime opportunity to 

meet Einstein, Kepler, Gauss, Shakespeare, Schiller, and Benjamin Franklin all in one 

room." Fred began to laugh. "It is a private meeting, actually, organized by a few patriots 

of science from Novosibirsk and from the Irkutsk Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics. 

Do I have to say more? You'll be meeting at the lake." 

      "Where at the lake?" I interject. "The lake is 400 miles long with a 1200-mile-long 

shoreline." I looked through the paperwork. There was no map included. "You do mean 

Lake Baikal," I added, "the largest freshwater lake in Asia. I've been there, remember? 

This is big. It's like sailing on an ocean." 

      "You'll meet at an undisclosed location. You know one the people there from the 

institute," says Fred. He begins to laugh. "He says in his invitation note not to bother 

bringing your bathing suite. The lake is still frozen and covered with snow. He'll meet 

you at the airport." Fred had trouble reading the name of the city, Sverobaikalsk. 

 

      Bash, as I had called him, was there as he had promised. He had an airplane 

available. It seemed to be privately owned. It didn't bear any official looking insignia that 

might link it to the institute. He didn't say much. He just smiled. We flew high above the 

lake, even higher than the surrounding mountains. Everything was white, brilliant in the 

sunshine, interspersed with light blue shadows. "That's quite different from how you 

remembered the lake, isn't it? But it is the same old lake, an honest lake. At the end of the 

month or early next month the ice will break up as spring sets in. A month after that it's 

safe to take the boat back out." 

      "What do you mean with it being an honest lake?" I interject. "It doesn't disappoint 

anybody. Many people depend on it for their living. It never lets them down, and not only 

the fishermen and the tourists. The lake is fed by four rivers and 300 mountain streams, 

but it has only one outflow, and this feeds the great hydroelectric station at Bratsk that 

benefits the entire country. This, my friend, makes this an honest lake. It is honest, 

because it benefits so many, many people. This sense of honesty may be unfamiliar to 

you. America doesn't have much of this honesty left." 

      I nod. "Nothing much flows anymore back home that benefits society," I say 

quietly. 



      "Ah!" says Bash. "It seems you have to come to Siberia to learn about honesty. 

You will find our meeting a feast in this regard." 

      He didn't say more about it. We began to descend towards a tiny group of 

buildings on the eastern shore with mountains rising in the background. It seemed that 

mountains surrounded the entire lake. "Look there!" he says and gave me a pair of 

glasses. The buildings were barely visible. "A collaborator loaned us the lodge for a 

week. He is getting the thing ready for the tourist season." 

      We landed on a narrow strip of built up land along the shoreline. In most places 

the mountains rose straight out of the lake, so it seemed. I noticed six people standing at 

the end of the runway. He pointed them out in order and by name: Yegor, Galina, Vadik, 

Gosha, Rita, and Yelena. "That's all of us," he says. 

 

      Of course there followed a formal introduction. Yegor and Gosha were from 

Novosibirsk, and so was Rita, a small red-head woman hidden behind a heavy coat. 

Vadik, Galina, and Yelena were all from Irkutsk. Their specialty wasn't revealed, except 

that Rita was an accomplished author of some rather controversial books "that shook the 

starched establishment," says Gosha and grins. 

      "I called you all together because of an unfolding crisis," says Yegor once we were 

all assembled in the large fireside lounge. He stood between two windows that were 

facing out onto the lake. Two floodlights focused on him that made his hair appear almost 

yellow, and likewise his short beard. He stood behind the lodge's lectern, not that he 

needed one. "The crisis is critical," he says. "It is a crisis of betrayal, a crisis so deep 

reaching that it might be called the most severe crisis of betrayal in the history of 

civilization. The whole of mankind is being betrayed. It is our task to figure out how 

society can be rescued from this trap that the betrayal has sprung upon the world. The 

betrayer in person is none other that the President of the United States of America. The 

betrayer in fact, of course are his handlers who pipe the tune, and the masters of empire 

who have the handlers on their string. Thus a puppet show has begun with consequences 

on a scale that dwarves anything we have seen until now. The previous President was bad 

beyond compare, so much so that the world celebrated when he packed his bags and 

vacated the White House, but in comparative terms he was a saint. He is credited only 

with the blunder of 911 and the near blunder of the B52 affair in which a loaded B52-H 

with 96 Hiroshimas on board was brought from Minot Air Force Base to Barksdale Base, 

the traditional jumping off base to the Middle East. We came that close to a nuclear war, 

but the game was spoiled by a few patriots, some of which are now dead. The previous 

President also has a few lesser blunders to his credit, such as starting two wars that 

destroyed two entire countries and killed several million people, and the Katrina disaster 

that he didn't respond to, and the mortgage crisis, the financial collapse that he allowed to 

happen. And that's just about all the bad things he has to his credit, with perhaps torture 

added as well. But somehow the country survived, the world survived, civilization 

survived. The new betrayal puts this continuity in doubt. 



      "The betrayal started small at first," Yegor continues. "Massive vote fraud cast the 

first shadow, including death threats. But who cared? This had become the normal thing 

by then. That's the kind of process that had put the previous President into power twice, 

as people told me whenever I ask about it on my visits to the USA. So, the betrayal was 

tolerated. People shrugged. The new President was put into power. The people wanted 

change. The candidate promised change. In my book, change means a 100% reversal of 

the policy direction that nearly destroyed the county. That's what change meant to the 

voters who looked away from the election fraud to let the man proceed. 'Change' sounded 

like a promise from heaven. But this hope was betrayed. The change that was 

implemented was a radical increase of the old policy, insanity put on steroids." Yegor 

begins to laugh. 

      "That this kind of betrayal was on the horizon was already evident prior to the 

election," Yegor continues. "The man's very candidacy was a betrayal of the Constitution 

of the country. He had been requested by many people to prove in court his citizenship, 

which the constitution requires for a President to be. The request was denied again, and 

again, and again. The proof was never given. Why didn't the voters uphold the 

Constitution? The golden promise for change seemed more precious than the principle of 

honesty. Then came the great bailout of the private imperial banking system. The 

imperial system of monetarism was dead. Every major bank in the world had died under 

the weight of the monstrous fraud that had looted the world and had thereby wrecked the 

fraudulent system itself. Great cries for bailout funds began to be heard. A ten-page bill 

was put before Congress by the previous government to authorize the requested bailout 

funds. The bill was voted down with a big margin. The entire affair should have died at 

this stage. The Congress had voted. But it didn't die. The ten-page bill was regurgitated as 

a 450-page bill, riddled with perks and promises, and reintroduced for an 'emergency' 

vote. The vote was a fraud, because no person can read a 450-page document in a day 

and understand it and vote on it the next day. The new would-be President personally 

phoned up the Congressmen one by one and lobbied for the fraudulent bill. And so it 

paused. From this day on the floodgates were open for the greatest giveaway of public 

funds in all of history. One might also call it the greatest bank heist ever, and the greatest 

betrayal of the public trust. The USA is operating with a budget of slightly over tree 

trillion dollars, which is 10% above its income. Since the fraudulent bill was passed, 

sixteen trillion in bailout payments were given away and promised. This amounts to an 

unimaginably large liability against the future that indentures every citizen for life. Even 

if it was possible to miraculously double the income tax without destroying the nation, it 

would still take fifteen years to pay for the giveaway. In real terms it indentures every 

citizen for life. Actually it doesn't, because there is no way that this can ever be paid in 

real economic terms." 

      Yegor turns to me. "You Americans have the right attitude. "Your fellow, Lyndon 

LaRouche says, scrap the derivatives gambling, scrap monetarism, scrap what bankrupted 

the nation; put the banks into bankruptcy reorganization and scrap the crap, save the 

nation, save what is viable, and the rebuild the nation and the world with national credit 

creation for infrastructure and industrial development. Get back to the Principle of the 

General Welfare. But who listens to LaRouche when the empire owns all the media and 

with it the ears and eyes and the minds of society? And those who do hear him, and 



understand what must be done to prevent a New Dark Age don't have the guts to act. 

America has become a nation of mice, not men, a nation of slaves to empire, a bunch of 

zoo animals."  

      Yegor pauses and takes a sip of water. 

      "I will now attempt to illustrate how big this is," he continues in a softer tone. 

"First it must be said that the sum-total value of a nation's currency is the measure of the 

productive capacity of that nation. If nothing is produced, the currency has no value. If 

the production is immense, the currency has great value in terms of its purchasing power. 

At the end of World War II, the U.S. dollar was the most valuable currency in the world, 

because the U.S. economy came out of the Roosevelt policy era as the most productive 

engine that has ever been created. This engine has been gradually destroyed. The 

previous government gave it the final kick. The auto industry is now all but gone, 

together with the aircraft and space industries. Steel and farming are also collapsing. In 

comparison with what is being produced in real value, the U.S. dollar is worth far less 

than what it is traded for, maybe just pennies. LaRouche tells us that the dollar must 

never be allowed to drop to its real value since such a step would sink the entire world. 

Instead, the U.S. economy should be rebuilt and be revitalized so intensively over the 

next fifty years that it productive capacity would justify the current value of the dollar. 

This was the case before the bailout betrayal happened. With this factor added it may take 

the USA two hundred years to built itself out of the current mess, whereby the current 

value of the dollar would become true. This is the scale of the betrayal that has been 

perpetrated against the nation in its enslavement to empire. However, these figures are 

optimistic, because the bailout game has just begun. The private imperial banking system 

is running a vast financial-derivatives gambling casino with side-bets riding the dice that 

add up to between one and two quadrillion. In comparison with that the current bailout 

heist amounts to a mere one percent or less. The bottom line is that the President elect is 

on the fast track of destroying the nation with ever-bigger bailouts on the horizon." 

      "The reason is simple," I interject. "A dead horse cannot be healed. Dead paper 

instruments cannot be resurrected. Hyperinflation happens when society refuses to accept 

this fact and insists on dousing the dead horse with fresh blood in the hope that it will rise 

again. But it won't happen. The fundamental failure needs to be corrected and whatever is 

build on this failure needs to be scrapped to save the nation. Hyperinflation is on the 

horizon. So how did it start? The answer is simple. The inflation of a currency quantifies 

the mass of stealing by the wealthy. It is as simple as that. Whatever is stolen and 

privatized is lost to society. Taking profit without enriching society with the equivalent in 

production is thievery. The thievery makes society poor. A poor society is less 

productive. As a consequence, its currency is of less value. I came across an old Pepsi 

Cola add recently, from 1954. A bottle of pop costed five cents in those days, now it costs 

$1.50. That's a thirty-fold increase in price. That is how fast the value of our currency has 

collapsed, reflecting the intensity of the thievery that brought it down. This simple 

collapse function, all by itself, is sufficient to drive society into the ground if it isn't 

scrapped. But as the wealthy see their stolen wealth eroding, they demand more loot. To 

satisfy their insatiable demands the printing presses are started, printing more money. But 

this doesn't create wealth. It merely dilutes the value of money. As the dilution proceeds, 



ever more people fall by the wayside, who cannot pay up while their income fades into 

the wind. That is where we are, and the trend is global. Nothing can stop the 

disintegration of the world except for society to call it quits and step away from the game. 

LaRouche calls this a global bankruptcy reorganization, meaning, to save what is 

valuable and to let the rest go. All gambling debts go. All thievery becomes reversed. The 

nation issues itself currency on credit to finance wealth-creating pursuits and 

infrastructures. Money has no intrinsic value. Wealth is what is being created. That is 

what gives money its value. If nothing is produced, the real value of money becomes so 

minuscule that one needs a truckload of money to feed a family of five for a week. That's 

hyperinflation. It's a process of looting beyond thievery. We must be insane if we think 

we can survive the return of the Ice Age on this platform, for which the transition may 

have already begun." 

      Yegor raises his hand. "The real world looks darker still," he continues in the same 

quiet tone as if it was too painful to say what must be said. "At the G20 meeting in 

London the new President betrayed the entire world. How did he do this? Remember, the 

entire world has become dollarized. By hook and by crook, and also by threats and 

assassination, the entire world oil market was latched onto the dollar. Oil was only sold 

for dollars. The entire world was forced into hoarding dollars in order to buy oil. Other 

commodities followed the same path. In many respects the dollar was made a world 

currency. At the G20 the President, in essence, gave the dollar away. He lobbied for the 

creation of an imperial U.N. currency with a fancy technical name, called special drawing 

rights. It has been staged to become a world currency that has nothing of value attached 

in terms of physical production that gives a currency its value. The only physical value 

that the drawing-rights currency has is that of a puff of smoke. 

      "What does this mean?" says Yegor, continuing quietly. "It means that the last 

thread that holds the dollar up has been cut. It also means that all the dollar reserves the 

world holds are destined to become worthless, and this in the midst of the greatest 

economic crisis in history. The world cannot survive this thievery. In addition, the U.N. 

can now demand payments from every nation to continue the bailout of the gambling 

casino. This fraud amounts to a betrayal of the good faith of mankind. It will sink China, 

and Russia, and much of Europe, as well as the USA. It will bankrupt the global 

economy. 

      "And still, the scene gets darker," continues Yegor. "A vast new healthcare reform 

has been announced by the American President that is designed to eliminate huge chunks 

of the healthcare system. Medical treatment is no longer deemed a right, but is subject to 

an efficiency factor. If the expenditure isn't justified by the quality of your life, treatment 

denial will be mandated, or if needed, be replaced with euthanasia. This is Hitler's policy, 

redressed for the modern age, wrapped up in glossy technical jargons that gives an 

accountant the right to determine if a person will be allowed to live or will be cast aside 

to die. It is called in technical jargons a program to reverse the natural 20/80 imbalance. 

The natural imbalance causes 20% of the healthcare dollars to be spent in the first 80% of 

society's life span, and 80% of the healthcare dollars to be spent in the last 20% of 

people's life. It is being said that huge cost savings can be achieved by 'minimizing' those 

80% of expenditures, or chopping them off altogether. That new plan has it that 80% of 



the health care dollars should be spent in support of society's first 80% of its life years, 

the healthy years, and only 20% on its 'end of life years' when illnesses set in that make 

care expensive. Hitler called the termination of the 'end of life years' support a kind of 

'useless eaters' management program. What this translates to in real terms, of course, is a 

rather gruesome aspect of history, which unfortunately we are about to see repeated in the 

brave new world of 'managed care,' historically called euthanasia. 

      "With this announcement the President betrayed the most sacred right assured in 

the Constitution, the right to life," Yegor continues. "In the face of this escalating 

betrayal of even the most basic aspect of humanity the world cannot survive. This 

madness will be imposed on all nations. That's the project of empire, already announced. 

We cannot say that this won't affect us in Russia. It will affect us all, just as the drawing-

rights swindle is affecting us as a trap that our leaders have already fallen into, in this 

ongoing betrayal of society. If a nation destroys itself from within under the pressure of 

ever-increasing betrayal of its humanity, the entire world becomes affected. It is no 

longer a question as to what else the America President will do in his role as a stooge of 

empire, to betray mankind, or how deeply he will he betray Russia and China, and so on. 

When the betrayal crosses a certain line, the traditional passive reaction by society 

becomes and act of suicide. The extent of the suicide that the masters of empire wish to 

be achieved has been announced already half a century ago, and is constantly reaffirmed, 

which is to reduce the world population to less than two billion people. Bold plans have 

been announced in recent months, especially under the mantle of the climate change 

hoax, towards achieving this murderous goal by global eco-dictatorship provisions, such 

as the 90% elimination of all the manmade greenhouses gases that are the inevitable 

result of human living. Say good bye to anything that uses fossil fuels, from food 

production to heating your house. Say good bye to beef and milk - cattle are greenhouse 

gas producers, which are about to be taxed to extinction as is already the case in New 

Zealand. The betrayal of mankind looms before us with truly awesome dimensions to 

which the term insanity no longer applies, being too soft a term. This is what we face.  

That is why we are here. We are gathered together here to search for ways to prevent this 

planned collapse of the planet into a New Dark Age in which the masters of empire 

believe their looting feudal system can survive. Any ideas, anyone, of how we can rescue 

ourselves and our world from this impending doom? Bash invited Peter VanDerMeer 

from the USA, who also understands this problem and is therefore qualified to search for 

a solution. Please welcome, Peter." 

      I didn't know if I should stand up or not. I hadn't been in such a 'schoolroom' for a 

long time, with so many dignified academics present. Was standing up still expected. I 

decide to step forward and join him at the lectern as an equal. 

     "Your assessment is a bit shallow," I say to Yegor, who had remained at the 

lectern. "Your assessment ended with a faint hint at Shakespeare's Hamlet, but only with 

a faint hint. It hinted at a tragedy, but not at the principle involved. The principle that you 

seemed to have missed, which Shakespeare understood, is that the tragic figure in 

classical tragedy is never a person no matter how foolish that person may be. The tragic 

figure is always society. It is that, not because it suffers the consequences of the folly of 

the fool in power, as in the case of the folly of Hamlet. It is the tragic figure because it 



allowed conditions to develop by which it became unqualified for its continued survival. 

In Hamlet an invasion force was approaching at a time when a traitor had murdered the 

king and assumed the throne. Here a tragedy unfolds. Hamlet had by the death of the 

king, as high rightful successor, the authority to rectify the situation and the task to 

defend the nation. But as a fool he failed. He did everything wrong, and the nation 

became undefended and fell into slavery. Thus, the greater folly was that of society itself 

that had placed itself in a position that s single fool could determine its fate. In today's 

world the America President is playing Hamlet, the fool, or being played as a fool -- a 

puppet on strings, being played by the masters of empire. He plays the role of the fool 

well, better than most Shakespearean actors would, because he is a fool at heart and was 

chosen by the masters of the play for this special quality. He had auditioned and got the 

part and half a billion in funding to enable him to dance his way into the hearts of society. 

And even then he barely made it across the electoral hurtle, in spite of the trickery, 

thuggery, voting fraud, and whatever else was employed to enable him to win a razor-thin 

victory on paper. He played society as fools, and society became fools. The rest of the 

play unfolds like a badly written novel of betrayal upon betrayal, and total subjection by 

society that lays itself down to die. No one should have any illusion about the severity of 

the consequences of a society laying itself down to die. America's Lyndon LaRouche had 

warned about the consequences already decades ago, which he warned would become a 

New Dark Age. I think he pioneered the term. When the monetarist system of empire 

began to break in the summer of 2007, he launched a series of webcasts and said to the 

world, look up, people, the dawn of this New Dark Age is already breaking: millions are 

thrown out of their home on the basis of a grand fraud that has become legal. Many more 

millions followed them, as millions were loosing their jobs at a rate of over half a million 

per month, with it their income gone as industry after industry is being wiped out by the 

ever-escalating grand fraud. Now the nation's currency itself is being wiped out, 

supported by the President's own willful action." 

      I pause for a few moments. 

      "That's the tragedy that Shakespeare laid out in Hamlet," I continue in a quieter 

tone of voice. Yegor listens patiently and smiles. "Our modern society went beyond the 

Hamlet stage," I say and pause again. "Society is actively betraying itself by hailing the 

lies that are dished out for its self-destruction like a so many knives for committing 

suicide. One of these lies for society's self-betrayal is the so-called Green Revolution to 

combat Global Warming. And since the Universe isn't cooperating with the masters of 

empire, as the world is getting colder and may be already moving towards the expected 

transition to the next Ice Age cycle, the killer lie is now called Climate Change. The 

Green Revolution calls for an energy-starved world of windmills for making electricity 

instead of nuclear power as LaRouche has long proposed. Driven by the empire's Green 

Revolution, America has become the world-pioneer in the burning of food in a starving 

world, to used as fuel in automobiles, instead of hydrogen fuel derived from nuclear 

power. This means that we have a dying society in America, which is committing itself to 

actively preventing its potential for an economic recovery from being realized. We are 

shooting down out our own future." 



      Yegor nods and smiles. "What you say is correct in as much as you restated the 

problem," he says. 

      "We need to understand the principle of tragedy in order to prevent its outcome," I 

say to him. "I stated the principle of tragedy." 

      "No my friend," says Yegor patiently and smiles. "You have stated the folly of 

tragedy. There is no such thing as a principle of tragedy. There is not a single aspect of 

Principle expressed in the design of the Universe that results in tragedy. Principle and 

tragedy are opposites." 

  



 - Part 2 - Twilight of Civilization  
 

      Yegor turned to Rita. "Tell Peter about the civilization in your novel, which 

escaped by a great tragedy on the platform of an understood fundamental principle," he 

says to her. 

      "It is a science fiction story of an advanced civilization that was threatened to be 

invaded by a powerful force for the purpose of enslaving it," says Rita without standing 

up. "The marauding space invaders where feared throughout their region of the galaxy." 

      "Let me guess," I interrupted her. "The threatened civilization had built itself a 

large stock of nuclear weaponry, a small fraction of which could eradicate the threatening 

force, but the people also realized that they couldn't apply this option as they felt that 

resorting to killing for any cause would destroy the very foundation of their civilization 

that had been founded on a platform of enriching life, not destroying life. A friend from 

Leipzig had told me of such a story." 

      "Then she probably read my book," says Rita. "The book is known in a few 

intellectual circles. Leipzig is not unknown as a leading intellectual center. The 

University of Leipzig was among the first to stand up in the fight against the Global 

Warming fraud. The Leipzig Declaration had been supported with signatures of over a 

hundred professional climatologists, standing in opposition to the fraud. It was designed 

to stop the escalating Global Warming fraud at the Kyoto conference. The declaration 

didn't even get onto the agenda to be heard. The conference was designed as a fraud 

itself, for the betrayal of mankind. My novel had been written long before this time. It 

describes the principle that prohibits tragedy. I do not know if this principle was 

understood in Leipzig at the time. The power of a principle lies in a people's recognition 

of it. In my novel the recognition of an imperative principle prevented a great tragedy. 

The same potential exists today and for all times to come." Rita leans back into her chair 

and folds her hands over her head. She looks towards the fireplace where the fire had 

almost gone out. She stands up and puts a new log on. 

      "My friend who told me the story from your book about the civilization that 

refused to defend itself with the use of violence had hailed this civilization as being 

extremely wise," I say to Rita. "She said that Germany had been unwise and had yielded 

to violence, and was consequently destroyed thereby. She said that Germany didn't loose 

World War II because of strategic errors, of which there might have been a few. She said 

the Germany lost the war because of its 'healthcare' policy that was centered on killing 

people, the T4 policy as it was known for the address where it was administered from, 

Tiergarden Strasse 4. It was a policy that weighed the life of a person against the cost of 

maintaining that life. If death was the less costly option, it became a factor in the cost 

management accounting. The T4 program started with emptying the old age care 

facilities and other long-term care institutions. The determining factor of whether 

treatment as delivered or denied was something as crude as statistical analysis, not a 

medical evaluation. Hitler had penned his own personal, and secret, authorization for the 

program under the title 'The Destruction of Lives Unworthy of Life:' An American 



version of the T4 program is now on the books. It is designed to be implemented by the 

creation of an all-powerful Private Health Board of 'experts' that operates above the 

Congress and the Senate. It may be called the Federal Coordinating Council for 

Comparative Effectiveness. It is designed to act without political interference as a purely 

corporate structure in the manner in which the private Federal Reserve operates in the 

monetary system. In other words, the system has the right to kill you, and you have no 

right to fight back. Your entire medical history, dental history, financial history, 

educational history, political history, religious history, military service history, and of 

course your age, and so on, will be fed into an automated evaluation system that crunches 

the numbers and comes up with a Life-Worth index factor for you that you won't be able 

to challenge, or might not even have the right to know what the factor is. In the world of 

supranational corporatism, the meaning of civil rights no longer applies. This resulting, 

computer generated Life-Worth factor will then be used to determine if a person qualifies 

for certain treatments, or whether the treatments, including life-critical treatments, will be 

withheld, such as for AIDS. If for example the system determines that a person's Life-

Worth factor is too low relative to the cost of the treatment, as in the case of AIDS, or in 

the case of an elderly person with a chronic disability, that persons in these cases might 

fall into a category where the law requires that their case be 'closed.' If the treatment is 

denied, the verdict is death. It probably won't take long on this road to hell until death 

becomes mandatory by euthanasia. Or it might be suggested as a choice to end the 

suffering for which treatment is denied. The law for creating this hell has already been 

prepared. It will likely be introduced as a 5000-page document just a few days before 

Congress breaks for vacation, to be voted on as an emergency measure, stealthily covered 

over with glossy lies and a whole lot of perks attached. One of the perks is that the 

government will extend medical insurance coverage to the 50 million Americans that are 

presently not insured, but with no increase in budget provisions. In fact, several hundred-

billion-dollar budget cuts are promised as another one of the perks." 

      "In other words they are making healthcare universal, but they make it so deadly 

that nobody will want to use it," interjects Galina. "If you go this route, why does 

anybody even bother to conduct research for finding a cure for some of the difficult 

diseases, like AIDS? But isn't this genocide? Without treatment AIDS proliferates like 

wildfire, doesn't it? Is this what they want?" 

      I raise my hand. I hadn't finished. "My friend from Germany told me the story of 

her younger sister who had developed merely a headache," I continue my little speech 

quietly. "This happened near the end of the Hitler era. Her parents had taken the little girl 

to the city hospital as any parent would have done under the circumstances. It may have 

been late in the evening when the headache became severe. The child was kept there 

overnight. When the parents came visiting the next day the girl's expression was a blank. 

She didn't smile. She couldn't even recognize her parents anymore. Two days later she 

was dead. A kind doctor took her father aside and explained that it was all for the better. 

He said that she had a brain tissue infection that might cause complications in the future. 

He said that they responded as the law requires in such uncertain cases with a potential 

future liability. The doctor confided to her dad that they had 'pulled the spinal chord,' or 

something like that, which caused her to gently go to sleep. They called it, closing the 

case. My friend, who is her sister, said that she realized many years later that this type of 



policy was the reason why Germany lost everything. It wasn't the war, then. The war 

wouldn't have happened. It was the pollution of the culture of the nation with murderous 

violence against the most precious a society has, which destroyed this once greatest 

nation in Europe." 

      "I can't imagine what it must have been like in those days," interjects Galina again. 

"What must it have been like for the population not to be able to go to a doctor for 

treatment of an illness without wondering if the doctor will kill them instead of treating 

them?" 

      "Isn't that how they treated babies with deformities," says Rita. "I understand that 

they gassed the deformed babies to death as soon as they were born, so that they wouldn't 

become a liability. Of course the elderly and chronically ill were already a liability. I 

believe many had their case closed likewise. I believe Hitler emptied the nursery homes. 

But where do these kinds of ideologies come from? They are rooted in empire. Hitler was 

an empire man, financed and trained by the masters of empire." 

      "Welcome to the new American healthcare policy," I say quietly. "This is the 

future, and maybe your future too if this trend is allowed. Welcome to the new American 

Holocaust. Hitler's T4 policy is slated to become law in America. They will set up a 

Federal-Reserve-type institution that operates above the government and administers the 

plan, which all doctors and hospitals must comply with. This is how the system is 

designed to work. Those who comply 'well' will then be rewarded with bonuses. I guess 

the bonuses will be determined by the death rate that reduces the expenditures in the 

system. And my friends, this is not something to come. It is here. Some people really do 

call the plan 'the American Holocaust plan.' They call it that even before it becomes law 

in the summer." 

      "Then you better not go to the doctor anymore unless you have a death wish," says 

Rita. 

      "This isn't what my friend meant when she said that Hitler's healthcare policy 

destroyed Germany," I reply. "Her reasons were different. They reflected what you wrote 

in your book about the society that refused to consider violence, even to defend itself, as 

doing so would destroy them from within. She reasoned that this is what Hitler's plan had 

done. I suspect that this plan was foisted on Hitler from deep within the empire that had 

'hired' Hitler as their stooge. Hitler's plan reflected the ideology of empire that sees the 

human population as a liability to the imperial plan for world control. Even to this very 

day the plan of empire is to kill four to five billion people. They call the plan 

'demographic adjustment.' This is the background that Hitler came from. And that is 

where the critical factor lies. The only real wealth that any society has its is people. 

Everything that is produced in the world, is produced by the creative and productive 

power of the human being. The human being is society's greatest asset. It is a wealth-

creating engine, and the only real wealth-creating engine that exists or will ever exist. 

Anything that has value, or ever had value, has gained its value from that. For a society to 

develop and flourish, the creative potential of the human being needs to be developed to 

the utmost, rather than be destroyed. Only the masters of empire would want to see it 



destroyed. In order to maximize the creative potential education needs to be developed 

towards the learning of the process of making discoveries. Science needs to be advanced, 

healthcare needs to be maximized, quality housing and cultural living needs to be created. 

If all of this is maximized, the creative potential of a nation's economy can be multiplied 

10,000-fold. With this productive power established all around the world, who then needs 

to make war to blunder other people? Hitler went to war, because he was hired by empire, 

through their stooges and philosophers, to throw away what the German nation had. He 

threw everything away that was of value. Germany had the finest culture in Europe, the 

most-skilled workforce, the most powerful industry, the most advanced scientific cadre, 

and the best engineers. This is what Hitler destroyed from within. Germany was defeated 

by his policy before it even went to war. Hitler didn't know what a human being is, but 

society didn't know this either, or else it would have blocked the destruction of it. Hitler 

didn't see the human being as creators of new and powerful worlds. His little pea-sized 

head was so small that he could only see mankind as a liability where in truth the greatest 

wealth lay before him. The creative potential of the human being is so powerful that in 

spite of all the wars and destruction the empires have heaped on mankind over time, the 

world population has grown a thousand-fold since the end of the last Ice Age, and this 

might only be a hundredth of its real potential. Mankind has been betrayed by Hitler. 

Science has been betrayed. Intelligence has been betrayed. And now we are back to this 

again in America. What destroyed Germany is about to become law in the USA." 

      "The world cannot survive in an environment of betrayal," says Vadik. 

      "Of course it can't," I reply. "This is the reason why the same policy is now foisted 

on America from the same deep well of poison at the heart of empire. Our President has 

become the new Hitler, the new little stooge who dances to the old tune with the same 

resolve as Hitler had done. The goal is to destroy America at the heart, just as Germany 

had been destroyed. This is what the new law will accomplish. For starters it makes every 

medical doctor in America a potential criminal as defined under the Nuremberg Statute, 

and potentially subject for prosecution with the death penalty in the wings. At the 

Nuremberg trial the Nazi doctors were convicted and hung for the crime of their action 

that caused death, or as they should have known, would cause death. This law, which is 

deemed as basic as civilization, applies precisely to potentially every doctor in the USA 

under the new American healthcare policy, who is required under this policy to withhold 

available treatment as a cost-saving measure. When the Nazi doctors defended 

themselves by saying that they only followed orders, the judges pointed out that as 

human beings they had a human obligation to refuse those orders. On this ground their 

guilt was upheld, just as it might become the case again in the future trials of American 

doctors who are presently becoming trapped into the same situation." 

      "Don't forget the Congressmen and Senators who vote for the Law," says Yegor, 

interrupting me. "Their names should be recorded for future Nuremberg prosecutions. 

Whoever votes for this bill commits a crime by intention, and not only against society, 

but also against the doctors. In Hitler's world the doctors were required by law to issue 

fake death certificates when death was caused by intention. We will see the same again in 

the modern world. I cannot imagine that under the new circumstances doctors will be 

allowed to note on their death certificates that a person's death was caused by denial of 



treatment. They will be required to commit fraud. And to make it easier for them to hide 

the crime of the system, the fraud will likely be built into the death codes. The new law 

should be called, 'Criminality Made Easy.' Whoever votes for this law should have his 

commitment to the legalization of crime recorded. The Nuremberg judges still speak to us 

all and for all times to come when they concluded that individuals have international 

duties which transcend the national obligations of obedience -- who therefore have the 

duty to violate domestic laws to prevent crimes against peace and humanity from 

occurring." 

      Yegor motions me to continue. "On this platform," I say quietly and with a sense 

of awe, "almost the entire world stands guilty of a grave failure in that the world stands 

idly by and allows such laws that result in mass-death to be even voted on, and allows 

Presidents and Kings who promote these laws to remain in power. Vast crimes are being 

committed today against mankind, of which the whole world stands accused and 

condemned under the Nuremberg Statute. With the Nuremberg trials a new era should 

have begun. The worldwide policy of empire for 'demographic adjustments' to eliminate 

four-fifths of mankind, also called 'depopulation,' should have prompted the immediate 

arrest and prosecution of the source of this policy of intention. But instead the world 

shrugs, even while these arrogant demands for global genocide are repeated again and 

again like a broken record." 

      I turn to Rita. "I think the Nuremberg judges have put on record as a universal 

human law what you have imagined as a platform for reaction by a highly advanced 

society in your novel. I also think that every human being knows that the Nuremberg 

platform is a critical one for human survival, as it points to the very heart of what and 

who we are, and defends it from destruction. I cry therefore for mankind that after more 

than half a century of living with the Nuremberg platform in its background, mankind has 

not found the wisdom or the courage to implement it, but cowers like slaves with bent 

knees and bowed heads at the altar of empire. LaRouche stands apart from this crowd, 

with a few associates. He has become an American 'institution' synonymous with the 

fight to save civilization from the total collapse that it is heading for. He is the only 

institution that I know in America that is fighting on every level to block the Hitler-Bill 

from becoming law. He is fighting it with everything he's got, just as he fought to protect 

the nation when the financial system began to disintegrate in the summer of 2007. He 

fought for the protection of the homeowners that were in trouble because of the financial 

collapse. He also fought for the protection of the banks that society depends on for its day 

to day operation. He fought for the protection of both, and thereby for the protection of 

the nation, with his proposed Homeowner and Bank Protection Act. Had society joined 

his fight on a broad front, many millions of home-evictions would have been avoided and 

the $16 trillion bank-bailout swindle would not have been heaped upon the nation. That's 

the face of the consequence when society shrugs. Years earlier, LaRouche fought to save 

the American automobile industry when it became apparent that the industry was in 

trouble for the lack of sales. He fought to have laws enacted to convert the unused 

industrial capacity of the auto sector to the building of advanced infrastructures that the 

nation badly needed even then; which had been successfully done during World War II. 

Of course as we all know, society shrugged at the proposal. Now the industry is dead. 

The jobs are gone. The facilities have been largely scrapped. The skilled workforce has 



been kicked out, and even their pensions are now being stolen by the financial vultures, 

while the infrastructures work remains undone. This is how a nation dies. Now the new 

healthcare plan threatens to take their life under the old Hitler song, of lives being 

unworthy of life. LaRouche says, the puck stops here. He draws the line. He says to 

empire, 'you cannot pass.' He demands the resignation of the entire cabal of the 

President's advisors, and failing that, the impeachment of the President. The Hitler-

Doctrine shall NOT become our law; he says to whoever will listen. But will he succeed? 

Few people are fighting with him. By and large, however, society appears committed to 

its self-betrayal and to letting the law proceed as planned. Indeed, is anybody here willing 

to put his all into this fight?" 

      "The world cannot survive in this environment of self-betrayal," says Vadik again 

while I return to my seat. "Even science is being betrayed while the world shrugs. The 

method that is being used for this is the same method that the Venetian Empire had used 

to destroy the Renaissance. The Venetian Empire caused the Renaissance to betray 

itself." 

      "Are you surprised by what you see happening?" Rita interjected. "You have all 

read my book. I wrote the book on this subject almost thirty years ago, haven't I? I wrote 

then that the real beginning for anything is the intention behind it. Everything that we 

talked about here today takes us back to the year when the American Constitution was 

enacted as the foundation of an intended New Renaissance in America. America took 

itself outside the sphere of Empire and dared to do this on a foundation that promised a 

New Renaissance in the world that threatened the empire's very existence. In this context 

the masters of the oligarchy hired one of their scribblers to launch an offensive against 

the threatening new Renaissance. He launched his assault in the very same year in which 

the American Constitution was enacted. The hired scribbler stood up and blew his devils 

trumpet. He published a devilish book on population that very year, in which he 

compared mankind to cattle that outgrow their pasture. He argued for culling the herd, 

meaning human depopulation. He didn't argue that the purpose for the depopulation was 

to protect empire from the advancing human spirit. He evidently knew that mankind is 

not a herd of cattle, since the founding of the USA was proof of that. He sang the 

depopulation song for the masters of empire, which makes it a virtue to kill human 

beings. This is the poison pill that destroys a human culture and civilization. The masters 

of empire saw themselves so severely threatened by the human spirit in those days, that 

many a hired hand would blow their devil's trumpet, demanding depopulation. The name 

of the stooge who created the trumpet is Giammaria Ortes. A long list of names, of the 

later virtuoso of this trumpet, now graces the halls of infamy. The first was Thomas 

Malthus, the conceptual architect of the British Poor Laws and the Work Houses. Charles 

Darwin blew the devil's trumpet next, proclaiming that mankind is not only basically an 

animal, but is a freak resulting from an accident. Out of it came the dog-eat-dog world of 

social Darwinism. Life thereby becomes a battle in which the strongest win and the rest 

die, justifying violence with the biggest guns. Then Charles' cousin, Francis Galton took 

up the depopulation trumpet and played on it the Eugenics song that justified the 

eradication of entire groups of unwanted populations. Adolf Hitler loved this song. Only 

the masters of empire thought that the song wasn't radical enough. And so they hired the 

famous pacifist of empire, Bertrand Russell, who took up the trumpet and blew it louder 



than anyone had dared before. He blew it so enormously that it caused the earth to shake, 

but nobody took him seriously. He said that wars don't kill enough people, even big wars. 

He suggested that a biological holocaust should be unleashed, once in every generation, 

to keep mankind small and impotent. He soon started to play duets with other 'leaders' 

playing the same trumpet. One was a certain prince of high standing in empire, who put 

himself on record as one who would love to become incarnated as a particularly deadly 

virus to be able to facilitate a big splash in the depopulation arena. His goal was to kill 

mankind back to less than two billion people living on the planet. Others like him, 

wanted more radical actions. As the implementation became more intensely pursued, the 

lyrics of the song were changed. The terms, 'depopulation' and 'genocide' became 

unpopular, and were replaced with the term, 'demographic adjustment' and 

'sustainability.' The now cherished biological holocaust concept was further implemented 

by a famous knighted agent of empire working out of the Brown House in Washington. It 

is rare that the American White House lives up to its intended color. Brown is its default 

color. Brown is the color that was made infamous in Nazi Germany as the color of 

fascism. One day, society will elect human beings to that office again who will turn the 

house white again. The knighted agent of empire launched a project from the Brown 

House in a year in American history that may be termed the 'epicenter' for many 

holocausts that were started for depopulation. Under an official American policy, he 

sounded his own trumpet for genocide in the world. His policy, that became official 

policy, targeted more than a dozen third world nations for 'population reduction' under 

the excuse of preserving their natural resources. AIDS emerged from this background 

four years later. It first hit the homosexual community in America, and a year later the 

heterosexual community in Africa. It expanded from there to become a worldwide 

phenomenon. The official story is that AIDS came from a green monkey living in Africa. 

Evidence suggests however that the green monkey had a human name, and most likely a 

close tie to the Brown House. Since the trumpet blast was for depopulation, as spelled out 

in the document of intention, the curbing of the spread of AIDS was not allowed. On this 

stage AIDS became an American Holocaust, one of the smaller American holocausts that 

is barely exceeding 35 million deaths worldwide thus far. From the same 'epicenter' in 

time, the mid 1970s, where AIDS came from, the depopulation trumpet was sounded in 

many different directions. It blew up a huge storm with the DDT ban. The trumpet blast 

stopped the eradication of malaria in its tracks. Malaria had nearly been eliminated as a 

pandemic disease. Thus the DDT ban unleashed the biggest American Holocaust of all 

times. It tallies up into the hundreds of millions of deaths worldwide. From the same 

epicenter the trumpet also sounded for a number of lesser Holocausts, such as when the 

trumpet blew for the scientific fraud of manmade global warming for which food is now 

massively been burned and beef production halted while hundreds of millions don't have 

enough to eat and tens of millions of people are staving to death every year. Another 

trumpet blast demanded the takedown of the economic system with free trade, and the 

takedown of healthcare with corporatism. All of these are genocidal projects by intention, 

orchestrated in America from the empire's Brown House and from its own Brown 

District, termed the City of London. So you see my friends, the tragedies that we have 

talked about have a long history, and they won't be healed it without a complete 

unraveling of that entire history. This means that we will have to first inspire mankind to 

bury the trumpet and gain itself a full appreciation of what a human being is." 



      "Rita is right," says Yegor when Rita stopped speaking. "Every global problem 

that we have talked about has an underlying purpose that is centered on killing people. 

All the hidden roads of intention lead to that. The wrecking of America, Africa, China, 

India, and Russia too, ultimately has this one goal. This adds up to a grand betrayal of 

mankind. The footsteps are fraud, and the cover up is fraud. What hurts me personally, is 

that science is dragged into this sewer of empire where it is pressed into service to 

support this fraud. It renders the image of a scientist as a criminal. And the crime is not 

minuscule. What Rita referred to the as 'lesser' holocausts, coming out of the sewer, are 

actually far bigger than they appear to be. She listed the global warming doctrine as one 

of those 'lesser' holocaust crimes. This may not be so. The thrust of the crime in all of its 

many dimensions is focused on reducing the world food supply in an already starving 

world, thereby imposing genocide. Look at the world grain supply with a harvest of two 

billion tones per year. 60 percent of that is consumed as food, 36 percent as feed, and the 

rest is burned as fuel. While the use of grain for food and feed increases by roughly 1 

percent per year, the burning of it as fuel is growing by over 20 percent per year. And this 

is big. Converting food to Ethanol jumped in the USA from 1.6 billion gallons in 2001, to 

9 billion gallons in 2008. This is huge. The American Ethanol production amounts to 

more than half of the world-production of 17 billion gallons. And here is where the 

tragedy unfolds. It takes 20 million hectares of farmland to produce the feedstock. This 

vast acreage would normally produce food for 40 million people. This is how much food 

is now being burned every year. This also means that 40 million people are killed per 

year in the ethanol holocaust. If the burnt food was available, it would likely prevent the 

death of a large chunk of the over 900 million people worldwide that are presently 

subjected to 'chronic' starvation. That's how ethanol spells genocide. Rita should list the 

term, Ethanol, in her book as the new name for holocaust. And what does the world get 

out of this food-burning process, other than a huge genocide? It gets a motor fuel that is 

only 61% as efficient as gasoline and releases large quantities of ozone, a serious air 

pollutant, and also releases formaldehyde and acetaldehyde, peroxyacyl nitrates, plus 

benzene and butadiene, which are all carcinogens. It also causes internal stress-corrosion 

cracking in metals. Failures are known to have occurred in as little as 50 hours on pumps 

with a 2000-hour life expectancy. And worst of all, it takes 30% to 60% more energy 

input to produce the Ethanol than it gives back. This built-in inefficiency in the system 

translates into a whopping energy-loss of 161 billion kilowatt/hours, the equivalent of the 

power output of 18 to 19 nuclear power complexes with a gigawatt capacity each, or the 

burning of 50 million tons of coal. Considering the huge energy loss in the system from 

seed time to the finished product; and the enormous water requirement for the distillation 

process that's in the range of 2.5 trillion gallons of water, which is taken out of the 

agricultural use; and all the dangerous pollution added to the equation; the only objective 

that is evident for the entire process, is to facilitate genocide on a vast and ever widening 

scale that pales the Nazi holocaust into insignificance. The large scale burning of food in 

a starving world adds up to a holocaust of gruesome, and cold and deliberate intention, 

even while it increases the fossil fuel pollution. Of course the deaths by starvation that 

happens quietly in the background all over the world is not tallied up, just as the death 

toll of the Nazi holocaust was never really tallied up. The Nazi holocaust is estimated at 6 

million deaths over six years. The ethanol holocaust, in comparison, imposes 40 million 

deaths per year without an end in sight, which has started from small beginnings going 



back thirty years, increasing year after year. Added to this holocaust that all by itself pails 

the combined fatalities of all the wars in history, we must now add the additional deaths 

that result from the burning of food for biodiesel fuel. Here the figures are somewhat 

smaller, a third in total volume, while their impact is still worse. Biodiesel from 

sunflower oil requires 118% more energy input than it gives back, or 27% for diesel from 

soybeans, while both require a much larger acreage of farmland per gallon to produce. 

And the resulting fuel itself is 11% less efficient than real diesel. In addition, biodiesel 

produces just as much CO2 as any other carbon based fuel, while the production process 

generates Glycerin, an alcohol compound that has some secondary uses, but is expensive 

and complicated to clean, which has also now flooded the market. It appears that the only 

thing that biodiesel does well, is kill people by massively burning the already insufficient 

world food supply, adding another 15 million deaths per year to the biofuels-holocaust. 

We need to regard these figures as a yardstick with which to get a sense of the genocidal 

intention behind the imperial healthcare reform policy that is now being promoted in 

America and is already law in Britain. Killing people has become big business on a wide 

horizon, with large segments of society supporting it." 

      "If you think that this horrendous holocaust that we have just talked about, is big, 

then think again my friends," I interject, standing up to emphasize the point. "The total 

collapse of the American dollar that the masters of empire are now trying to engineer, 

which the USA, Russia, and China have been coerced into supporting, will cause a global 

economic collapse on a scale that is unimaginable, resulting in a holocaust so huge that it 

pails everything we have talked bout. The masters have been crying for years that they 

want four to five billion people eliminated. When the dollar gets wiped out, the resulting 

chaos and economic disintegration might get them their wish fulfilled. The world is 

hanging on the thin thread right now. The thread is the U.S. dollar. If the thread is cut, the 

free-fall of everything cannot be avoided. That is what the masters are counting on, which 

they have lobbied the whole world to commit itself to. Our own country, lead by a bunch 

of idiots, is presently leading this charge to hell. Stupidly Russia and China, and a bunch 

of other nations around the world, have allowed themselves to be coerced to follow the 

American charge of the idiot brigade which they will not survive. Then, death by 

starvation, will be written in big capital letters, globally." 

      "A you saying that the whole of mankind has become criminally genocidal by 

supporting this insanity?" interjects Yegor. "LaRouche's warning has been heard 

throughout the world that dropping the dollar at this stage will drive the world to hell. 

This means that the Nuremberg criterion applies here too, that they knew or should have 

known, that their action impose death upon large masses of people. The same applies to 

the biofuel holocaust that presently kills upwards to 55 million people a year. It is well 

known throughout society that taking tens of millions of hectares of farmland away from 

the food production process in an already starving world has genocidal consequences. 

The United Nations' Food and Agricultural Organization admits that ten million people 

are starving to death each year, which appears to be a gross understatement, but which is 

not surprising for an organization that supports the biofuel holocaust. Still, the FAO 

cannot hide the fact that over 900 million people are presently subjected to 'chronic 

starvation,' which it admits to, even while it allows the biofuel holocaust to go on. 

Considering that these facts are common knowledge, I have to say that people know, or 



should know, that every time they drive up to a gas pump and fill up their tank with food-

diluted gasoline, they become involved in a sequence of actions that result in the death of 

their fellow human beings as surely as if they would stick a knife into their belly and 

watch them die. But does the Nuremberg Statute that renders these actions a crime 

against humanity, still apply? If the standard penalty would be applied in this case, 

society would be forced to execute itself or imprison itself, by which the law would 

impose a greater crime." 

      "The law exists for two purposes," I interject. "One purpose is the protection of 

society, and the other purpose is to heal its failing in such matters that lead up to a crime. 

I think the decisive factor here, is the factor of intention. Was Shakespeare's Hamlet a 

criminal? His uncle had murdered his father, married his mother, and raised himself up as 

king, thereby depriving Hamlet of his rightful place. His uncle thereby made himself a 

criminal by intention and should have been arrested by Hamlet to undo the criminality. 

But Hamlet was a little man, unsure of himself. He understood his task but lacked the 

humanist commitment to carry it out. Was he a criminal then by intention, even 

considering that through his inaction the entire nation became defeated by an invading 

force, as no one in court had cared to defend that nation against? I would say that he was 

not a criminal by intention, but a fool, even though he caused the nation to be defeated by 

his inaction. He was a man who was a mouse. As I said before, the tragic figure was 

society, which had stood idly on the sideline and allowed the whole mess to become 

possible by being indifferent to the principles on which its welfare depends. Society 

should have forced the arrest of the uncle and the removal of Hamlet as an executor of its 

affairs, for reasons of his incompetence. This is Shakespeare's healing message. Who 

heeds this healing message today? The masters of empire have raised themselves up as 

kings to rule the world, proclaiming loud and clear that the world has cancer and that is 

cancer is man; and that therefore four fifth of mankind must die to clear the slate so that 

mankind will never ever threaten the existence of empire in the future. The intention, 

here, is genocide; self-proclaimed by the criminal itself. The criminal is empire. The 

holocaust is its mark. Today's governments are fools, worth than what Shakespeare had 

been able to imagine for Hamlet, but they can't escape the fate of fools as Shakespeare 

had correctly identified, and neither can society. The weight of tragedy, of course, always 

falls onto society. While an individual may fail, society as a whole should not fail. 

Society should act according to the logic that Shakespeare hints at in Hamlet. In the real 

world society should have forced the arrest of empire, the holocaust-criminal, so self-

defined by its own stated intention. Society should also have forced the removal of the 

executors of its affairs who became not only incompetent, but who also corrupted 

themselves. This has never affectivity happened to my knowledge. I know of no case in 

American history in which society asserted its authority over the 600 servants it hired to 

transact its affairs, and fired them for reasons of incompetence, though it had ample 

reasons for doing so. Thus, throughout its history society sat idly back and allowed its 

destiny to be determined as if it was a rock in the field. The fate of a rock is determined 

by the forces acting upon it, such as the Sun, the rain, and the wind. But a human being is 

not a rock. Mankind is a society of highly intelligent beings with the capacity to direct its 

destiny, and command the forces that would act on it. Here is where the current failure 

lies. I do not believe that society hails the criminal process of the biofuel holocaust. It just 

sees itself as being impotent to overrule the forces that impose the madness that acts upon 



it. Society sees itself as mice rather than as human beings. Society lacks the advanced 

awareness of itself that Rita has described in her book for a society that is aware that the 

slightest act of killing would destroy it from within, even for the noblest seeming excuse, 

as for self-defence. If this awareness did exist in society, the biofuel holocaust would end. 

The biofuel issue would bring the government down, to be replaced with a sane one, and 

it would bring the rule of empire to an end on this planet. Thus, the core of the matter is 

the moral healing of society on the platform of the Principle of the General Welfare, 

which covers the whole of mankind. And deep inside this core we find the issue of 

intimacy located, of human beings acknowledging one-another as human beings. We are 

failing ourselves on this issue. For this reason, the biofuel holocaust is allowed to proceed 

as any other holocaust in history was allowed to proceed. We look the dying into the eye, 

as it were, who we condemn to death and say to them, sorry for the inconvenience, but 

we are mere mice not men, we have to let the winds blow as they wish, rather than 

commanding the winds to cease. This covers everything that we have talked about so far. 

Whatever starvation and death by starvation that we see in the world, is the result of this 

deep failure, rather than being a technical issue. Technologically the potential exists for 

mankind to double its food supply with ease." 

      "So you agree that starvation isn't the result of world population growth," says 

Galina. "The world population growth is slowing down anyway. While the world's farm 

sector must feed an additional 70 million people every year, good weather or bad, we 

have resources within us to meet this need many times over. In fact, the population 

growth is the result of forced underdevelopment. In primitive cultures a growing 

population is needed to support the aging members of society, because manual labor is 

the chief economic power in a primitive society. In a developed society this pattern no 

longer applies as the economic power is derived from mechanization, energy 

applications, and industrial production. In the developed world a single farmer typically 

produces 20,000 quintals of farm products, but they are the minority among the world's 

farmers, amounting to less than 3%." 

      Galina stops, searching through her papers. "Here it is," she says. "The FAO 

figures for 2002 tell us that out of the total number of 1.34 billion farmers on our planet, 

only 26.7 million use tractors. These modern, mechanized farmers produce a yield up to 

20,000 quintals per hectare. The next largest group of farmers, which are less developed, 

a group of 400 million farmers, use oxen and horses in a primitive type agriculture, 

operating without the use of irrigation, fertilizers, and scientific seed selection. Their 

labor yields dramatically less, typically only 100 to 500 quintals per hectare per harvest. 

The remaining farmers, and that adds up to nearly 1 billion people of the poorest of the 

poor, labor with their bare hands with a pitiful yield of around 10 quintals. This means 

that the vast majority of the farmers on this planet produce 2,000 times less then what 

their potential would be in modern mechanized scientific farming. This inequity is what 

drives both the population growth and the starvation. Population growth is necessary 

when manual labor powers the economy. If the presently primitive agriculture was 

allowed to become developed to modern standards, the world food supply could be 

increased ten-fold with ease, and millions would become freed up for other, equally 

productive occupations. It would break the cycle of poverty. So, the problem doesn't lie 

with the earth being too small. It lies with our hearts being too small. The problem started 



with forced underdevelopment, and it now continues on with the wrecking of existing 

production. All of this is imposed by the imperial forces that claim to own the world. 

While the world population will likely continue to expand as any facet of life typically 

does, the normal food production dynamic would take care of mankind's increased needs 

with ease, and with potential to spare. But in the now disabled world the picture is 

dramatically screwed up. In this now largely disabled world the biofuel ravishing 

becomes genocidal, and this, apparently, is the intention behind it, because the biofuels 

provide no form of real benefit to society of any, kind and never will. The entire biofuel 

system is a fraud, because it is scientifically impossible for it to be ever efficient. The 

Sun's power-flux density is too low for biofuels to be effective as an energy source. The 

Sun's power-flux density is only 1.4 kilowatts per square meter, of which plants typically 

utilize only two tenth of one percent, or two one-thousandth. This adds up to 3 watts, 

which is less than the power of a flashlight. The world is apparently kept underdeveloped 

on all fronts in order for the holocaust effect to become possible, which the masters of 

empire intend to create. The entire biofuels swindle would have no effect if mankind 

would be allowed to develop." 

      "Let's face it," says Yegor. "Biofuels are not an alternate energy source. They are 

an energy drain. They don't reduce pollution. They increase it. They don't reduce most 

nations' dependence on imported oil. They increase it. Ethanol is the biggest scam there 

is, short of the climate change scam itself that it is a part of. Ethanol is an energy hog by 

its very nature. At the end of the fermentation stage the producers end up with a 'soup' 

that is 92% water and 8% ethanol. The separation of the two to a 99.5% purity, usually by 

distillation, and other separation processes, takes a lot of energy. Many argue that 

production efficiency has been improved over the years to even show a gain, some put 

the gain as high as 30%, while it appears more likely that the stated gain is realized only 

by accounting tricks, rather than the physical reality. If you add up all the energy costs, 

including drying the seeds, tilling the soil, planting the seeds, producing fertilizer, 

applying the fertilizer, powering an irrigation system, harvesting the crop, transporting it, 

grinding it up for processing, obtaining huge quantities of water for the fermentation, 

producing steam, fermenting the mixture, distilling it, typically three times, then 

dehydrating the product, extracting the waste water, and disposing of the waste -- if one 

adds all these energy costs together -- one comes up with an energy-input cost of 6,597 

kilo-calories per liter of ethanol that has an energy content of only 5,130 kilo-calories, for 

an overall energy loss of 1,467 kilo-calories. The figures are those of a modern ethanol 

plant, processing corn, operating in 2004. I see no energy gain being possible in this 

system, or else it would have been realized after more than 20 years of development. All I 

see is accounting tricks to hide the truth. But even if miraculously a 30% gain was 

realized right across the board in all the ethanol plants in the USA, the current American 

production of 9 billion gallons per year would amount to only an equivalent yield of 3 

billion gallons of ethanol with an energy content equal to 1.8 billion gallons of gasoline, 

which amounts to just slightly over 1% of the annual U.S. gasoline consumption of 140 

billion gallons. This additional 1% miracle is certainly not sufficient a cause for which to 

burn the food yield of 10 billion hectares that could feed 20 million people, while 900 

million people are forced to live in chronic starvation around the world. Thus, the 

synonyms for ethanol are: crime, holocaust, and starvation. If society was serious about 

alternate energy production it would develop nuclear power for generating hydrogen 



fuels. If the USA wanted to replace its entire gasoline consumption with hydrogen fuels it 

would be able to do this with as few as 600 nuclear reactors of a gigawatts each. In order 

to achieve the same with ethanol, if the 30% gain should miraculously be possible, an 

area 100 times larger than the entire arable land of the world would be needed, and it 

would need to be planted in corn, while the whole of mankind would be starving to 

death." Yegor starts to laugh. "That's how insane this thing is," he adds. "And in spite of 

it all, we can't escape the need anyway, to develop nuclear power for further expansion. It 

is insane to burn the valuable resource that petroleum is. We should be building 10,000 to 

20,000 new nuclear reactors as an open door to the future. But that's not on the agenda. 

Instead we are burning the future of our posterity. That's the real significance of what I 

see happening today." 

      "There is no need for anyone to be starving," Galina continues her presentation. 

"Mankind would easily be capable of doubling its food production without even trying 

very hard, should it be permitted to develop its potential, rather than waste it. The great 

stumbling block is; that mankind can't get the 'permit' to develop itself. Development isn't 

allowed anymore. Under the world trade rules imposed by empire, the nation must sell 

their food on the world market and buy it back from the market at prices that make a huge 

profit for the masters of empire. Agricultural development and food self-sufficiency fall 

by the wayside under this system and are replaced with poverty and food-genocide. I 

would suggest that the top price for excellence in holocaustism should be awarded to the 

IMF and WTO, which are both agents of empire, whose silent genocide has evidently 

killed already more people on this planet than the genocidal DDT ban. Their policy is the 

same as that which starved millions to death in Ireland and during the colonial days in 

India. Their 'successes' put Hitler to shame as but an amateur. Their efforts are especially 

hard felt in the areas of the main population growth, which is concentrated in the Indian 

subcontinent and in sub-Saharan Africa, where now most of the world's hungry people 

live, where also economic development has been wrecked by imperial imposition and 

continues to be wrecked evermore under the global warming hoax that demands of a 

starving world, 'NO Development!' These ever-widening demands include shutting down 

water development for irrigation, fuel use for mechanization, fertilizers for soil 

replenishment, mechanization for efficient soil utilization and harvesting. In this context 

of forced underdevelopment, they demand the elimination of the people's most efficient 

food source, the vital ruminant livestock, such as cows, sheep, and goats, that can convert 

open range roughage into edible forms of protein. There is a move on now to get these 

vital animals in the poor country's food chain carbon-taxed out of existence under the 

excuse that their double-stomach digestive system, which enables them to live on 

otherwise useless roughage, is said to produce global warming greenhouse gases. With a 

$500 tax per head of cattle, as is now imposed in New Zealand, and is fast becoming 

typical for all the empire-owned countries like the European Union, and the USA, 

affordable beef and sheep production goes out of the window by being priced out of the 

market in comparison with products from Argentina that doesn't impose such a tax 

insanity." 

      "Beef is what's for dinner, and will remain that," says Vadik. "My studies indicate 

that this will not likely change unless a country decides to shoot itself into the foot. The 

human being needs animal proteins to exist. No other food source contains all the 



essential amino acids which the human body cannot produce itself. If these are not 

ingested, death by slow starvation follows. A full vegetarian, who shuns all animal 

products, doesn't live very long. A partial meat/egg/fish diet is therefore an essential 

element for human existence. The world is far away from creating a universally available 

vegetable diet that contains all the amino acids we need and in their correct balance as we 

get them from animal proteins. However, beef itself doesn't play as big a role in this as 

most people think. In fact, the global beef production won't likely increase from the 

present level, whether the global-warming town criers vilify the cow and the sheep for 

their stomach gases, or not. By crying as they do, they only shoot down their own 

credibility. Overgrazing is presently taking the biggest toll on beef production, while the 

grain-feeding of cattle is an inefficient way to convert grain into protein. With cattle in 

feedlots, it takes roughly 7 to 8 kilograms of grain to produce a single kilogram of 

increased animal weight.  That's inefficient. Pork is more efficient. The figure here is 

close to 4 kilograms of grain, per kilogram of a pig's weight increase.  For poultry the 

figure is even better. It is just over 2 kilograms for the same weight increase, and for 

farmed fish it is even less than that. This tells me that if the global warming fraudsters 

should become miraculously successful at eradicating the world's entire beef production, 

which amounts to 57 million kilograms of meat per year; and the world's sheep and goat 

production, which amounts to a mere 11 million kilograms; they would only reduce the 

global animal protein production by 16%. The rest comes from pork, poultry, eggs, and 

fish. Of course the global shutdown of the beef production will never happen, since the 

methane from the stomachs of cows and goats have absolutely no effect on the global 

climate where 97% of the Earth's greenhouse effect is caused by water vapor. This 

resulting futility for their effort might however explain why the masters of the global 

warming hoax are fighting so hard against expanding the worldwide water use for 

irrigation, especially water derived from nuclear power desalinated seawater. Over 250 

million tons of our animal proteins come from grain-fed sources. For much of that 

irrigation is a big factor." 

      "Actually the biggest single part of the world's animal proteins that are eaten 

comes form the ocean fishery," says Yelena. The ocean fishery provides 95 million of the 

over 400 million tons of animal products we consume each year. Of course, the ocean 

fishery industry is also being targeted, rather than being supported with large-scale 

management projects. Surprisingly, global egg production clocks in at just a pinch below 

the amount of global beef production, which stands at 56 million tons." 

      "This ratio is about to change," interjects Galina. "Eggs, fish, and poultry is where 

we see the big increases, that are already ranging upwards to 4%. A single modern farmer 

can produce sufficient pork and chicken for 5,000 persons with 100 hectares of farmland, 

of the 20 million hectares that are presently wasted. He would grow 60 hectares with 

cereals, 20 hectares with peas and 20 hectares with rapeseed. The 60 hectares of cereals 

produce 432 tones of wheat, the 20 hectares produce 94 tons of peas and the 20 hectares 

of rapeseed produce 62 tons of rapeseed, transformed into 35 tons of cattle cake and 27 

tons of oil. The well proportioned mixture of wheat, peas and rapeseed, turned into 'cattle 

cake' can feed 82,000 chickens and 1,800 pigs for a full year. This adds up to 123 tons of 

poultry meat and 150 tons of pork, enough to meet the meat requirement for 5,000 people 

for a full year. And it can all be produced by only one single farmer with just 100 



hectares of efficiently used land. This is where the big development potential lies at the 

moment, with a potential that lends itself well for indoor food production in an Ice Age 

world." 

      "Did you know that a full vegetarian diet is environmentally 'expensive,'" adds 

Galina. "A person who slowly withers away on such a diet nevertheless requires a large 

range of exotic vegetation to exist on, from beans, to lentils, and so on, which require a 

much larger land area to be grown, due to their lower production yield. It is far more 

efficient for feeding a population from a given land area to include the animals in the 

food production chain. Anybody who doesn't go this route in a starving world is insane." 

      "This knowledge is all ready and available," Rita interjects. "No miracles are 

required to get us through the next Ice Age cycle." 

  



 - Part 3 - Resurrecting Science  
 

      Vadik turned to Yegor. "My concern," he says quietly, "is how much of our 

present food production can be maintained under the coming Ice Age conditions, before 

we get into full-scale indoor agriculture. Will it be 50%, will it be 5%, or will it be zero? 

We don't know what the future will hold, while we idle our development capacity, even 

while we know that the Ice Age conditions will come. We had tried to answer that 

question once in 1974, but our world forum for asking this question had been hijacked by 

the global warming hoaxsters from the house of empire. This critical answer on which all 

humanity may depend, remains yet to be found. In the mean time we have lost over three 

decades already without seriously considering the question." 

      "That is why I said that the sewer rats of empire and their global warming 

hoaxsters, who also own the IMF and the WTO, should be counted as the deadliest 

holocaust masters of all times," says Yegor. "Their craft has produced many times more 

corpses than all the wars in history combined, which as one of their stooges said, don't 

kill enough people.  Also, their holocaust is still in progress." 

      "I don't think we have any comprehension of how big the challenge really is to 

protect the world's food supply against the genocidalists and against the coming Ice Age 

cooling?" says Vadik. He looks up from his paper that he had quoted from. "Even if 

mankind would manage to free itself from the genocidalists, there remains the challenge 

to maintain the food supply in the face of a potential drop in global average temperature 

of 20 degrees in the coming Ice Age. And that's not a small task. The Earth has 15 

million square kilometers of arable land under cultivation. Consider the worst case, which 

would be, having to put the entire present agricultural production into indoor facilities 

that might be stacked up 50 stories high; and consider further the worst case of that, that 

we might have to artificially provide sunlight for the growing of the food plants, we 

would then require approximately 15 electric generating station with a capacity of 2000 

terawatts each. This is a truly gargantuan requirement. In comparison the current world-

total of electricity production by all the nuclear power stations combined, amounts to just 

four tens of a terawatt. We would need a 75,000-fold increase in world-total nuclear 

power production. Since we might get by with less than the worst case scenario, we 

might get away with only half of that requirement; and since plants normally live for half 

of their time in the dark, a quarter of the theoretical maximum might suffice. If we 

consider further that plants utilize only one tenth of one percent of the solar energy flux 

they receive, we might be able to tune our energy input to their needs, and thereby 

increase the energy efficiency tenfold, so that we might only need 50 terawatts of energy 

inputs. But even that, my friends, appears to be unachievable with the present best 

practice, even with nuclear fusion power coming on line, which we have not yet been 

able to demonstrate to be even possible. With all this considered, we have only one 

option open to us, which is to utilize the electric power resource that exists abundantly in 

space surrounding the Earth. Depopulation is not an option to meet the challenge, 

because on this road we all die. On this platform we kill the only resource we have.  This 



means that the development of science must proceed at top speed. That's really the only 

available option we have. But will we avail ourselves of this option." 

      "If you want us to answer this question then we have to look beyond Rita's book. 

Rita doesn't go far enough back in time in her book, to be of a help to us in this respect," 

interjects Galina. "She is only tracing one single poison pill of empire, one of many. 

Another might be called the curtailment of science. One might even call it the 'devolution' 

of science," Galina adds and laughs. "This is an earlier method the masters of empire had 

used. They had used it for example to destroy the Golden Renaissance. They did this by 

creating both the Reformation and the Counterreformation and setting both against each 

other in a religious war. By the same method our modern science is now being destroyed. 

As you might know, the Venetian Empire became the British Empire, and guess what 

came gushing forth out of the gilded halls of this New Empire? A new Reformation song 

came gushing forth. This is the song of the Big Bang Cosmology, the Black Holes song, 

the Dark Matter song, and the song called, The Fusion Powered Sun. The irony is that no 

real underlying evidence exists to prove the assumptions that are called science. Every 

one of these songs is a song of philosophy designed to inhibit science. Look at the song 

of The Fusion Powered Sun for example. It is a hoax. No evidence exists that supports 

the philosophy. When asked why the solar winds increase in speed the further they get 

away from the Sun, the philosophers shrug their shoulders. The science of plasma physics 

demonstrates the phenomena as a natural phenomenon reflecting the principle of electric 

acceleration. The philosophers reject this on the basis that the Universe is ruled by 

gravity alone. When asked why the sunspots are darker instead of brighter as they should 

be if the sun was heated from the inside out, the philosophers shrug their shoulders as 

they must lest they acknowledge that the luminance of the Sun is an electric phenomenon 

of surface heating that any high-school student can replicate. All that a student would 

need is an old radio tube. If the student would pass a greater current through it than it is 

rated for, the anode would begin to glow like a sun. The philosopher says that this 

replication doesn't matter, since there is no electricity in the Universe. When asked why 

the neutrinos don't exist that a fusion powered Sun would emit, the philosophers says not 

to worry as they will eventually be found. These guys all sneer at me when I remind them 

that Ptolemy had no problem with imagining fudge factors that he applied to make the 

evidence of the solar system compliant with the philosophy that had dictated astronomy 

at the time. Ptolemy invented the epicycles and the equant to make the evidence fit the 

philosophy. With these he created an amazingly ingenious solution that supported a 

philosophy that totally ignored reality. Thus science is kept in shackles. Of course we 

now laugh at those attempts, but the shackles remain on science. That's dangerous. Beef 

may be, what's for dinner, but science is what keeps it on the plate." 

      "Our lake here was pressed into service in the search for the missing neutrinos," 

says Yelena. Some of the men called her simply, Lena. 

      She turned to me as she spoke. "Neutrinos are elementary particles that lack an 

electric charge, have almost no mass, are able to pass through ordinary matter virtually 

undisturbed, sometimes at close to the speed of light. They are extremely difficult to 

detect. In order to isolate our sensors from other high energy particles, such as the 

Cosmic Ray particles, we placed the sensors deep into the lake. Nothing except the 



neutrinos can penetrate a thousand meters of water. Since neutrinos are not absorbed by 

the mass of the Earth, the far side of the Earth is subjected to the same number of 

neutrinos as the side facing the Sun. According to the Fusion Sun theory 65 billion solar 

neutrinos are deemed to pass through every square centimeter of the Earth in direct 

alignment with the sun. In a great effort to find evidence for this theory our lake became 

involved with the neutrino research. Back in 1993 with the construction of the Baikal 

Deep Underwater Neutrino Telescope began. The first part consisted of 36 optical 

modules in 3 short strings. The array went into operation in March 1995. It appears that 

the result was disappointing. The array was doubled to 72 sensors. In 1996, it was 

replaced with the four-string array of 96 sensors. Over the sun-total of 700 days of 

operation, a mere 320 million muon neutrino events have been observed. That's a far cry 

from the 65 billion events per second per square centimeter that the theoretical model for 

the Fusion Sun predicts." 

      "You can thank your lucky star that the missing neutrino events could not be 

found," says Vadik to me. "No life would exist in the Universe. Our galaxy contains 

upwards to 400 billion suns. Consider that nothing much hinders the flow of the 

neutrinos. Can you imagine how intensely the galaxy and our world would be flooded 

with neutrino radiation if every one of those 400 billion suns would emit a flux of 65 

billion neutrinos per second per square centimeters at a radial distance of 90 million 

miles? We would be drowned in neutrino radiation. No life would exist, and it without 

even considering that our sun is a rather mediocre one." 

      Maybe that is why the Baikal array was expanded in 1998 the to 192 optical 

modules, called the NT-200 array," says Lena. 

     "It has recently been announced that the observed numbers are actually sufficient to 

justify the Fusion Sun theory if a certain type of proton to proton fusion is deemed to take 

place inside the Sun," says Vadik. "Still, it all sounds to me like another Ptolemy-style 

equant or epicycle that he had invented to make the evidence compliant with the dictated 

philosophy of the church in his case. In our case it is no longer the church that dictates 

the philosophy." 

      "In order to find the source, all you have to do is follow the money trail," says 

Gosha. "Look for what drives the funding of the Big Bang song, the Black Holes song, 

the Dark Matter song, and the Great Invisible Attractor song that imagines the Universe 

expanding faster that the speed of light. These songs are without substance. They 

shouldn't be called science, really. They all leave 99.999% of the Universe outside the 

sphere of considerations. Maybe that is where the term Black Hole does really apply." 

      "They leave more out than that," interjects Galina, who also works in Irkutsk. "If 

the Sun was a fusion furnace burning up hydrogen, producing helium in the process, why 

then do we see the signature of 64 different elements in the photosphere, which together 

combine into white light? Why do we see 31 times more in terms of different elements 

than we out to see? What we see, of course, is totally expectable for an electric Sun. In 

the high-energy plasma interaction, a wide variety of nuclear fusion takes place in the 

background, enough to forge the elements we see existing in the photosphere and to 



create the few neutrinos in the process which we also can see. There is nothing 

miraculous about the Electric Sun. We are not at war against the evidence in this model." 

      "Why is this war waged against science at all?" I interrupt Galina. 

      "No, you tell me. What's your take on it?" says Galina. 

      Rita starts to smile. "This might get interesting," she says. 

      "Oh yes, you will like the answer," I say to her. "But you may not believe it." 

      "Try me," she says and begins to grin. 

      "The war against science was ordered by H.G. Wells," I say to Rita. "He says to 

the masters of empire that if you want to survive you have to prevent the development of 

science or else the machine-loving Morlocks will eat you for breakfast. That is what he 

says in essence with his novel, The Time Machine. Wells was a Fabian. He understood 

the game of the Fabians who in turn understood the method the Roman general Quintus 

Fabius Maximus had invented with which he defeated the superior forces of Hannibal. 

His strategy was one of grinding his opponent into dust. He never confronted Hannibal 

head on, but nibbled him to death by attacking the logistics. That's how Fabuis won. And 

this is how the Fabians of today aim to win their war against society. They aim to erode 

the underpinning. The underpinning is science. Wells understood this. He understood that 

by eroding the functioning of science society has no future and empire remains secure. 

Except Wells thought that the Fabians of his time were not radical enough. He liked 

Stalin better as a determined leader, though unequalled to himself as a visionary. Wells 

latched onto the kind of imaginary fairy science as the Black Holes theory that was 

known in the Royal Society already for half a century before he was born. He referred to 

it in The Time Machine as an end of history 'terminator' that actually ended the novel. 

The Big Bang was his kind of stuff that nicely distorted reality and kept science tied into 

knots. It appears that he had died before the Big Bang theory was officially invented. 

Still, he would have loved it, as it turned science upside down from a pursuit of truth to a 

dream of philosophy with no real evidence to back it up, except the perversion of it. Dark 

Matter was a still later invention, and so were the Great Invisible Attractor at the edge of 

the Universe that is deemed to cause the Universe to expand with speeds beyond the 

speed of light. The war against science doesn't actually prohibit science, as this would be 

resisted. Instead it channels the focus of science into the dead-end alley of empty pursuits 

whereby the advance of science becomes functionally disabled." 

      Rita applauded me before I was even finished speaking. 

      "You don't know the half of it yet," says Yegor quietly. He wasn't standing at the 

lectern anymore, but occupied a rocking chair near the fire place. "I have a bad feeling 

about the giant project at CERN. Somebody had convinced the European nations to 

cough up six billion dollars to build a facility that is designed to smash two beams of 

hydrogen protons into each other, each moving at near the speed of light. It is believed 

that by exceeding the light-speed limit it is possible to break open the Universe's most 

sacred nuclear strong box, the structure of the quarks that is held together by the nuclear 



strong force, the strongest of all forces. This is the ultimate Pandora's Box. The goal is to 

break it open to see what is in it. It is believed the box contains the Higgs boson, a 

hypothetical particle that is deemed to be responsible for the phenomenon of mass. The 

experiment draws into its scientific black hole thousands scientists and technical experts 

from well over forty countries and ties them into this immense effort from which nothing 

of practical value is intended to be derived. These people's life and their work becomes 

thereby wasted for society, and possibly by intention, without them being aware of it. As 

you might know, the world doesn't have an infinite supply of exceptional scientific talent. 

This talent would normally be devoted to fusion power research, which is all but shut 

down, but which has the potential to give all of mankind an energy rich future. The big 

collider at CERN offer nothing in useful benefits. At the very best we may read in a 

newspaper one day that the Higgs boson has been found. So what? We all know that 

gravity exists and is inherent in the quarks as a Universal quality. However, the news of 

the finding of the Higgs will more likely be announced with trumpets blaring as proof 

that the Big Bang is reality." 

      "This announcement will likely be made even if nothing is found," interjects 

Gosha, who also came from Russia's science city, Novosibirsk. "The Big Bang is the 

empire's sacred cow. The cow must be protected at all cost, because it powerfully ties 

science into knots. If the masters allow science to develop, the twilight of the gods is on 

the horizon. This is what H.G. Wells had labored to prevent." He turns to me. 

"Technologically the Large Hadron Collider at CERN is a marvel of marvels," he says 

excitedly. "I have been there. I have seen it. It is a 27-mile-long ring of 10,000 

superconducting magnets that will focus and accelerate two proton beams to 99.99% of 

the speed of light. This is huge and amazing. It is so huge that it will take 10,000 tons of 

liquid nitrogen just to pre-cool the magnets, which are then filled with fifty or sixty tons 

of still colder liquid to cool them further to less than two degrees above absolute zero. 

One of the big experiment stations that I saw is three times as high as an average 

apartment building and equally as wide. As I recall, there are four of these monster 

stations weighing between 7000 tons and 12,000 tons a piece. And what is it for, Peter? 

When I walked through the long tunnels and looked at these huge machines and thought 

about the intention I got a bad feeling about all that I couldn't shed. I heard talk in the 

scientific community that this thing will start a rapidly escalating Black Hole and suck 

the entire Earth into it. Of course this didn't bother me since Black Holes are not 

physically possible. Black Holes are deemed to be collapsed planets turned into neutron 

stars. But neutrons cannot exist in isolation from protons. When separated they decay into 

protons. A protons star, of course cannot exist either, since the electric force repels the 

protons from each other, and this force is 39 orders of magnitude greater than the force of 

gravity. Black Holes simply are not possible. All observed related phenomena are plasma 

phenomena, including the so-called gravitational lensing. So, the great fear that the LHC 

at CERN would create a Black Hole didn't bother me. Something more ominous hit me, 

because the goal is to poke at something that is so fundamental to the Universe, like 

breaking open the strong box of the quarks. That's something that nobody can predict the 

consequences of. The quarks are but dancing points of energy, contained by an immense 

force. If they succeed in breaking this stronghold, I'm afraid that they may cause a rift in 

the energy continuum. Large consequences may result. The entire facility may become 

eradicated, maybe together with large chunks of Switzerland and France. If this were to 



happen, it might set the cause of science back so far that it won't recover until way into 

the next Ice Age." 

      "This is insane," Galina interjects in her clear sweet female voice, almost 

protesting. 

      "Yes, it is," says Gosha. "Therefore it might be intended. Don't forget, World War 

I was launched with the intention to prevent the economic development of Germany, 

Russia, and Asia, which had already begun at the time. It was insane to launch this war 

and for this purpose, but it was done to perpetuate the existence of empire. CERN might 

be intended to accomplish the same for inhibiting the development of science for a long 

time to come." 

      Yegor nods. "When you intend to forcibly break the speed limit of the Universe, 

and not by just a small margin, you intend to play with huge factors in a risky game. So, 

why do it? And then there is something else that nobody wants to talk about. They are 

smashing two proton beams into each other at twice the speed of light. Wouldn't that 

cause a fusion event? According to the Fusion Sun model, the Sun is powered by a proton 

to proton fusion that results in a chain reaction fusion that ends with a free neutron and a 

helium nucleus, and a whole lot of free energy. Are they trying to replicate the proton 

fusion and blow the entire installation up? They may just attempt such a crazy thing, just 

as the world-financial system is disintegrating. Remember, the chaos of World War I was 

started by the empire, because the end of its existence was assured without it. The stakes 

were high then. They are once again just as high. Nuclear power development was 

initially condoned, because without it the atomic bomb wouldn't have been built. But 

now, great efforts are made to shut nuclear power down. The fast breeder reactor that 

breeds more nuclear fuel than it uses, for an infinite energy future, has already been 

killed. Nuclear fusion is almost as dead; starved of funding. The electric cosmology is 

even more dangerous to empire, as it would open the door to the utilization of the 

boundless electric flux of the galaxy that surrounds our earth. The interstellar plasma is 

attracted by the sun's gravity and by the electric force. Being attracted, it becomes 

increasingly denser the closer it gets to the sun. This puts a huge power source right in 

our backyard." 

      "Consider a scale model that shrinks our solar system into an area that is one meter 

in diameter," Galina interjects, "which is about as wide as a man can reach with both 

arms stretched out. In this model our Earth would be about 12 millimeters from the Sun, 

or less than the width of your small finger. In other words, we are extremely close to the 

Sun. This means that we are floating in the high-flux electric environment that is 

powering the Sun. This power surrounds us. It shouldn't take much of an technological 

effort to open a plasma conduit into this infinite energy supply. This is what the Big Bang 

theory exists to blind mankind against, and other efforts to blind science in general. And 

honest breakout of science would also shut down the pet pea of empire, the Global 

Warming song that is already wrecking the global economy with energy deprivation, all 

build on lies. And honest breakout of science would also bring the nearness of the coming 

Ice Age transition more fully into few, enough to inspire a new Renaissance as a response 

for protecting the world against the coming deep freeze. That's how big this thing is, 



Peter, and that is why the masters of empire are fighting a desperate war to keep science 

small and tied into knots. Any breakout now, would sink the empire forever." 

      "They got us where they want us," I say to Yegor, though with a glance towards 

Rita to watch her reactions. "When the philosophy of religion was imposed on science 

from the days of Ptolemy onwards, a Dark Age in science began that lasted nearly 17 

centuries until Kepler cut through the crap and opened a window onto the truth. We are 

back to that," I say, looking at Rita now. "The New Dark Age in science has already 

begun, but this time we cannot wait for another 17 centuries for a breakout to be wrought 

by some daring soul like Kepler who stood his ground against the whole world of bad 

science, which he did right in the middle of the Thirty Years War." 

      "Maybe it was the war that gave him the relative freedom to do this," says Rita. 

"Maybe in the orgy of murdering that this religious war had become, the philosophies 

loose their luster and the truth gains some weight. This was also the timeframe when 

Rembrandt painted the scene of Susanna and the Elders. He was probably commissioned 

to do this, by some daredevil patriot who put sex onto the ocean of lies over which the 

war raged on. The patriot probably reckoned that sex was a factor of truth that was closer 

to the heart of society than philosophy. According to the story Susanna had been alone in 

her garden taking a bath when she was surprised by two elders of the community who 

demanded to have sex with her. As she refuses, they threaten to accuse her of adultery, 

which was a capital offense. Since she stood her ground they made their threat true. In 

trial the elders were believed and Susanna was condemned to die. Here Daniel came onto 

the scene and intervened. He questioned the accusers separately for details they should 

have both known, but had to invent in their fakery. Thereby their lies were revealed and 

Susanna exonerated. Rembrandt painted Susanna in her most vulnerable position, naked 

in the garden with the elders lurking in the shadows. Maybe society saw itself in her. My 

story of the space invaders who threatened a vulnerable society was meant to feel like 

that. Obviously it wasn't based on the Susanna story. I never imagined that it would be 

efficient to bring sex into the scene that would have brought the story closer to home. I 

laid out a principle of truth, a powerful principle, which the people had recognized, but 

which modern society doesn't yet see. Also in my story, as in the story of Susanna, the 

victims do not allow themselves to be raped no matter what consequences were 

threatened. And this is where we fail today. We allowed this line to be crossed a long 

time ago, that should never have been allowed to be crossed. The raping of science began 

with the Fabian philosophy of H.G. Wells, then raping of society itself began with the 

vast expansion of the circumcision in America, followed by the raping of education, 

culture, finance, economics, and now the government itself. We all know how deep this 

rape is reaching in every arena. My heart goes out to America that is up to its ears in this 

mess. Some courageous souls are fighting like hell there to rescue the government from 

it, with saner policies. But the disease has deep roots so that the government may not be 

that easily healed. I think we have to regress to where the line was crossed that should 

have never been crossed." 

      "We may be forced to look at this soon with the dawn of the next Ice Age cycle 

already standing on the horizon," I say and raise my hand, interrupting Rita. "We all 

know that the transition is close at hand." 



      Lena nods. "The heliosphere is shrinking," she says quietly, "the cosmic-ray 

penetration is getting stronger, the solar cycles are getting weaker, cloud formation is 

increasing, the earth is getting colder, the greenhouse effect is diminishing with the 

reduced water vapor. As a result, we get hotter and dryer summers on cloudless days, and 

increasingly colder winters. With these we experience the motion of the Universe, just as 

do when we see the Sun rise in the morning." 

      "The entire climate system may flip at one point in the near future in a chain 

reaction collapse," says Galina. "We just don't know when this will happen, but we do see 

the writing on the wall. The heliosphere has shrunk by 20% over the last 50 years, and 

correspondingly, the high-energy-electron Cosmic Rays have increased by 20%. The 

heliosphere attenuates the incoming cosmic flux by 90%, which makes it an important 

factor for us to understand. The solar flares and their magnetic storms also shield the 

Earth to some degree from the Cosmic Rays. This makes it important for us to understand 

these factors as well. The incoming Cosmic Rays ionize parts of our troposphere. The 

ionization increases cloud formation. This makes the Cosmic Rays and what affects them, 

an important factor for us. With this Cosmic Ray protection now diminishing we see 

increased cloud formation. That's cause for concern. We have measured the resulting 

cooling at the institute. The cooling is real, and the summers are dryer with more hot 

spells. With these we do indeed see the Universe in motion. We have measured a 

reduction of the annual-averaged temperature at the institute. We have measured a drop 

of almost three degrees since the beginning of 1998. The shrinking of the heliosphere 

may be our early warning indicator for the coming big transition to the next Ice Age 

cycle. It may also be just another anomaly that won't escalate into much and will pass like 

the Maunder Minimum or the Dalton Minimum have paused. We see the Universe in 

motion, but we cannot foretell what its next move going to me when the playing field of 

our Galaxy is 100,000 light years across and 300 billion players are on the field. We only 

have historic trends to go by, and those are scary." 

      "Don't make it too complicated and get lost in back alleys," says Yegor. "The 

global climate is not a mystery. Much of it is knowable. When the sunspots are reduced 

from a flood to a trickle the Earth is getting colder. That's fact. We can feel it. We can 

measure it. And we understand the mechanics why this is happening. That's science. We 

are not getting lost into philosophy here. We understand the effect of Cosmic Ray Flux in 

the troposphere as the key factor for cloud formation. It causes ionization, and as it is 

well known ionized particles are a 100 times more attractive to water vapor to induce the 

formation of cloud droplets. No magic is involved, no philosophy. When the ionization is 

more intense, cloud formation increases, and the Earth gets colder. That's simple. On 

cloudy days the white top-surface of the clouds reflect some of the sunlight back into 

space. That heat is lost. The Earth gets colder. That's a common experience. Of course the 

clouds are not formed out of thin air. The cloud droplets are condensed from water vapor. 

This means that in the process of cloud formation the water vapor density in the 

atmosphere is reduced, which reduces the greenhouse effect, as 97% of that effect is 

caused by water vapor. This too, is knowable. It can be measured in the laboratory. While 

the 97% factor varies somewhat, depending on a variety of other factors, the relationship 

is nevertheless demonstrable. Nor does one need to be a scientist to recognize this 

relationship, because everybody can sense that when the moderating affect of the 



greenhouse is being reduced, as we presently have it, the winters are getting colder while 

the heat waves in summer are getting hotter. And so, there is no mystery involved, is 

there? There exists a knowable and provable direct relationship between Cosmic Ray 

Flux and the global climate, and the knowledge of that lies within everyone's experience." 

      "Cosmic Rays aren't a mysterious either," says Lena. "They are not really rays as 

such, but streams of single particles with high energy levels. 90% are protons, about 9% 

are helium nuclei, and about 1% are electrons. The difference that makes the Cosmic rays 

dangerous for us is that they pack a huge punch. Some are a hundred million times more 

energetic that we can produce in our particle accelerators on Earth. That's the stuff that 

affects our cloud formation. This means that our climate on earth, including the Ice Ages 

and the warm periods, is completely determined by whatever controls the Cosmic Ray 

Flux. The solar flares that flow out of sunspots are known to deflect some of this flux, 

and the heliosphere with its solar winds is known to attenuate the interstellar Cosmic Ray 

Flux to a large measure, some put the figure as high as 90%." 

      "Neither are the Ice Age cycles a mystery in this context," interjects Galina. "The 

100,000-year timeframe of these cycles reflects the cyclical dynamics of our galaxy that 

is determined by the speed of light. The galactic disk has a radius of 50,000 light years. 

The Earth is located near the outer edge of it. A full electric circuit cycle flowing at near 

the speed of light takes about 100,000 years to complete, and this includes all the 

characteristics that flow within the cycle." 

      "The speed of light is actually quite slow," says Vadik to me. "It takes sunlight 

eight minutes to reach us across the distance of 150 million kilometers. On the galactic 

scale a 100,000 year cycle is right on the mark." 

      "A friend explained the Ice Age cycle to me a long to me ago as a piece of wood 

taped to a bicycle tire. Whenever the wood comes around the bike goes bump. It is lifted 

higher by the wood. That's our interglacial warm period. But the bump doesn't last long, 

does it? It's about over." 

       "The hypothesized electric-cycle timeframe matches the historically observed 

timeframe of the Ice Age cycles as closely as anything does that we know," Galina 

continues. "There is no mystery involved in this. The Milankovich cycles of changes in 

the Earth's orbit, are not the cause of the Ice Age cycles, but are subsequent to it. And 

why shouldn't they be? The electromagnetic forces in the Universe are vastly greater than 

the gravitational forces, by tens of orders of magnitude." 

      "This tells me that we have to explore what affects the sunspot cycles and also 

what affects the dynamics of the heliosphere in order to determine the changing pattern of 

the electric intensity that is affecting us," Rita interjects. 

      "Do we really have to go this far?" says Yegor. "Sure, it would be interesting to 

explore all the small details, but is it essential that we do this? That's what I am saying. 

Don't we know already far more about the Ice Age cycles than we are willing to 

acknowledge and react to? We know from ice core samples and other data that the Earth 



has been in an Ice Age for two million years, called the Pleistocene Epoch. The 

Pleistocene Ice Age is interrupted periodically with warm climates, like the one we are in, 

and that this one is coming to an end. We know that these long-term cycles are 

determined by galactic factors that we have no control over, and from knowing the 

historic records of these cycles we know that we are in the boundary zone for a transition 

to the next glaciation portion of these cycles. Ice core samples suggest that we may face 

an annual-average temperature reduction of possibly as much as 20 decrees centigrade, 

rather than just 8 or 9 degrees as was previously assumed. Do we need to know more than 

that to inspire the necessary protective actions? Sure it would be interesting to know for 

certain whether the Sun is a fusion furnace or is electrically heated from the outside. Both 

processes are probably happening simultaneously in the photosphere, as the neutrino 

emissions indicate. I would be surprised if we didn't have a lot of secondary nuclear 

fusion happening in the plasma flows in the photosphere that is intensely energized 

thereby so that it burns as brightly as it does. I grand you that it would be neat if we could 

prove all hypotheses with a certainty that would take them out of the philosophical realm. 

But is the result that we get out of it worth devoting our efforts to at a time when we face 

the greatest challenge in the history of mankind, which this knowledge wouldn't likely 

help us to overcome? We face the challenge to feed seven billion people in a world that 

we know will be shrinking by glaciation in which agriculture will be radically reduced. 

We know all of this already, and we must react in a manner that enables us to live in this 

changing environment. That's the challenge." 

      "We cannot meet this challenge unless we become human beings in the truest 

sense," Rita interrupted. "The face of our humanity is science, technology, discovery, 

creativity. We cannot deny this face, but need to develop it beauty. We need science as a 

driver on all fronts. With it we can win. Without it we will never meet the challenge that 

you have just outlined. We must have large-scale, high-temperature nuclear power 

development happening, basalt technology, nuclear fusion power, and if there is the 

slightest chance that the Electric Sun model reflects the reality of our Universe, which it 

apparently does, we must explore it for the potential that it might offer, for us to tap into 

the galactic power stream that flows into the Sun." 

      "Then you are arguing that society should pour unlimited resources into basic 

science," says Yegor. "If you are saying this, then you are justifying the empire's Nazi 

Science project at CERN that exists for no other purpose than to support a philosophy 

that has no natural basis to exist." 

      I raised my hand. "I don't think that Rita is saying this," I say to Yegor. "I hear Rita 

as saying that we must have real science for the discovery of the truth that puts away the 

war between the philosophies. I hear her saying that we cannot tackle the urgent physical 

challenges while we have our self-perception tied into knots in a Roman pantheon of 

philosophies that take us further and further away from actual truth. In one philosophy 

everything in the Universe is the outcome of an accident, existing without purpose in 

total isolation, is governed by nothing greater than the weakest force, the force of gravity 

that has to be admitted because it falls into the realm of sensory perception that cannot be 

denied. I hear Rita saying that we cannot meet the Ice Age challenge with this perception 

of ourselves as an element of the Universe hanging in the background. In comparison 



with that the electric cosmology presents a Universe of harmonizing interaction with a 

Universal purpose of intelligent design, powered by energies and forces that are not 

running down to fizz out into nothing but are all-uniting, developing, and mutually 

supporting. If this is how we see the Universe that we are a part of, we see ourselves 

differently regard one another differently, and operate out economies differently, in a 

harmonizing manner rather than a confrontational manner. The Electric Sun falls into this 

category. All evidence that we see supports this model, rather than the Fusion Sun model. 

I hear Rita saying that we must win the fight for truth, because the outcome determines 

how we perceive our humanity. The model that CERN is built on is the ugliest model that 

one can imagine. I see its science as synonymous with swinging a giant sledgehammer 

and smashing it into the feet of the Universe to watch it squirm. This policy that is 

erroneously legitimized as science is also being legitimized everywhere else. We see it 

reflected in the new healthcare reform policy in the USA. The policy is to cut cost and 

watch society squirm, and cut it some more to determine how far one can go in shutting 

down life-support without risking a revolt. Hitler had honed this skill to a fine art, but this 

is insanity is now deemed social science. Isn't this the crisis that we have come here to 

discuss and find solutions for? We see the same so-called science in economics. We have 

stopped producing the necessities for living for one-another, in the USA. We import from 

slave-wage countries, even while we are looting these countries at the same time. For 

fifty years the policy of the West has been to increase the looting of the world for the 

benefit of empire and to watch mankind squirm under the pain that is thereby inflicted, 

and then increase the pain evermore while inhibiting the means for reaction, searching for 

the fine line between inflictable pain and the social revolt. I hear Rita saying that we 

cannot meet the Ice Age challenge that way, as any attempt to do this amounts to suicide. 

I hear her saying that in the Electric Model of the Universe that has been known for 

eighty years already harmonizing principles come to light that have already been 

demonstrated to be immensely efficient socially, politically, and economically, but which 

are increasingly scrapped as outdated opinion. The all-harmonizing Electric Model puts 

the Principle of Universal Love back onto the table as being rooted, not in opinion, but in 

knowable and verifiable aspects of Principle of the Universe itself that we are a part of." 

      "The Electric Sun model is not kook science, no matter how intensely the masters 

of empire slander it as such," says Vadik. "It was put on the plate more than half a 

century ago by plasma physicist and Nobel Prize winner Hannes Alfen who hypothesized 

the electromagnetic energy transfer from the photosphere into the chromosphere and 

beyond, setting the stage for the electric heating of the solar winds from the 5000 degrees 

of solar temperature to the millions of degrees observed in the corona. For sixty years 

these Alfen Waves remained invisible. Now, with better instrumentation we can finally 

see them. While it doesn't prove the whole Alfen Model, it proves some its core elements. 

A quarter century later, Ralph Juergens introduced the concept of the electrically 

powered Sun that renders the concept quite rational. Juergens states that the total power 

output of the Sun, being roughly 4 times 10 to the power of 26 watts must have an equal 

electric input. He suggests that a voltage drop in the order of ten billion volts is not 

unreasonable close to the Sun in a double layer plasma structure, which leaves a current 

requirement of about 4 x 10 to the power of 16 amperes, for which a flux of about 2.4 

times 10 to the power of 35 electrons would have to reach the Sun each second. This 

would require the equivalent of an electron density of 3,000 electrons per cubic meter 



streaming toward the Sun per second, throughout the surface of a sphere with a radius 

equal to that of the Earth's orbit. Well, it's not unreasonable to assume that this happens, 

is it? Satellite instruments have measured the electron density in the local plasma to be 

between 9 to 11 per cubic centimeter, which amounts to 9 to 11 million per cubic meter. 

A density of nine million is more than enough to sustain a flux of 3000 per second. It is 

probably not even possible to measure this minuscule flux against this strong 

background. None of my students think that the Juergens concept is unreasonable. And 

his figures do not even include the energy produced by nuclear fusion that appears also to 

be happening in the photosphere, according to the element signatures that we find there. 

In addition, Alfen's hypothesized Heliospheric Current Sheet has been found twenty 

years after he suggested its existence, which is now recognized as the largest structure in 

the heliosphere with a total electric current flux of 3 billion amperes. Rita's proposal not 

to throw this away, but to instead build on it, appears more than reasonable to me." 

       Galina stands up to interrupt Vadik. "If only 10% of the funding that is presently 

being wasted in the Big Bang empty science, was devoted to real science, the outcome 

would revolutionize society's perception of the Universe and itself," says Galina. "With 

this funding science might even discover an easy way to tap into the galactic energy flux 

and thereby bypass the need for developing nuclear fusion energy. Can you think of 

anything more useful for facing the next Ice Age cycle with? What's more useful than 

having an endless supply of 'free' electric energy at hand?" 

      "I was merely saying that if we want to tackle the Ice Age challenge," says Rita, 

"we have to begin with developing the resources of our humanity, which is the only 

wealth and power we really have. We have to develop this resource to match the scope of 

the challenge, and while we at it, go ten steps further, because life isn't survival. Maybe 

in the animal world survival is all there is to life, but in our world its just the beginning, 

the most minimal aspect. If we don't recognize that, and go for it, then we will loose our 

survival too. I think we should celebrate that the Universe is hitting us over the head with 

the Ice Age challenge to wake us up, because if we continue in the present mode we will 

likely be dead long before the next Ice Age cycle even begins." 

      "Isn't that what I said?" interjects Yegor. "The Ice Age challenge is the bottom 

line. The challenge is that we see in our mind as a reality what we have known for a long 

time to be a trend. The Ice Age cycles are a reality that most people don't want to see 

because it demands corresponding action. We latch onto every excuse we can imagine to 

ignore the coming Ice Age. We know that the 23rd solar cycle fizzed out as if it was 

loosing steam and that the 24th cycle hasn't yet started though it should be highly active 

already. So we say not to worry as it might develop merely into another Dolton minimum 

or even a Maunder minimum like the one that gave us the Little Ice age. But what if it 

isn't. What if this is the beginning of the big change? Aren't we wasting our time then, 

dreaming these nice dreams, imagining that the big one is yet another hundred or a 

thousand years off? What if it isn't? Shouldn't we act accordingly while we still can? 

Sure, I hope and pray that the big transition is still a way off. Personally I cannot image 

what the world would look like without Canada, Russia, Norway, England, Ireland, 

Finland, Denmark, Sweden, and so on? Nobody can foretell what a large drop on global 

temperature would mean in the northern countries when the snows no longer melt. 



Agriculture would cease. Houses would collapse under the snow-load. Our world would 

radically change, whether we would be ready or not. We cannot run away from this fact, 

but must react accordingly. This has to be the focus for determining everything in the 

current world, for the New World might be upon us faster than we dare to imagine. That's 

all I really wanted to say." 

      Yegor stood up and straighten his chair out. "I bid you good night and happy 

dreams," he says. "And do dream about what the world would look like after a twenty 

degrees drop in global average temperature. Dream about what it will take for seven 

billion people to survive in this world and live without starvation, and live richly. You 

may then be dreaming about the life of your own children and their children, and maybe 

even about your own future. Under present conditions maybe no more than 10% of the 

world population might survive if they are that lucky. Tomorrow I will hear from you on 

how we can up the odds to assure 100% survival with a 200% potential population 

increase. Life demands this. So dream about it." He leaves the room on this note. 

      His buddy from Novosibirsk, Gosha, stands up at the same time and pauses on the 

way to the door. "I think Yegor was a bit blunt in his assessment," says Gosha in a softer 

tone, "but he certainly drove the point home to me why science has become tied into 

knots in modern times and governments are forced into ever deeper modes of betrayal 

including society itself. Yegor described with his bleak picture of a dying world what the 

policy of empire currently amounts to. Maybe Yegor is right that we will be able to 

propose a better policy when we meet again tomorrow, and the pathways to implement 

this policy." 

      He looks at the fireplace. The fire had gone out long ago. Not even a glow 

remained. It had become cold in the room. "Good night, and don't stay up too late," he 

says as he walks away. 

  



 - Part 4 - Rewriting History  
 

 

      "Please come and join me tonight," says Rita to me after Yegor had left the room. 

"The world is getting too scary. It's too scary for one to be left alone in this old house." 

      Did she need to say more? 

 

      We snuggled together in bed, a king-size bed in the far room on the top floor of the 

giant A-fame building. I remembered the building as having a bright red metal roof that 

seemed designed to shed its snow no matter how hard it snowed. Rita had been given one 

of the rooms at the back wall. A single window opened to view of trees with an 

overgrown slope as backdrop. The trees stood like shadows, merely, in the moonlight and 

the dim yellow glow of a single lamp. The room was as cold as the rest of the house had 

became after the fire in the fireplace had died down. 

      "How are we going to fulfill Yegor's expectation?" I ask her. "Does he really 

expect such big answers? 

      "Oh yes, he expects big answers," says Rita. "But don't worry, those answers are 

easy. I wrote the book on them." 

      "You wrote the book on what?" I say and begin to laugh? 

      "Don't laugh, Peter, unless you want to advertise that you are a fool," she says 

quietly. "What single factor stands between a well-functioning society, such as we 

require to meet the coming Ice Age with, and the mess we have today of a society that is 

doomed to oblivion when the Ice Age resumes?" 

      "What single factor?" I repeat. 

      Now she begins to laugh. "What factor makes you a rare specimen in the western 

world and to some degree in Russia too?" 

      I didn't know. 

      "I think you better tell me," I say quietly. 

      "You really don't know?" she says. "You are putting me on, right?" She pauses and 

laughs. "I am sure you know the answer, Peter. What single factor unites all the trouble 

spots in the world; all the wars, all the atrocities that make headlines today, all the big 

movements that are wrecking civilization? The answer is easy. Look at Africa, North 

America, the Middle East, Afghanistan, Pakistan, and so on?" She pauses. "What makes 

you a rare specimen in any of these areas?" 



      I hesitated. I shrugged my shoulders, which she might have noticed. 

      "Let me give you one more hint," she brakes the silence. "What did ancient Egypt 

become infamous for? Which factor may have caused the downfall of Egypt as the 

longest-running self-ruled society in history? What factor of great wealth would many 

hundreds of millions of men envy you for if they were able to recognize their lack of it? 

The answer is wrapped up in one word." 

      I begin to laugh when I realize what a fool I had been in not recognizing the 

answer sooner. "You are referring to the circumcision," I say and stop laughing. "I am not 

circumcised." 

      "You are a normal human being. You are not mutilated. You are whole, sensitive, 

intelligent, kind, with a deep sense of humanity," says Rita. "Most likely you don't even 

know how wealthy you are in this. Most people don't realize this until they throw it all 

away and are shocked by the loss. Some people who experienced the difference say it's 

like living in a world without color. I don't need to tell you that 80% to 90% of your 

sexual sensitivity is concentrated at the end of your foreskin, and what would happen to 

you and your life, and your attitude and aspirations, and your relationship to other people, 

if that critical 80% or 90% was amputated. That is what you would lose with the 

circumcision. The circumcision is an amputation. It is an amputation of a part of life 

That's what more than half a billion men have lost and now have to do without. More 

than 650 million men have been amputated that way. Some have committed suicide over 

it. Some of the people who were circumcised later in life and have experienced the 

difference, have said to researchers that they would give anything to get back what they 

lost. They have stated, often reluctantly, that they deeply deplore how their life has 

changed. They don't like themselves anymore. They have lost their intimate human 

connection. As I say, some even commit suicide, the loss is that great. The circumcised, 

of course, wear no badge, or have a common religion, or a unique cultural background 

that unites them. Still they are generally identifiable and more so now that they have 

become the vast majority of the people in some areas around the world. They suffer from 

what researchers call a culturally inherited mass psychological disorder. They develop a 

grandiose sense of self-importance; are preoccupied with fantasies of unlimited success, 

power, brilliance, beauty, or ideals of love; they believe that they are unique and 

intrinsically 'special' above all other people, cultures and other races. They seek excessive 

admiration with a strong sense of entitlement. However, even as they almost demand this 

slavish attention they are interpersonally exploitative and lack empathy to the point of 

being arrogant and haughty in their behaviors and attitudes. This recognition seems to be 

the general consensus of researchers and people who had dealings with the victims of this 

inherited mass psychological disorder. Most people who live these debilitated lives are 

apparently unaware of the effect the circumcision had on them, who had been 

circumcised at birth or as a child. Most of those are burdened with additional problems 

that are equally as severe. The act of the circumcision is after all an act of torture. What 

worse thing could anyone impose onto a baby in the very first week of its life then 

imposing the immense pain that is associated with the circumcision? Babies are often 

deemed too young for anesthesia, consequently they are operated on without it. It is 

deemed that babies are too young to feel pain. Researchers have since discovered that the 



opposite is true. It is now recognized that babies feel pain more intensely. The reason 

why they don't scream in pain during the circumcision surgery is simple. They go into 

shock, into a coma. Of course this has lifelong consequences. It demolishes the deep 

sense of intimacy that a baby would normally feel towards its mother and later towards 

society. Instead of the natural closeness and comfort the victimized baby feels torture. 

And why shouldn't it feel torture in this invasive process that is so severe that even the 

modern skillful surgical implementation of the procedure in some cases causes death? 

Also, in the few cases when anesthesia is used for the circumcision, the torture is still felt 

severely by the infant, because the anaesthesia doesn't cover the weeks-long healing 

process. The Post Dramatic Stress Disorders that result from this baby-torturing tend to 

become a lifelong burden with effects that are even now barely understood. The effects 

are said to include learning disabilities, helplessness, tendencies towards sado-

masochistic behaviors, impotence, lost of trust, avoidance of intimacy due to fear, 

irritation developing into rage, domestic violence, rape, child sexual abuse, suicide. Many 

people have committed suicide for causes inherent in the circumcision. And all of this 

appears to be just a small portion of the problems that are rooted in psychosomatic 

disorders that are now beginning to be associated with the Post Dramatic Stress Disorders 

inflicted with the sexual mutilation of babies and children. Of course in later life, the 

diminished sexual sensitivity also has dramatic effects, as the inflicted mutilation inhibits 

the deep social bonds and social trust that would normally develop. It even inhibits the 

development of the creative and productive capacity of the individual mind. Any nation 

or culture that imposes this tragedy on its people is destroying itself from within." 

      "You are saying that if the goal is to impose domination over society, by which a 

society becomes locked into slavish obedience and cultured brutality towards other 

people, its inner destruction via the circumcision is the most perfect pathway to get 

there," I interject. "Is this what you are saying? My friend Steve, his wife, and another 

woman in Leipzig had said the same thing to me repeatedly. I have also heard the same 

said by a number of other people." 

      "That's because the problem becomes evermore widespread," says Rita. "In fact it 

becomes ever-harder to hide the symptoms. The USA all by itself has 100 million men 

circumcised, with the consequences affecting possibly 250 million people through 

damaged relationships. The effects are tremendous, Peter. Your country is a perfect 

showcase for what the circumcision inflicts on society, because the big increase in the 

USA has occurred rapidly and mostly during the WW-II and postwar period. Compare 

the political mess that you see in the USA today with the state of the nation during the 

Franklin Roosevelt period. The difference is like night and day. Some say that the current 

mess resulted from America having been taken over by the masters of the old 

British/Venetian/Dutch Empire that still rules the world today. This assessment may be 

true, but the cause for it is evidently rooted in the circumcision of America. America has 

become a Samson shorn of its strength. America has become a nation of slaves, slaves to 

empire, a nation of circumcised slaves as in ancient Egypt. Likewise, has much of the 

world become a victim of the same process. A whopping 500 million victims are spread 

throughout the Muslim world, even while the circumcision has no root in Islam. Of the 

smaller groups, 25 million are Filipino, some tens of millions in Britain, a few more tens 

of millions are among the African tribesmen, 14 million are South Koreans, and about 7 



million are Jews, which constitute the smallest component though with possibly the 

longest history and the deepest history of persecution linked to it." 

      "What folly is this that has gripped mankind to amputate is sexual sensitivity, and 

thereby it intimacy, on such a vast scale and for such a long time?" I interrupt Rita. 

      Rita shrugs. "The big blocks of the 'normal' people are found in China, India, in 

central Europe, in South America, and in Russia of course. It appears to me that the 

normal people like you, who have not been amputated, all share the task of healing the 

world of the cause of this tragedy. However, your ranks are shrinking. In this sense you 

are fast becoming a rare anomaly, especially in the USA where you live, where you are 

that anomaly already. This means that you, as one of the few remaining normal people in 

your country, have a job to do to turn the trend around as a first step of conditioning the 

whole world to rescue itself. This needs to be done towards successfully countering the 

coming Ice Age challenge. Your country, Peter, will be one of the first affected by the 

returning Ice Age that may happen soon. The most populous area in your country is also 

the area that had been covered with the Wisconsin Ice Sheet during the last glaciation 

cycle. That's where the challenge for you begins. Amputated people, disabled people, 

aren't up to the challenge. The scope of the challenge is too big." 

      "Did you invite me here for that?" I interject. 

      Rita nods. "I invited you here as someone who is qualified to understand the issue 

at hand. Remember, I wrote the book on the circumcision. But this is not the only reason 

I invited you here for. It is nice to meet a normal human being, and more when this 

person is open to exploring anything that is excitingly challenging. And that's you, Peter, 

through and through." 

      "How did you know that I was qualified by the parameters you have set forth? 

Who told you that I hadn't been 'amputated' as you have put it?" I say surprised. 

      "Your friend Bash told me," she says and grins. "He recommended you to join the 

meeting. Actually, he was the one who organized our meeting here. The subject of the 

circumcision is an integral part of what the current worldwide challenge is about. It was 

he who recognized you as a rare specimen: a male American who has not been 

amputated, and who is a scientist devoted to the Principle of the General Welfare." She 

begins to laugh. "Besides, you are also not unknown in many other circles, just as I am 

widely known through my book." 

      I begin to laugh, remembering Steve. "I know a professor of theoretical physics 

who taught at the University of Leipzig sometime back. He told me about a book that was 

published in Novosibirsk, presenting a revised account of the great historic exodus of the 

Hebrew slaves from Egypt. He wouldn't have been referring to your book, would he 

have?" 

      Rita laughs. "There is only one book, called The Revised History of the Exodus, 

being published in Novosibirsk, and that's my book. But are you surprised that you heard 

of it? The network of patriotic academics is not that small that he would not have known 



about my book. Maybe he had even contributed to it. I got research submission from a 

wide circle of friends. Yegor is aware of all that. He is fully aware of how deadly the 

circumcision turned out to be to civilization. In a way, Yegor commissioned the project 

and convinced the institute to publishing it. My part was actually quite small. I merely 

tied the ends together into a story. The submissions made it crystal clear how seriously 

the circumcision is affecting the entire world, just as it had affected Egypt. There were 

eight great royal pyramids build in Egypt, seven of them in a short timeframe. The first 

was started slightly over 4600 years ago. The six really great ones were built in the brief 

span of roughly 150 years, with the largest of them standing almost 500 feet tall. It is 

believed that all of the great pyramids were built without slave labor. Between the sixth 

and the seventh, however, it appears that slave labor had been introduced and also the 

circumcision practice on them. The reason why I am saying this is that the seventh 

pyramid turned out to be quite small, and no more of them were built for almost a quarter 

of a millennia, which was the last one, and another rather small one. It appears that it is 

not possible to carry out great projects with slave labor. It just doesn't work. It appears 

that the end of the period of the great pyramid building coincides with the start of slavery, 

and the practice of the circumcision on them. Actually, and most likely so, the pyramids 

were probably built 12,800 years ago, as some researchers suggest, at some time near the 

end of the last Ice Age, long before the imperial age began. Under imperial rule, and 

imperial doctrines, society lives circumcised. America has already lost its ability again, to 

go to the moon. We have regressed. That’s why the pyramids could only have been built 

in very early times, before the age of empires began and society had its humanity 

extensively ‘amputated.’ While it is believed that the sexual circumcision was initially 

practiced as an initiation rite into the priesthood, it appears that it became more generally 

applied near the end of the imitation pyramids being build. The first visual record of the 

sexual circumcision being performed in Egypt, dates back to around 2420 B.C., which 

coincides with this timeframe. The historic scene is engraved on the wall of a deep, 

underground cavern on the banks of the Nile, near Giza. According to the headdress in 

the scene, the victim appears to be of a low class. It appears that the priests had 

discovered in themselves the deeply debilitating effect of the circumcision and may have 

applied it to the slaves to create 'better' slaves. Apparently this too, had undesirable side 

effects for which the slaves may have been expelled." 

      "So you have rewritten the story of the exodus into a story of expulsion," I 

interject. 

      "It makes a lot more sense that way," says Rita. "The official story is fiction 

anyway. These things all happened a long time before written languages came into 

general use. The stories were the result of fireside chats being repeated for century until 

they were written down. There was probably less real history put into these fireside tales 

than I have put into my revised story. Also other evidence was brought to me in the form 

of related fictional stories of people living with the circumcision. Some of these stories 

have been preserved in the Bible. One of these is the story of a family with 11 boys and 

one girl. The girl fell in love with a young man in a 'city' of the uncircumcised. This love 

affair angered the circumcised family. In order to settle the matter a peace treaty had been 

worked out in the story by which the sons and daughters of the circumcised could 

intermarry freely, provided the men of the city would become circumcised too. The men 



of the city agreed and complied. But while they were in pain the girl's brothers entered 

the city with swords and slaughtered all the men, spoiled the city, and took their women 

and the children captive. The fact that this story was preserved in the Bible seems to 

indicate that this effect of the circumcision on people was not uncommon. The Egyptians 

evidently recognized this effect likewise. They may have said to themselves: stop this; 

hold everything; we cannot afford to have those people living in our midst. They must 

go." 

      "Are you suggesting that the story of the great exodus came from that?" I interject. 

      "Historians suggest that some expulsions of foreigners from Egypt have indeed 

taken place. These may have provided the root of the exodus story, nicely wrapped up in 

fiction, perfectly tailored to meet a people's national and religious needs," says Rita. 

      "The real story, evidently, was quite different," I say to her. 

      "The real story is lost in history," says Rita. "In my story, Moses, a member of the 

Egyptian priesthood, is given the task to remove the disruptive people from Egypt. 

Instead of expelling them, he inspires the people to leave on their own accord, believing 

that they are being liberated by him. In order to win the people's trust, Moses stages a far-

flung contest with Pharaoh that Pharaoh is assigned to loose. This staged defeat is 

deemed a small price to pay for them not having to kill the slaves in Egypt, which would 

have devastated Egypt's social environment. The priesthood would have known at what 

place the 'Sea of Reeds,' the Red Sea, can be crossed at low tide and with the right wind 

conditions. Nor would it have been a great task for them to pre-stage provision for the 

people that would enable them to cross deep into the Sinai Desert. So, in my book they 

priests reckoned that a few of the exiting slaves would get out of this trap alive. In order 

to prevent any attempt for a return, Pharaoh's forces pursue them to the shores of the Red 

Sea. Apparently none of them ever returned to Egypt. In my story and only a few survive 

the long journey out of the desert." 

      "In a comparative sense the heat of the desert is their Ice Age," I interject. "In an 

Ice age the world turns into a desert place where vegetation becomes sparse." 

      "In my story the Egyptians pre-position just enough food and water for a few of 

the people to be able to survive from a certain point on," says Rita. "The priests want a 

select few people to survive and spread the word that Egypt is hell, so that the foreign 

'invasions' into Egypt would stop. Apparently the trick worked. In my story the priests 

also have a second, hidden objective in mind. They want to preserve the great platform of 

laws on which the pyramids were built, since these laws were already fast becoming lost 

in Egypt. Moses, thus gives the laws to the survivors, presented in the form of the Ten 

Commandments." 

      "That's a clever story," I interject. 

      "The story doesn't end here," says Rita. "The survivors tell great stories of heroic 

deeds by their leader, Moses, and miracles wrought by their God for their deliverance. It 

becomes the foundation for a new national pride, and the circumcision that stood behind 



the disaster, which they couldn't hide on themselves, became a symbol of their covenant 

with God that rendered their 'nation' a favored people with God above all the people on 

the Earth. Thereby the circumcision becomes perpetuated and turned into a permanent 

'national' feature." 

      "It appears that what came out of this tragedy of distortion shaped all history," I 

say to her. 

      Rita nods. "It appears that not everybody believed the original fiction. It appears 

that the writer of the original fiction had grave reservations about the story as it had been 

told and retold. To give us a hint he added a few items that should raise eyebrows. He 

suggested that some people didn't see the exodus as a liberation at all, stating that most of 

them would rather have remained at the flesh pots of Egypt and where they had been able 

to eat bread to the full. We still can find these little hints interspersed in modern historic 

fiction, where the fiction writers gently alert us that the fiction has nothing to do with 

reality. The official 911 story, for example, is full of these little hints." 

      "Oh yes, I remember," I say and begin to laugh. "Did you notice the two burning 

cars in front of the Pentagon and the burning fire engine? Did you notice how they all 

appeared here and there in different poses and in several different locations, as if they 

were props being moved around? Somebody on the inside was saying to the public, look 

guys, this is fiction. And did you notice the lawn in front of the Pentagon where a jumbo 

jet was supposed to have crashed into the building at ground level at a speed of over 500 

km/h? Did you notice that the lawn at this very spot suffered not a scratch and that not a 

single piece of wreckage was visible? Historic fiction has become the pabulum of the 

modern age." 

      "I see you are getting the drift," says Rita. "Ancient historic fiction is full of that 

stuff, Peter. Sometimes the hints are wrapped up in metaphor, like the story of Samson 

and Delilah. I read it as a national tragedy caused by the circumcision in which an entire 

people vanished. What happened to the people with ancient names that no one even 

remembers anymore? The writer warns society to be aware of what happens to a people 

who are shorn of their strength. The writer had probably seen many a tribe vanish off the 

face of the Earth, and that once the cutting had been done all hope was lost. Delilah is the 

priesthood in these types of cases. How many such cases there were, may never be 

known. While we may never know their names either, we do have their fate preserved in 

the metaphorical story through which the ancient warning is projected forward 

throughout the ages into our time. You are a part of this yourself, Peter. Uncircumcised 

American men are fast becoming a relic of the past together with the entire country and 

other countries that follow the same path." 

      "What would block this trend to oblivion?" I say quietly. "If I could ask my friend 

Steve this question he might ask me in return if there exists a natural equivalent of the 

circumcision in the operation of the Universe." 

      Rita begins to laugh. "This would be hilarious. It is not even imaginable. If it was 

possible to selectively remove one of the strong forces, like the electromagnetic force, the 



subjected part of the Universe would instantly disintegrate. Of course there exists no 

evidence that this ever happened." 

      "It's absurd to even contemplate the question, right?" I say to her. "The result 

would be an empty cosmos, a cosmos without a Universe. Still, this perception changes 

one aspect of looking at the world. Whenever one speaks of the 'masters of empire' one 

has to substitute the phrase 'masters of the circumcision,' and in doing so one must 

recognize that one speaks of a cosmos without a Universe, an empty void." 

      "I know a person who lives in an empty cosmos," says Rita. "Her life became 

empty on the day her baby boy was cut. This was three years ago. When she heard him 

scream and then fall silent, her life stopped. For her this was the final straw that broke the 

camel's back. Living in a circumcised marriage was empty enough. All men of her 

husband's family and the resulting circle of friends were circumcised. That's all she ever 

knew, except for a few friends who worked with her in the institute. But those were off 

limits. The only real intimate closeness she ever felt was with her baby boy. In this single 

week before he was cut a deep bond was developing that seemed like a miracle to her. 

This light was turned off. It never came back." 

      "What can do to heal such a tragedy?" I interject. 

      "Not what, Peter," says Rita. "You should ask, who can heal such a tragedy? The 

answer, Peter, points to you. You know the woman. Bash told you about her. The woman 

is Lena. Did you notice how distant she keeps herself from anyone?" 

      "What are you saying?" I cut her off. "Are you proposing...?" 

      "We should invite her to join us tomorrow night and for the rest of the 

conference," says Rita and began to smile. "Give her a chance to discover the dimension 

of uncircumcised living." 

      "Physical sex isn't everything," I say quietly. "As human beings we have a spiritual 

'sex' as well, a third sex so to speak. This is what we have celebrated all day, and what 

this meeting is all about. It's a celebration of our third sex. It has been that all day." 

      "It hasn't been that for Lena," says Rita. "Just look at her blank face. Whatever 

blocked the physical dimension closed also the door to the next higher dimension. If we 

can unblock the physical dimension for her, of her sex, maybe we can make the higher 

dimension more meaningful to her. Doesn't science exist to enrich our physical living? 

We build airplanes to cross the oceans, spacecraft to reach the stars, powerful agriculture 

and distribution systems to fill the fleshpots. Everything is focused on enriching our 

physical living as a stage for a richer cultural living. Life is a chain of interlocked links. If 

a link gets broken the chain doesn't function." 

      "You are inviting me to have sexual intimacies with Lena?" I say and begin to 

grin. 



      "You are her only hope," says Rita. "All other avenues are blocked to her. 

Something needs to be unblocked. Isn't it the normal function of a whole human being, to 

unblock the impasses? Only promise me something. Don't make it messy. She doesn't 

need more babies right now." She begins to laugh. As you know, there are better ways for 

intimacy than penetration." 

      I promise that it would be so. The promise is easily made, as she hadn't asked for 

anything that wouldn't happen anyway. I begin to grin. "Do you know why the little thing 

that you are suggesting is so highly important as it obviously is? Do you reach back to the 

deep biological elements in your book?" 

      "Like what?" she says quietly. 

      "Human reproduction is initiated by the sperm," I say to her. "The sperm needs 

nourishment and a transport medium. Both are provided by the male seminal fluid that is 

produced in the prostrate gland. The gland collects a lot of heavy elements for this, 

including zinc, which it concentrates several hundred times. With the heavy elements it 

also collects and concentrates stuff that is potentially carcinogenic, which might become 

dangerous if it is kept around for long. To prevent the dangers from building up, the body 

is designed to generate impulses that cause the stuff to be ejaculated every three or four 

days. Since the human being has a long life span the cleaning cycle becomes a critical 

factor, the body makes sure that the schedule is kept. The factor is so critical that in my 

country back home 250,000 men come down with prostrate cancer every year, and over 

40,000 die from it. In this sense the cleaning cycle is potentially a life and death issue, so 

much so that the response to the built-in biological urging cannot easily be avoided. 

Consequently, the cleaning cycles are taken care of." 

      "Is the Universe telling us that we have a similar obligation to ourselves politically 

and culturally?" says Rita. "We ejaculate our governments every four years and elect new 

ones. That's too long an interval if things get stale and rotten in it. The resulting damage 

can become life threatening. It can collapse the nation as we are seeing it happening right 

now. The Universe seems to suggest that it is the duty of every man to keep the house 

clean and vital. Whatever has the potential to be remotely dangerous to a nation should be 

ejaculated within three or four days, not four years. Whenever society keeps constant 

vigilance and ejaculates every bit of crap in its system before it builds up, its self-

government will be secure, and the nation and the world will be secure likewise. Then 

wars will never happen." 

      I begin to laugh. "Our new President had promised in his campaign speeches that 

if he is elected, people would experience an 'epiphany.' 

      "You mean the 'epiphany' that always precedes the ejaculation?" says Rita. 

"Hopefully, we will see this happening. Hopefully it will be broad enough to include also 

the ejaculation of empire. The world needs a new start with a new financial system. It 

needs to ejaculate monetarism, imperialism, militarism, fascism, looting globalism, stolen 

wealth, private power, and get back to creating wealth in productive processes for the 

welfare of society. Oh yes, the world will have an 'epiphany' once it commits itself to this 



mass-ejaculation. And once this commitment is made the ejaculation cannot be stopped. 

No man has ever stopped an ejaculation in progress. So you seem to suggest, Peter, that 

the Universe gives us hope." 

      I nod. "But this isn't where the story of sexual living ends," I say to her. "The 

human being is a highly complex species with a technological culture that requires the 

cooperation of evermore people. We truly depend on our closeness with one-another. 

This was already true during our early ages when we were lived as hunting and fishing 

societies. It appears that the Intelligence that designed the human system further 

combined the biological urging for the cleaning cycles with psychological factors that 

promote the development of the necessary intimate closeness between people. Our sexual 

interaction is not a trivial thing therefore, but is so critical that the imperative 

psychological and biological impulses cannot be ignored. Of course are not slaves to 

these impulses. They are a gift to us by the Universe to enables us to meet our most 

critical challenges. Only when the intimacy becomes disabled do we become slaves, as 

the Egyptians had recognized. This puts the sexual interaction into quite a different light, 

doesn't it? We are not raping each other in sexual interaction, but are enabling each other 

in our humanity." 

      "It appears that tragedy strikes when the service cycles are not taken care of," says 

Rita quietly. 

      "Religion serves us badly in this respect," I interject. "Religion renders the 

biological service-cycle a sin and promises hell to whoever engages in it. I knew a fellow 

who lived by the book in every respect. He was a model of unyielding obedience to 

established procedures in the field were he worked. He joined the list of the 40,000 not 

long ago. No proof exists, of course, for a connection, but the coincidence suggests that 

there might be one." 

     "The circumcision that amputates 80% of the impulse for the service cycles my 

have a similar impact," says Rita. "Unfortunately published statistics tend to be useless in 

this arena, because in the medical world the sexual amputation business adds up to big-

dollar income streams. The amputation itself brings in $400 a pop. That's not a bad 

income for a few seconds of work. Later, the prostrate surgery brings in even more, in the 

range of $20,000 a pop. Multiply this by 400,000 cases per year and the motive becomes 

rather obvious for keeping the sexual amputation treadmill alive. I have seen research 

figures that suggest that the circumcision makes a person 50% more eligible to be to be 

on the list of the 400,000. It the research is true it suggests that a powerful motive stands 

behind the promotion of the circumcision for medical reasons, supposedly to minimize 

cancers, sexual diseases, and urinary infections. The most competent research seems to 

indicate that the opposite is true. When the American Medical Association speaks out 

against the circumcision, as I see it happening now regardless of the big income streams 

for its doctors, then the so-called medical reasons for the sexual amputation have lost 

their credibility and can no longer be maintained. Also big lawsuits have been won in 

recent years for compensation payments for unauthorized amputations. The tide appears 

to be turning. Maybe I should create a new edition of my book with all this stuff 

included," says Rita. 



      "If you do this you might want to compare the center of the issue with the process 

of the sunrise," I interject. "Have you ever been camping on a beach facing east towards 

the sunrise? "I've been there. I got up every morning before dawn and watched the sun 

come up. It's amazing to see this. One can actually see the Universe in motion. Of course 

the sun isn't rising. One merely experiences the motion of the Earth turning towards the 

Sun. That is how Copernicus discovered the nature of the solar system to be. He saw the 

Universe in motion. That's how I look at sex, Rita. Every part of it is an aspect of the 

Universe in motion, designed by a great Intelligence, reflected in harmonizing cycles that 

literally impel us to do the right thing, the thing that is critical on the complex platform of 

human living. Sex is similar to the sunrise in this respect. It is a part of the Universe in 

motion reflecting some of the amazing aspects of the great good that defines the nature of 

the Universe. At the root is Intelligence. Intelligence is expressed in Principle. The 

Universe is a construct of harmonizing aspects of Principle without which it would not 

exist. Principle is expressed in physical forms. This three-fold Universe, however, is One. 

We cannot logically ask, what came first. Intelligence, its expression as Principle, and its 

manifestation in countless physical form IS One. Reality is one indivisible whole. Its 

harmonizing Spirit is Love; its face is Soul; its quality is Mind. The IS, is Truth. Its 

highest manifestation is Life. In our world at least, mankind is the pinnacle-expression of 

Life. We represent a phase shift in the Universe in that we are able to become conscious 

of the operation of Principle and are able to understand it and utilize it, and are 

consciously able to recognize ourselves as a living manifest of Sprit and Love, and Soul 

and Mind. Sex is built on all of these aspects and reflects them. It functions well 

whenever we let it be. When we come together for sex I see it as a celebration of all of 

these elements that are greater than us but are reflected in us." 

      I pause, searching for another direction. "Do I make any sense," I say moments 

later. "When I explained this general concept to a friend in New Delhi, she instantly 

latched onto it and moved with it, even though I hadn't explained it very well then. She 

had latched onto the general context as a medical doctor and told me about the medical 

aspects related to the male service cycles, aspects that I hadn't been aware of myself. She 

seemed to know what I was hinting at. She had quite a large stack of medical journals 

sitting on her bookshelf. The outcome of our getting together in this subject was amazing. 

We came so close in this context that the resulting cooperation changed the way we 

looked at sex, and our life. It uplifted us both, and many other people's life with it. It 

enabled many things. With my help, prodding my boss, a medical van was provided for 

her that enabled her to service many more villages than she had serviced before, and 

service them more efficiently. She became her own institution in that way, which even 

some of the landowners began to support. All of this was done in only four weeks. This 

too, is a part of the Universe in motion. Sex is a part of the Universe in motion. I think 

this is what the ancient Egyptians had started to wreck, to amputate, with the 

circumcision." 

      "Your experience must have been quite something," says Rita quietly. 

      "Oh it was that in more ways than one," I say with a grin. "My friend in India 

compared our joint celebration, to setting a banquet table. She said in essence that it was 

a privilege to see the Universe in motion and to be a part of it, and to celebrate it with one 



another and explore its wide range of implication, just as it is a privilege to listen to a 

symphony as another aspect of the Universe in motion. The two are aspects of the same 

Intelligence being expressed." 

      "You, fiend!" says Rita. Then she becomes serious. "I know what you mean," she 

adds. "In one of my novels I describe a love affair in which a woman confesses to the 

protagonist that she is wearing no panties under her dress. The recognition seemed to 

increase the sense of closeness in the story so much that I repeated the scene, though in a 

radically different context. The metaphor here is focused on the question why we want to 

hide something that has evidently a deep connection with our being. I didn't go as far as 

setting a banquet table," Rita adds and grins. 

      "We tend to go all too often the other way," I say to her quietly. "We have a 

custom in America that in a birthday celebration a special cake is decorated with a sea of 

candles, one for every year of the person's age. We light the candles, and then the 

birthday person blows them all out in one big puff. Does this make sense to you? We 

celebrate life and blow out the light that symbolizes it. We teach children to commit 

suicide. We celebrate it for each other. This makes no sense to me. The circumcision 

follows the same pattern. After the first week of life the infant has its light blown out in a 

ritual that is designed for 'suicide.' I think what we should do in America with the 

birthday candles, instead of having the celebrated person blow them all out, they should 

be kept lit and be handed out to the guests with each slice of cake, graced with their light 

still blazing, inviting the guests all to be touched by the light of that person and to 

celebrate their own sense of being enriched by it." 

      "Some day this will happen," says Rita, "because people like us will make it 

happen. When Copernicus made the breakthrough that enabled him to see the Sun at the 

center of the solar system, a light was born that never dimmed from this day forward. The 

long-standing traditions of false perceptions that stood for millennia, were left behind. 

One day we will make similar breakthroughs in all kinds of realms and go further still. 

What Copernicus missed was later corrected by Kepler, who brought even more light into 

the world. And the equivalent of this greater breakthrough, Peter, has also already begun. 

The dawn is in progress right here." 

      "Oh, is the dawn really in progress?" I interject. "Maybe here at the resort it is, but 

in the world at large I see no evidence for it. The dawn hasn't even begun there. I suspect 

you didn't get much acclaim for you books." 

      Rita nods. "Almost none," she says quietly. "The reason is sex. People say to me, 

'Rita, why do you have to bring sex onto the scene?' But if one explores civilization, sex 

cannot be avoided. It is a thread that ties into everything. Sex is intimacy. It is naturally 

reflected in social intimacy, and in cultural intimacy, economic intimacy, political 

intimacy, and in national intimacy. Intimacy is essential in everything. It develops the 

Principle of the General Welfare. Sex is being trashed, just as this principle is trashed 

more than anything else. That's why sex is in my books, Peter. Leaving sex out, when 

exploring civilization, is like exploring the cosmos without reference to electricity that 

powers it. What good would such an exploration do when it omits to reference 



electrically charged plasma that makes up 99.999% of the mass of the Universe? 

Nevertheless, people can't deal with sex honestly. It is too challenging. So they don't 

comment, except to complain." 

      "Of course, it doesn't need to remain that way," I say to her. "You seem to suggest 

this yourself. In your science-fiction book that my friend told me about, you speak of a 

group of people who discovered a kind of thought-powered technology that enables a 

person to be instantly relocated to wherever it wishes to be. While this may never be 

physically possible because of numerous obvious physical restraints, you seem to alert us 

of the equally obvious fact that we are free of these impediments in the mental realm. 

Shouldn't we be able to move mentally in an instant to wherever we desire to be? There is 

no inertia to be overcome for the movements of thought, and ideas, and recognition. It 

shouldn't take mankind another thousand years to pull itself out the quagmire of empire. 

This little thing should be possible instantly. The healing of mankind can happen that 

fast. Wasn't Christ Jesus' healing work instantly effective? Is this what you had in mind 

with your metaphor of people traveling instantly to wherever they want to be." 

      "It makes a great science fiction story, Peter," says Rita. "Still, you suspect 

correctly; the metaphor was intended. The jump from empire to a renaissance may appear 

like a jump to another galaxy, but in real terms it isn't such a big thing. How many 

footsteps does it take to climb out of a sewer and close the lid on it? How long does it 

take to flick a switch to turn the lights on in a house? How long should it take to uplift 

Lena's life? How much time do we require to heal the world?" 

      "Olaf would answer that time and distance are invalid concepts," I say and laugh. 

"Isn't intimacy a bond without distance?" I add. 

      "You, fiend!" she says. 

  



 - Part 5 - Out of the Dawn  
 

       The next morning started with a surprise at breakfast time. Yegor came to the 

breakfast table wearing a red jacket and a Napoleon Hat. 

 

      "Are you trying to tell us something?" says Rita to him and laughs as he comes 

through the door towards us. 

      Yegor just smiles. "No, you have to tell me what I am saying with this," he says. 

He glanced towards the windows momentarily. It was a brilliant day. Everything was 

sparkling white outside. 

      Rita laughs. She notices the gesture. "Apple blossoms are out, snowflakes are in," 

she jokes. "It's a wonderful day out there of the type that has made Napoleon infamous." 

      "And here I thought nobody would get the connection," says Yegor bowing to 

Rita. "I take my hat off to you." He really does this, though he keeps the red coat on. The 

room is still somewhat cold from the night. The fireplace had just been lit. 

      "Napoleon's fame is that his Grand Army was defeated by snowflakes," says 

Yegor still standing. He had put the hat down. "The apple blossoms of spring had turned 

into snowflakes for Napoleon. The great war-master, Napoleon, hadn't been prepared for 

the transition. He had entered Russia with 400,000 men supported by 100,000 horses. 

While his grand army marched, and it marched almost without resistance, the apple 

blossoms across the country faded or were burnt in the typical scorched-earth madness. 

When Napoleon reached the gates of Moscow he was given the keys to an empty city. An 

empty city is a deadly city, a city of starvation, surrounded by a land that was no longer 

producing food. Finally, just as the first snowflakes began to fall, a few Russian patriots 

working in the shadows within the city set the city ablaze in order to force Napoleon's 

retreat. A few more showers of snowflakes did the rest for Napoleon's utter defeat. Only a 

few thousand people came back out of Russia alive. Some historian put the estimate to as 

low as two thousand. That was all that was left out of over 600,000 men." 

      Yegor turns towards the windows again. "Take a good look people, because what 

you see is our future summertime. It is May and the lake is still frozen and covered with 

snow. Of course what you see is normal here. The ice on the lake sometimes doesn't 

break until June. However, it isn't normal in most places on the planet, but it soon might 

be, and might be that all year. Then take note how mankind is presently as ill prepared for 

the coming age without apple blossoms, as Napoleon had been ill prepared when he 

entered Russia. That is how we face the return of the Ice Age. Napoleon never considered 

logistics to be a critical factor, including the cold of the Russian winter that increased the 

logistical challenge. The 'little ice age' that he encountered during the retreat from 

Moscow cost him more than 90% of his men. My question to you is, are we any wiser 

today? We know that we face a long hard winter, which the next Ice Age cycle will 



impose for roughly 90,000 years. We have been aware of this challenge for at least 150 

years. How then is it that we rush into this 'Russian winter' with summer clothes and no 

provisions for the journey? We are entering 'Russia' once again with the same kind of 

insanity that Napoleon became infamous for, only our folly is worse. We are facing the 

coming challenge as an already dead society, with a dead economy, dead currencies, a 

dead financial system, and a dead culture that flows from a people who have been 

circumcised of their intimacy with one another. The Principle of the General Welfare is 

dead. For the same reason science is dead, sovereignty is dead, the institution of the 

nation state is dead. We don't even have the equivalent of Napoleon's 100,000 horses in 

today's world, and what we have left of our infrastructures is being privatized and 

wrecked, or is being dismantled under the ruse of saving the environment with a lie 

designed for genocide. We are much farther advanced along this road of committing 

suicide than Napoleon had dared to go. We face starvation and are burning our own food. 

This madness has become the norm in the so-called 'advanced' countries of the world. But 

what has killed us as human beings? What has enslaved us to empire? What has cut the 

intimate connection we once had towards one another as human beings? I think the 

answer is in all cases that the circumcision has done this, which the ancient Egyptians 

may have recognized, enhances slavery. Rita points out in her book that the rise of the 

circumcision in Egypt corresponds with the end of the great building period and the 

eventual end of the kingdom. I think we are all familiar with her book. She only fails to 

point out in it that the locations in the world with the greatest density of the circumcision 

are also the locations were we find the least economic development happening, together 

with the greatest forms of inhumanity and genocide. We see this correlation clearly 

reflected in America that has become dramatically circumcised in the postwar period. 

Before five out of six were whole. Now five out of six are mutilated. Before the USA was 

the most powerful moral and economic force in the world, now it as the welfare case of 

the world looting the poor nations and killing them with war and deprivation. The 

circumcision therefore has to be the key item to be addressed for the healing of mankind, 

if mankind is to avoid the repeat of the mistake that Napoleon became famous for." 

      "There is another thing that Rita has failed to point out in her book," says Galina. 

"I shouldn't criticize another woman. Rita presents examples of historic stories in which 

the writers say to society don't take everything at face value, but look for the principles, 

which the writer than presents as something that is totally contrary to the politically 

correct story. The design of the Star of David appears to fit into this category. Maybe the 

creator of it wanted to warn King David about the depth of the challenge he faced in 

trying to rebuild Israel. The creator appears to have taken the shape of the Egyptian 

pyramid, a triangle, and superimposed on it another, identical triangle, but turned upside 

down. It appears he was saying to King David; your challenge is to overcome the cause 

of the tragedy that had terminated Egypt's period of the great pyramid projects. Isn't that 

when the shift began from a world of apple blossoms to a world of ice blossoms? The 

hidden message behind the Star of David might have been, for the king to watch out for 

the circumcision and its resulting slavery. It appears that King David didn't understand 

the message." 

      "Society still doesn't understand the message," interjects Vadik. "Maybe some 

other writer tried to warn society again by being more blunt, when the 6-sided star 



became turned into the satanic numeral of 6 that is in the shape of a drop of blood. The 

tripple-6 numeral, as 666, is supposed to represent the devil, a rain of blood. Doesn't that 

numerology correspond with the six million that are cited as victims of the great Nazi 

holocaust? I know we can't go there, because it is illegal to explore this part of history. It 

is a crime against doctrine. Nevertheless, the connection is intriguing." 

      Yegor stands up at the breakfast table and raises his hand. "This is crap," he says, 

"cut it out, or else I have to send you all home. A six pointed star is the most natural 

symbol in the world. Every snowflake is a six-pointed star, based on the hexagon. The 

most efficient way that is possible to divide an area into equal parts with the shortest 

circumference is the hexagon. If you crowed soap bubbles on a watery surface, their 

bases form hexagons. The bees' honey comes are chambers of hexagons. Snowflakes are 

built on hexagons. The freezing process produces hexagonal stars. The resulting shapes 

of course differ radically, but their basic 6-element shape is always reflected. The Star of 

David is a snowflake. Don't give it an unnatural significance." 

      "There is a need to unmask the unnatural elements that destroy civilization," Vadik 

answers to justify himself. 

      "We know already enough of them," says Yegor. "You don't need to flood the 

scene with crap to make the black look blacker. It doesn't heal anything. Cut the crap out. 

Focus on the healing. We need to create a new Renaissance. We need to be the bringer of 

good tidings. We should be focusing on Stage Three, the healing. Our meeting here has 

three purposes. One purpose is to identify the scope of tragedy that is reflected in the 

currently unfolding crisis. We did this yesterday. This was Part One. Part Two was 

designed to unmask the underlying cause of the crisis, the circumcision. Most of you did 

this privately. Besides, everybody is familiar with Rita's book. It appears that this has 

been done to the point of going overboard with it. A lot of irrelevant crap got into the 

gears. So let’s move on. Part Three begins here. Once the cause of the crisis is unmasked 

it becomes possible to map out the path to freedom and to a new Renaissance. So, let's 

begin." 

      Yegor's buddy, Gosha, unfurls a large map of the world. "I think we can say with 

great certainty that the key problem in the world is the circumcision. Wherever it is 

predominant the world is in a crisis. Three main groups that have been identified, the 

Muslim group with over 500 million mutilated men, the American Group with 100 

million victims, and the Miscellaneous Group with about 50 million victims of which the 

Jewish component is the smallest at a bout 7 million. The Muslim Group is spread across 

Africa and parts of South Asia. The entire region needs to be healed. This is a task the 

India is ideally suited to accomplish. Africa and India have both suffered heavily under 

imperial rule, of which India has recovered, while Africa has not. This means that India is 

the natural nursery mother to bring Africa back to life. India also has the greatest energy 

and material resources to do this. The second circumcised problem child is the USA. Like 

Africa, it is dying under the weight of the circumcision, which the masters of empire 

utilize for their games. Since China and the USA have already had a long-term working 

relationship, China becomes the natural nursery mother for bringing life back into the 

USA. China has the cultural and industrial capability to do this. This means we need a 



floating high speed rail bridge between India and Africa, and between China and 

California across the Pacific Ocean with a branch link to Australia and New Zealand. We 

also need a second transoceanic floating bridge extending from Florida to Morocco with 

a branch link to Brazil." 

      "You are telling a nice tale," I interrupt Gosha. "However, your arithmetic is a bit 

off. America is not 100% circumcised, only 70%. We have 30% who have remained 

whole. The majority thereby appears to be slaves according the model established by the 

Egyptian. Slavery, however, amounts to zero in terms of humanist power for economic 

and cultural development. Its sum value therefore needs to be counted as zero no matter 

how massive the slavery is. In comparison with that, those who are remaining whole are 

giants, as human beings are in their productive, creative, and cultural power. In the 

contest of giants versus zero the numeric majority is on the side of the giants no matter 

how few those might be. On this basis the USA remains a power with a great potential for 

its self-development. The mothering by China won't be needed. There is no mothering 

needed between equals - cooperation, yes, but no mothering. The Trans-Pacific bridge 

will be built as a bridge for cooperation on a platform of Community of Principle. The 

bridge, all 12,000 kilometers of it, will be built by both nations and from both sides 

simultaneously, because both nations need it as a wealth-creating engine. The whole 

world needs this. America's Apollo Moon Landing Program produced $14 in side 

benefits in the American economy for every dollar spent. Except, those returns were 

small in terms of what is needed today, and in terms of what our wealth producing 

potential actually is. In order to gain a glimpse of what the natural potential is, we need to 

look to the Universe for a model, and what we find there is amazing. The Universe 

presents us a creative model in which one, plus one thousands, adds up to a hundred 

thousand. This model is expressed everywhere in the Universe. It is the model of the 

atom. When, for example, a hydrogen atom is formed, a proton is combined with an 

electron that is itself 1/1000th the size of the proton. When the two are brought together 

into the structure of an atom, the resulting structure is 100,000 times larger than the sum 

of its parts. This factor of 100,000 appears to be the natural creative gain in the Universe. 

This needs to be our model. China needs this kind of wealth-producing engine and so do 

we. The bridge project might be just the kind of project that can do this. And I am not 

talking about a 10% gain, which is deemed extraordinary in the physical economy today. 

I am talking about a 100,000-fold gain." I am talking about a physical gain on the scale 

that is claimed today only in the world of financial thievery." 

      "It is possible that a 100,000-fold economic gain can be achieved with the bridge-

building project," says Gosha. He points to his giant map of the world. "For the physical 

construction of a bridge that spans the world we need two things. We need high 

temperature nuclear power, and we need basalt as a building material. All of these exist. 

Basalt exists on the planet in great abundance. Its sits on the ground ready made in such 

huge quantities that the entire land area of the planet could be covered with it deeper than 

a man stands tall. It melts between 1200 and 1400 degrees. It can be cast into molds, or 

be extruded into fibers, or woven into mats. The applications are endless. Large bridge 

segments could be cast in automated processes, powered by the already existing High 

Temperature Gas Cooled Nuclear Reactor technology, which of course will have to be 



mass-produced in the order of thousands of units. The side-benefits from the 

development of this single power development would be on the scale that we require." 

       Gosha turns to me. "The principle that makes this possible has been discovered 

decades by your own leading economist, Lyndon LaRouche. We made him an honorable 

member of the Russian Academy of Science for his discovery. His discovery includes 

three factors: One is the utilization of higher power-flux-density in the productive 

process. The other is the development of new physical principles that are orders of 

magnitude more efficient than the impediment of the challenges. The third is to mobilize 

the machine tool industry to revolutionize automated industrial production. The 

intercontinental bridge building proposal utilizes all of these principles. The project 

appears gigantic only in the confines of conventional thinking. In terms of our capability 

to develop automated industrial production, the bridge project is really just a small thing." 

      "That's what I've been saying," I interrupt Gosha. "The side-benefits are the big 

factors as the advanced processes revolutionize construction and production everywhere 

and create a renaissance in living from the outset, such as with free housing. The 

automated basalt processing technology will be vastly greater in side benefits than we can 

yet imagine. Basalt is non-corrosive, non-abrasive, has a greater tensile strength than 

steel, is a better insulator than asbestos, and is nearly as hard as diamonds. It is a stone 

with such a fine grain that it can also be extruded into micro fibers that we haven't even 

begun to find applications for. When automated industrial processes are applied, entire 

hosing unit modules will be produced at such a low cost that they will be given away for 

free to upgrade the cultural power of the nation. It will end homelessness, slum living, 

rental slavery. It shouldn't take more than a decade to get this implemented. A million 

free high-quality houses could be constructed for the price that our nation pays today for 

a single B-2 bomber aircraft. The houses would give life, whereas the bomber only gives 

death. Building the service infrastructures for these free houses would likely cost no more 

than the nation presently spends for the maintenance and operation of this single bomber 

airplane. And we've got more than twenty of them. Of course with this kind of building 

going on, the world would have no use for military forces. The savings form this alone 

would pay for the intercontinental bridges thousands of tones over. On this basis it 

shouldn't be hard to meet the standard of the model of the Universe and achieve a 

100,000-fold payback in created benefits. In this kind of dynamic environment Africa 

would be developed on the sideline together with every place on the Earth. The Dark 

Continent would become a glittering jewel. The Ice Age wouldn't mean a lot then, 

whenever it comes. In fact, we would have large-scale automated indoor agriculture in 

operation long before the Ice Age even begins, simply because it is more efficient to do 

this than to farm the old way." 

      "Why then would you build the transoceanic bridge in the first place if it is not 

needed for high-speed food transport?" asks Lena. "With indoor agriculture local 

production would meets everybody's need. No transshipment would be required. So, 

building the bridge makes no sense." 

      "Building the bridge is essential," I say in reply. "A hundred-meter-wide bridge 

would likely be build to meet several modes of traffic at once. A powerful economy 



always has countless types of manufactured goods for trade. In any case, the bridge 

wouldn't be built for that. It would be built for the sake of the side-benefits. It would be 

build primarily as a wealth-producing engine, and only secondarily as a transportation 

facility, for which it would also be highly useful. A floating bridge would be ideal as a 

stable and level platform for high-speed magnetic levitated trains operating in vacuum 

tubes at speeds of 10,000 to 15,000 km/hrs. Once these first bridges have proven their 

worth, many others, even greater ones will likely be build. With nuclear power and 

automated processes, these bridges can be easily build, and a whole lot of other things 

that has to do with construction and manufacturing. Automobiles may likely be produced 

in modular units out of basalt. For all we know, the age of the tin Lizzy will soon be over. 

Even the age of nuclear power may soon be over, as we learn to tap into the vast electric 

currents in interplanetary space." 

      "Aren't we dreaming a lot?" Rita interjects. "Sure, I like Peter's arithmetic that in a 

population of 70% slaves and 30% giants, the giants count as a majority, because the 

slaves count as zero. But where is the evidence? This is not what I see happening in 

America. The entire population clocks in at the zero level. Apart from a few exceedingly 

rare exceptions, the sum-total of what I see moving in America is zero. Everything that 

America once stood for is gone as if it never existed. America once fought fascism. It 

beat the Nazi regime into the ground. Now it stands as the model and defender of 

fascism. Where are the giants? The giants are 'dead.' The entire country is 'dead.' What I 

see unfolding in America is the result of a trend that the Pharaohs might have already 

recognized as devastatingly dangerous. They might have recognized that 10% of a 

population being slaves among 90% of giants is culturally too dangerous for a society as 

it puts the giants to sleep. In Egypt the expulsion happened. But it didn't correct the 

problem. A thousand years after the pyramids were build Egypt became an empire, 

clashing with other empires, and five centuries later it was itself defeated. In the modern 

world America has defeated itself likewise, this time under the 'guidance' of the 'clan' of 

the old British Empire. Where are the giants standing up in America's defense? Where are 

the giants standing up for scientific honest, the principle of economics, the constitutional 

principle of the general welfare, the humanity of the human being? The giants are dead. 

They are not asleep, waiting to be awakened. They don't exist anymore. Isn't this what 

one would expect to see in an 'amputated' society, an isolated society, a society without a 

deep connection with one another, a society focused on monetarist stealing or 

profiteering without a cause? At what ratio, of slaves to giants, society disintegrates 

remains yet to be determined. I suspect that the ratio is quite low. I see little hope for 

America being able to rescue itself. China won't help it. It is contemplating the 

circumcision itself, for medical reasons. If it opts for its self-amputation, it thereby dooms 

itself also." 

      "Do we have an equivalent for that in the natural world?" asks Lena. "When a 

forest fire starts it won't stop until the whole thing burns to the ground. How many great 

cultures have vanished when they became self-defeating? Maybe this is the way the 

Universe is designed to cleanse itself. It seems to me that when America became fascist 

with the nuclear bomb in its pocket, it sealed its own fate, because it denounced 

everything it ever stood for. If I was the Universe I would flush this culture down the 

drain to save the planet and all life on it. Maybe, with the coming Ice Age the Universe 



sets itself the stage for clearing the slate, to let the madness die out, and then in 100,000 

years it starts the cycle again until a culture emerges that meets the Ice Age test with the 

strength developed to survive it. The Universe is patient. It can wait a million years for 

the cultural development to succeed. Just look at how patient the biological world is. 

Every spring, every apple tree sheds all of its intricate blossoms that didn't get to the 

fertilized stage. And in the fall, the tree sheds all its fruit and all its leafs to start again the 

next year. The world has reached the autumn stage. Everything that society has created 

has been privatized and made into a profit engine for the rich. Everything that society 

needs for its physical existence is fast becoming unaffordable, like housing, education, 

transportation, healthcare, food. Even its pension has been privatized and turned into a 

profit engine for the greater glory of the thieves that became billionaires by the thievery. 

That is how the State of California, which had an economy that was once the 6th-largest 

in the world, became so deeply bankrupted that it now releases convicts out of the prisons 

to save the cost of keeping them. Isn't that what one would expect when living among 

thieves, as life in California has become? When society cannot get out of its trap, it may 

drop off the tree like a blossom that didn't make it to the fruitful stage." 

      "Now hold it!" Yegor interjects. "This kind of thinking is crap as I told you before. 

It gets us nowhere. We are human beings with the scientific intellect to determine our 

destiny. Destiny is not fixed. Why else would be we here in this room. We have the 

power to step away from the madness of an empire-world into universal intelligence. We 

can apply science to explore ourselves, and raise up our world with it. We still have time 

to revolutionize the world before the Ice Age transition begins. That's what the big 

projects are for. Look at what the Egyptians have accomplished. We say today that what 

they did is impossible. The great periods were not build over centuries, but in a mere 

thirty years, and this without diamond saws and power tools and electric cranes and a 

railway infrastructure for the transportation of the over two million blocks of stones, 

weighing up to fifteen tones each, that went into a single one of the great pyramids. They 

did it with the discovery of the needed physical principles, and the economic principles, 

and the organizational principles. They discovered the power of the human being and 

used it. They didn't know what we 'know' today, that these huge projects couldn't be 

accomplished without advanced technologies, so they went ahead and did it, knowing 

instead that it could be done. The physical challenge of building the intercontinental 

bridges is minuscule in comparison. India and China will likely build these 

infrastructures to create a renaissance the world has never seen in all of human history. 

They will inspire Africa to include itself in this renaissance movement. That is how they 

will 'mother' Africa out its present collapsed state, dying of the consequences of its self-

amputation under the rule of empire. Why would America not be affected by this 

renaissance movement? Its very existence came out of a renaissance. Its founding is the 

result of it. Why would this all be forgotten? When America awakens as the giant it has 

the potential to be, and discovers its humanity no matter how much of it has been 

amputated, the great bridges that will link it with the rest of the world, across the Pacific 

and the Atlantic, will both be build as a natural element of this awakening. I think the 

spark for that will come from China. In this sense, China will 'mother' America. This is 

how I see the future. I see it bright on the horizon." 



      "Once the threshold is crossed to sanity and empire is put aside," says Gosha, 

"explosive developments will be unleashed, beginning with nuclear power development. 

We have already lived with nuclear power for as long as we have existed. The power of 

fire is nuclear power. When atoms are joined into molecules in the burning of fuels, the 

power that is released as heat is derived from altering the physical environment of the 

atoms into efficient structures that requires less energy to be maintained. The result is that 

the excess energy is emitted as heat. The heat is nuclear heat. Our body temperature is 

maintained by nuclear heat. Every camp fire from ancient times on to the fiery 

combustion in our automobile engines is powered by nuclear heat. Nuclear fission power 

is just an extension of the process. Nuclear fusion is essentially the same, derived by a 

different and more efficient process. The most efficient process, of course, will be 

tapping directly into the power stream that creates the atoms in the first place. In other 

words, our energy future is bright, as bright as the Sun. Once we snap out of the dead-end 

trap of monetarism, all of these potentials will be realized." 

      "Isn't that what a renaissance is?" says Galina. "When Europe was collapsed by the 

Lombard banking empire, when half the population perished, a breakout to sanity began 

that created the Golden Renaissance. This happened again when The Venetian Empire 

destroyed the Renaissance. Then, right in the middle of the worst nightmare of the Thirty 

Years War an even greater renaissance happened in which the USA was created. Now we 

are facing the wall again. I think the breakout will happen from the most unexpected 

direction and that it may be the self-amputated society itself that will recover itself on a 

platform of scientific and spiritual development. The spiritual sense of mankind cannot 

be amputated. It is always available. It is always present. Science can open the door to it." 

 

      We agreed with Galina. It appears that with Galina's short speech a breakthrough 

had begun that changed the tune of our meeting. Yegor never had to say again, cut this 

crap out. We began to talk about the great and powerful aspects of culture, like the 

Principle of the Constitution and the obvious fact that the humanity of the human being is 

society's greatest asset. We created for ourselves an understanding of what is 

fundamentally a human Constitution. We explored how society's greatest asset, which is 

itself, can be developed in the most efficient manner; how society can enrich itself by 

enriching one-another; how it can empower itself by uplifting one-another; and how it 

can protect itself by ennobling one-another with scientific honesty and truthfulness so 

that not an iota of the wealth that society has within it falls by the wayside and becomes 

lost. 

 

      We also discovered that empire doesn't need to be pulled off its throne for a 

Renaissance New World to unfold in its place. We discovered that its throne is already 

shaking where it wields power it doesn't really have. 

      On the last morning of our meeting Yegor announced that an amazing thing had 

happened at the just concluded climate conference in Germany that had been organized 



by the masters of empire. They did indeed demand the global elimination of 90% of the 

manmade greenhouse gases that human living generates, calling for an open global 

dictatorship to effectively eliminate four fifth of all people on the planet, even while it is 

scientifically proven that mankind's minuscule addition to the natural greenhouse gases 

has absolutely no impact on the global climate that is governed by astrophysical factors. 

Yegor hailed the development as an announcement by the forces of empire of their real 

color and intention, by which they assure their own doom. He concludes, "The more 

desperate empire becomes in its quest to destroy mankind to assure its continued 

existence, the more rapidly it is approaching its final doom. Mankind is beginning to 

laugh, knowing that it has the resources to bring this doom about." 

 

      We discovered as our meeting drew to a close that a conscientious enacting of our 

Universal Constitution cannot fail to have its effect, as it invariably aids empire to realize 

its inherent emptiness in the light of reality. 

      Vadik pointed out with his glass raised high that the empire's mad song of global 

warming, now disguised as climate change, is fast becoming unglued as a pile of lies as 

the Universe refuses to cooperate, and mankind taking the hint. Thus, every word empire 

preaches about global warming while the Earth is cooling, and every cry for bio-fuels and 

carbon taxes, adds to the stream of nails for the coffin of empire in which it will find its 

eternal rest. 

     "We should celebrate the green shoots now coming to the surface," Vadik added. 

"The green shoots of a grand new cultural spring that are poking their heads through the 

mud." 

     We agreed that celebrating the reality before us was a good idea. 

 

     We had kept our meeting going for the full seven days that we had planned for it. 

Lena had joined Rita and me for many of the nights we had together there, exploring the 

third dimension of sex, the spiritual dimension of humanity that no fleshly circumcision 

has ever amputated in all the history of the world. 

  



Chapter 20 - Festival of the Sublime  
  

       My meeting with Olive had been arranged by telephone on the very next day after 

Nicolai's first visit. Olive suggested that we meet in late summer after the orchestra's 

touring season, but not in Vienna. She suggested that we meet in a small resort place in 

the Austrian Alps near the Wild Kaiser mountains. She said that she would have a place 

reserved for us, for the occasion, for a week. She asked if a week would be enough. The 

question evidently was for the sake of courtesy. Was time a factor? She knew the answer, 

probably better than I did. 

 

      When the time came, Tony made the needed arrangements to get me there, 

utilizing the services of Puff in his by now routinely efficient manner. He got me onto a 

transport to Munich. The rest I arranged locally. A short flight by shuttle got me to 

Innsbrook. The rest was a train ride down a beautiful valley. According to the map, my 

destination was nestled snugly in the middle of the Alps. The valley became rather 

narrow near the end, especially at the place where I got off the train. Olive met me at the 

train station, smiling like the sun. We embraced each other in the manner of two long lost 

friends meeting after years of separation. Evidently we hadn't been separated in the heart. 

It was a leisurely embrace, without the slightest sense of hurrying anything along, 

interrupted now and then by a few words of conversation. 

      During our happy embrace, not a word was said about the intervening years. It was 

the, now, that counted. Nothing else seemed to matter. 

      She had arranged for a porter to take my bags to the chalet in order that we could 

stroll through the village leisurely, just as we had strolled together in the middle of the 

night in Suchumi through the forest to the ice cream parlor to have ice cream and wine. 

Now our meeting was on a bright sunny day. Flower baskets graced the sidewalk. Of 

course, I invited her to ice cream again, or she might have suggested it. We treated 

ourselves, or should I say each other, at a sidewalk café, but without wine this time. 

      We stopped in a few shops later on, on the way to our 'castle.' We bought cheese in 

the shops, and Wine for celebrating later on of whatever we needed to celebrate. Beer and 

sausage might have been more in the local tradition, but that wouldn't have met the larger 

requirements. 

 

      On the entrance road to our chalet, I stopped Olive, took her hands in mine and 

thanked her for her gift of the beautiful concert, for the Brahms symphony, and for her 

personal participation on that eventful day. I sealed the gesture of my gratitude with a 

kiss. 



      "Eh, that was the least I could do that day for a friend in great need," she answered 

and grinned, and returned the kiss. She said that her friend Helen had inspired her with a 

story of love. She told me that someone dear to that woman had bestowed a precious gift 

to her friend, a pianist in great need, the gift of a violin. "And see, Peter, what I got out of 

it by responding to that story. I gave you my heart, and the peace that resulted has 

brought me a position at the Vienna Philharmonics. Isn't life wonderful! My husband and 

I both play there now." 

      "You are married, then, I take it," I said to her. 

      "Of course I am," she grinned. "By my putting on the concert for you, and by 

someone like Nicolai being involved in the whole affair, things began to move in 

wonderful ways you cannot imagine. My boyfriend suddenly opened his eyes and began 

to see things that he had never imagined to exist. He became a real fighter, I tell you. He 

is very active now in supporting us all towards healing the world. He also knows that 

Love is spelled with a capital L, because of its central role in creating unity across the 

world. He is a beautiful man, Peter. But what about you?" 

      "I wished there was a way I could repay you for the lovely gesture of arranging 

that concert for me," I said quietly. 

      "You already have, Pete, a thousand times over. Where you not instrumental in 

bringing this cruise missile down before it reached Washington? And weren't you 

instrumental for the success in Venice at diffusing the hottest situation in history, 

between the world's greatest super powers, with the worst criminals standing behind 

them? You have been directly involved in the greatest miracles of our time, which may 

be the reason why we are still alive and able to meet. All I did in comparison, was play in 

an orchestra and convinced my friends to play for you, too." 

      "You are an angel, nevertheless," I replied, "you came through when it really 

counted." 

      "We all do that," she said and grinned, "otherwise we are not worthy to be called 

human beings." 

      "And that is what I love you for so dearly, Olive," I said. 

      "Me? I simply love," she answered. 

       

      We arrived at the chalet in time for supper. It was a small place. A guesthouse of 

ten rooms. Of all the guests, we were the only one's who had signed up for the full 

package that included also the meals. Perhaps it was because of that, that our room was 

the largest with a high balcony that gave us a sweeping view of the valley. A mountain 

stream crossed the chalet grounds just below our window to the left of the building. 



      The dining room was actually too elegant for a chalet. It featured a posh carpet; a 

fire place; numerous windows with the same view that we had from our own room just 

above it. Some of the windows carried stained glass images of mountaineers and alpine 

flowers. 

      The dinners were always elegantly served with real silver ware. The food was 

Austrian of course; Wiener Schnitzel, plump sausages, dumplings, all exquisitely 

prepared. We never had the same meal twice. Of course, we were treated with the 

greatest curtsey and affection, like a honeymoon couple might be treated. 

      In a sense we were on a honeymoon. We both regarded this as our honeymoon. 

We acknowledged this fact on the very day that we arrived. Olive suggested that we had 

been married to each other since the first day we met, although the recognition hadn't 

been made at that time. She suggested that our belated realization of it gave us a reason to 

celebrate. 

      I suggested to her that she was wrong. "We have not been married since the day 

we met," I said to her. "We have been married to one-another since the day we were born, 

and that was the reason why we met. The universal marriage of mankind is an irrevocable 

reality, Olive, as children of a common humanity, a common Soul, a common Spirit. We 

didn't realize this scientifically when we first met, because we were unaware at the time 

of the science of it. That's why we couldn't acknowledge it. But we did respond to the 

reality of our being. We felt the truth of it in our heart, and we still do. We felt it so 

strongly then, that you suggest today that we were married at this time, which is totally 

correct. Except, we didn't do anything to create this union in Suchumi that we responded 

to so beautifully. It pre-existed. It existed always, just as it exists as a universal reality 

between all human beings. We need to acknowledge this fact. We need to celebrate now 

and forever. We need to celebrate it as an eternal truth, realizing that on this platform we 

can never part. Isn't that worth celebrating?" 

      We realized that this was the truth, and that we hadn't come together at this place 

for the purpose of loosing each other again, but to acknowledge our love, to strengthen 

our bond, and to allow it to unfold evermore by simply carrying on from where we left 

off. We were both looking forward to the grand unfolding of our life together, at the 

present and in the future, in the kaleidoscope of a growing love. Would any honeymooner 

aim for more? Obviously not. So it was, that we realized that our week in the Alps could 

be seen as a belated wedding celebration, a celebration that should never end. 

      Neither of us had planned our meeting to unfold in this way. Suddenly, there it was 

happening. Scientific perception had expanded our horizon and our responding to it didn't 

seem unnatural at all. Without my experience in India, this extraordinary response would 

have seemed revolutionary to me, no doubt, and crazy, but it didn't, not anymore. 

      "With us both being married to other spouses, doesn't it seem crazy to you that we 

see ourselves as also being married to one-another, by which the horizon expands 

evermore?" I asked her to test the waters. 



      Olive just shook her head and smiled. "That doesn't appear crazy to me. Why 

should it? It's wonderful! In the future people will agree with us that multiple marriage 

acknowledgements are the most natural thing in the world. Why shouldn't we 

acknowledge the bonds that love has forged?" 

      "Why shouldn't we acknowledge what is the reality of our being?" I added. 

      "Why should we have to wait for the whole world to realize this truth in a future 

that we won't live long enough to see? We live now, and the principles of universal love 

and universal marriage, are a reality now. Nothing is more natural in the Universe than to 

acknowledge the truth," Olive affirmed. 

      I was amazed at this sudden acknowledgment that unfolded so naturally, indeed, 

on a platform of our scientific perception. 

      "I think, people in future ages will laugh at this age in which humanity turns 

marriage into an exclusive club," said Olive, "built around various types of property 

issues. They will extent the definition of the dark ages to include our time. All of our 

institutions should reflect right now, not in a thousand years from now, the highest 

universal principles and universal truth that have been discovered. Why would humanity 

want to deny the principles of the Universe that it is a part of?" 

      "Doubt, ignorance, suspicions, emotions, traditions, false axioms, false education, 

do you want me to go on?" I asked. 

      She shook her head. 

      "Humanity should look at itself, honestly," I replied. "If it did, the reaction would 

be the same. People would shake their head. How would they even hope, that love, which 

exists as a universal principle, is able to flourish in a private club?" I asked. I agreed that 

people will laugh at us in a thousand years’ time, for our small-mindedness, and extend 

the boundaries of the dark ages. 

      Olive nodded. "People put limits onto the infinite and call that bliss. They should 

call it insanity. The lifestyle of isolation that society pursues in its marriage institutions is 

synonymous to discovering the very best in life and then cutting oneself off from it. Can 

love, which is a universal principle that unfolds out of the beauty of our humanity, ever 

unfold in isolation? The answer is, no! But that is what everybody aims to make come 

true." 

      "It makes no sense living like that," I agreed. 

      "So, let's live in the future," said Olive was a smile. "Let's have the future now!" 

      I had to laugh suddenly. "Do you realize that it is probably illegal to acknowledge 

the principle of universal love, openly. They call it polygamy, and polygamy is illegal in 

many places around the world, but the scientific fact is that the universal marriage of 

mankind is an established fundamental principle that we cannot escape from, that we 



need to acknowledge. This means that we have to redefine the notion of polygamy. I 

would suggest that the term is best defined by today's marriage institution that causes 

people to play games with one-another." 

      Olive began to laugh, too. "That's funny," she said. "The conventional marriage 

that everybody embraces, is really polygamy, and it should be deemed illegal. Two 

people playing games with each other, that's polygamy, right! That shouldn't happen. I 

can't see us playing those games, Peter. I see us being eager to respond to universal 

principles and truth, and to enrich our lives and one-another with the universality of love. 

Some day all people will have to do this and acknowledge the universal marriage of 

humanity, as you have put it, which is as natural to me as the sunshine and the rain, and 

also the air that we all breathe. What can be more natural than to acknowledge that we are 

all human beings, and that as such, we are all married to the same humanity and thereby 

to each other? We are bound to each other by it, and whatever we call love reflects that 

single foundation that unites us universally." 

      She paused and repeated the world, polygamy. "That's indeed what we want to get 

away from!" She began to smile as she said this, and reached out her hands to me. 

      "Let's live in the future where this concept of playing multiple games doesn't apply 

to anything and to anyone," I replied. "Let's not play games. Let's love!" I smiled to her in 

return, until we both began to grin. We stood up and embraced one-another. 

      I was certain that the people in the dining room with us must have thought that we 

were indeed newlyweds. Who else would stand up in the middle of a dinner for a hug and 

an embrace, followed by a long kiss that seemed more important than eating? And if they 

thought this they were right. We were newly wed by this new unfolding recognition of a 

universal truth that we hadn't recognized before. 

 

      The early mornings of our time together in the Alps, we spend in bed like lovers 

do. With all of the windows wide open, we welcomed the sunshine in once the sun had 

cleared the mountain ridge. I remembered Olive's bedroom in Suchumi, with its small 

window facing the park where the sun rose much earlier over the trees than it did in the 

Alps, especially in our village nestled between steeply rising mountains. It took forever 

for the sun to clear the high ridge, above which it emerged. When sunshine was finally 

flooding our room, we usually decided that it was time to get up, to get dressed, to go 

downstairs to have breakfast. 

 

      During our week together we went hiking, often on narrow trails across barren, 

rock-strewn slopes, or did some mountain climbing. One day we got up very early and 

climbed all the way to the top of the Wild Kaiser peak. Of course, the conversation 

continued wherever we went. 



      We got to the peak long before the morning fog had cleared out of the valley that 

lay far below us. We were sitting on a ledge with a snack in hand, of bread, butter, and 

sausages, observing the transformation of the scene as the fog lifted. Our boots dangled in 

the air. The boots framed, as it were, the cloud covered valley below. We could even see 

the tree that we had tied our rented bicycles to. It had become visible as the fog had been 

dissipating. 

 

      All in all, our time at the peak was a magical experience. We pretended that we 

were sitting at the high slope overlooking of a primordial valley in which a great gray 

river flowed, which, however by a mighty power had been commanded to cease to be, 

which it had no option but to obey even while it struggled to hold on to its existence, 

though without avail. 

 

      We sat at the peak for hours that morning, leaning against a boulder, watching the 

fog clouds in the valley being burned off by the sun. 

      "What exciting projects are you engaged in at home?" Olive asked while we 

enjoyed the morning sun and the changing scenery. 

 

      "I wish I had a good answer," was my reply, after some hesitation. "The world is 

still stuck in a rut, mostly. Everything is moving in the opposite direction, while we are 

just barely out of the rut ourselves. It is hard to get the momentum back. In comparison 

with what we had accomplished in the past, nothing is moving anymore back home. 

Nothing is vital. Even the opportunities aren't there anymore. We are obliged to waste our 

time on trivia, and the big projects that we have tried to push through, like organizing 

food aid for Russia, got all cancelled. Compared to the olden days, like we had in 

Suchumi, our life is quite dead now. Even at the personal level we've been stuck in a rut 

for a long time, until just recently, with the exception of one brief interlude." I told her 

about my experience in India, the medic-van project, and the beautiful family we had 

established there. I told her about Indira, Sangari and Piju, and Monisha and Shyam. I 

loved the sound of those names. She sensed this too. I also told her about our discoveries 

at the Taj Mahal and our vacation at the Indian Ocean resort. "This has been the only 

bright achievement in the last few years," I said to her. 

      "I think we drifted into a rut when the Moscow conference didn't work out as I had 

hoped. I have even been told that I had insulted the Russian people when I intended to 

open their eyes. The problem was, they did not want to see, Olive. In addition, I messed 

things up royally with a dear friend of Nicolai. I was surprised that Nicolai was even 

speaking to us afterwards, although we have become close friends by now. Except, this 

isn't the big thing, Olive. The big thing is that the entire world-financial system is 

breaking down which can get us into a hell of a mess, even into a new war, a global war, 

that will likely be designed to hide the mess, and that war could go nuclear. The trouble is 



we don't seem to be able to change things anymore. I promised Indira I would change the 

world to help her people, but how can I? It seems that the 'fire' has gone out in 

everybody. It's like we are in a bus, as a friend of mine said, that is stuck in mud and 

won't move anymore. So we have climbed onto the roof to have a party. Lately, things 

have opened up quite a bit back home, but the bus isn't rolling again as it had been. We 

need to get this bus rolling, but how? Everything that I have been able think of has failed 

us so far. In some respects, we are actually worse of than just being stuck. We are sliding 

backwards like the whole world is, as though we are being pulled by an invisible force." 

      She grinned and put a hand on my shoulder. "Let me help you," she said. "I believe 

there is something I can do. I have connections, you know." 

      "Help, how?" 

      "I may be able to give you another world conference. One of our musicians has a 

relative who is closely tied in with our UN ambassador. I think it's about time the UN did 

something positive, don't you think?" 

      I replied that this might not work, because the UN conferences usually are 

arranged with predetermined agendas that assure a predetermined outcome. The delegates 

are only there to rubber stamp what has already been determined in advance in the halls 

of empire. 

      "Then you will have to change that," said Olive and kissed me. "That will get your 

bus moving again, I bet." She grinned as she said this. 

      "We do have the talent for that to happen," I said to Olive. "We've become quite a 

group of rebel rousers who might just be able to do that, like turning an UN conference 

upside down," I replied. "We can do even more than that. We can turn the thing into 

something positive. This will shock the world. Except such radical actions might get your 

friend into trouble. So, we can't do that, can we?" 

      "Don't worry, my friends are all rebels, all the way to the top, even the 

ambassador. If I can give you a conference, can you promise that you will turn it into 

something productive? If you can promise that, the ambassador will support you, I am 

sure of it. He is just as tired of playing games with the lives of people as you are." 

      "I can do better than promise. I can almost guarantee such an outcome. You don't 

know Sylvia; she can be a giant when it comes to setting things right. Also, we have 

Tony on the team, he is full of surprises; and Ross, a deeply thinking scientist who won't 

compromise; and then there is Heather, she is getting herself famous these days for her 

contribution to science and economics that is presented all over Russia by Nicolai. Even 

my boss, Fred, is a rebel rouser in his own way. And then we have you. Will you be 

there?" 

      She shook her head. "It's hard to get away from the symphony, but even if I could. 

I would not come. I know someone who needs to be at that conference with you, far more 

than myself. She needs to be with you, possibly for the entire duration. She is a beautiful 



and gentle person, but with a hard shell that she struggles to shed and has never been 

successful so far. She needs your help, Peter. She has all the potential to be a 

considerable giant if she gets out from under her shell. I can promise you this. I think you 

can help her to become that giant." 

      "Who is she?" 

      "You already know her, Peter. Her name is Antonovna." 

      "Nicolai's Antonovna?" 

      "Have you not named her Anton?" Olive asked. "Do I need to say more?" she 

added. 

      "No, I won't play games with Anton's life, Olive." 

      "I would hope not. Just be yourself, and gently allow her to join your world. It 

shouldn't take more than three to four weeks for that." 

      "There has never been a four-week conference, Olive. Never, anywhere." 

      "Then I'll have to change the pattern and give you a four-week conference. It won't 

be easy, but that is only a better reason for doing it. Your President Kennedy once said 

about going to the moon that we do it not because it is easy, but because it is hard. When 

it is hard, Peter, you have to fight, and when you fight you begin to love humanity in 

order to do it, otherwise you can't win. And that's how you succeed." 

      I shook my head at her remark. "I know what you said isn't true, Olive. It may 

seem true, but it really isn't. You attempt the impossible and you succeed, but you 

succeed only because of your great love. That's how you organized that concert for me a 

dozen years ago. What you have done shouldn't have been possible, changing the 

conference schedule and bringing in an entire orchestra just to help me in a difficult 

situation. You accomplished what you did out of love. What motivates you to such 

greatness has nothing to do with things being easy or hard. You operated on a level above 

that. You did this, because your love demanded that it be done, because it was necessary, 

because it was the human thing to do. I feel so deeply honored by the touch of your love, 

Olive. I am telling you this, in order to honor you for what you did. Except, why is it that 

I feel so immensely honored myself, by the privilege of knowing you, by the fact that you 

took notice of me, that you lifted me up with your great love. That's what makes you so 

infinitely special...." 

      She hugged me in mid sentence. "I'll get you a four-week conference," she said, 

cutting me off. "I just don't know when it will be. But please, promise you'll help Anton 

to free herself from her cage that she is in. Do it for both, Nicolai and her. They both love 

each other, but she doesn't allow themselves to be close to him. There is a barrier of some 

sort standing in the way. This barrier could ruin their life. Whenever Nicolai speaks of 

marriage, she closes the door out of fear of becoming trapped into something she won't 

be able to escape from." 



      "I have sensed that, Olive," I confirmed. 

      "So, you will help them?" 

      "Of course I'll help, if I can. Except, you are not asking me to fall in love with 

Anton just in order to smooth the path for Nicolai? That would be entrapment." 

      Olive shook her head and smiled. "Peter, you are already in love with Anton, 

perhaps more so than you may know. Just let your love unfold. I am asking only that you 

will sacrifice your chance to be with me during the conference that I'll arrange for you, 

and that you open yourself more fully to Anton. You have a gift that few people have 

when it comes to deeply honest loving, the kind that uplifts people. That's what I treasure 

about you, and always will. I had arranged the Suchumi concert for you out of joy for 

having met you, and in recompense for your love of all that is human and beautiful in our 

nature as human beings. I arranged it in honor of your determination that grew out of this 

love; to fight for what is worthy to be honored. Meeting you that day has changed my 

life. You helped me to accept myself, not as a freak with strange ideals, but as someone 

worthy, and right, and powerful enough to change the world. Except, I couldn't help 

Anton. She doesn't have the same kind of barrier towards women that she has towards 

men. This means that you have to do it. Please help her, she will respond to you, 

especially since you both already love each other, deeply. Just be with her with your wide 

open heart, and the barrier will melt away." 

      "Then Nicolai will come after me for messing with his girl, as he will then regard 

this 'interference,'" I interjected. 

      "Of course he will come after you, but this will be a small price to pay for the joy 

you will find in uplifting someone's life," said Olive. "There is nothing that comes close 

to this kind of a reward. However, the real reward will be far greater than that, beyond 

anything you can imagine." 

      "And what would that be?" I said and began to laugh slightly. 

      "Don't laugh, this is serious," said Olive. "The real reward is the survival of 

civilization. We are standing at the threshold of loosing everything. Anton's problem is 

symptomatic of the greater challenge that the whole of mankind is facing." 

      "You are speaking in riddles," I interjected. "Anton's problem stems from her 

having been raped repeatedly while she grew up as a child." 

      "There is such a thing as universal rape," said Olive quietly, as if to soften the 

impact. "The evidence that I see matches what I see reflected in Anton's life. I see a 

growing isolation in society from itself and its humanity that makes no sense, which 

makes sense only as a symptom of rape. Steve had warned about the consequences of this 

rape a long time ago. Now it is happening what he was afraid of as the logical result of no 

one addressing the core issue, the issue of universal rape." 



      "The only issue that I remember Steve warning about vehemently is the 

circumcision," I said. I spoke now quietly too as if this was a subject one shouldn't even 

touch. "That's why Steve moved to China. he wanted to get away from the resulting 

environment." 

      "The circumcision is rape," said Olive. "Since now almost 800 million people are 

living with the consequences of this rape, the term universal rape is justified. It applies. 

The insanity is expanding. And it is not a soft rape. It is deep reaching and is imposed by 

numerous types of policy. I would be surprised if it wasn't so, because the outcome of 

this rape disables society. It turns people into willing slaves, just as the rulers of empire 

desire. Nothing else than this can explain the weird things that we now see happening all 

over the circumcised world. We now see big election campaigns being waged not for 

reducing taxes, but for increasing taxes. Governments are now imposing carbon taxes to 

combat the non-existing global warming. Every winter has been getting colder. The earth 

has been in a cooling trend for the last ten years. Nevertheless, people vote to impose 

taxes on themselves to combat a problem that doesn't exist, against which contrary 

evidence cries out to be acknowledged. And the height of insanity is that society is voting 

for these increased taxes right in the midst of an economic collapse, and imposing it the 

harshest on the very industries that it needs most to recover from the collapse. And on top 

of all that, people are voting for these increased taxes on the fuels that heat their home 

while the climate is getting colder and colder. People are literally shooting themselves in 

the foot for a problem that doesn't exist, for which the contrary evidence is almost 

overwhelming. What we see here is typical for a society that no longer consciously lives 

in the real world. Anton lost this ability when she was raped. This is now happening on 

an ever-wider scene, affecting entire countries and almost entire continents." 

      "Aren't you a bit over-reacting?" I interjected. "The Irish voters stood up against 

the masters of empire and voted the Lisbon Treaty down. That's a big victory." 

      "You are proving my point," said Olive. "The circumcision is not prevalent in 

Ireland as in most of Europe. Also Ireland was the only country where the population was 

allowed to vote. Had the rest of the people of Europe been allowed to vote, the outcome 

would have been the same all over. Any sane society would have voted against the treaty 

that gives their sovereignty away to the masters of empire. But the same cannot be said 

about your country, Peter. With over 100 million victims of the circumcision, your 

country is almost saturated with this tragic victimization that affects not only the men, but 

the entire society. And the political results bear this out, Peter. In less than six months 

your government gave sixteen trillion dollars away in bailout payments and related 

promises to rescue the globally bankrupt imperial banking system. Isn't at insane? The 

USA has a national budget of slightly over three trillion, which it doesn't have enough tax 

receipts for to cover the expenditures. Nevertheless, this government gave away sixteen 

trillion in bailout payments and promises. It did this in less than half a year. And it was 

all done to keep alive the biggest gambling casino in the world that the imperial banking 

system has become. It has thousands of trillions now riding the dice or the roulette tables 

of derivatives gambling. A society that supports this insanity is insane. But that is what 

we see happening. The American voters have put the very candidate into the White 

House who has spearheaded the bailout mania at a time when it could still have been 



prevented. Now the same man, as President, promises to slash two trillion in government 

spending on healthcare and social support structures that society's physical survival 

depends on. Surprisingly society deems this a sane policy. A normal society would have 

sent such a man to jail as a traitor, instead of voting for him and hailing his actions. But 

the USA isn't a normal society anymore, is it? It is no longer 'attached' to the real world. 

It lives in some kind of detached dream state, which is typical for a raped society. The 

traitor who should be in jail, but has been made President, is almost totally supported by 

the nation's Congress, that is now legally a private club, acts slavishly at its owner's 

bidding. Yes, Peter, the Democratic Party of the U.S.A. has been declared by the U.S. 

Supreme Court to be a private club, you didn't know that, did you? As a private club, the 

party lives by its own rules. It serves its own masters. And guess who owns the club? The 

club is owned by the masters of the 'City of London,' the financial empire of the world, a 

single square mile in the heart of London where no laws apply except those of the 

masters of empire, to the point that even the queen is subject to them. This is the tune that 

America is dancing to and has been voting to continue, election after election. Only a 

deeply raped society would dance like this, like a bunch of impotent slaves, obedient to 

its masters' every whim, insane as all of these demands are. The masters of empire are 

determined to save their looting casino system that once existed in the name of 'banking' 

which is now dead and has been essentially dead for some time already. The system that 

they need to sustain themselves with is a dead horse, Peter. Nothing can heal a dead 

horse. One can't bail out a dead horse and bring it to life again by dowsing it with rivers 

of fresh blood. The horse is dead, and so is America as a human society that is aiming to 

ride this dead horse no matter what it takes. That's how 'lifeless' America has become. 

The nation is throwing away its living and its life for a dead horse." 

      "This hurts," I interjected. 

      "I am not cruel, Peter," said Olive. "I am not sadistic. I am trying to help you to 

save your country." 

      I shook my head in disbelief. 

      "Just answer me this one thing," said Olive quietly. "Whatever happened to Steve's 

proposal for a floating bridge to be built between the U.S.A. and Africa. He said he told 

you about it back in Leipzig. Steve is right, everything that is required for building this 

bridge exists in great abundance, and side-benefits would be a thousand-fold. The basalt 

technology and the high-temperature nuclear power technology exist, ready to be applied, 

as does the basalt that lays unused on the ground. The 7000-km bridge could be built with 

ease with automated production methods, and as a single side-benefit modular housing 

units could be manufactured by the same process with such a low cost to society that they 

could be given away for free by the millions. This would revolutionize the redevelopment 

of America and the whole world. With the bridge to Africa being built, Africa would no 

longer remain an isolated continent, but would become equal with the rest of the world 

and become developed so intensively that it would serve as the foremost food producer. It 

would enable mankind to survive the coming transition period towards the next Ice Age, 

which may be nearer than we think. We all need Africa developed for that, even while the 

necessary infrastructures are being built to shift the bulk of the world's agriculture into 



indoor facilities. We must have Africa developed in order to tide us over that transition 

stage until outdoor agriculture becomes largely disabled by the coming Ice Age, even in 

Africa. But do you see anything happening on this front? I see nothing happening. I see 

an America that should be playing a vital role in the global development, shooting itself 

into the foot in every critical circumstance. America has been raped into impotence, just 

as Anton has been. You should embrace the Anton challenge as a learning stage that 

might some day serve as a platform for uplifting the world out of its larger rape-imposed 

trap." 

      "Are you saying that the most critical problems in the world today are 

fundamentally the result of a sexual failure?" I interjected. "Are you proposing that I start 

a sexual relationship with Anton? I had tried this already years ago in Moscow and got 

nowhere. Why would I fare better now?" 

      "Steve told me that he had invited you to go to Moscow for precisely that purpose, 

hoping that you might somehow pull this off," said Olive. "He said you came close. So, 

why wouldn't you succeed now?" 

      "You seem to want me to develop an intimate sexual relationship with Anton. Is 

this what you are saying?" I said to her and began to grin. 

      "Wouldn't that be the most natural thing in the world?" said Olive. "You are 

already half way there? And don't worry about Nicolai. "Guess who arranged your 

meeting with Helen? Nicolai did this at my bidding. Now it is time to help Nicolai." 

      "But how is Nicolai helped by me building up an intimate sexual relationship with 

Antonovna?" I interjected. "Nicolai is hoping to marry Anton some day." 

      "That's just the point," said Olive and began to grin too. "Nicolai won't have a 

hope in hell unless the effects of Anton's rape-experiences are put behind her. This can 

only be accomplished by raising the platform for becoming enveloped in Love. The freer 

this becomes, the sooner the Old World fades out of sight. Nicolai can't do this by 

himself. His own interests are standing in the way. But Anton would respond to you. You 

have fewer barriers standing in the way. Of course, much of the world needs the same 

uplift. I am giving you a chance to start winning where you have failed for most of your 

life. In fact, putting Anton back into the foreground will put Heather back into the 

foreground as well. You can't win just a single battle in isolation. If you are fighting for 

principle you affect the entire front where this principle is ignored." 

      "Are you saying that my developing intimate sexual relations with Anton will 

draw Heather back into this context after all these years?" I interjected. "Are you saying 

that this will also open the door between Nicolai and Anton that has remained closed for 

just as long, and may even address the still bigger issue of healing the world of the 

consequences of universal rape?" 

      "Well, isn't that the way you would expect normal human beings to act, uplifting 

one-another?" said Olive and grinned. 



      I nodded. "Olive, you can rely on me to do all I can," I said quietly, "You know I 

will. I'll do it for Nicolai's sake and Anton's. And I'll do it for you. I know I messed things 

up when I met Anton way back in Moscow. I think that after spending all those years 

puzzling over where I went wrong, something positive might yet come out of it." 

      "No, Peter, you mustn't do it just for the sake of Nicolai, Anton or me. You must 

do it primarily for your own sake. Whatever bond that Love has forged you must honor 

for the gem it really is? Did you read the poem that hung near the tapestry of the Pavlov 

hotel?" Olive asked. "The poem said something to the effect that Love is expressed as joy 

in the beauty of another. I believe the poem is incomplete," she added. 

      She told me that something needs to be appended, because all the beauty that we 

behold in the world originates in our own heart. "We see the nature of ourselves in it, and 

that out of necessity is beautiful. Anything less is self-denial. We love ourselves by 

responding to the movements of Love in our hearts. We embrace ourselves with this 

loving." 

      Olive spoke in a soft sweet voice now, as she said this, which felt like a form of 

embracing with a spiritual touch. "This must be your platform," she added. "It makes 

your love honest. It makes it lateral, not top down. On this platform you will surely 

succeed. What the poem promises as the outcome of this love can't fail to happen, 

especially when two deeply honest people like you and Anton meet together on the same 

plane. How can there be anything else but a great joy?" 

      "Thanks for the beautiful vote of confidence," I replied to her, which I followed up 

with a kiss. 

      "Just let your love flow from the riches of your self-love," she said. "The only 

person you need to uplift is yourself, with your self-love, and this as high as you can. I 

bet you hadn't done that in Moscow." 

      "Forget Moscow, it's history," I said. 

      "Embrace her in the infinity of the riches that you embody, that you treasure 

evermore," Olive continued. "That's the future, Peter. Why should Anton not respond to 

that? If you love yourself truly and are proud to be human in the highest sense possible, 

how can that unfolding love fail to inspire her own self-love and establish a basis on 

which you can meet heart to heart, laterally? 

      "You are talking about what may be called divine Love," I interrupted her. 

      "If your life reflects that, the rest will follow," Olive answered. "Also, I wouldn't 

worry about Nicolai. Anton will marry him, I am sure of that, once she is certain that the 

door will always be open to you and that Nicolai will respect that. The way I know 

Anton, she will never be drawn into a Byzantine type of affair that becomes another form 

of rape. She'll reject the slightest notion of a hierarchical top down kind of love. She 

didn't hear you acknowledge that in Moscow, but she will sense that acknowledgement 

now in your heart. Maybe you will be moved to marry her as well, when that love 



overflows and connects you both with one-another laterally. Such miracles are totally 

natural on the lateral level of loving one-another. As a matter of fact, Anton's open door 

to you may be the key element that will enable her to marry Nicolai. Did you ever think 

about that? So you see, you must do it for your own sake as well." 

      "Do you think," I asked her, "that it is possible for one to raise the platform of 

one's self-love so high that another will be uplifted to the kind of freedom and security 

that will keep that door always open?" 

      Olive nodded and grinned, leaning leisurely against the great rock face that formed 

the highest point of the mountaintop. She smiled and said that when this lateral 

connection happens it will extend to Nicolai as well. "Then Anton won't be afraid to 

embrace Nicolai fully, and marry him, as he wishes," said Olive. "When the lateral flow 

is assured, there can be no fear, and the marriage itself will reflect the lateral platform on 

which it is built. And maybe America can be inspired on the same platform to uplift one-

another. Then the bridge to Africa will be built as a natural response, and both Africa and 

America will be developed beyond anything you can yet imagine. Just imagine how 

America would be revolutionized with millions of high quality new housing units 

becoming mass-produced and given away for free. A cultural revolution would begin that 

would uplift the entire continent and instantly spill over across the world. Poverty, 

slavery, the circumcision, will become history then in short order." 

       "And sex is the key-stone?" I asked. 

       "Yes, Peter. The wreckage of sex is the key-stone of the mess that has destroyed 

our world to the point that nothing works anymore. If this failure can't be repaired, we are 

doomed and Nicolai will remain shut out, possibly forever. He'll certainly remain shut out 

until the lateral linkage is achieved," said Olive firmly. "But you mustn't think about 

that," she said. "If you pull yourself up high enough, it becomes impossible for you to 

fail. Helping Antonovna puts every one of us into a win-win situation. Forget about 

failing. I can almost guarantee you that you will gain a beautiful love in your life, and 

that at the same time you will set Nicolai free from his struggles by which he can devote 

his energies more fully to building a better world for us all. This means you can help him 

to be able to do that." 

      "That's like giving me a rare chance to do something really great for a whole lot of 

people," I remarked. 

      "One of which you don't even know very well," she added. 

      "I respect Nicolai, I learned a great deal from him," I said, "but I also respect your 

love that embraces him, and that all by itself is more than enough of a reason for me to do 

all I can, Olive. Still, I find it remarkable that you would suggest me developing an 

intimate sexual affair with another woman right in the middle of our own marriage 

celebration." 

      "You will also do this for your wife," said Olive, as we were leaning against each 

other on top of the rock. "Isn't all life one single whole? Whenever love liberates one 



person, that love is bound to have a liberating effect on everyone around, and it comes 

back to us in rich measure, brightening our own loving." 

      "In this case you should envy me," I replied, and grinned. 

      "Oh, I do envy you, Peter, I really do, but I will come to your wedding." 

      "Hey, I am already married," I said. "In fact I'm married twice." 

      "But not to Anton, you are, and that won't take long. Something wonderful will 

come out of this, Peter. That adds to our marriage celebration. It makes it richer. 

Wonderful things can happen that go beyond our wildest dreams, and that happens most 

often when we give ourselves an assignment that seems very hard to fulfill, but which is 

demanded by Love." 

      I could see her reasoning. I kissed her for it. I said something to the effect of her 

being a genius, to which she replied that all she ever does is being in Love, honoring all 

its bonds and expressions. 

 

      It was wonderful to be with her on the top of the mountain for our wedding 

celebration in the bright sunshine of a great summer day. We were dancing on the top of 

the world in more ways than one. 

      "Why is it," I asked her while we were enjoying the view, "that you love so 

deeply; that your love encircles the whole world? You have done so much for me, Olive, 

and now you are prepared to do infinitely more, and in addition you are so deeply moved 

to supply Anton's need, and Nicolai's. What is your secret? What is it that drives you? 

Why do you love so wonderfully?" 

      She began to grin. "That's an easy one to answer," she said. "I would hate myself if 

I didn't. Whenever I find such great opportunities to help uplift the whole world, as you 

are offering to me, I must give it all I can. I can't do anything else. If I didn't, I would hate 

myself for the rest of my life. Obviously, that's not what I want. I want to be able to love 

myself, not hate myself. I want to be able to love myself honestly. I want to be able to 

look into the mirror each morning and say to myself, yes Olive, your having been alive 

this day has been worthwhile." 

      She looked me deep into the eye, into my soul, as it were. "I am a part of this 

world," she said. "I am a part of humanity. I love who I am. Being in love with myself 

means being in love with the world. It means being in love with our humanity. It means 

being in love with all the wondrous things that the term includes. I tell myself that I have 

been given this faint little mortal life, which is really quite insignificant in itself, and I 

want to be able to say to myself at the end of it that I have done something with it; that I 

have made a difference; that the world is a better place because I was alive in it. You 

know Pete, I want to be able to love myself for that, and do it with a smile. Most people, 

when they die, will die poorer than they were born, in terms of what their life has been 



worth. I want to die exceedingly rich in this regard, and I want to live exceedingly rich 

until that threshold is reached. Sure, people build themselves big houses and huge bank 

accounts, but what do these matter if they can't look themselves into the eye each day and 

say to themselves that they have loved, that they have experienced the most precious that 

life can give; that they have uplifted themselves with new ideas, or uplifted another 

person in the unfolding of them, or a nation, or a world? It is my hope, of course, that I 

touch your heart in the flow of all that I care about, in the flow that love, in the flow of 

loving myself. That's being alive, isn't it? What else is there to life, Peter, apart from life 

itself? We are not animals, Peter, that exist to eat and fill a gap in the food chain. We are 

human beings, Peter, and we are as rich in that dimension as we want to be. That is where 

love comes in. So, why should we limit ourselves in any of its countless facets and not 

enrich one-another with what we find there?" 

      "Are you sure you are human?" I asked, with a grin. "No angel could have uplifted 

me more than you just did with what you said." 

      "That's what it means to be human, Peter," she replied in a matter of fact kind of 

voice. 

       

      We stayed for several hours more at the peak of the Wild Kaiser Mountain, locked 

in conversation that became interrupted now and then, by a gentle embrace and a kiss. 

We shared beautiful views this day, and not only of mountains, valleys, and meadows, 

but of beautiful people too, and of a wide sun-filled sky that spanned from horizon to 

horizon. 

      The only thing we didn't talk about was the question that the whole world would 

have asked: Isn't polygamy illegal? We didn't ask that question because our wedding 

celebration wasn't a part of a game of polygamy or any other marriage game, or any game 

whatsoever. Our celebration was a recognition of a reality that had already existed before 

we discovered it, that no one actually creates and no one can hinder; that can only be 

acknowledged. We realized that this unity was a part of the reality of our being that we 

could accept with unreserved joy, even while the whole world rejects that deep lying 

reality with a sense of horror and buries itself behind a veil of illusions. For us, loving 

one-another was a joy that made the very air sparkle, as I had once said to Helen in a 

similar situation. That's why our wedding celebration couldn't be compressed into the 

space of a day. Even a week seemed too short. 

 

      The peak of the Wild Kaiser Mountain was a popular destination. Since the peak 

itself is rather small in size, it seemed to me that it was more crowded up there on the top 

of the world, than the village pub ever had been. Evidently, the mountain had more to 

offer. 



      We enjoyed the delight that we saw in people's faces, and our own delight of being 

on the mountain and with each other. We also enjoyed the unseen horizons, those that we 

explored in our mind and in our soul, and with our love for each other. 

      We climbed down from the mountain reluctantly, in the late afternoon, and this 

just barely in time to be at the chalet for dinner. 

      On the last day of our week in the Alps we rented a scooter and drove to Salzburg 

to take in the Sunday afternoon concert in this famous cultural center that had flourished 

there for centuries, right the middle of the Alps. We attended an open-air concert, given 

by a small orchestra that performed a mixed program of chamber music. The orchestra 

then gave way to a trio part way through the program, and then to a violin sextet. The soft 

melodies that pervaded the park-like setting provided a perfect ending for a perfect week, 

and a perfect wedding celebration. 

      Late that night, as we celebrated one more time the discovery of our marriage that 

had taken place so long ago, and the bright future that still lay ahead of us, I brought up 

the question of the Sublime. We were sitting contend in front of the fireplace in our room, 

smiling at one-another, reminiscing about all the beautiful things that had happened to us 

during our week together. "What would you say represents a love that has been elevated 

to the Sublime?" I asked. 

      Olive's face lit up. "Jeanne d'Arc embodied this kind of love. It is a love that 

ennobles the whole of human society. It exists above the sensual level of love. Our own 

love falls into this category as we struggle to enrich one-another's life to the greatest 

extend possible, and the whole world with it, doesn't it? It ennobles human existence. It 

will permeate your upcoming conference, too; I am certain of that." She paused for a 

moment. "What you will say at this conference, I am certain, will represent the Sublime." 

Then she reversed the question and asked me what I thought the Sublime represents. 

      I told her what Steve had brought up about the Decalogue a long time ago in terms 

of its warning against coveting property, which means coveting poverty in real terms. 

"This may be the key element that separates us from the Sublime," I suggested. "Most 

people don't reach high enough. Indeed, it is hard to get out of the rut. But if you or me 

were still living on Property Lane our love would have been so limited by its poverty that 

we wouldn't even have met, much less joined hands in a marriage that we didn't even 

know was taking place. All the events that unfolded from that day forward, that unfolded 

from our meeting each other and as a consequence of our love as we intervened in the 

course of the world, would not have happened. The entire world would be radically 

different. If Joan of Arc would have tied her life to what happens on Property Lane, she 

certainly wouldn't have been inspired to fight for the freedom of society from the lords of 

property and their quest for power. In her purity, she stood above this type of pollution. 

Moses' warning against coveting property may be a key element on the road to human 

freedom, even the freedom to love. Maybe it is there, where we will find the Sublime." 

      "This means that we can't escape the demand that we must make on ourselves, to 

reach for the Sublime," said Olive. "On Property Lane everything is doomed to collapse. 



On Property Lane our economies are doomed to disintegrate; the financial systems are 

doomed to collapse; civilization is doomed to collapse; people's lives are doomed to 

collapse as their world becomes destroyed; even society itself is doomed to collapse into 

a new dark age of genocide and depopulation. Nothing that is human can be spared. Love 

is doomed to become extinct on Property Lane. But if society moves away from Property 

Lane, it will find that not even the sky is a limit, nor will there be any limits to love." 

       Olive began to smile. "Can you imagine what the world would be like if the whole 

of humanity would embrace each other in a self-love that draws on the Sublime. What 

greater commitment to enriching one-another's existence can one possibly find?" 

      "We should make it our goal to facilitate this," I replied. "I knew a pianist once, 

years ago," I said to her with a grin, "who had the tips of his fingers chopped of in an 

industrial accident. Wonderful things can happen if one's self-love draws on the Sublime. 

I felt so proud of myself for being able to help that man whom I didn't even know." 

      She covered her face as if to hide tears. "It was you!" she said. "You gave him that 

violin. He performed the Mendelssohn concerto with us last year, as a proud virtuoso," 

said Olive. 

 

      Olive started to refill our glasses with the last of our wine, with tears in her eyes. 

"Something like that needs to be celebrated," she managed to say with a smile behind the 

tears. 

      I told her that I disagreed. "Actually, this celebration shouldn't be needed at all," I 

said to her. "What you want to celebrate should be common place. By celebrating it, we 

make it into something extraordinary, which it should not be. We should recognize that it 

shouldn't to be extraordinary." 

      Olive disagreed and continued pouring the wine. "Love, in every form, is worth a 

celebration. We should never tire of celebrating it, even if it becomes commonplace, and 

more so now that we are not there yet. We are not there yet by a long shot, but we are on 

the road moving forward. That's worth celebrating. When you come home the day after 

tomorrow you must continue the celebration. Heather will most likely still shy away from 

you. Rome wasn't built in a day, you know. However, I hope that our week together has 

uplifted all of your love and enriched it. You may find, when you come home, that you 

will have a larger space in your heart where you can give everybody room to grow more 

and more into loving themselves. And no more shock treatments please." 

      "What a fool I have been towards Heather!" I had to admit. "I screwed up twice in 

a row, Olive. I wonder why she even speaks to me." 

      "She stays with you for the same reason that you keep on loving her no matter 

what happens. Most people would have thrown in the towel long ago. But quitting isn't 

your style, even if it hurts you badly. What woman would not respect that? I think you 

have a much more beautiful thing going with Heather, than you give yourself credit for. 



You may miss nine out of ten steps that you take to reach her, as you stumble and fall, 

but that makes the one step that you don't miss all the more precious, don't you agree? 

That is why you will never ever loose Heather again. I think we cheat ourselves if we try 

to measure our humanity with a simple linear yardstick. I think our humanity has many 

more dimensions than that, dimensions of color, tone, joy, agony, voiceless silence, and 

thunderous rapture, and the more we love ourselves in these dimensions the more 

compassion do we feel for ourselves in our pain. You must always treasure Heather in 

your heart as the beautiful soul that she apparently is, that you find worth holding onto, 

who struggles to find her self-love in the same dimensions, of the same wide and 

wonderful humanity that we all share. If our life could be measured with a yardstick in a 

single dimension, how terribly boring our life would be, Peter. Maybe as we embrace all 

the boundless dimensions of life, where our love for who and what we are unfolds more 

and more, we will find the ultimate definition of the Sublime coming to light in our self-

love." 

      With this supreme thought in mind we embraced each other. We drank the last 

drops of our wine. We smiled at each other with the sweet assurance that our paths would 

never part. What more that this could one possibly be celebrating? This celebration 

furnished the most perfect ending for a perfect and remarkable week. 

 

      Our physical parting came on the next day. Olive would be the first to leave. We 

said our fare well on the platform of the railway station. It wasn't a sad fare well. It was a 

joyous parting with glowing faces, smiles, kisses, hugs, and then a long sequence of 

waving to each other until our view of one-another became obscured by the growing 

distance of the train receding. 

      The parting had been a joyous occasion as it reconfirmed to each other what we 

had built up for seven days and eight nights at the very depth of our soul. The joyous 

feeling reflected the certainty we both felt, that we had talked about before, that we 

would always remain at one in our loving though separated across the world, and that we 

would meet again many times thereafter for the reasons of that love. 

      My own train to Innsbruck left two hours later. By midnight an Air Force Hercules 

was taking off from runway number three in Munich, into the western sky with me fast 

asleep on a pile of blankets behind the cockpit in the cargo bay, dreaming happily of our 

wonderful world, oblivious to the drone of the turboprop engines. 

  



Chapter 21 - Expanding Circles.  
   

      "If you want to tour the United States with an economics lecture, you need help," I 

told Nicolai the next time we met. We were talking on the balcony. "Economics has 

become an emotional issue with Americans. There are a lot of hotheads out there in 

America. The process of stealing from one-another, demanding huge profits from one-

another, that sort of thing, has become a national pass-time. You want to tell them to 

level wealth with honesty, which is noble, but if you do that, won't you embrace the 

Byzantine model of vertical top down control. If you do that, you are bound to fail. What 

you want to tell them has been demanded for a hundred years already by America's own, 

and by the very best, but no one has listened so far. If you tell the hotheads that they 

should reconsider the basis of their imagined wealth, they will laugh you to scorn and 

consider you their enemy, even if you are trying to save their skin. This is America, 

Nicolai. In America people don't think very far. They are not accustomed to it. They 

haven't been allowed to do that for a long time. They have been trained to shoot from the 

hip." 

      Nicolai raised his hand to stop me. 

      "I agree with you," I said. "I know these issues need to be brought up, even if they 

have been brought up before, but not by an elite who tells people how to think and what 

to regard as the truth. Society has been spoon-fed for so long. And now you want to 

continue that, but change their diet. Isn't that what you are aiming at?" 

       Nicolai laughed. "No, I don't want to spoon feed anyone. That technique applies 

only to lies. That's how they spread lies. The truth spreads itself. The American people 

need to be confronted with the truth, as does the whole world," said Nicolai. "Our 

precious world-financial system is bankrupt, it's dust, it is kept alive only in dreams, and 

in the real world by increasing the cycles of looting, and by hyper inflating the 

currencies, which is another form of looting. You don't have to convince society of that 

reality when the foundation of their existence evaporates. They will understand that they 

have to change course when they find themselves on the highway to hell. Nevertheless, 

they will intensify their effort in the time-honored old direction." 

      "Communicating the truth is a lateral process," I interjected. "That's how we can 

reach them. It is the same process as love." 

      Nicolai nodded. "A person's understanding of the truth becomes a light that 

lightens the world. You don't have to spoon feed the world with it. Communicating the 

truth is never a vertical affair, Peter. It never is. No spoon-feeding applies here. Heather 

understands this. That's the most basic element in economics," said Nicolai. "She said to 

me, you don't have to push the right thing onto those who know what the right thing is. 

You don't have to create a better human being. You just need to relish what you got. How 

else can you change an entire nation? How do you think the United States of America 

was created in the first place, by a bunch of farmers? It certainly wasn't created by spoon 

feeding them. Farmers are sensitive to the 'weather' and to where the wind blows from." 



      "Heather said that?" I asked. 

      "Heather agrees with me totally," said Nicolai. "She does so in her own way, and 

she is totally right in saying what she says. She said to me that all people need to be told 

the truth, so that the truth can do its own fermenting in people's thinking. This means also 

the people need to be told that their pensions are at risk; that their jobs are at risk; that 

even their entire livelihood is at risk. Heather said to me that there is hell to pay if the 

bankrupt system isn't taken down smoothly and intelligently in a global bankruptcy 

reorganization, in order to save whatever is left of the real economy. She understands 

that. I think she's been reading LaRouche." 

      "I know what you are saying," I said to Nicolai. "But how many other people 

would say that? Not many to be sure. Not yet, anyway. That's why I think we must help 

you. We must all help one-another, but most of all we must address the world laterally as 

you said, not vertically as under the Byzantine model. I didn't fully realize that when I 

made my Byzantine speech in Moscow. I adopted the Byzantine model, to fight the 

Byzantine model." 

      "We all know that," said Nicolai. "But at least you stirred up the mud. You got me 

thinking in the right direction. That should count for something." 

      "I am just saying that you shouldn't be tackling this huge project alone, that you 

are about to undertake," I said to him. "Perhaps you want to consider inviting Heather to 

assist you more fully. Heather has a great capacity for loving. She is devoted to the lateral 

model. I have put a lot of stumbling blocks in her way in the past, with my foolish 

notions about loving, but she stuck with me. She is still with me." 

      "But she has also been isolating herself from you and from Ross," said Nicolai to 

me quietly on the balcony. "In this sense, she and Anton are birds of the same feather. 

Still, you seem to say that this isn't important. How do you explain that?" 

      "What she can give you is infinitely more important," I said to Nicolai. "Just as 

one can't measure everyone's form of self-love with the same meter and pass judgement 

on it, or the unfolding love for one-another, so can't one measure everyone's specific 

potential with a single yardstick. That piece of wisdom comes from Olive," I said to him. 

"As for Heather, she is a beautiful loving person, with only one single problem. Her self-

love is so highly developed that she absolutely refuses any notion of even the slightest 

form of vertical, so-called love, that is represented by the Byzantine model." 

      "But that's not a fault, Peter, that's a great asset," said Nicolai.  

      "That's what I have been trying to tell you. She is the best you can get. If lateral 

love is what you need to succeed, you won't find a purer form of it anywhere. Whatever 

else you need, you will be able to draw out of this resource. All you need to do is stage a 

new Renaissance with her. Surround her with respect. Give her everything she needs to 

nurture her self-love as a highly capable human being, which she is. That's the process 

that sparked the Golden Renaissance that we still benefit from. If you manage that, you'll 

have a giant at your site in terms of a lateral outreach to your audience." 



      I told Nicolai that Heather would be a far better diplomat in this respect than I 

would be. In any case, I couldn't go, since I had already a mission assigned to me, by 

Fred. 

      Nicolai nodded, then asked Sylvia what she thought about my recommendation. 

Sylvia said the same thing. "Heather would be your best choice. She knows a lot about 

economics and a lot about love and life, which are all elements of it." 

      Nicolai also asked Ross. 

      "Nic, it has to be Heather. I can't help you," Ross replied. "I have to man the 

station until my backup, Dag and Al, are fully certified. Heather would be your best 

choice, absolutely," Ross agreed. "She also speaks Spanish. If you are interested in 

extending your tour into Mexico and South America she would be a great asset to you on 

that count as well, provided she'll consider taking on such a challenge." 

      Nicolai turned to Heather at last, "would you?" 

      Ross intervened, interrupting Nicolai. "You would be sharing your life with one of 

the finest men I know," said Ross to her with a smile. 

      "You would not only be working together, but literally live together," I added. 

"You would be sharing trains, planes, dinners, hotels, trials, challenges, agonies, and 

victories, and whatever else life brings with it. It could likely be a joyous experience for 

someone who is as open to the wonders of life as you are." 

      Heather looked at Ross. Ross nodded. She looked at Ushi. Ushi simply smiled. She 

looked at Tony. Tony said, "go for it!" She looked at Nicolai and grinned, then nodded 

and said, "Yes. Yes, I think I can help you if you are not expecting too much of me." She 

paused for a moment. "Would you really include Mexico?" she added. 

      "Of course," said Nicolai. "We could start the Americas tour in Los Angeles, go 

south to Lima and on to Santiago, across to Buenos Aires, north to Rio, Mexico City, 

Monterey, Atlanta, with the last stop in Washington D.C., then back to here. The route 

covers nine major cities. Would that be OK with you?" 

      Heather smiled and nodded her head. She seemed to be as speechless as I was in 

Leipzig. 

      "But first we have to cover Russia," he said. "The Russian tour has already been 

arranged. We start in Kiev. Then we go to Moscow, Leningrad, Gorkij, Sverdlovsk, 

Novosibirsk, and on to Beijing, Tokyo, and Los Angeles on the return trip. Eight cities 

altogether. Seventeen, with the Americas added in. That adds up to a five-week tour. Are 

you up to such a commitment?" 

      She nodded her head again and smiled. 

      "Then, that's settled," I said, and left the room to put the kettle on for tea. 



      "Tea?" asked Sylvia. "Can't you think of something better to celebrate with?" 

      "What's there to celebrate?" I asked. "Nothing out of the ordinary has happened. I 

have a feeling, however, that we will have a lot to celebrate afterwards. With two such 

extraordinary people challenging the world, something good is bound to come out of it 

that will be worth celebrating with the finest champagne." 

      Sylvia agreed, "Tea is fine." 

      "Tea is fine," Ross repeated. 

      "What kind of tea?" Nicolai asked. 

      "Murchie's Number-Ten blend," said Heather. "It's one of the finest in the world." 

      "Then, it will do," said Nicolai and started to laugh. 

  



Chapter 22 - Mission Africa.  
 

  

      Later, after the tea was poured, Nicolai asked about my own mission, the one I had 

mentioned. 

      "Pete is going to Africa," said Sylvia. "Fred wants him to explore to what extend 

Africa poses a security risk for the United States. The mission really was Pete's idea." 

      Nicolai laughed, "You can't be serious." 

      "That's nothing to laugh about," I countered Nicolai. "Africa is the number one 

security risk to every nation on the planet. Do you want to see my mission report?" 

      "You haven't gone yet," said Nicolai. "How can you have written a mission 

report?" 

      "It doesn't take a rocket scientist to figure out what's going on in Africa," I said. I 

showed him my report. 

      Nicolai took his glasses out of his coat pocket. 

      "Read the preface," I asked him. "What we have done to Africa has become a 

greater threat to human life, all around the world, than the threat of a nuclear war." 

      I told him that what has been done to Africa has changed the world. "We once had 

65,000 nuclear bombs deployed throughout the world," I said to him. "We still have 

20,000 left. Even those smaller numbers remain a huge threat. But we know where every 

single one of them is located and we can disable all of them in a single day if we choose 

to do this, by which the threat of an impending nuclear holocaust becomes eliminated. 

Africa, on the other hand has been turned into a vast breeding-caldron for diseases that 

has the potential to unleash a biological holocaust with consequences that could be more 

deadly than a nuclear war, or equally as deadly. The difference between these two super-

weapons is that the caldron can't be shut down over night. This can't be achieved by 

anyone or by any means, while its poison is already killing people. Africa is an atomic 

bomb that is constantly exploding and is getting bigger by the day." 

      I explained to Nicolai that AIDS should not be looked upon as an exception of 

what comes out of this caldron, but merely as an example. "We are lucky that AIDS is 

not a highly infectious disease like the 1918 flu had been that had spread across the entire 

northern hemisphere in a month, killing tens of millions of people. Just look how 

impotent we still are in halting the spread of AIDS after almost three decades since its 

outbreak began, and AIDS is not even a highly infectious disease at that. We've been 

struggling for decades while its impact is getting bigger and bigger, and still we have not 

found a cure. And that's just the beginning. The caldron continues on boiling and the 



whole world is stoking the flames. The West is killing Africa, draining its resources, 

killing its people, starving its nations, looting the continent with clever debt dependency 

schemes." 

      "Sure, I have always recognized that AIDS is an economic disease," said Nicolai. 

"It erupted out of the back-waters of extreme poverty where the human system is most 

vulnerable to opportunistic infections, especially to cross species infections." 

      "That's just the point," said Ross to Nicolai. "The 1918 epidemic erupted out the 

caldron of poverty, created by war. It originated from a cross species infection. The 

biological caldron has many faces." 

      "But Africa is worse," I said to Nicolai. "Africa holds not only the largest pool of a 

living and mutating, deadly virus, it also has become the world's foremost underground 

playground for pharmaceutical and biological experimentation on human beings. AIDS 

may even have come out of this background of mad experimentation that is easily 

performed on the most desperate of the poor. Who knows what the real origin was? It fits 

all the parameters of a created virus, intentionally spread across Africa. A slow virus 

doesn't spread like wildfire across an entire continent. Of course now that the damage is 

done, it doesn't really matter which of the many biological potentials have created it. It's 

become a brewing caldron. Nor is this all. Africa is also a target for social 

experimentation in the service of various depopulation goals, as well as a target for the 

numerous privately operated genocide projects that are carried out to clear the land for 

mining and other forms of exploitation. All these things add up to a horrendously boiling 

biological caldron, with many other factors added that can't be turned off over night. It 

poses a danger that may be greater than a nuclear war. Russia should be tremendously 

concerned," I added, "and so should China be, and Europe, and all of Asia. Africa is next 

door to all of them." 

      Nicolai just laughed. "There is no such concern in Russia," he said. "Our concern 

is to keep our financial system together. We can barely buy enough fertilizers to grow the 

little bit of food we need for our own small population. Africa is far away. Its population 

is huge in comparison. Helping Africa is not even under discussion." 

      Here, Ross had to laugh too. "Do you think the USA is reacting differently? Just 

ask around while you're on tour. If you ask your audience to name the actors in the latest 

Star Wars movie, people will proudly tell them to you, name by name, but if you ask 

them where Kenya is, they may guess that it is somewhere in Idaho or is a country in 

South America. Most Americans couldn't care less what goes on in Africa. Our own 

government doesn't even care. My boss, Fred, tries to care," Ross added. "That's why he 

has set up this mission for Pete." 

      I told Nicolai that he could keep the mission report. 

      "But why do you want to go if you already know the answers?" Nicolai asked. 

      I told him that I have to go in order to find the proof. Some hard and fast evidence 

is needed as a first step for changing things. I also told him that I wanted to explore what 



specific footsteps would need to be taken towards shutting the caldron down, like dealing 

with corruption, or the building of infrastructures, or water development, or the building 

of transportation systems. 

      "These new large-scale developments in agriculture that Africa needs, and which 

the world needs as a whole, can't even be started before the underlying things are dealt 

with, every one of them," I said. "And even then, when all of these things are fully 

implemented, the caldron won't be shut down over night. It will likely take years of work, 

with the best healthcare system the world has ever built, implemented right across Africa, 

for the biological danger to subside. That's the scope of the security exposure to the 

Unites States of America, and the whole world, coming from Africa." 

      "You are asking the world to change," commented Nicolai. "You are asking for too 

much." 

      "I am not asking for anything," I replied. "I am merely stating what must be 

accomplished if we intend to survive on this planet. As you know yourself, there exists 

only one fundamental principle of economics, not half a dozen, and an understanding of 

this fundamental principle solicits certain types of critical responses. We have no control 

over what these responses must be. I have a duty, however, along with everyone else, to 

present the underlying principle, and to present what a scientific response to the principle 

demands, meaning, what our goals ought to be. Yes, I am saying that humanity dies if 

these minimal goals are not met, but it is not up to me to make the demands for change. It 

is up to you, to all of us together, with everyone else of humanity standing up on the 

foundation of that principle, each person demanding individually the changes that are 

required." 

      I told him that I am not pushing anyone, or demanding anything. "It is my 

understanding that people are human beings with enough intelligence to recognize that I 

am telling the truth. I can help them to organize their thinking, to make it more efficient 

for them to recognize the truth of the principle. I can even help them to reorganize their 

lives," I said to Nicolai, "in order that they become more human in their approach to 

reality. But that's all that I can do for them. People will have to take the required footsteps 

themselves, to save their lives. Indeed, anybody is capable of doing that. Eventually they 

will agree that certain types of responses are necessary and that their present responses 

are based on lies and illusions and are a mistake. If they come to this, they will respond 

accordingly. That is how the U.S.A. was created as a nation. This honest approach still 

works." 

      Nicolai nodded quietly, but didn't say anything. 

      "It is really up to everyone to act on the strength of the information that is already 

known, and to take the necessary steps of the type that I will outline for everyone based 

on the facts that I will present," I said to him. "I can't force the world to change, or Africa 

for that matter. Such a step would be a Byzantine/Roman approach. One can't force 

people to become intelligent. One can only help them to recognize that they are already 

intelligent. That's the real challenge that I am hoping to address. Going to Africa is just a 



small step. Still, it is going to be tough enough, even for this little step, to establish the 

contacts that I need in Africa in order to be able to judge the local situations and ascertain 

proof of the most immediate dangers that I know to exist." 

      I turned to Tony, while speaking to Nicolai. "I need your help with this, Tony. I 

need someone with your social skills for making friends at the grassroots level where 

people live their daily lives. I also need you to teach me this art, as much as you can. I am 

only trained for interfacing in high places at the diplomatic level, where there is little of 

that on the agenda." 

      Tony just grinned. "You can count on me," he said. 

      + + + 

  

      Nicolai and Heather were the first to leave. They left by submarine to New York. 

      "That leaves just you and I holding the fort after Pete is gone," said Ross to Sylvia. 

He said this while we had breakfast together, all three of us, on Ross' balcony the next 

morning. 

      Sylvia shook her head. "We have research of our own to do," she said to Ross. 

"We must search to discover the fundamental principle that gets Heather of the hook in 

regard to you and Pete. We have to discover what it means to be human before we can 

change the world. This knowledge has been lost over time, spanning the civilized ages. 

Getting it back is not an easy task to fulfill after those centuries of playing games with 

one-another." 

      "It can't be that bad," I butted in. "You should be able come up with something in 

five weeks." 

      "Five weeks should be enough, with both of us becoming involved in the project," 

Sylvia agreed, and laughed. "Maybe I'll define the leading edge and pull you up with me. 

Trust me to accomplish what you gentlemen have failed to accomplish in years of 

trying," she added and grinned. 

      I accepted defeat on this score. I bowed my head to Sylvia. "By the way, Heather 

suggested that you might want to close our house down for the duration and work out of 

Ross' place, together with him," said I. "Heather suggested that it would be more practical 

for you to do that. This would help your research. I suppose, it sounds like a good idea, 

doesn't it?" 

      "Heather said this?" Sylvia inquired. 

      "She mentioned it on the boat to the sub. She said it with a smile, even a kiss. Can 

you imagine that? In any case, what the two of you do, that's up to you," I replied. 



      "Do you know what this means?" commented Ross with a happy smile. 

      "It means what it means," I replied, "nothing more, nothing less." 

      "Actually, I can tell you what it means," I said the Sylvia. "It means that you 

would be dancing to the music of Camille Saint-Saens, so to speak." 

      "What music do you have in mind?" Sylvia asked. 

      "Oh, everything. The Swan; Dance Macabre; the Military March; Rondo 

Capriccioso; stuff like that; and of course, the Organ Symphony. Also add the duet from 

the Pearl fishers." 

      "That's from Bizet," Sylvia corrected me. 

      "Sure it is, Sylvia, but it fits." 

      "You are referring to Heather and our research, aren't you?" she asked. 

      "The Pearl fishers is an opera about two close and dear friends who are in love 

with the same woman," Sylvia explained to Ross. 

      I nodded to Sylvia. "Actually I wasn't thinking about Heather," I said to her, 

"although that fits too. I was thinking about us, the three of us, two men being in love 

with the same beautiful, loving, intelligent, and extraordinary woman. I am not blind, you 

know, so that I wouldn't notice your affectionate regard for Ross, and Ross' regard for 

you. You have been in love with one-another for the last dozen years." 

      Sylvia began to grin. 

      "So, who's the one who hasn't been able to move for the longest time?" I asked 

with the same grin. "Chalk one up for me!" 

      Ross began to grin, too. 

      "I would have doubted our sanity and our honesty," I said to both Ross and Sylvia, 

accepting my chalk mark, "if a great deal of love hadn't been unfolding between all of us, 

even though we have been stuck in this rut of ours. That is why I must amend what I just 

said. The fact is, there are two beautiful, loving, intelligent, and extraordinary men here, 

who are simultaneously in love with two beautiful, loving, intelligent, and extraordinary 

women, which includes Heather, too. This means we have made some progress," I added. 

      Sylvia nodded. "And this my friends and lovers, really goes beyond what Bizet 

was dealing with when he composed that beautiful duet." 

      "It does," I agreed. "Of course it does. I would hope that we have moved beyond 

that entry level stuff," I said and laughed. 

      With this said, I asked if anyone wanted tea. "I am going to make tea," I said. 



      "Tea is appropriate," said Sylvia. 

      Ross agreed. 

 

      "Maybe the rut isn't as deep as we thought," said Ross when the tea was ready. 

"Maybe we have been moving forward a little bit, without knowing, even if the bus that 

we are on is still stuck in mud up to its axles. Didn't you say something just now, about 

Heather kissing you again? If this isn't something to celebrate; I mean after more than ten 

years; I don't know what is." 

      "That's precisely what happened," I said, grinning. " I can barely believe it myself. 

Still, that's nothing to celebrate yet. That's one small step forward. Some day we have to 

amend again what I have just said about us. Then we will have to say about us that we are 

four beautiful, loving, intelligent, and extraordinary women; and four beautiful, loving, 

intelligent, and extraordinary men; all in love with one-another simultaneously. If we can 

say that, then, we can celebrate. Of course, when we get to this point, tea will most likely 

be appropriate again, rather than champagne. We won't see this accomplishment as 

anything extraordinary when we get there." 

      "I think I can drink to that now," said Ross, raising his teacup. "Just to hear us 

talking the way we do, is a breakthrough." 

      "The real breakthrough will be a lot simpler," I said to Ross a while later. "Do you 

still remember what I told you a long time ago, as a kind of theory? It keeps coming up 

again and again when we come to an impasse. It keeps coming up just like the Christ idea 

of the divinity of man keeps coming up throughout history. Whenever there is a great 

renewal unfolding, that idea pops up at the center of it. So, I really think there is some 

substance to that idea, Ross, I mean, the divinity of mankind. That Christ idea of the 

divinity of humanity implies something that we can't get away from. It implies that each 

human being is inherently complete, and must be so understood. It implies that we are 

also sexually, inherently complete." 

      Ross nodded. "What are you trying to say, Pete?" 

      "I am trying to tell you what I told you a long time ago," I replied. "I am trying to 

tell you that humanity is not sexually divided. I say, no one is. No one can be. It is not 

possible that we can be divided on the basis of incompleteness, if we reflect the divine 

being. The divine being cannot be divided. Its hallmark is completeness. This means only 

one thing, Ross. It means that we carry both the male and female qualities within us, 

every one of us, without exception. As for myself, I can no longer deny this. I see it as a 

part of the reality of my being. If I embrace a woman, I do this out of the riches of my 

heart and Soul. If I didn't treasure a woman there, deep within, then facing a woman in 

the world wouldn't mean anything to me. But she does. She stirs a celebration. There is 

something there, deep inside me, that I treasure, that this woman represents in life, which 

I gladly acknowledge; which I acknowledge with a great joy." 



      "I think this happens to everyone," said Ross. 

      "Of course it does." I replied. "This tells me that the female element is as much a 

part of me as the male element is. This also tells me that this is happening throughout the 

whole of humanity as a matter of principle. And so it should be. I think the physical 

specialization that sets us apart from each other as men and women, is but a slight shift of 

specialization in a perfect unity and completeness. That unity and completeness defines 

our innermost sexual identity, Ross. I think we are damn fools, all of us, to deny this 

completeness within by playing those games of sexual division, that we still play, though 

less intensively, thank God. I know that we loose too much in these games, especially 

you and I." 

      "But we are both male," Ross replied. "There is no sexual division between us." 

      "Oh, isn't there, Ross? Tell me then, why aren't we as close to one-another as we 

are to women? Isn't the reason for that, that we are both men?" 

      Ross nodded silently. 

      I had to laugh. "Isn't it silly of us that we recognize our inherent sexual 

completeness with the joyous embrace of a woman, by cutting right across all supposed 

sexual divisions, overturning centuries of false emotions in many cases, but we can't do 

the same man to man? We simply can't do it, even though not the slightest sexual 

differentiation exists. The only answer that I can come up with to explain what is 

happening, is, that we are engaged in self-denial." 

      "Yes, and that is a denial of the completeness of the human being," Ross added. "It 

is a denial of everything we have been trying to establish, isn't it? It really is! With this 

self-denial standing in the way, the principle of the universal marriage of humanity can 

never be fully implemented, can't it? It just can't be done." 

      "Do you know what this means?" I asked. 

      Ross nodded. "I know, I know! But, do you realize that this goes against 5000 

years of a rigidly enforced male to male isolation, imposed with the severest penalties?" 

said Ross. "Under ancient Hebrew law, engaging into any same sex intimacy has been 

punishable by death. It may still be that way. I think it is a criminal offense in some 

countries to the very day. One can also find the roots for this isolation imbedded in the 

Mosaic Decalogue." 

      "In the politicized version of it," I corrected Ross. "The original version only 

speaks about honoring the honorable bonds that love has forged. No sex is mentioned 

there." 

      "I know that," said Ross. "The point is, the rule for sexual isolation has been 

invented for political purposes, for isolating people to maintain power. The isolation has 

been imposed by a strictly enforced law for thousands of years. Over this long period of 

time, the enforced isolation has caused enormous damage in human relationships. The 



isolation has become so deep, that love has become a curse whenever it unfolded outside 

of the prescribed norm. We have become conditioned in such a manner that any form of 

love outside of this norm evokes a sense of revulsion in many people." 

      "I certainly can see why," I said to Ross. "Today's scene of homosexual or lesbian 

love is not focused on accepting and embracing the inherent completeness of a human 

being as a necessary manifest of the divinity of mankind. To the contrary. What I see 

appears to be built on a deeply rooted sense of incompleteness reflected in those ancient 

lies." 

      Ross nodded. "I see it as a scene of cries in a wilderness," said Ross, "in a 

wilderness of distorted images and repressed feelings overloaded with guilt, with 

persecutions, or with soured relationships all carefully hidden behind cover-up marriages, 

as in the case of Tchaikovsky so long ago. I also see it all too often as a scene of 

protestation, rather than as a scene for the development of a wider universal unity. Yes, 

Pete, you are right, it is a scene of a deeply cutting sexual isolation that's of a different 

color perhaps, but that is built on the same lies that underlie all forms of isolation, 

whatever they may be." 

      "I think this may be the reason why there has been no real movement on this front, 

ever," I interrupted Ross. 

      "But where does one start?" said Ross. 

      I raised my hand to object to this question. 

      "I know, one starts by being honest with oneself," Ross said to me. "You referred 

to an honest bond that would likely have existed before all this vast isolation began. I 

know we need to get back again to this honest bond, as fast as possible, and on as wide a 

basis as possible, before we destroy one-another in a nuclear war, or with poverty and 

diseases. But it is no small matter to turn back the clock of history 5000 years to a time 

before the isolation of human beings was invented, if indeed the isolation had ever been 

resolved in the past. We might well be the ones on the leading edge on this one. We 

might be the pioneers on this front." 

      "Whatever history was or wasn't doesn't matter," I interjected. "We must move 

forward. We must follow the model. Henry the scientist, whom Fred had arranged for 

Helen and I to meet at Cape Cod, told us of a model the Universe has created that deals 

with attracting qualities. This may be the model that applies here. He said that in plasma, 

which makes up 99.999% of the mass of the Universe, electric attraction occurs that 

draws the plasma particles of differing polarity towards each other. The electrons with a 

negative charge, and the protons with a positive charge, attract each other over vast 

distances. They literally flow together, but in the final moment before they pile into each 

other and cancel each other out, a principle acts upon them that keeps them apart at an 

extremely small distance. The phenomenon creates double-layer sheets in space that are 

made up of dense electricity. The particles become segregated into these closely linked 

double layers. The force of attraction keeps the layers together, but the resulting intimacy 



doesn't annihilate them. Henry told me that these double layers form huge filamentary 

structure throughout the galaxies and intergalactic space. Henry said that when these 

diversely polarized particles come so close to each other and so densely, they actually 

begin to move each other. As they do, electric currents begin to flow. He suggested that 

this double sheet model might be the most fundamental model of the Universe, without 

which the Universe might not exist at all. If this is so, shouldn't this model then also 

apply to our male/female polarization? The male/female polarization draws us together. It 

creates a very close intimacy, as close as it can get. However, in the double-layer plasma 

structures another thing of intimacy happens. The particles of like polarity are brought 

together into a similar close and intimate approximation to each other. This can't be 

avoided in high-density plasma structures. It is so natural that the electric currents begin 

to flow. Now tell me, why should we avoid the same in our human social structures if the 

same model applies? We see this high-density intimacy happening on both sides of the 

plasma double-layer. This means we have three types of close intimacy represented there. 

We have a close association among the electrons, and a close association among the 

protons, and we have a close association of the protons with the electrons across the 

minuscule isolation that maintains the double layer. According to this model, all three 

types of human sexuality is valid and is natural and happens simultaneously. But note, in 

the double layer plasma, the factor that drives the entire complex is the attracting force of 

the opposite polarity. In physics we call it this driving force electric attraction of particles 

with charges of opposite characteristics. In human relationships we call it sexual 

diversity. But isn't the principle the same in both cases so that the rest that happens 

follows the same model quite naturally if we give ourselves half a chance and not block 

it." 

      Ross nodded. "You may have a point there," he said. "What drew us together on 

the rock here was our common attraction to women. That creates the double layer. The 

ancient marriage doctrine where one man latches onto one woman, which takes the two 

out of the Universe, doesn't fit into this model. That is why homosexuality causes huge 

problems in the old model. But in the double-layer model everything is natural. With all 

of this considered the sexual relationships of mankind might have always been 

problematic in the past. Plasma physics is a relatively new science, isn't it? It wasn't even 

known in Mary's time, though she somehow understood the double-layer model that we 

now recognize to be the most fundamental model of the Universe. In other words, there 

was nothing useful happening in the past that we should re-establish." 

      "Pete is right, we must move forward," I heard Sylvia say to Ross from the 

kitchen. "We must consciously re-think everything, and honestly embrace the wider 

horizons of Love. I don't think there ever was a paradise in history. The paradise begins 

here. So let's not react to old traditions that some priests had imposed out of their own 

sense of incompleteness. Nor can we afford to bow to falsely educated emotions that are 

built on the same sense of incompleteness. We must move forward according to universal 

principles that represent the truth. The history of accepted incompleteness is a history of 

poverty. It is water down the creek." 

      Sylvia brought a plate of cookies to the balcony as she said this. She put the plate 

on the table and sat down. "I don't think we have really heard what Pete has been saying 



for all these years," she said as she poured herself a cup of tea, "and that is true for Pete 

himself. Pete spoke of the Christ idea of the divinity of mankind, which kept popping up 

throughout history, which defines us as inherently complete, which literally demands us 

to acknowledge our completeness. Pete had applied this Christ principle to the male and 

female aspect of our humanity. I agree, this brought us a whole lot closer to the truth, but 

not far enough by any means. The male and female aspect that we all incorporate, is but a 

small part of our larger completeness that defines the human character, that reflects our 

universal Soul. One of these is generosity. How highly do we value this inherent aspect 

of ourselves? Also, there are countless other such elements, such as gentleness, honor, 

sublimity, and so on. How highly do we value these? How highly do we value our 

intellect, our integrity, and our truthfulness in all things, and of course our creativity, our 

industry, even our immortality as we raise the status of civilization in an enduring manner 

with the riches of Life?" 

      "There we have our answer," said Ross to me, "the real reason why there is a gap 

between us, is our poverty resulting from a vastly larger self-denial than we ever thought 

possible." 

      He began to laugh as he took one of the cookies and dipped it in his tea. "We have 

been calling ourselves sexual beings without realizing that the Christ is our sex, which 

alone defines our completeness..." 

      "...And our riches in that completeness," interrupted Sylvia, "provided we care to 

discover the larger dimension of it. I think we have been focusing too much on the little 

things, and not enough on the big things that the little things should represent." 

      Ross dunked his cookie once more. "When we begin to pull ourselves up to this 

higher level, this Christ level, my scientific sense tells me, we will leave all the problems 

behind that pertain to a sense of incompleteness. Living will then become as natural as 

the rain that refreshes the earth." 

      "It's always been like that," I added. "Whenever we addressed a problem from a 

higher level perception, whatever it was, all the problems were left behind that were 

defined at those lower levels that we stepped away from. They suddenly no longer 

applied." 

      "That, my friends," said Sylvia, "is the only way in which society can cure itself of 

its fascination with fascism that has already deeply infected the once most moral nation 

on the planet which now threatens everything in the world. Fascism is more than just a 

sense of incompleteness; don't you think? I think fascism is emptiness! It becomes the 

default state when there is no humanity left in a person's thoughts. It is utter poverty. It's 

total bankruptcy. It's a complete emptiness! This also means, that the process for ending 

this problem is the same."  

      "This is no small task," Ross replied. 

      "I never said that it was," I said to him firmly. "I only suggested, that when we 

accomplish the task, which we will accomplish, I am sure of it, we won't see the 



accomplishment as a victory. We will most likely look upon the present era, which is still 

an era of isolation for us and the whole world, and look at it with a sense of shame. We 

won't feel like celebrating when we find our way out of it, so as not to be reminded of the 

darkness that was, except perhaps to celebrate life itself." 

 

      After breakfast, Sylvia and Ross went together to our house to listen to the music 

of Camille Saint-Saens, while I held down the fort. With the growing tensions in the 

world, it had become imperative that someone was standing by and operate the coastal 

surveillance equipment at the fort, day and night. Besides, I needed to check with Fred 

about my travel plans, to find out whether Tony had been able to get the twin goose that 

he was hoping to get -- twin goose meaning a twin engine turboprop plane with 

amphibian capability, a limited production long range plane that had been kept in 

inventory for secret missions. 

      Fred's answer was a big yes on all counts. He got the goose, the itinerary, 

clearance papers, flight plans with approval, everything. "According to plan, the goose 

will take you to the Azores, Tripoli, Khurtum, Nairobi, and from there deep into Sub-

Saharan Africa," said Fred. He wished us a good journey. 

  

      Tony arrived with the goose in late afternoon. The next morning, before the first 

light of dawn, we were off towards the Azores, to Ponto Delgada. 

      "When we discover the needed principle," said Ross as he and Sylvia ferried me to 

the goose, "I am certain that our discovery will also meet Anton's needs, and Nicolai's..." 

      "And probably others' as well," added Sylvia. 

      "I think we have made that discovery already, during the last few days," I replied. 

"That should count for something, we just have to implement the rest," I added. 

      "It's a good start," Ross agreed. 

      "I love you for that, all of you," I said as I climbed out of the boat and onto the 

floats of the plane. Tony had the engines already running. 

  

      Our takeoff was into the north wind. The goose lifted off easily. 

      As soon as we were airborne, Tony throttled back to conserve fuel. By then, a faint 

glow dawned on the horizon. 

      "How much fuel do we have?" I asked. 



      "Enough to get us to the Azores with two hours in reserve. Why do you ask?" 

      "I want you to circle back and fly low over our beach once more. I just got this 

gnawing feeling during takeoff that we might not make it back to here again. I would like 

to see Ross and Sylvia once more before we leave. Maybe they are still on the beach." 

      Tony shook his head, but he obliged me. He banked the plane sharply to the West 

and circled low over our beach three times, as low as he dared. Sylvia and Ross could be 

seen waving to us. I doubted, though, that they could see us waving in return. 

      "What was this all about," Tony asked after he had leveled the plane, going East. 

      "It came out of a sudden fear, realizing that since the entire world-financial system 

is teetering at the edge of a cliff, it might be coming down while we are away. If that 

were to happened, we could be stuck in Africa." 

      "So, what's the problem?" said Tony and grinned. 

      "That's serious, Tony. With the dollar wiped out we won't get fuel, or food, or 

anything." 

      "Don't worry," said Tony, "they'll get us back home." 

      "If we live long enough," I replied. "You don't understand Africa, do you?" 

      "What don't I understand?" said Tony. "Africa isn't in danger of any nuclear war 

that might be unleashed during such a chaos when the whole system comes crashing 

down. Anything short of that we can manage." 

      "The Africans would probably welcome a nuclear war among the western powers 

as this would get us off their back," I said to Tony. "I am afraid; a global financial 

breakdown might have the same effect on them. Africa is being exploited and looted by 

us in countless ways, and the general population is helpless against that. Our money buys 

us the law, and the law affords us status, protection, and an open door to rape the 

continent. All this rests on our money. If the money goes, everything goes. Everything 

evaporates. At the midnight hour the coach becomes a pumpkin again, the princess 

becomes Cinderella, and we become a bunch of hated foreigners that have made their 

lives miserable for a long time. Being free of us, the Africans will take back what is 

theirs, and the tide will turn against us in a big way and kill us." 

      Tony didn't answer. He didn't have to answer. We had a twelve-hour flight ahead 

of us. He set the autopilot up and climbed out of his seat. He went into the back of the 

plane and rummaged around for something. When he returned, he had a blue pamphlet in 

his hand that he said he picked up in Washington when he was there to get our papers. 

The pamphlet had EIR written on it in huge letters, which stood for Executive 

Intelligence Review. The cover featured a man making a speech. The face was familiar. 



      "The name is Lyndon LaRouche," said Tony. "This man has been saying for 25 

years what you just said. He has been saying, that if the western world's policies are 

continued as they were, a total collapse of the financial and economic system of the world 

would be the inevitable outcome. He has been saying this for twenty-five years, urging 

the governments around the world to change their policies. He warned that the collapse of 

the system would lead to a new Dark Age. He insists in this pamphlet that the entire 

world-financial system must be taken down judiciously. Then, what is still viable, must 

be put through a bankruptcy type reorganization in order to save the bit that is still 

functioning of our economies. That's his priority, saving entire countries from that total 

collapse. That's what he is fighting to accomplish. But isn't that what Steve and Ross have 

been saying, too?" 

      Tony handed the pamphlet to me, commenting: "LaRouche said that the whole 

thing could come down in the space of a day or two, without warning, like a balloon 

explodes when it is pricked with a needle." 

      I took the pamphlet. It was filled with articles on economics and policy proposals 

for averting a crisis and for rebuilding the economies of the nations and the world. It 

contained an article about the Eurasian Land Bridge development that had been proposed 

for years by LaRouche and was finally accepted in principle by Russia, China, and many 

of the Asian nations. "Isn't that what Nicolai has been telling us about?" I said to Tony. 

      I was astonished. Here, before my eyes, was the example of a single man at work 

shaping the world, elevating the world. 

      "I hope that the pamphlet will end your despair," said Tony. "Your fears, as valid 

as they are, may be groundless. We have a great man fighting for us all, who has the 

capacity to win this battle, who has already won a few lesser battles for humanity. I 

believe this is the man that you spoke of in Venice, who, you said, invented the SDI 

concept, who had been engaged in offering it to the Soviets as a joint project with 

America and the rest of the world. Wasn't he the man who also warned the Soviets that if 

they pursued this kind of development alone, they would wreck their economy in five 

years? Wasn't he also the man who said openly, that one way or another, his intervention 

would end the Cold War, and it did? Pete, this has happened, hasn't it, as he had foretold? 

This man is still fighting, Pete. You are not alone. Don't negate his influence." 

  

      I thanked Tony for the information. 

      Our conversation along this line lasted till noon. We ate our lunch in the brightness 

of unimpeded sunshine. In the afternoon our conversation was centered around the 

question as to why we were on this mission, if it was that dangerous that we could be 

killed in the process. I spoke about the need to save mankind in order to save ourselves. 

The biological threat that Africa had become under the thumb of the fundi’s empire, had 

to be countered worldwide with absolutely credible evidence, so I told him. I told him 

that we were actually doing nothing more than what the whole of humanity should be 



doing, looking out for one-another. In this sense our mission wasn't exceptional in any 

way. I told him that. Also, I said that there would be no danger involved if a lot more 

people would involve themselves in this manner, because then the financial system would 

not be at the verge of imploding into nothing, and Africa wouldn't be a problem for the 

world as a caldron for diseases coming out of its poverty. It would likely be the 

breadbasket for the world, if that happened, with its vast land and water resources. 

      Tony's reaction was that we shouldn't be worried about the possible dangers. He 

said if we kept our tanks topped off to the brim, and kept ourselves alert about the state of 

the world, we would have plenty of time to get ourselves back home before all hell broke 

loose. 

      This was bravely spoken, of course. Evidently, his comments were designed to 

lesson my fears and put me at ease. In real terms it would take us upwards to four days to 

get ourselves back to the Azores, from the southern parts of South Africa, provided we 

would have access to the required fuel. It was wonderful in this regard to witness Tony's 

response to my fears, and the care he took to make the frightening world less real. He 

spoke about living, instead of dying. He spoke about the beauty of Africa and its people, 

instead of the misery we had thrust upon them. He said that he was looking forward to 

making new friends and to embrace them in love. He spoke about the beauty of the 

African women and the African men. He told me that he had been in Africa with the Air 

Force, in his earlier years. He promised that he would show me Africa, as I had never 

even dreamed about it before. He spoke about the beauty of the human spirit that exists 

even in the slums, or especially there, in the midst of gross ugliness.  

 

  

      I came to appreciate and love Tony as a beautiful soul, as well as a beautiful man; 

beautiful in his soft voice and polite manners, never brash, never cruel; beautiful in his 

looks, tall, slender, his dark hair immaculately kept; beautiful in his eyes, that never 

strayed from whoever he spoke with or listened to; beautiful in the ease of his bearing, 

feather light, with the grace of a dancer; beautiful also in his generosity and caring. Yes, I 

was looking forward to our five-week adventure together into the heart of Africa, which 

promised to become an exciting adventure to explore the human dimension where its 

light, as he insisted, shone most beautiful. Maybe he was the personification of that 

continent that he loved. 

  

      Before we arrived at the Azores the sky had turned dark again. Only a faint 

afterglow remained and that disappeared by the time we landed. Tony parked the plane 

near a US Air Force owned hangar and checked into the designated motel complex, a 

small complex with a swimming pool. The place catered exclusively to foreign service 

personnel. 



      Our evening together by the pool, and later in our room, was dominated by 

sharing. It was dominated by the sharing of our feelings, of our experiences, of 

friendships, and our love. All of that made the evening beautiful. The sharing of our 

hopes, dreams, and aspiration, and ourselves too to some degree, added to that. 

   

      In the morning I was woken by the rising sun and a gentle kiss on the forehead. 

Later, in the cafeteria, after we had ordered our breakfast, Tony called the waiter back 

and added to the order a large pot of tea. 

  

      "I still can't figure out why we are going to Africa," said Tony after we were 

airborne again, flying at thirty thousand feet towards Africa that lay still far beyond the 

horizon in front of us. We were flying into the morning sun. The scattered clouds below 

us were brilliantly white, casting a patchwork of shadows on the sea. 

      "Why are we going through all of this trouble to gather evidence when we have 

already more evidence on hand than anybody is willing to deal with?" asked Tony. "Our 

trip would make sense if we intended to actually do something concrete to help the 

people there. If Fred would have given us a hundred grand to spend on some urgently 

needed project to help reverse the bad image that America has earned, then our going 

there would make sense." 

      I rejected his suggestion, to his dismay. 

      "Why?" he asked. 

      I told him that he was asking for too little. What he was asking for was a pittance, 

far too small for even a mouse. This gesture would make no difference in the overall 

scheme. I reminded him that all of the world's charities were already doing precisely what 

he proposed, and have been doing that for years, while nothing ever gets resolved. The 

status quo remains unchanged. The charities typically put up a few hundred-thousand in 

aid, while the financial raiders pull out billions out of Africa, and the people there 

continue to go on starving to death, or are helped along to die, by wars that we arrange 

for them. Africa has twenty-eight million people dying of AIDS. It has three million 

orphans whose parents have already died of AIDS. I told him that this is only the 

beginning. The starving and dying population has become the world's foremost breeding 

ground for evermore-exotic diseases that may some day overwhelm the whole world. 

"We have to save the whole of Africa, to save the world, and thereby ourselves," I said. 

      "And what is the world doing about this crisis in Africa, even to rescue itself?" I 

asked. "You know the answer, Tony. The answer is: Nothing!" 

      I told him about a recent emergency appeal by the U.N. World Food Program. The 

appeal was to help save the lives of close to twenty million starving Africans. "They 

requested sixty-nine million dollars in emergency aid, and all what the whole world was 



willing to give, was three million. That's less than five percent. It's the same with 

everything, Tony. The U.N. requested ten billion annually for the treatment of AIDS, and 

the world responds with a pitiful half a billion. It's a pittance, Tony. It's a crumb too small 

for a mouse, compared to what is really needed." 

      I explained to Tony that this failure is not an African problem. Africa has been 

destroyed and prevented from redeveloping itself. A starving and dying people can't 

rebuild a continent. "We are facing a global, human problem. Africa is a mirror in which 

we see the face of our own humanity, and what I see is ugly." 

      I told Tony to wake up. I told him that rescuing Africa is synonymous with 

rescuing ourselves from the consequences of our actions, which have allowed Africa to 

be destroyed. This rescue task can never succeed on the basis of a small-scale effort. The 

whole continent needs to be rebuilt, not just people's health. Steve had been right in what 

he said to Nicolai about the Eurasian Land Bridge development project. It needs to be 

built, and it needs to be linked up to Africa; and for that the Middle East Problem needs 

to be resolved, which is the gateway from Asia to Africa; and for that the attitude of the 

whole of humanity towards one-another, needs to be uplifted. "That's what needs to be 

done," I said to Tony, "and that is precisely what we are going to do." 

      I told Tony that we were going to Africa to start something meaningful for the 

whole of humanity. I told him that a global 'sea change' is needed for humanity to 

survive, and that we were about to make that happen. I told him that we were about to 

start a 'sea change.' 

      Tony just laughed. "What's that supposed to mean? We are going empty handed, 

man. Do you want to change all of Africa with nothing at hand?" he asked and continued 

laughing. 

      "Alright, Tony," I said quietly. "How much money did you spent on medication 

last year to get rid of your ulcer?" I asked him to answer this question seriously, because 

that contains the answer to the question he asked. 

      "What has this got to do with anything?" he came back. 

      "How much did you spend, Tony? Tell me! Did you spend five hundred? Maybe 

more? You may have spent one percent of your income? Am I right?" 

      Tony nodded. 

      "So, you agree with me that it is worthwhile to spend one percent of one’s income 

to keep oneself healthy. Most people are prepared to spend a great deal more, if required, 

and a lot more than this when their life is in danger. This means that a one percent 

expenditure is actually quite small, isn't it?" 

      "What are you getting at?" Tony asked again. 



      "Isn't it obvious what we must do, Tony?" I asked him. "Africa is dying. It has 

become the bleeding ulcer of mankind and much more than that. If we don't treat it and 

nurse it back to health we may all die as the result of the biological holocaust that we 

have set in motion by looting Africa to the breakdown point. What is happening in Africa 

in terms of the continent-wide biological breakdown in the population, has become an 

unfolding crisis that Africa can no longer prevent out its own resources. This means that 

Africa is everyone's problem, especially our problem, since we have the means and the 

authority to do something about it. The bottom line is, Tony, that humanity, and I mean 

the entire world, needs to spend a reasonable portion of its income to nurse Africa back to 

life. Nothing less than one percent will do. And since the Gross Domestic Product of the 

world amounts to something in the order of forty trillion dollars U.S., we should be 

spending a minimum of four-hundred billion a year on getting people's health back in 

Africa, and redeveloping Africa. That adds up to one percent. Is one percent too much to 

ask, to turn Africa into a viable continent again, that can survive and prosper, and enrich 

the world in return, and this in a meaningful manner? Am I asking for too much? What 

about 10%?" 

      "That will never happen, Peter," was Tony's reply. "We both know that." 

      "No Tony, we don't know that. It can happen. In fact, what is required will happen, 

because we all want to survive. This means it will happen. Maybe it won't happen today, 

or tomorrow, but it will happen, and it will happen soon. One percent of the global 

product isn't too much to devote to the rebuilding of an entire continent, especially when 

so much is at stake. It will happen once people stop denying reality. In addition to 

rescuing Africa, humanity will have to put up double that amount each year to complete 

the Eurasian Land Bridge project that is required to link America to the rest of the world. 

Without that, the development of Africa will physically not be possible. The economic 

destruction, and human devastation, that has been heaped upon Africa has been too great 

for a simple solution to be possible. Rescuing Africa will have to become the focus of the 

entire world, by which the world must necessarily be forced onto redevelop itself, too, as 

a part of the same process. But the primary focus will have to be on Africa. Nothing less 

will do, Tony, or else humanity will not survive, and that means all of us. We have run 

ourselves so deeply into the ground, everywhere around the world, that we now have to 

resort to emergency measures just to survive." 

      Tony just shook his head. "Man, you're dreaming," he said in a scolding tone of 

voice. "Get real! None of this will ever happen in Africa. Even if the money can be 

provided. The money will sink into the ground like rain, and disappear. The layers of 

corruption go infinitely deep in Africa, deeper than anywhere in the world. The people of 

influence have been corrupted for centuries by the best teachers of corruption that are 

found in the West. Africa has been forced into the mud. It has been stuck there for 

decades and more deeply mired than our own bus had gotten stuck. You can't reverse all 

of that with a sudden crash program. You certainly cannot do it as an isolated project. 

You are thinking too small. You might have had a chance if you had made it a part of 

your Ice Age Renaissance project, which cannot succeed without Africa being rescued in 

the flow of it. In this larger scene rescuing Africa would have been not a big thing. But 

isolated from it, its not possible to do. The economic momentum cannot be established. 



Unfortunately, you seem to have given up on your Ice Age Renaissance dream. What 

caused you to give up on mankind? What caused you to become so small that you now 

resort to wanting to rescue Africa in isolation of what really needs to be done, like 

rescuing mankind from the Ice Age collapse of the world's food production capability?" 

      "I can't rescue the world," I replied with a smile. "That's not my job. I can't even 

rescue Africa, as you say. But the whole world working together can get the problem 

resolved, and this without bowing to corruption. The fight we face here is bigger than the 

fight we have so far faced against nuclear weapons, which we never really pursued 

seriously. I have said a thousand times, haven't I, that it is physically possible for all 

nuclear weapons to be disabled in one week, if society decides to do that, but the 

biological threat that is coming out of Africa, and out of other devastated poor nations, is 

far greater than the threat of a nuclear war and cannot be eradicated that easily. How can I 

fight for something as exotic as rescuing mankind from an Ice Age in a hundred years’ 

time if we can’t do this little thing as rescuing Africa? As a matter of fact, I expect that 

the world's nuclear weapons will be eliminated in the background to this fight for global 

survival that the fight for Africa is. I even believe that this is the only way in which the 

nuclear weapons threat may ultimately be resolved." 

      "Get real," Tony replied. "You still are thinking too small. I can see your point, 

Peter. I fully understand that Africa needs to be rescued, and that it will take the 

combined effort of the whole world to accomplish that, but this help won't be 

forthcoming if you don't aim for the real goal that combines all of these smaller goals. 

The Ice Age Renaissance should not be the ultimate goal, but the minimal goal. Anything 

less won't do. You are dreaming if you think you can rescue Africa in isolation. You 

won't develop the power to even get the project off the ground. You need an enormous 

amount of economic momentum to carry Africa out of its collapsed state. Nothing less 

than setting the stage as high as building an Ice Age Renaissance can develop the 

economic power to get Africa out of the rut, and India, and China too. India and China 

have each 700 million people living in abject poverty. You have to develop the whole 

world to get the job done to the point that you can even begin to rescue Africa. You have 

to develop the world as an economic driver to rescue Africa, so deeply has Africa been 

driven into the ground over the centuries of imperial abuse. Africa won't get any 

meaningful help in any other way than through global development, even if it is required 

for us all to survive. It won't get it, because it is physically not possible to do this, and 

more so politically. Most people don't give a shit about Africa. 'Africa is far away,' they 

say. 'Why should I care about Africa?' 'What's in it for me?' 'Who needs Africa anyway?' 

Just go into the streets and ask what people think about Africa. That's what they will tell 

you, because that is what I have witnessed when I watched a group trying to organize 

support for Africa during one of its many crisis points. You don't seem to understand, 

Peter, that what you are dreaming about won't happen unless you get real. The people that 

I helped, who organized aid for Africa, couldn't raise a hundred dollars, Pete. You are 

asking for four hundred billion a year. You simply don't understand that this won't ever 

happen unless you revive your dream and begin to fight for rescuing the whole of 

mankind from the ravishing of the next Ice Age that could otherwise lead to the 

extinction of mankind. With this goal before society and fully understood, people can no 

longer say, what's in it for me. Then you may have a chance." 



      "No, Tony, it is you who doesn't understand the problem that we have to solve. 

You don't understand the problem at all. The ultimate reason why we are on this mission 

isn't that Africa needs our help. It's really the other way around. The truth is, the world 

needs Africa to save itself." 

      Tony just shook his head. "You better explain," he added. 

      "Humanity needs Africa as a challenge, to drive itself to meet this greater 

challenge that it would otherwise not tackle in a million years, but which it won't survive 

if this challenge isn't met." 

      "You are speaking in riddles," Tony interjected. 

      "Africa is in an existential crisis, Tony, you agree with that, but humanity as a 

whole is in a deeper and even more severe existential crisis. Africa requires the world's 

assistance for its physical survival. That requires an enormous effort by every nation. In 

order to be able to make this effort, humanity will have to rebuild itself, and in order to 

achieve that, it has to scrap its marriage to Adam Smith. Adam Smith's greed based 

system of economics and free trade is a Byzantine style system of total vertical control 

designed for the destruction of humanity. Adam Smith was commissioned in 1763 to 

develop two of the most destructive elements in modern history. One of these was the 

glorification of free trade into a well-concealed imperial weapon for the economic 

destruction of a targeted nation. The second commission was to explore the economic 

processes underlying the self-destruction of Rome, which could then be re-applied as an 

invasive system to be used as an imperial weapon against nations that can't be defeated 

otherwise. The commission for both of these projects was given by Lord Shelburne to 

Adam Smith. Shelburne was Adam Smith's boss. The commission was given to Smith 

during a carriage ride from Edinburgh to London. Evidently, Adam Smith was totally 

successful in what he was requested to do. His weapon of greed based economics has 

become the most destructive invasion of the humanity of mankind that has ever been 

achieved in universal history. In fact, the invasion has been so deep reaching that most of 

humanity is absolutely married to this system. That's top down vertical, ideological, 

domination in the most absolute sense. That brings us to the point that no one is able to 

escape from. Hardly anyone even recognizes that an entrapment exists. By this 

entrapment into an intentionally designed destructive system, humanity has become 

doomed. The destruction of Africa is merely one single phase of it. The inner destruction 

of humanity is global. Like a bad virus, the inner destruction of a human being, that this 

system exists to achieve, has infected most of mankind. If Africa is to be rescued, 

mankind must first rescue itself from this Byzantine type system of Adam Smith, which it 

cannot survive, and rebuild its humanity by developing the Principle of Universal Love. 

Fighting for an Ice Age Renaissance doesn't necessarily develop the Principle of 

Universal Love. Even the greedy will ultimately concede that an Ice Age renaissance is 

needed. But rescuing Africa can only happen under the Principle of Universal Love. So, 

it all comes down to a movement of love, even compassion. If our compassion for Africa 

can be elevated to become a real driving passion for human existence, then, and only 

then, and only maybe then, humanity will elevate itself sufficiently to recognize its 

entrapment and pull itself out of it and make the Ice Age Renaissance a reality as well." 



      "Pull itself out into what?" Tony interrupted. 

      "Not into anything, Tony. That's the wrong question. Humanity needs to reclaim 

what it lost, its humanity, and rediscover its natural marriage to itself as human beings, 

and do it with love. Love is the key factor. We don't have to get into anything for that. 

We just have to acknowledge the reality of our being, our humanity. That's Helen's 

universal kiss, isn't that, that defines our peace; and the universal economic development 

that she talks about, that defines our joy; and the universal scientific development that 

defines our power, and the universal marriage of mankind to itself, as human beings, that 

defines us in truth. If we find ourselves in this truth, the rescuing of Africa will be 

achieved, and our civilization, and our existence on this planet, will be secure. If we 

cannot find ourselves in this truth, then the near universal marriage of mankind to Adam 

Smith will not be broken, and the destructive process will play itself out as it was 

designed to do, and pull humanity into a New Dark Age in which four fifth, or more, of 

the present population of the world will be unable to find the resources to survive." 

      "Are you saying that if we respond to Africa as human beings, and mobilize 

ourselves to assure the survival of Africa, we will thereby rescue ourselves from this 

fate?" said Tony astonished. 

      I took a deep breath and nodded. "You are a slow learner, Tony. Yes, this is the 

reason why the world needs Africa. No lesser impetus will be sufficient to break our 

marriage to Adam Smith. It appears that this marriage was designed never to be broken. 

And that's where we stand. We have come to the end phase of an awesome divergence 

that began several centuries before Christ, that is typified by the divergence between the 

Platonic method of thinking, that has been largely lost, and the Aristotelian method that 

pulled us away from our heart and soul as human beings, that culminated into Adam 

Smith. We are now in the end phase of this decline from man to Adam Smith, and to the 

puppets we have become on his strings. Only on rare occasions, Tony, and only in times 

of horrendous calamities, did mankind pull itself out this kind of a decline by a reverse 

paradigm shift to the tallest previously established traditions. This occurred once during 

the mid-1300s when the Adam Smiths of that age had destroyed the economies of 

Europe, until the looting banks themselves collapsed. As a result, the weakened 

populations could not resist the black plague that soon swept like wildfire with such a 

ferocity that in some places there weren't enough people alive to bury the dead. After half 

of the populations of Europe died in this catastrophe the impetus existed to link back to 

the Platonic and Socratic tradition of thinking. Out of this process of linking back to the 

Greek classical civilization, the Golden Renaissance was born. A similar process 

occurred in the early 1600s when after eighty years of wars, which were designed to 

destroy the Renaissance, half of the population had perished once again. The reverse 

paradigm shift that resulted from this tragedy culminated in the Peace of Westphalia and 

the development of the nation-state, including the founding of the USA as the first true 

nation state republic on the planet. The destruction of Africa in today's age matches in 

scope all the horrendous historic calamities that opened the door to a reverse paradigm 

shift in the past. We can achieve this again, Tony, with the requisite passion for Africa. If 

we can do this, we will survive, if not, we are doomed. In this context, the dangers that 



we may face during our mission, will be far less than the dangers that we will face if we 

fail." 

      I looked Tony into the eye. "So what do you say now? Do you still insist that I am 

dreaming?" 

      Tony just shook his head. "Peter, you're nuts. You have your head stuck in the 

clouds. None of this will happen. The world will go to hell before the nations commit 

four hundred billion a year to save Africa. It simply won't happen. I just haven't figured 

out whether you are serious in what you say, or whether you are joking. I always thought 

you were a bit impractical, but this is way out in left field. You can't be series." 

      "I couldn't be more serious," I said to him. "What I am proposing is no joke. It has 

the most solid grounding in the principles of the Universe. What I am proposing reflects 

the principle of the universal unity of all good. That's the most deeply rooted principle 

there is, as far as I can tell." 

      Tony began to laugh. "Sure, Pete? Now I am sure you're dreaming." 

      "Don't judge the future by what you see today!" I cautioned him. "Most of the 

present institutions that are running the world today, that drove us to the point of the 

present collapse, will be swept away, Tony. We are almost at this point now. The entire 

global system, with a few exceptions, is bankrupt, Tony. Otherwise we wouldn't be in 

this mess. The world is bankrupt physically, financially, morally, even intellectually and 

religiously. Everything is gone. Nothing works anymore. The powers that be, are 

desperately trying to hold the thing together by the skin of their teeth, but they can't 

prevent it from disintegrating. It's finished, gone, Kaput! 

      "The problem with you is, Tony," I said, "that you are trying to see a future that is 

modeled on the totally bankrupt system of today, the same model by which everything 

has been ruined. If that is what you see, I will have to agree with you that hell will freeze 

over before anything constructive gets done. On that basis nothing will ever happen for 

the redevelopment of Africa, that's certain. Fortunately, this is not the basis that our 

future will be built on. The real future will be built on something solid, on something 

real. 

      "When all the world fancy dreams disintegrate, Tony, and much of the people's 

livelihood with them, people will look for something that is real, something they can 

trust. They have no choice. They won't survive a second screw-up. People will look for a 

new system that isn't bankrupt from the outset, like the present greed based system has 

been, that is based on the privatization of society's wealth. They will look for a new 

system in the opposite direction. There, they will discover the principle of the universal 

unity of good. They will discover that good is indivisible, and that they had been foolish 

in trying to divide the indivisible. They will discover that the principle of the universal 

unity of good is a foundation they can rely on, that they must rely on if they want to 

survive and have a new civilization. 



      "For the last few centuries, Tony, society has chosen to mock this foundation, this 

universal principle, with the arrogance of its deranged will, but it couldn't avoid the 

consequences. I am betting that humanity will be looking at this reality when a complete 

phase shift is required as people rebuild their life, and so humanity will build itself a new 

future on that reality. 

      "That, Tony, is inevitable once the present global bankruptcy of the entire system 

has finally destroyed all of society's fancy illusions, together with its physical economic 

structures that supports its living today, as these fall apart one by one. That is also the 

reason why our Africa project will work. It is built on the future. Tony. We are on our 

way to build on the platform of that future that has not yet unfolded. We can build on this 

platform safely, because it will come. This platform is real. We are going to Africa in 

order to lay the groundwork for raising Africa into the realm of universal good, and 

America with it. We are going to Africa to build the mental foundation on which the 

required economic help, which will be forthcoming, can be accepted." 

      Tony didn't answer. 

      "What we are going to Africa for, all by itself, is as big a challenge as it will be for 

us to get this help for them," I said. "Before the first stone can be laid we have to make 

the people to understand that the only principle that can save humanity as a whole and its 

civilization, is the principle of the universal unity of good. On this platform the rescuing 

of Africa is an essential aspect of the redevelopment of the world." 

      "Man, you are dreaming," Tony repeated after I had finished my little speech. He 

began to laugh. 

      "No, you are the one who is dreaming, Tony," I replied. "You are stuck in the Old 

World that is bankrupt beyond repair. Also, you are dreaming when you believe that we 

can survive on any other platform than on a worldwide platform built on the principle of 

the universal unity of good. You are dreaming if you think for one second that this 

profound principle won't be the platform for our future. The fact is, the whole of 

humanity has been stuck in the rut on all of these issues for far too long, just as we had 

once been stuck. That is why the inevitable presently appears miraculous, though we 

should accept it as the most natural thing like the rain. Of course, having been stuck for 

long, it is hard to think ahead. Even you don't want to face the reality, Tony. Just ask 

yourself, Tony, what other options do we have? There are no other options, but to get the 

bus rolling again. Of course you don't see the principle of this future yet. You are stuck in 

a dream world together with everyone else. But this is about to change. You need this 

mission as much as the whole world needs it." 

      Tony didn't react. 

      I pointed ahead to the horizon. "What do you see out there, Tony?" I asked. 

      "What's there to see?" he said. "The ocean lies below us. The faint line on the 

horizon is the coast of Morocco." 



      "Look down onto the water, what do you see there?" I said to him. 

      "There is nothing but water," he said. 

      "Right!" I said. "But I do see more. I see on this water what has not yet been built. 

Right below us will soon cross the longest floating bridge on the planet, the 7000-km 

long Florida to Morocco Railway Bridge. That's part of the project that we will cause to 

be built. LaRouche has already been notified, and will likely join the fight. One way or 

another this bridge will be build, and it will put Africa at the crossroads of world-

development. It will make Africa the crossroads between the American industrial 

engines, the European industrial engines via the Gibraltar Tunnel, and the Asian 

industrial engines. Having Africa standing at the crossroads of world-economic 

development is vital for the survival of much of mankind. The economic development of 

Africa is vital now, and it will be especially vital in the near term when the Ice Age 

transition begins. The direct bridge to Africa will enable high speed transport of heavy 

commodities, such as fresh agricultural products, urgently needed machinery, 

construction materials, sensitive chemical products, and so on, enabling the kind of 

intercontinental transport that is currently not possible at all, being impractical by air and 

too long in duration by sea, which are both inefficient forms of transportation as the 

transports must carry their own fuel. The bridge, when completed, will support a flow-

rate of 3000 tons of freight a minute between Africa and America. It will be build entirely 

out of molten basalt, shaped in high-temperature automated industrial processes that are 

powered by high-temperature gas-cooled nuclear reactors. The railway platform will be 

300 feet wide with lesser platforms on either side acting as inertial dampers, and heavy 

wave-breaker booms breaking up the swells far on the outside." 

      "You are dreaming," Tony repeated. 

      "No, I am not dreaming. We are not going to build this for Africa alone," I said. 

"We are going to do this primarily to save America, to break America out of its iron-clad 

marriage to Adam Smith and his system of greed-based fascism that has ruined the world. 

The bridge that we will build will be a part of a four-trillion-a-year effort to upgrade 

America. It is going to be a part of a vital project that is initially focused on developing 

Africa, without which the USA will not likely survive in the coming Ice Age transition 

period. We need Africa developed, just as Africa needs us to do this in cooperation with 

them. But more importantly we need this kind of huge project for our own imperative. 

We need something that is absolutely vital and is on a scale that cannot even be 

contemplated on the Adam Smith type platform of greed based looting. The bridge 

project is big enough for that. It has the potential to break the 'ice' that has immobilized 

America." 

      "You want to get America to spent 4 trillion a year on that, Peter?" said Tony. 

"Now I know that you are dreaming." 

      "No, Tony, you still don't get it, do you?" I said to him. "We are going to spent 4 

trillion a year on this and other projects in order to make America a whopping 12 trillion 

a year richer on a continuing basis. This bridge-building project is going to be a part of 



the biggest wealth-creating project for America in its entire history. We are not spending 

wealth, Tony, in building this bridge and similar projects. We are creating wealth with 

these projects. The projects that we are going to start will be wealth-creating engines. The 

infrastructures that we are going to create for this bridge-building project will gradually 

be used to also produce free universal housing, and far down in the future, produce the 

large facilities that will be needed for universal indoor agriculture, which we must 

construct to meet our food production needs during the coming ice age period. Without 

the development effort that we will start here, no one will survive the coming Ice Age. 

We are embarked to start the most crucial life-preserving effort in the entire history of 

mankind." 

      Tony shook his head again. 

      "We have to do this, Tony," I said in reply. "We need to develop this powerful 

wealth creating potential in order to be able to help develop the world, and we need to do 

this just to be able to hold our head high again in the world as honored human beings. It 

may take us 50 years to get to that. Right now we are the asshole of the world, the bully 

with the big club. America has become the foremost killer in the world. We have become 

the world champion in holocaustism. We have killed tens of millions with AIDS, and 

several times more with the DDT ban, and far more than that with the biofuel hoax. We 

are the foremost killer of human beings in the world, on a scale that pales the murderous 

rampages of Hitler, Stalin, and Mao into insignificance. We have become so horribly 

mean to the rest of mankind that we are presently burning over 10% of our agricultural 

production, while hundreds of millions of people are starving. We are devoting 25 

million acres of farmland, the equivalent for feeding 20 million people, to grow the crops 

that we distill into 9 billion gallons of hooch that we dilute our gasoline with. Isn't that 

insane? We get a reduced power output out of our engines, while producing this hooch 

costs us 10 billion kilowatt hours more in energy inputs than the hooch gives us back in 

usable power. We are literally killing 20 million people each year, and for this we incur 

an energy loss, equivalent to the power output of ten giant thousand-megawatt nuclear 

power complexes, or equivalent to the burning of 28 million tons of coal. Distilling the 

hooch, called ethanol, also costs a whopping 360 billion gallons of water that we have to 

take away from other agricultural uses. In addition to this horrendous waste we are also 

taking on the rather dangerous pollution that burning the hooch puts into the atmosphere 

in the form of ozone and several types of carcinogens, and the metal corrosion that it 

creates throughout the fuel delivery infrastructure. And why do we take on this 

horrendous cost and energy loss? We do it, because it creates a nicely glossed-over 

method for killing people. The killing of 20 million people a year adds up to quite a 

large-scale holocaust. And this is only a small part of the global warming killing spree. It 

is being freely admitted now by some of the inner circle that the global warming hoax 

was created as an issue for unleashing a mega-holocaust. America is playing a leading 

role in this as the leading enforcer of the policies of empire. In this role we have become 

the leading killer of mankind, economically, culturally, militarily, and politically. It will 

take a long time and a lot of effort on our part to rebuild our standing in the world as an 

honorable people, and to repair the damage we have caused. Our helping Africa to live 

again and develop itself would be a step in that direction. That is what I see standing 

behind the floating bridge from Florida to Morocco that I see in my mind below us." 



      "You are expecting miracles," Tony interjected. 

      "No, Tony, I expect us to become human beings again, which we are able to 

become," I said to him quietly. "Of course, for this to happen, we have to change our own 

private world too, and bring it into line with the same principle that renders us as human 

beings. Bringing us into line with the principle of the universal unity of good may be the 

biggest challenge of all the challenges we face. Still, I have a feeling that we have made a 

good start already in this arena. So you see, Tony, the movement towards the future has 

already begun. At least it has begun back home on our rock by the sea. A few of the old 

bankrupt social systems and traditions have already been swept aside there, with much 

more yet to come." 

      "We have begun, you say?" said Tony and began to laugh. "And how did we do 

this?" he asked. 

      "Oh, come on Tony! You know the answer. You are involved yourself," I said. 

"Would Dag and Al be living with you if we hadn't swept aside some of these old 

bankrupt social systems and traditions? Or would Heather have kissed me good bye 

before leaving with Nicolai? We have made big breakthroughs by becoming more honest 

with ourselves. What else could have changed us? Name me anything else that can break 

the kind of chain of denial and self-denial, which had corrupted us. You can't, can you?" 

      "So it all comes back down to you and Heather, doesn't it?" said Tony astonished. 

"We're back to that. We are back to repeating what the two of you had once attempted 

and couldn't pull off. God help us if that's all we've got. We have still got the statue of 

Albert Pike, the founder of the Ku Klux Klan, disgracing Washington. We are as deeply 

in a rut as a nation as you and Heather are in a rut." 

      I shook my head. "We have come a long way in getting ourselves out of this rut, 

Heather and I," I said to Tony. "It is my hope that the world will join us in this race for 

our freedom. Besides, Tony, do you have a better idea for building our world up as will 

be necessary for surviving the next Ice Age? People want to be honest with themselves, 

especially in regard to their intimacy as human beings that starts with their sexual 

feelings for one-another. That's what this comes down to, Tony. The rut that Heather and 

I are in is just a symptom of this larger challenge that has yet to be met universally. I 

suspect, however, that it won't take that much to break the global stranglehold once we 

begin to seriously break the stranglehold of denial in the sexual domain. This domain isn't 

exempted from the principle of the universal unity of good, as you have begun to 

acknowledge yourself. If we make major breakthroughs in this domain, on a broad basis, 

I can almost guarantee that we will see many a spillover happening into all sorts of areas, 

even into areas where the deepest form of denial still reigns supreme today. Once people 

become honest with themselves at the home gate, they will extent this honesty quite 

naturally into the arenas of finance, economics, statecraft; covering the whole world; 

uplifting the world, especially in respect to Africa. Then, people will likely begin to react 

in a very human manner, and in a meaningful manner. They may even decide that four 

hundred billion, or even eight-hundred billion are not enough as an initial emergency 

response to Africa's need in this unfolding crisis that has gripped Africa more deeply than 



the rest of the world. That is how the principle of the universal unity of good will likely 

begin to unfold universally." 

      Tony became quiet, and simply nodded. 

      "My point is, Tony," I said to him, "there exists no limit to what can be 

accomplished once society decides to become human beings again, and begin to act like 

human beings in total honesty with themselves." 

 

      Tony didn't answer a word to this. The discussion ended. Nothing much more was 

said on the subject until the coastline of Morocco came into view. 

      "This means we have come full circle," Tony commented. "Archeology tells us 

that the development of mankind began in Africa. Now the second phase of this process, 

so it seems, has to begin again in Africa." 

  

      We reached the coastline of Morocco shortly after lunch. 

      "That's it," said Tony and pointed to the ground. He smiled at me, locked in the 

autopilot and got out of his seat. "I've got something for you in the back of the plane," he 

said. Moments later he returned with a letter. "Sylvia asked me to give this to you when 

we arrive in Africa." He said this with a grin and handed me the letter. Then he shook his 

head and began to laugh as he sat down again. 

  

      The letter was handwritten. It was contained in a blue envelope together with a 

picture of Sylvia. 

      "Dear Peter, congratulations!" the letter began. 

      "Congratulations for what?" I heard myself say. We hadn't done anything yet. We 

had gone to Africa to bring back pictures and stories and reports of all types to inspire the 

passion of the world for the human dimension that must be uplifted from the mire of 

wars, poverty, corruption, and diseases. 

      "I congratulate you for having broken free," she wrote in the letter. "You have 

broken free, because the new bonds that bind us together have elevated us into a new 

sphere where we will always be together no matter what the circumstances may bring. 

We are no longer tied to the earth and its ways, but have become children of the heavens. 

We have both broken free, free to face the tasks that we have chosen, tasks to enrich our 

human world, to protect it, to bring light into it. That is what you have talked about all 

along, pointing to Africa as the key. Please accept the great mission that you are on, as a 

gift from me, Tony, Dag, Al, Ross, and Heather. It wasn't easy to convince Fred to 



commit the resources, and to convince his boss to approve the mission in these 

troublesome times. Everyone of us had a hand in that. And now you are free to fulfill 

your dream to protect our world. 

      "Everyone else, also wishes you well and God-speed, Peter, including Nicolai and 

his great love, Antonovna, who I understand is your great love at the same time. 

Likewise, five people from India added their names to the list of the people who support 

you with their light, and in addition to them a woman from Vienna, named Olive. Only 

Helen could not be contacted. But she may sense your need of support for this critical 

mission in her own way. May our wishes and hopes, and whatever light we can send you, 

bear you up as you face this great task. 

      "Nevertheless, in spite of all this, it seems once again that we have barely begun. 

You once told me that it is impossible for a human being to dream too tall a dream, 

because there are no limits to what a human being can accomplish. Let this dream be our 

dream and bind us together, and bind us all together with the whole of humanity. We 

need this dream for the world to continue after your mission is completed, for life goes on 

and the challenges grow. And maybe, our facing this unending demand bravely and with 

great expectations sets us apart from just being children. As children we had our gazed 

fixed onto the mountaintop, with wondering eyes. Today we look out from the 

mountaintop to the stars and reach for them. Of course, what happens tomorrow we can't 

even envision yet, but I know when it comes we will face it with confidence, all of us 

together, and I am looking forward to it with joy. 

 

      "In this context, Ross and I have embarked on a mission of our own. This mission 

has been funded from Brazil by a person none of us knew, and may never know Steve 

probably had something to do with that, through Nicolai's network. Peter, you will love 

our project. We will call it, The War to End All Wars. Our project is to gather every story 

we can find around the world that is in any way related to Helen's platform of reality, and 

our highest scientific development of it. Then we will commission the best writers and 

story tellers we can find to present those stories, both in written form and on audio tape. 

We have already stories coming to us from Russia, China, Austria, Germany, Mexico, 

India, and even Peru. I think, though, we may begin with our own weapons mythology 

story, and how the ending must change, according to your suggestion, and how it has 

changed all of us already. 

      "Our 'little' project, Peter, that we invite you to participate in, will be an open 

ended project by design, until there is no more war in the world. Then the project will 

close. This war of ours, to end all wars, may be the first war that has ever been started on 

this planet that is designed not to create victors and vanquished people or nations, but to 

create a man standing tall on the top of a mountain, with the world not a burnt out wreck 

laying far below at his feet, but with a world standing rich and vibrantly at his side on the 

mountaintop. We will not stop until this is done. In this we join hands with you as we 

walk towards the Sun, by which the shadows fall behind us. 



      "With all my love; Sylvia." 

 

 


